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Through and including
, 2021 (the 25th day after the date of this prospectus), all dealers that effect transaction in these securities, whether or not
participating in this offering, may be required to deliver a prospectus. This in addition to the dealer’s obligation to deliver a prospectus when acting as
underwriters and with respect to their unsold allotments or subscriptions.
Neither we, the selling shareholder nor the underwriters have authorized anyone to provide information different from that contained in this prospectus, any
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underwriters take any responsibility for, and can provide no assurance as to the reliability of, any information other than the information in this prospectus, any
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sale of our ordinary shares means that information contained in this prospectus is correct after the date of this prospectus. This prospectus is not an offer to sell
or the solicitation of an offer to buy these ordinary shares in any circumstances under which such offer or solicitation is unlawful.
For investors outside the United States: Neither we, the selling shareholder nor any of the underwriters have taken any action that would permit this offering or
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inform yourselves about and to observe any restrictions relating to this offering and the distribution of this prospectus.
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Basis of presentation
Our financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States, or GAAP. We present our
consolidated financial statements in U.S. dollars. Our fiscal year ends on December 31 of each year. Our most recent fiscal year ended on December 31, 2020.
Certain monetary amounts, percentages and other figures included elsewhere in this prospectus have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly,
figures shown as totals in certain tables or charts may not be the arithmetic aggregation of the figures that precede them, and figures expressed as percentages
in the text may not total 100% or, as applicable, when aggregated may not be the arithmetic aggregation of the percentages that precede them.

Trademarks
“Similarweb,” the Similarweb logo and our other registered and common law trade names, trademarks and service marks are the property of Similarweb Ltd. or
our subsidiaries. All other trademarks, trade names and service marks appearing in this prospectus are the property of their respective owners. Solely for
convenience, the trademarks and trade names in this prospectus may be referred to without the ® and ™ symbols, but such references should not be
construed as any indicator that their respective owners will not assert their rights thereto.
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Summary
This summary highlights selected information contained elsewhere in this prospectus. This summary does not contain all the information that
you should consider before deciding to invest in our ordinary shares. You should read the entire prospectus carefully, including the “Risk
factors,” “Business,” and “Management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations” sections and our consolidated
financial statements and notes to those consolidated financial statements before making an investment decision. Unless the context otherwise
requires, all references in this prospectus to “Similarweb,” the “Company,” “we,” “our,” “us” or similar terms refer to Similarweb Ltd. and its
subsidiaries. References to the "selling shareholder" refer to our Chief Executive Officer, the selling shareholder named in the prospectus.

Overview
Similarweb provides a leading platform for digital intelligence, delivering a trusted, comprehensive and detailed view of the digital world that
empowers our customers to be competitive in their markets. Our proprietary technology analyzes billions of digital interactions and transactions
every day from millions of websites and apps, and turns these digital signals into actionable insights. With our platform, everyone from
business leaders, strategy teams, analysts, marketers, category managers, salespeople and investors can quickly and efficiently discover the
best business opportunities, identify potential competitive threats and make critical decisions to capture market share and grow revenues.
Digital is an important growth driver for businesses today. It is quickly becoming the preferred means to find information, communicate,
transact, and deliver services. At the same time, digital has lowered the barriers to entry, accelerated the pace of business and increased
competition in every market.
In this dynamic environment, businesses now have access to unprecedented amounts of digital data. However, the data generally available to
them only relates to the performance of digital properties such as web sites, apps and social media channels, that they own. Businesses have
almost no visibility into the broader behaviors of consumers, or the digital performance of competitors, partners and other players. As a result,
companies operate with a lack of external visibility, impairing their ability to execute on everything from corporate strategy to day-to-day
operations. Digital intelligence cuts through this lack of visibility and gives organizations the means to understand and gain insight from all
relevant digital activity, creating significant competitive advantages.
Digital intelligence has become critical for business, but is complex and technically challenging. Online behavior consists of interactions and
transactions across many different platforms and channels and happens on a global basis. These digital interactions and transactions generate
massive quantities of data, and because of the high velocity of the digital economy, this information quickly becomes out-of-date. As a result of
the diversity and scale of data, as well as the need to keep the data current, it is extremely difficult to build and maintain a comprehensive view
of all digital activity.
Our digital intelligence solutions collect billions of digital signals in the form of interactions and transactions and transform them into powerful
actionable insights. Our platform enables businesses to understand market trends, optimize traffic acquisition, understand the customer-buying
journey, grow pipeline and make better investment decisions. Our platform provides critical insights on digital behavior that allows businesses
to analyze competition, recognize and defend against emerging threats and monitor competitive strategy and tactics. To win in the digital world,
including to defend existing market share and proactively drive future growth, it has become a business imperative to embrace digital
intelligence throughout the organization, from senior executives to individual contributors.
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Our platform is comprehensive, reliable and timely. Our intuitive, self-service solutions empower people at all levels and functions in an
organization, from entry-level employees up to the C-suite, to make critical decisions to run their businesses. We provide all users with a single
unified view of digital activity, allowing everyone to immediately access information, digest insights and make data-driven decisions, without the
need for technical specialists such as data scientists, or expensive and time-consuming market research. This ease of use enables adoption of
our platform and various solutions across organizations and accelerates the pace of data-driven decision-making within companies.
We believe we are recognized as a standard of measure of the digital world. Our intelligence solutions create a shared understanding of the
digital world and are used as fundamental components of the decision-making process for thousands of businesses worldwide. Our insights
are frequently referenced publicly by chief executive officers, major publications and accredited research firms to describe trends they are
seeing. Our platform has become a prerequisite experience for job opportunities and a notable skill that users highlight on LinkedIn.
We have over a decade of experience collecting and analyzing vast amounts of data. We have committed substantial resources to developing
and improving our algorithms to transform the data we ingest into actionable insights for our customers. We analyze a diverse universe of
digital signals, and leverage proprietary machine learning and predictive models, built by our dedicated team of researchers, to process the
billions of data points we collect. We do not just provide basic data; we also help answer relevant and essential questions such as:
•

”Which digital banking platform is gaining the most market share in my core geographic markets?”

•

”Which marketing channels drive the most traffic for travel businesses like mine?”

•

“Which of my competitor’s products are selling the most on Amazon? What other marketplaces is my competitor using to sell their product?”

•

“What is the most important factor in my prospect’s buying decision?”

•

“What does daily digital traffic suggest about the performance of companies in my portfolio against stock market expectations?”

We generate revenue through paid subscription solutions across various pricing tiers based on feature set, geographic coverage and number
of users. In addition, we have a free offering that offers access to a wide range of basic services, providing customers with a subset of the
robust insights and analytics offered by our feature-rich paid subscriptions. Our free offering drives awareness and enables potential customers
to realize the value they can drive from our paid offerings.
We have a highly efficient dual-pronged sales approach with both inbound and outbound sales motions, which includes a global sales force
supported by a team of technical and data experts. Our direct sales team engages with our largest customers while our inside sales team
engages with our smaller customers. Post-sale, we continually engage with our customers through support services and proactive account
management team check-ins, and often upsell customers to new solutions as they see the value in the platform and want to add additional
feature sets, geographic coverage, users and categories of digital intelligence solutions. Once a customer starts to realize the value of our
platform by deploying one of our solutions in their business, they often significantly increase their usage of our platform.
We sell to companies across a wide range of industries such as retail, consumer packaged goods, travel, consumer finance, consultancies,
marketing and advertising agencies, media and publishers, business-to-business software, logistics, payment processors and institutional
investors. As of March 31, 2021, we had 2,874 paying customers, including 9 of the top 10 technology organizations, 7 of
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the top 10 financial services organizations, 5 of the top 10 retail organizations, 7 of the top 10 household products organizations and 5 of the
top 7 apparel organizations in the Fortune 500. We generated in excess of $100,000 ARR from 16 of these 33 top companies as of March 31,
2021.
Our business has grown rapidly and is capital efficient. For the year ended December 31, 2020, we grew our revenue by 32% compared to the
year ended December 31, 2019, while consuming less than $5.0 million of free cash flow. For the three months ended March 31, 2021, we
grew our revenue by 43% compared to the three months ended March 31, 2020, while generating $1.9 million of free cash flow. Since
inception, we have raised $136.6 million of primary capital and we had $55.4 million and $60.3 million of cash, cash equivalents, short-term
investments and restricted deposits as of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021, respectively. We generated revenue of $70.6 million and
$93.5 million in the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, and $20.6 million and $29.4 million for the three months ended
March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. We had negative operating cash flow of $9.7 million and $3.8 million and had negative free cash flow of
$11.5 million and $4.9 million in years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, generated operating cash flow of $0.5 million and
$2.3 million and had positive free cash flow of $0.3 million and $1.9 million in the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
See the section titled “—Non-GAAP financial measures—Free cash flow” for additional information regarding free cash flow, a measure that is
not calculated under GAAP. For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, our net
loss was $17.7 million, $22.0 million, $6.2 million and $12.1 million, respectively.

Industry background
Digital is now the point of engagement
Over the last two decades, industries have been transformed by an accelerating shift to digital. This trend has spurred innovation and
disruption across industries, with digital becoming the primary point of engagement between businesses and their customers, employees and
partners worldwide. According to Insider Intelligence, in 2020, U.S. adults spent nearly 8 hours per day consuming digital media across all
devices. This daily usage is driven by changes in the way people interact. According to IDC, the number of global daily digital interactions per
connected person has increased from 584 in 2015 to 1,426 in 2020. Daily usage is also affected by changes in the way people transact.
According to a January 2021 Digital Commerce 360 analysis, U.S. eCommerce penetration has increased from 11% in 2015 to 21% in 2020.
Every type of transaction, from the exchange of goods to the exchange of information, is moving online at an accelerated pace.
Digital is the driver of growth
In order to keep pace with the demands of rapidly evolving and growing digital markets, companies have made significant investments in new
operational processes and technologies, including a significant reallocation of their investments into data and intelligence to drive informed
decision-making. According to IDC, an estimated 65% of global GDP will be digitized by 2022, driving accelerated spending on digital
transformation of over $6.8 trillion through 2023. These investments often result in healthier businesses in the long term; according to SAP,
over 75% of companies that have undergone digital transformation efforts reported increased profitability.
Digital has driven growth in many aspects of businesses, including optimizing go-to-market functions, commerce, communications and
research. This growth has been further amplified by the COVID-19 pandemic, as businesses have fundamentally pivoted their operations to be
more digital-driven.
Digital markets are faster moving and more competitive
In the digital world, businesses can enter new markets relatively easily and with low costs. Geography is not a barrier; new entrants do not
require storefronts and can easily outsource most corporate functions from human resources to manufacturing. Digital facilitates highly
targeted and
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more cost-effective marketing initiatives, meaning that the investment to reach prospective customers is now lower. The result of these digital
changes to the business landscape is that consumers have more choices, as digital expands accessible options beyond convenient physical
locations to a universe of online alternatives. According to recent global research conducted by Opinium for Verint Systems, customer loyalty
and retention are declining, with two-thirds of consumers more likely to switch to competitors that provide better service and experience. Digital
transformation is a way to protect market share, with 48% of customers more likely to be loyal to brands that use the latest technology to
engage and connect with them, according to the same Verint Systems study.
In order to make rapid strategic pivots, business professionals must be equipped with insights into markets, customers and opportunities
derived from timely, comprehensive data. For example, digital marketing professionals cannot operate with data on consumer and purchase
intent that is out of date; they need timely insights to make decisions on a daily basis.
Digital intelligence is difficult to generate
Given the velocity and constantly evolving ways that users interact and transact across a multitude of digital channels, getting accurate and
actionable timely digital intelligence is incredibly difficult. To deliver digital intelligence, a vast and ever-growing sea of data must be processed
and converted into useful insight. In order for insight to be relevant, the data used to derive it needs to be comprehensive, timely, and granular.
Once this data is collected, it must be processed via sophisticated analytics and modeling, powered by complex algorithms and advanced data
science, in order to be useful. Processing these billions of digital signals, all flowing from a multitude of separate platforms and channels,
requires a purpose-built infrastructure that that can scale to the volume of data required. All of these challenges must be solved to deliver an
effective digital intelligence solution that is accurate and actionable.
Existing approaches to digital intelligence fall short
Current approaches to digital intelligence have specific limitations:
•

Not timely. Traditional approaches, such as market research, are typically based on time-consuming data collection methodologies, such as
surveys, which tend to deliver data and insight already several months out of date by the time it is published. Alternative digital approaches
are faster, but frequently only provide refreshed data on a weekly or monthly cadence. With both approaches, by the time a query is
answered, the data provided is often no longer relevant to the business issue at hand. These approaches fail because the pace of change in
the digital world means that data and insight often must be available within hours to be useful for critical use cases.

•

Limited in scope. Many approaches provide data gathered from a single source such as focus groups, surveys, website crawling methods,
apps and first-party measurement data or a single channel such as search ads, traffic or social media. Additionally, data sets are often
limited to a specific audience, certain geographies or points in time and do not give a comprehensive and historically accurate view of the
digital world. A lack of comprehensive data impairs the caliber, fidelity and actionability of insights that can be derived from these data
sources.

•

Difficult to use. Existing approaches frequently provide raw data that requires users to perform complex analyses in order to derive insights.
These approaches are not user-friendly and have complicated interfaces that require sophisticated technical know-how from PhDs, data
scientists, business analysts and developers to be used effectively, resulting in additional expenses, effort, time and manpower.

•

Rigid. Existing approaches require users to have structured queries that they want to investigate. These approaches produce narrow
outputs, addressing only the specific queries, and do not provide insights into potentially important issues of which the user may not be
aware. As
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such, these rigid approaches rely on users to engage in costly and time-intensive discovery, develop questions on narrow hypotheses and
query data to address those narrow points, all without offering broad insights.
•

Siloed. Existing approaches are often designed for specific teams or functions within organizations. This creates a siloed view of digital
activity where a privileged few such as senior business leaders have insights from expensive market research or other forms of digital
intelligence, while others do not. Without a trusted, holistic and easily accessible view of digital activity, organizations cannot easily align on
a unified strategy or operational approaches.

•

Not actionable. Existing approaches often lack sufficient data granularity from which an organization can derive actionable insights. Existing
approaches will frequently provide a snapshot of digital activity, without proactively providing insight about that data that recommends a
course of action. For many use cases, lack of comprehensive, timely information limits how actionable the insight is, because the information
is stale before it reaches the user. In each of these cases, the value of the digital intelligence is compromised because it cannot be
translated into meaningful business activity with impact.

There is a need for actionable digital intelligence solutions
Companies need solutions to turn the vast amount of data in the digital world into actionable insights they can use to run their businesses.
They need a unified, trusted view of digital activity covering all industries, geographies, platforms and digital channels. The insights that these
solutions provide need to be reliable, timely, granular and comprehensive in order to be actionable. These insights must be delivered in
digestible formats so that users from across an organization can draw clear conclusions to improve business outcomes.

Our market opportunity
We believe that our platform provides mission critical insights to operate in a digital-first world and will be used by companies of all sizes across
most industries. We estimate that the total addressable market, or TAM, for our platform is approximately $34 billion. We calculate our market
opportunity by using the total number of global companies with 100 or more employees, which we determined by referencing independent
industry data from the S&P Capital IQ database. We then segment those companies in three cohorts across strategic accounts with 5,000 or
more employees, enterprises with 1,000 to 5,000 employees and small and medium sized businesses with 100 to 1,000 employees. We then
multiply the number of companies within each cohort by the respective average contract value per customer. The average contract value per
customer is calculated by leveraging internal company data on the top two quartiles of spend per customer by employee size and customer
vertical. We believe that using the top two quartiles of customer spend within each cohort represents the expansion opportunity available to us
within new and existing accounts.
We believe we have the opportunity to increase our penetration within our potential customer base and are addressing a very small portion of
our market opportunity today. We expect our market opportunity to continue to expand as multiple secular trends shift towards digitization,
including the exponential increase in data, shift to digital commerce and broader acceleration of the digital transformation.

The Similarweb platform
Our solutions help businesses win in the digital world, empowering our users to discover and capture the best business opportunities and
proactively respond to emerging threats to the business. These solutions are powered by our proprietary technology that analyzes billions of
digital interactions and transactions every day, from millions of websites and apps, and turns these digital signals into actionable insights. Our
digital intelligence solutions address the needs of users across entire organizations, from entry-level employees to the C-suite. Our solutions
are easy to use and
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integrated into our users’ workflows for seamless adoption and maximum business impact. They provide a unified view of the digital world to
power data-driven decision-making. These solutions include:
•

Digital Research Intelligence. Allows senior leaders, strategy, business intelligence, and consumer insights teams to benchmark
performance against competitors and market leaders, analyze trends in the market, conduct deeper research into specific companies and
analyze audience behavior.

•

Digital Marketing. Allows marketing leaders, search engine optimization, or SEO, and content managers, pay-per-click, or PPC, and
performance marketers, affiliate marketers and media buyers to understand their competitors’ online acquisition strategies in each marketing
channel, including search keyword optimization, affiliate optimization and advertising and media buying strategies, and optimize their own
strategies in response.

•

Shopper Intelligence. Allows digital commerce leadership and category and product managers to analyze a complete view of their
customers’ digital journeys, monitor consumer demand, increase brand visibility in the search process and optimize category and product
level conversion in the purchase process.

•

Sales Intelligence. Allows sales management and operations, sales representatives and account management teams to access relevant
buying signals and digital insights of their customers in order to generate more leads more quickly, enrich leads automatically, and
collaboratively engage with prospects and customers.

•

Investor Intelligence. Allows portfolio managers, investment professionals, data scientists and research analysts to access an end-to-end
view of market, sector or company performance in order to ideate and monitor investment opportunities, forecast market performance and
perform due diligence.

We have aggregated data for over ten years and have amassed a quality and quantity of data that is nearly impossible to replicate. Similarweb
collects real-time digital signals on virtually every website and app, and analyzes billions of search terms, digital ads, eCommerce product
SKUs, articles and content pages across digital platforms, channels, industries and geographies. Through synthesis, modeling and analysis,
we transform these digital signals into timely actionable insights.

Our competitive strengths
•

Timely. We capture digital signals as they occur and provide our customers with timely insights into the digital world that allow them to take
action. Within 72 hours of a transaction or interaction, our platform analyzes relevant data and provides actionable insights to our users. In
order to be able to make mission critical decisions, our customers rely on the insights they derive from our platform to be timely and relevant.
Fresh data enables companies to be flexible and proactive in responding to developing trends and see the impact of their decisions as they
occur. These timely insights make us essential in decision-making processes and drive increased usage by our customers.

•

Comprehensive. Our insights are powered by a comprehensive set of data that is:
◦

Multi-industry. Our data set covers virtually every industry and includes additional granularity on sub-industries and companies,
providing our customers with a comprehensive understanding of their market and adjacent competitive landscapes.

◦

Global. Our data set provides global and country-specific views of digital activity helping our customers create strategies across any
geography.

◦

Multi-platform. We are able to generate a robust data set by aggregating data from all of the various sources that people use to interact
and transact digitally. We collect data across
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desktop, mobile web, iOS and Android, allowing us to provide our customers with a complete picture of digital activity.
◦

Multi-channel. We analyze data across a variety of channels, including direct traffic, organic and paid search, referrals, display banners,
video, e-mail and social media. By measuring engagement across digital channels, we are able to deliver deeper and more valuable
insights than point solutions that focus on a single channel or subset of channels.

•

Intuitive. We deliver powerful insights that customers can access through our easy-to-use software. Our platform does not require a
complex analytical skill set or technical expertise to derive value; rather we offer a consumer-oriented user interface that is delightful to use
and easy to understand. This ease of use means that anyone in an organization can easily leverage our platform to power data-driven
decision making.

•

Proactive. Our platform proactively highlights insights and takeaways in a way that any business user can understand. Our dynamic
interface provides all relevant information in a digestible manner, allowing users to have all of the information they need to understand
performance and make decisions. Through our machine learning capabilities, we proactively anticipate and deliver relevant data, preventing
users from needing to run multiple data queries or know all of the potential questions they need to ask ahead of time. For example, our
platform will alert a sales lead to engage a prospective customer based on observation of the right buying signals.

•

Unified. Our platform provides a unified view of digital intelligence. All members of an organization using our platform can see the same
output from the same data set, allowing decision-making processes to become easier as everyone has access to the same data. The
democratization of access to the digital insights that our platform provides fosters collaboration across hierarchies and teams within an
organization and enables us to be the single source of truth.

•

Actionable. Our platform not only collects data, but also provides insights that answer relevant questions to help drive critical business
decisions. Customers can easily use our API to integrate our data and insights into their own bespoke analytical models. Our platform is built
to provide granular data including brand, product or page level engagement critical to creation of actionable insights. Additionally, our
platform’s up-to-date data enables businesses to take action on information while it is still relevant. In today’s fast-moving world, our timely,
comprehensive data collection and dynamic insight creation enables organizations to optimize decision making without compromising on
speed.

Our growth strategy
We intend to drive the growth of our business through the following strategies:
•

Acquire new customers. We believe there is substantial opportunity to continue to grow our customer base. Leveraging our efficient go-tomarket function, we plan to bring new customers across all geographies and industries to our platform. Our platform is broadly applicable,
tracking digital activity across approximately 210 industries and 190 countries. As digital intelligence becomes an even greater point of
emphasis for companies and investors, we believe we are well positioned to grow our share within our current market, as well as add new
customers who previously had not been in the market for digital intelligence solutions.

•

Expand spend from existing customers. Our large base of customers represents a significant opportunity for future sales expansion. We
plan to increase spend from existing customers as they add more solutions to get even more value from our platform. We have seen a
consistent land-and-expand trend with our customers as they generate value from using our platform, and subsequently add additional users
and use cases to their subscriptions. We strategically deploy
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our sales team to offer support and manage our largest accounts, often helping them identify additional opportunities to derive benefits from
our solution.
•

Continue innovation and technology leadership. Our success is dependent on our ability to sustain innovation and technology leadership
in order to maintain our competitive advantage. While we have the most comprehensive offering in the market today, we plan to add new
features and functionality to continue to drive deeper insights for our customers. We intend to continue to invest in expanding our product
and engineering staff to innovate and develop additional solutions that expand our capabilities and facilitate the extension of our platform to
new use cases.

•

Further democratize access. We plan to expand the functionality and accessibility of our platform, enabling even further adoption among
existing and new customers. We plan to continually add new types of insights and features to our platform, expanding potential use cases.
We believe that by democratizing access to info and insights even further, our platform will become an even more critical component of the
decision-making process for businesses worldwide.

•

Pursue M&A opportunities. We intend to continue to evaluate strategic acquisitions and investments in businesses and technologies to
drive solution and market expansion.

Risk factors summary
Investing in our ordinary shares and our ability to successfully operate our business and execute our growth plan each are subject to numerous
and substantial risks. You should carefully consider the risks described in “Risk factors” before deciding to invest in our ordinary shares. If any
of these risks actually occurs, our business, financial condition or results of operations could be materially and adversely affected. In such case,
the trading price of our ordinary shares would likely decline, and you may lose all or part of your investment. The following is a summary of
some of the principal risks we face:
•

Our recent growth and rapid technological development make it difficult to forecast our revenue and evaluate our business and future
prospects.

•

We have a history of net losses, we anticipate increasing operating expenses in the future and we may not be able to achieve and, if
achieved, maintain profitability.

•

If we fail to manage our growth effectively, we may be unable to execute our business plan or maintain high levels of service and customer
satisfaction.

•

We may experience quarterly fluctuations in our operating results due to a number of factors, which make our future results difficult to predict
and could cause our operating results to fall below expectations or our guidance.

•

The market and service categories in which we participate are competitive, new and rapidly changing.

•

If we do not compete effectively with established companies as well as new market entrants, our business, financial condition, revenues,
results of operations or cash flows could be harmed.

•

A reduction or decline in participation in our contributory network and/or increase in the volume of opt-out requests from individuals with
respect to our collection of their data, or a decrease in our direct measurement dataset, could lead to a deterioration in the depth, breadth or
accuracy of our data and have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.

•

If we are unable to attract new customers and expand subscriptions of current customers, our business, financial condition, revenues, results
of operations or cash flows will be adversely
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affected. Any decline in our dollar-based net retention rate would harm our future operating results.
•

Changes in laws, regulations and public perception concerning data privacy, or changes in the patterns of enforcement of existing laws and
regulations, could impact our ability to gather, process, update the data that we use to generate our products and/or provide some or all of
our products. Furthermore, our actual or perceived failure to comply with such obligations could harm our business.

•

If we are not able to introduce new features or solutions successfully and to make enhancements to our solutions, our business and results of
operations could be adversely affected.

•

The recent global coronavirus outbreak could harm our business and results of operations.

•

Real or perceived errors, failures, vulnerabilities or bugs in our platform could result in a decline in the accuracy of the intelligence we
produce and/or cause other problems and harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.

•

If we or our third-party service providers experience a security breach or unauthorized parties otherwise obtain access to our customers’
data, our data or proprietary information, our platform or our solutions may be perceived as not being secure, our reputation may be harmed,
demand for our platform and solutions may be reduced and we may incur significant liabilities.

•

Any failure to obtain, maintain, protect or enforce our intellectual property rights could impair our competitive position and ability to generate
revenues and cause us to lose valuable assets.

•

Our business may be harmed if we change our methodologies or the scope of information we collect.

•

Changes in laws and regulations related to the Internet or changes in the Internet infrastructure itself may diminish the demand for our
solutions and could harm our business.

•

Failure to effectively develop and expand our direct sales capabilities could harm our ability to increase the number of organizations using
our platform and achieve broader market acceptance of our solutions.

Corporate information
We are an Israeli corporation based in Tel Aviv-Yafo and were incorporated in 2009 under the Israel Companies Law, 5759-1999, or the
Companies Law. Our principal executive offices are located at 121 Menachem Begin Rd., Tel Aviv-Yafo 6701203, Israel. Our agent for service
of process in the United States is Similarweb, Inc., 35 East 21st Street, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10010. Our website address is
www.similarweb.com, and our telephone number is +972-3-544-7782. Information contained on, or that can be accessed through, our website
does not constitute a part of this prospectus and is not incorporated by reference herein. We have included our website address in this
prospectus solely for informational purposes.

Implications of being an emerging growth company and a foreign private issuer
We qualify as an “emerging growth company” pursuant to the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012, as amended, or the JOBS Act. An
emerging growth company may take advantage of specified exemptions from various requirements that are otherwise applicable generally to
U.S. public companies. These provisions include:
•

an exemption enabling us to include in an initial public offering registration statement only two years of audited financial statements and
selected financial data and only two years of related disclosure;
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•

reduced executive compensation disclosure; and

•

an exemption from the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, in the
assessment of the company’s internal control over financial reporting.

The JOBS Act also permits an emerging growth company such as us to delay adopting new or revised accounting standards until such time as
those standards are applicable to private companies. We may choose to take advantage of some but not all of these reduced reporting
burdens.
We will remain an emerging growth company until the earliest of:
•

the last day of our fiscal year during which we have total annual revenue of at least $1.07 billion;

•

the last day of our fiscal year following the fifth anniversary of the closing of this offering;

•

the date on which we have, during the previous three-year period, issued more than $1.0 billion in non-convertible debt securities; or

•

the date on which we are deemed to be a “large accelerated filer” under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange
Act, which would occur if the market value of our ordinary shares that are held by non-affiliates exceeds $700.0 million as of the last
business day of our most recently completed second fiscal quarter.

In addition, upon the closing of this offering, we will report under the Exchange Act as a “foreign private issuer.” As a foreign private issuer, we
may take advantage of certain provisions under the rules that allow us to follow Israeli law for certain corporate governance matters. Even after
we no longer qualify as an emerging growth company, as long as we qualify as a foreign private issuer under the Exchange Act, we will be
exempt from certain provisions of the Exchange Act that are applicable to U.S. domestic public companies, including:
•

the sections of the Exchange Act regulating the solicitation of proxies, consents or authorizations in respect of a security registered under the
Exchange Act;

•

the sections of the Exchange Act requiring insiders to file public reports of their share ownership and trading activities and liability for insiders
who profit from trades made in a short period of time;

•

the rules under the Exchange Act requiring the filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, or the SEC, of quarterly reports on
Form 10-Q containing unaudited financial and other specified information, or current reports on Form 8-K, upon the occurrence of specified
significant events; and

•

Regulation Fair Disclosure, or Regulation FD, which regulates selective disclosures of material information by issuers.

Foreign private issuers, like emerging growth companies, also are exempt from certain more stringent executive compensation disclosure rules.
Thus, if we remain a foreign private issuer, even if we no longer qualify as an emerging growth company, we will continue to be exempt from
the more stringent compensation disclosures required of public companies that are neither an emerging growth company nor a foreign private
issuer.
We may take advantage of these exemptions until such time as we are no longer a foreign private issuer. We are required to determine our
status as a foreign private issuer on an annual basis at the end of our second fiscal quarter. We would cease to be a foreign private issuer at
such time as more
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than 50% of our outstanding voting securities are held by U.S. residents and any of the following three circumstances applies:
•

the majority of our executive officers or directors are U.S. citizens or residents;

•

more than 50% of our assets are located in the United States; or

•

our business is administered principally in the United States.
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The offering
Ordinary shares offered by us

7,500,000 ordinary shares.

Ordinary shares offered by the selling
shareholder

500,000 ordinary shares.

Ordinary shares to be outstanding after this
offering

74,288,156 ordinary shares (or 75,413,156 ordinary shares if the underwriters exercise in full
their option to purchase additional ordinary shares).

Underwriters’ option to purchase additional
ordinary shares
We have granted the underwriters an option for a period of 30 days after the date of this
prospectus to purchase up to 1,125,000 additional ordinary shares from us at the public
offering price, less underwriting discounts and commissions.
Use of proceeds

We estimate that the net proceeds to us from this offering will be approximately $135.6 million
(or $156.5 million if the underwriters exercise in full their option to purchase additional
ordinary shares), based on the initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which
is the midpoint of the price range set forth on the cover page of this prospectus, after
deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses payable
by us. We will not receive any proceeds from the sale of our ordinary shares by the selling
shareholder.
The principal purposes of this offering are to obtain additional working capital, facilitate an
orderly distribution of shares for the selling shareholder, to create a public market for our
ordinary shares and to facilitate our future access to the public equity markets. We intend to
use the net proceeds from this offering for general corporate purposes, including sales and
marketing, technology development, working capital, operating expenses and capital
expenditures. We may also use a portion of the proceeds to acquire or invest in businesses,
products, services or technologies; however, we do not have agreements or commitments for
any material acquisitions or investments at this time. See “Use of proceeds.”

Dividend policy

We do not currently intend to pay cash dividends on our ordinary shares for the foreseeable
future. Our board of directors has sole discretion regarding the declaration and payment of
dividends. See “Dividend policy.”

Directed share program

At our request, the underwriters (the "DSP Underwriters") have reserved up to 5% of the
ordinary shares for sale at the initial public offering price to persons who are directors,
officers, employees, or who are otherwise associated with us through a directed share
program. The number of ordinary shares available for sale to the general public will be
reduced by the number of directed shares purchased by participants in the program. Any
directed shares not purchased will be offered by the underwriters to the general public on the
same basis as all other ordinary shares offered. We have agreed to indemnify the DSP
Underwriters and their affiliates against certain liabilities and expenses, including liabilities
under the Securities Act, in connection with sales of the reserved shares. For additional
information, see the section titled “Underwriting.”
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Risk factors

Investing in our ordinary shares involves a high degree of risk. See “Risk factors” and other
information included in this prospectus for a discussion of factors you should carefully
consider before deciding to invest in our ordinary shares.

Indication of interest

The ION Funds have indicated an interest in purchasing an aggregate of up to $30.0 million in
ordinary shares in this offering at the initial public offering price. Because this indication of
interest is not a binding agreement or commitment to purchase, ION Funds or its affiliates
could determine to purchase more, less or no ordinary shares in this offering, or the
underwriters could determine to sell more, less or no ordinary shares to ION Funds. The
underwriters will receive the same discount on any of our ordinary shares purchased by ION
Funds as they will from any other shares sold to the public in this offering.

Listing

We have applied to list our ordinary shares on NYSE under the symbol “SMWB.”

The number of ordinary shares that will be outstanding after this offering is based on 66,788,156 ordinary shares outstanding as of March 31,
2021 and excludes:
•

11,439,769 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of options or vesting of restricted share units, or RSUs, outstanding under our equity
incentive plans as of March 31, 2021 at a weighted average exercise price of $2.22 per ordinary share;

•

1,495,783 shares of ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2021 Incentive Plan, or 2021 Plan, as well as any future
increases, including annual automatic evergreen increases, in the number of shares of ordinary shares reserved for issuance thereunder,
and any shares underlying share awards outstanding under our 2012 Incentive Option Plan, or 2012 Plan, that expire or are repurchased,
forfeited, canceled, or withheld, as more fully described in the section titled “Management—Equity incentive plans”; and

•

2,000,000 ordinary shares reserved for issuance under our 2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan, or ESPP, plus any future increases in the
number of ordinary shares reserved for issuance thereunder, as more fully described in the section titled “Management—Equity incentive
plans.”

Unless otherwise indicated, all information in this prospectus assumes or gives effect to:
•

no exercise by the underwriters of their option to purchase up to 1,125,000 additional ordinary shares;

•

other than the exercise of options to purchase 500,000 shares by the selling shareholder in connection with this offering, no exercise of the
outstanding options or vesting of RSUs described above after March 31, 2021;

•

the adoption of our amended and restated articles of association prior to the closing of this offering, which will replace our amended and
restated articles of association as currently in effect, and which will be effective upon the closing of this offering;

•

the automatic conversion of all outstanding shares of preferred shares into an aggregate of 50,657,042 ordinary shares, which will occur
immediately prior to the closing of this offering, or the Preferred Shares Conversion; and

•

no purchase of our ordinary shares by certain individuals identified by our officers and directors through the directed share program
described under “Underwriting.”
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Summary consolidated financial and other data
The following tables present our summary consolidated statement of operations data for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the
three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, and the summary consolidated balance sheet data as of December 31, 2020 and March 31,
2021. The summary consolidated statement of operations data for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 have been derived from our
audited consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this prospectus. The consolidated statement of operations data for the year
ended December 31, 2018 has been derived from our audited financial statements not included in this prospectus. The summary consolidated
statement of operations data for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 and the consolidated balance sheet data as of March 31,
2021 have been derived from our unaudited interim consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this prospectus. The unaudited
interim consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the same basis as the audited annual consolidated financial statements and
reflect, in the opinion of management, adjustments of a normal, recurring nature that are necessary for a fair statement of the unaudited interim
consolidated financial statements. You should read the following summary consolidated financial data set forth below in conjunction with our
consolidated financial statements and the accompanying notes and the information in “Management’s discussion and analysis of financial
condition and results of operations” contained elsewhere in this prospectus. Our historical results are not necessarily indicative of the results to
be expected for the full year or any other period in the future.
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2018

Year Ended December 31,
2019

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

2020

(in thousands except share and per share data)

Consolidated statement of operations data
Revenue
Cost of revenue (1)
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development (1)
Sales and marketing (1)
General and administrative (1)
Total operating expenses
Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes

$

51,541
23,572
27,969

70,590
20,512
50,078

16,437
33,221
10,873
60,531
(32,562)
(769)
(33,331)
404
(33,735) $

$
Net loss
Deemed dividend to ordinary and preferred
shareholders
Net loss per share attributable to ordinary
shareholders, basic and diluted(2)
Weighted-average shares used in computing net
loss per share attributable to ordinary
shareholders, basic and diluted(2)
Pro forma net loss per share attributable to ordinary
shareholders, basic and diluted (unaudited)(3)
Weighted-average shares used in computing pro
forma net loss per share attributable to ordinary
shareholders, basic and diluted (unaudited)(3)
(1)

$

$

93,486
21,417
72,069

16,212
38,934
11,044
66,190
(16,112)
(1,137)
(17,249)
458
(17,707) $

—

—
$

$

29,413
6,273
23,140

22,086
53,690
15,967
91,743
(19,674)
(1,682)
(21,356)
640
(21,996) $

4,887
12,887
3,448
21,222
(5,775)
(368)
(6,143)
67
(6,210) $

8,984
19,600
6,107
34,691
(11,551)
(347)
(11,898)
216
(12,114)

(825)

—

$

(1.32) $
13,427,020

$

20,601
5,154
15,447

(1.58) $
14,442,172

$

—

(0.45) $

(0.78)

13,871,219

(0.35)

15,467,710
$

(0.18)

65,099,214

66,124,752

Includes share-based compensation costs as follows:
Three Months Ended
March 31,

Year Ended December 31,
2018

2019

2020

2020

2021

(in thousands)

Cost of revenue

(2)
(3)

$

28

Research and development

451

Sales and marketing

375

General and administrative

712

$

38
452

$

40

$

8

$

30

1,107

103

1,365

427

821

111

626

1,087

2,832

261

861

See Note 13 to our consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this prospectus for an explanation of the calculations of our basic and diluted loss per ordinary share
attributable to ordinary shareholders and the weighted-average number of ordinary shares used in the computation of the per ordinary share amounts.
The pro forma net loss per ordinary share attributable to ordinary shareholders, basic and diluted (unaudited) and the weighted-average number of ordinary shares used to compute
pro forma net loss per share attributable to ordinary shareholders, basic and diluted (unaudited) for the year ended December 31, 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2021
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give effect to the automatic conversion of all outstanding shares of preferred shares into an aggregate of 50,657,042 ordinary shares immediately prior to the closing of this offering.

As of March 31, 2021

Consolidated Balance Sheet Data
Cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments
Working capital (5)
Total assets
Total liabilities
Convertible preferred shares
Total shareholders’ (deficit) equity
Total liabilities, convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ (deficit)
equity
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

$

$

58,335 $
(31,858)
110,112
128,516
135,810
(154,214)
110,112

Pro Forma As
Adjusted(2)(3)(4)

Pro Forma(1)
(in thousands)

Actual

$

58,335 $
(31,858)
110,112
128,516
—
(18,404)

193,935
103,742
245,712
128,516
—
117,196

110,112

245,712

$

The pro forma consolidated balance sheet data gives effect to (a) the automatic conversion of all outstanding convertible preferred shares into an aggregate of 50,657,042 ordinary
shares, (b) the filing and effectiveness of our amended and restated articles of association, each of which will occur immediately prior to the closing of this offering and (c) the exercise
by the selling shareholder of options to purchase 500,000 ordinary shares with an exercise price of $0.0003 per share, in connection with the sale of such shares by the selling
shareholder in this offering.
The pro forma as adjusted consolidated balance sheet data gives effect to (a), (b) and (c) above and our receipt of estimated net proceeds from the sale of 7,500,000 ordinary shares
that we are offering at an assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, the midpoint of the estimated price range set forth on the cover page of this prospectus,
after deducting the estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us. We will not receive any proceeds from the sale of ordinary
shares by the selling shareholder. Accordingly, there is no impact on the pro forma as adjusted consolidated balance sheet for these shares.
A $1.00 increase (decrease) in the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, the midpoint of the estimated price range set forth on the cover page of this
prospectus, would increase (decrease) each of cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments, working capital, total assets, and total shareholders’ (deficit) equity and total
liabilities, convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ (deficit) equity by $7.0 million, assuming that the number of ordinary shares offered by us, as set forth on the cover page of
this prospectus, remains the same, and after deducting the estimated underwriting discounts and commissions. Similarly, each increase (decrease) of 1,000,000 shares in the number
of ordinary shares offered by us would increase (decrease) each of cash and cash equivalents, working capital, total assets and total shareholders’ (deficit) equity and total liabilities,
convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ (deficit) equity by $18.6 million, assuming the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share remains the same, and
after deducting the estimated underwriting discounts and commissions.
Pro forma as adjusted cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments and working capital do not give effect to $0.4 million of deferred offering costs that had been paid as of
March 31, 2021.
Working capital is defined as current assets less current liabilities.
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Risk factors
An investment in our ordinary shares involves risks. You should carefully consider the risks and uncertainties described below, together with the other
information contained in this prospectus, including our financial statements and related notes, before making an investment decision. Additional risks not
presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also impair our business operations. Our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows could be materially and adversely affected by any of these risks. The trading price and value of our ordinary shares could decline due
to any of these risks, and you may lose all or part of your investment. This prospectus also contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties. See “Special note regarding forward-looking statements.” Our actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements as a result of certain factors, including the risks faced by us described below and elsewhere in this prospectus.

Risks relating to our business and industry
Our recent growth and rapid technological development make it difficult to forecast our revenue and evaluate our business and future prospects.
While we were founded in 2009 and we launched our platform in 2013, many of the key features of our platform and solutions have only launched in the past
few years, and, accordingly, much of our growth has occurred in recent periods. Our recent and rapid growth makes it difficult to evaluate our business,
including our ability to forecast our sales and future results of operations, plan our operating expenses and model future growth. If the assumptions that we use
to plan our business are incorrect or change, or if we are unable to maintain consistent revenue or growth, our stock price could be volatile, and it may be
difficult to achieve and maintain profitability. Furthermore, we operate in an industry that is characterized by rapid technological innovation, intense competition,
changing customer needs and frequent introductions of new products, technologies and services. We have encountered and expect to continue to encounter
risks and uncertainties frequently experienced by growing companies in rapidly evolving industries, such as the risks and uncertainties described herein. If our
assumptions regarding these risks and uncertainties, which we use to plan our business, are incorrect or change, or if we do not address these risks and
uncertainties successfully, our operating and financial results could differ materially from our expectations and our business could suffer.
We have a history of net losses, we anticipate increasing operating expenses in the future, and we may not be able to achieve and, if achieved,
maintain profitability.
We have incurred net losses of $17.7 million, $22.0 million, $6.2 million and $12.1 million in the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and three months
ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. We expect to continue to incur net losses for the foreseeable future and we may not achieve or maintain
profitability in the future. Because the market for the solutions, features and capabilities we offer is rapidly evolving and, we believe, under-penetrated, it is
difficult for us to predict our future results of operations or the limits of our market opportunity. We expect our operating expenses will increase significantly over
the next several years as we hire additional personnel, expand our operations and infrastructure, both in existing geographies in which we operate as well as
new geographical markets, continue to enhance the Similarweb brand and develop and expand our solution offerings, features and capabilities. We also expect
our general and administrative expenses to increase as we grow and begin to operate as a public company. These efforts may prove more expensive than we
currently anticipate, and we may not succeed in increasing our revenue sufficiently, or at all, to offset these higher expenses. Revenue growth may slow, or
revenue may decline for a number of possible reasons, including slowing demand for our solutions or increasing competition. If we fail to increase our revenue
as we grow our business, we
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may not achieve profitability, which would cause our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows to suffer.
If we fail to manage our growth effectively, we may be unable to execute our business plan or maintain high levels of service and customer
satisfaction.
We have recently experienced, and anticipate that we will continue to experience, a period of rapid growth in our operations and headcount. Our growth has
placed, and future growth will place, a significant strain on our management, technical, administrative, operational and financial infrastructure. For example, our
headcount has grown by 78% from 388 employees at the end of 2018 to 691 employees as of March 31, 2021. In addition, we continue to expand
internationally, successfully opening our Sydney, Australia office in 2020 and we expect to open an office in Germany in 2021. Our success will depend in part
on our ability to manage this growth effectively. To manage the expected growth of our operations and personnel, we will need to continue to improve our
management, technical, administrative, operational and financial controls and our reporting systems and procedures. We will require significant capital
expenditures and the allocation of valuable management resources to grow and change in these areas without undermining our culture, which has been central
to our growth so far. Failure to effectively manage our growth could result in difficulty or delays in effectively scaling our platform or solutions, declines in quality
or customer satisfaction, increases in costs, difficulties in introducing new features or other operational difficulties.
As we expand our business, it is important that we continue to maintain a high level of customer service and satisfaction. As our paid customer base continues
to grow, we will need to expand our account management, customer service and other personnel, our partners and our features. Failure to take appropriate
measures to support our customer, user and data growth, may result in declines in quality or user satisfaction, increases in costs, difficulties in introducing new
features or other operational difficulties. Any of these difficulties could adversely affect our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows.
We may experience quarterly fluctuations in our operating results due to a number of factors, which make our future results difficult to predict and
could cause our operating results to fall below expectations or our guidance.
Our quarterly operating results have fluctuated in the past and are expected to fluctuate in the future due to a variety of factors, many of which are outside of our
control. As a result, our past results may not be indicative of our future performance, and comparing our operating results on a period-to-period basis may not
be meaningful. In addition to the other risks described in this prospectus, factors that may affect our quarterly operating results include the following:
•

our ability to attract and retain customers and grow subscriptions of existing customers;

•

our ability to price and package our platform and solutions effectively;

•

pricing pressure as a result of competition or otherwise;

•

unforeseen costs and expenses, including those related to the expansion of our business and operations;

•

changes in customers’ budgets and in the timing of their budget cycles and purchasing decisions;

•

changes in the competitive dynamics of our market, including consolidation among competitors or organizations using our solutions and the introduction of
new solutions or solution enhancements;

•

the amount and timing of payment for operating expenses, particularly research and development, sales and marketing expenses and employee benefit
expenses;
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•

the timing of revenue and expenses related to the development or acquisition of technologies, solutions or businesses;

•

potential goodwill and intangible asset impairment charges and amortization associated with acquired businesses;

•

potential restructuring and transaction-related expenses;

•

the amount and timing of costs associated with recruiting, training and integrating new employees while maintaining our company culture;

•

seasonal buying patterns for purchasing or renewing subscriptions for digital intelligence solutions;

•

our ability to manage our existing business and future growth, including increases in the number of users on our platform and the introduction and adoption of
our platform in new markets outside of the United States;

•

foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations; and

•

general economic and political conditions in our domestic and international markets.

We may not be able to accurately forecast the amount and mix of future subscriptions, revenue and expenses and, as a result, our operating results may fall
below our estimates or the expectations of public market analysts and investors. If our revenue or operating results fall below the expectations of investors or
securities analysts, or below any guidance we may provide, the price of our ordinary shares could decline.
The market and services categories in which we participate are competitive, new and rapidly changing.
Our platform falls within a new category of business technology in a rapidly evolving market for services, programs and tools used by companies with online
presences and their knowledge workers. This market is intensely competitive, fragmented and subject to rapidly changing technology, shifting customer and
organizational needs, new market entrants and frequent introductions of new solutions and services.
With respect to our solutions, we compete with market research companies such as GfK Group and Kantar Group, traditional media measurement solutions
such as The Nielsen Corporation and comScore, Inc., manual project-based approaches to specific business challenges provided by management consulting
companies such as McKinsey & Company, Bain & Company and Accenture plc and media buying and advertising agencies such as WPP plc, Omnicom Group
and Interpublic Group. With the introduction of new technologies and new market entrants, we expect competition to intensify in the future. Established
companies may not only develop their own communication and collaboration solutions, platforms for software integration and secure repositories of information
and data, but also acquire or establish solution integration, distribution or other cooperative relationships with our current competitors. For example, while we
currently provide our services and solutions to Google Inc., Amazon.com, Inc. and Microsoft Corporation, among others, they may develop and introduce
products that directly or indirectly compete with our solutions.
Moreover, we expect competition to increase in the future both from our existing competitors and from new market entrants, including established technology
companies who have not previously entered the market. New competitors or alliances among competitors may emerge and rapidly acquire significant market
share due to factors such as greater brand name recognition, a larger existing customer base, superior solution offerings, a larger or more effective sales
organization and significantly greater financial, technical, marketing and other resources and experience. We also compete with companies that offer specific
point solutions in the communication, collaboration and
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data use markets, normally focused on specific industries, geographies, specific media or specific use cases, which attempt to address certain of the problems
that our solutions address. In addition, with the recent increase in large merger and acquisition transactions in the technology industry, particularly transactions
involving cloud-based technologies, there is a greater likelihood that we will compete with other large technology companies in the future. We expect this trend
to continue as companies attempt to strengthen or maintain their market positions in an evolving industry. Companies resulting from such consolidations may
create more compelling product offerings and be able to offer more attractive pricing options, making it more difficult for us to compete effectively. If we fail to
introduce new solutions, develop existing solutions or otherwise fail to meet and address the evolving needs of our market, this could harm our business,
financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
If we do not compete effectively with established companies as well as new market entrants our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows could be harmed.
Many of our existing competitors have, and some of our potential competitors could have, substantial competitive advantages such as:
•

greater brand name recognition and longer operating histories;

•

larger sales and marketing budgets and resources;

•

greater and/or more diverse data sources and/or access to unique, proprietary data sources;

•

broader distribution and established relationships with independent software vendors, partners and customers;

•

access to larger customer bases;

•

greater customer experience resources and support;

•

greater resources to make acquisitions;

•

lower labor and development costs;

•

larger and more mature intellectual property portfolios; and

•

substantially greater financial, technical and other resources.

As a result, they may be able to adapt more quickly and effectively to new or changing opportunities, technologies, standards or customer requirements.
In addition, some of our larger competitors have substantially broader offerings and leverage their relationships based on other products or solutions or
incorporate functionality into existing products or solutions to gain business in a manner that discourages customers from purchasing our solutions, including
through selling at zero or negative margins, solution bundling or closed technology platforms. Potential customers may also prefer to purchase from their
existing suppliers rather than a new supplier regardless of solution performance or features. As a result, even if the features of Similarweb are superior,
potential customers may not purchase our offerings. Larger competitors may have broader solution lines and market focus and will therefore not be as
susceptible to downturns in a particular market. Our competitors may also seek to repurpose their existing offerings to provide software, services, programs and
tools used by knowledge workers with subscription models. Further, some current and potential customers, particularly large organizations, have elected, and
may in the future elect, to develop or acquire their own software, services, programs and tools used by knowledge workers that would reduce or eliminate the
demand for Similarweb.
Conditions in our market could also change rapidly and significantly due to technological advancements, partnering by our competitors or continuing market
consolidation, and it is
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uncertain how our market will evolve. New start-up companies that innovate and large competitors that are making significant investments in research and
development may invent similar or superior solutions and technologies that compete with Similarweb. These competitive pressures in our market or our failure to
compete effectively may result in price reductions, fewer customers, reduced revenue, gross profit and gross margins, increased net losses and loss of market
share. Any failure to meet and address these factors could harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
A reduction or decline in participation in our contributory network and/or increase in the volume of opt-out requests from individuals with respect to
our collection of their data, or a decrease in our direct measurement dataset, could lead to a deterioration in the depth, breadth or accuracy of our
data and have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
We have a number of sources contributing to the depth, breadth and accuracy of the data on our platform. These include our contributory network consisting of
end users who use our business-to-customer, or B2C, products or B2C products of our partners through which we collect anonymized user data, and our “direct
measurement data”, consisting of website and app owners who give us access to their Google Analytics or other direct measurement metrics. If we are not able
to attract new participants or maintain existing participants in our contributory network or direct measurement dataset, which is collected from websites and apps
who provide us access to such data, our ability to effectively gather new data and update and maintain the accuracy of our database could be adversely
affected. Additionally, data privacy regulatory changes as well as the introduction of app- and device-level opt-out settings by certain mobile device and
operating system providers are making it easier for individuals to opt-out of having their data collected or avoid such collection altogether, which could
result in lower rates of B2C product end user adoption and higher rates of opting out, thereby reducing the size and depth of our contributory network. Thirdparty intermediaries have emerged, and we expect that others will emerge that offer the ability for users to opt out of their personal and other data being
collected at scale (i.e., from all platforms and products, including ours and the third-party products with whom we partner for data collection).
Consequently, our ability to grow our business may be harmed and our results of operations and financial condition could suffer.
If we are unable to attract new customers and expand subscriptions of current customers, our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows will be adversely affected. Any decline in our dollar-based net retention rate would harm our future operating results.
To increase our revenue and achieve and maintain profitability, we must continue to attract new customers and maintain and grow the subscriptions of existing
customers. Our go-to-market efforts are intended to identify and attract prospective customers and convert them into paying customers, including the conversion
of paying customers of solutions on the basic plan to higher tier services. In addition, we seek to expand existing customer subscriptions by adding new
customers or additional solutions or services, including through expanding the adoption of our platform into other departments within organizations. We do not
know whether we will continue to achieve similar client acquisition and subscription growth rates in the future as we have in the past. Numerous factors may
impede our ability to add new customers and grow existing customer subscriptions, including our failure to attract and effectively train new marketing, sales and
account management personnel despite increasing our sales efforts, to retain and motivate our current marketing, sales and account management personnel, to
develop or expand relationships with partners, to successfully deploy new features and capabilities of our solutions and services, to provide quality customer
experience or to ensure the effectiveness of our go-to-market programs. Additionally, increasing our sales to large organizations (both existing and prospective
users) requires increasingly sophisticated and costly sales and account management efforts targeted at senior
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management and other personnel. If our efforts to sell to organizations are not successful or do not generate additional revenue, our business will suffer.
Our success will depend to a substantial extent on the widespread adoption of our platform and solutions as an alternative to existing or newly emerging
solutions. The adoption of software as a service, or SaaS, business software may be slower in industries with heightened data security interests or business
practices requiring highly customizable application software. In addition, as our market matures, our solutions evolve, and competitors introduce lower cost or
differentiated solutions that are perceived to compete with our platform and solutions, our ability to sell subscriptions for our solutions could be impaired.
Similarly, our subscription sales could be adversely affected if organizations or users within these organizations perceive that features incorporated into
competitive solutions reduce the need for our solutions or if they prefer to purchase other solutions that are bundled with solutions offered by other companies
that operate in adjacent markets and compete with our solutions. As a result of these and other factors, we may be unable to attract new customers, which may
have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
Moreover, our business is subscription-based, and therefore our customers are not obligated to and may not renew their subscriptions after their existing
subscriptions expire or may renew at a lower price, including if such customers choose to reduce their data access rights under their subscription, reduce the
solutions to which they have access, or reduce their number of users. Our subscription agreements typically last for a minimum term of one year and are
renewable thereafter. While many of our subscriptions provide for automatic renewal, our customers may opt-out of automatic renewal and customers have no
obligation to renew a subscription after the expiration of the term.
In order for us to maintain or improve our results of operations, it is important that our customers renew or expand their subscriptions with us. We cannot
accurately predict our renewals and dollar-based net retention rate given the diversity of our customer base, in terms of size, industry and geography. Our
renewals and dollar-based net retention rate may decline or fluctuate as a result of a number of factors, many of which are outside our control, including the
business strength or weakness of our customers, customer usage, including the ability of our customers to quickly integrate our products into their businesses
and continually find new uses for our products within their businesses, customer satisfaction with our products and platform capabilities and customer support,
the utility of our platform to cost-effectively integrate with third-party software products, our prices, the capabilities and prices of competing products, mergers
and acquisitions affecting our customer base, consolidation of affiliates’ multiple paid business accounts into a single paid business account or loss of business
accounts in their entirety, the effects of global economic conditions, or reductions in our customers’ spending on information technology, or IT, solutions or their
spending levels generally, perceived security or data privacy risks from the use of our products or changes in regulatory regimes that effect our customers or our
ability to sell our products. These factors may also be exacerbated if, consistent with our growth strategy, our customer base continues to grow to encompass
larger enterprises, which may also require more sophisticated and costly sales efforts. If our customers do not purchase additional subscriptions and products
from us or our customers fail to renew their subscriptions, our revenue may decline and our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash
flows may be harmed.
Our customers may or may not renew their subscriptions as a result of a number of factors, including their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with our solutions,
decreases in the number of users at the organization, our pricing or pricing structure, the pricing or capabilities of the products and services offered by our
competitors, the effects of economic conditions (including as a result of general economic downturns, including those resulting from global pandemics such as
COVID-19) or reductions in our paying customers’ spending levels. In addition, our customers may renew for fewer subscriptions, renew for shorter contract
lengths if they were previously on multi-year contracts, or switch to lower cost offerings of our solutions and services. It is difficult to predict attrition rates given
our varied customer base of enterprise, mid-market and small business
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customers across many different industries and that are located worldwide. Our attrition rates may increase or fluctuate as a result of a number of factors,
including customer dissatisfaction with our solutions, customers’ spending levels, mix of customer base, decreases in the number of users at our customers,
competition, pricing increases or changing or deteriorating general economic conditions. If customers do not renew their subscriptions or renew on less
favorable terms or fail to add more customers, or if we fail to expand subscriptions of existing customers, our revenue may decline or grow less quickly than
anticipated, which would harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
If we are not able to introduce new features or solutions successfully and to make enhancements to our solutions, our business and results of
operations could be adversely affected.
Our ability to attract new customers and increase revenue from existing customers depends in part on our ability to enhance and improve our solutions and to
introduce new features and services. To grow our business and remain competitive, we must continue to enhance our solutions and develop features that reflect
the constantly evolving nature of technology and our customers' needs. The success of any solutions, enhancements or developments depends on several
factors: our anticipation of market changes and demands for solution features, including timely solution introduction, sufficient customer demand, cost
effectiveness in our solution development efforts and the proliferation of new technologies that are able to deliver competitive products and solutions at lower
prices, more efficiently, more conveniently or more securely. In addition, because our solutions are designed to operate with a variety of systems, applications,
data and devices, we will need to continuously modify and enhance our solutions to keep pace with changes in such systems. We may not be successful in
developing these modifications and enhancements. Furthermore, the addition of features and solutions to our platform will increase our research and
development expenses. Any new features that we develop may not be introduced in a timely or cost-effective manner or may not achieve the market
acceptance necessary to generate sufficient revenue to justify the related expenses. It is difficult to predict customer adoption of new features. In addition, the
COVID-19 pandemic could have an impact on our plans to offer certain new features, capabilities and enhancements in a timely manner, particularly if we
experience impacts to productivity due to our employees or their family members experiencing health issues, if our employees continue to work remotely for
extended periods, or if there are increasing delays in the hiring and onboarding of new employees. Such uncertainty limits our ability to forecast our future
results of operations and subjects us to a number of challenges, including our ability to plan for and model future growth. If we cannot address such uncertainties
and successfully develop new features, enhance our software or otherwise overcome technological challenges and competing technologies, our business and
results of operations could be adversely affected.
The recent global coronavirus outbreak could harm our business and results of operations.
In December 2019, a novel coronavirus disease, or COVID-19, was reported in China, in January 2020, the World Health Organization, or WHO, declared it a
Public Health Emergency of International Concern, and in March 2020 the WHO declared it a pandemic. This contagious disease outbreak has continued to
spread across the globe and is impacting worldwide economic activity and financial markets. In light of the uncertain and rapidly evolving situation relating to the
spread of COVID-19, as well as government mandates, we took precautionary measures intended to minimize the risk of the virus to our employees, our
customers, our partners and the communities in which we operate, which could negatively impact our business. In response to the pandemic we temporarily
closed all of our offices and enabled our entire work force to work remotely. We also suspended all travel worldwide for our employees for non-essential
business. In the second quarter of 2020 we reopened select offices, however most of our employees continue to work remotely. Although we continue to monitor
the situation and may adjust our current policies as more information and public health guidance become available, temporarily suspending travel and doing
business in person may negatively affect our customer success efforts, sales and marketing efforts, challenge our ability to enter into customer contracts in a
timely manner, slow down our recruiting
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efforts, or create operational or other challenges, any of which could harm our business and results of operations.
In addition, COVID-19 has disrupted and may continue to disrupt the operations of our customers and technology partners for an indefinite period of time,
including as a result of travel restrictions and/or business shutdowns, all of which could negatively impact our business and results of operations. More generally,
the COVID-19 outbreak has adversely affected economies and financial markets globally, leading to an economic downturn, which could decrease technology
spending and adversely affect demand for our products and harm our business and results of operations. It is possible that continued widespread remote work
arrangements may have a negative impact on our operations, the execution of our business plans, the productivity and availability of key personnel and other
employees necessary to conduct our business, and on third-party service providers who perform critical services for us, or otherwise cause operational failures
due to changes in our normal business practices necessitated by the outbreak and related governmental actions. If a natural disaster, power outage,
connectivity issue, or other event occurs that impacts our employees’ ability to work remotely, it may be difficult or, in certain cases, impossible, for us to
continue our business for a substantial period of time. The increase in remote working may increase exposure vulnerabilities, resulting in privacy, data
protection, data security and fraud risks, and our understanding of applicable legal and regulatory requirements, as well as the latest guidance from regulatory
authorities in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic, may be subject to legal or regulatory challenge, particularly as regulatory guidance evolves in response
to future developments.
It is not possible at this time to estimate the long-term impact that COVID-19 could have on our business, as the impact will depend on future developments,
which are highly uncertain and cannot be predicted.
Real or perceived errors, failures, vulnerabilities or bugs in our platform could result in a decline in the accuracy of the intelligence we produce
and/or cause other problems and harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
The software underlying our platform and solutions is highly technical and complex. Our software has previously contained, and may now or in the future
contain, undetected errors, bugs or vulnerabilities. In addition, errors, failures, bugs and vulnerabilities may be contained in the open source software we use to
build and operate our solutions or may result from errors in the deployment or configuration of open source software. Some errors in our software may only be
discovered after the software has been deployed or may never be generally known. Any errors, failures, bugs or vulnerabilities discovered in our software after it
has been deployed, or never generally discovered, could result in a decline in the accuracy of the intelligence we produce for customers, interruptions in
platform availability, solution malfunctioning or data breaches, and thereby result in damage to our reputation, adverse effects upon customers, loss of
customers and relationships with third parties, loss of revenue or liability for damages. In some instances, we may not be able to identify the cause or causes of
these problems or risks within an acceptable period of time.
If we or our third-party service providers experience a security breach or unauthorized parties otherwise obtain access to our customers’ data, our
data or proprietary information, our platform or our solutions may be perceived as not being secure, our reputation may be harmed, demand for our
platform and solutions may be reduced and we may incur significant liabilities.
Our platform and solutions involve the storage and transmission of anonymized user data, direct measurement data, and confidential data about our customers
such as their e-mail address and other information they use to register to use our platform, and security breaches or unauthorized access to our platform and
solutions could result in the loss of our or our customers’ confidential data, litigation, indemnity obligations, fines, penalties, disputes, investigations and other
liabilities. Any security breach or perceived security breach could also result in media attention and
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reputational harm to our business. We have previously and may in the future become the target of cyber-attacks by third parties seeking unauthorized access to
our or our customers’ data or to disrupt our ability to provide our services.
While we have taken steps to put in place a mature security program, a recent independent cybersecurity maturity assessment report graded our security
measures and program risky and not mature in certain material respects that we have been in the process of remediating but have not completed. If not
remedied, the gaps identified in the report create a greater risk that our security measures could be breached.
While we have taken steps to protect the confidential information to which we have access (including our own valuable, proprietary, and trade secret
information), as well as measures to ensure we do not become privy to confidential data beyond the scope of what is required to develop our insights and
provide our solutions, our security measures or those of our third-party service providers that store or otherwise process certain of our and our customers’
confidential data on our behalf could be breached or we could suffer a loss of our or our customers’ confidential data. Our ability to monitor our third-party
service providers’ data security may be limited. Cyber-attacks, computer malware, viruses, social engineering (including spear phishing and ransomware
attacks) and general hacking have become more prevalent in our industry, particularly against cloud services. In addition, intentional or accidental actions or
inactions by employees or other third parties with authorized access to our networks may result in the exposure of vulnerabilities that may be exploited or
expose us to liability. Third parties may also conduct attacks designed to temporarily deny customers access to our cloud services. If we experience any
breaches of security measures or sabotage or otherwise suffer unauthorized use or disclosure of, or access to, personal information, financial account
information or other confidential information it could disrupt normal business operations, require us to spend material resources to investigate or correct the
breach and to prevent future security breaches and incidents, expose us to legal liabilities, including litigation, regulatory enforcement, and indemnity obligations,
and adversely affect our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows, and we might be required to expend significant capital and
resources to address these problems. We may not be able to remedy any problems caused by hackers or other similar actors in a timely manner, or at all.
Because techniques used to obtain unauthorized access or to sabotage systems change frequently and generally are not recognized until after they are
launched against a target, we and our service providers may be unable to anticipate these techniques or to implement adequate preventative measures. If a
breach of security or other data security incident occurs or is perceived to have occurred, the perception of the effectiveness of our security measures and
reputation could be harmed and we could lose current and potential customers, even if the security breach were to also affect one or more of our competitors.
Further, concerns about practices with regard to the collection, use, disclosure or security of personal information, financial account information or other
confidential information, even if unfounded, could damage our reputation and adversely affect our results of operations.
Because there are many different security breach techniques and such techniques continue to evolve, we may be unable to anticipate attempted security
breaches, react in a timely manner or implement adequate preventative measures. Third parties may also conduct attacks designed to temporarily deny users
access to our cloud services. Any security breach or other security incident, or the perception that one has occurred, could result in a loss of user confidence in
the security of our platform and damage to our brand, reduce the demand for our solutions, disrupt normal business operations, require us to spend material
resources to investigate or correct the breach and to prevent future security breaches and incidents, expose us to legal liabilities, including litigation, regulatory
enforcement, and indemnity obligations, and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations. These risks are likely to increase as we
continue to grow and process, store, and transmit increasingly large amounts of data.
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We also process, store and transmit our own data as part of our business and operations. This data may include confidential or proprietary information. There
can be no assurance that any security measures that we or our third-party service providers have implemented will be effective against current or future security
threats. While we have developed systems and processes to protect the integrity, confidentiality and security of our and our customers’ data, our security
measures or those of our third-party service providers could fail and result in unauthorized access to or disclosure, modification, misuse, loss or destruction of
such data.
We use third-party technology and systems in a variety of contexts, including, without limitation, employee email, content delivery to customers, back-office
support, credit card processing and other functions. Although we have developed systems and processes that are designed to protect customer data and
prevent data loss and other security breaches, including systems and processes designed to reduce the impact of a security breach at a third-party service
provider, such measures cannot provide absolute security.
Additionally, we cannot be certain that our insurance coverage will be adequate for data security liabilities actually incurred, will cover any indemnification claims
against us relating to any incident, will continue to be available to us on economically reasonable terms, or at all, or that any insurer will not deny coverage as to
any future claim. The successful assertion of one or more large claims against us that exceed available insurance coverage, or the occurrence of changes in our
insurance policies, including premium increases or the imposition of large deductible or co-insurance requirements, could adversely affect our reputation,
business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
If we fail to maintain and improve our methods and technologies, or anticipate new methods or technologies, for data collection, organization and
cleansing, competing products and services could surpass ours in depth, breadth or accuracy of our insights or in other respects.
Current or future competitors may seek to develop new methods and technologies for more efficiently gathering, cataloging or updating business information,
which could allow a competitor to create a product comparable or superior to ours, or that takes substantial market share from us or that creates or maintains
databases to produce insights at a lower cost than we experience. We can expect continuous improvements in computer hardware, network operating systems,
programming tools, programming languages, operating systems, data matching, data filtering, data analysis tools and other technologies and the use of the
internet. These improvements, as well as changes in customer preferences or regulatory requirements, may require changes in the technology used to gather
and process our data. Our future success will depend, in part, upon our ability to:
•

internally develop and implement new and competitive technologies;

•

use leading third-party technologies effectively; and

•

respond to advances in data collection and cataloging and creating insights.

If we fail to respond to changes in data technology and analysis to create insights, competitors may be able to develop solutions that will take market share from
us, and the demand for our solutions, the delivery of our solutions or our market reputation could be adversely affected.
If we are not able to obtain and maintain comprehensive and reliable data to generate our insights, we could experience reduced demand for our
solutions.
Our success depends on our clients’ confidence in the depth, breadth and reliability of our insights, which are based on our data. The task of establishing and
maintaining reliable data is challenging and expensive. The depth, breadth and reliability of our data differentiates us from our competitors. If our data, including
the data we obtain from third parties and our data extraction, cleaning and insights, are not current, sufficiently accurate, comprehensive or reliable, it would
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increase the likelihood of negative customer experiences, which in turn would reduce the likelihood of customers renewing or upgrading their subscriptions and
harm our reputation, making it more difficult to obtain new customers. In addition, if we are no longer able to maintain a high level of reliability for our insights, we
may face legal claims by our customers which could have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
Our business may be harmed if we change our methodologies or the scope of information we collect.
We have in the past and may in the future change our data collection and aggregation methodologies, the algorithms we use to generate our estimated insights,
or the scope and volume of information we collect. Such changes may result from identified deficiencies in current methodologies, development of more
advanced methodologies, changes in our business plans or in industry standards or regulatory requirements, changes in technology used by websites,
browsers, mobile applications, servers or media for which we generate estimated insights, integration of acquired companies or expressed or perceived needs
of our customers, potential customers or partners. Any such changes or perceived changes, or our inability to accurately or adequately communicate to our
customers and the media such changes and the potential implications of such changes on the data we have published or will publish in the future, may result in
customer dissatisfaction, particularly if certain information is no longer collected or information collected in future periods is not comparable with information
collected in prior periods, or if our estimated insights for future periods become incompatible or otherwise differ from the estimated insights we provided for prior
periods. As a result of future methodology changes, some of our customers may decide not to continue buying our products or services which would negatively
affect our revenues and financial results, and/or to publicly air their dissatisfaction with the methodological changes made by us, which may damage our brand
and harm our reputation.
Failure to effectively develop and expand our direct sales capabilities could harm our ability to increase the number of organizations using our
platform and achieve broader market acceptance of our solutions.
Our ability to increase our customer base and achieve broader market acceptance of our solutions and platform capabilities will depend to a significant extent on
our ability to expand our sales and marketing organization. We plan to continue expanding our direct sales force, both in existing geographies in which we
operate and new international markets. We also plan to dedicate significant resources to our sales and marketing programs and to training our sales force. All of
these efforts will require us to invest significant financial and other resources, including in channels in which we have limited or no experience to date. Our
business and results of operations will be harmed if our sales and marketing efforts do not generate significant increases in revenue or increases in revenue
that are smaller than anticipated. We may not achieve anticipated revenue growth from expanding our sales force if we are unable to hire, develop, integrate
and retain talented and effective sales personnel, if our new and existing sales personnel, on the whole, are unable to achieve desired productivity levels in a
reasonable period of time, or if our sales and marketing programs are not effective. We believe that there is significant competition for sales personnel with the
skills and technical knowledge that we require. Our ability to achieve revenue growth will depend, in large part, on our success in recruiting, training and
retaining sufficient numbers of sales personnel to support our growth.
We have experienced rapid growth in recent periods and our recent growth rates may not be indicative of our future growth.
We have experienced rapid growth in recent periods. Our revenue was $70.6 million and $93.5 million for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020,
respectively, representing annual growth of 32%. Our revenue was $20.6 million and $29.4 million for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and March 31,
2021, respectively, representing period over period growth of 43%. Our historical revenue growth should not be considered indicative of our future performance.
In future
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periods, we may not be able to sustain revenue growth consistent with recent periods, or at all. Further, as we operate in a new and rapidly changing category of
services, widespread acceptance and use of our digital intelligence generally and our solutions is critical to our future growth and success. We believe our
revenue growth depends on several factors, including, but not limited to, our ability to:
•

attract new users and customers;

•

provide excellent service to our users and customers;

•

grow or maintain our net revenue retention, or NRR, and expand the usage of our solutions within the organizations already using our solutions;

•

minimize the cancellation of paid subscriptions for our solutions or the reduction in the scope or price for our solutions by our customers;

•

maintain and grow our available data sources in order to adequately meet the needs of our solution development;

•

introduce and grow the adoption of our solutions in new markets outside of the markets in which we currently operate;

•

improve the performance and capabilities of our platform and solutions through research and development;

•

drive traffic to our online platform, convert traffic to free offerings and convert users of our free offerings to paid subscriptions;

•

convert customers and organizations utilizing our free offering to higher tier services;

•

deal with concerns related to actual or perceived security breaches, reliability, outages or other defects related to our platform;

•

adequately expand our sales force and otherwise scale our operations as a business;

•

comply with existing and new applicable laws and regulations, primarily in the area of data privacy and protection;

•

effectively price our solutions to attract and retain users while achieving and maintaining profitability;

•

successfully compete against new and existing market players; and

•

increase global awareness of our brand.

•
If we are unable to accomplish these tasks, our revenue growth would be harmed. In addition, we expect to continue to expend substantial financial and
other resources on:
•

our sources of data;

•

our technology infrastructure, including systems architecture, scalability, availability, performance and security;

•

our sales and marketing organization to engage our existing and prospective customers, increase brand awareness and drive adoption of our solutions;

•

solution development, including investments in our solution development team and the development of new solutions and new functionalities for our platform
as well as investments in further optimizing our existing solutions, research, algorithms and infrastructure;

•

acquisitions or strategic investments;
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•

international expansion; and

•

general administration, including increased legal and accounting expenses associated with being a public company, such as insurance for our directors and
officers.

These investments may not result in increased revenue growth in our business. If we are unable to maintain or increase our revenue at a rate sufficient to offset
the expected increase in our costs, our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows will be harmed, and we may not be able to
achieve or maintain profitability over the long term.
We rely upon third-party providers of cloud-based infrastructure to host our solutions. Any disruption in the operations of these third-party
providers, limitations on capacity or interference with our use could adversely affect our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows.
We outsource substantially all of the infrastructure relating to our cloud solution to third-party hosting services, such as Amazon Web Services, or AWS.
Customers of our cloud-based solutions need to be able to access our platform at any time, without interruption or degradation of performance, and in some
cases we need to provide them with service-level commitments with respect to uptime. Our cloud-based solutions depend on protecting the virtual cloud
infrastructure hosted by third-party hosting services by maintaining its configuration, architecture, features and interconnection specifications, as well as the
information stored in these virtual data centers, which is transmitted by third-party internet service providers. Any limitation on the capacity of our third-party
hosting services could impede our ability to onboard new customers or expand the usage of our existing customers, which could adversely affect our business,
financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows. In addition, any incident affecting our third-party hosting services’ infrastructure that may be
caused by cyber-attacks, natural disasters, fire, flood, severe storm, earthquake, power loss, telecommunications failures, terrorist or other attacks, regional
epidemics or global pandemics such as COVID-19 and other similar events beyond our control could negatively affect our cloud-based solutions. A prolonged
service disruption affecting our cloud-based solution for any of the foregoing reasons would negatively impact our ability to serve our customers and could
damage our reputation with current and potential customers, expose us to liability, cause us to lose customers or otherwise harm our business. We may also
incur significant costs for using alternative equipment or taking other actions in preparation for, or in reaction to, events that damage the third-party hosting
services we use.
AWS provides the cloud computing infrastructure that we use to host our platform, manage data, mobile application, and many of the internal tools we use to
operate our business. We have a long-term commitment with AWS through June 30, 2023 and our agreement with AWS is not terminable for convenience by
either party. Our platform, mobile application and internal tools use computing, storage capabilities, bandwidth and other services provided by AWS. Any
significant disruption of, limitation of our access to, or other interference with our use of AWS would negatively impact our operations and could seriously harm
our business. In addition, any transition of the cloud services currently provided by AWS to another cloud services provider would require significant time and
expense and could disrupt or degrade delivery of our platform. Our business relies on the availability of our platform for our customers, and we may lose
customers if they are not able to access our platform or encounter difficulties in doing so. The level of service provided by AWS could affect the availability or
speed of our platform, which may also impact the usage of, and our customers’ satisfaction with, our platform and could seriously harm our business and
reputation. If AWS increases pricing terms, terminates or seeks to terminate our contractual relationship, establishes more favorable relationships with our
competitors, or changes or interprets its terms of service or policies in a manner that is unfavorable with respect to us, our business, financial condition,
revenues, results of operations or cash flows may be harmed.
In addition, we rely on hardware and infrastructure purchased or leased from third parties and software licensed from third parties to operate critical business
functions. Our business would be
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disrupted if any of this third-party hardware, software and infrastructure becomes unavailable on commercially reasonable terms, or at all. Furthermore, delays
or complications with respect to the transition of critical business functions from one third-party product to another, or any errors or defects in third-party
hardware, software or infrastructure could result in errors in our solutions or a failure of our platform, which could harm our business and results of operations.
In the event that our service agreements with our third-party hosting services or providers are terminated, or there is a lapse of service, delay in service,
elimination of services or features that we utilize, interruption of internet service provider connectivity or damage to such facilities, we could experience
interruptions in access to our platform as well as significant delays and additional expense in arranging or creating new facilities and services and/or rearchitecting our cloud solution for deployment on a different cloud infrastructure service provider, which could adversely affect our business, financial condition,
revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
Our data collection methodology depends in part on the ability to distribute products used for data collection through third-party platforms and
stores, and if we lose access to those platforms or stores or if we or our partners are otherwise restricted from distributing products through those
platforms or stores, our business could suffer.
Our platform and solutions depend in part on the ability to obtain data for our contributory network through browser extensions, mobile apps and other products
distributed through third-party online platforms and stores such as Chrome Web Store, Google Play and the Apple App Store. These include our own browser
extension and mobile app products, and products distributed by third parties with whom we collaborate and into which products we integrate our data collection
tools. We continuously look to seek out and enter into relationships with new partners for the integration of our data collection tools into their products, and the
availability and quality of this data is important to the continued functioning and development of our products and the performance of our obligations to
customers. We may have difficulty finding and entering into agreements with new partners, and/or maintaining current relationships with existing partners.
Failure to find and enter into agreements with new partners, and/or to maintain current relationships with existing partners, could result in inadequate data for
our ongoing and future product requirements.
The third-party platforms and stores through which our products and partner products are distributed issue rules and guidelines governing their use, which
include provisions that are often more restrictive than the requirements of applicable data privacy laws. These platforms and stores frequently modify these
rules, and often enforce them in an inconsistent manner. Accordingly, there is an ongoing risk that these third-party platforms may remove our browser
extension and mobile app products or our partners’ products from their stores, issue warnings necessitating modifications to the products or prevent a specific
product owner or developer from distributing any of its products through their stores. These warnings and removals can result in interruptions and delays in the
collection of data for our contributory network, in the need to allocate resources and incur costs for the modification of our products, in the suspension or
termination of our partnerships with third parties and the cessation of integration of our data collection tools with those third parties' products, and in harm to our
reputation. Any of these effects could negatively impact the functionality of, or require us to make changes to, our products and solutions, which would need to
occur quickly to avoid interruptions in service for our customers.
Furthermore, our business, cash flows or results of operations may be harmed if any platform or store through which we or our partners distribute products we
use for data collection changes, limits or discontinues our access to its platform or store; modifies its terms of service or other policies, including fees charged or
restrictions on us or our partners; changes or limits how customer information is accessed by us or our partners; changes or limits how we can use customer
information and other data collected through the platforms or stores; or experiences disruptions of its technology, services or business generally.
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We depend on third parties for data that is critical to our business, and our business could suffer if we cannot continue to obtain reliable data from
these suppliers or if third parties place additional restrictions on our use of such data.
We rely on third-party data sources for traffic and engagement information related to the websites and apps for which we generate estimated insights and
metrics, demographics about the people that use such platforms, and related information about digital trends. We continuously look to seek out and enter into
relationships with new suppliers for data in order to enrich our data sources, and the availability and quality of this data is important to the continued functioning
and development of our products and the fulfillment of our obligations to customers. Failure to find and enter into agreements with new partners, and/or to
maintain current relationships with existing partners, could result in inadequate data for our ongoing and future product requirements. Our data suppliers may
increase restrictions on our use of such data, fail to adhere to our quality control, privacy or security standards, or otherwise satisfactorily perform services,
increase the price they charge us for the data or refuse to license the data to us. Additional restrictions on third-party data could limit our ability to include that
data in certain solutions, which could lead to decreased commercial opportunities for certain solutions as well as loss of customers, obligations to provide
refunds, or liability to our customers. To comply with any additional restrictions, we may be required to implement certain additional technological and manual
controls that could put pressure on our cost structure and could affect our pricing. If our partners do not apply rigorous standards to their data collection
methodology and actions, notwithstanding our best efforts, we may receive third-party data that is inaccurate, defective, or delayed, or which does not meet our
compliance standards or the requirements of applicable data privacy laws and regulations. If third-party information is not available to us on commercially
reasonable terms, or is found to be inaccurate or otherwise unsuitable for our needs, it could lead to costly and time-consuming contractual disputes or harm our
products, our reputation and our business and financial performance.
If we fail to maintain and enhance our brand, our ability to expand the number of organizations using our solutions will be impaired, our reputation
may be harmed, and our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows may suffer.
Our future success depends upon our ability to create and maintain brand recognition and a reputation for delivering easy and efficient solution. A failure by us
to build our brand and deliver on these expectations could harm our reputation and damage our ability to attract and retain consumers, which could adversely
affect our business. We also believe that developing and maintaining awareness of our brand is critical to achieving widespread acceptance of our platform and
solutions and is an important element in attracting new customers and users to our platform. Furthermore, we believe that the importance of brand recognition
will increase as competition in our market increases. Successful promotion of our brand will depend largely on the effectiveness of our marketing efforts and on
our ability to ensure that Similarweb remains high-quality, reliable and useful at competitive prices, as well as with respect to our free offering.
As our market becomes increasingly competitive, increasing awareness of our platform may become more difficult and expensive. Brand promotion activities
may not yield increased revenue, and even if they do, any increased revenue may not offset the expenses we incur in building our brand. If we fail to
successfully promote and maintain our brand, or incur substantial expenses in an unsuccessful attempt to promote and maintain our brand, we may fail to attract
new customers and users or grow or maintain our retention rates to the extent necessary to realize a sufficient return on our brand-building efforts, and our
business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows could suffer.
In addition, independent industry analysts often provide reviews of our solutions, as well as the solutions offered by our competitors, and perception of the
relative value of our platform in the marketplace may be significantly influenced by these reviews. If these reviews are negative, or less positive as compared to
those of our competitors’ solutions, our brand may be harmed.
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We offer free trials and a free offering of our platform to drive awareness of our solutions and encourage usage and adoption. If these marketing
strategies fail to lead to users purchasing paid subscriptions, our ability to grow our revenue will be adversely affected.
To encourage awareness, usage, familiarity and adoption of our platform and solutions, we offer free trials and a free offering of our platform. Our marketing
strategy depends in part on users of our free trial and free tier versions of our platform convincing others within their organizations to use our solutions and to
become paying customers. These strategies may not be successful in leading users to purchase our solutions. Many customers of our free tier may not lead to
others within their organization purchasing and deploying our platform and solutions. To the extent that users do not become, or we are unable to successfully
attract paying customers, we will not realize the intended benefits of these marketing strategies and our ability to grow our revenue will be adversely affected.
Because our success depends, in part, on our ability to expand sales internationally, our business will be susceptible to risks associated with
international operations.
We currently maintain offices and have sales personnel outside of Israel in the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Japan and Australia, and we intend
to expand our international operations by developing a sales presence in Germany in 2021 and in other international markets. In the years ended December 31,
2019 and 2020, our non-U.S. revenue was 57.8% and 55.7% of our total revenue, respectively. We expect to continue to expand our international operations,
which may include opening offices in new jurisdictions and providing our solutions in additional languages. Any additional international expansion efforts that we
are undertaking and may undertake may not be successful. In addition, conducting international operations subjects us to new risks, some of which we have not
generally faced in Israel, the United States or other countries where we currently operate. These risks include, among other things:
•

unexpected costs and errors in the localization of our platform and solutions, including translation into foreign languages and adaptation for local culture,
practices and regulatory requirements;

•

lack of familiarity and burdens of complying with foreign laws, legal standards, privacy and cybersecurity standards, regulatory requirements, tariffs and other
barriers, and the risk of penalties to our customers and individual members of management or employees if our practices are deemed to not be in
compliance;

•

practical difficulties of enforcing intellectual property rights in countries with varying laws and standards and reduced or varied protection for intellectual
property rights in some countries;

•

an evolving legal framework and additional legal or regulatory requirements for data privacy and cybersecurity, which may necessitate the establishment of
systems to maintain data in local markets, requiring us to invest in additional data centers and network infrastructure, and the implementation of additional
employee data privacy documentation (including locally-compliant data privacy notice and policies), all of which may involve substantial expense and may
cause us to need to divert resources from other aspects of our business, all of which may adversely affect our business;

•

unexpected changes in regulatory requirements, taxes, trade laws, tariffs, export quotas, custom duties or other trade restrictions;

•

difficulties in managing systems integrators and technology partners;

•

differing technology standards;

•

different pricing environments, longer sales cycles, longer accounts receivable payment cycles and difficulties in collecting accounts receivable;
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•

increased financial accounting and reporting burdens and complexities;

•

difficulties in managing and staffing international operations including the proper classification of independent contractors and other contingent workers,
differing employer/employee relationships and local employment laws;

•

increased costs involved with recruiting and retaining an expanded employee population outside Israel and the United States through cash and equity-based
incentive programs and unexpected legal costs and regulatory restrictions in issuing our shares to employees outside the United States;

•

global political and regulatory changes that may lead to restrictions on immigration and travel for our employees outside Israel, the United States and our other
office locations;

•

fluctuations in exchange rates that may decrease the value of our foreign-based revenue;

•

potentially adverse tax consequences, including the complexities of foreign value added tax (or other tax) systems, and restrictions on the repatriation of
earnings; and

•

permanent establishment risks and complexities in connection with international payroll, tax and social security requirements for international employees.

Additionally, operating in international markets also requires significant management attention and financial resources. We cannot be certain that the investment
and additional resources required in establishing operations in other countries will produce desired levels of revenue or profitability.
Compliance with laws and regulations applicable to our global operations also substantially increases our cost of doing business in foreign jurisdictions. We have
limited experience in marketing, selling and supporting our platform outside of Israel and the United States. Our limited experience in operating our business
internationally increases the risk that any potential future expansion efforts that we may undertake will not be successful. If we invest substantial time and
resources to expand our international operations and are unable to do so successfully and in a timely manner, our business, financial condition, revenues,
results of operations or cash flows will suffer. We may be unable to keep current with changes in government requirements as they change from time to time.
Failure to comply with these regulations could harm our business. In many countries, it is common for others to engage in business practices that are prohibited
by our internal policies and procedures or other regulations applicable to us. Although we have implemented policies and procedures designed to ensure
compliance with these laws and policies, there can be no assurance that all of our employees, contractors, partners and agents will comply with these laws and
policies. Violations of laws or key control policies by our employees, contractors, partners or agents could result in delays in revenue recognition, financial
reporting misstatements, enforcement actions, reputational harm, disgorgement of profits, fines, civil and criminal penalties, damages, injunctions, other
collateral consequences or the prohibition of the importation or exportation of our solutions and could harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows.
Our international sales and operations subject us to additional risks and costs, including the ability to engage with customers in new geographies,
exposure to foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations, that can adversely affect our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations
or cash flows.
We derive a significant portion of revenue from our customers in Israel and the United States. We are continuing to expand our international operations as part
of our growth strategy. However, there are a variety of risks and costs associated with our international sales and operations, which include making investments
prior to the proven adoption of our solutions, the cost of conducting our business internationally and hiring and training international employees and the costs
associated with complying with local law. Furthermore, we cannot predict the rate at which our
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platform and solutions will be accepted in international markets by potential customers. We currently have sales and/or customer support personnel outside
Israel and the United States in the United Kingdom, France, Japan and Australia, and have started the process of establishing a sales presence in Germany;
however, our sales organization outside Israel and the United States is substantially smaller than our Israeli and U.S. sales organization. We believe our ability
to attract new customers to subscribe to our platform or to attract existing customers to renew or expand their use of our platform is directly correlated to the
level of engagement we obtain with the customer. To the extent we are unable to effectively engage with non-Israeli and non-U.S. customers due to our limited
sales force capacity, we may be unable to effectively grow in international markets.
As our international operations expand, our exposure to the effects of fluctuations in currency exchange rates grows. While we have primarily transacted with
customers U.S. dollars and Euros and vendors in New Israeli Shekels, or NIS, historically, we expect to continue to expand the number of transactions with our
customers that are denominated in foreign currencies in the future. However, a significant portion of our operating expenses, consisting principally of personnelrelated costs, office and occupancy related costs and certain other operating expenses, are denominated in NIS. In each of the year ended December 31, 2020
and the three months ended March 31, 2021, approximately 44% of our expenses were denominated in NIS. As a result, we are exposed to exchange rate risks
that may materially and adversely affect our financial results. Additionally, fluctuations in the value of the U.S. dollar, Euros and/or NIS and foreign currencies
may make our subscriptions more expensive for international customers, which could harm our business. Additionally, we incur expenses for employee
compensation and other operating expenses at our non-Israeli and non-U.S. locations in the local currency for such locations. Fluctuations in the exchange
rates between the U.S. dollar, Euros and/or NIS and other currencies could result in an increase to the U.S. dollar, Euros and/or NIS equivalent of such
expenses. These fluctuations could cause our results of operations to differ from our expectations or the expectations of our investors. Additionally, such foreign
currency exchange rate fluctuations could make it more difficult to detect underlying trends in our business and results of operations.
We currently maintain a program to hedge transactional exposures in foreign currencies. We may continue to use derivative instruments, such as foreign
currency forward and option contracts, to hedge certain exposures to fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates. The use of such hedging activities may
not offset any or more than a portion of the adverse financial effects of unfavorable movements in foreign exchange rates over the limited time the hedges are in
place. Moreover, the use of hedging instruments may introduce additional risks if we are unable to structure effective hedges with such instruments.
We have limited experience with respect to determining the optimal prices for our solutions.
We have limited experience in determining the optimal pricing and packaging of our solutions, and we may need to change our pricing model from time to time.
Demand for our platform and solutions is sensitive to price, and current or prospective customers may choose not to subscribe or renew or upgrade their
subscriptions due to costs. Further, certain of our competitors offer, or may in the future offer, lower-priced or free solutions or services that compete with our
solutions and services or may bundle functionality compatible with our solutions and services and offer a broader range of solutions and services. Similarly,
certain competitors may use marketing strategies that enable them to acquire customers more rapidly or at a lower cost than us, or both. As we expand to
additional international markets, we may find that pricing and packaging appropriate in our current market is not acceptable to prospective customers in certain
new markets. In addition, if our mix of features and capabilities on our solutions changes, we develop additional versions for specific use cases or additional
premium versions, then we may need or choose to revise our pricing.
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If we fail to offer a high-quality customer experience, our business and reputation will suffer.
While we have designed our platform to be easy to adopt and use, once organizations and customers begin using our platform, those organizations and
customers rely on our support services to resolve any technical, administrative or other issues. High-quality customer education and experience has been key to
the adoption of our platform, for the conversion of individuals, teams and organizations on our trial version into paying customers, expansion of accounts, and for
growth or maintenance of our retention rates. The importance of a high-quality customer experience will increase as we expand our business and pursue new
customers. For example, if we do not help customers on our platform quickly resolve issues and provide effective ongoing customer experience at the individual,
team and organizational levels, our ability to convert organizations and customers on our trial version into paying customers will suffer and our reputation with
existing or potential customers will be harmed. Further, our sales are highly dependent on our business reputation and on positive recommendations from
existing individuals, teams and organizations using our platform and solutions. Any failure to maintain a high-quality customer experience, or a market
perception that we do not maintain a high-quality customer experience, could harm our reputation, our ability to sell our solutions to existing and prospective
customers, and our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
In addition, as we continue to grow our operations and reach a larger and increasingly global customer base, we need to be able to provide efficient customer
support that meets the needs of organizations using our solutions globally at scale, which puts additional pressure on our support organization. If we are unable
to provide efficient solution support globally at scale, including through the use of third-party contractors and self-service support, our ability to grow our
operations may be harmed and we may need to hire additional support personnel, which could harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows.
Our business could be negatively affected by changes in search engine algorithms and dynamics or other traffic-generating arrangements.
We rely on internet search engines and digital distribution channels, including through the purchase of keywords and the indexing of our public-facing directory
pages and other web pages, to generate a significant portion of the traffic to our website. Search engines frequently update and change the logic that determines
the placement and display of results of a customer’s search, such that the purchased or algorithmic placement of links to our website can be negatively affected.
Pricing and operating dynamics for these traffic sources can change rapidly, both technically and competitively. Moreover, a search engine could, for
competitive or other purposes, alter its search algorithms or results, which could cause a website to place lower in search query results or inhibit participation in
the search query results. If a major search engine changes its algorithms or results in a manner that negatively affects the search engine ranking, paid or
unpaid, of our website, if competitive dynamics impact the costs or effectiveness of search engine optimization, or if search engine marketing or other trafficgenerating arrangements in a negative manner, our business and financial performance would be adversely affected.
Our financial results may fluctuate due to increasing variability in our sales cycles as a substantial portion of our sales efforts are targeted at large
organizations.
We sell and our strategy is to continue to sell subscriptions of our platform to our varied customer base of enterprise, mid-market and small business customers,
as well as governments, non-profits, educational institutions and individuals with our Investor Intelligence solutions. Selling to individuals and small-to-medium
businesses may involve greater credit risk and uncertainty, as well as lower retention rates and limited interaction with our sales and other personnel.
Conversely, sales to enterprise customers may entail longer sales cycles and more significant selling efforts. The average length of our sales cycle is
approximately a month for small-to-medium businesses and approximately three months for enterprise customers. We plan our expenses based on certain
assumptions about the length and variability of our sales cycle based upon historical trends for sales
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and conversion rates associated with our existing customers. If we are successful in expanding our customer base to include more enterprise customers, our
sales cycles may lengthen and become less predictable, which, in turn, may adversely affect our financial results. Factors that may influence the length and
variability of our sales cycle include:
•

the need to educate prospective customers about the uses and benefits of our platform and solutions;

•

the discretionary nature of purchase and budget cycles and decisions;

•

the competitive nature of evaluation and purchasing processes;

•

evolving functionality demands;

•

announcements of planned introductions of new solutions, features or functionality by us or our competitors; and

•

lengthy and multi-faceted purchasing approval processes.

If there are changes in the mix of customers and organizations that purchase our platform and solutions, our gross margins and operating results could be
adversely affected, and fluctuations increasing the variability in our sales cycles could negatively affect our financial results. In addition, our quarterly operating
results have fluctuated in the past and are expected to fluctuate in the future due to a variety of factors, many of which are outside of our control. As a result, our
past results may not be indicative of our future performance and comparing our operating results on a period-to-period basis may not be meaningful.
Because we recognize subscription revenue over the subscription term, downturns or upturns in new sales and renewals or changes to pricing are
not immediately reflected in full in our results of operations.
We recognize revenue from subscriptions to our platform on a straight-line basis over the term of the contract subscription period beginning on the date access
to our platform is granted, provided all other revenue recognition criteria have been met. Our subscription arrangements generally have contractual terms
requiring advance payment for annual or quarterly periods. As a result, much of the revenue we report each quarter is the recognition of deferred revenue from
recurring subscriptions entered into during previous quarters. Consequently, a decline in new or renewed recurring subscription contracts in any one quarter will
not be fully reflected in revenue in that quarter but will negatively affect our revenue in future quarters. Accordingly, the effect of significant downturns in new or
renewed sales of our recurring subscriptions are not reflected in full in our results of operations until future periods. Similarly, an increase in the pricing of our
subscription contracts would not be reflected in full in our results of operations until future periods. Our subscription model also makes it difficult for us to rapidly
increase our revenue through additional sales in any period, as revenue from new customers is typically recognized over the applicable subscription term. By
contrast, a majority of our costs are expensed as incurred, which could result in our recognition of more costs than revenue in the earlier portion of the
subscription term, and we may not attain profitability in any given period.
Seasonality may cause fluctuations in our sales and results of operations.
Historically, we have experienced seasonality in new customer bookings, as we typically enter into a higher percentage of subscription agreements with new
customers and renewals with existing customers in the fourth quarter of the year. We believe that this results from the procurement, budgeting and deployment
cycles of many of our customers, particularly our enterprise customers. We expect that this seasonality will continue to affect our bookings and our results of
operations in the future and might become more pronounced as we continue to target larger enterprise customers.
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Future acquisitions, strategic investments, partnerships, or alliances could be difficult to identify and integrate, divert the attention of key
management personnel, disrupt our business, dilute stockholder value and harm our results of operations and financial condition.
We may in the future seek to acquire or invest in, businesses, solutions, or technologies that we believe could complement Similarweb or expand its breadth,
enhance our technical capabilities, or otherwise offer growth opportunities. The pursuit of potential acquisitions may divert the attention of management and
cause us to incur various expenses in identifying, investigating and pursuing suitable acquisitions, whether or not they are consummated. Any acquisition,
investment or business relationship may result in unforeseen operating difficulties and expenditures. In addition, we have limited experience in acquiring other
businesses. If we acquire additional businesses, we may not be able to integrate successfully the acquired personnel, operations and technologies or effectively
manage the combined business following the acquisition. Specifically, we may not successfully evaluate or utilize the acquired technology or personnel, or
accurately forecast the financial impact of an acquisition transaction, including accounting charges. Moreover, the anticipated benefits of any acquisition,
investment or business relationship may not be realized or we may be exposed to unknown risks or liabilities.
We may not be able to find and identify desirable acquisition targets or we may not be successful in entering into an agreement with any one target. Acquisitions
could also result in dilutive issuances of equity securities or the incurrence of debt, which could harm our results of operations. In addition, if an acquired
business fails to meet our expectations, our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows may suffer.
Our corporate culture has contributed to our success, and if we cannot maintain this culture as we grow, we could lose the innovative approach,
creativity and teamwork fostered by our culture and our business could be harmed.
We believe that an important contributor to our success has been our corporate culture, which creates an environment that drives and perpetuates our strategy
to create a better, more productive way to work and focuses on the development of our employees. As we continue to grow, including across multiple
geographies or following acquisitions, and develop the infrastructure of a public company, we may find it difficult to preserve our corporate culture, which could
reduce our ability to innovate, create and operate effectively. In turn, the failure to preserve our culture could adversely affect our business, financial condition,
revenues, results of operations or cash flows by negatively affecting our ability to attract, recruit, integrate and retain employees, continue to perform at current
levels and effectively execute our business strategy.
If we fail to retain and motivate members of our management team or other key employees or fail to attract additional qualified personnel to support
our operations, our business and future growth prospects would be harmed.
Our success and future growth depend largely upon the continued services of our executive officers as well as our other key employees in the areas of research
and development and sales and marketing functions. From time to time, there may be changes in our executive management team or other key employees
resulting from the hiring or departure of these personnel. Our executive officers and other key employees are employed on an at-will basis, which means that
these personnel could terminate their employment with us at any time. The loss of one or more of our executive officers, or the failure by our executive team to
effectively work with our employees and lead our company, could harm our business. We also are dependent on the continued service of our existing software
engineers because of the complexity of our solutions and platform capabilities.
In addition, to execute our growth plan, we must attract and retain highly qualified personnel. Competition for these personnel is intense, especially data
scientists and for engineers experienced in designing and developing SaaS applications and experienced sales professionals, and such competition often
results in increasing wages, especially in Israel, where most of our research and
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development positions are located, and in the United States, where we have a significant presence. We also engage a team of developers in the Ukraine in
order to benefit from the significant pool of talent that is more readily available in such market. If we are unable to attract such personnel in cities where we are
located, we may need to hire in other locations which may add to the complexity and costs of our business operations. From time to time, we have experienced,
and we expect to continue to experience, difficulty in hiring and retaining employees with appropriate qualifications. Many of the companies with which we
compete for experienced personnel have greater resources than we have. If we hire employees from competitors or other companies, their former employers
may attempt to assert that these employees or we have breached their legal obligations, resulting in a diversion of our time and resources. In addition,
prospective and existing employees often consider the value of the equity awards they receive in connection with their employment. If the perceived value of our
equity awards declines, experiences significant volatility, or increases such that prospective employees believe there is limited upside to the value of our equity
awards, it may adversely affect our ability to recruit and retain key employees. If we fail to attract new personnel or fail to retain and motivate our current
personnel, our business and future growth prospects would be harmed.
We have a credit facility secured by substantially all of our assets under which we have borrowed and may in the future borrow additional amount;
any indebtedness thereunder could adversely affect our financial position and our ability to raise additional capital and prevent us from fulfilling our
obligations under our obligations.
On December 30, 2020, we entered into a Loan and Security Agreement, or the LSA, with Silicon Valley Bank, or SVB. The credit facility has an available
borrowing capacity of the (a) lesser of (i) $50 million, which capacity will increase to $75 million upon consummation of our initial public offering or (ii) the amount
available under the borrowing base, minus (b) the outstanding principal balance of any advances made under the credit facility. The borrowing base is the
product of a (a) monthly recurring revenue, as defined in the LSA, multiplied by (b) an advance rate as set forth in the LSA. As of March 31, 2021, we had total
outstanding indebtedness of approximately $30.0 million consisting of outstanding borrowings under the LSA. This and future indebtedness incurred under the
LSA may:
•

limit our ability to borrow additional funds for working capital, capital expenditures, acquisitions, or other general business purposes;

•

require us to use a portion of our cash flow from operations to make debt service payments instead of other purposes, thereby reducing the amount of cash
flow available for future working capital, capital expenditures, acquisitions, or other general business purposes;

•

expose us to the risk of increased interest rates as following the consummation of our initial public offering borrowings under the LSA are subject to interest at
the greater of (i) a floating per annum rate equal to 0.25% above the prime rate, or (ii) a fixed per annum rate equal to 3.50%, also paid on a monthly basis;

•

limit our flexibility to plan for, or react to, changes in our business and industry;

•

increase our vulnerability to the impact of adverse economic, competitive and industry conditions; and

•

increase our cost of borrowing.

The credit facility is secured by substantially all of our assets. In addition, the LSA contains, and the agreements governing our future indebtedness may
contain, restrictive covenants that may limit our ability to engage in activities that may be in our long-term best interest. These restrictive covenants include,
among others, financial reporting requirements and limitations on indebtedness, liens, mergers, consolidations, liquidations and dissolutions, sales of assets,
dividends and other restricted payments, investments (including acquisitions) and transactions with affiliates. Our failure
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to comply with those covenants could result in an event of default which, if not cured or waived, could result in the acceleration of substantially all of our debt.
Under the LSA, we are also required to maintain liquidity of at least $35 million.
Our failure to raise additional capital or generate cash flows necessary to expand our operations and invest in new technologies in the future could
reduce our ability to compete successfully and harm our results of operations.
Historically, we have funded our operations and capital expenditures primarily through equity issuances, borrowings under our credit facilities and cash
payments from our customers. Although we currently anticipate that our existing cash and cash equivalents and cash flow from operations will be sufficient to
meet our cash needs for the foreseeable future, we may require additional financing, and we may not be able to obtain debt or equity financing on favorable
terms, if at all. If we raise equity financing to fund operations or on an opportunistic basis, our shareholders may experience significant dilution of their ownership
interests. If we need additional capital and cannot raise it on acceptable terms, or at all, we may not be able to, among other things:
•

develop new features, capabilities and enhancements;

•

continue to expand our solution development, sales and marketing organizations;

•

expand internationally;

•

hire, train and retain employees;

•

respond to competitive pressures or unanticipated working capital requirements; or

•

pursue acquisition opportunities.

Risks relating to our intellectual property and technology
Any failure to obtain, maintain, protect or enforce our intellectual property rights could impair our competitive position and ability to generate
revenues and cause us to lose valuable assets.
Our success depends to a significant degree on our ability to obtain, maintain, protect and enforce our intellectual property rights, including those in our
proprietary technology, know-how and brand. We rely on a combination of trademark, trade secret, patent, copyright and other intellectual property laws, as well
as contractual restrictions, and confidentiality procedures to establish and protect our intellectual property rights. However, the steps we take to obtain, maintain,
protect and enforce our intellectual property rights may be inadequate to prevent infringement, misappropriation, dilution or other violation of our intellectual
property rights.
We will not be able to protect our intellectual property rights if we are unable to enforce our rights or if we do not detect unauthorized use of our intellectual
property rights. Policing unauthorized use of our know-how, technology and intellectual property is difficult, costly, time-consuming and may not be effective.
Despite our precautions, it may be possible for unauthorized third parties to copy our solutions and platform capabilities and use information that we regard as
proprietary to create solutions that compete with ours. If we fail to protect our intellectual property rights adequately, our competitors and other third parties may
gain access to our proprietary technology and develop and commercialize substantially identical solutions, services or technologies, which can harm our
business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects. In addition, defending our intellectual property rights might entail significant expense. Any
patents, registered trademarks, or other intellectual property rights that we have or may obtain may be challenged or circumvented by others or invalidated or
held unenforceable through administrative processes, including opposition, cancellation, re-examination, inter partes review, interference and derivation
proceedings and equivalent proceedings in foreign jurisdictions or litigation.
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Circumstances outside our control could also pose a threat to our intellectual property rights. For example, patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret and other
intellectual property protection may not be available to us in every country in which our solutions are available. In addition, the laws of some foreign countries
may not be as protective of intellectual property rights as those in the United States, and mechanisms for enforcement of intellectual property rights may be
inadequate. As we expand, our international activities, our exposure to unauthorized copying and use of our solutions and platform capabilities and proprietary
information will likely increase. Moreover, policing unauthorized use of our technologies, trade secrets, and intellectual property may be difficult, expensive, and
time-consuming, particularly in foreign countries where the laws may not be as protective of intellectual property rights as those in the United States and where
mechanisms for enforcement of intellectual property rights may be weak. Changes in the law or adverse court rulings may also negatively affect our ability to
prevent others from using our technology.
We enter into confidentiality and invention assignment agreements with our employees and consultants and enter into confidentiality agreements with other third
parties with whom we share our confidential information, including suppliers and other partners. However, we cannot guarantee that we have entered into such
agreements with every party that has or may have had access to our proprietary information, know-how and trade secrets. These agreements may not
effectively grant all necessary rights to any inventions that may have been developed by the employees or consultants party thereto. Moreover, no assurance
can be given that these agreements will be effective in controlling access to, distribution, use, misuse, misappropriation, reverse engineering or disclosure of our
proprietary information, know-how, trade secrets and our confidential information or provide an adequate remedy in the event of unauthorized use of our
proprietary information, know-how or trade secrets or unauthorized access, use or disclosure of our confidential information. Some of the provisions of our
agreements that protect us against unauthorized use, copying, transfer, and disclosure of our platform, may be unenforceable under the laws of certain
jurisdictions and foreign countries. Further, these agreements may not prevent our competitors from independently developing technologies that are
substantially equivalent or superior to our solutions and platform capabilities. Unauthorized parties may also attempt to copy or obtain and use our technology to
develop applications with the same functionality as our solutions. Additionally, these agreements may be breached, and we may not have adequate remedies for
any such breach. Any unauthorized disclosure or use of our trade secrets or other confidential proprietary information could make it more expensive to do
business, thereby harming our operating results.
The value of our intellectual property could diminish if others assert rights in or ownership of our trademarks and other intellectual property rights, or trademarks
that are similar to our trademarks. We may be unable to successfully resolve these types of conflicts to our satisfaction. We may also be required to spend
significant resources to monitor, protect and enforce our intellectual property rights. Litigation may be necessary in the future to enforce our intellectual property
rights and to protect our trade secrets. Litigation brought to protect and enforce our intellectual property rights could be costly, time-consuming, and distracting to
management, and could result in the impairment or loss of portions of our intellectual property. Further, our efforts to enforce our intellectual property rights may
be met with defenses, counterclaims, and countersuits attacking the validity and enforceability of our intellectual property rights, and if such defenses,
counterclaims or countersuits are successful, we could lose valuable intellectual property rights. Our inability to protect our proprietary technology against
unauthorized copying or use, as well as any costly litigation or diversion of our management’s attention and resources, could delay further sales or the
implementation of our solutions and platform capabilities, impair the functionality of our solutions and platform capabilities, delay introductions of new solutions,
result in our substituting inferior or more costly technologies into our solutions, or injure our reputation.
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We may become subject to intellectual property disputes, which are costly and may subject us to significant liability and increased costs of doing
business.
We may become subject to intellectual property disputes. Our success depends, in part, on our ability to develop and commercialize our solutions and services
without infringing, misappropriating, diluting or otherwise violating the intellectual property rights of third parties. However, we may not be aware that our
solutions or services are infringing, misappropriating, diluting or otherwise violating third-party intellectual property rights and such third parties may bring claims
alleging such infringement, misappropriation, dilution or violation. Lawsuits are time-consuming and expensive to resolve, and they divert management’s time
and attention. Companies in the software industry are often required to defend against litigation claims based on allegations of infringement, misappropriation,
dilution or other violations of intellectual property rights. Third parties may assert intellectual property claims against us, and we may be subject to liability,
required to enter into costly license agreements, or required to rebrand or redesign our solutions and/or prevented from selling some of our solutions if third
parties successfully oppose or challenge our trademarks or successfully claim that we infringe, misappropriate or otherwise violate their trademarks or other
intellectual property rights. Our technologies may not be able to withstand any third-party claims against their use. In addition, many companies have the
capability to dedicate substantially greater resources to enforce their intellectual property rights and to defend claims that may be brought against them. We do
not currently have a large patent portfolio, which could prevent us from deterring patent infringement claims through our own patent portfolio, and our
competitors and others may now and in the future have significantly larger and more mature patent portfolios than we have. There also may be pending patent
applications, of which we are not aware, that may result in issued patents, which could be alleged to be infringed by our current or future technologies or
solutions. Any litigation may also involve patent holding companies or other adverse patent owners that have no relevant solution revenue, and therefore, our
patent applications may provide little or no deterrence as we would not be able to assert them against such entities or individuals. If a third party is able to obtain
an injunction preventing us from accessing such third-party intellectual property rights, or if we cannot license or develop alternative technology for any infringing
aspect of our business, we would be forced to limit or stop sales of our solutions and platform capabilities or cease business activities related to such intellectual
property.
Although we carry general liability insurance, our insurance may not cover potential claims of this type or may not be adequate to indemnify us for all liability that
may be imposed. There is a risk that our operations, platforms and services may infringe or otherwise violate, or be alleged to infringe or otherwise violate, the
intellectual property rights of third parties. We cannot predict the outcome of lawsuits and cannot ensure that the results of any such actions will not have an
adverse effect on our business, financial condition or results of operations. Any intellectual property litigation to which we might become a party, or for which we
are required to provide indemnification, regardless of the merit of the claim or our defenses, may require us to do one or more of the following:
•

cease selling or using solutions or services that incorporate the intellectual property rights that we allegedly infringe, misappropriate, dilute or violate;

•

make payment of substantial royalty or license fees, lost profits or other damages;

•

make substantial payments for legal fees, settlement payments or other costs or damages;

•

indemnify our platform users or third-party service providers;

•

obtain a license, which may not be available on reasonable terms or at all, to sell or use the relevant technology; or
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•

redesign or rebrand our allegedly infringing solutions to avoid infringement, misappropriation, dilution or violation of third-party intellectual property rights,
which could be costly, time-consuming or impossible.

Any of the foregoing could materially and adversely affect our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
Even if the claims do not result in litigation or are resolved in our favor, these claims, and the time and resources necessary to resolve them, could divert the
resources of our management and harm our business and operating results. Moreover, there could be public announcements of the results of hearings, motions
or other interim proceedings or developments and if securities analysts or investors perceive these results to be negative, it could have a substantial adverse
effect on the price of our ordinary shares. We expect that the occurrence of infringement claims is likely to grow as the market for our platform and solutions
grows. Accordingly, our exposure to damages resulting from infringement claims could increase and this could further exhaust our financial and management
resources.
We may become subject to claims for remuneration or royalties for assigned service invention rights by our employees, which could result in
litigation and would adversely affect our business.
A significant portion of our intellectual property is developed in Israel and has been developed by our employees in the course of their employment for us. Under
the Israeli Patents Law, 5727-1967, or the Patents Law, inventions conceived by an employee in the course and as a result of or arising from his or her
employment with a company are regarded as “service inventions,” which belong to the employer, absent a specific agreement between the employee and
employer giving the employee service invention rights. The Patents Law also provides that if there is no such agreement between an employer and an
employee, the Israeli Compensation and Royalties Committee, or the Royalties Committee, a body constituted under the Patents Law, shall determine whether
the employee is entitled to remuneration for his or her inventions. Case law clarifies that the right to receive consideration for “service inventions” can be waived
by the employee and that in certain circumstances, such waiver does not necessarily have to be explicit. The Royalties Committee will examine, on a case-bycase basis, the general contractual framework between the parties, applying interpretation rules of the general Israeli contract laws. Further, the Royalties
Committee has not yet determined one specific formula for calculating this remuneration, but rather uses the criteria specified in the Patents Law. Although we
generally enter into assignment-of-invention agreements with our employees pursuant to which such individuals assign to us all rights to any inventions created
in the scope of their employment or engagement with us, we may face claims demanding remuneration in consideration for assigned inventions. As a
consequence of such claims, we could be required to pay additional remuneration or royalties to our current and former employees, or be forced to litigate such
claims, which could negatively affect our business.
We use open source software, which could negatively affect our ability to offer our solutions and subject us to litigation or other actions.
We use software licensed to us by third-party authors under “open source” licenses in connection with the development or deployment of our proprietary
platform and solutions and expect to continue to use open source software in the future. Some open source licenses contain express requirements, which may
be triggered under certain circumstances, that licensees make available source code for modifications or derivative works created, or prohibit such modifications
or derivative works from being licensed for a fee. Although we monitor our use of open source software to avoid subjecting our platform to such requirements,
there are uncertainties regarding the proper interpretation of and compliance with open source licenses, and there is a risk that such licenses could be
construed in a manner that imposes unanticipated conditions or restrictions on our ability to use such open source software, and consequently to develop,
provide or distribute our proprietary platform and solutions. We may from time to time face claims from third parties claiming ownership of, or seeking to enforce
the terms of, an open source license, including by
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demanding release of source code for the open source software, derivative works or our proprietary source code that was developed using or that is distributed
with such open source software. These claims could also result in litigation and could require us to make our proprietary software source code freely available,
require us to devote additional research and development resources to re-engineer our platform, seek costly licenses from third parties or otherwise incur
additional costs and expenses, any of which could result in reputational harm and would have a negative effect on our business and operating results.
In addition, if the license terms for the open source software we utilize change, we may be forced to reengineer our platform or incur additional costs to comply
with the changed license terms or to replace the affected open source software. Further, use of certain open source software can lead to greater risks than use
of third-party commercial software, as open source licensors generally do not provide support, warranties or controls on the origin or quality of the software or
indemnification for third-party infringement claims. To the extent that our platform depends upon the successful operation of open source software, any
undetected errors or defects in open source software that we use could prevent the deployment or impair the functionality of our systems and injure our
reputation. In addition, the public availability of such software may make it easier for others to compromise our platform. Additionally, although use of open
source software has historically been free, recently several open source providers have begun to charge license fees for use of their software. If our current
open source providers were to begin to charge for these licenses or increase their license fees significantly, this would increase our research and development
costs and have a negative impact on our results of operations and financial condition. Any of these risks could be difficult to eliminate or manage and, if not
addressed, could have an adverse effect on our business and operating results.
Indemnity provisions in various agreements potentially expose us to substantial liability for intellectual property infringement and other losses.
Our agreements with our platform customers and other third parties may include indemnification or other provisions under which we agree to indemnify or
otherwise be liable to them for losses suffered or incurred as a result of claims of intellectual property infringement, damages caused by us to property or
persons, or other liabilities relating to or arising from our platform, solutions or other acts or omissions. For some of our larger customers, we sometimes
negotiate additional indemnification for breaches of our obligations, representations or warranties in the subscription agreement, gross negligence or willful
misconduct, breaches of confidentiality, losses related to security incidents, breach of the data processing addendum or violations of applicable law. The term of
these contractual provisions often survives termination or expiration of the applicable agreement. Large indemnity payments or damage claims from contractual
breach could harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
From time to time, third parties may assert intellectual property infringement claims against our platform customers. These claims may require us to initiate or
defend protracted and costly litigation on behalf of our customers, regardless of the merits of these claims. If any of these claims succeed, we may be forced to
pay damages on behalf of our customers or may be required to obtain costly licenses from third parties for the platform or solutions they use or modify our
platform or solutions to be non-infringing or resolve a claim of infringement. If we cannot obtain all necessary licenses on commercially reasonable terms or
made such modifications to avoid a claim, our customers may be forced to stop using our platform or solutions. Further, our customers may require us to
indemnify or otherwise be liable to them for breach of confidentiality or failure to implement adequate security measures with respect to their data stored,
transmitted or processed by our employees, platform or solutions. Although we normally contractually limit our liability with respect to such obligations, we may
still incur substantial liability related to them. Any dispute with a customer with respect to such obligations could have adverse effects on our relationship with
that customer and other current and prospective customers, reduce demand for our platform or solutions and harm our revenue, business and operating results.
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Risks relating to regulatory compliance and legal matters
Changes in laws, regulations and public perception concerning data privacy and cybersecurity, or changes in the patterns of enforcement of
existing laws and regulations, could impact our ability to gather, process, update the data that we use to generate our solutions and/or provide some
or all of our solutions. Furthermore, our actual or perceived failure to comply with such obligations could harm our business.
Our ability to operate our business and provide our services relies heavily on the collection and use of information. In recent years, there has been an increase
in attention to and regulation of data protection and data privacy across the globe. We are subject to a variety of laws, directives and regulations relating to the
collection, use, retention, security, disclosure, transfer and other processing of personal data, such as the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation, or GDPR,the California Consumer Privacy Act, or CCPA,and the California Privacy Rights Act, or CPRA (which is expected to take effect on July 1,
2023). Other data privacy or data protection laws or regulations are under consideration in other jurisdictions, including in Israel, where we are incorporated.
Laws such as these give rise to an increasingly complex set of compliance obligations on us. These laws impose restrictions on our ability to gather data we
require in order to provide our products to our customers.
These laws set out extensive compliance requirements, including providing detailed disclosures about how personal data is collected and processed,
demonstrating that an appropriate legal basis is in place or otherwise exists to justify data processing activities; granting new rights for data subjects in regard to
their personal data (including the right to be “forgotten” and the right to data portability), as well as enhancing current rights (e.g., data subject access requests);
introducing the obligation to notify data protection regulators or supervisory authorities (and in certain cases, affected individuals) of significant data breaches;
defining requirements in connection with pseudonymized (i.e., key-coded) data; imposing limitations on retention of personal data; maintaining a record of data
processing; and complying with the principle of accountability and the obligation to demonstrate compliance through policies, procedures, trainings and audits.
Concern regarding our use of the personal data we collect could keep prospective customers from subscribing to our services or could limit our ability to
maintain and grow our contributory network. Industry-wide incidents or incidents with respect to our practices, including misappropriation of third-party
information, security breaches, or changes in industry standards, regulations, or laws, could deter people from using the B2C products that we rely upon to grow
and maintain our contributory network, or from using the internet, our solutions and/or our B2C products, which could harm our business.
In addition, the processes we use to anonymize data or to clean data such as by identifying and removing potentially personal data from URLs may prove to be
insufficient under applicable data protection laws.
We also receive data from third-party vendors (e.g., other data providers). We are ultimately unable to verify with complete certainty the source of such data,
how it was received, and that such information was collected and is being shared with us in compliance with all applicable data privacy laws and contractual
obligations. Furthermore, we use third-party service providers some of which process personal data on our behalf. We are ultimately unable to verify the extent
to which these service providers comply with applicable data privacy laws and contractual obligations regarding their processing of personal data.
We maintain policies concerning the collection, processing, use and retention of information, including personal data and, where appropriate, we publicly post
documentation regarding our practices concerning the collection, processing, use and disclosure of data. Although we endeavor to comply with our policies, we
may at times fail to do so or be subject to a claim alleging our
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failure to do so. Any such non-compliance can subject us to potential governmental action or third-party claims.
Given the nature of our business and the fact that we do not always have a direct relationship with the relevant data subject, it can be difficult for us to ensure
that individuals are aware of such policies at the point of data collection. As such, we may be subject to complaints from individuals or regulators for failing to
meet the necessary transparency obligations under applicable data privacy laws. The publication of our privacy policy and other documentation that provide
promises and assurances about privacy and security can subject us to potential state and federal action in the United States and elsewhere if they are found to
be deceptive, unfair, or misrepresentative of our actual practices. Any failure by us, our suppliers or other parties with whom we do business to comply with this
documentation or with federal, state, or local laws in the United States or international regulations, could result in proceedings against us by governmental
entities or others. In many jurisdictions, enforcement actions and consequences for noncompliance are rising. In the United States, these include enforcement
actions in response to rules and regulations promulgated under the authority of federal agencies and state attorneys general and legislatures and consumer
protection agencies. In addition, privacy advocates and industry groups have regularly proposed, and may propose in the future, self-regulatory standards with
which we must legally comply or that contractually apply to us. If we fail to follow these security standards even if no user information is compromised, we may
incur significant fines or experience a significant increase in costs.
Certain of our activities could be found by a government or regulatory authority to be noncompliant or become noncompliant in the future with one or more data
protection or data privacy laws, even if we have implemented and maintained a strategy that we believe to be compliant. For example, we process some
personal data collected in the EU pursuant to the legitimate interest provision under the GDPR. However, regulators may disagree with our application of this
basis for data collection and processing and find that our data collection and processing has violated the GDPR or find that we have not sufficiently justified use
of the provision.
Certain data privacy laws impose sanctions for violations. For example, GDPR imposes a reprimand, a temporary or definitive ban on processing and a fine of
up to €20 million or 4% of the business’s total annual worldwide turnover. Furthermore, new interpretations of existing data protection laws or regulations could
be inconsistent with our interpretations, increase our compliance burden, make it more difficult to comply and/or increase our risk of regulatory investigations and
fines. For example, we are subject to complex and evolving regulatory requirements regarding the collection and use of personal data, including recently
enacted and upcoming state laws such as the CCPA, the CPRA, the Consumer Data Protection Act in Virginia and pending bills that may pass in other
jurisdictions, related to collection and selling of personal data.
Complying with applicable data protection laws may cause us to incur substantial operational costs or require us to change our business practices. Despite our
efforts to bring practices into compliance with these laws, we may not be successful in our efforts to achieve compliance either due to internal or external factors
such as resource allocation limitations or a lack of vendor cooperation. Non-compliance could result in proceedings against us by governmental entities, users,
data subjects or others. We may also experience difficulty retaining or obtaining new European or multi-national users due to the legal requirements, compliance
cost, potential risk exposure, and uncertainty for these entities, and we may experience significantly increased liability with respect to these users pursuant to
the terms set forth in our engagements with them.
Additionally, many U.S. state legislatures have adopted legislation that regulates how businesses operate online, including measures relating to privacy, data
security, data breaches, and data brokers. Laws in all 50 states require businesses to provide notice to users whose personally identifiable information has been
disclosed as a result of a data breach. The laws are not consistent, and compliance in the event of a widespread data breach is costly. States are also
constantly amending existing laws, requiring attention to frequently changing regulatory requirements. For
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example, under the CCPA, the California Attorney General can seek an injunction and civil penalties up to $7,500 per intentional violation and $2,500 per other
violation. Such data privacy laws in the states may increase our compliance costs and potential liability. More recently, on November 3, 2020, California voters
passed the CPRA into law, which will take effect in January 2023 and will significantly modify the CCPA, resulting in further uncertainty and requiring us to incur
additional costs and expenses in an effort to comply. The CPRA also creates a new state agency that will be vested with authority to implement and enforce the
CCPA and the CPRA. Furthermore, additional states have passed or introduced pending legislation, which marks the beginning of a trend toward more stringent
United States privacy legislation, which could increase our potential liability and adversely affect our business.
Because the interpretation and application of privacy and data protection laws along with contractually imposed industry standards are uncertain, it is possible
that these laws may be interpreted and applied in a manner that is inconsistent with our existing data processing practices or the features of our solutions and
platform capabilities. If so, in addition to the possibility of fines, lawsuits, regulatory investigations, imprisonment of company officials and public censure, other
claims and penalties, significant costs for remediation and damage to our reputation, we could be required to fundamentally change our business activities and
practices or modify our solutions and platform capabilities, any of which could have an adverse effect on our business. Any inability to adequately address
privacy and security concerns, even if unfounded, or comply with applicable privacy and data security laws, regulations, and policies, could result in additional
cost and liability to us, damage our reputation, inhibit sales and adversely affect our business. Furthermore, the costs of compliance with, and other
requirements imposed by, the laws, regulations, and policies that are applicable to the businesses of our users may limit the use and adoption of, and reduce
the overall demand for, our solutions. Privacy and data security concerns, whether valid or not valid, may inhibit market adoption of our solutions, particularly in
certain industries and foreign countries. If we are not able to adjust to changing laws, regulations, and standards related to the internet, our business may be
harmed. Future legal requirements could reduce demand for our services, require us to take on more onerous obligations in our contracts, restrict our ability to
store, transfer and process personal and other data or, in some cases, impact our ability to offer our services in certain locations, to deploy our solutions, to
reach current and prospective customers, or to derive insights from data globally.
Recent legal developments in Europe have created complexity and uncertainty regarding transfers of personal data from the European Economic Area (“EEA”)
to the United States. Most recently, on July 16, 2020, in a case known as Schrems II, the Court of Justice of the European Union (“CJEU”) invalidated the EUUS Privacy Shield Framework under which personal data could be transferred from the EEA to U.S. entities who had self-certified under the Privacy Shield
scheme. While the CJEU upheld the adequacy of the standard contractual clauses (a standard form of contract approved by the European Commission as an
adequate personal data transfer mechanism, and potential alternative to the Privacy Shield), it made clear that reliance on them alone may not necessarily be
sufficient in all circumstances. Use of the standard contractual clauses must now be assessed on a case-by-case basis taking into account the legal regime
applicable in the destination country, in particular applicable surveillance laws and rights of individuals and additional measures and/or contractual provisions
may need to be put in place, however, the nature of these additional measures is currently uncertain. There are few viable alternatives to the standard
contractual clauses, and the law in this area remains dynamic. These recent developments require us to review and amend the legal mechanisms by which we
make and/or receive personal data transfers to/in the United States. As supervisory authorities issue further guidance on personal data export mechanisms,
including supplementary measures for standard contractual clauses to remain a valid data transfer mechanism , and/or start taking enforcement action, we
could suffer additional costs, complaints and/or regulatory investigations or fines, and/or if we are otherwise unable to transfer personal data between and
among countries and regions in which we operate, it could affect the manner in which we provide our solutions, the geographical location or segregation of our
relevant
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systems and operations, may reduce demand for our solutions from companies subject to European data protection laws and could adversely affect our
financial results.
Compliance with any of the foregoing laws and regulations (including as subsequently interpreted) can be costly and can delay or impede the development of
new products or services. We may incur substantial fines if we violate any laws or regulations relating to the collection or use of personal data. Such penalties
may be in addition to any civil litigation claims by users and data subjects. Our actual or alleged failure to comply with applicable privacy or data security laws,
regulations, and policies, or to protect personal data, could result in legal actions by private actors, enforcement actions by governmental entities and significant
penalties against us, which could result in negative publicity or costs, subject us to claims or other remedies, and have a material adverse effect on our
business, financial condition, and results of operations.
Changes in laws and regulations related to the Internet or changes in the Internet infrastructure itself may diminish the demand for our solutions
and could harm our business.
The future success of our business depends upon the continued use of the Internet as a primary medium for commerce, communication, and business
applications. Federal or state governments in the United States, or foreign government bodies or agencies have in the past adopted, and may in the future
adopt, laws or regulations affecting the use of the Internet as a commercial medium. The adoption of any laws or regulations that could reduce the growth,
popularity, or use of the Internet, including laws or practices limiting Internet neutrality, could decrease the supply of data upon which our business model relies,
which would increase our cost of doing business and harm our results of operations. Changes in these laws or regulations could require us to modify our
platform and solutions, or certain aspects of our solutions, in order to comply with these changes. In addition, government agencies or private organizations
have imposed and may impose additional taxes, fees, or other charges for accessing the Internet or commerce conducted via the Internet. These laws or
charges could limit the growth of Internet-related commerce or communications or result in reductions in the demand for Internet-based solutions such as ours.
In addition, the use of the Internet as a business tool could be harmed due to delays in the development or adoption of new standards and protocols to handle
increased demands of Internet activity, security, reliability, cost, ease-of-use, accessibility and quality of service. Further, we depend on the quality of our
customers’ access to the Internet. Certain features of our platform require significant bandwidth and fidelity to work effectively. Internet access is frequently
provided by companies that have significant market power that could take actions that degrade, disrupt or increase the cost of customer access to our platform,
which would negatively impact our business. The performance of the Internet and its acceptance as a business tool has been harmed by “viruses,” “worms” and
similar malicious programs and the Internet has experienced a variety of outages and other delays as a result of damage to portions of its infrastructure. If the
use of the Internet is adversely affected by these issues, demand for our platform and solutions could decline.
Changes in regulation or enhanced enforcement of existing laws and regulation regarding the practice of automated data collection could increase
our exposure to legal action such as financial penalties. Furthermore, website proprietors could assert claims for breach of their terms and
conditions and/or increase their use of technological barriers to protect against automated data collection, which may impact our ability to gather
data from a range of sources.
Our business relies in large part on the practice of automated data collection to gather data from third-party websites, and any limitation on our ability to collect
data this way could significantly diminish the value of our services and cause us to lose clients and revenue. Such automated data collection creates various
legal risks including intellectual property right infringement, breach of contract and infringement of certain laws directed to protect against unauthorized access to
computer material such as the United Kingdom Computer Misuse Act 1990 and the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, or CFAA. Shifts in the legal enforcement
and public perception of automated data collection could significantly impact our ability to gather data this way.
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Our collection via this method is limited to publicly available information. However, many third-party websites may seek to restrict our ability to utilize these data
collection methods to collect information from their websites both through operational or technological measures as well as through legal action. Any such
restriction on our use, whether due to operational or technological measures deployed by third parties or to legal actions, would reduce the amount of data we
acquire and could therefore negatively affect our products and therefore our business. In addition, we would likely need to invest considerable resources and
suffer potential business interruption in identifying and acquiring the same or similar data through alternate means.
We may also automatically collect and gather data from third-party websites that upon discovering our practice will send us a letter demanding that we stop such
practice. If we continue to collect data, we may face claims of breach of the website’s terms or violations of other laws. Specifically, the CFAA and the Computer
Misuse Act 1990 impose liability on individuals or entities that intentionally access a computer without authorization or exceed authorized access. In some
jurisdictions, the CFAA has been successfully used to hold companies liable for exceeding their authorized access where the company continues to collect data
from another company’s website despite the company demanding they stop or terminating the governing terms of service. The core issue of whether the CFAA
applies to violations of demand letters or standard terms and conditions is currently before the Supreme Court of the United States, or the Court, in a case titled
Van Buren v. United States . We cannot accurately predict the outcome of this case, but if the Court holds that a company can rely on the CFAA to enforce
violations of a demand letter or its terms and conditions, our ability to obtain data could be significantly impacted.
The classification of the actionable insights we provide to customers or the data we acquire and process as material non-public information, or
MNPI, could result in a significant increase in the cancellation or non-renewal of customer agreements and could therefore adversely impact our
business.
Information may be considered MNPI for securities law purposes due to various factors including whether that information is obtained in an unlawful manner.
The SEC is increasingly focusing on the use of alternative data, or data sets comprised of information about a particular company that is published by sources
outside of the company, which can provide unique and timely insights into investment opportunities such as the data we provide as part of our investor
intelligence solution. Specifically, the SEC is focusing on whether investment funds have received MNPI from an alternative data vendor and on whether the
fund has and enforces policies and procedures designed to address the MNPI and other risks posed by the use of alternative data. To date, there is little case
law or regulatory guidance with respect to the classification of alternative data as MNPI. In light of this heightened regulatory focus and legal uncertainty, current
and potential investment fund and other customers are conducting rigorous due diligence reviews of our data acquisition processes and regulatory compliance
both at the on-boarding stage and subsequently on an ongoing basis. We cannot guaranty that our data acquisition processes and regulatory compliance efforts
will be sufficient to meet the requirements of existing or potential customers or regulatory standards. Failure to meet those requirements or standards could
result in an increase in the cancellation or non-renewal of customer agreements and negatively affect our revenues.
Furthermore, if the actionable insights we provide to customers, especially to purchasers of our investor intelligence solutions, or the data we acquire and
process were to be classified as MNPI by securities regulators, including the SEC, many of those customers would most likely cease to purchase that solution.
In that event we would likely need to invest considerable resources and suffer potential business interruption in making changes to our solutions to remove the
relevant information deemed to be MNPI.
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We are subject to anti-corruption, anti-bribery and similar laws, and non-compliance with such laws can subject us to criminal penalties or
significant fines and harm our business and reputation.
We are subject to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or the FCPA, the U.S. domestic bribery statute contained in 18 U.S.C. § 201,
the U.S. Travel Act, the USA PATRIOT Act, the U.K. Bribery Act 2010, Chapter 9 (sub-chapter 5) of the Israeli Penal Law, 1977, the Israeli Prohibition on
Money Laundering Law–2000 and other anti-corruption, anti-bribery and anti-money laundering laws in countries in which we conduct activities. Anti-corruption
and anti-bribery laws have been enforced aggressively in recent years and are interpreted broadly and prohibit companies, their officers, directors, employees
and business partners, including agents from promising, authorizing, making, offering, or providing anything of value to recipients in the public or private sector
for the purposes of influencing official decisions or obtaining or retaining business, or otherwise obtaining favorable treatment. The FCPA further requires us to
make and keep books, records and accounts that accurately reflect transactions and dispositions of assets and to maintain a system of internal accounting
controls. The UK Bribery Act 2010 also prohibits “commercial” bribery not involving government officials, and accepting bribes, and requires companies to
implement adequate procedures to prevent bribery. Our efforts to comply with these laws, including with respect to the screening of customers and vendors, are
ongoing. As we increase our international sales and business, our risks under these laws may increase. Noncompliance with these laws could subject us to
investigations, sanctions, settlements, prosecution, other enforcement actions, disgorgement of profits, significant fines, damages, other civil and criminal
penalties or injunctions, adverse media coverage and other consequences. Any investigations, actions or sanctions could harm our business, financial condition,
revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
In addition, we currently use third parties to sell access to our platform and conduct business on our behalf abroad. We and such third-party intermediaries,
have direct or indirect interactions with officials and employees of government agencies or state-owned or affiliated entities, and we can be held liable for the
corrupt or other illegal activities of such future third-party intermediaries, and our employees, representatives, contractors, partners and agents, even if we do not
explicitly authorize such activities. While we have policies, internal controls and procedures to address compliance with anti-corruption laws, there is a risk that
our employees, agents, or business partners may take actions in violation of our policies and applicable law, for which we may be ultimately held responsible.
Any such improper actions or allegations of such acts could subject us to significant sanctions, including civil or criminal fines and penalties, disgorgement of
profits, injunctions and debarment from government contracts, as well as related stockholder lawsuits and other remedial measures, all of which could adversely
affect our reputation, business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
Any violation of the FCPA or other applicable anti-corruption laws or anti-money laundering laws could also result in whistleblower complaints, adverse media
coverage, investigations, loss of export privileges, severe criminal or civil sanctions, suspension or debarment from U.S. government contracts, any of which
could have a materially adverse effect on our reputation, business, results of operations and prospects.
Our international operations require us to comply with trade restrictions, such as economic sanctions laws and regulations of the United States and
applicable international jurisdictions.
Our business must be conducted in compliance with applicable economic and trade sanctions laws and regulations, such as those administered and enforced
by the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control, the U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Department of Commerce, the Israeli Ministry of
Finance, and other relevant authorities. Such laws and regulations restrict or prohibit the export or provision of certain products and services to certain
countries, regions, governments, and persons targeted by sanctions.
Our global operations expose us to the risk of violating, or being accused of violating, economic and trade sanctions laws and regulations. Our failure to comply
with these laws and regulations
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may expose us to reputational harm as well as significant penalties, including criminal fines, imprisonment, civil fines, disgorgement of profits, injunctions and
debarment from government contracts, as well as other remedial measures. Investigations of alleged violations can be expensive and disruptive. Despite our
compliance efforts and activities we cannot assure compliance by our employees or representatives for which we may be held responsible, and any such
violation could materially adversely affect our reputation, business, financial condition and results of operations.
We believe that we operate within the structures of applicable trade restrictions. However, we cannot predict the nature, scope or effect of future regulatory
requirements to which our operations might become subject. We also cannot predict the manner in which existing laws might be administered or interpreted.
Future regulations could limit the countries in which some of our products may be developed, exported or sold, or could restrict our access to, or increase the
cost of obtaining, products from foreign sources. The occurrence of any of the foregoing could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial
condition and results of operations.
Action by governments to restrict access to our solutions in their countries or to require us to disclose or provide access to information in our
possession could harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
Similarweb depends on the ability of our customers to access the Internet and our platform could be blocked or restricted in some countries for various reasons.
Further, it is possible that governments of one or more foreign countries may seek to limit access to or certain features of ours in their countries, or impose other
restrictions that may affect the availability of our platform, or certain features of our platform, in their countries for an extended period of time or indefinitely. In
addition, governments in certain countries may seek to restrict or prohibit access to Similarweb.com if they consider us to be in violation of their laws and may
require us to disclose or provide access to information in our possession. If we fail to anticipate developments in the law, or fail for any reason to comply with
relevant law, our website could be further blocked or restricted and we could be exposed to significant liability that could harm our business. In the event that
access to Similarweb.com is restricted, in whole or in part, in one or more countries or our competitors are able to successfully penetrate geographic markets
that we are restricted from accessing, our ability to grow or maintain our NRR may be adversely affected, we may not be able to maintain or grow our revenue
as anticipated and our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows could be adversely affected.
Sales to government entities and highly regulated organizations are subject to a number of challenges and risks.
We sell, and may sell in the future, to U.S. federal, state and local, as well as foreign, governmental agency customers, as well as to customers in highly
regulated industries such as financial services, telecommunications and healthcare. Sales to such entities are subject to a number of challenges and risks.
Selling to such entities can be highly competitive, expensive and time-consuming, often requiring significant upfront time and expense without any assurance
that these efforts will generate a sale. Government contracting requirements may change and in doing so restrict our ability to sell into the government sector
until we have attained the required certification. Government demand and payment for our solutions are affected by public sector budgetary cycles and funding
authorizations, with funding reductions or delays adversely affecting public sector demand for our solutions.
Further, governmental and highly regulated entities may demand contract terms that differ from our standard arrangements and are less favorable than terms
agreed with private sector customers. Such entities may have statutory, contractual, or other legal rights to terminate contracts with us or our partners for
convenience or for other reasons. Any such termination may adversely affect our ability to contract with other government customers as well as our reputation,
business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Risks relating to being a public company
Our management team has limited experience managing a public company.
Most members of our management team have limited experience managing a publicly traded company, interacting with company investors and complying with
increasingly complex laws pertaining to public companies in the United States. Our management team may not successfully or efficiently manage the transition
to being a public company subject to significant regulatory oversight and reporting obligations under the federal securities laws and the continuous scrutiny of
securities analysts and investors. These new obligations and constituents will require significant attention from our senior management, particularly from our
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, and could divert their attention away from the day-to-day management of our business, which could
adversely affect our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
If we fail to maintain an effective system of disclosure controls and internal control over financial reporting, our ability to produce timely and
accurate financial statements or comply with applicable regulations could be impaired.
Ensuring that we have adequate internal financial and accounting controls and procedures in place to produce accurate financial statements on a timely basis is
a costly and time-consuming effort that needs to be re-evaluated frequently. The rapid growth of our operations and the planned initial public offering has
created a need for additional resources within the accounting and finance functions due to the increasing need to produce timely financial information and to
ensure the level of segregation of duties customary for a U.S. public company. We continue to reassess the sufficiency of finance personnel in response to
these increasing demands and expectations.
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting to provide reasonable assurance regarding
the reliability of our financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. Our management does not expect that our internal control over financial reporting will prevent or detect all errors and all fraud. A control system, no
matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the control system’s objectives will be met. Because of the
inherent limitations in all control systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that misstatements due to error or fraud will not occur or that
all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, within our company will have been detected.
We expect to expend significant resources in developing the necessary documentation and testing procedures required by Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act. We cannot be certain that the actions we will be taking to improve our internal controls over financial reporting will be sufficient, or that we will be able to
implement our planned processes and procedures in a timely manner. In addition, if we are unable to produce accurate financial statements on a timely basis,
investors could lose confidence in the reliability of our financial statements, which could cause the market price of our ordinary shares to decline and make it
more difficult for us to finance our operations and growth.
We will incur increased costs as a result of operating as a public company, and our management will be required to devote substantial time to new
compliance initiatives and corporate governance practices.
As a public company, and particularly after we are no longer an emerging growth company, we will incur significant legal, accounting and other expenses that
we did not incur as a private company. SOX, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and the listing requirements of the NYSE and other applicable securities rules
and regulations impose various requirements on public companies, including establishment and maintenance of effective disclosure and financial controls and
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corporate governance practices. Our management and other personnel will need to devote a substantial amount of time to these compliance initiatives.
Moreover, these rules and regulations will increase our legal and financial compliance costs and will make some activities more time-consuming and costly. For
example, we expect that these rules and regulations may make it more difficult and more expensive for us to obtain director and officer liability insurance and
could also make it more difficult for us to attract and retain qualified members of our board.
We are evaluating these rules and regulations and cannot predict or estimate the amount of additional costs we may incur or the timing of such costs. These
rules and regulations are often subject to varying interpretations, in many cases due to their lack of specificity, and, as a result, their application in practice may
evolve over time as new guidance is provided by regulatory and governing bodies. This could result in continuing uncertainty regarding compliance matters and
higher costs necessitated by ongoing revisions to disclosure and governance practices.
We are not currently required to comply with the rules of the SEC implementing Section 404 of SOX and therefore are not required to make a formal
assessment of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting for that purpose. Upon becoming a publicly traded company, we will be required
to comply with the SEC’s rules implementing Sections 302 and 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which will require management to certify financial and other
information in our annual reports and provide an annual management report on the effectiveness of control over financial reporting. Though we will be required
to disclose material changes in internal control over financial reporting on an annual basis, we will not be required to make our first annual assessment of our
internal control over financial reporting pursuant to Section 404 until the year following our first annual report required to be filed with the SEC. Additionally,
while we remain an emerging growth company, we will not be required to include an attestation report on internal control over financial reporting issued by our
independent registered public accounting firm. To achieve compliance with Section 404 within the prescribed period, we will be engaged in a process to
document and evaluate our internal control over financial reporting, which is both costly and challenging. In this regard, we will need to continue to dedicate
internal resources, potentially engage outside consultants and adopt a detailed work plan to assess and document the adequacy of internal control over financial
reporting, continue steps to improve control processes as appropriate, validate through testing that controls are functioning as documented and implement a
continuous reporting and improvement process for internal control over financial reporting. We currently have limited accounting personnel and we have begun
the process of evaluating the adequacy of our accounting personnel staffing level and other matters related to our internal control over financial reporting.
Despite our efforts, there is a risk that we will not be able to conclude, within the prescribed timeframe or at all, that our internal control over financial reporting is
effective as required by Section 404. If we identify one or more material weaknesses once we are a public company, it could result in an adverse reaction in the
financial markets due to a loss of confidence in the reliability of our financial statements. As a result, the market price of our ordinary shares could be negatively
affected, and we could become subject to investigations by the stock exchange on which our securities are listed, the SEC or other regulatory authorities, which
could require additional financial and management resources.
Changes in existing financial accounting standards or practices may harm our results of operations.
Changes in existing accounting rules or practices, new accounting pronouncements rules, or varying interpretations of current accounting pronouncements
practice could harm our results of operations or the manner in which we conduct our business. Further, such changes could potentially affect our reporting of
transactions completed before such changes are effective.
GAAP is subject to interpretation by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, or FASB, the SEC and various bodies formed to promulgate and interpret
appropriate accounting principles. A change in these principles or interpretations could have a significant effect on our reported financial results and could affect
the reporting of transactions completed before the announcement
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of a change. In particular, in February 2016, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Codification, or ASC, 842, which supersedes the lease accounting
guidance in ASC 840, Leases. The core principle of ASC 842 requires lessees to apply a dual approach, classifying leases as either finance or operating leases
based on the principle of whether or not the lease is effectively a financed purchase by the lessee. This classification will determine whether lease expense is
recognized based on an effective interest method or on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. A lessee is also required to record a right-of-use asset
and a lease liability for all leases with a term of greater than 12 months regardless of their classification. As an “emerging growth company,” we are allowed
under the JOBS Act to delay adoption of new or revised accounting pronouncements applicable to public companies until such pronouncements are made
applicable to private companies. We have elected to take advantage of this extended transition period under the JOBS Act with respect to ASC 842, which will
result in ASC 842 becoming effective for us beginning on January 1, 2022 unless we choose to adopt it earlier. Any difficulties in implementing these
pronouncements or other new pronouncements promulgated by the FASB, the SEC or similar bodies could cause us to fail to meet our financial reporting
obligations, which could result in regulatory discipline and harm investors’ confidence in us.
We are evaluating the impact that the adoption of ASC 842 will have on our consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
If our estimates or judgments relating to our critical accounting policies prove to be incorrect, our results of operations could be adversely affected.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in
our consolidated financial statements and related notes. We base our estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that we believe to be
reasonable under the circumstances, as provided in the section titled “Management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations.”
The results of these estimates form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets, liabilities and equity, and the amount of revenue and
expenses that are not readily apparent from other sources. Significant assumptions and estimates used in preparing our consolidated financial statements
include those related to revenue recognition, provision for income taxes, uncertain tax positions, share-based compensation including the estimation of fair value
of our ordinary shares, internal-use software costs, purchase price allocation on acquisitions including the determination of useful lives and contingent liabilities.
Our results of operations may be adversely affected if our assumptions change or if actual circumstances differ from those in our assumptions, which could
cause our results of operations to fall below the expectations of securities analysts and investors, resulting in a decline in the trading price of our ordinary
shares.

Risks relating to taxes
We may be classified as a passive foreign investment company, which could result in adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences to U.S. Holders
of our ordinary shares.
We would be classified as a passive foreign investment company, or PFIC, for any taxable year if, after the application of certain look-through rules, either: (i)
75% or more of our gross income for such year is “passive income” (as defined in the relevant provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended),
or (ii) 50% or more of the value of our assets (generally determined on the basis of a quarterly average) during such year is attributable to assets that produce
or are held for the production of passive income. Based on the estimated composition of our income, assets and operations, we do not believe that we were
classified as a PFIC for U.S. federal income tax purposes for the taxable year ended December 31, 2020. The determination of whether we are classified as a
PFIC is a factual determination that must be made annually after the close of each taxable year. Moreover, this determination will depend on, among other
things, the composition of our income and assets, as well as the value of our assets (which for purposes of the PFIC determination may
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fluctuate with our market capitalization). The United States Internal Revenue Service, or IRS, or a court may disagree with our expectations. Therefore, there
can be no assurance that we were not a PFIC for our 2020 taxable year or will not be classified as a PFIC in the current taxable year or in the future. Certain
adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences could apply to a U.S. Holder (as defined in “Material income tax considerations—Material U.S. federal income
tax considerations for U.S. holders”) if we are treated as a PFIC for any taxable year during which such U.S. Holder (defined below) holds our ordinary shares,
including (1) the treatment of all or a portion of any gain on disposition of our ordinary shares as ordinary income, (2) the application of an interest charge with
respect to such gain and certain dividends and (3) compliance with certain reporting requirements.
If a United States person is treated as owning at least 10% of the value or voting power of our ordinary shares, such holder may be subject to
adverse U.S. federal income tax consequences.
Depending upon the aggregate value and voting power of our ordinary shares that United States persons are treated as owning (directly, indirectly or
constructively), we could be treated as a controlled foreign corporation. If a United States person is treated as owning (directly, indirectly, or constructively) at
least 10% of the value or voting power of our ordinary shares, such person may be treated as a “United States shareholder” with respect to each “controlled
foreign corporation” in our group (if any). Because our group includes a U.S. subsidiary, certain of our non-U.S. subsidiaries will be treated as controlled foreign
corporations (regardless of whether or not we are treated as a controlled foreign corporation). A United States shareholder of a controlled foreign corporation
may be required to report annually and include in its U.S. taxable income its pro rata share of “Subpart F income,” “global intangible low-taxed income,” and
investments of earnings in “United States property” by controlled foreign corporations, regardless of whether we make any distributions of profits or income of a
controlled foreign corporation to such United States shareholder. Failure to comply with these reporting obligations may subject a United States shareholder to
significant monetary penalties and may prevent the statute of limitations with respect to such shareholder’s U.S. federal income tax return for the year for which
reporting was due from starting. An individual that is a United States shareholder with respect to a controlled foreign corporation generally would not be allowed
certain tax deductions or foreign tax credits that would be allowed to a United States shareholder that is a U.S. corporation. We cannot provide any assurances
that we will assist investors in determining whether we are or any of our non-U.S. subsidiaries is treated as a controlled foreign corporation or whether any
investor is treated as a United States shareholder with respect to any such controlled foreign corporation or furnish to any United States shareholders
information that may be necessary to comply with the aforementioned reporting and tax paying obligations. The IRS has provided limited guidance on situations
in which investors may rely on publicly available information to comply with their reporting and taxpaying obligations with respect to foreign-controlled controlled
foreign corporations. A United States investor should consult its advisors regarding the potential application of these rules to an investment in our ordinary
shares.
Changes in tax laws or regulations in the various tax jurisdictions we are subject to that are applied adversely to us or our paid customers could
increase the costs of our solutions and harm our business.
New income, sales, use or other tax laws, statutes, rules, regulations, or ordinances could be enacted at any time. Those enactments could harm our domestic
and international business operations, and our business, results of operations and financial condition. Further, existing tax laws, statutes, rules, regulations, or
ordinances could be interpreted, changed, modified, or applied adversely to us. These events could require us or our paid customers to pay additional tax
amounts on a prospective or retroactive basis, as well as require us or our paid customers to pay fines and/or penalties and interest for past amounts deemed to
be due. If we raise our prices to offset the costs of these changes, existing and potential future paid customers may elect not to purchase our solutions in the
future. Additionally, new, changed, modified, or newly interpreted or applied tax laws could
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increase our paid customers’ and our compliance, operating and other costs, as well as the costs of our solutions. Further, these events could decrease the
capital we have available to operate our business. Any or all of these events could harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or
cash flows.
Additionally, the application of U.S. federal, state, local and non-U.S. tax laws to services provided electronically is unclear and continuously evolving. Existing
tax laws, statutes, rules, regulations, or ordinances could be interpreted or applied adversely to us, possibly with retroactive effect, which could require us or our
paid customers to pay additional tax amounts, as well as require us or our paid customers to pay fines or penalties, as well as interest for past amounts. If we
are unsuccessful in collecting such taxes due from our paid customers, we could be held liable for such costs, thereby adversely affecting our results of
operations and harming our business.
As a multinational organization, we may be subject to taxation in several jurisdictions around the world with increasingly complex tax laws, the application of
which can be uncertain. The amount of taxes we pay in these jurisdictions could increase substantially as a result of changes in the applicable tax principles,
including increased tax rates, new tax laws, or revised interpretations of existing tax laws and precedents, which could harm our liquidity and results of
operations. Our existing corporate structure and intercompany arrangements have been implemented in a manner we believe is in compliance with current
prevailing tax laws. In addition and in accordance with the domestic statute of limitation provisions, the authorities in these jurisdictions could review our tax
returns and impose additional tax, interest and penalties, and the authorities could claim that various withholding requirements apply to us or our subsidiaries or
assert that benefits of tax treaties are not available to us or our subsidiaries, any of which could harm us and our financial condition, results of operations and
cash flows.
The tax benefits that may be available to us will require us to meet various conditions and may be terminated or reduced in the future, which could
increase our costs and taxes.
We may be eligible for certain tax benefits provided to a “Preferred Technological Enterprise” under the Israeli Law for the Encouragement of Capital
Investments, 5719-1959, referred to as the Investment Law. However, we have not yet examined our eligibility due to the irrelevance of the Investment Law to
us in light of our current loss-making status. In order to be eligible for the tax benefits for a “Preferred Technological Enterprise” we must meet certain conditions
stipulated in the Investment Law and its regulations, as amended. If we increase our activities outside of Israel through acquisitions, for example, our expanded
activities might not be eligible for inclusion in future Israeli tax benefit programs. See the section titled “Material income tax considerations—Israeli tax
considerations—Law for the encouragement of capital investments, 5719-1959.”
Our results of operations may be harmed if we are required to collect sales or other related taxes for subscriptions to our solutions in jurisdictions
where we have not historically done so.
The application of indirect taxes (such as sales and use tax, VAT, GST, business tax and gross receipt tax) to businesses that transact online, such as ours, is a
complex and evolving area. An increasing number of states have considered or adopted laws that attempt to impose tax collection obligations on out-ofstate companies. Following the U.S. Supreme Court decision in South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., states are now free to levy taxes on sales of goods and services
based on an “economic nexus,” regardless of whether the seller has a physical presence in the state. As a result, it may be necessary to reevaluate whether our
activities give rise to sales, use and other indirect taxes as a result of any nexus in those states in which we are not currently registered to collect and remit
taxes. A successful assertion by one or more states requiring us to collect taxes where we presently do not do so, could result in substantial tax liabilities,
including taxes on past sales, as well as penalties and interest. Additionally, we may need to assess our potential tax collection and remittance liabilities based
on existing economic nexus laws’ dollar and transaction thresholds. We continue to analyze our exposure for such taxes and liabilities including the need to
provide to loss contingencies resulting from these potential taxes and liabilities. The application of existing, new, or future laws, whether
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in the U.S. or internationally, could harm our business. There have been, and will continue to be, substantial ongoing costs associated with complying with the
various indirect tax requirements in the numerous markets in which we conduct or will conduct business.
It is possible, however, that we could face sales tax or VAT audits and that our liability for these taxes could exceed our estimates as state tax authorities could
still assert that we are obligated to collect additional tax amounts from our paid customers and remit those taxes to those authorities. We could also be subject to
tax audits in states and international jurisdictions for which we have not accrued tax liabilities. A successful assertion that we should be collecting additional
sales or other taxes on our services in jurisdictions where we have not historically done so and do not accrue for sales taxes could result in substantial tax
liabilities for past sales, discourage organizations from subscribing to our solutions, or otherwise harm our business, financial condition, revenues, results of
operations or cash flows.
Our international operations may subject us to potential adverse tax consequences.
We are expanding our international operations to better support our growth into international markets. Our corporate structure and associated transfer pricing
policies contemplate future growth in international markets, and consider the functions, risks and assets of the various entities involved in intercompany
transactions. The amount of taxes we pay in different jurisdictions may depend on the application of the tax laws of the various jurisdictions, including the United
States, to our international business activities, changes in tax rates, new or revised tax laws or interpretations of existing tax laws and policies, and our ability to
operate our business in a manner consistent with our corporate structure and intercompany arrangements. The taxing authorities of the jurisdictions in which we
operate may challenge our methodologies for pricing intercompany transactions pursuant to our intercompany arrangements or disagree with our
determinations as to the income and expenses attributable to specific jurisdictions. If such a challenge or disagreement were to occur, and our position was not
sustained, we could be required to pay additional taxes, interest and penalties, which could result in one-time tax charges, higher effective tax rates, reduced
cash flows and lower overall profitability of our operations. Our financial statements could fail to reflect adequate reserves to cover such a contingency.
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, or the Tax Act, makes broad and complex changes to the U.S. tax code including, among other things, changes to U.S. federal tax
rates, imposes additional limitations on the deductibility of interest, has both positive and negative changes to the utilization of future net operating loss, or NOL,
carryforwards, allows for the expensing of certain capital expenditures, and puts into effect the migration from a “worldwide” system of taxation to a territorial
system. We completed our accounting with respect to the Tax Act in 2018 and did not make any measurement-period adjustments.
The enactment of legislation implementing changes in taxation of international business activities, the adoption of other corporate tax reform
policies, or changes in tax legislation or policies could impact our future financial position and results of operations.
Corporate tax reform, base-erosion efforts and tax transparency continue to be high priorities in many tax jurisdictions where we have business operations. As a
result, policies regarding corporate income and other taxes in numerous jurisdictions are under heightened scrutiny and tax reform legislation is being proposed
or enacted in a number of jurisdictions.
In 2015, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, or OECD, released various reports under its Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, or BEPS,
action plan to reform international tax systems and prevent tax avoidance and aggressive tax planning. These actions aim to standardize and modernize global
corporate tax policy, including cross-border taxes, transfer-pricing documentation rules and nexus-based tax incentive practices which in part are focused on
challenges arising from the digitalization of the economy. The reports have a very broad scope including, but not limited to, neutralizing the effects of hybrid
mismatch arrangements, limiting
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base erosion involving interest deductions and other financial payments, countering harmful tax practices, preventing the granting of treaty benefits in
inappropriate circumstances and imposing mandatory disclosure rules. It is the responsibility of OECD members to consider how the BEPS recommendations
should be reflected in their national legislation. Many countries are beginning to implement legislation and other guidance to align their international tax rules
with the OECD's BEPS recommendations, for example, by signing up to the Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent
BEPS, or MLI, which currently has been signed by over 95 jurisdictions, including Israel who signed and ratified the MLI on September 13, 2018. The MLI
implements some of the measures that the BEPS initiative proposes to be transposed into existing treaties of participating states. Such measures include the
inclusion in tax treaties of one, or both, of a “limitation-on-benefit,” or LOB, rule and a “principle purposes test,” or PPT, rule. The application of the LOB rule or
the PPT rule could deny the availability of tax treaty benefits (such as a reduced rate of withholding tax) under tax treaties. There are likely to be significant
changes in the tax legislation of various OECD jurisdictions during the period of implementation of BEPS. Such legislative initiatives may materially and
adversely affect our plans to expand internationally and may negatively impact our financial condition, tax liability, results of operations and could increase our
administrative efforts.

Risks relating to our ordinary shares and the offering
Our share price may be volatile, and you may lose all or part of your investment.
The initial public offering price for the ordinary shares sold in this offering will be determined by negotiation between us, the selling shareholder and
representatives of the underwriters. This price may not reflect the market price of our ordinary shares following this offering and the price of our ordinary shares
may decline. In addition, the market price of our ordinary shares could be highly volatile and may fluctuate substantially as a result of many factors, including:
•

actual or anticipated fluctuations in our revenue growth or results of operations;

•

changes in our net retention rates;

•

variance in our financial performance from the expectations of market analysts;

•

announcements by us or our direct or indirect competitors of significant business developments, changes in service provider relationships, acquisitions or
expansion plans;

•

our involvement in litigation;

•

our sale of ordinary shares or other securities in the future;

•

market conditions in our industry;

•

changes in key personnel;

•

the trading volume of our ordinary shares;

•

changes in the estimation of the future size and growth rate of our markets; and

•

general economic and market conditions.

In addition, the stock markets have experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations. Broad market and industry factors may materially harm the market price
of our ordinary shares, regardless of our operating performance. In the past, following periods of volatility in the market price of a company’s securities,
securities class action litigation has often been instituted against that company. If we were involved in any similar litigation, we could incur substantial costs and
our management’s attention and resources could be diverted.
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The concentration of our share ownership with insiders will likely limit your ability to influence corporate matters, including the ability to influence
the outcome of director elections and other matters requiring shareholder approval.
Our executive officers, directors, current 5% or greater shareholders and affiliated entities together beneficially owned approximately 71.4% of our ordinary
shares outstanding as of March 31, 2021. As a result, these shareholders, acting together, will have control over most matters that require approval by our
shareholders, including matters such as, the appointment and dismissal of directors, approval of certain related party transactions, including the terms of
compensation of our directors and chief executive officer, capital increases, amendments to our articles of associations, approval of significant corporate
transactions and declarations of dividends. Corporate action might be taken even if other shareholders oppose them. This concentration of ownership could also
have the effect of delaying or preventing a change of control of us that other shareholders may view as beneficial.
The ION Funds have indicated an interest in purchasing an aggregate of up to $30.0 million in ordinary shares in this offering at the initial public offering price.
Because this indication of interest is not a binding agreement or commitment to purchase, ION Funds or its affiliates could determine to purchase more, less or
no ordinary shares in this offering, or the underwriters could determine to sell more, less or no ordinary shares to ION Funds. The underwriters will receive the
same discount on any of our ordinary shares purchased by ION Funds as they will from any other shares sold to the public in this offering.
There has been no prior public market for our ordinary shares, and an active trading market may not develop.
Prior to this offering, there has been no public market for our ordinary shares. The initial public offering price per ordinary share will be determined by
agreement among us, the selling shareholder, and the representatives of the underwriters and may not be indicative of the price at which shares of our ordinary
shares will trade in the public market after this offering. Additionally, an active trading market may not develop following the closing of this offering or, if
developed, may not be sustained. The lack of an active market may impair your ability to sell your shares at the time you wish to sell them or at a price that you
consider reasonable. An inactive market may also impair our ability to raise capital by selling ordinary shares and may impair our ability to acquire other
companies by using our shares as consideration.
If we do not meet the expectations of equity research analysts, if they do not publish research or reports about our business or if they issue
unfavorable commentary or downgrade our ordinary shares, the price of our ordinary shares could decline.
The trading market for our ordinary shares will rely in part on the research and reports that equity research analysts publish about us and our business. The
analysts’ estimates are based upon their own opinions and are often different from our estimates or expectations. If our results of operations are below the
estimates or expectations of public market analysts and investors, the price of our ordinary shares could decline. Moreover, the price of our ordinary shares
could decline if one or more securities analysts downgrade our ordinary shares or if those analysts issue other unfavorable commentary or cease publishing
reports about us or our business.
We are an “emerging growth company,” and the reduced disclosure requirements applicable to “emerging growth companies” may make our
ordinary shares less attractive to investors.
We are an “emerging growth company” as defined in the JOBS Act. Under the JOBS Act, emerging growth companies can delay adopting new or revised
accounting standards until such time as those standards apply to private companies. We have elected to use this extended transition period for complying with
new or revised accounting standards that have different effective dates for public and private companies until the earlier of the date we (i) are no longer an
emerging growth company or (ii) affirmatively and irrevocably opt out of the extended transition period provided in
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the JOBS Act. As a result, our financial statements may not be comparable to companies that comply with new or revised accounting pronouncements as of
public company effective dates. While we have elected to use this extended transition period, to date we have not delayed the adoption of any applicable
accounting standards.
For as long as we continue to be an emerging growth company, we also intend to take advantage of certain other exemptions from various reporting
requirements that are applicable to other public companies including, but not limited to, including (i) presenting only limited selected financial data, (ii) not being
required to comply with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404 of SOX, (iii) not being required to comply with any requirement that may be adopted
by the PCAOB regarding mandatory audit firm rotation or a supplement to the auditor’s report providing additional information about the audit and the financial
statements, (iv) reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation and (v) exemptions from the requirements of holding a nonbinding advisory
vote on executive compensation and stockholder approval of any golden parachute payments not previously approved. As a result, the information we provide
shareholders will be different than the information that is available with respect to other public companies that are not emerging growth companies. We cannot
predict if investors will find our ordinary shares less attractive because we will rely on these exemptions. If some investors find our ordinary shares less
attractive as a result, there may be a less active trading market for our ordinary shares and our stock price may be more volatile.
We will remain an emerging growth company until the earliest of (i) the last day of the year in which we have total annual gross revenue of $1.07 billion or more;
(ii) the last day of the year following the fifth anniversary of the date of the closing of this offering; (iii) the date on which we have issued more than $1.0 billion in
nonconvertible debt during the previous three years; or (iv) the date on which we are deemed to be a large accelerated filer under the rules of the SEC.
We will be a foreign private issuer and, as a result, we will not be subject to U.S. proxy rules and will be subject to Exchange Act reporting
obligations that, to some extent, are more lenient and less frequent than those of a U.S. domestic public company.
Upon the closing of this offering, we will report under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, as a non-U.S. company with
foreign private issuer status. Because we qualify as a foreign private issuer under the Exchange Act, we are exempt from certain provisions of the Exchange Act
that are applicable to U.S. domestic public companies, including (1) the sections of the Exchange Act regulating the solicitation of proxies, consents or
authorizations in respect of a security registered under the Exchange Act, (2) the sections of the Exchange Act requiring insiders to file public reports of their
share ownership and trading activities and liability for insiders who profit from trades made in a short period of time and (3) the rules under the Exchange Act
requiring the filing with the SEC of quarterly reports on Form 10-Q containing unaudited financial and other specified information, although we are subject to
Israeli laws and regulations with regard to certain of these matters and intend to furnish comparable quarterly information on Form 6-K. In addition, foreign
private issuers are not required to file their annual report on Form 20-F until 120 days after the end of each fiscal year, while U.S. domestic issuers that are
accelerated filers are required to file their annual report on Form 10-K within 75 days after the end of each fiscal year and U.S. domestic issuers that are large
accelerated filers are required to file their annual report on Form 10-K within 60 days after the end of each fiscal year. Foreign private issuers are also exempt
from Regulation FD, which is intended to prevent issuers from making selective disclosures of material information. As a result of all of the above, you may not
have the same protections afforded to shareholders of a company that is not a foreign private issuer.
We may lose our foreign private issuer status in the future, which could result in significant additional costs and expenses.
As discussed above, we are a foreign private issuer, and therefore, we are not required to comply with all of the periodic disclosure and current reporting
requirements of the Exchange Act. The
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determination of foreign private issuer status is made annually on the last business day of an issuer’s most recently completed second fiscal quarter, and,
accordingly, the next determination will be made with respect to us on June 30, 2021. In the future, we would lose our foreign private issuer status if (1) more
than 50% of our outstanding voting securities are owned by U.S. residents and (2) a majority of our directors or executive officers are U.S. citizens or residents,
or we fail to meet additional requirements necessary to avoid loss of foreign private issuer status. If we lose our foreign private issuer status, we will be required
to file with the SEC periodic reports and registration statements on U.S. domestic issuer forms, which are more detailed and extensive than the forms available
to a foreign private issuer. We will also have to mandatorily comply with U.S. federal proxy requirements, and our officers, directors and principal shareholders
will become subject to the short-swing profit disclosure and recovery provisions of Section 16 of the Exchange Act. In addition, we will lose our ability to rely
upon exemptions from certain corporate governance requirements under the listing rules of the NYSE. As a U.S. listed public company that is not a foreign
private issuer, we will incur significant additional legal, accounting and other expenses that we will not incur as a foreign private issuer.
As we are a “foreign private issuer” and intend to follow certain home country corporate governance practices, our shareholders may not have the
same protections afforded to shareholders of companies that are subject to all NYSE corporate governance requirements.
As a foreign private issuer, we have the option to follow certain home country corporate governance practices rather than those of the NYSE, provided that we
disclose the requirements we are not following and describe the home country practices we are following. We intend to rely on this “foreign private issuer
exemption” with respect to the NYSE rules for shareholder meeting quorums, NYSE rules requiring shareholder approval and NYSE rules regarding the
composition of the nominating/corporate governance committee. We may in the future elect to follow home country practices with regard to other matters. As a
result, our shareholders may not have the same protections afforded to shareholders of companies that are subject to all NYSE corporate governance
requirements.
The market price of our ordinary shares could be negatively affected by future sales of our ordinary shares.
After this offering, there will be 74,288,156 ordinary shares outstanding (or 75,413,156 ordinary shares if the underwriters exercise in full their option to
purchase additional ordinary shares). Sales by us or our shareholders of a substantial number of ordinary shares in the public market following this offering, or
the perception that these sales might occur, could cause the market price of our ordinary shares to decline or could impair our ability to raise capital through a
future sale of, or pay for acquisitions using, our equity securities. Of our issued and outstanding shares, all the ordinary shares sold in this offering will be freely
transferable, except for any shares acquired by our “affiliates,” as that term is defined in Rule 144 under the Securities Act.
We, the selling shareholder, our executive officers and directors and the holders of substantially all of our outstanding ordinary shares, have agreed with the
underwriters that, subject to limited exceptions, for a period of 180 days after the date of this prospectus, we and they will not directly or indirectly offer, pledge,
sell, contract to sell, grant any option to purchase or otherwise dispose of any ordinary shares or any securities convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable
for ordinary shares, or in any manner transfer all or a portion of the economic consequences associated with the ownership of ordinary shares, or cause a
registration statement covering any ordinary shares to be filed except for the ordinary shares offered in this offering, without the prior written consent of J.P.
Morgan Securities LLC, who may, in their sole discretion and at any time without notice, release all or any portion of the ordinary shares subject to these lock-up
agreements, provided that:
•

for any (i) employee of the Company with a title below vice president, (ii) contractor of the Company, (iii) former employee of the Company or (iv) former
contractor of the Company, each determined by the Company as of the day of the early lock-up release described below, or
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collectively, the Early Release Employee Group, the lock-up period shall expire with respect to a number of shares equal to 25% of the ordinary shares and
other securities (including vested shares and vested equity awards, including such shares and equity awards that are held by any trust for the direct or indirect
benefit of the holder or of an immediate family member of the holder) owned by such employee or contractor on the date of the prospectus, on the 91st day
after the date of the prospectus, or the Early Release Date; and
•

for any lock-up party not a member of the Early Release Employee Group, subject to compliance with applicable securities laws, including without limitation
Rule 144 as promulgated by the SEC under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the lock-up period shall expire with respect to a number of shares equal
to 25% of the ordinary shares and other securities (including vested shares and vested equity awards, including such shares and equity awards that are held
by any trust for the direct or indirect benefit of the holder or of an immediate family member of the holder) owned by such lock-up party on the date of the
prospectus; provided the last reported closing price of our ordinary shares on the NYSE is at least 25% greater than the initial public offering price of the
ordinary shares to the public as set forth on the prospectus for at least 5 trading days out of any 10 consecutive full trading day period ending on or after 91st
day after the date of the prospectus.

As of March 31, 2021, we had 195,783 shares available for future grants under our 2012 Plan and 11,439,769 ordinary shares that were subject to outstanding
share options and restricted share units, or RSUs. Of this amount, 5,779,624 were vested and exercisable as of March 31, 2021. Substantially all of the
outstanding share options and RSUs are subject to the lock-up pursuant to the terms of our equity incentive plans and will be available for sale starting 180 days
after the date of this prospectus if not released earlier. We intend to file a registration statement on Form S-8 under the Securities Act registering the shares
under our equity incentive plans. Subject to the lock-up, shares included in such registration statement will be available for sale in the public market immediately
after such filing, subject to vesting provisions, except for shares held by affiliates who will have certain restrictions on their ability to sell. See “Shares eligible for
future sale.”
Participation in this offering by ION Funds could reduce the public float for our ordinary shares.
The ION Funds have indicated an interest in purchasing an aggregate of up to $30.0 million in ordinary shares in this offering at the initial public offering price.
Because this indication of interest is not a binding agreement or commitment to purchase, ION Funds or its affiliates could determine to purchase more, less or
no ordinary shares in this offering, or the underwriters could determine to sell more, less or no ordinary shares to ION Funds. The underwriters will receive the
same discount on any of our ordinary shares purchased by ION Funds as they will from any other shares sold to the public in this offering.
If ION Funds are allocated all or a portion of the shares in which it has indicated an interest in this offering or is allocated more shares it has indicated an
interest in this offering, and ION Funds purchase any such shares, such purchase could reduce the available public float for our shares if ION Funds hold these
shares long-term.
You will experience immediate and substantial dilution in the net tangible book value of the ordinary shares you purchase in this offering.
The initial public offering price of our ordinary shares substantially exceeds the net tangible book value per ordinary share immediately after this offering.
Therefore, if you purchase our ordinary shares in this offering, you will suffer, as of March 31, 2021 immediate dilution of $18.46 per ordinary share or
$18.21 per ordinary share if the underwriters exercise in full their option to purchase additional ordinary shares, in net tangible book value after giving effect to
the sale of ordinary shares in this offering at an assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of the price range set
forth on the cover page of this prospectus. In addition, you will experience further dilution to the extent that our ordinary shares are issued upon
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the vesting of any share awards under our equity incentive plans. If outstanding options to purchase our ordinary shares are exercised in the future, you will
experience additional dilution. See “Dilution.”
We have broad discretion over the use of proceeds we receive in this offering and may not apply the proceeds in ways that increase the value of
your investment.
Our management will have broad discretion in the application of the net proceeds from this offering and, as a result, you will have to rely upon the judgment of
our management with respect to the use of these proceeds. Our management may spend a portion or all of the net proceeds in ways that not all shareholders
approve of or that may not yield a favorable return. The failure by our management to apply these funds effectively could harm our business, financial condition,
revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
We do not expect to pay any dividends in the foreseeable future.
We do not anticipate paying any dividends in the foreseeable future. We currently intend to retain future earnings, if any, to finance operations and expand our
business. Consequently, investors who purchase ordinary shares in this offering may be unable to realize a gain on their investment except by selling sell such
shares after price appreciation, which may never occur.
Our board of directors has sole discretion whether to pay dividends. If our board of directors decides to pay dividends, the form, frequency and amount will
depend upon our future operations and earnings, capital requirements and surplus, general financial condition, contractual restrictions and other factors that our
directors may deem relevant. The Companies Law, imposes restrictions on our ability to declare and pay dividends. See “Description of share capital and
articles of association—Dividend and liquidation rights” for additional information. In addition, we are subject to a restriction on paying dividends pursuant to our
LSA with SVB.
Payment of dividends may also be subject to Israeli withholding taxes. See “Material income tax considerations—Israeli tax considerations” for additional
information.
Our amended and restated articles of association provide that unless we consent to an alternate forum, the federal district courts of the United
States shall be the exclusive forum of resolution of any claims arising under the Securities Act, which may impose additional litigation costs on our
shareholders.
Our amended and restated articles of association provide that, unless we consent otherwise, the federal district courts of the United States shall be the
exclusive forum for the resolution of any claims arising under the Securities Act (for the sake of clarification, this provision does not apply to causes of action
arising under the Exchange Act). While this provision of our amended and restated articles of association does not restrict the ability of our shareholders to bring
claims under the Securities Act, nor does it affect the remedies available thereunder if such claims are successful, we recognize that it may limit shareholders'
ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum that they find favorable and may increase certain litigation costs which may discourage the filing of claims under the
Securities Act against the Company, its directors and officers. However, the enforceability of similar forum provisions in other companies’ organizational
documents has been challenged in legal proceedings and there is uncertainty as to whether courts would enforce the exclusive forum provisions in our
amended and restated articles of association. If a court were to find the choice of forum provision contained in our amended and restated articles of association
to be inapplicable or unenforceable in an action, we may incur additional costs associated with resolving such action in other jurisdictions, which could
materially adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Risks relating to our incorporation and location in Israel
Conditions in Israel could materially and adversely affect our business.
Our principal executive offices and research and development facilities are located in Israel (Middle East) and therefore may be influenced by regional instability
and extreme military tension. Accordingly, political, economic and military conditions in Israel and the surrounding region could directly affect our business. Any
armed conflicts, political instability, terrorism, cyberattacks or any other hostilities involving Israel or the interruption or curtailment of trade between Israel and its
present trading partners could affect adversely our operations. Ongoing and revived hostilities in the Middle East or other Israeli political or economic factors,
could harm our operations and solution development and cause any future sales to decrease.
Our commercial insurance does not cover losses that may occur as a result of events associated with war and terrorism. Although the Israeli government
currently covers the reinstatement value of direct damages that are caused by terrorist attacks or acts of war, we cannot assure you that this government
coverage will be maintained or that it will sufficiently cover our potential damages. Any losses or damages incurred by us could have a material adverse effect
on our business. Any armed conflicts or political instability in the region would likely negatively affect business conditions and could harm our results of
operations.
Further, in the past, the State of Israel and Israeli companies have been subjected to economic boycotts. Several countries still restrict business with the State
of Israel and with Israeli companies. These restrictive laws and policies may have an adverse impact on our operating results, financial condition or the
expansion of our business. A campaign of boycotts, divestment and sanctions has been undertaken against Israel, which could also adversely impact our
business.
In addition, many Israeli citizens are obligated to perform several days, and in some cases more, of annual military reserve duty each year until they reach the
age of 40 (or older, for reservists who are military officers or who have certain occupations) and, in the event of a military conflict, may be called to active duty.
In response to increases in terrorist activity, there have been periods of significant call-ups of military reservists. It is possible that there will be military reserve
duty call-ups in the future. Our operations could be disrupted by such call-ups, which may include the call-up of members of our management. Such disruption
could materially adversely affect our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
It may be difficult to enforce a U.S. judgment against us, our officers and directors named in this prospectus in Israel or the United States, or to
assert U.S. securities laws claims in Israel or serve process on our officers and directors.
Not all of our directors or officers are residents of the United States and most of their and our assets are located outside the United States. Service of process
upon us or our non-U.S. resident directors and officers and enforcement of judgments obtained in the United States against us or our non-U.S. our directors and
executive officers may be difficult to obtain within the United States. We have been informed by our legal counsel in Israel that it may be difficult to assert claims
under U.S. securities laws in original actions instituted in Israel or obtain a judgment based on the civil liability provisions of U.S. federal securities laws. Israeli
courts may refuse to hear a claim based on a violation of U.S. securities laws against us or our non-U.S. officers and directors because Israel may not be the
most appropriate forum to bring such a claim. In addition, even if an Israeli court agrees to hear a claim, it may determine that Israeli law and not U.S. law is
applicable to the claim. If U.S. law is found to be applicable, the content of applicable U.S. law must be proved as a fact, which can be a time-consuming and
costly process. Certain matters of procedure will also be governed by Israeli law. There is little binding case law in Israel addressing the matters described
above. Israeli courts might not enforce judgments rendered outside Israel, which may make it difficult to collect on judgments rendered against us or our nonU.S. officers and directors.
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Moreover, an Israeli court will not enforce a non-Israeli judgment if it was given in a state whose laws do not provide for the enforcement of judgments of Israeli
courts (subject to exceptional cases), if its enforcement is likely to prejudice the sovereignty or security of the State of Israel, if it was obtained by fraud or in the
absence of due process, if it is at variance with another valid judgment that was given in the same matter between the same parties, or if a suit in the same
matter between the same parties was pending before a court or tribunal in Israel at the time the foreign action was brought. For more information, see
“Enforceability of civil liabilities.”
Your rights and responsibilities as our shareholder will be governed by Israeli law, which may differ in some respects from the rights and
responsibilities of shareholders of U.S. corporations.
We are incorporated under Israeli law. The rights and responsibilities of holders of our ordinary shares are governed by our amended and restated articles of
association to be effective upon the closing of this offering and the Companies Law. These rights and responsibilities differ in some respects from the rights and
responsibilities of shareholders in typical U.S. corporations. In particular, pursuant to the Companies Law each shareholder of an Israeli company has to act in
good faith and in a customary manner in exercising his or her rights and fulfilling his or her obligations toward the Company and other shareholders and to
refrain from abusing his or her power in the Company, including, among other things, in voting at the general meeting of shareholders, on amendments to a
company’s articles of association, increases in a company’s authorized share capital, mergers and certain transactions requiring shareholders’ approval under
the Companies Law. In addition, a controlling shareholder of an Israeli company or a shareholder who knows that it possesses the power to determine the
outcome of a shareholder vote or who has the power to appoint or prevent the appointment of a director or officer in the Company, or has other powers toward
the Company has a duty of fairness toward the Company. However, Israeli law does not define the substance of this duty of fairness. There is little case law
available to assist in understanding the implications of these provisions that govern shareholder behavior.
Provisions of Israeli law and our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering may delay, prevent or
make undesirable an acquisition of all or a significant portion of our shares or assets.
Provisions of Israeli law and our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering could have the effect of delaying or
preventing a change in control and may make it more difficult for a third party to acquire us or our shareholders to elect different individuals to our board of
directors, even if doing so would be considered to be beneficial by some of our shareholders, and may limit the price that investors may be willing to pay in the
future for our ordinary shares. Among other things:
•

Israeli corporate law regulates mergers and requires that a tender offer be effected when more than a specified percentage of shares in a company are
purchased;

•

Israeli corporate law does not provide for shareholder action by written consent, thereby requiring all shareholder actions to be taken at a general meeting of
shareholders;

•

our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering divide our directors into three classes, each of which is
elected once every three years;

•

our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering generally require a vote of the holders of a majority of our
outstanding ordinary shares entitled to vote present and voting on the matter at a general meeting of shareholders (referred to as simple majority); however,
the amendment of a limited number of provisions, such as (i) the provision empowering our board of directors to determine the size of the board, (ii) the
provision setting forth the procedures and the requirements that must be met in order for a shareholder to require us to include a matter on the agenda for a
general meeting of our shareholders, (iii) the provisions relating to the election and removal of members of our board
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of directors and empowering our board of directors to fill vacancies on the board, and (iv) the provision dividing our directors into three classes, requires a
vote of the holders of 65% of our outstanding ordinary shares entitled to vote at a general meeting;
•

our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering do not permit a director to be removed except by a vote of the
holders of at least 65% of our outstanding shares entitled to vote at a general meeting of shareholders; and

•

our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering provide that director vacancies may be filled by our board of
directors.

Further, Israeli tax considerations may make potential transactions undesirable to us or to some of our shareholders whose country of residence does not have
a tax treaty with Israel granting tax relief to such shareholders from Israeli tax. With respect to mergers, Israeli tax law allows for tax deferral in certain
circumstances but makes the deferral contingent on the fulfillment of numerous conditions, including a holding period of two years from the date of the
transaction during which certain sales and dispositions of shares of the participating companies are restricted.
Our amended and restated articles of association provide that unless the Company consents otherwise, the Tel Aviv District Court (Economic
Division) shall be the sole and exclusive forum for substantially all disputes between the Company and its shareholders under the Companies Law
and the Israeli Securities Law, which could limit its shareholders' ability to brings claims and proceedings against, as well as obtain favorable
judicial forum for disputes with the Company, its directors, officers and other employees.
Unless we consent otherwise, the Tel Aviv District Court (Economic Division) shall be the exclusive forum for (i) any derivative action or proceeding brought on
behalf of the Company, (ii) any action asserting a claim of breach of fiduciary duty owed by any director, officer or other employee of the Company to the
Company or the Company’s shareholders, or (iii) any action asserting a claim arising pursuant to any provision of the Companies Law or the Israeli Securities
Law. This exclusive forum provision is intended to apply to claims arising under Israeli Law and would not apply to claims brought pursuant to the Securities Act
or the Exchange Act or any other claim for which federal courts would have exclusive jurisdiction. Such exclusive forum provision in our amended and restated
articles of association will not relive the Company of its duties to comply with federal securities laws and the rules and regulations thereunder, and shareholders
of the Company will not be deemed to have waived the Company’s compliance with these laws, rules and regulations. This exclusive forum provision may limit
a shareholder’s ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum of its choosing for disputes with the Company or its directors or other employees which may discourage
lawsuits against the Company, its directors, officers and employees. However, there is uncertainty as to whether courts would enforce the exclusive forum
provisions in our amended and restated articles of association. If a court were to find the choice of forum provision contained in our amended and restated
articles of association to be inapplicable or unenforceable in an action, we may incur additional costs associated with resolving such action in other jurisdictions,
which could materially adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.

General risk factors
The estimates of market opportunity and forecasts of market growth included in this prospectus may prove to be inaccurate, and even if the market
in which we compete achieves the forecasted growth, our business could fail to grow at similar rates, if at all.
The estimates of market opportunity and forecasts of market growth included in this prospectus may prove to be inaccurate. Market opportunity estimates and
growth forecasts included in this prospectus, including those we have generated ourselves, are subject to significant uncertainty and are based on assumptions
and estimates that may not prove to be accurate, including the risks
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described herein. Even if the market in which we compete achieves the forecasted growth, our business could fail to grow at similar rates, if at all.
The variables that go into the calculation of our market opportunity are subject to change over time, and there is no guarantee that any particular number or
percentage of addressable customers or companies covered by our market opportunity estimates will purchase our solutions at all or generate any particular
level of revenue for us. Any expansion in our market depends on a number of factors, including the cost, performance and perceived value associated with our
platform and those of our competitors. Even if the market in which we compete meets the size estimates and growth forecasted in this prospectus, our business
could fail to grow at similar rates, if at all. Our growth is subject to many factors, including our success in implementing our business strategy, which is subject to
many risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, the forecasts of market growth included in this prospectus should not be taken as indicative of our future growth.
We may be subject to liability claims if we breach our contracts and our insurance may be inadequate to cover our losses.
We are subject to numerous obligations in our contracts with organizations using our solutions. Despite the procedures, systems and internal controls we have
implemented to comply with our contracts, we may breach these commitments, whether through a weakness in these procedures, systems and internal controls,
negligence or the willful act of an employee or contractor. Our insurance policies, including our errors and omissions insurance, may be inadequate to
compensate us for the potentially significant losses that may result from claims arising from breaches of our contracts, disruptions in our services, failures or
disruptions to our infrastructure, catastrophic events and disasters or otherwise. Further, our insurance may not cover all claims made against us and defending
a suit, regardless of its merit, could be costly and divert management’s attention. In addition, such insurance may not be available to us in the future on
economically reasonable terms, or at all.
We may be subject to litigation for a variety of claims, which could harm our reputation and adversely affect our business, financial condition,
revenues, results of operations or cash flows.
In the ordinary course of business, we may be involved in and subject to litigation for a variety of claims or disputes and receive regulatory inquiries. These
claims, lawsuits and proceedings could include labor and employment, wage and hour, commercial, data privacy, antitrust, alleged securities law violations or
other investor claims and other matters. The number and significance of these potential claims and disputes may increase as our business expands. Any claim
against us, regardless of its merit, could be costly, divert management’s attention and operational resources and harm our reputation. As litigation is inherently
unpredictable, we cannot assure you that any potential claims or disputes will not have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, revenues,
results of operations or cash flows. Any claims or litigation, even if fully indemnified or insured, could make it more difficult to compete effectively or to obtain
adequate insurance in the future.
In addition, we may be required to spend significant resources to monitor and protect our contractual, property and other rights, including collection of payments
and fees. Litigation has been and may be necessary in the future to enforce such rights. Such litigation could be costly, time consuming distracting to
management and could result in the impairment or loss of our rights. Furthermore, our efforts to enforce our rights may be met with defenses, counterclaims and
countersuits attacking the validity and enforceability of such rights. Our inability to protect our rights as well as any costly litigation or diversion of our
management’s attention and resources, could have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations or cash flows or injure
our reputation.
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Catastrophic events may disrupt our business.
In addition to and as evidenced by the COVID-19 global pandemic, natural disasters or other catastrophic events may cause damage or disruption to our
operations, international commerce and the global economy, and thus could harm our business. We have our headquarters and a large employee presence in
Tel Aviv, Israel, which is located in a considerably volatile area of the world, as further described above in the section “Risks relating to our incorporation and
location in Israel.” In the event of a major earthquake, hurricane, or catastrophic event such as fire, power loss, telecommunications failure, cyber-attack, war or
terrorist attack, we may be unable to continue our operations and may endure system interruptions, reputational harm, delays in our application development,
lengthy interruptions to our platform, breaches of data security and loss of critical data, all of which could harm our business, financial condition, revenues,
results of operations or cash flows. Acts of terrorism could also cause disruptions to the Internet or the economy as a whole. In addition, the insurance we
maintain would likely not be adequate to cover our losses resulting from disasters or other business interruptions.
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Special note regarding forward-looking statements
This prospectus contains estimates and forward-looking statements, principally in the sections entitled “Prospectus summary,” “Risk factors,” “Use of proceeds,”
“Dividend policy,” “Management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations” and “Business.” In some cases, these forward-looking
statements can be identified by words or phrases such as “may,” “might,” “will,” “could,” “would,” “should,” “expect,” “plan,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “seek,”
“believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” “continue,” “contemplate,” “possible” or similar words. Statements regarding our future results of operations and
financial position, growth strategy and plans and objectives of management for future operations, including, among others, expansion in new and existing
markets, are forward-looking statements.
Our estimates and forward-looking statements are mainly based on our current expectations and estimates of future events and trends which affect or may
affect our business, operations and industry. Although we believe that these estimates and forward-looking statements are based upon reasonable assumptions,
they are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties.
These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties, other factors and assumptions, including the risks
described in “Risk factors” and elsewhere in this prospectus, regarding, among other things:
•

our expectations regarding our revenue, expenses and other operating results;

•

our ability to acquire new customers and successfully retain existing customers;

•

our ability to increase usage of our solutions and upsell and cross sell additional solutions;

•

our ability to achieve or sustain profitability;

•

anticipated trends, growth rates, and challenges in our business and in the markets in which we operate;

•

future investments in our business, our anticipated capital expenditures and our estimates regarding our capital requirements;

•

the costs and success of our sales and marketing efforts and our ability to promote our brand;

•

our reliance on key personnel and our ability to identify, recruit and retain skilled personnel;

•

our ability to effectively manage our growth, including continued international expansion;

•

our ability to protect our intellectual property rights and any costs associated therewith;

•

our ability to identify and complete acquisitions that complement and expand our reach and platform;

•

our ability to comply or remain in compliance with laws and regulations that currently apply or become applicable to our business in Israel, the United States
and other jurisdictions where we elect to do business;

•

the effect of COVID-19 or other public health crises on our business and the global economy;

•

our ability to compete effectively with existing competitors and new market entrants; and

•

the growth rates of the markets in which we compete.

You should not rely on forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. We have based the forward-looking statements contained in this prospectus
primarily on our current expectations and projections about future events and trends that we believe may affect our business, financial
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condition and operating results. The outcome of the events described in these forward-looking statements is subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors
described in the section titled “Risk factors” and elsewhere in this prospectus. Moreover, we operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment.
New risks and uncertainties emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for us to predict all risks and uncertainties that could have an impact on the forwardlooking statements contained in this prospectus. The results, events and circumstances reflected in the forward-looking statements may not be achieved or
occur, and actual results, events or circumstances could differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements.
In addition, statements that “we believe” and similar statements reflect our beliefs and opinions on the relevant subject. These statements are based on
information available to us as of the date of this prospectus. While we believe that information provides a reasonable basis for these statements, that information
may be limited or incomplete. Our statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive inquiry into, or review of, all relevant
information. These statements are inherently uncertain, and investors are cautioned not to unduly rely on these statements.
The forward-looking statements made in this prospectus relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made. We undertake no obligation to
update any forward-looking statements made in this prospectus to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this prospectus or to reflect new information
or the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as required by law. We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in our
forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. Our forward-looking statements do not reflect the
potential impact of any future acquisitions, mergers, dispositions, joint ventures or investments.
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Market and industry data
This prospectus contains statistical data, estimates and forecasts that are based on independent industry publications or other publicly available information, as
well as other information based on our internal sources. While we believe the industry and market data included in this prospectus are reliable and are based on
reasonable assumptions, these data involve many assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to these estimates. We have not
independently verified the accuracy or completeness of the data contained in these industry publications and other publicly available information. The industry in
which we operate is subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of factors, including those described in the sections titled “Risk factors” and
“Special note regarding forward-looking statements.” Among other items, certain of the market research included in this prospectus was published prior to the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and did not anticipate the virus or the impact it has caused on our industry. We have utilized this pre-pandemic market
research in the absence of updated sources. These and other factors could cause results to differ materially from those expressed in the projections and
estimates made by the independent third parties and us.
The sources of certain statistical data, estimates and forecasts contained in this prospectus are the following independent industry publications or reports:
•

Digital Commerce 360: An analysis of U.S. online retail data in 2020, published January 2021.

•

Insider Intelligence, US adults added 1 hour of digital time in 2020, published January 2021.

•

International Data Corporation, or IDC, Data Age 2025, sponsored by Seagate with data from IDC Global DataSphere, April 2020 and IDC FutureScape:
Worldwide Digital Transformation 2021 Predictions, Oct 2020 | Doc #US46880818.

•

SAP Center for Business Insight and Oxford Economics, or SAP, Digital Transformation: 4 Ways Leaders Set Themselves Apart, published August 2017.

•

Verint Systems, Engagement in the Always-on Era: how humans and technology work hand-in-hand to meet rising expectations, published June 2019.

Unless otherwise noted, in this prospectus we cite a source the first time a statement relying upon that source is made, and do not include citations
subsequently when that statement is repeated.
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Use of proceeds
We estimate that the net proceeds to us from this offering, after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses
payable by us, will be approximately $135.6 million (or approximately $156.5 million if the underwriters exercise in full their option to purchase additional
ordinary shares), assuming an initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of the price range set forth on the cover page of
this prospectus. We will not receive any proceeds from the sale of ordinary shares by the selling shareholder. See "Principal and selling shareholders."
A $1.00 increase (decrease) in the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share would increase (decrease) the net proceeds to us from this
offering by approximately $7.0 million, assuming that the number of shares offered by us, as set forth on the cover page of this prospectus, remains the same
and after estimated deducting underwriting discounts and commissions. Each increase (decrease) of 1,000,000 shares in the number of ordinary shares offered
by us would increase (decrease) the net proceeds to us from this offering by approximately $18.6 million, assuming that the assumed initial public offering price
of $20.00 per ordinary share remains the same and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions. Expenses of this offering will be paid by
us.
The principal purposes of this offering are to obtain additional working capital, facilitate an orderly distribution of shares for the selling shareholder, to create a
public market for our ordinary shares and to facilitate our future access to the public equity markets. We intend to use the net proceeds from this offering for
general corporate purposes, including sales and marketing, technology development, working capital, operating expenses and capital expenditures. We may
also use a portion of the proceeds to acquire or invest in businesses, products, services or technologies; however, we do not have agreements or commitments
for any material acquisitions or investments at this time.
We will have broad discretion in the way that we use the net proceeds of this offering. Our use of the net proceeds from this offering will depend on a number of
factors, including our future revenue and cash generated by operations and the other factors described in “Risk factors.”
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Dividend policy
We do not anticipate paying any dividends in the foreseeable future. We currently intend to retain future earnings, if any, to finance operations and expand our
business. Our board of directors has sole discretion whether to pay dividends. If our board of directors decides to pay dividends, the form, frequency and
amount will depend upon our future operations and earnings, capital requirements and surplus, general financial condition, contractual restrictions, restrictions
under our Credit Facility and other factors that our directors may deem relevant. The Companies Law imposes restrictions on our ability to declare and pay
dividends. See “Description of share capital and articles of association—Dividend and liquidation rights” for additional information.
Payment of dividends may be subject to Israeli withholding taxes. See “Material income tax considerations—Israeli tax considerations” for additional information.
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Capitalization
The following table sets forth our cash and cash equivalents and total capitalization as of March 31, 2021, as follows:
•

on an actual basis;

•

on a pro forma basis, giving effect to (1) the adoption of our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon closing of this offering, (2) the
Preferred Shares Conversion, as if the Preferred Shares Conversion had occurred on March 31, 2021 and (3) the exercise by the selling shareholder of
options to purchase 500,000 ordinary shares with an exercise price of $0.0003 per share, in connection with the sale of such shares by the selling
shareholder in this offering; and

•

on a pro forma as adjusted basis, to give effect to the adjustments described above and reflecting the issuance and sale by us of ordinary shares in this
offering at the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of the price range set forth on the cover page of this
prospectus, after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us. We will not receive any
proceeds from the sale of ordinary shares by the selling shareholder.

You should read this information in conjunction with our consolidated financial statements and the related notes appearing at the end of this prospectus and the
“Management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations” section and other financial information contained in this prospectus.
As of March 31, 2021

$

Cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments
Borrowings under credit facility
Convertible preferred shares, par value NIS 0.01: 51,877,220 shares authorized, actual; no shares
authorized, pro forma and pro forma as adjusted; 50,657,042 shares issued and outstanding, actual; no
shares issued and outstanding, pro forma and pro forma as adjusted
Shareholders’ (deficit) equity:
Ordinary shares, par value NIS 0.01: 79,176,826 shares authorized, actual and pro forma; 500,000,000
shares authorized, pro forma as adjusted; 15,633,282 shares issued and 15,631,114 shares outstanding,
actual; 66,790,324 shares issued and 66,788,156 shares outstanding, pro forma; 74,290,324 shares
issued and 74,288,156 shares outstanding, pro forma as adjusted
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Accumulated deficit
Total shareholders’ (deficit) equity

$

Total capitalization and indebtedness
(1)

Pro Forma
Actual
Pro Forma
As Adjusted(1)
(in thousands, except share and per share data)
58,335 $
58,335 $
193,935
30,000

30,000

30,000

135,810

—

—

181
164,799
(184)
(183,200)
(18,404)
11,596

204
300,376
(184)
(183,200)
117,196
147,196

43
29,127
(184)
(183,200)
(154,214)
11,596

$

$

Pro forma as adjusted cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments do not give effect to $0.4 million of deferred offering costs that had been paid as of March 31, 2021.

A $1.00 increase (decrease) in the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of the price range set forth on the
cover page of this prospectus, would increase (decrease) the pro forma as adjusted amount of each of cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments,
total shareholders’ (deficit) equity and total capitalization by approximately $7.0 million, assuming the number of ordinary shares offered by us, as set forth on
the cover page
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of this prospectus, remains the same and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us.
An increase (decrease) of 1,000,000 shares in the number of ordinary shares offered by us, as set forth on the cover page of this prospectus, would increase
(decrease) the pro forma as adjusted amount of each of cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments, total shareholders’ (deficit) equity and total
capitalization by approximately $18.6 million, assuming an initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of the price range set
forth on the cover page of this prospectus, after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions.
The number of ordinary shares that will be outstanding after this offering is based on 66,788,156 ordinary shares outstanding as of March 31, 2021 and
excludes:
•

11,439,769 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of options and RSUs outstanding under our equity incentive plans as of March 31, 2021 at a weighted
average exercise price of $2.22 per ordinary share;

•

1,495,783 shares of ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2021 Plan, as well as any future increases, including annual automatic evergreen
increases, in the number of shares of ordinary shares reserved for issuance thereunder, and any shares underlying share awards outstanding under our
2012 Plan, that expire or are repurchased, forfeited, canceled, or withheld, as more fully described in the section titled “Management—Equity incentive plans”;
and

•

2,000,000 ordinary shares reserved for issuance under our 2021 ESPP plus any future increases in the number of ordinary shares reserved for issuance
thereunder, as more fully described in the section titled “Management—Equity incentive plans.”
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Dilution
If you invest in our ordinary shares in this offering, your ownership interest will be immediately diluted to the extent of the difference between the initial public
offering price per ordinary share and the net tangible book value per ordinary share after this offering. Our historical net tangible book value as of March 31,
2021 was $(10.05) per ordinary share. Our historical net tangible book value per ordinary share represents the amount of our total tangible assets less our total
liabilities and preferred shares, divided by the number of ordinary shares outstanding as of March 31, 2021.
Our pro forma net tangible book value as of March 31, 2021 was $(21.3) million, or $(0.32) per ordinary share. Pro forma net tangible book value represents the
amount of our total tangible assets less our total liabilities, after giving effect to (1) the automatic conversion of our outstanding preferred shares into an
aggregate of 50,657,042 ordinary shares as if it had occurred on March 31, 2021 and (2) the exercise by the selling shareholder of options to purchase 500,000
ordinary shares with an exercise price of $0.0003 per share, in connection with the sale of such shares by the selling shareholder in this offering. Our pro forma
net tangible book value per ordinary share represents pro forma net tangible book value divided by the number of our ordinary shares outstanding as of March
31, 2021, after giving effect to the pro forma adjustment described above.
After giving effect to (1) and (2) above and the sale by us of 7,500,000 ordinary shares in this offering and 500,000 ordinary shares by the selling shareholder at
an assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, the midpoint of the estimated price range set forth on the cover page of this prospectus,
and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us, our pro forma as adjusted net tangible
book value as of March 31, 2021 would have been $114.3 million, or $1.54 per ordinary share. This amount represents an immediate increase in pro forma as
adjusted net tangible book value of $1.86 per ordinary share to our existing shareholders and an immediate dilution of $18.46 per ordinary share to investors
purchasing ordinary shares in this offering. We determine dilution by subtracting the pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share after this
offering from the initial public offering price per ordinary share paid by investors purchasing ordinary shares in this offering. The following table illustrates this
dilution on a per ordinary share basis:
The following table illustrates this dilution on a per share basis:
Assumed initial public offering price per ordinary share
Historical net tangible book value per ordinary share as of March 31, 2021
Increase in net tangible book value per ordinary share
attributable to the pro forma adjustments described above
Pro forma net tangible book value per ordinary share as of March 31, 2021 before giving effect to this offering
Increase in pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share attributable to investors purchasing
ordinary shares in this offering
Pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share after giving effect to this offering
Dilution in pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share to investors purchasing ordinary
shares in this offering

$
$

20.00

(10.05)
9.73
(0.32)
1.86
1.54
$

18.46

The dilution information discussed above is illustrative only and may change based on the actual initial public offering price and other terms of this offering. A
$1.00 increase (decrease) in the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, the midpoint of the estimated price range set forth on the
cover page of this prospectus, would increase (decrease) our pro forma
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as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share after this offering by $0.09 per ordinary share and increase (decrease) the immediate dilution to new
investors by $0.91 per ordinary share, in each case assuming the number of ordinary shares offered by us, as set forth on the cover page of this prospectus,
remains the same, and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions. Similarly, each increase (decrease) of 1,000,000 shares in the
number of ordinary shares offered by us would increase (decrease) our pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value by approximately $0.25 per ordinary
share and decrease (increase) the dilution to new investors by approximately $0.25 per ordinary share, assuming the assumed initial public offering price of
$20.00 per ordinary share remains the same, and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions.
If the underwriters exercise in full their option to purchase additional ordinary shares in this offering, the pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value after the
offering would be $1.79 per ordinary share, the increase in pro forma net tangible book value to existing shareholders would be $2.11 per ordinary share, and
the dilution to investors purchasing ordinary shares in this offering would be $18.21 per ordinary share, in each case assuming an initial public offering price of
$20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of the price range set forth on the cover page of this prospectus.
The following table summarizes, on a pro forma as adjusted basis as of March 31, 2021 after giving effect to (1) the Preferred Shares Conversion and (2) the
sale by us of ordinary shares in this offering, the differences between the number of shares purchased from us, the total consideration paid to us in cash and
the average price per ordinary share that existing shareholders paid, on the one hand, and investors purchasing ordinary shares in this offering are paying in
this offering, on the other hand. The calculation below is based on an assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, which is the midpoint of
the price range set forth on the cover page of this prospectus, before deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering
expenses payable by us.
Shares Purchased
Number
Percent

Existing shareholders (1)
Investors purchasing ordinary shares in this
offering
Total
(1)

Total Consideration
Amount
Percent

Average Price Per
Share

66,788,156

89.9 % $

139,953,000

48.3 % $

2.10

7,500,000
74,288,156

10.1 % $
100.0 % $

150,000,000
289,953,000

51.7 % $
100.0 %

20.00

The presentation in this table regarding ownership by existing shareholders does not give effect to any purchases that existing shareholders may make through our directed share program or otherwise in
this offering.

Each $1.00 increase (decrease) in the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, the midpoint of the estimated price range set forth on
the cover page of this prospectus, would increase (decrease) the total consideration paid by investors purchasing ordinary shares in this offering and total
consideration paid by all shareholders by approximately $7.0 million, assuming that the number of ordinary shares offered by us, as set forth on the cover page
of this prospectus, remains the same and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions. Similarly, each increase (decrease) of 1,000,000
shares in the number of ordinary shares offered by us would increase (decrease) the total consideration paid by investors purchasing ordinary shares in this
offering and total consideration paid by all shareholders by $18.6 million, assuming the assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share remains
the same, and after deducting estimated underwriting discounts and commissions.
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The number of ordinary shares that will be outstanding after this offering is based on 66,788,156 ordinary shares outstanding as of March 31, 2021 and
excludes:
•

11,439,769 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of options and RSUs outstanding under our equity incentive plans as of March 31, 2021 at a weighted
average exercise price of $2.22 per ordinary share;

•

1,495,783 shares of ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2021 Plan, as well as any future increases, including annual automatic evergreen
increases, in the number of shares of ordinary shares reserved for issuance thereunder, and any shares underlying share awards outstanding under our
2012 Plan, that expire or are repurchased, forfeited, canceled, or withheld, as more fully described in the section titled “Management—Equity incentive plans”;
and

•

2,000,000 ordinary shares reserved for issuance under our ESPP, plus any future increases in the number of ordinary shares reserved for issuance
thereunder, as more fully described in the section titled “Management—Equity incentive plans.”

To the extent that any outstanding options or RSUs are exercised or settled, respectively, or new options or RSUs are issued under our share-based
compensation plans, or that we issue additional shares in the future, there will be further dilution to investors participating in this offering. If all outstanding
options and RSUs under our equity plans as of March 31, 2021 were exercised or settled, respectively, then our existing shareholders, including the holders of
these options and RSUs, would own 90.7%, and our investors purchasing ordinary shares in this offering would own 9.3%, of the total number of shares
outstanding following the closing of this offering.
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Management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations
You should read the following discussion together with the sections entitled “Summary consolidated financial data” and the consolidated financial statements
and related notes included elsewhere in this prospectus. The statements in this discussion regarding industry outlook, our expectations regarding our future
performance, planned investments in our expansion into additional geographies, research and development, sales and marketing and general and
administrative functions as well as other non-historical statements in this discussion are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are
subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, the risks and uncertainties described in the sections entitled “Risk factors” and “Special
note regarding forward-looking statements” included elsewhere in this prospectus. Our actual results may differ materially from those contained in or implied by
any forward-looking statements.

Overview
Similarweb provides a leading platform for digital intelligence, delivering a trusted, comprehensive and detailed view of the digital world that empowers our
customers to be competitive in their markets. Our proprietary technology analyzes billions of digital interactions and transactions every day from millions of
websites and apps and turns these digital signals into actionable insights. With our platform, everyone from business leaders, strategy teams, analysts,
marketers, category managers, salespeople and investors can quickly and efficiently discover the best business opportunities, identify potential competitive
threats, and make critical decisions to capture market share and grow revenues.
Digital is an important growth driver for businesses today. It is quickly becoming the preferred means to find information, communicate, transact, and deliver
services. At the same time, digital has lowered the barriers to entry, accelerated the pace of business and increased competition in every market.
In this dynamic environment, businesses now have access to unprecedented amounts of digital data. However, the data generally available to them only relates
to the performance of digital properties such as web sites, apps and social media channels, that they own. Businesses have almost no visibility into the broader
behaviors of consumers, or the digital performance of competitors, partners, and other players. As a result, companies operate with a lack of external visibility,
impairing their ability to execute on everything from corporate strategy to day-to-day operations. Digital intelligence cuts through this lack of visibility and gives
organizations the means to understand and gain insight from all relevant digital activity, creating significant competitive advantages.
Digital intelligence has become critical for business, but is complex and technically challenging. Online behavior consists of interactions and transactions across
many different platforms and channels and happens on a global basis. These digital interactions and transactions generate massive quantities of data, and
because of the high velocity of the digital economy, this information quickly becomes out-of-date. As a result of the diversity and scale of data, as well as the
need to keep the data current, it is extremely difficult to build and maintain a comprehensive view of all digital activity.
Our digital intelligence solutions collect billions of digital signals in the form of interactions and transactions and transform them into powerful actionable insights.
Our platform enables businesses to understand market trends, optimize traffic acquisition, understand the customer-buying journey, grow pipeline, and make
better investment decisions. Our platform provides critical insights on digital behavior that allows businesses to analyze competition, recognize and defend
against
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emerging threats, and monitor competitive strategy and tactics. To win in the digital world, including to defend existing market share and proactively drive future
growth, it has become a business imperative to embrace digital intelligence throughout the organization, from senior executives to individual contributors.
Since our founding, we have consistently focused on innovating our platform, allowing us to achieve significant product and financial milestones.

We generate revenue primarily from SaaS subscriptions, which is comprised of subscription fees from customers utilizing our cloud-based digital intelligence
solutions and other subscription-based solutions, such as application programming interface, or API, access, all of which include routine customer support.
Paid subscriptions to our platform are available in five categories of solutions:
•

Digital Research Intelligence. Provides web traffic research insights, which help companies research markets, companies, and audiences, as well as
benchmark their performance against other companies.

•

Digital Marketing Intelligence. Provides competitive analysis, keyword optimization, affiliate optimization and advertising and media optimization.

•

Shopper Intelligence. Provides insights to analyze and optimize the purchase funnel and acquisition strategy, monitor consumer demand and leverage on-site
search volume and conversion.

•

Sales Intelligence. Provides insights to drive sales acceleration through lead generation, lead enrichment, sales engagement and fraud detection.

•

Investor Intelligence. Provides data-driven investing insights for hedge funds, asset managers, banks, venture capital and private equity firms.

We sell subscriptions to these solutions with pricing tiers based on feature set, geographic coverage and the number of users who have access to them. Our
subscription agreements typically last for a
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minimum term of one year and are renewable thereafter. Certain customers contract for subscription agreements with multi-year terms.
We typically invoice customers in advance for annual increments.
We deploy a highly efficient approach to sales and marketing in order to grow our business. Our sales and marketing teams collaborate to create brand
awareness and demand, build a robust sales pipeline and ensure customer success, driving revenue growth. We believe that our sales and marketing model
provides us with a competitive advantage because we attract and engage new businesses efficiently and at scale, and we have established a successful upsell
motion to grow existing customer accounts.
Our efficient sales organization includes a global sales force, technical, and data experts, and support staff, operating through both an inbound and outbound
sales motion. The inbound sales motion accounts for approximately three quarters of our new sales opportunities, where prospective customers display initial
interest in our platform by visiting or contacting us through our website. These cost-effective leads are efficiently converted to pipeline opportunities for our sales
teams to pursue. We complement this inbound motion with an outbound motion focused on developing sales opportunities with larger targeted accounts, where
our sales representatives engage organizations based on a geographic coverage model. In general, large enterprises are covered by our field sales team, and
smaller organizations by our inside sales team. We have a team of account managers focused on expanding and retaining our existing customer relationships
by helping our customers optimize the value they derive through their usage of our platform and solutions. We continually engage with our customers through
support services and proactive account management team check-ins, and often upsell customers to new solutions as they see the value in the platform and
want to add additional feature functionality, geographic coverage, users and digital intelligence solutions.
To drive sales, we leverage free offerings that attract and engage prospects’ interest and feature our platform capabilities. Through our website, and through a
popular browser extension which we own, we provide free access to a wide range of basic services that provide users with a subset of our robust insights and
analytics as well as the opportunity to explore the value they could achieve from our paid offerings. Our free offerings deliver rankings and ratings of websites
and apps as of a recent date and act as an entry point for many users who often upgrade to paid subscriptions. In 2020, we attracted nearly 20 million users with
these free offerings, resulting in hundreds of thousands of sales leads. While functional and relevant to a broad swath of businesses, our free offerings offer
significantly less functionality than our paid solutions, which address specific use cases with robust insights and time series data, with granular details around
web traffic, behavior and user journey that can drive business decisions and success. We believe this tiered approach creates champions within organizations
who see the value of our solutions, build trust in and connection with our brand, and spread the word organically.
We sell to companies across a wide range of industries such as technology, financial services, retail, household products, apparel and institution al investors. For
each of the three months ended March 31, 2021 and the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, no single customer generated more than 5% of our
revenue. As of March 31, 2021 we had 2,874 customers, including 9 of the top 10 technology organizations, 7 of the top 10 financial services organizations, 5 of
the top 10 retail organizations, 7 of the top 10 household products organizations and 5 of the 7 apparel organizations in the Fortune 500. Once a customer
starts to realize the value of our platform by deploying one of our solutions in their business, they often significantly increase their usage of our platform.
Our business has grown rapidly and is capital efficient. For the year ended December 31, 2020, we grew our revenue by 32% compared to the year ended
December 31, 2019 while consuming less than $5.0 million of free cash flow. For the three months ended March 31, 2021, we grew our revenue by 43%
compared to the three months ended March 31, 2020, while generating $1.9
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million of free cash flow. Since inception, we have raised $136.6 million of primary capital and we had $55.4 million and $60.3 million of cash, cash equivalents,
short-term investments and restricted deposits as of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021, respectively. We generated revenue of $70.6 million and $93.5
million in the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, and $20.6 million and $29.4 million for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and
2021, respectively. We had negative operating cash flow of $9.7 million and $3.8 million and had negative free cash flow of $11.5 million and $4.9 million in
years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively. We generated positive operating cash flow of $0.5 million and $2.3 million, and had positive free cash
flow of $0.3 million and $1.9 million in the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. See the section titled “—Non-GAAP financial measures
—Free cash flow” for additional information regarding free cash flow, a measure that is not calculated under GAAP. For the years ended December 31, 2019
and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, our net loss was $17.7 million, $22.0 million, $6.2 million and $12.1 million, respectively.

COVID-19
In December 2019, an outbreak of the COVID-19 disease was first identified and began to spread across the globe. In March 2020, the World Health
Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak a global pandemic, impacting many countries around the world, including where our end users and customers
are located and where we have larger business operations, including the United States, Israel, the United Kingdom and France. As a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, government authorities around the world have ordered schools and businesses to close, imposed restrictions on non-essential activities and
encouraged people to remain at home while instilling significant limitations on traveling and social gatherings.
In response to the pandemic, in the first quarter of 2020, we temporarily closed all of our offices, enabled our entire work force to work remotely and
implemented travel restrictions for non-essential business. In the second quarter of 2020 we reopened select offices, however most of our employees continue
to work remotely. The temporary closing of our offices resulted in a decrease of our office-related expenses of $0.3 million in second quarter of 2020. These
expenses returned to historical pre-pandemic levels, reflecting a smaller decrease of $0.1 million in each of the third and fourth quarters of 2020. The
suspension of non-essential business travel resulted in a decrease of $0.4 million in operating expenses in each of the second, third and fourth quarters of
2020.
The changes we have implemented to date to enable remote working have not materially affected, and are not expected to materially affect, our ability to
operate our business. As a result of the global travel restrictions and stay-at-home or similar orders in effect due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our sales and
marketing, research and development, and general and administrative expenses declined as a percentage of revenue in the second quarter of 2020. These
percentages returned to historical levels beginning in the third quarter of 2020 as demand for our solutions accelerated in the second half of the year.
Prior to the pandemic, the market demand for our solutions was growing at a robust rate, with numerous opportunities for long-term growth. While at the end of
the first quarter of 2020, we experienced delays in closing of new business as global shelter in place orders were enacted, the pace of our business growth
resumed during the second quarter of 2020.
For additional information, see “Risk Factors—Risks relating to our business and industry—The recent global coronavirus outbreak could harm our business and
results of operations.”
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Key factors affecting our performance
Acquire new customers
We believe there is substantial opportunity to continue to grow our customer base. We had 2,874 customers as of March 31, 2021, increasing from 2,438 and
2,718 as of December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively. We plan to increase our investment in sales and marketing in order to drive new customer acquisition.
Approximately 60% of our sales and marketing expense has been focused on new customer acquisition and 40% has been focused on customer expansion and
retention. We intend to grow our base of both inside and field sales representatives and open additional sales offices, which we believe will drive both
geographic and vertical expansion. We believe there is a significant opportunity to expand usage of our platform in the geographies in which we operate. We
have made and plan to continue to make significant investments to expand our global operations across North America, EMEA and APAC, including in the
United States, the United Kingdom, France, Japan and Australia. In addition, we expect to develop a sales presence in Germany in 2021. We are also investing
in self-serve offerings and distribution channels. Our ability to attract new customers will depend on a number of factors, including the effectiveness and pricing
of our solutions, offerings of our competitors, and the effectiveness of our marketing efforts.
We define a customer as a separate legal entity that has an active annual or multi-year subscription with us in the period indicated. A single organization with
multiple divisions, segments or subsidiaries is generally counted as a single customer. Users of our free offerings are not included in our customer count.
Expansion from existing customers
Our large base of customers represents a significant opportunity for further sales expansion. Once a customer has purchased a subscription from us, we have
historically experienced significant expansion with them over time as they add additional features, geographic coverage, users and digital intelligence solutions.
We look at increase in spend from our customers as an indication of the value we provide them over time. As an example, the annual recurring revenue, or
ARR, from our top 50 customers as of December 31, 2020 had increased by an average multiple of 12x, as compared to the ARR generated at the time of each
such customer’s initial purchase. In addition, as of March 31, 2021, 201 of our customers generated ARR of $100,000 or more, up from 121 and 187 customers
as of December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, most of whom began initially as smaller customers. The chart below illustrates the percentage of ARR by
customer segments broken out by customers who generated ARR of $100,000 or more, between $25,000 and $100,000 and those who generated under
$25,000 in ARR. As of March 31, 2021, customers who generate more than $100,000 in ARR represented 49% of our total ARR, as compared to 35% of our
total ARR as of March 31, 2017. We define ARR as the annualized subscription revenue we would contractually expect to receive from customers assuming no
increases or reductions in their subscriptions.
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A further indication of the propensity of our customer relationships to expand over time is our net dollar-based retention rate, or NRR, which compares our ARR
from the same set of customers as of a certain point in time, relative to the same point in time in the previous year ago period. The aggregate NRR for all of our
customers has been 99%, 101%, 103%, 103%, 103%, 102%, 101% ,101% and 103% for the quarters ended March 31, 2019, June 30, 2019, September 30,
2019, December 31, 2019, March 31, 2020, June 30, 2020, September 30, 2020 , December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021, and for customers generating over
$100,000 in ARR, our aggregate NRR has been 109%, 113%, 116%, 117%, 115%, 114%, 114%,113%, and 115% over the same time periods. We calculate our
NRR as of a period end by starting with the ARR from the cohort of all customers as of 12 months prior to such period-end, or the Prior Period ARR. We then
calculate the ARR from these same customers as of the current period-end, or the Current Period ARR. Current Period ARR includes any expansion and is net
of contraction or attrition over the last 12 months, but excludes ARR from new customers in the current period. We then divide the Current Period ARR by the
Prior Period ARR to arrive at the point-in-time NRR. We then calculate the average of the trailing four quarter point-in-time NRR to arrive at the NRR.
We intend to grow our base of account managers to continue to drive adoption and expansion of additional use cases within our customer base. Our ability to
increase sales to existing customers will depend on a number of factors, including our customers’ satisfaction with our solutions, competition, pricing and overall
changes in our customers’ spending levels.
Continued innovation and technology leadership
Our success is dependent on our ability to sustain innovation and technology leadership in order to maintain our competitive advantage. We believe that we
have built highly differentiated solutions on a platform that will position us to further expand adoption. We intend to continue to invest in expanding our product
and engineering staff to innovate and develop additional solutions that increase our capabilities and facilitate the extension of our platform to new use cases.
Our future success is dependent on our ability to successfully develop, market and sell existing and new solutions to both new and existing customers.
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Continued investment in growth
We believe that we have a significant market opportunity ahead of us. We intend to continue to investment to support the organic growth and expansion of our
business, to increase revenue and to further scale our operations. We plan to open additional international offices, hire sales and marketing employees in
additional countries, and expand our presence in countries where we already operate. We expect to incur additional expenses as we expand to support this
growth. Our research and development spend will continue to increase as we hire more research and development employees and continue to invest in
innovation. Further, we expect to incur additional general and administrative expenses in connection with our transition to a public company. We expect that our
cost of revenue and operating expenses will fluctuate over time. We also intend to continue to evaluate strategic acquisitions and investments in businesses
and technologies to drive solution and market expansion.

Components of our results of operations
Revenue
We generate revenue primarily from SaaS subscriptions, which is comprised of subscription fees from customers utilizing our cloud-based digital intelligence
solutions and other subscription-based solutions, such as API, all of which include routine customer support. Our subscription contracts typically have a term of
12 months and are generally non-cancellable. Customers enter into subscription contracts to gain access to one or more of our five solutions. Subscription
revenue is recognized on a ratable basis over the contractual term of the subscription beginning on the date that our services are made available to the
customer assuming that all other revenue recognition criteria have been met. Payments received in advance of services being rendered are recorded as
deferred revenue in our consolidated balance sheets.
Cost of revenue
Cost of revenue primarily consists of costs related to supporting our cloud-based platform and solutions. These costs include personnel related costs, such as
salaries, bonuses and benefits, and share-based compensation, which we collectively refer to as personnel related costs, for employees principally responsible
for data acquisition, production engineering, advisory and technical customer support. In addition to these expenses, we incur third-party service provider costs
such as payments to our third-party cloud infrastructure provider for hosting our platform, third-party data providers and amortization of internal use software. We
allocate overhead costs such as rent, utilities, depreciation and supplies to all departments based on relative headcount. As such, general overhead expenses
are reflected in the cost of revenue in addition to each operating expense category. In recent years, we have experienced significant cost of revenue leverage of
our data acquisition costs, which has enabled gross margin expansion. We will continue to invest additional resources in our cloud infrastructure and our data
acquisition and customer support organizations to expand the capabilities of our solutions. The level and timing of investment in these areas could affect our cost
of revenue in the future.
Gross profit and gross margin
Gross profit is revenue less cost of revenue, and gross margin is gross profit as a percentage of revenue. Gross profit has been and will continue to be affected
by a variety of factors, including the average sales price of our solutions, volume growth and our ability to leverage our investment in data costs to more
customers.
Operating expenses
Our operating expenses consist of research and development, sales and marketing and general and administrative expenses. Personnel-related costs are the
most significant component of operating
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expenses and consist of salaries, benefits, bonuses, share-based compensation and sales commissions. Operating expenses also include allocated overhead
costs.
Research and development
Our research and development expenses consist primarily of personnel related costs for our engineering, data science, product and design teams. Additional
expenses include consulting and professional fees for third-party development resources and third-party licenses for software development tools. We expect
our research and development expenses to increase in absolute dollars for the foreseeable future as we continue to dedicate substantial resources to develop,
improve and expand our solutions. We also anticipate that research and development expenses will increase as a percentage of revenue in the near-term and
then stay consistent or modestly decrease thereafter, as we expect to realize operating leverage in our business.
Sales and marketing
Our sales and marketing expenses consist primarily of personnel related costs for our marketing, sales, account management. Additional expenses include
marketing program costs. We expect our sales and marketing expenses will increase on an absolute dollar basis for the foreseeable future as we continue to
increase investments to support our growth such as our expanded branding efforts and increase in our inside and field sales and account management teams.
We also anticipate that sales and marketing expenses will increase as a percentage of revenue in the near and medium-term.
General and administrative
Our general and administrative expense consists primarily of personnel related costs for our executive, finance, human resources, information technology and
legal functions. We expect general and administrative expense to increase on an absolute dollar basis for the foreseeable future as we continue to increase
investments to support our growth and as a result of our becoming a public company. We expect general and administrative expenses as a percentage of
revenue to increase in the near-term and then stay consistent or modestly decrease thereafter, as we expect to realize operating leverage in our business.
Finance income (expense)
Finance income (expense) consists of interest expense accrued on our indebtedness, net of interest income earned on our cash balances. Finance income
(expense) also includes gains and losses incurred from non-designated hedge transactions as well as the impact of currency exchange rate fluctuations
resulting from our global operations. We expect finance income (expense) to vary each reporting period depending on the amount of outstanding indebtedness,
non-designated hedging transactions, currency exchange rate fluctuations and prevailing interest rates.
We expect interest income will vary in each reporting period depending on our average cash balances during the period and applicable interest rates.
Provision for income taxes
We are subject to taxes in Israel, the United States as well as other tax jurisdictions or countries in which we conduct business. Earnings from our nonU.S. activities are subject to local country income tax. We recognize deferred tax assets and liabilities to reflect the net tax effects of temporary differences
between the carrying amounts of our assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for income tax reporting purposes in each
jurisdiction. We consider all available evidence, both positive and negative, in assessing the extent to which a valuation allowance should be applied against our
net deferred tax assets. Realization of our net deferred tax assets depends upon future earnings, the timing and amount of which are uncertain and, as a result,
and due to our history of cumulative losses, we maintain a full valuation allowance on our
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net deferred tax assets in Israel and certain other jurisdictions. Our effective tax rate is affected by tax rates in Israel, the United States and foreign jurisdictions
and the relative amounts of income we earn in those jurisdictions, as well as non-deductible expenses, such as share-based compensation, and changes in our
valuation allowance.

Results of operations
The following tables summarize key components of our results of operations data and such data as a percentage of total revenue for the periods presented. The
period-to-period comparisons of our historical results are not necessarily indicative of the results that may be expected in the future.
Comparison of the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(in thousands)

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development (1)
Sales and marketing (1)
General and administrative (1)
Total operating expenses
Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss
(1)

$

$

20,601
5,154
15,447

$

29,413
6,273
23,140

4,887
12,887
3,448
21,222
(5,775)
(368)
(6,143)
67
(6,210) $

8,984
19,600
6,107
34,691
(11,551)
(347)
(11,898)
216
(12,114)

Includes share-based compensation expense as follows:

Cost of revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total share-based compensation expense

$

$
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Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(in thousands)
8 $
103
111
261
483 $

30
1,365
626
861
2,882

The following table sets forth our consolidated statements of operations data expressed as a percentage of revenue for the period indicated:
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(as a percentage of revenue)

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total operating expenses.
Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

100.0 %
25.0
75.0

100.0 %
21.3
78.7

23.7
62.6
16.7
103.0
(28.0)
(1.8)
(29.8)
0.3
(30.1)%

30.5
66.6
20.8
117.9
(39.3)
(1.2)
(40.5)
0.7
(41.2)%

Revenue
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020

Period-over-Period
Change

2021

$ Change

% Change

(in thousands)

Revenue

$

20,601

$

29,413

$

8,812

42.8 %

Total revenue increased by $8.8 million, or 42.8%, for the three months ended March 31, 2021 compared to the three months ended March 31, 2020, primarily
due to an increase in our subscription revenue. $4.0 million of that increase was generated from customers in the United States, which increased by 44.2%
from $8.9 million in the three months ended March 31, 2020 to $12.9 million in the three months ended March 31, 2021, and an additional $3.3 million of the
increase in total revenue was generated from customers in Europe and the United Kingdom, which increased 53.2% from $6.3 million in the three months
ended March 31, 2020 to $9.6 million in the three months ended March 31, 2021. We increased the number of paying customers by 19.1% to 2,874 as of March
31, 2021 from 2,413 as of March 31, 2020. The number of customers in the United States increased from 752 as of March 31, 2020 to 836 as of March 31,
2021. The number of customers in Europe and the United Kingdom increased from 835 as of March 31, 2020 to 915 as of March 31, 2021.
Costs of revenue
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020

Period-over-Period
Change

2021

$ Change

% Change

(in thousands)

Cost of revenue.

$

5,154
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$

6,273

$

1,119

21.7 %

Total cost of revenue increased by $1.1 million, or 21.7%, for the three months ended March 31, 2021 compared to the three months ended March 31, 2020.
Our cost of revenue increased primarily due to an increase of $0.5 million in compensation related to an increase in employee headcount and an increase of
$0.4 million in costs related to our third-party hosting services.
Operating expenses
Research and development
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Research and development

$

4,887

$

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change
(in thousands)

8,984

$

4,097

83.8 %

Research and development expenses increased by $4.1 million, or 83.8%, to $9.0 million for the three months ended March 31, 2021, from $4.9 million in the
three months ended March 31, 2020. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $2.4 million in compensation related to an increase in employee
headcount and an increase of $1.3 million in share-based compensation.
Sales and marketing
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Sales and Marketing

$

12,887

$

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change
(in thousands)

19,600

$

6,713

52.1 %

Sales and marketing expenses increased by $6.7 million, or 52.1%, to $19.6 million for the three months ended March 31, 2021, from $12.9 million in the three
months ended March 31, 2020. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $4.6 million in compensation related to an increase in employee headcount, an
increase of $0.9 million in commission expense, an increase of $0.6 million in marketing related costs and an increase of $0.5 million in share-based
compensation. The increase was partially offset by a decrease of $0.3 million in travel and entertainment expenses, including due to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic.
General and administrative
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

General and Administrative

$

3,448

$

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change
(in thousands)

6,107

$

2,659

77.1 %

General and administrative expenses increased by $2.7 million, or 77.1%, to $6.1 million for the three months ended March 31, 2021, from $3.5 million for the
three months ended March 31, 2020. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $1.4 million in compensation related to an increase in employee
headcount, an increase of $0.6 million in share-based compensation and an increase of $0.7 million in professional fees and insurance mainly related to various
legal, accounting and auditing fees. The increase was partially offset by a decrease of $0.2 million in travel and entertainment expense, including due to the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
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Finance income (expense), net
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Finance income (expense), net

$

(368) $

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change
(in thousands)

(347) $

(21)

(5.7) %

Finance income (expense), net stayed relatively flat over the periods presented.
Provision for income taxes
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Provision for income taxes

$

67

$

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change
(in thousands)

216

$

149

222 %

Provision for income taxes increased by $0.1 million, to $0.2 million for the three months ended March 31, 2021, from $0.1 million for the three months ended
March 31, 2020, representing an effective tax rate of (1)% and (2)% for the three months period ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively.
The following tables summarize key components of our results of operations data and such data as a percentage of total revenue for the periods presented. The
period-to-period comparisons of our historical results are not necessarily indicative of the results that may be expected in the future.
Comparison of the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

2020
(in thousands)

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development (1)
Sales and marketing (1)
General and administrative (1)
Total operating expenses
Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

$

$

89

70,590
20,512
50,078

$

93,486
21,417
72,069

16,212
38,934
11,044
66,190
(16,112)
(1,137)
(17,249)
458
(17,707) $

22,086
53,690
15,967
91,743
(19,674)
(1,682)
(21,356)
640
(21,996)

(1)

Includes share-based compensation expense as follows:

Year Ended
December 31,
2019
Cost of revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

$

$

Total share-based compensation expense

2020
(in thousands)
38 $
452
427
1,087
2,004 $

40
1,107
821
2,832
4,800

The following table sets forth our consolidated statements of operations data expressed as a percentage of revenue for the period indicated:
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

2020

(as a percentage of revenue)

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total operating expenses
Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss

100.0%
29.1
70.9

100.0%
22.9
77.1

23.0
55.2
15.6
93.8
(22.9)
(1.6)
(24.5)
0.6
(25.1)%

23.6
57.4
17.1
98.1
(21.0)
(1.8)
(22.8)
0.7
(23.5)%

Revenue
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

Revenue

$

70,590

$

93,486

$

22,896

32.4%

Total revenue increased by $22.9 million, or 32%, for the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, primarily due to an
increase in our subscription revenue. $11.6 million of that increase was generated from customers in the United States, which increased by 39% from $29.8
million in 2019 to $41.4 million in 2020, and an additional $7.2 million of the increase in total revenue was generated from customers in Europe and the United
Kingdom, which increased 33% from $21.6 million in 2019 to $28.8 million in 2020. We increased the number of paying customers by 11% to 2,718 as of
December 31, 2020 from 2,438 as of December 31, 2019. The number of customers in the United States increased from 762 as of December 31, 2019 to 842
as of December 31, 2020. The number of customers in Europe and the United Kingdom increased from 859 as of December 31, 2019 to 940 as of December
31, 2020.
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Costs of revenue
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

Cost of revenue

$

20,512

$

21,417

$

905

4.4%

Total cost of revenue increased by $0.9 million, or 4%, for the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the year ended December 31, 2019. Our cost of
revenue increased primarily due to an increase of $0.8 million in compensation related to an increase in employee headcount.
Operating expenses
Research and development
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

Research and development

$

16,212

$

22,086

$

5,874

36.2%

Research and development expenses increased by $5.9 million, or 36%, to $22.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, from $16.2 million in the year
ended December 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $3.7 million in compensation related to an increase in employee headcount, an
increase of $0.7 million in share-based compensation and a decrease of $1.1 million in capitalized internal-use software costs, which resulted in higher
recognized expenses.
Sales and marketing
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

Sales and marketing

$

38,934

$

53,690

$

14,756

37.9%

Sales and marketing expenses increased by $14.8 million, or 38%, to $53.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, from $38.9 million in the year ended
December 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $10.2 million in compensation related to an increased headcount, an increase of $2.8
million in commission expense and an increase of $0.4 million in share-based compensation. The increase was partially offset by a decrease of $1.2 million in
travel and entertainment expense, including due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
General and administrative
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

General and administrative

$

11,044

$

15,967

$

4,923

44.6%

General and administrative expenses increased by $4.9 million, or 45%, to $16.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, from $11.0 million for the year
ended December 31, 2019. The increase was primarily due to an increase of $2.0 million in compensation related to an increase in
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headcount, an increase of $1.7 million in share-based compensation, an increase of $0.7 million in professional fees and insurance mainly related to various
legal, accounting and auditing fees and an increase of $0.4 million in expenses related to information systems. The increase was partially offset by a decrease of
$0.3 million in travel and entertainment expense, including due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Finance income (expense), net
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

Finance income (expense), net

$

(1,137) $

(1,682) $

545

47.9%

Finance income (expense), net increased by $0.5 million, or 48%, to $1.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, from $1.1 million in 2019. The increase
was primarily due to an increase of $0.3 million of interest expense on our borrowings, which increased from $16.8 million as of December 31, 2019 to $26.8
million as of December 31, 2020 and a decrease of $0.4 million in gains from non-designated hedge transactions. The increase was partially offset by a
decrease of $0.2 million in loan fees.
Provision for income taxes
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Period-over-Period
Change
$ Change
% Change

2020

(in thousands)

Provision for income taxes

$

458

$

640

$

182

39.7%

Provision for income taxes increased by $0.2 million, to $0.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, from $0.4 million for the year ended December 31,
2019, representing an effective tax rate of (3)% for each of the years.

Quarterly results of operations
The following tables summarize our selected unaudited quarterly consolidated statements of operations data for each of the nine quarters in the period ended
March 31, 2021. The information for each of these quarters has been prepared on the same basis as our audited annual consolidated financial statements and
reflect, in the opinion of management, all adjustments of a normal, recurring nature that are necessary for the fair statement of the results of operations for these
periods. This data should be read in conjunction with our audited consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this prospectus. Historical results are
not necessarily indicative of the results that may be expected for the full year or any other period.
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Three Months Ended
March 31,
2019
Revenue
Cost of revenue (1)

$

June 30,
2019

15,711
4,283

$

September 30,
2019

17,165
4,818

$

December 31,
2019

18,465
5,522

$

March 31,
2020

19,249
5,889

$

June 30,
2020

(in thousands)
20,601
5,154

$

September 30,
2020

21,890
5,262

$

December 31,
2020

24,358
5,377

$

March 31,
2021

26,637
5,624

$

29,413
6,273

Gross profit
Operating Expenses:
Research and development(1)
Sales and marketing(1)
General and administrative (1)

11,428

12,347

12,943

13,360

15,447

16,628

18,981

21,013

23,140

4,069
9,273
2,558

3,922
9,122
2,676

4,093
9,639
2,900

4,128
10,900
2,910

4,887
12,887
3,448

4,830
11,905
2,955

5,949
13,173
4,652

6,420
15,725
4,912

8,984
19,600
6,107

Total operating expenses

15,900

15,720

16,632

17,938

21,222

19,690

23,774

27,057

34,691

Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net

(4,472)
(29)

(3,373)
(367)

(3,689)
(351)

(4,578)
(390)

(5,775)
(368)

(3,062)
(323)

(4,793)
(275)

(6,044)
(716)

(11,551)
(347)

Loss before income taxes

(4,501)

(3,740)

(4,040)

(4,968)

(6,143)

(3,385)

(5,068)

(6,760)

(11,898)

Provision for income taxes
Net loss

(1)

55
$

(4,556)

51
$

77

(3,791)

$

275

(4,117)

$

67

(5,243)

$

(6,210)

90
$

85

(3,475)

$

398

(5,153)

$

216

(7,158)

$

(12,114)

Includes share-based compensation expense as follows:

March 31,
2019

September
30,
2019

June 30,
2019

December
31,
2019

March 31,
2020

September
30,
2020

June 30,
2020

December
31,
2020

March 31,
2021

(in thousands)
Share based compensation costs included
above:
Cost of revenues
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

$

12
102
106
298

March 31,
2019

Percentage of Revenue Data
Revenue
Cost of revenue

$

13
119
110
274

June 30,
2019

$

13
139
106
265

September 30,
2019

$

—
92
105
250

December 31,
2019

$

8
103
111
261

March 31,
2020

$

9
103
109
342

June 30,
2020

$

8
632
300
1,484

September 30,
2020

$

15
269
301
745

December 31,
2020

$

30
1,365
626
861

March 31,
2020

100.0%
27.3

100.0%
28.1

100.0%
29.9

100.0%
30.6

100.0%
25.0

100.0%
24.0

100.0%
22.1

100.0%
21.1

100.0%
21.3

72.7

71.9

70.1

69.4

75.0

76.0

77.9

78.9

78.7

25.9
59.0
16.3

22.8
53.1
15.6

22.2
52.2
15.7

21.5
56.6
15.1

23.7
62.6
16.7

22.1
54.4
13.5

24.4
54.1
19.1

24.1
59.0
18.4

30.5
66.6
20.8

Total operating expenses
Loss from operations
Finance income (expense), net

101.2
(28.5)
(0.2)

91.5
(19.6)
(2.1)

90.1
(20.0)
(1.9)

93.2
(23.8)
(2.0)

103.0
(28.0)
(1.8)

90.0
(14.0)
(1.5)

97.6
(19.7)
(1.1)

101.5
(22.6)
(2.7)

117.9
(39.3)
(1.2)

Loss before income taxes

(28.7)

(21.7)

(21.9)

(25.8)

(29.8)

(15.5)

(20.8)

(25.3)

(40.5)

0.4

0.3

0.4

1.4

0.3

0.4

0.3

1.5

0.7

(29.1)%

(22.0)%

(22.3)%

(27.2)%

(30.1)%

(15.9)%

(21.1)%

(26.8)%

(41.2)%

Gross profit
Operating Expenses:
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

Provision for income taxes
Net loss

Quarterly revenue trends
Total revenue increased sequentially in each of the quarters presented primarily due to an increase in our subscription revenue. We recognize revenue ratably
over the terms of our subscription
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contracts. As a result, a substantial portion of the revenue we report in a period is attributable to orders we received during prior periods. Therefore, increases
or decreases in new sales, customer expansion or renewals in a period may not be immediately reflected in revenue for the period.
Quarterly cost of revenue trends
Our quarterly cost of revenue has generally increased quarter-over-quarter in nearly every period presented above primarily as a result of increased personnel
costs for employees principally responsible for data acquisition, production engineering, advisory and technical customer support.
Quarterly gross margin trends
Our quarterly gross margins have fluctuated between 70% and 79% in each period presented. As our revenue grew, we realized significant cost of revenue
leverage for our data acquisition costs, which has enabled gross margin expansion.
Quarterly operating expense trends
Operating expenses have generally increased in each sequential quarter presented above primarily due to personnel-related costs, including share-based
compensation. We intend to continue to make significant investments in research and development as we continue to dedicate substantial resources to develop,
improve and expand our solutions. We also intend to invest in our sales and marketing organizations to drive future revenue growth.
Quarterly finance income (expense) trends
Finance income (expense) stayed relatively flat over the periods presented. We expect finance income (expense) to vary each reporting period depending on
the amount of outstanding indebtedness, non-designated hedging transactions, currency exchange rate fluctuations and prevailing interest rates.

Non-GAAP financial measures
In addition to our results determined in accordance with GAAP, we believe that non-GAAP operating loss and free cash flow, which are non-GAAP financial
measures, are useful in evaluating the performance of our business.
Non-GAAP operating loss
Non-GAAP operating loss is a supplemental measure of operating performance that is not prepared in accordance with GAAP and that does not represent, and
should not be considered as, an alternative to operating loss, as determined in accordance with GAAP. We define non-GAAP operating loss as operating loss,
adjusted for share-based compensation.
We use non-GAAP operating loss to understand and evaluate our core operating performance and trends, to prepare and approve our annual budget, and to
develop short-term and long-term operating plans. We believe that non-GAAP operating loss facilitates comparison of our operating performance on a
consistent basis between periods, and when viewed in combination with our results prepared in accordance with GAAP, help provide a broader picture of
factors and trends affecting our results of operations.
Non-GAAP operating loss has limitations as an analytical tool, and should not be considered in isolation, or as a substitute for analysis of our results as reported
under GAAP. Our definition of Non-GAAP operating loss may differ from the definitions used by other companies and therefore comparability may be limited.
Because of these limitations, non-GAAP operating loss should not be considered as a replacement for operating loss, as determined by GAAP, or as a measure
of our profitability. We compensate for these limitations by relying primarily on our GAAP results and using non-GAAP measures only for supplemental
purposes.
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A reconciliation of non-GAAP operating loss to our GAAP operating loss, the most directly comparable GAAP measure, is as follows:
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Year Ended December 31,
2019
2020
(in thousands)

Loss from operations
Add: share-based compensation expenses
Non-GAAP operating loss

$

(16,112) $
2,004
(14,108) $

$

(19,674) $
4,800
(14,874) $

(5,775) $
483
(5,292) $

(11,551)
2,882
(8,669)

Free cash flow
Free cash flow represents net cash used in or provided by operating activities, reduced by capital expenditures and capitalized software development costs, if
any. Free cash flow is a measure used by management to understand and evaluate our liquidity and to generate future operating plans. The reduction of capital
expenditures and amounts capitalized for software development facilitates comparisons of our liquidity on a period-to-period basis and includes items that we
consider to be indicative of our liquidity on an operating basis. We believe that free cash flow is a measure of liquidity that provides useful information to our
management, investors and others in understanding and evaluating the strength of our liquidity and future ability to generate cash that can be used for strategic
opportunities or investing in our business in the same manner as our management and board of directors. Nevertheless, our use of free cash flow has limitations
as an analytical tool, and you should not consider it in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of our financial results as reported under GAAP. Further, our
definition of free cash flow may differ from the definitions used by other companies and therefore comparability may be limited. You should consider free cash
flow alongside our other GAAP-based financial performance measures, such as net cash used in or provided by operating activities, and our other GAAP
financial results. The following table presents a reconciliation of free cash flow to net cash used in operating activities, the most directly comparable GAAP
measure, for each of the periods indicated.
The following table presents a reconciliation of free cash flow to net cash used in operating activities, the most directly comparable financial measure calculated
in accordance with GAAP:
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Year Ended December 31,
2019
2020
(in thousands)

Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities
Capital expenditures
Capitalized internal use software costs
Free cash flow

$

(9,692) $
(284)
(1,522)
(11,498) $

$

(3,760) $
(748)
(387)
(4,895) $

525 $
(236)
—
289 $

2,329
(451)
—
1,878

Liquidity and capital resources
Overview
Since our inception, we have financed our operations primarily through cash payments from our customers, equity issuances and borrowings under our credit
facilities. Our primary requirements for liquidity and capital are to finance working capital, capital expenditures and general corporate
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purposes. Our principal sources of liquidity following this offering are expected to be our cash and borrowings available under the credit facility with Silicon
Valley Bank, or the SVB Credit Facility.
We believe that our net cash provided by operating activities, cash on hand and availability under our SVB Credit Facility will be adequate to meet our operating,
investing and financing needs for at least the next 12 months. Our future capital requirements will depend on many factors, including our revenue growth, the
timing and extent of investments to support such growth, the expansion of sales and marketing activities, increases in general and administrative costs and
many other factors as described under “Risk factors” and “—Key factors affecting our performance.”
Credit facilities
Credit facility with Silicon Valley Bank
On December 30, 2020, we entered into a Loan and Security Agreement, or the SVB LSA, with Silicon Valley Bank, or SVB. The credit facility has an available
borrowing capacity of the (a) lesser of (i) $50 million, which capacity will increase to $75 million upon consummation of an initial public offering or (ii) the amount
available under the borrowing base, minus (b) the outstanding principal balance of any advances made under the credit facility. The borrowing base is the
product of a (a) monthly recurring revenue, as defined in the LSA, multiplied by (b) an advance rate as set forth in the LSA.
Under the SVB LSA, which is currently in effect through December 30, 2022, we paid an initial administrative fee of $175,000, and will pay a one-year
anniversary fee of $175,000, an unused facility fee in an amount equal to 0.3% per annum of the average unused portion of the credit facility (if applicable), and
additional fees triggered upon the consummation of an initial public offering, provided the gross proceeds of such initial public offering exceed $100 million.
However, there are no additional fees or penalties payable by us in the event we elect to repay the principal amount outstanding under the SVB LSA prior to its
maturity date.
Subject to certain exceptions, borrowings under the SVB LSA accrue interest at a rate equal to the greater of (i) a floating per annum rate equal to 0.50% above
the prime rate set forth in the SVB LSA or (ii) a fixed per annum rate equal to 3.75%; in each case interest is paid on a monthly basis. Upon the consummation
of an initial public offering, the interest rates on borrowings under the credit facility will decrease to rates equal to the greater of (i) a floating per annum rate
equal to 0.25% above the prime rate or (ii) a fixed per annum rate equal to 3.50%, also paid on a monthly basis.
The SVB LSA is subject to certain financial covenants, including that we maintain liquidity of at least $20 million prior to the consummation of our initial public
offering, and following the consummation of such initial public offering, that we maintain liquidity of at least $35 million. Liquidity for this purpose is the sum of (i)
the aggregate amount of our unrestricted and unencumbered cash and cash equivalents and (b) the Availability Amount (as such term is defined in the SVB
LSA).
The SVB LSA is secured by substantially all of our assets. It also contains various affirmative and negative covenants, including financial reporting requirements
and limitations on indebtedness, liens, mergers, consolidations, liquidations and dissolutions, sales of assets, dividends and other restricted payments,
investments (including acquisitions) and transactions with affiliates. As of March 31, 2021, we were in compliance with all of our financial covenants under the
SVB LSA.
As of March 31, 2021, we had outstanding borrowings of $30.0 million under the SVB LSA. We used a portion of those proceeds to repay the outstanding
borrowings under the Leumi Credit Facility on January 4, 2021.
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Credit facility with Bank Leumi Le-Israel B.M.
In July 2016, we entered into a Loan and Security Agreement, or the Leumi Credit Facility, with Bank Leumi le-Israel B.M., or the Lender, which, as amended,
consisted of a revolving credit facility in the aggregate amount of up to $35 million. During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, the borrowing base of
the Leumi Credit Facility was computed based on an advance multiplier of 300% and 400%, respectively, multiplied by our aggregate minimum monthly
revenue. Outstanding borrowings under the Leumi Credit Facility bore interest, payable on a monthly basis, at a rate of LIBOR plus 4% per annum.
We were charged a fee of 0.5% per annum on amounts available for draw that were undrawn under the Leumi Credit Facility. Substantially all of our assets
were pledged as collateral under the Credit Facility. As of December 31, 2020, we were in compliance with all of our financial covenants under the Leumi Credit
Facility.
We terminated and repaid all of outstanding borrowings under the Leumi Credit Facility on January 4, 2021 with proceeds from the SVB Credit Facility.

Cash flows
The following table summarizes our cash flows for the periods presented:
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021

Year Ended December 31,
2019
2020
(in thousands)

Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Net cash provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rates on cash and cash equivalents
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

$

(9,692) $
479
10,389
51
1,227
5,807
7,034 $

$

(3,760) $
(30,760)
51,227
202
16,909
7,034
23,943 $

525 $
164
10,432
(118)
11,003
7,034
18,037 $

2,329
9,036
3,151
(149)
14,367
23,943
38,310

Operating activities
Our largest source of operating cash is cash collected from sales of subscriptions to our customers. Our primary uses of cash from operating activities are for
personnel expenses, marketing expenses, hosting expenses, data acquisition expenses and allocated overhead expenses. In periods in which we generated
negative operating cash flows, we have supplemented working capital requirements through net proceeds from the sale of equity securities and borrowings
under our credit facilities.
Net cash flows used in operating activities decreased for the year ended December 31, 2020, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, primarily due
to $0.8 million in incremental net loss after reconciling adjustments and certain changes in working capital accounts of $6.7 million, primarily reflecting
increased cash collections from our customers as a result of the increase in customer subscription agreements for our solutions. Net cash flows provided by
operating activities increased in the three months ended March 31, 2021, as compared to the three months ended March 31, 2020, primarily due to an increase
of $3.7 million in incremental net loss after reconciling adjustments and certain changes in working capital of $5.5 million, which primarily reflected
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increased cash collections from our customers as a results of the increase in customer subscription agreements for our solutions.
Investing activities
Net cash used in investing activities during the year ended December 31, 2020 was $30.8 million as compared to net cash provided by investment activities of
$0.5 million during the year ended December 31, 2019, primarily as a result of a $29.6 million increase in short-term investments. Net cash provided by
investing activities for the three months ended March 31, 2021 increased to $9.0 million from $0.2 million for the three months ended March 31, 2020, primarily
as a result of a $10.0 million decrease in short-term investments.
Financing activities
Net cash flows provided by financing activities increased for the year ended December 31, 2020 as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019 from $10.4
million to $51.2 million, respectively, primarily as a result of the proceeds from the issuance of Preferred C Shares and borrowings under our Leumi Credit
Facility. Net cash provided by financing activities decreased for the three months ended March 31, 2021, as compared to the three months ended March 31,
2020, from $10.4 million to $3.2 million, primarily as a result of decrease of $6.8 million in the net borrowings under the Leumi Credit Facility and SVB Credit
Facility in the respective periods.

Contractual obligations and commitments
The following table summarizes our contractual obligations as of December 31, 2020:
Payments Due by Period
Less than 1
Year

Total

Financing obligations
Purchase obligations
Operating lease commitments
Total

$

$

26,853
22,105
17,345
66,303

$

$

26,853
9,629
4,005
40,487

1-3 Years
(in thousands)

$

$

—
12,476
5,212
17,688

More than
5 Years

3-5 Years

$

$

—
—
4,064
4,064

$

$

—
—
4,064
4,064

As of March 31, 2021, financing obligations increased to $30,000 and are due in less than one year.
The commitment amounts in the table above are associated with contracts that are enforceable and legally binding and that specify all significant terms,
including fixed or minimum services to be used, fixed, minimum or variable price provisions, and the approximate timing of the actions under the contracts. The
table does not include obligations under agreements that we can cancel without a significant penalty.

Off-balance sheet arrangements
We did not have during the periods presented, and we do not currently have, any off-balance sheet financing arrangements or any relationships with
unconsolidated entities or financial partnerships, including entities sometimes referred to as structured finance or special purpose entities, that were established
for the purpose of facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements or other contractually narrow or limited purposes.

Critical accounting policies and estimates
Our consolidated financial statements and the related notes thereto included elsewhere in this prospectus are prepared in accordance with GAAP. The
preparation of consolidated financial
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statements also requires us to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue, costs and expenses, and related
disclosures. We base our estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances.
Actual results could differ significantly from the estimates made by management. To the extent that there are differences between our estimates and actual
results, our future financial statement presentation, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows will be affected.
We believe that the accounting policies described below involve a greater degree of judgment and complexity. Accordingly, these are the policies we believe are
the most critical to aid in fully understanding and evaluating our consolidated financial condition and results of operations.
Revenue recognition
We generate revenue primarily from SaaS subscriptions, which is comprised of subscription fees from customers utilizing our cloud based digital intelligence
solutions and other subscription based solutions, such as API access, all of which include routine customer support. We sell our products directly to our
customers utilizing our website, direct sales force and distribution partners.
Subscription service arrangements are generally non-cancelable and do not provide for refunds to customers in the event of cancellations or any other right of
return. We record revenue net of sales or excise taxes.
We recognize revenue in accordance with ASC Topic 606, Revenue from Contracts with Customers , or ASC 606, and determine revenue recognition through
the following steps:
•

Identification of the contract, or contracts, with a customer;

•

Identification of the performance obligations in the contract;

•

Determination of the transaction price;

•

Allocation of the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract; and

•

Recognition of revenue when, or as, the performance obligations are satisfied.

Subscription revenue is recognized on a ratable basis over the contractual subscription term of the arrangement beginning on the date that our service is made
available to the customer, assuming that all other revenue recognition criteria have been met. Payments received in advance of services being rendered are
recorded as deferred revenue in our consolidated balance sheets.
We typically invoice customers in advance for annual increments. Unbilled accounts receivable represents revenue recognized on contracts for which billings
have not yet been presented to customers because the amounts were earned but not contractually billable as of the balance sheet date. The unbilled accounts
receivable balance is due within one year.
Deferred contract costs
We account for costs capitalized to obtain revenue contracts in accordance with ASC topic 340-40, Other assets and deferred costs (“ASC 340”).
Sales commissions earned by our sales force are considered incremental and recoverable costs of acquiring customer contracts. These costs are capitalized
and amortized on a straight-line basis over the anticipated period of benefit, which is estimated to be three years. We determined the period of benefit by taking
into consideration the length of its customer contracts, its technology lifecycle, and other factors. Amounts expected to be recognized in excess of one year of
the balance sheet date are recorded as deferred contract costs, non-current, in the consolidated balance sheets. Deferred contract costs are periodically
analyzed for impairment. Amortization expense is recorded in sales and marketing expense within the accompanying consolidated statement of operations. We
have elected to apply the practical expedient allowed by ASC 606 according to which incremental
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costs of obtaining a contract are recognized as an expense when incurred if the amortization period of the asset is one year or less.
Deferred revenue
Deferred revenue primarily consists of billings or payments received in advance of revenue recognition from subscription agreements and is recognized as the
revenue recognition criteria are met. We generally invoice customers in annual or quarterly installments. Deferred revenue are influenced by several factors,
including seasonality, the compounding effects of renewals, invoice duration, invoice timing and new business linearity within the quarter.
Deferred revenue that will be recognized during the succeeding twelve-month period are recorded as short-term deferred revenue and the remaining portion is
recorded as long-term deferred revenue.
Share-based compensation
Share options and RSUs awarded to employees, directors and non-employee third parties are measured at fair value at each grant date. We consider what we
believe to be comparable publicly traded companies, discounted free cash flows, and an analysis of our enterprise value in estimating the fair value of our
ordinary shares. Share options and RSUs subject to service-based vesting generally vest 25% one year from the date of the grant, and quarterly thereafter, over
a period of four years.
Share-based compensation cost is measured on the grant date, based on the estimated fair value of the award using a Black-Scholes pricing model and
recognized as an expense over the employee’s requisite service period on a straight-line basis over the requisite vesting period, net of forfeitures which are
recognized as they occur.
We recorded share-based compensation expense relating to our share option and RSU awards of $1.9 million, $2.7 million, $0.5 million and $2.9 million for the
years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. At March 31, 2021, we had $27.1 million of
total unrecognized share-based compensation expense related to share option grants that will be recognized over a weighted-average period of 3.48 years and
$1.9 million related to RSU grants that will be recognized over a weighted average period of 3.7 years. We expect to continue to grant share options and RSUs
in the future, and to the extent that we do, our share-based compensation expense recognized in future periods will likely increase.
We account for share-based compensation arrangements with non-employees using a fair value approach. The fair value of these options is measured using
the Black-Scholes option pricing model reflecting the same assumptions as applied to employee options in each of the reported periods, other than the expected
life, which is assumed to be the remaining contractual life of the option.
During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, we facilitated several secondary transactions in which certain current employees and shareholders sold
a portion of their ordinary shares and preferred shares to other shareholders. We recorded a share-based compensation expense of $0.1 million and $2.1 million
for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, for the amount realized by the employees in excess of the estimated fair value of the respective
shares. We also recorded a deemed dividend of $0.8 million during the year ended December 31, 2020 for the amount paid to non-employee shareholders in
excess of the estimated fair value of the respective shares.
Key assumptions
Our Black-Scholes option-pricing model requires the input of highly subjective assumptions, including the fair value of the underlying ordinary shares, the
expected volatility of the price of our ordinary shares, the expected term of the option, risk-free interest rates and the expected dividend
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yield of our ordinary shares. These estimates involve inherent uncertainties and the application of management’s judgment. If factors change and different
assumptions are used, our share-based compensation expense could be materially different in the future.
In determining the fair value of share options granted, the following assumptions were used in the Black-Scholes option pricing model for awards granted in the
periods indicated.
Year Ended December 31,
2019
2020

Volatility
Expected term (years)
Risk-free interest rate
Dividend rate

50%
6.25
1.55%-2.54%
— %

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020

50%
6.25
0.12%-1.47%
— %

2021

50%
6.25
1.47%
— %

60%
6.25
0.64% - 0.69%
— %

Ordinary share valuations
The fair value of our ordinary shares underlying share options has historically been determined by our board of directors, with assistance from management,
based upon information available at the time of grant. Given the absence of a public trading market for our ordinary shares, and in accordance with the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants Practice Aid, Valuation of Privately-Held-Company Equity Securities Issued as Compensation, or the Practice
Aid, our board of directors has exercised reasonable judgment and considered numerous objective and subjective factors to determine the best estimate of the
fair value of our ordinary shares at each grant date. These factors included:
•

contemporaneous third-party valuations of our company and our securities;

•

our results of operations and other financial metrics;

•

our stage of development and business strategy;

•

the financial condition and operating results of publicly owned companies with similar lines of business and their historical volatility;

•

the prices of shares of our preferred shares sold to investors by us in arm’s length transactions, and the rights, preferences and privileges of our preferred
shares relative to our ordinary shares;

•

the prices of our ordinary shares and preferred shares sold to investors in arm’s length secondary transactions;

•

external market conditions, both in the United States and globally, that could affect companies in the technology sector;

•

the likelihood of a liquidity event such as an initial public offering, a merger or the sale of our company; and

•

the current lack of marketability of our ordinary shares as a private company.

The per share estimated fair value of our ordinary shares represents the determination by our board of directors of the fair value of our ordinary shares as of the
date of grant, taking into consideration the various objective and subjective factors described above, including the conclusions, if applicable, of valuations of our
ordinary shares. There are significant judgments and estimates inherent in these valuations. If we had made different assumptions than those described below,
the fair value of the underlying ordinary shares and amount of our share-based compensation expense could have differed. Following the closing of this initial
public offering, the
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fair value per share of our ordinary shares for purposes of determining share-based compensation will be the closing price of our ordinary shares as reported on
the applicable grant date.
Based on an assumed initial public offering price of $20.00 per ordinary share, the midpoint of the price range set forth on the cover page of this prospectus, the
intrinsic value of share options outstanding at March 31, 2021 was $199.0 million, of which $ 106.0 million and $93.0 million related to share options that were
vested and unvested, respectively, at that date.
Internal use software development costs
We capitalize certain development costs incurred in connection with the development of our platform and software used in operations. We also capitalize costs
related to specific upgrades and enhancements when it is probable the expenditures will result in additional functionality. Costs incurred in the preliminary
stages of development are expensed as incurred. Once an application has reached the development stage, internal and external costs, if direct and
incremental, are capitalized until the software is substantially complete and ready for its intended use. Capitalization ceases upon completion of all substantial
testing. Maintenance and training costs are expensed as incurred.
Capitalized internal-use software is amortized on a straight-line basis over its estimated useful life. The weighted-average useful life of capitalized internal-use
software is 3 years as of December 31, 2020. We evaluate the useful lives of these assets and tests for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances occur that could impact the recoverability of these assets.
During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, we capitalized software development costs of $1.5 million and $0.4 million, respectively. We did not
capitalize any software development costs during the three months ended March 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021. Amortization expense for the related
capitalized internally developed software for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 totaled $0.9
million,$1.0 million, $0.3 million and $0.3 million, respectively, and is included in cost of revenue in the consolidated statements of comprehensive loss.
We did not recognize any impairments to internal-use software during the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months period ended March
31, 2020 and 2021.
Goodwill and acquired intangible assets
Goodwill represents the excess purchase consideration of an acquired business over the fair value of the net tangible and identifiable intangible assets.
Goodwill is evaluated for impairment annually, and whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value of goodwill may not be
recoverable. Triggering events that may indicate impairment include, but are not limited to, a significant adverse change in customer demand or business
climate or a significant decrease in expected cash flows. In accordance with ASC Topic 350, Intangible—Goodwill and other , goodwill is not amortized, but
rather is subject to an impairment test. If the carrying amount of a reporting unit exceeds its fair value, an impairment loss is recognized in an amount equal to
that excess, limited by the amount of goodwill in that reporting unit.
We did not recognize any impairment charges to goodwill during the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020
and 2021.

Recent accounting pronouncements
Please see Note 2 to our audited consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this prospectus for information regarding recent accounting
pronouncements.
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Quantitative and qualitative disclosures about market risk
We are exposed to market risk from changes in exchange rates, interest rates and inflation. All of these market risks arise in the ordinary course of business, as
we do not engage in speculative trading activities. The following analysis provides additional information regarding these risks.
Foreign currency and exchange risk
Our revenue and expenses are primarily denominated in U.S. dollars. Our functional currency is the U.S. dollar. Our sales are mainly denominated in U.S.
dollars, British Pounds, Euros and Japanese Yen. A significant portion of our operating costs are in Israel, consisting principally of salaries and related personnel
expenses, and facility expenses, which are denominated in NIS. This foreign currency exposure gives rise to market risk associated with exchange rate
movements of the U.S. dollar against the NIS and other currencies. Furthermore, we anticipate that a significant portion of our expenses will continue to be
denominated in NIS. We hedge against currency risk through the use of forward currency contracts and cylinder contracts. See “Risk factors—Risks relating to
our business and industry—Our international sales and operations subject us to additional risks and costs, including the ability to engage with customers in new
geographies, exposure to foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations, that can adversely affect our business, financial condition, revenues, results of operations
or cash flows.” A hypothetical 10% change in foreign currency exchange rates applicable to our business would have an impact on our results of $5.7 million,
$7.4 million, $1.7 million and $2.7 million for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021,
respectively.
Interest rate risk
As of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021, we had cash and cash equivalents and restricted deposits of $25.4 million and $40.3 million, and short-term
investments of $30.0 million and $20.0 million, respectively. Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash in banks, bank deposits, and money market funds.
Short-term investments generally consist of bank deposits and certificates of deposit. Our cash, cash equivalents, and short-term investments are held for
working capital purposes. Such interest-earning instruments carry a degree of interest rate risk. Additionally, certain of these cash investments are maintained at
balances beyond Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or FDIC, coverage limits or are not insured by the FDIC. Accordingly, there may be a risk that we will
not recover the full principal of our cash investments. The primary objectives of our investment activities are the preservation of capital, the fulfillment of liquidity
needs and the fiduciary control of cash. We do not enter into investments for trading or speculative purposes. Due to the short-term nature of these instruments,
a hypothetical 10% change in interest rates during any of the periods presented would not have had a material impact on our historical consolidated financial
statements.
We had outstanding borrowings of $26.8 million under our Leumi Credit Facility as of December 31, 2020. The credit facility carried a variable interest rate equal
to LIBOR plus 4%. See “—Liquidity and capital resources—Credit facilities.” A hypothetical 10% change in interest rates during any of the periods presented
would not have had a material impact on our consolidated financial statements.
We had outstanding borrowings of $30.0 million under the SVB LSA as of March 31, 2021. The SVB LSA carried a variable interest equal to the greater of (i) a
floating per annum rate equal to 0.50% above the prime rate set forth in the SVB LSA or (ii) a fixed per annum rate equal to 3.75%. A hypothetical 10% change
in interest rates during any of the periods presented would not have had a material impact on our consolidated financial statements.
Impact of inflation
While it is difficult to accurately measure the impact of inflation due to the imprecise nature of the estimates required, we do not believe inflation has had a
material effect on our historical results of operations and financial condition. However, if our costs were to become subject to significant
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inflationary pressures, we may not be able to fully offset higher costs through price increases or other corrective measures, and our inability or failure to do so
could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.

Our status as an emerging growth company
Under the JOBS Act, an “emerging growth company” can take advantage of an extended transition period for complying with new or revised accounting
standards. This provision allows an “emerging growth company” to delay the adoption of new or revised accounting standards that have different transition
dates for public and private companies until those standards would otherwise apply to private companies. We meet the definition of an “emerging growth
company” and have elected to use this extended transition period for complying with new or revised accounting standards until the earlier of the date we (1) are
no longer an emerging growth company or (2) affirmatively and irrevocably opt out of the extended transition period provided in the JOBS Act. As a result, our
consolidated financial statements and the reported results of operations contained therein may not be directly comparable to those of other public companies.
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Business
Overview
Similarweb provides a leading platform for digital intelligence, delivering a trusted, comprehensive and detailed view of the digital world that empowers our
customers to be competitive in their markets. Our proprietary technology analyzes billions of digital interactions and transactions every day from millions of
websites and apps, and turns these digital signals into actionable insights. With our platform, everyone from business leaders, strategy teams, analysts,
marketers, category managers, salespeople and investors can quickly and efficiently discover the best business opportunities, identify potential competitive
threats and make critical decisions to capture market share and grow revenues.
Digital is an important growth driver for businesses today. It is quickly becoming the preferred means to find information, communicate, transact, and deliver
services. At the same time, digital has lowered the barriers to entry, accelerated the pace of business and increased competition in every market.
In this dynamic environment, businesses now have access to unprecedented amounts of digital data. However, the data generally available to them only relates
to the performance of digital properties such as web sites, apps and social media channels, that they own. Businesses have almost no visibility into the broader
behaviors of consumers, or the digital performance of competitors, partners and other players. As a result, companies operate with a lack of external visibility,
impairing their ability to execute on everything from corporate strategy to day-to-day operations. Digital intelligence cuts through this lack of visibility and gives
organizations the means to understand and gain insight from all relevant digital activity, creating significant competitive advantages.
Digital intelligence has become critical for business, but is complex and technically challenging. Online behavior consists of interactions and transactions across
many different platforms and channels and happens on a global basis. These digital interactions and transactions generate massive quantities of data, and
because of the high velocity of the digital economy, this information quickly becomes out-of-date. As a result of the diversity and scale of data, as well as the
need to keep the data current, it is extremely difficult to build and maintain a comprehensive view of all digital activity.
Our digital intelligence solutions collect billions of digital signals in the form of interactions and transactions and transform them into powerful actionable insights.
Our platform enables businesses to understand market trends, optimize traffic acquisition, understand the customer-buying journey, grow pipeline and make
better investment decisions. Our platform provides critical insights on digital behavior that allows businesses to analyze competition, recognize and defend
against emerging threats and monitor competitive strategy and tactics. To win in the digital world, including to defend existing market share and proactively drive
future growth, it has become a business imperative to embrace digital intelligence throughout the organization, from senior executives to individual contributors.
Our platform is comprehensive, reliable and timely. Our intuitive, self-service solutions empower people at all levels and functions in an organization, from entrylevel employees up to the C-suite, to make critical decisions to run their businesses. We provide all users with a single unified view of digital activity, allowing
everyone to immediately access information, digest insights and make data-driven decisions, without the need for technical specialists such as data scientists,
or expensive and time-consuming market research. This ease of use enables adoption of our platform and various solutions across organizations and
accelerates the pace of data-driven decision-making within companies.
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We believe we are recognized as a standard of measure of the digital world. Our intelligence solutions create a shared understanding of the digital world and
are used as fundamental components of the decision-making process for thousands of businesses worldwide. Our insights are frequently referenced publicly by
chief executive officers, major publications and accredited research firms to describe trends they are seeing. Our platform has become a prerequisite experience
for job opportunities and a notable skill that users highlight on LinkedIn.
We have over a decade of experience collecting and analyzing vast amounts of data. We have committed substantial resources to developing and improving our
algorithms to transform the data we ingest into actionable insights for our customers. We analyze a diverse universe of digital signals, and leverage proprietary
machine learning and predictive models, built by our dedicated team of researchers, to process the billions of data points we collect. We do not just provide
basic data; we also help answer relevant and essential questions such as:
•

”Which digital banking platform is gaining the most market share in my core geographic markets?”

•

”Which marketing channels drive the most traffic for travel businesses like mine?”

•

“Which of my competitor’s products are selling the most on Amazon? What other marketplaces is my competitor using to sell their product?”

•

“What is the most important factor in my prospect’s buying decision?”

•

“What does daily digital traffic suggest about the performance of companies in my portfolio against stock market expectations?”

We generate revenue through paid subscription solutions across various pricing tiers based on feature set, geographic coverage and number of users. In
addition, we have a free offering that offers access to a wide range of basic services, providing customers with a subset of the robust insights and analytics
offered by our feature-rich paid subscriptions. Our free offering drives awareness and enables potential customers to realize the value they can drive from our
paid offerings.
We have a highly efficient dual-pronged sales approach with both inbound and outbound sales motions, which includes a global sales force supported by a
team of technical and data experts. Our direct sales team engages with our largest customers while our inside sales team engages with our smaller customers.
Post-sale, we continually engage with our customers through support services and proactive account management team check-ins, and often upsell customers
to new solutions as they see the value in the platform and want to add additional feature sets, geographic coverage, users and categories of digital intelligence
solutions. Once a customer starts to realize the value of our platform by deploying one of our solutions in their business, they often significantly increase their
usage of our platform.
We sell to companies across a wide range of industries such as retail, consumer packaged goods, travel, consumer finance, consultancies, marketing and
advertising agencies, media and publishers, business-to-business software, logistics, payment processors and institutional investors. As of March 31, 2021, we
had 2,874 paying customers, including 9 of the top 10 technology organizations, 7 of the top 10 financial services organizations, 5 of the top 10 retail
organizations, 7 of the top 10 household products organizations and 5 of the top 7 apparel organizations in the Fortune 500. We generated in excess of
$100,000 ARR from 16 of these 33 top companies as of March 31, 2021.
Our business has grown rapidly and is capital efficient. For the year ended December 31, 2020, we grew our revenue by 32% compared to the year ended
December 31, 2019, while consuming less than $5.0 million of free cash flow. For the three months ended March 31, 2021, we grew our revenue by 43%
compared to the three months ended March 31, 2020, while generating $1.9 million of free cash flow. Since inception, we have raised $136.6 million of primary
capital and we
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had $55.4 million and $60.3 million of cash, cash equivalents, short-term investments and restricted deposits as of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021,
respectively. We generated revenue of $70.6 million and $93.5 million in the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, and $20.6 million and
$29.4 million in the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, respectively. We had negative operating cash flow of $9.7 million and $3.8 million and had
negative free cash flow of $11.5 million and $4.9 million in years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively. We generated operating cash flow of $0.5
million and $2.3 million, respectively, and had positive free cash flow of $0.3 million and $1.9 million in the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021,
respectively. See the section titled “—Non-GAAP financial measures—Free cash flow” for additional information regarding free cash flow, a measure that is not
calculated under GAAP. For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the thee months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, our net loss was $17.7
million, $22.0 million, $6.2 million and $12.1 million, respectively.

Industry background
Digital is now the point of engagement
Over the last two decades, industries have been transformed by an accelerating shift to digital. This trend has spurred innovation and disruption across
industries, with digital becoming the primary point of engagement between businesses and their customers, employees and partners worldwide. According to
Insider Intelligence, in 2020, U.S. adults spent nearly 8 hours per day consuming digital media across all devices. This daily usage is driven by changes in the
way people interact. According to IDC, the number of global daily digital interactions per connected person has increased from 584 in 2015 to 1,426 in 2020.
Daily usage is also affected by changes in the way people transact. According to a January 2021 Digital Commerce 360 analysis, U.S. e-commerce penetration
has increased from 11% in 2015 to 21% in 2020. Every type of transaction, from the exchange of goods to the exchange of information, is moving online at an
accelerated pace.
Digital is the driver of growth
In order to keep pace with the demands of rapidly evolving and growing digital markets, companies have made significant investments in new operational
processes and technologies, including a significant reallocation of their investments into data and intelligence to drive informed decision-making. According to
IDC, an estimated 65% of global GDP will be digitized by 2022, driving accelerated spending on digital transformation of over $6.8 trillion through 2023. These
investments often result in healthier businesses in the long term; according to SAP, over 75% of companies that have undergone digital transformation efforts
reported increased profitability.
Digital has driven growth in many aspects of businesses, including optimizing go-to-market functions, commerce, communications and research. This growth
has been further amplified by the COVID-19 pandemic, as businesses have fundamentally pivoted their operations to be more digital-driven.
Digital markets are faster moving and more competitive
In the digital world, businesses can enter new markets relatively easily and with low costs. Geography is not a barrier; new entrants do not require storefronts
and can easily outsource most corporate functions from human resources to manufacturing. Digital facilitates highly targeted and more cost-effective marketing
initiatives, meaning that the investment to reach prospective customers is now lower. The result of these digital changes to the business landscape is that
consumers have more choices, as digital expands accessible options beyond convenient physical locations to a universe of online alternatives. The lower
barriers to entry in the digital marketplace have also strained the ability of experienced companies to maintain customer and brand loyalty, as consumers now
have increased alternatives and lower switching costs. According to recent global research conducted by Opinium for Verint Systems, customer loyalty and
retention are declining, with two-thirds of consumers more likely to switch to competitors that provide better service and
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experience. Digital transformation is a way to protect market share, with 48% of customers more likely to be loyal to brands that use the latest technology to
engage and connect with them, according to the same Verint Systems study.
These dynamics have created a fast-moving digital world where market data and intelligence become stale quickly, but the need for fresh insights to inform
business decisions is more important than ever. In order to make rapid strategic pivots, business professionals must be equipped with insights into markets,
customers and opportunities derived from timely, comprehensive data. For example, digital marketing professionals cannot operate with data on consumer and
purchase intent that is out of date; they need timely insights to make decisions on a daily basis.
Digital intelligence is difficult to generate
Given the velocity and constantly evolving ways that users interact and transact across a multitude of digital channels, getting accurate and actionable timely
digital intelligence is incredibly difficult. To deliver digital intelligence, a vast and ever-growing sea of data must be processed and converted into useful insight.
In order for insight to be relevant, the data used to derive it needs to be comprehensive, timely, and granular. Once this data is collected, it must be processed
via sophisticated analytics and modeling, powered by complex algorithms and advanced data science, in order to be useful. Processing these billions of digital
signals, all flowing from a multitude of separate platforms and channels, requires a purpose-built infrastructure that that can scale to the volume of data required.
All of these challenges must be solved to deliver an effective digital intelligence solution that is accurate and actionable.
Existing approaches to digital intelligence fall short
Current approaches to digital intelligence have specific limitations:
•

Not timely. Traditional approaches, such as market research, are typically based on time-consuming data collection methodologies, such as surveys, which
tend to deliver data and insight already several months out of date by the time it is published. Alternative digital approaches are faster, but frequently only
provide refreshed data on a weekly or monthly cadence. With both approaches, by the time a query is answered, the data provided is often no longer relevant
to the business issue at hand. These approaches fail because the pace of change in the digital world means that data and insight often must be available
within hours to be useful for critical use cases.

•

Limited in scope. Many approaches provide data gathered from a single source such as focus groups, surveys, website crawling methods, apps and firstparty measurement data or a single channel such as search ads, traffic or social media. Additionally, data sets are often limited to a specific audience, certain
geographies or points in time and do not give a comprehensive and historically accurate view of the digital world. A lack of comprehensive data impairs the
caliber, fidelity and actionability of insights that can be derived from these data sources.

•

Difficult to use. Existing approaches frequently provide raw data that requires users to perform complex analyses in order to derive insights. These
approaches are not user-friendly and have complicated interfaces that require sophisticated technical know-how from PhDs, data scientists, business
analysts and developers to be used effectively, resulting in additional expenses, effort, time and manpower.

•

Rigid. Existing approaches require users to have structured queries that they want to investigate. These approaches produce narrow outputs, addressing only
the specific queries, and do not provide insights into potentially important issues of which the user may not be aware. As such, these rigid approaches rely on
users to engage in costly and time-intensive discovery, develop questions on narrow hypotheses and query data to address those narrow points, all without
offering broad insights.
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•

Siloed. Existing approaches are often designed for specific teams or functions within organizations. This creates a siloed view of digital activity where a
privileged few such as senior business leaders have insights from expensive market research or other forms of digital intelligence, while others do not.
Without a trusted, holistic and easily accessible view of digital activity, organizations cannot easily align on a unified strategy or operational approaches.

•

Not actionable. Existing approaches often lack sufficient data granularity from which an organization can derive actionable insights. Existing approaches will
frequently provide a snapshot of digital activity, without proactively providing insight about that data that recommends a course of action. For many use cases,
lack of comprehensive, timely information limits how actionable the insight is, because the information is stale before it reaches the user. In each of these
cases, the value of the digital intelligence is compromised because it cannot be translated into meaningful business activity with impact.

There is a need for actionable digital intelligence solutions
Companies need solutions to turn the vast amount of data in the digital world into actionable insights they can use to run their businesses. They need a unified,
trusted view of digital activity covering all industries, geographies, platforms and digital channels. The insights that these solutions provide need to be reliable,
timely, granular and comprehensive in order to be actionable. These insights must be delivered in digestible formats so that users from across an organization
can draw clear conclusions to improve business outcomes.

Our market opportunity
We believe that our platform provides mission critical insights to operate in a digital-first world and will be used by companies of all sizes across most industries.
We estimate that the total addressable market, or TAM, for our platform is approximately $34 billion. We calculate our market opportunity by using the total
number of global companies with 100 or more employees, which we determined by referencing independent industry data from the S&P Capital IQ database.
We then segment those companies in three cohorts across strategic accounts with 5,000 or more employees, enterprises with 1,000 to 5,000 employees and
small and medium sized businesses with 100 to 1,000 employees. We then multiply the number of companies within each cohort by the respective average
contract value per customer. The average contract value per customer is calculated by leveraging internal company data on the top two quartiles of spend per
customer by employee size and customer vertical. We believe that using the top two quartiles of customer spend within each cohort represents the expansion
opportunity available to us within new and existing accounts.
We believe we have the opportunity to increase our penetration within our potential customer base and are addressing a very small portion of our market
opportunity today. We expect our market opportunity to continue to expand as multiple secular trends shift towards digitization, including the exponential
increase in data, shift to digital commerce and broader acceleration of the digital transformation.

The Similarweb platform
Our solutions help businesses win in the digital world, empowering our users to discover and capture the best business opportunities and proactively respond to
emerging threats to the business. These solutions are powered by our proprietary technology that analyzes billions of digital interactions and transactions every
day, from millions of websites and apps, and turns these digital signals into actionable insights. Our digital intelligence solutions address the needs of users
across entire organizations, from entry-level employees to the C-suite. Our solutions are easy to use and integrated into our users’ workflows for seamless
adoption and maximum business impact. They
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provide a unified view of the digital world to power data-driven decision-making. These solutions include:
•

Digital Research Intelligence. Allows senior leaders, strategy, business intelligence, and consumer insights teams to benchmark performance against
competitors and market leaders, analyze trends in the market, conduct deeper research into specific companies and analyze audience behavior.

•

Digital Marketing. Allows marketing leaders, search engine optimization, or SEO, and content managers, pay-per-click, or PPC, and performance marketers,
affiliate marketers and media buyers to understand their competitors’ online acquisition strategies in each marketing channel, including search keyword
optimization, affiliate optimization and advertising and media buying strategies, and optimize their own strategies in response.

•

Shopper Intelligence. Allows digital commerce leadership and category and product managers to analyze a complete view of their customers’ digital
journeys, monitor consumer demand, increase brand visibility in the search process and optimize category and product level conversion in the purchase
process.

•

Sales Intelligence. Allows sales management and operations, sales representatives and account management teams to access relevant buying signals and
digital insights of their customers in order to generate more leads more quickly, enrich leads automatically and collaboratively engage with prospects and
customers.

•

Investor Intelligence. Allows portfolio managers, investment professionals, data scientists and research analysts to access an end-to-end view of market,
sector or company performance in order to ideate and monitor investment opportunities, forecast market performance and perform due diligence.

We have aggregated data for over ten years and have amassed a quality and quantity of data that is nearly impossible to replicate. Similarweb collects real-time
digital signals on virtually every website and app, and analyzes billions of search terms, digital ads, eCommerce product SKUs, articles and content pages
across digital platforms, channels, industries and geographies. Through synthesis, modeling and analysis, we transform these digital signals into timely
actionable insights.

Our competitive strengths
•

Timely. We capture digital signals as they occur and provide our customers with timely insights into the digital world that allow them to take action. Within 72
hours of a transaction or interaction, our platform analyzes relevant data and provides actionable insights to our users. In order to be able to make mission
critical decisions, our customers rely on the insights they derive from our platform to be timely and relevant. Fresh data enables companies to be flexible and
proactive in responding to developing trends and see the impact of their decisions as they occur. These timely insights make us essential in decision-making
processes and drive increased usage by our customers.

•

Comprehensive. Our insights are powered by a comprehensive set of data that is:
◦

Multi-industry. Our data set covers virtually every industry and includes additional granularity on sub-industries and companies, providing our customers
with a comprehensive understanding of their market and adjacent competitive landscapes.

◦

Global. Our data set provides global and country-specific views of digital activity helping our customers create strategies across any geography.

◦

Multi-platform. We are able to generate a robust data set by aggregating data from all of the various sources that people use to interact and transact
digitally. We collect data across
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desktop, mobile web, iOS and Android, allowing us to provide our customers with a complete picture of digital activity.
◦

Multi-channel. We analyze data across a variety of channels, including direct traffic, organic and paid search, referrals, display banners, video, e-mail
and social media. By measuring engagement across digital channels, we are able to deliver deeper and more valuable insights than point solutions that
focus on a single channel or subset of channels.

•

Intuitive. We deliver powerful insights that customers can access through our easy-to-use platform. Our platform does not require a complex analytical skill
set or technical expertise to derive value; rather we offer a consumer-oriented user interface that is delightful to use and easy to understand. This ease of use
means that anyone in an organization can easily leverage our platform to power data-driven decision making.

•

Proactive. Our platform proactively highlights insights and takeaways in a way that any business user can understand. Our dynamic interface provides all
relevant information in a digestible manner, allowing users to have all of the information they need to understand performance and make decisions. Through
our machine learning capabilities, we proactively anticipate and deliver relevant data, preventing users from needing to run multiple data queries or know all of
the potential questions they need to ask ahead of time. For example, our platform will alert a sales lead to engage a prospective customer based on
observation of the right buying signals.

•

Unified. Our platform provides a unified view of digital intelligence. All members of an organization using our platform can see the same output from the
same data set, allowing decision-making processes to become easier as everyone has access to the same data. The democratization of access to the digital
insights that our platform provides fosters collaboration across hierarchies and teams within an organization and enables us to be the single source of truth.

•

Actionable. Our platform not only collects data, but also provides insights that answer relevant questions to help drive critical business decisions. Customers
can easily use our API to integrate our data and insights into their own bespoke analytical models. Our platform is built to provide granular data including
brand, product or page level engagement critical to creation of actionable insights. Additionally, our platform’s up-to-date data enables businesses to take
action on information while it is still relevant. In today’s fast-moving world, our timely, comprehensive data collection and dynamic insight creation enables
organizations to optimize decision making without compromising on speed.

Our growth strategy
We intend to drive the growth of our business through the following strategies:
•

Acquire new customers. We believe there is substantial opportunity to continue to grow our customer base. Leveraging our efficient go-to-market function,
we plan to bring new customers across all geographies and industries to our platform. Our platform is broadly applicable, tracking digital activity across
approximately 210 industries and 190 countries. As digital intelligence becomes an even greater point of emphasis for companies and investors, we believe
we are well positioned to grow our share within our current market, as well as add new customers who previously had not been in the market for digital
intelligence solutions.

•

Expand spend from existing customers . Our large base of customers represents a significant opportunity for future sales expansion. We plan to increase
spend from existing customers as they add more solutions to get even more value from our platform. We have seen a consistent land-and-expand trend with
our customers as they generate value from using our platform, and subsequently add additional users and use cases to their subscriptions. We strategically
deploy
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our sales team to offer support and manage our largest accounts, often helping them identify additional opportunities to derive benefits from our solution.
•

Continue innovation and technology leadership . Our success is dependent on our ability to sustain innovation and technology leadership in order to
maintain our competitive advantage. While we have the most comprehensive offering in the market today, we plan to add new features and functionality to
continue to drive deeper insights for our customers. We intend to continue to invest in expanding our product and engineering staff to innovate and develop
additional solutions that expand our capabilities and facilitate the extension of our platform to new use cases.

•

Further democratize access. We plan to expand the functionality and accessibility of our platform, enabling even further adoption among existing and new
customers. We plan to continually add new types of insights and features to our platform, expanding potential use cases. We believe that by democratizing
access to info and insights even further, our platform will become an even more critical component of the decision-making process for businesses worldwide.

•

Pursue M&A opportunities. We intend to continue to evaluate strategic acquisitions and investments in businesses and technologies to drive solution and
market expansion.

Our solutions
Our solutions help businesses win in the digital world, empowering our users to discover and capture the best business opportunities and proactively respond to
emerging threats to the business. These solutions are powered by our proprietary technology that analyzes billions of digital interactions and transactions every
day, from millions of websites and apps, and turns these digital signals into actionable insights. Our digital intelligence solutions address the needs of users
across entire organizations, from entry-level employees to the C-suite. Our solutions are easy to use and integrated into our users’ workflows for seamless
adoption and maximum business impact. They provide a unified view of the digital world to power data-driven making. These solutions include:

Digital research intelligence allows senior leaders, strategy, business intelligence, and consumer insights teams to efficiently and quickly optimize business
performance, capture market share, mitigate overall business risk and identify opportunities for growth. This solution enables users to benchmark digital
performance and conversion rates, evaluate market size and trends, reveal a competitor’s digital strategy, optimize product launch strategies, conduct deeper
research into specific companies and analyze audience behavior across devices, channels and geographies.
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Examples of business objectives and questions that can be addressed by our Digital Research Intelligence solution include:
Strategy formation

Revenue maximization

Risk mitigation

•

“What is the size and growth rate of the online banking industry in the US?“

•

“Which online marketplace is gaining the most market share?“

•

“What is a good conversion rate in the apparel industry?“

•

“What news topics are drawing the highest engagement with audiences ?“

•

“In which geographies and marketing channels are my competitors outpacing my online growth?”

•

“To which competitors and topics am I losing audience engagement?”

Digital Marketing Intelligence allows marketing leaders, SEO and content managers, PPC and performance marketers, affiliate marketers and media buyers
to grow traffic across marketing channels, increase traffic acquisition and optimize funnel conversion. This solution helps users to uncover competitors’ online
marketing strategies, benchmark relative marketing spend efficiency against competitors, and assess each specific marketing channel to better understand
which keywords, partners, affiliates, creatives, ad networks, landing pages, and other channels are performing best.
Examples of business objectives and questions that can be addressed by our Digital Marketing Intelligence solution include:
Marketing spend planning

User acquisition optimization

Traffic loss mitigation

•

“Are my competitors generating more efficient acquisition gains from paid or organic channels?”

•

“From which marketing channel do travel businesses get the most traffic?”

•

“Which keywords drive the most traffic share for shoe companies?”

•

“Which digital ad types perform the best for luxury brands?”

•

“Which of my top keywords are competitors stealing traffic share from?”

•

“Which of my affiliate partners are shifting traffic to competitors?”

Shopper Intelligence allows digital commerce leadership and category and product managers to improve product and brand level conversion, boost customer
loyalty and retention and increase search optimization efficiency across marketplaces. This solution helps users to monitor customer demand and purchase
behavior across the digital journey, understand competitive demand and sales across various marketplaces and first party websites and optimize customer
selling strategies down to the brand, category and product level.
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Examples of business objectives and questions that can be addressed by our Shopper Intelligence solution include:
Strategy formation

Revenue maximization

Risk mitigation

•

“How can I get more visibility on Amazon?”

•

“On which marketplaces or first-party websites do personal care products convert better?”

•

“How much money are consumers willing to spend on my products?”

•

“What is the average purchase frequency in my category?”

•

“Which of my customers are cross-shopping? Which brands are they evaluating?”

•

“Which of my competitor’s products are selling the most on Amazon? What other marketplaces is
my competitor using to sell their product?”

Sales Intelligence allows sales management and operations, sales representatives and account management teams to efficiently grow and convert pipeline,
increase win rates and improve customer retention. This solution helps users generate new leads based on their ideal customer profile, automate lead
qualification, and enhance customer outreach and engagement with relevant buying signals and digital insights about their target customers.
Examples of business objectives and questions that can be addressed by our Sales Intelligence solution include:
Pipeline generation

Win rate optimization

Relationship building & Retention maximization

•

“What are the fastest growing eCommerce companies?”

•

“Which companies outside my CRM fit my ideal customer profile?”

•

“How can I create the most powerful pitch to win my prospect's business?”

•

“What is the most important factor for my prospect’s buying decision?”

•

“When should I engage my customers to ensure the best conversion?”

•

“What additional offerings would my customer be interested in?”

Investor Intelligence allows portfolio managers, investment professionals, data scientists and research analysts to make more informed and ultimately better
investment decisions. Our solution provides an end-to-end view of a company’s digital performance from a single platform and highlights a company’s key
performance indicators with digital traffic, activity and signals. For example, by providing insights into industry growth dynamics and market share developments
as they happen and validates the accuracy of digital key performance indicators.
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Examples of business objectives and questions that can be addressed by our Investor Intelligence solution include:
Investment ideation

Investment monitoring & Risk mitigation

Hypothesis validation

•

“Within the food and grocery sector, which company offers the best opportunity?”

•

“Is the apparel re-sale sector on track to grow this year?”

•

“In which geographies is this company experiencing the fastest growth?”

•

“How can I improve my portfolio company’s brand health and traffic?”

•

“What does daily digital traffic suggest about company performance against market expectations?”

•

“What does travel website activity predict for hotel occupancy rates next summer?”

Our approach and technology to measuring the digital world
In order to empower businesses with the insights they need to succeed, we have created a comprehensive view into the digital landscape. Over the last 10
years, we have spent substantial resources to establish our data sets, methodology and leading technology. We believe our robust data repository and our
unique prediction models powered by machine learnings represents a significant competitive advantage and is making us the de facto standard of measure for
the digital world. Our unique, multi-dimensional approach to measuring the digital world leverages the experience of a team of PhDs and data scientists to
cleanse and model vast amounts of data collected into reliable and actionable insights.
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Data Collection
We design our system to collect a diversified data universe of digital signals, constructed of statistically representative datasets that accurately draw from
sources across countries, industries, user groups and devices. We have been proactive in diversifying our data inputs such that every measure we present in
our solutions is derived from multiple sources and is self-adjusting to changes in the market. We do not acquire a significant portion of our data from a single
data partner or group of data partners, and routinely enter into agreements with additional data partners. Our sources represent over 3 billion digital interactions
and transactions per day and 2 million events per minute.
We collect our data across platforms that we classify in four distinct categories:
•

First-party direct measurement data and analytics that millions of websites and mobile app owners choose to share with Similarweb directly, giving us
visibility into specific websites and mobile apps:
Millions of website and app owners choose to share their aggregated first-party analytics directly with us. These direct measurement tools feed our machine
learning algorithms and enrich our intelligence solutions. Our solutions provide users with critical insights that empower their respective companies. These
insights help those respective users benchmark their performance relative to competitors and the market and leverage our advanced analytics to make
business decisions. In addition, given our high brand awareness and popular free offering, companies that monetize traffic often choose to publicly share firstparty analytics of website traffic and engagement data with us. As part of the process in which website and app owners register as Similarweb users, they
indicate whether they are willing to share their first party direct measurement data (such as data provided by Google Analytics) with us; the data in this
category comes from those that opt to allow such access.

•

Contributory network of a collection of consumer products that aggregate anonymous device behavioral data:
We aggregate anonymous traffic data from a collection of proprietary and third-party consumer-oriented desktop and mobile apps. These consumer apps are
provided in exchange for the ability to gather anonymous users digital activity. The data collected is used to understand website and app usage and traffic
sources. This data is sourced from diverse audiences to maintain an accurate and consistent view of the digital world over time. The data in this category is
collected pursuant to the terms of use of the respective apps, which enable the use of anonymous data subject to the terms of the privacy policies.

•

Public data capture where we use advanced algorithmic and proprietary technology that captures and indexes public data from hundreds of millions of
websites and apps:
Our public data sources represent an aggregation of online information available to the public. We employ algorithmic and proprietary automated techniques
to capture and index publicly-available data from billions of web pages and apps every month. These data sources help us to further refine our best-in-class
predictive models.

•

Partnerships with a global network of companies that collect digital signals:
We partner with a global network of companies that capture digital signals and provide us with additional data from three data types (first-party direct
measurement data, contributory network data and public data) to supplement our own direct data collection, and to provide us with additional types of data to
help us understand behavior across the digital world. These partners include consumer apps, internet operators, measurement companies and demand-side
platforms that aggregate behavioral data across websites and apps. We partner with these companies pursuant to data license or similar agreements. As part
of the process of contracting
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with such companies, we conduct due diligence on their data collection processes and privacy practices and require representations and warranties with
respect to those matters in the agreements we enter into with them.
Data synthesis
In addition to creating robust data collection methodologies, we have built sophisticated machine learning algorithms that synthesize data inputs collected for
further modeling.
•

Cleaning the inputs to remove abnormal data points, behavior anomalies and to confirm the anonymization of any personal data.

•

Matching the data points in a sequential order to identify meaningful behavioral sequences or transactional streams of events.

•

Pre-Processing the billions of data points for estimation with our proprietary URL classification system to measure website traffic by acquisition channel.

•

Blending of multiple sources and historical digital signals to attain a comprehensive learning set of digital signals.

This process aggregates these mixed data sources and types into a single data set at the website or mobile app level, removing irregularities.
Data modeling
After data has been normalized and synthesized it is then run through our specialized machine learning training to generate predictive models that provide an
accurate and consistent view of the digital world over time. This process includes:
•

Training machine learning models continuously refining for irregularities and estimation of biases in the digital signals.

•

Blending models for refined accuracy and consistency of our industry-leading estimations.

•

Reporting key insights across countries, industries, user groups and devices for an accurate view of the digital world

Data delivery
Our intelligence engine generates powerful, ready-to-use insights delivered through our platform, API or subscription-based reports to help companies and
investors make better decisions and grow intelligently. We deliver insights across a variety of digital performance indicators, including traffic and engagement,
audience, search, display, content, referrals, purchase and stock datasets.

Our commitment to privacy
We take pride in our dedication to data privacy compliance. Our data collection strategy and practice is built on the fundamental principle of collecting
information about use – not users. We are guided in all of our activities by the doctrine of “privacy by design” – we strive to avoid or minimize the collection of
personal data, and to collect only the minimal data needed for the development and maintenance of our solutions and the operation of our business. We devote
substantial efforts and resources to ensure the data we collect and how we use and share it is compliant with GDPR, CCPA and other privacy laws and
regulations.
•

Multi-step verification process is employed to ensure data collected does not contain any personally identifiable information, or PII.
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•

Anonymous and/or de-identified behavioral data is aggregated and analyzed at the site- and app-level.

•

No cookies are used to collect behavioral data. Our data is never used for individualized ad re-targeting.

Our research and development operations
Since our founding, we have invested significantly in building a best-in-class tech platform. Leveraging a team of PhDs, data scientists and big data engineers,
we have built a proprietary foundation upon which our platform operates.
Our technology platform is predicated on:
•

Innovation. We foster an innovative, fast-paced engineering culture, since our founding over 10 years ago. We have consistently developed and delivered
cutting-edge capabilities for our users. Our team of PhDs, data scientists and big data engineers first focused on disrupting competitive intelligence across
desktop, then added cross-platform capabilities across mobile web and apps, and has since evolved the platform so it integrates into user workflows, with
use case-specific products. We release products quickly and constantly refine and improve upon our leading platform.

•

Scalability. Our data is load-balanced across two Amazon Web Services regions, and each instance is able to auto-scale to accommodate the full usage of
our platform at any time. This processing power allows us to analyze the billions of digital signals that come through our platform daily and analyze them to
provide real-time insights to our users.

•

Reliability. We fully synchronize data across all regions and employ automatic failover and recovery to ensure that users do not lose their data. As a result,
we have had no downtime in the past three years.

•

Security. We have a dedicated data security team that employs the leading data security solutions and technologies to keep our operation and digital assets
secured at the highest standards. We encrypt all traffic and use authentication services to keep our platform secure. In addition to our first-party platform,
Similarweb’s API integrates with customers’ existing workflows so that they can build their own custom outputs and analyses using our data.

Our Customers
We serve a broad range of customers of all sizes across a variety of industries including agencies & consulting, consumer goods, financial services, media,
pharmaceuticals, retail, technology and travel, among others. As of March 31, 2021, we had 2,874 customers globally, including 9 of the top 10 technology
organizations, 7 of the top 10 financial services organizations, 5 of the top 10 retail organizations, 7 of the top 10 household products organizations and 5 of the
top 7 apparel organizations in the Fortune 500. We generated in excess of $100,000 ARR from 16 of these 33 top companies as of March 31, 2021.
As of March 31, 2021, 201 of our customers generated ARR of $100,000 or more, representing 49% of our total ARR. Most of these larger customers initially
began as smaller customers and increased their spend over time as they saw the value of our platform. We see a significant opportunity to continue expanding
our existing customer spend with a growing number of customers generating ARR of $1 million or more.
For the year ended December 31, 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2021, approximately 56% of revenue was generated from customers outside of
the United States, and no single customer generated more than 5% of our revenue.
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Customer Case Studies
LendingTree
Situation: LendingTree is an online financial marketplace for products like mortgages, personal loans, credit cards, insurance, and more. It matches individuals
looking for financial products with the best offer and enables easy comparisons across providers. LendingTree also has a financial wellness product that
improves financial habits and drives engagement.
LendingTree's Product Management team studies user behavior in their market so they can offer the most valuable features, tools, and functionality to users.
Building the best capabilities and prioritizing them appropriately to meet user needs is critical to LendingTree’s success, but creating this roadmap requires
visibility into audience behavior -- seeing how users interact with competitors, what capabilities were engaging them, monitoring the flow of traffic to and from
financial providers, and much more. Traditionally, it was difficult for LendingTree to obtain these insights. Existing market research techniques were expensive,
and what it was able to learn from that research was too high level and not timely enough to be actionable.
Solution: LendingTree brought in Similarweb to address this challenge. Similarweb enables LendingTree's product management team to see the flow of
consumers on competitor websites at a very granular level, and in a timely way. It gives LendingTree the visibility to gauge consumer interest in competitive
features and functionality.
Jason Simon, VP of Product Management at LendingTree states, "Similarweb definitely changed the way that LendingTree thinks about prioritization, about
product strategy, about understanding our users and how they engage. It added a whole new set of data and a whole new set of insights that just frankly didn't
exist before. Or if they existed, those insights existed behind a paywall in some really expensive report or they were only accessible to a small number of people
using highly specialized agencies that come at a premium.”
Today, this customer insight is critical in helping LendingTree determine their product strategy. Using Similarweb, LendingTree has a much better
understanding of where to invest and how to prioritize those investments.
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Rakuten Advertising
Situation: Rakuten Advertising is part of Rakuten Group, one of the world’s leading internet service companies. Its mission is to connect leading agencies,
brands and publishers to active and engaged consumers around the world. These customers need robust data and insights to stay abreast of digital marketing
trends within each vertical they service. Additionally, Rakuten Advertising is constantly broadening its network of affiliates to bring more opportunities to its
advertisers. With this expansion comes the need to ensure the network is maintaining the highest quality inventory.
Solution: Rakuten Advertising chose Similarweb to accelerate their efforts on multiple fronts, such as using third-party insights to gain a deeper understanding
of how publishers interact outside the Rakuten Advertising network with their advertisers and their advertisers’ competitors.
Using Similarweb has provided Rakuten Advertising account managers with a comprehensive and transparent view of the industry and competitive landscape.
This enables them to offer insights that improve their customer’s ad performance, resulting in more successful customers and improved relationships. Nicole
Prodoehl, Market Intelligence Manager at Rakuten Advertising, states, “The intuitive interface makes it easy for our sales team and account managers to use
when presenting directly to clients.”
Rakuten Advertising also uses Similarweb data to maintain the quality of their constantly expanding publisher network. They leverage Similarweb data to identify
new publishers while also using Similarweb data to better match publishers with advertisers already in their network.
DHL
Situation: DHL Express is a division of the German logistics company Deutsche Post DHL Group, and is one of the world’s largest providers of international
courier, parcel and express delivery services. DHL Express saw an opportunity to expand its business globally by targeting growing e-commerce businesses,
but traditionally it has been expensive and resource-intensive for DHL to identify and win these new accounts.
Solution: Using Similarweb’s Sales Solution, DHL Express is able to discover and prioritize prospects in a smarter way by using Similarweb to identify ecommerce websites which are receiving significant amounts of web traffic from countries that the e-commerce business currently doesn’t have shipping and
delivery options in. Once these accounts are identified, the DHL Express Sales team reaches out to these businesses to propose expanding their logistics
capabilities into such countries with their help. Armed with Similarweb insights, individual sales reps are able to clearly demonstrate how DHL’s shipping and
logistics services will deliver a strong ROI to the prospect. 1,400 sales reps across 100+ markets of the DHL Express sales teams are armed with the
Similarweb insights they need in order to find, qualify, and win new e-commerce customers, making this segment by far the fastest growing area of DHL’s
business. Using Similarweb’s Sales Solution, DHL Express has experienced a significant increase in new revenue.
Croud
Situation: Founded in 2011, Croud is a global, full-service, digital marketing agency that works with some of the world’s leading brands. Prior to Similarweb,
Croud had limited clarity and visibility into how its customers’ digital traffic compared to their competitors’ traffic and the market overall. Whether it was at the
brand or category level or even across an entire market, Croud needed better traffic analysis capabilities in order to provide optimal value to its customers.
Solution: Similarweb provides Croud with detailed site-level traffic data and insight into digital audience behavior, so they have visibility into the digital
performance of their customers and other players in its customers’ markets. The Croud team is able to pull valuable insights for clients -- such as traffic share for
a client in a given market or the growth of a sector over time and how a client’s
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own growth compares to it. The insights Croud gains from Similarweb help its clients improve their marketing strategy and tactics to increase share in existing
markets and drive revenue from new markets.
Duncan Nichols, Director of Strategy and Planning at Croud, states, "SimilarWeb has become an important tool for the Croud team. We use SimilarWeb to
better understand the categories our clients operate in, their share of those categories, and how it might have changed over time. That benchmarking can help
to diagnose issues with brand health, to inform market sizing and ultimately to help us spot opportunities for our clients."
Powered by Similarweb analysis, Croud has helped a leading lingerie client to fine tune their local market strategies using a variety of tactics, including adjusting
media mixes in order to reflect category benchmarks, and ad copy in order to unlock new audiences. Similarweb’s competitor app engagement metrics allowed
a leading video-on-demand client to understand how new competitors entering its market are able to attract customers. Similarweb’s detailed competitive
analysis allowed Croud to assist a leading retail homeware client in understanding their competitors’ advertising strategies. The retailer then used this insight to
make adjustments to its own media mix, significantly improving traffic share on an ongoing basis.
LEGO
Situation: LEGO is one of the most recognized and innovative toy companies in the world. Its iconic bricks have shaped our imaginations, from the playroom to
the movie theater. The LEGO Group’s mission is to inspire and develop the builders of tomorrow, while bringing joy, creativity and happiness to children.
The LEGO Groups e-commerce business represents a major portion of its overall revenue, so it’s essential for LEGO to closely monitor and manage its
performance. However, as the vast majority of that online business is done through third party retailers, LEGO has very limited visibility into its customers' online
shopping behavior. Understanding the dynamics of competing category products is even more challenging. This opacity prevents LEGO from optimizing its
overall strategy and how it communicates and advertises to customers.
Solution: Similarweb helps LEGO understand the behavior of its end customers, as well as their sales performance across all of their large retail partners
(Amazon, Walmart, etc.). With Similarweb, LEGO has visibility not only at the LEGO brand level, but at the detailed product page level. It is able to see how its
products compare with category competitors in general as well as at specific retailers. This enables LEGO to compare behavior of its customers across different
retailers. As a result, LEGO has been able to optimize and improve its customer communication and advertising strategy for each retail partner. In addition,
LEGO is also now able to provide these retail partners with the insights to help them maximize their own LEGO businesses. At scale, LEGO has seen an
improvement in its return on advertising spend (ROAS), resulting in better exposure and more effective marketing, while paying less for it. The money they save
is spent elsewhere to further improve their online sales and effectiveness.

Sales and marketing
We deploy a highly efficient approach to sales and marketing in order to grow our business. Our sales and marketing teams collaborate to create brand
awareness and demand, build a robust sales pipeline and ensure customer success, driving revenue growth. We believe that our sales and marketing model
provides us with a competitive advantage because we attract and engage new businesses efficiently and at scale, and we have established a successful upsell
motion to grow existing customer accounts.
We have a highly efficient sales organization, which includes a global sales force, technical, and data experts, and support staff, operating through both an
inbound and outbound sales motion. The inbound sales motion accounts for approximately three quarters of our new sales opportunities,
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where prospective customers display initial interest in our platform by visiting or contacting us through our website. These cost-effective leads are efficiently
converted to pipeline opportunities for our sales teams to pursue. We complement this inbound motion with an outbound motion focused on developing sales
opportunities with larger targeted accounts, where our sales representatives engage organizations based on a geographic coverage model. In general, large
enterprises are covered by our field sales team, and smaller organizations by our inside sales team. We have a team of account managers focused on
expanding and retaining our existing customer relationships by helping our customers optimize the value they derive through their usage of our platform and
solutions. We continually engage with our customers post-purchase through support services and proactive account management team check-ins, and often
upsell customers to new services as they see the value in the platform and want to add additional feature functionality, geographic coverage, users, and digital
intelligence solutions.
To drive sales, we leverage free offerings that attract and engage prospects’ interest and feature our platform capabilities. Through our website, and through a
popular browser extension, we provide free access to a wide range of basic services that provide users with a subset of our robust insights and analytics as well
as the opportunity to explore the value they could achieve from our paid offerings. Our free offerings deliver ranking and ratings of websites and apps as of a
recent date and act as an entry point for many users who often upgrade to paid subscriptions. In 2020, we attracted nearly 20 million users with these free
offerings, resulting in hundreds of thousands of sales leads. While functional and relevant to a broad swath of businesses, our free offerings offer significantly
less functionality than our paid solutions, which address specific use cases with robust insights and time series data, with granular details around web traffic,
behavior and user journey that can drive business decisions and success. We believe this tiered approach creates evangelists within organizations who see the
value of our solutions, build trust in and connection with our brand, and spread the word organically.
Our marketing efforts focus on establishing our brand, generating awareness, positioning our products in the market, creating demand, and nurturing the
Similarweb community. We focus on promoting our free products, which are integral parts of our customer acquisition process, as well as our paid solutions and
the functionality they offer. Our marketing team consists primarily of product marketing, demand generation, field and event marketing, communications and
solution campaign management. Marketing leverages both online and offline marketing activities such as events and trade shows, seminars and webinars, paid
digital advertising, content marketing, search engine optimization, and email marketing. Our content marketing efforts include publication of educational content,
whitepapers, case studies, and blogs. Our marketing team also creates and publishes digital research, backed by insights derived from our platform that
effectively capture media attention through our public relation efforts. As Similarweb is increasingly recognized by media and analysts as the measure of the
digital world, our earned media coverage has risen significantly. In 2020, Similarweb data was featured in over 3,000 print and digital articles, including dozens
of features in leading publications such as the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Financial Times, driving significant brand awareness in our target
markets.

Our competition
As the world shifts to digital we are disrupting manual legacy approaches with our cloud-based digital intelligence platform. The approaches we are disrupting
include market research companies such as Gfk Group and Kantar Group, traditional media measurement solutions such as Nielsen Corporation and
comScore, Inc., project-based approaches to specific business challenges provided by management consulting companies (e.g. McKinsey & Company, Bain &
Company and Accenture plc) and marketing and media buying advertising agencies (e.g. WPP plc, Omnicom Group and Interpublic Group).
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While we do not believe there are companies that offer the breadth and depth of digital intelligence we offer, there are companies addressing narrow market
segments such as digital marketing (e.g. SEMrush), or mobile application data (e.g. AppAnnie).
We believe we compete favorably, and customers select us based on a number of factors, including:
•

market vision and pace of product innovation;

•

ability to deliver reliable, timely insights;

•

breadth and depth of data and insights;

•

ease of use;

•

digital market expertise;

•

adaptability to a broad range of use cases;

•

brand awareness and reputation;

•

scalability and availability;

•

pricing and total cost of ownership;

•

security and data privacy; and

•

quality of customer support.

Talent and culture
Our employees are critical to our success. We aim to create an environment that is equitable and inclusive in which our employees can grow and advance their
careers, with the overall goal of developing, expanding and retaining our workforce to support and grow our business.
As of March 31, 2021, we had 691 employees, including 444 in Israel, 140 in the United States, 80 in Europe and 27 in Asia Pacific. None of our employees are
represented by a labor union with respect to his or her employment with us. In certain countries in which we operate, such as France, we are subject to, and
comply with, local labor law requirements, which may automatically make our employees subject to industry-wide collective bargaining agreements. We have not
experienced any work stoppages and we consider our relations with our employees to be good.
Inclusion and Diversity. We aspire to be a diverse, equitable, and inclusive company where employees are empowered to bring their whole, authentic selves to
work every day. At Similarweb, we believe in the people who work for us. As part of our investment in our people, we make diversity, equity, and inclusion a
priority. By recognizing and celebrating our differences, we cultivate an environment that’s the right fit for every person inside of it. We have expanded our
recruiting efforts at schools and job fairs focused on minorities and other diversity dimensions to create and sustain a more inclusive and diverse environment.
We launched, support and are expanding our employee resource groups, which are groups of our employees that voluntarily join together based on shared
characteristics, life experiences or interest around particular activities.
Corporate Social and Environmental Responsibility . Our values, rooted in trust, integrity, and collaboration, lay the foundation for our commitment to corporate
social and environmental responsibility. Beyond creating exciting technologies that assist our customers in effectively competing and succeeding in their
respective industries, we believe that to be truly successful, it is crucial that we do our part to improve the world for current and future generations. For us, that
means we are committed to protecting our planet by minimizing our environmental impact, striving to contribute our time, talent and resources to strengthen the
communities where we do business, and engaging in ethical practices.
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Growth and development. We support ongoing development of our workforce with multiple learning solutions within Similarweb, providing opportunities for our
employees to improve their technical and professional knowledge, better understand our business and products, and strengthen management and leadership.
We provide our employees with continuous learning opportunities that allow them to evolve their career at Similarweb and grow together with us, ensuring we
remain the cutting edge of digital intelligence. We leverage the knowledge and experience that exists within our employee base to build communities and
enhance peer relationships through mentorship, coaching and other knowledge sharing platforms, all of which are customized to meet the needs of our
business, culture, and people.
Workforce planning and retention. We provide competitive compensation and benefit packages worldwide to attract, recruit and retain a diverse and passionate
workforce. We encourage open dialogue and empower our employees to share honest feedback to allow us to constantly grow and improve our business. This
is an essential part of our culture. We conduct regular employee surveys to solicit feedback and assess employee satisfaction. The views expressed in the
employee surveys influence our people strategy and policies. We also use employee survey information, headcount data and cost analyses to gain insights into
how and where we work.
In addition to the traditional employee benefits, we offer many advantages that support the well-being and overall experience of our employee base. Acting as a
global company is one of the most important pillars that our organization stands on and is the foundation of who we are and how we work together. We make
sure to stay competitive in every market in which we operate and adopt local employee practices as needed. In addition, we offer our people a global and
holistic employee experience through their entire life cycle: from global onboarding training to new employees, to celebration of international holidays and
participation in all global events, accommodating the different cultures and perspectives. Our employees are exposed to a wide range of perspectives, opinions,
and cultures, which strengthens our global community as well as helps us better support our customers from around the world.

Intellectual property
Our intellectual property and our rights to use and protect it are important to the success of our business. We rely on a combination of copyright, trademark,
trade secret and patent laws in the United States and other jurisdictions, as well as license agreements, confidentiality procedures, non-disclosure agreements
with third parties, and other contractual protections, to protect our intellectual property rights, including our proprietary technology, algorithms, digital insight data,
software, know-how and brand. We utilize open source products in various parts of our software and applications in accordance with the respective licenses of
those products.
Generally, we do not use patents to protect our intellectual property. As of March 31, 2021, we own two patents, one in the United States and one in Finland,
acquired from a third party in 2015. As of March 31, 2021, we owned one registered trademark in the United States and 19 registered trademarks in
various additional jurisdictions. As we continue to expand, we may face challenges registering for or obtaining trademarks in other jurisdictions.
Although we rely on intellectual property rights, including copyrights, trademarks and trade secrets, as well as contractual protections to establish and protect our
proprietary rights, we believe that factors such as the technological and creative skills of our personnel, creation of new services, features and functionality, and
frequent enhancements to our platform are more essential to establishing and maintaining our technology leadership position.
We control access to and use of our proprietary technology and other confidential information through the use of internal and external controls, including
contractual protections with employees, contractors, customers and partners. We require our employees, consultants and other third parties to enter into
confidentiality and proprietary rights agreements and we control and monitor access to our software, documentation, proprietary digital insights data, proprietary
technology and other
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confidential information. Our policy is to require all employees and independent contractors to sign agreements assigning to us any inventions, trade secrets,
works of authorship, developments, processes and other intellectual property generated by them on our behalf and under which they agree to protect our
confidential information. In addition, we generally enter into confidentiality agreements with our customers and partners. For additional information about the
risks relating to our intellectual property, see the section titled “Risk factors—Risks relating to our intellectual property and technology.”

Regulatory considerations
The legal environment of Internet-based businesses is evolving rapidly in Israel, the United States and elsewhere. The manner in which existing laws and
regulations are interpreted and applied in this environment, and how they will relate to our business in particular, in Israel, the United States and internationally,
is often unclear and/or non-uniform. Our ability to operate our business and provide our services relies heavily on the collection and use of information. This
presents legal challenges to our business and operations, such as with respect to data protection and data privacy or intellectual property rights. Both in the
United States and internationally, we must monitor and comply with a host of legal concerns regarding the collection of data we require in order to provide our
products to our customers. In recent years, there has been an increase in attention to and regulation of data protection and data privacy across the globe, the
Federal Trade Commission’s increasingly active approach to enforcing data privacy in the United States, as well as the enactment of GDPR, which took effect in
May 2018, the CCPA, which took effect in January 2020 and the CPRA, which is expected to take effect on July 1, 2023.
Data privacy and security laws
In the EU, the GDPR imposes stringent privacy, data protection and information security requirements, which include expanded requirements to disclose to data
subjects how their personal data is used and increased rights for data subjects to access, control and delete their personal data. Furthermore, there are
mandatory data breach notification requirements and significantly increased penalties of the greater of €20 million or 4% of global turnover for the preceding
financial year.
In addition to the GDPR, the European Commission has another regulation that focuses on a person’s right to conduct a private life (in contrast to the GDPR,
which focuses on protection of personal data). The legislation, known as the ePrivacy Regulation was enacted in 2019 and replaced the previous ePrivacy
Directive, and includes, among other things, enhanced consent requirements in order to collect and process user data in the EU. As the ePrivacy Regulation
includes enhanced consent requirements in order to collect and process customer data in the EU, changes we may need to implement in order to comply with
this Regulation may negatively impact our contributory network.
Pursuant to applicable regulations including the GDPR, we maintain policies concerning the collection, processing, use and retention of information, including
personal data.
In the United States, we are subject to Federal and state laws and regulations regarding privacy and information security. California also recently enacted
legislation, the CCPA, which went into effect on January 1, 2020, which affords consumers expanded privacy protections. The CCPA also provides for civil
penalties for violations, as well as a private right of action for data breaches that may increase data breach litigation.
Since the enactment of CCPA, new privacy and data security laws have been proposed in more than half of the states in the United States and in the U.S.
Congress, reflecting a trend toward more stringent privacy legislation in the United States, which trend may accelerate following the 2020 U.S. presidential
election. We expect that there will continue to be new proposed laws, regulations and industry standards concerning privacy, data protection and information
security in the United States and other jurisdictions, and we cannot determine the impact such future laws, regulations
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and standards may have on our business. We could be subject to legal claims, government action, or harm to our reputation or incur significant remediation
costs if we experience a security breach or our practices fail, or are seen as failing, to comply with our policies or with applicable laws concerning PII.
We collect a significant amount of the data used to provide our services through automated data collection means. Changes in the global laws that govern this
practice and increased regulation and enforcement of those laws could increase our legal costs and disrupt a primary source of our data collection capabilities.
In recent years, there have been a number of well-publicized data breaches involving the improper use and disclosure of individuals’ personal information of
individuals. Many governing authorities have responded to these incidents by enacting laws requiring holders of personal information to maintain safeguards
and to take certain actions in response to a data breach, such as providing prompt notification of the breach to affected individuals and public officials, or
amending existing laws to expand compliance obligations.
Copyrights & trademarks
U.S. and international copyright and trademark laws protect the rights of third parties from infringement of their intellectual property. The user interface
displaying the digital insights and related information included on our platform generally includes the favicon (website or app icon) for the relevant website or
app. We respond to occasional takedown requests by third-party intellectual property right owners that might result from the inclusion or display of these favicons
in our platform and remove these favicons where necessary. As our business expands to other countries, we must also respond to regional and country-specific
intellectual property considerations, including takedown and cease-and-desist notices, including in foreign languages, and we must build infrastructure to
support these processes. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act, or DMCA, also applies to our business. This statute provides a safe harbor that is intended to
reduce the liability of online service providers for listing or linking to third-party websites or hosting content that infringes copyrights of others. The copyright
infringement policies that we follow for our platform are intended to satisfy the DMCA safe harbor.

Our facilities
Our headquarters is located in Tel-Aviv, Israel, where we lease approximately 51,000 square feet, which lease will expire in 2027. We have other offices
including New York, Burlington, San Francisco, London, Sydney, Paris and Tokyo. These offices are leased, and we do not own any real property. We believe
that our current facilities are adequate to meet our current needs.

Legal proceedings
From time to time, we are involved in various legal proceedings arising from the normal course of business activities. We are not presently a party to any
litigation the outcome of which, we believe, if determined adversely to us, would individually or taken together have a material adverse effect on our business,
operating results, cash flows or financial condition. Defending such proceedings is costly and can impose a significant burden on management and employees.
The results of any current or future litigation cannot be predicted with certainty, and regardless of the outcome, litigation can have an adverse impact on us
because of defense and settlement costs, diversion of management resources and other factors.
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Corporate structure
The following diagram illustrates our corporate structure as of the date of this prospectus. All ownership is 100%.
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Management
Executive officers and directors
The following table sets forth the name and position of each of our executive officers and directors as of March 31, 2021:
Name

Age

Position

Executive Officers
Or Offer
Benjamin Seror
Jason Schwartz

37
41
49

Co-Founder, Chief Executive Officer and Director
Co-Founder and Chief Product Officer
Chief Financial Officer

Directors
Joshua Alliance
Harel Beit-On
Russell Dreisenstock
Gili Iohan

31
61
52
45

Director
Director
Director
Director

Executive officers
Or Offer founded our Company in 2009 and has served as our Chief Executive Officer and as a member of our board of directors since that time. Mr. Offer was
also a founding partner at AfterDownload (acquired by IronSource) and is an active investor in a number of startups. Mr. Offer holds a B.A. in Information
Technology and Marketing from The Interdisciplinary Center in Herzliya, Israel. We believe that Mr. Offer is qualified to serve on our board of directors because
of the perspective and experience he brings as our Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer.
Benjamin Seror is one of our co-founders and has served as our Chief Product Officer since September 2012. Prior to co-founding Similarweb, Mr. Seror led the
design and development of several multi-screen ad networks, including Red Loop Media from December 2011 to October 2012 and Amdocs from June 2007 to
January 2009. Prior to Red Loop Media, Mr. Seror led the design and development of Causebee Ltd, a company focused on helping non-profit organizations
raise money through digital means from January 2009 to December 2011. Mr. Seror holds a B.S. and M.S. in Applied Mathematics from University Paris IX
(Dauphine) and ENSAE (Ecole Nationale de La Statistiques appliquee a l’economie).
Jason Schwartz has served as our Chief Financial Officer since October 2015. Prior to joining Similarweb, Mr. Schwartz served as the Chief Financial Officer at
several technology companies, including Clarizen from April 2012 to October 2015, ActivePath from August 2010 to April 2012, Actimize (acquired by NICE
Systems) from June 2006 to June 2010 and Cyota (acquired by RSA) from January 2005 to May 2006. Prior to those positions, Mr. Schwartz served as Vice
President of Finance and Chief Financial Officer at Shopping.com beginning in March 2000 and through the company’s initial public offering in 2004. Earlier in
his career, Mr. Schwartz worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP from 1993 to 2000. Mr. Schwartz is a Certified Public Accountant and holds a B.S. in
accounting from Yeshiva University.
Directors
Joshua Alliance has served as a member of our board of directors since October 2011. Mr. Alliance also serves as a Non-Executive director of N Brown Group
plc as well as a member of the board of directors of a number of private companies, including SparkBeyond, PetsPyjamas, Woo.io and Moon Active. He has
previously served as a board member of Spot.IM, where he served from June 2012 to
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June 2018, and WorkAngel Technology, where he served from November 2012 to its sale in July 2017. He served as Head of Innovation of N Brown Group plc
from May 2015 through November 2020. Mr. Alliance received his bachelors at The University of Manchester. We believe Mr. Alliance is qualified to serve on
our board of directors because of his experience advising leading technology companies.
Harel Beit-On has served as a member of our board of directors since June 2017. Mr. Beit-On is one of the co-founders of the Viola Group, which he co-founded
in 2000, and is one of the original co-founders of Viola Ventures and the Founder of Viola Growth, where he serves as General Partner. Mr. Beit-On previously
served as the Chief Executive Officer, President & Chairman of Tecnomatix, a leading provider of complete enterprise software solutions for process
management and collaboration, where he led the company from 1994 to 2005. In 2005, he led the successful sale of Tecnomatix to UGS, a global leader in the
Product Lifecycle Management, for $228 million. Mr. Beit-On serves as the Chairman of the Board of Gaon Group and Gaon Holdings and has served in this
role since 2013. He also serves as a board member of Playbuzz (ex.co), which he joined in October 2017, Behalf, which he joined in September 2016, and
Cyberint, which he joined in June 2018. Mr. Beit-On previously served as Chairman of the Board of ECtel from 2004 to 2006, Chairman of the Board of Matomy
from January 2017 to June 2018 and Chairman of the Board of Lumenis, Israel’s largest medical device company from 2007 to 2015, where he led a $150
million investment and led the company’s turnaround eventually resulting in its sale to XIO Group for $510 million in 2015. Mr. Beit-On received his B.A. in
Economics from The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, where he presently serves as Chairman of the Board, and an MBA from the MIT Sloan School of
Management. Mr. Beit-On is a seasoned executive with over 30 years of management leadership in the IT industry and an extensive investment and exit record.
We believe Mr. Beit-On is qualified to serve on our board of directors due to his extensive experience advising leading technology and finance companies.
Russell Dreisenstock has served as a member of our board of directors since March 2017. Since July 2016, Mr. Dreisenstock has served as the Head of
International Investments at Naspers Ventures, partnering with entrepreneurs to build leading technology companies in high-growth markets. Mr. Dreisenstock
has also served as a member of the board of directors of Movile Mobile Commerce Holdings, a platform for development of mobile content and commerce in
Latin America, from September 2016 to September 2017. Mr. Dreisenstock received his CA (SA) in B.Compt. with Honors from the University of South Africa.
We believe Mr. Dreisenstock is qualified to serve on our board of directors because of his experience advising companies and founders to build global
technology companies.
Gili Iohan has served as a member of our board of directors since October 2020. Ms. Iohan is currently a general partner at ION Crossover Partners, an Israeli
based cross-over fund. Ms. Iohan has served on the board of directors of Fiverr International Ltd., an Israeli online marketplace for freelancers since April 2019,
and Varonis Systems, Inc., a company producing data security and insider threat detection software since April 2017. Ms. Iohan previously served as chief
financial officer of Varonis Systems from 2005 to 2017. Prior to that, she was a partner at Nextage Ltd., a financial services advisory firm, and served as chief
financial officer in several hi-tech companies, including SolarEdge Technologies, Inc. Ms. Iohan holds a B.A. and M.B.A. from Tel Aviv University in Israel. We
believe Ms. Iohan is qualified to serve on our board of directors because of her experience advising and investing in leading technology and finance companies.

Corporate governance practices
As an Israeli company, we are subject to various corporate governance requirements under the Companies Law. However, pursuant to regulations promulgated
under the Companies Law, companies with shares traded on certain U.S. stock exchanges, including the NYSE, may, subject to certain conditions, “opt out”
from the Companies Law requirements to appoint external directors and related Companies Law rules concerning the composition of the audit committee and
compensation committee of the board of directors (other than the gender diversification rule under
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the Companies Law, which requires the appointment of a director from the other gender if at the time a director is appointed all members of the board of
directors are of the same gender). In accordance with these regulations, we elected to “opt out” from such requirements of the Companies Law. Under these
regulations, the exemptions from such Companies Law requirements will continue to be available to us so long as: (1) we do not have a “controlling
shareholder” (as such term is defined under the Companies Law), (2) our shares are traded on certain U.S. stock exchanges, including the NYSE, and (3) we
comply with the director independence requirements and the audit committee and compensation committee composition requirements under U.S. laws
(including applicable NYSE rules) applicable to U.S. domestic issuers.
After the closing of this offering, we will be a “foreign private issuer” (as such term is defined in the Securities Act). As a foreign private issuer, we will be
permitted to comply with Israeli corporate governance practices instead of the NYSE corporate governance rules, provided that we disclose which requirements
we are not following and the equivalent Israeli requirement.
We intend to rely on this “foreign private issuer exemption” with respect to the quorum requirement for shareholder meetings and with respect to the
nominating/corporate governance committee composition requirements. Whereas under the corporate governance rules of NYSE, a quorum requires the
presence, in person or by proxy, of holders of at least 33 1/3% of the total issued outstanding voting power of our shares at each general meeting of
shareholders, pursuant to our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, and as permitted under the
Companies Law, the quorum required for a general meeting of shareholders will consist of at least two shareholders present in person or by proxy in
accordance with the Companies Law, who hold or represent at least 33 1/3% of the total outstanding voting power of our shares, except if (i) any such general
meeting of shareholders was initiated by and convened pursuant to a resolution adopted by the board of directors and (ii) at the time of such general meeting,
we qualify as a “foreign private issuer,” in which case the requisite quorum will consist of two or more shareholders present in person or by proxy who hold or
represent at least 25% of the total outstanding voting power of our shares (and if the meeting is adjourned for a lack of quorum, the quorum for such adjourned
meeting will be, subject to certain exceptions, any number of shareholders).In addition, whereas the NYSE rules require the nominating/corporate governance
committee to be composed entirely of independent directors, it is not required under the Companies Law, and as such, our board of directors will appoint the
members of our nominating and corporate governance committee. We otherwise intend to comply with the rules generally applicable to U.S. domestic
companies listed on NYSE. We may, however, in the future decide to use the “foreign private issuer exemption” and opt out of some or all of the other corporate
governance rules.

Board of directors
Under the Companies Law and our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, our business and affairs will be
managed under the direction of our board of directors. Our board of directors may exercise all powers and may take all actions that are not specifically granted
to our shareholders or to executive management. Our Chief Executive Officer (referred to as a “general manager” under the Companies Law) is responsible for
our day-to-day management. Our Chief Executive Officer is appointed by, and serves at the discretion of, our board of directors, subject to his employment
agreement. All other executive officers are appointed by the Chief Executive Officer, subject to applicable corporate approvals, and are subject to the terms of
any applicable employment or consulting agreements that we may enter into with them.
Under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, the number of directors on our board of directors will be
no less than three and no more than 11 directors divided into three classes with staggered three-year terms. Each class of directors consists, as nearly as
possible, of one-third of the total number of directors constituting the entire
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board of directors. At each annual general meeting of our shareholders, the election or re-election of directors following the expiration of the term of office of the
directors of that class of directors will be for a term of office that expires on the third annual general meeting following such election or re-election. Therefore,
beginning with the annual general meeting of 2022, each year the term of office of only one class of directors will expire.
Our directors will be divided among the three classes as follows:
•

the Class I directors will be Joshua Alliance and Russell Dreisenstock, and their terms will expire at the annual general meeting of shareholders to be held in
2022;

•

the Class II directors, will be Harel Beit-On and Gili Iohan, and their terms will expire at our annual meeting of shareholders to be held in 2023; and

•

the Class III director will be Or Offer, and his term will expire at our annual meeting of shareholders to be held in 2024.

Our directors will be appointed by a simple majority vote of holders of our ordinary shares, participating and voting at an annual general meeting of our
shareholders. However, in the event of a contested election, the following rules will apply instead:
•

the method of calculation of the votes and the manner in which the resolutions will be presented to our shareholders at the general meeting will be determined
by our board of directors in its discretion, and

•

in the event that our board of directors does not or is unable to make a determination on such matter, then the directors will be elected by a plurality of the
voting power represented at the general meeting in person or by proxy and voting on the election of directors (which shall mean that the top “for” votes
receiving nominees up to the number of board seats being filled in such election will be elected to the board of directors).

Each director will hold office until the annual general meeting of our shareholders for the year in which such director’s term expires, unless the tenure of such
director expires earlier pursuant to the Companies Law or unless such director is removed from office as described below.
Under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, the approval of the holders of at least 65% of the total
voting power of our shareholders is generally required to remove any of our directors from office or amend the provision requiring the approval of at least 65% of
the total voting power of our shareholders to remove any of our directors from office. In addition, vacancies on our board of directors (whether such vacancy is
due to a director no longer serving or due to the number of directors serving being less than the maximum number stated in our articles of association) may only
be filled by a vote of a simple majority of the directors then in office. A director so appointed will hold office until the next annual general meeting of our
shareholders for the election of the class of directors in respect of which the vacancy was created. In the case of a vacancy due to the number of directors being
less than the maximum number of directors stated in our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, the new
director filling the vacancy will serve until the next annual general meeting of our shareholders for the election of the class of directors to which such director was
assigned by our board of directors.
Chairperson of the board of directors
Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering provide that the chairperson of the board of directors is
appointed by the members of the board of directors from among them. Under the Companies Law, the chief executive officer of a public company, or a relative
of the chief executive officer, may not serve as the chairperson of the board of directors, and the chairperson of the board of directors, or a relative of the
chairperson, may not
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be vested with authorities of the chief executive officer unless approved by a special majority of the company’s shareholders. The shareholders’ approval can be
effective for a period of five years following an initial public offering, and subsequently, for additional periods of up to three years.
In addition, a person who is subordinated, directly or indirectly, to the chief executive officer may not serve as the chairperson of the board of directors, the
chairperson of the board of directors may not be vested with authorities that are granted to persons who are subordinated to the chief executive officer and the
chairperson of the board of directors may not serve in any other position in the company or in a controlled subsidiary, but may serve as a director or chairperson
of a controlled subsidiary.
External directors
Under the Companies Law, companies incorporated under the laws of the State of Israel that are “public companies,” including companies with shares listed on
the NYSE, are required to appoint at least two external directors. Pursuant to regulations promulgated under the Companies Law, companies with shares traded
on certain U.S. stock exchanges, including the NYSE, which do not have a “controlling shareholder,” may, subject to certain conditions, opt out from the
Companies Law requirements to appoint external directors and related Companies Law rules concerning the composition of the audit committee and
compensation committee of the board of directors. In accordance with these regulations, we elected to opt out from the Companies Law requirement to appoint
external directors and related Companies Law rules concerning the composition of the audit and compensation committees of the board of directors. Our
election to exempt our company from compliance with the external director requirements can be reversed at any time by our board of directors or in the event
that a shareholder becomes a “controlling shareholder.”

Appointment rights
Pursuant to our articles of association in effect prior to this offering, certain of our shareholders had rights to appoint members of our board of directors. All rights
to appoint directors will terminate upon the closing of this offering. Our currently serving directors were appointed as follows:
•

Joshua Alliance was appointed by Anglo-Peacock Nominees Limited;

•

Russell Dreisenstock was appointed by Prosus Ventures;

•

Harel Beit-On was appointed by Viola Growth II(A), L.P and/or Viola Growth II (B), L.P, Viola Partners Fund 4 2013 L.P. and/or VG SW L.P.; and

•

Gili Iohan was appointed by ION Crossover Partners L.P.

Audit committee
Companies Law requirements
Under the Companies Law, the board of directors of a public company must appoint an audit committee. The audit committee must be comprised of at least
three directors.
Listing requirements
Under NYSE corporate governance rules, we are required to maintain an audit committee consisting of at least three independent directors, each of whom is
financially literate and one of whom has accounting or related financial management expertise.
Following the listing of our ordinary shares on NYSE , our audit committee will consist of Harel Beit-On, Russell Dreisenstock and Gili Iohan. Harel Beit-On will
serve as the chairperson of the audit committee. All members of our audit committee meet the requirements for financial literacy under the applicable rules and
regulations of the SEC and the NYSE corporate governance rules. Our
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board of directors has determined that Harel Beit-On is an audit committee financial expert as defined by the SEC rules and has the requisite financial
experience as defined by the NYSE corporate governance rules.
Our board of directors has determined that each member of our audit committee is “independent” as such term is defined in Rule 10A-3(b)(1) under the
Exchange Act, which is different from the general test for independence of board and committee members.
Audit committee role
Our board of directors has adopted an audit committee charter setting forth the responsibilities of the audit committee, which are consistent with the Companies
Law, the SEC rules and the corporate governance rules of NYSE and include:
•

retaining and terminating our independent auditors, subject to ratification by the board of directors, and in the case of retention, to ratification by the
shareholders;

•

pre-approval of audit and non-audit services to be provided by the independent auditors and related fees and terms;

•

overseeing the accounting and financial reporting processes of our company and audits of our financial statements, the effectiveness of our internal control
over financial reporting and making such reports as may be required of an audit committee under the rules and regulations promulgated under the Exchange
Act;

•

reviewing with management and our independent auditor our annual and quarterly financial statements prior to publication or filing (or submission, as the case
may be) to the SEC;

•

recommending to the board of directors the retention and termination of the internal auditor, and the internal auditor’s engagement fees and terms, in
accordance with the Companies Law as well as approving the yearly or periodic work plan proposed by the internal auditor;

•

reviewing with our general counsel and/or external counsel, as deemed necessary, legal and regulatory matters that could have a material impact on the
financial statements;

•

identifying irregularities in our business administration, by, among other things, consulting with the internal auditor or with the independent auditor, and
suggesting corrective measures to the board of directors;

•

reviewing policies and procedures with respect to transactions (other than transactions related to the compensation or terms of services) between the
Company and officers and directors, or affiliates of officers or directors or transactions that are not in the ordinary course of the Company’s business and
deciding whether to approve such acts and transactions if so required under the Companies Law; and

•

establishing procedures for the handling of employees’ complaints as to the management of our business and the protection to be provided to such
employees.

Compensation committee
Companies law requirements
Under the Companies Law, the board of directors of a public company must appoint a compensation committee, which must be comprised of at least three
directors.
Listing requirements
Under NYSE corporate governance rules, we are required to maintain a compensation committee consisting of at least two independent directors.
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Following the listing of our ordinary shares on NYSE, our compensation committee will consist of Russell Dreisenstock and Gili Iohan. Gili Iohan will serve as
chairperson of the committee. Our board of directors has determined that each member of our compensation committee is independent under the NYSE rules,
including the additional independence requirements applicable to the members of a compensation committee.
Compensation committee role
In accordance with the Companies Law, the roles of the compensation committee are, among others, as follows:
•

making recommendations to the board of directors with respect to the approval of the compensation policy for office holders and, once every three years,
regarding any extensions to a compensation policy that was adopted for a period of more than three years;

•

reviewing the implementation of the compensation policy and periodically recommending to the board of directors any amendments or updates of the
compensation policy;

•

resolving whether or not to approve arrangements with respect to the compensation and terms of service of office holders; and

•

exempting, under certain circumstances, transactions with our chief executive officer from the approval of the general meeting of our shareholders.

An office holder is defined in the Companies Law as a director and also a general manager, chief business manager, deputy general manager, vice general
manager, any other person assuming the responsibilities of any of these positions regardless of such person’s title, and any other manager directly subordinate
to the general manager. Each person listed in the table under the section titled “Management—Executive officers and directors” is an office holder under the
Companies Law.
Our board of directors has adopted a compensation committee charter setting forth the responsibilities of the committee, which are consistent with the
Companies Law and NYSE rules, which include among others:
•

recommending to our board of directors for its approval a compensation policy in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Law as well as other
compensation policies, incentive-based compensation plans and equity-based compensation plans, and overseeing the development and implementation of
such policies and recommending to our board of directors any amendments or modifications to the committee deems appropriate, including as required under
the Companies Law;

•

reviewing and approving the granting of options and other incentive awards to the chief executive officer and other executive officers, including reviewing and
approving corporate goals and objectives relevant to the compensation of our chief executive officer and other executive officers, including evaluating their
performance in light of such goals and objectives;

•

approving and exempting certain transactions regarding office holders’ compensation pursuant to the Companies Law; and

•

administering our equity-based compensation plans, including without limitation, approving the adoption of such plans, amending and interpreting such plans
and the awards and agreements issued pursuant thereto, and making awards to eligible persons under the plans and determining the terms of such awards.

Compensation policy under the companies law
In general, under the Companies Law, a public company must have a compensation policy approved by the board of directors after receiving and considering
the recommendations of the
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compensation committee. In addition, our compensation policy must be approved at least once every three years, first, by our board of directors, upon
recommendation of our compensation committee, and second, by a simple majority of the ordinary shares present, in person or by proxy, and voting (excluding
abstentions) at a general meeting of shareholders, provided that either:
•

such majority includes at least a majority of the shares held by shareholders who are not controlling shareholders and shareholders who do not have a
personal interest in such compensation policy; or

•

the total number of shares of non-controlling shareholders and shareholders who do not have a personal interest in the compensation policy and who vote
against the policy, does not exceed two percent (2%) of the aggregate voting rights in the Company.

Under special circumstances, the board of directors may approve the compensation policy despite the objection of the shareholders on the condition that the
compensation committee and then the board of directors decide, on the basis of detailed grounds and after discussing again the compensation policy, that,
despite the objection of shareholders, approval of the compensation policy is for the benefit of the company.
If a company that initially offers its securities to the public adopts a compensation policy in advance of its initial public offering, and describes it in its prospectus
for such offering, like us, then such compensation policy shall be deemed a validly adopted policy in accordance with the Companies Law requirements
described above. Furthermore, if the compensation policy is so adopted, then it will remain in effect for a term of five years from the date such company
becomes a public company.
The compensation policy must be based on certain considerations, include provisions and matters specifically set forth in the Companies Law.
The compensation policy must serve as the basis for decisions concerning the financial terms of employment or engagement of office holders, including
exculpation, insurance, indemnification or any monetary payment or obligation of payment in respect of employment or engagement. The compensation policy
must be determined and later reevaluated according to certain factors, including: the advancement of the company’s objectives, business plan and long-term
strategy; the creation of appropriate incentives for office holders, while considering, among other things, the company’s risk management policy; the size and
the nature of the company’s operations; and with respect to variable compensation, the contribution of the office holder towards the achievement of the
company’s long-term goals and the maximization of its profits, all with a long-term objective and according to the position of the office holder. The compensation
policy must furthermore consider the following additional factors:
•

the education, skills, experience, expertise and accomplishments of the relevant office holder;

•

the office holder’s position and responsibilities;

•

prior compensation agreements with the office holder;

•

the ratio between the cost of the terms of employment of an office holder and the cost of the employment of other employees of the company, including
employees employed through contractors who provide services to the company, in particular the ratio between such cost to the average and median salary of
such employees of the company, as well as the impact of disparities between them on the work relationships in the company;

•

if the terms of employment include variable components — the possibility of reducing variable components at the discretion of the board of directors and the
possibility of setting a limit on the value of non-cash variable equity-based components; and
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•

if the terms of employment include severance compensation — the term of employment or office of the office holder, the terms of the office holder’s
compensation during such period, the company’s performance during such period, the office holder’s individual contribution to the achievement of the
company’s goals and the maximization of its profits and the circumstances under which he or she is leaving the company.
The compensation policy must also include, among other things:

•

with regards to variable components:
◦

with the exception of office holders who report to the chief executive officer, a means of determining the variable components on the basis of long-term
performance and measurable criteria; provided that the company may determine that an immaterial part of the variable components of the compensation
package of an office holder shall be awarded based on non-measurable criteria, or if such amount is not higher than three months’ salary per annum,
taking into account such office holder’s contribution to the company; and

◦

the ratio between variable and fixed components, as well as the limit of the values of variable components at the time of their payment, or in the case of
equity-based compensation, at the time of grant;

•

a condition under which the office holder will return to the company, according to conditions to be set forth in the compensation policy, any amounts paid as
part of the office holder’s terms of employment, if such amounts were paid based on information later to be discovered to be wrong, and such information was
restated in the company’s financial statements;

•

the minimum holding or vesting period of variable equity-based components, while taking into consideration long-term incentives; and

•

a limit to retirement grants.

Our compensation policy, which will become effective immediately upon the closing of this offering and is filed as an exhibit to the registration statement of
which this prospectus forms a part, is designed to promote retention and motivation of directors and executive officers, incentivize superior individual excellence,
align the interests of our directors and executive officers with our long-term performance and provide a risk management tool. To that end, a portion of an
executive officer compensation package is targeted to reflect our short and long-term goals, as well as the executive officer’s individual performance. On the
other hand, our compensation policy includes measures designed to reduce the executive officer’s incentives to take excessive risks that may harm us in the
long-term, such as limits on the value of cash bonuses and equity-based compensation, limitations on the ratio between the variable and the total compensation
of an executive officer and minimum vesting periods for equity-based compensation.
Our compensation policy also addresses our executive officers’ individual characteristics (such as the person’s position, education, scope of responsibilities and
contribution to the attainment of our goals) as the basis for compensation variation among our executive officers and considers the internal ratios between
compensation of our executive officers and directors and other employees. Pursuant to our compensation policy, the compensation that may be granted to an
executive officer may include: base salary, annual bonuses and other cash bonuses (such as a signing bonus and special bonuses with respect to any special
achievements, such as outstanding personal achievement, outstanding personal effort or outstanding company performance), equity-based compensation,
benefits and retirement and termination of service arrangements. All cash bonuses are limited to a maximum amount linked to the executive officer’s base
salary.
An annual cash bonus may be awarded to executive officers upon the attainment of pre-set periodic objectives and individual targets. The annual cash bonus
that may be granted to our executive officers other than our Chief Executive Officer will be based on performance objectives
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and a discretionary evaluation of the executive officer’s overall performance by our Chief Executive Officer and subject to minimum thresholds. The annual cash
bonus that may be granted to executive officers other than our Chief Executive Officer may alternatively be based entirely on a discretionary evaluation.
Furthermore, our Chief Executive Officer will be entitled to approve performance objectives for executive officers who report to him.
The measurable performance objectives of our Chief Executive Officer will be determined annually by our compensation committee and board of directors. A
non-material portion of the Chief Executive Officer’s annual cash bonus, as provided for in our compensation policy, may be based on a discretionary evaluation
of the Chief Executive Officer’s overall performance by the compensation committee and the board of directors.
The equity-based compensation under our compensation policy for our executive officers is designed in a manner consistent with the underlying objectives in
determining the base salary and the annual cash bonus, with its main objectives being to enhance the alignment between the executive officers’ interests with
our long-term interests and those of our shareholders and to strengthen the retention and the motivation of executive officers in the long term. Our compensation
policy provides for executive officer compensation in the form of share options or other equity-based awards, such as restricted shares and restricted share
units, in accordance with our share incentive plan then in place. All equity-based incentives granted to executive officers shall be subject to vesting periods in
order to promote long-term retention of the awarded executive officers. The equity-based compensation shall be granted from time to time and be individually
determined and awarded according to the performance, educational background, prior business experience, qualifications, role and the personal responsibilities
of the executive officer.
In addition, our compensation policy contains compensation recovery provisions which allow us under certain conditions to recover bonuses paid in excess,
enables our Chief Executive Officer to approve an immaterial change in the terms of employment of an executive officer who reports directly him (provided that
the changes of the terms of employment are in accordance with our compensation policy) and allow us to exculpate, indemnify and insure our executive officers
and directors to the maximum extent permitted by Israeli law subject to certain limitations set forth therein.
Our compensation policy also provides for compensation to the members of our board of directors in accordance with the amounts determined in our
compensation policy.

Nominating and governance committee
Following the listing of our ordinary shares on NYSE, our nominating and governance committee will consist of Or Offer and Harel Beit-On. Or Offer will serve as
chairperson of the committee. Our board of directors has adopted a nominating and governance committee charter setting forth the responsibilities of the
committee, which include:
•

overseeing and assisting our board of directors in reviewing and recommending nominees for election as directors;

•

assessing the performance of the members of our board of directors; and

•

establishing and maintaining effective corporate governance policies and practices, including, but not limited to, developing and recommending to our board of
directors a set of corporate governance guidelines applicable to our business.

As permitted by the listing requirements of NYSE, we will opt out of the requirement that the nominating/corporate governance committee be composed entirely
of independent directors. The nominating and corporate governance committee will be governed by a charter that will be posted on our website prior to the
listing of our ordinary shares on NYSE.
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Compensation of directors and executive officers
Directors. Under the Companies Law, the compensation of our directors requires the approval of our compensation committee, the subsequent approval of the
board of directors and, unless exempted under regulations promulgated under the Companies Law, the approval of the shareholders at a general meeting. If the
compensation of our directors is inconsistent with our stated compensation policy, then, those provisions that must be included in the compensation policy
according to the Companies Law must have been considered by the compensation committee and board of directors, and shareholder approval by a simple
majority will also be required, provided that:
•

at least a majority of the shares held by all shareholders who are not controlling shareholders and do not have a personal interest in such matter, present and
voting at such meeting, are voted in favor of the compensation package, excluding abstentions; or

•

the total number of shares of non-controlling shareholders and shareholders who do not have a personal interest in such matter voting against the
compensation package does not exceed two percent (2%) of the aggregate voting rights in the Company.

Executive Officers other than the Chief Executive Officer . The Companies Law requires the approval of the compensation of a public company’s executive
officers (other than the chief executive officer) in the following order: (1) the compensation committee, (2) the company’s board of directors, and (3) if such
compensation arrangement is inconsistent with the company’s stated compensation policy, the company’s shareholders (by a special majority vote as
discussed above with respect to the approval of director compensation). However, if the shareholders of the company do not approve a compensation
arrangement with such executive officer that is inconsistent with the company’s stated compensation policy, the compensation committee and board of directors
may override the shareholders’ decision if each of the compensation committee and the board of directors provide detailed reasons for their decision.
An amendment to an existing arrangement with an office holder (who is not a director) requires only the approval of the compensation committee, if the
compensation committee determines that the amendment is not material in comparison to the existing arrangement. However, under the Companies Law, an
amendment to an existing arrangement with an office holder (who is not a director) who is subordinate to the chief executive officer will not require the approval
of the compensation committee, if (1) the amendment is approved by the chief executive officer, (2) the company’s compensation policy provides that a nonmaterial amendment to the terms of service of an office holder (other than the chief executive officer) may be approved by the chief executive officer and (3) the
engagement terms are consistent with the company’s compensation policy.
Chief Executive Officer. Under the Companies Law, the compensation of a public company’s chief executive officer is required to be approved by: (1) the
company’s compensation committee; (2) the company’s board of directors, and (3) the company’s shareholders (by a special majority vote as discussed above
with respect to the approval of director compensation). However, if the shareholders of the company do not approve the compensation arrangement with the
chief executive officer, the compensation committee and board of directors may override the shareholders’ decision if each of the compensation committee and
the board of directors provide detailed reasons for their decision. The approval of each of the compensation committee and the board of directors should be in
accordance with the company’s stated compensation policy; however, in special circumstances, they may approve compensation terms of a chief executive
officer that are inconsistent with such policy provided that they have considered those provisions that must be included in the compensation policy according to
the Companies Law and that shareholder approval is obtained (by a special majority vote as discussed above with respect to the approval of director
compensation). In addition, the compensation committee may waive the shareholder approval requirement with regards to the approval of the engagement
terms of a candidate for the chief executive officer position, if they determine that the compensation
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arrangement is consistent with the company’s compensation policy and that the chief executive officer candidate did not have a prior business relationship with
the company or a controlling shareholder of the company and that subjecting the approval of the engagement to a shareholder vote would impede the
company’s ability to employ the chief executive officer candidate.

Aggregate compensation of directors and executive officers
The aggregate compensation paid by us and our subsidiaries to our directors and executive officers, including share-based compensation expenses recorded in
our financial statements, for the year ended December 31, 2020, was approximately $2.1 million. This amount includes deferred or contingent compensation
accrued for such year (and excludes deferred or contingent amounts accrued for during the year ended December 31, 2019 and paid during the year ended
December 31, 2020). This amount includes approximately $0.2 million set aside or accrued to provide pension, severance, retirement or similar benefits or
expenses, but does not include business travel, relocation, professional and business association dues and expenses reimbursed to our directors and executive
officers.
As of December 31, 2020, options to purchase 4,028,646 ordinary shares granted to our directors and executive officers were outstanding under our equity
incentive plans at a weighted average exercise price of $1.346 per ordinary share. As of December 31, 2020, 100,000 RSUs granted to our directors and
executive officers were outstanding under our equity incentive plans.
After the closing of this offering, we intend to pay to each of our non-employee directors an annual cash retainer of up to $50,000 and up to $65,000 to the
chairperson of our board of directors, an annual committee membership fee retainer of up to $10,000 and an annual committee chairperson cash fee retainer of
up to $35,000. The payments to the chairpersons would be in lieu of (and not in addition) to the payments referenced above). We also intend to reimburse them
for expenses arising from their board membership.

Internal auditor
Under the Companies Law, the board of directors of a public company must appoint an internal auditor based on the recommendation of the audit committee.
The role of the internal auditor is, among other things, to examine whether a company’s actions comply with applicable law and orderly business procedure.
Under the Companies Law, the internal auditor cannot be an interested party or an office holder or a relative of an interested party or an office holder, nor may
the internal auditor be the company’s independent auditor or its representative. An “interested party” is defined in the Companies Law as: (1) a holder of 5% or
more of the issued share capital or voting power in a company, (2) any person or entity who has the right to designate one or more directors or to designate the
chief executive officer of the company or (3) any person who serves as a director or as a chief executive officer of the company.

Approval of related party transactions under Israeli law
Fiduciary duties of directors and executive officers
The Companies Law codifies the fiduciary duties that office holders owe to a company. An office holder’s fiduciary duties consist of a duty of care and a duty of
loyalty. The duty of care requires an office holder to act with the level of care with which a reasonable office holder in the same position would have acted under
the same circumstances. The duty of care includes, among other things, a duty to use reasonable means, in light of the circumstances, to obtain:
•

information on the business advisability of a given action brought for his or her approval or performed by virtue of his or her position; and

•

all other important information pertaining to such action.
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The duty of loyalty requires that an office holder act in good faith and in the best interests of the company, and includes, among other things, the duty to:
•

refrain from any act involving a conflict of interest between the performance of his or her duties in the company and his or her other duties or personal affairs;

•

refrain from any activity that is competitive with the business of the company;

•

refrain from exploiting any business opportunity of the company for the purpose of gaining a personal advantage for himself or herself or others; and

•

disclose to the company any information or documents relating to the company’s affairs which the office holder received as a result of his or her position as an
office holder.

Under the Companies Law, a company may approve an act specified above which would otherwise constitute a breach of the office holder’s duty of loyalty,
provided that the office holder acted in good faith, neither the act nor its approval harms the company and the office holder discloses his or her personal interest
a sufficient time before the approval of such act. Any such approval is subject to the terms of the Companies Law setting forth, among other things, the
appropriate bodies of the company required to provide such approval and the methods of obtaining such approval.
Disclosure of personal interests of an office holder and approval of certain transactions
The Companies Law requires that an office holder promptly disclose to the board of directors any personal interest that such office holder may have and all
related material information known to such office holder concerning any existing or proposed transaction with the company. A personal interest includes an
interest of any person in an act or transaction of a company, including a personal interest of such person’s relative or of a corporate body in which such person
or a relative of such person is a 5% or greater shareholder, director or general manager or in which such person has the right to appoint at least one director or
the general manager, but excluding a personal interest stemming solely from one’s ownership of shares in the company. A personal interest includes the
personal interest of a person for whom the office holder holds a voting proxy or the personal interest of the office holder with respect to the officer holder’s vote
on behalf of a person for whom he or she holds a proxy even if such person has no personal interest in the matter.
If it is determined that an office holder has a personal interest in a non-extraordinary transaction, meaning any transaction that is in the ordinary course of
business, on market terms and that is not likely to have a material impact on the company’s profitability, assets or liabilities, approval by the board of directors is
required for the transaction unless the company’s articles of association provide for a different method of approval. Any such transaction that is adverse to the
company’s interests may not be approved by the board of directors.
Approval first by the company’s audit committee and subsequently by the board of directors is required for an extraordinary transaction (meaning any
transaction that is not in the ordinary course of business, not on market terms or that is likely to have a material impact on the company’s profitability, assets or
liabilities) in which an office holder has a personal interest.
A director and any other office holder who has a personal interest in a transaction which is considered at a meeting of the board of directors or the audit
committee may generally (unless it is with respect to a transaction which is not an extraordinary transaction) not be present at such a meeting or vote on that
matter unless a majority of the directors or members of the audit committee, as applicable, have a personal interest in the matter. If a majority of the members of
the audit committee or the board of directors have a personal interest in the matter, then all of the directors may participate in deliberations of the audit
committee or board of directors, as applicable, with respect to such transaction and vote on the approval thereof and, in such case, shareholder approval is also
required.
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Certain disclosure and approval requirements apply under Israeli law to certain transactions with controlling shareholders, certain transactions in which a
controlling shareholder has a personal interest and certain arrangements regarding the terms of service or employment of a controlling shareholder. For these
purposes, a controlling shareholder is any shareholder that has the ability to direct the company’s actions, including any shareholder holding 25% or more of the
voting rights if no other shareholder owns more than 50% of the voting rights in the company. Two or more shareholders with a personal interest in the approval
of the same transaction are deemed to be one shareholder.
For a description of the approvals required under Israeli law for compensation arrangements of officers and directors, see “—Compensation of directors and
executive officers.”
Shareholder duties
Pursuant to the Companies Law, a shareholder has a duty to act in good faith and in a customary manner toward the company and other shareholders and to
refrain from abusing his or her power with respect to the company, including, among other things, in voting at a general meeting and at shareholder class
meetings with respect to the following matters:
•

an amendment to the company’s articles of association;

•

an increase of the company’s authorized share capital;

•

a merger; or

•

interested party transactions that require shareholder approval.

In addition, a shareholder has a general duty to refrain from discriminating against other shareholders.
Certain shareholders also have a duty of fairness toward the company. These shareholders include any controlling shareholder, any shareholder who knows
that it has the power to determine the outcome of a shareholder vote and any shareholder who has the power to appoint or to prevent the appointment of an
office holder of the company or exercise any other rights available to it under the company’s articles of association with respect to the company. The Companies
Law does not define the substance of this duty of fairness, except to state that the remedies generally available upon a breach of contract will also apply in the
event of a breach of the duty of fairness.

Exculpation, insurance and indemnification of office holders
Under the Companies Law, a company may not exculpate an office holder from liability for a breach of the duty of loyalty. An Israeli company may exculpate an
office holder in advance from liability to the company, in whole or in part, for damages caused to the company as a result of a breach of duty of care but only if a
provision authorizing such exculpation is included in its articles of association. Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing
of this offering include such a provision. An Israeli company may not exculpate a director from liability arising out of a prohibited dividend or distribution to
shareholders.
An Israeli company may indemnify an office holder in respect of the following liabilities and expenses incurred for acts performed as an office holder, either in
advance of an event or following an event, provided a provision authorizing such indemnification is contained in its articles of association:
•

financial liability imposed on him or her in favor of another person pursuant to a judgment, settlement or arbitrator’s award approved by a court. However, if an
undertaking to indemnify an office holder with respect to such liability is provided in advance, then such an undertaking must be limited to events which, in the
opinion of the board of directors, can be foreseen based on the company’s activities when the undertaking to indemnify is given, and to an amount or
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according to criteria determined by the board of directors as reasonable under the circumstances, and such undertaking shall detail the aforementioned
events and amount or criteria;
•

reasonable litigation expenses, including attorneys’ fees, incurred by the office holder (1) as a result of an investigation or proceeding instituted against him or
her by an authority authorized to conduct such investigation or proceeding, provided that (a) no indictment was filed against such office holder as a result of
such investigation or proceeding; and (b) no financial liability, such as a criminal penalty, was imposed upon him or her as a substitute for the criminal
proceeding as a result of such investigation or proceeding or, if such financial liability was imposed, it was imposed with respect to an offense that does not
require proof of criminal intent and (2) in connection with a monetary sanction; and

•

reasonable litigation expenses, including attorneys’ fees, incurred by the office holder or imposed by a court in proceedings instituted against him or her by
the company, on its behalf or by a third party or in connection with criminal proceedings in which the office holder was acquitted or as a result of a conviction
for an offense that does not require proof of criminal intent; and

•

expenses, including reasonable litigation expenses and legal fees, incurred by an office holder in relation to an administrative proceeding instituted against
such office holder, or certain compensation payments made to an injured party imposed on an office holder by an administrative proceeding, pursuant to
certain provisions of the Israeli Securities Law, 1968, or the Israeli Securities Law.

An Israeli company may insure an office holder against the following liabilities incurred for acts performed as an office holder if and to the extent provided in the
company’s articles of association:
•

a breach of the duty of loyalty to the company, to the extent that the office holder acted in good faith and had a reasonable basis to believe that the act would
not prejudice the company;

•

a breach of the duty of care to the company or to a third party, including a breach arising out of the negligent conduct of the office holder;

•

a financial liability imposed on the office holder in favor of a third party;

•

a financial liability imposed on the office holder in favor of a third party harmed by a breach in an administrative proceeding; and

•

expenses, including reasonable litigation expenses and legal fees, incurred by the office holder as a result of an administrative proceeding instituted against
him or her pursuant to certain provisions of the Israeli Securities Law.

An Israeli company may not indemnify or insure an office holder against any of the following:
•

a breach of the duty of loyalty, except to the extent that the office holder acted in good faith and had a reasonable basis to believe that the act would not
prejudice the company;

•

a breach of the duty of care committed intentionally or recklessly, excluding a breach arising out of the negligent conduct of the office holder;

•

an act or omission committed with intent to derive illegal personal benefit; or

•

a fine, monetary sanction or forfeit levied against the office holder.

Under the Companies Law, exculpation, indemnification and insurance of office holders must be approved by the compensation committee and the board of
directors (and, with respect to directors and the chief executive officer, by the shareholders). However, under the Companies Law, the insurance of office
holders will not require shareholder approval and may be approved by only the
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compensation committee if the engagement terms are determined in accordance with the company’s compensation policy and that policy was approved by the
shareholders by the same special majority required to approve a compensation policy, provided that the insurance policy is on market terms and the insurance
policy is not likely to materially impact the company’s profitability, assets or obligations.
Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering allow us to exculpate, indemnify and insure our office holders
for any liability imposed on them as a consequence of an act (including any omission) which was performed by virtue of being an office holder. Our office
holders are currently covered by a directors and officers’ liability insurance policy.
We have entered into agreements with each of our directors and executive officers exculpating them, to the fullest extent permitted by law, from liability to us for
damages caused to us as a result of a breach of duty of care, and undertaking to indemnify them to the fullest extent permitted by law. This indemnification is
limited to events determined as foreseeable by the board of directors based on our activities, and to an amount or according to criteria determined by the board
of directors as reasonable under the circumstances.
The maximum indemnification amount set forth in such agreements is limited to an amount equal to the higher of (i) $35 million, (ii) 25% of our total
shareholders’ equity as reflected in our most recent consolidated financial statements prior to the date on which the indemnity payment is made and (iii) 10% of
our total market capitalization calculated based on the average closing price of our ordinary shares over the 30 trading days prior to the actual payment,
multiplied by the total number of our issued and outstanding shares as of the date of the payment (other than indemnification for an offering of securities to the
public, including by one or more shareholders in a secondary offering, in which case the maximum indemnification amount is limited to the gross proceeds
raised by us and/or the selling shareholders in such public offering). The maximum amount set forth in such agreements is in addition to any amount paid (if
paid) under insurance and/or by a third party pursuant to an indemnification arrangement.
In the opinion of the SEC, indemnification of directors and office holders for liabilities arising under the Securities Act, however, is against public policy and
therefore unenforceable.

Employment and consulting agreements with executive officers
We have entered into written employment agreements with each of our executive officers. These agreements provide for notice periods of varying duration for
termination of the agreement by us or by the relevant executive officer, during which time the executive officer will continue to receive base salary and benefits.
These agreements also contain customary provisions regarding non-competition, confidentiality of information and assignment of inventions. However, the
enforceability of the non-competition provisions may be limited under applicable law.

Equity incentive plans
2012 Incentive Option Plan
In July 2012, we adopted our incentive option plan, or the 2012 Plan, under which we have granted and may grant equity-based incentive awards to attract,
motivate and retain the talent for which we compete.
Authorized Shares. The maximum number of ordinary shares available for issuance under the 2012 Plan is 17,339,974 ordinary shares.
Administration. Our board of directors, or a duly authorized committee of our board of directors, administers the 2012 Plan. Under the 2012 Plan, the
administrator has the authority, subject to applicable law, to interpret the terms of the 2012 Plan, designate recipients of awards, determine and amend the
terms of awards, including the exercise price of an option award, the time and
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vesting schedule applicable to an award, the nature and duration of restrictions as to transferability, accelerate the right to exercise an award, altering any
resolution or act previously taken by the committee, and take all other actions and make all other determinations necessary for the administration of the 2012
Plan. The administrator also has the authority to terminate the 2012 Plan at any time before the date of expiration of its ten-year term.
Eligibility. The 2012 Plan provides for granting awards under various tax regimes, including, without limitation, in compliance with Section 102 of the Israeli
Income Tax Ordinance (New Version), 5721-1961, or the Ordinance, and for awards granted to our United States employees or service providers, including
those who are deemed to be residents of the United States for tax purposes, Section 422 of the Code and Section 409A of the Code.
Section 102 of the Ordinance allows employees, directors and officers who are not controlling shareholders and are considered Israeli residents to receive
favorable tax treatment for compensation in the form of options and RSUs. Our non-employee service providers and controlling shareholders may only be
granted options or RSUs under section 3(i) of the Ordinance, which does not provide for similar tax benefits.
Grant. All awards granted pursuant to the 2012 Plan are evidenced by an award agreement (option grant letter agreement or RSU agreement), in a form
approved, from time to time, by our board of directors. The award agreement sets forth the terms and conditions of the award, including the number of shares
subject to such award, vesting schedule and the exercise price, if applicable and other terms and conditions that are consistent with the 2012 Plan. A grantee
shall not be required to pay any consideration for an award granted to him or her, unless determined otherwise by the administrator. Certain awards under the
2012 Plan may constitute or provide for a deferral of compensation, subject to Section 409A of the Code, which may impose additional requirements on the
terms and conditions of such awards. Each award will expire ten years from the date of the grant thereof.
Awards. The 2012 Plan provides for the grant of options to purchases our ordinary shares and restricted share units, or RSUs.
Options granted under the 2012 Plan to our employees who are U.S. residents may qualify as “incentive stock options” within the meaning of Section 422 of the
Code, or may be non-qualified share options. The exercise price of a stock option may not be less than 100% of the fair market value of the underlying share on
the date of grant (or 110% in the case of ISOs granted to certain significant shareholders).
Exercise. An award under the 2012 Plan may be exercised by providing us with a written notice of exercise and full payment of the exercise price for such
shares underlying the award, if applicable, in such form and method as may be determined by the administrator and permitted by applicable law. All options will
be exercised by cash or by check, or other form satisfactory to the administrator. An award may not be exercised for a fraction of a share; if any fractional shares
would be deliverable upon exercise, such fraction shall be rounded up or down, to the nearest whole share.
Transferability. Other than by will, the laws of descent and distribution or as otherwise provided under the 2012 Plan or determined by the administrator, neither
the options nor any right in connection with such options are assignable or transferable.
Termination of Employment. In the event of termination of a grantee’s employment or service with the company or any of its affiliates, all vested and exercisable
awards held by such grantee as of the date of termination may be exercised within ninety (90) days after such date of termination, unless otherwise determined
by the administrator, following which period all such unexercised awards will terminate and the shares covered by such awards shall again be available for
issuance under the 2012 Plan.
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In the event of termination of a grantee’s employment due to such grantee’s death or disability, all vested and exercisable awards held by such grantee as of the
date of termination may be exercised by the grantee or the grantee’s estate, or by a person who acquired the right to exercise the award by bequest or
inheritance, as applicable, within six (6) months after such date of termination, unless otherwise provided by the administrator. Any awards which are unvested
as of the date of such termination or which are vested but not then exercised within the six-month period, following such date, will expire.
Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, if a grantee’s employment is terminated due to such grantee’s breach of his/her employment agreement (whether written
or oral) including without limitation, a breach of non-compete obligations, or breach of his/her fiduciary duties towards our company as determined by the
administrator, in its sole discretion, or any other termination by us for “cause” (if such term is defined otherwise in the employment agreement with the
employee) or in the case that competent court or other authority resolves that such employee is not entitled to discharge compensation, all outstanding awards
held by such grantee (whether vested or unvested) will terminate on the date of such termination and the shares covered by such awards shall again be
available for issuance under the 2012 Plan.
Transactions. The 2012 Plan provides that in the event of a share split, reverse share split, recapitalization, combination or reclassification of our shares, or any
other increase or decrease in the number of issued shares effected without receipt of consideration by us (but not including the conversion of any convertible
securities of the company or distribution of subscription rights on outstanding shares), then the number, class and kind of shares related to each outstanding
award and to the number of shares reserved for issuance under the 2012 Plan, as well as the exercise price per ordinary share of each outstanding award, as
applicable, shall be appropriately and equitably adjusted so as to maintain the proportionate number of shares without changing the aggregate exercise price of
the options.
In the event of a distribution of dividend to shareholders on shares, the administrator may determine that RSUs grantees will receive dividend equivalent
payments on outstanding RSUs, which may be paid in cash or shares at a time to be determined at the discretion of the administrator and they may either be
paid at the same time as dividend payments are made to shareholders or delayed until Shares are issued pursuant to the RSU grants and may be subject to the
same vesting or performance requirements as the RSUs.
The 2012 Plan provides that in the event of a merger of our company, or a sale of all, or substantially all, of our shares or assets or other transaction having a
similar effect on our company, then the following actions shall apply, as will be determined by the board of directors, at its sole discretion: (1) cause any
outstanding award to be assumed or substituted by such successor corporation; (2) in the event the successor corporation does not assume option awards or
substitute them with equivalent option awards, the administrator may instead provide the grantee the right to exercise the option awards as to all, or part of the
shares underlying the option awards, including those which would not otherwise be exercisable; or (3) in the event that the successor corporation does not
assume or substitute RSUs (a) provide the grantee with the full or partial vesting and accelerated expiration of RSUs or (b) cancel the RSUs to the extend
remaining unvested, which cancellation may be without consideration, as determined by the administrator.
2021 Share Incentive Plan
The 2021 Share Incentive Plan, or the 2021 Plan, was adopted by our board of directors on April 6, 2021. The 2021 Plan provides for the grant of equity-based
incentive awards to our employees, directors, office holders, service providers and consultants in order to incentivize them to increase their efforts on behalf of
the Company and to promote the success of the Company’s business.
Shares Available for Grants. The maximum number ordinary shares available for issuance under the 2021 Plan is equal to the sum of (i) 1,300,000 shares
plus (ii) an annual increase on the first day of
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each year beginning in 2022 and on January 1 st of each calendar year thereafter during the term of the Plan, equal to the lesser of: (a) 5% of the total number of
shares outstanding as of the end of the last day of the immediately preceding calendar year, and (b) such smaller amount of Shares as is determined by the
Board, if so determined prior to the January 1 st of the calendar year in which the increase will occur. No more than 7,000,000 ordinary shares may be issued
upon the exercise of incentive stock options, or ISOs. In addition, any ordinary shares (i) underlying an award granted under the 2021 Plan or the 2012 Plan
that has expired, or was canceled, terminated, forfeited, or settled in cash in lieu of issuance of ordinary shares, without having been exercised; (ii) which were
part of the pool reserved for awards under the 2012 Plan but not granted as of the effective date of the 2021 Plan, or (iii) if permitted by our board of directors,
tendered to pay the exercise price or withholding obligation with respect to an award under the 2021 Plan or 2012 Plan, shall automatically be available for grant
of awards under the 2021 Plan. Our board of directors may also reduce the number of ordinary shares reserved and available for issuance under the 2021 Plan
in its discretion.
Administration. Our board of directors, or a duly authorized committee of our board of directors, or the administrator, will administer the 2021 Plan. Under the
2021 Plan, the administrator has the authority, subject to applicable law, to interpret the terms of the 2021 Plan and any award agreements or awards granted
thereunder, designate recipients of awards, determine and amend the terms of awards, including the exercise price of an option award, the fair market value of
an ordinary share, the time and vesting schedule applicable to an award or the method of payment for an award, accelerate or amend the vesting schedule
applicable to an award, prescribe the forms of agreement for use under the 2021 Plan and take all other actions and make all other determinations necessary
for the administration of the 2021 Plan.
The administrator also has the authority to approve the conversion, substitution, cancellation or suspension under and in accordance with the 2021 Plan of any
or all option awards or ordinary shares, and the authority to modify option awards to eligible individuals who are foreign nationals or are individuals who are
employed outside Israel to recognize differences in local law, tax policy or custom, in order to effectuate the purposes of the 2021 Plan but without amending
the 2021 Plan.
The administrator also has the authority to amend and rescind rules and regulations relating to the 2021 Plan or terminate the 2021 Plan at any time before the
date of expiration of its ten year term.
Eligibility. The 2021 Plan provides for granting awards under various tax regimes, including, without limitation, in compliance with Section 102 of the Ordinance,
and Section 3(i) of the Ordinance and for awards granted to our United States employees or service providers, including those who are deemed to be residents
of the United States for tax purposes, Section 422 of the Code and Section 409A of the Code.
Grants. All awards granted pursuant to the 2021 Plan will be evidenced by an award agreement, in a form approved, from time to time, by the administrator in
its sole discretion. The award agreement will set forth the terms and conditions of the award, including the type of award, number of shares subject to such
award, vesting schedule and conditions (including performance goals or measures) and the exercise price, if applicable. Certain awards under the 2021 Plan
may constitute or provide for a deferral of compensation, subject to Section 409A of the Code, which may impose additional requirements on the terms and
conditions of such awards.
2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan
We plan to adopt a new 2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan, or the ESPP. Our ESPP will be effective on the business day immediately prior to the effective
date of the registration statement of which this prospectus forms a part. We believe that the ESPP will help to secure the services of new employees, to retain
the services of existing employees and to provide incentives for such
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individuals to increase their efforts on behalf of the Company and to promote the success of the Company’s business.
Authorized Shares. A total of 2,000,000 of our ordinary shares will be available for sale under our ESPP. The number of our ordinary shares that will be
available for sale under our ESPP also includes an annual increase on the first day of each fiscal year beginning with our 2022 fiscal year, equal to the lesser of
(a) 1% of the Shares outstanding on the last day of the immediately preceding calendar year, as determined on a fully diluted basis, (b) such smaller number of
Shares as may be determined by the Board and (c) 3,000,000 ordinary shares.
ESPP Administration. We expect that the compensation committee of our board of directors will administer our ESPP and will have full and exclusive
discretionary authority to construe, interpret, and apply the terms of the ESPP, delegate ministerial duties to any of our employees, designate separate offerings
under the ESPP, designate our subsidiaries and affiliates as participating in the ESPP, determine eligibility, adjudicate all disputed claims filed under the ESPP,
and establish procedures that it deems necessary for the administration of the ESPP, including, but not limited to, adopting such procedures and sub-plans as
are necessary or appropriate to permit participation in the ESPP by employees who are foreign nationals or employed outside the United States or Israel. The
administrator’s findings, decisions and determinations are final and binding on all participants to the full extent permitted by law.
Eligibility. Generally, all of our employees will be eligible to participate if they are customarily employed by us, or any participating subsidiary or affiliate, for at
least 20 hours per week and more than five months in any calendar year. The administrator, in its discretion, may, prior to an enrollment date, for all options to
be granted on such enrollment date in an offering, determine that an employee who (i) has not completed at least two years of service (or a lesser period of time
determined by the administrator) since his or her last hire date, (ii) customarily works not more than 20 hours per week (or a lesser period of time determined by
the administrator), (iii) customarily works not more than five months per calendar year (or a lesser period of time determined by the administrator), (iv) is a
highly compensated employee within the meaning of Section 414(q) of the Code, or (v) is a highly compensated employee within the meaning of Section 414(q)
of the Code with compensation above a certain level or is an officer or subject to disclosure requirements under Section 16(a) of the Exchange Act, is or is not
eligible to participate in such offering period.
However, an employee may not be granted rights to purchase our ordinary shares under our ESPP if such employee:
•

immediately after the grant would own capital shares and/or hold outstanding options to purchase such shares possessing 5% or more of the total combined
voting power or value of all classes of capital shares of ours or of any parent or subsidiary of ours; or

•

holds rights to purchase ordinary shares under all employee share purchase plans of ours or any parent or subsidiary of ours that accrue at a rate that
exceeds $25,000 worth of our ordinary shares for each calendar year in which such rights are outstanding at any time.

Offering Periods. The ESPP provides for offering periods, not to exceed 27 months each, during which we will grant rights to purchase our ordinary shares to
our employees. The timing of the offering periods will be determined by the administrator. The terms and conditions applicable to each offering period will be set
forth in an offering document adopted by the administrator for the particular offering period. The provisions of offerings during separate offering periods under
the ESPP need not be identical.
Contributions. Our ESPP will permit participants to purchase our ordinary shares through contributions (in the form of payroll deductions or otherwise to the
extent permitted by the administrator) of up to 15% of their eligible compensation, which includes a participant’s base straight time gross earnings but excludes
payments for incentive compensation, bonuses, payments
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for overtime and shift premium, equity compensation income and other similar compensation. Unless otherwise determined by the administrator, a participant
may make a one-time decrease (but not increase) to the rate of his or her contributions to 0% during an offering period.
Exercise of Purchase Right. Amounts contributed and accumulated by the participant will be used to purchase our ordinary shares at the end of each offering.
A participant may purchase a maximum of 700 of our ordinary shares during an offering period. The purchase price of the shares will be 85% of the lower of the
fair market value of our ordinary shares on the first trading day of the offering period or on the exercise date. Participants may end their participation at any time
during an offering period and will be paid their accrued contributions that have not yet been used to purchase shares of our ordinary shares. Participation ends
automatically upon termination of employment with us.
Non-Transferability. A participant may not transfer contributions credited to his or her account nor any rights granted under our ESPP other than by will, the
laws of descent and distribution or as otherwise provided under our ESPP.
Merger or Change in Control. Our ESPP provides that in the event of a merger or change in control, with respect to which the administrator determines that an
adjustment is appropriate in order to prevent dilution or enlargement of the benefits or potential benefits intended by the Company to be made available under
the ESPP or with respect to any outstanding purchase rights under the ESPP, the administrator shall make equitable adjustments, if any, to reflect such change
with respect to (a) the aggregate number and type of Shares that may be issued under the ESPP; (b) the class(es) and number of Shares and price per Share
subject to outstanding rights; and (c) the Purchase Price with respect to any outstanding rights. In addition, in any such situation, the administrator may make
other adjustments, including:
a. providing for either (i) termination of any outstanding right in exchange for an amount of cash, or (ii) the replacement of such outstanding right with other
rights or property;
b. providing that the outstanding rights under the ESPP shall be assumed by the successor or survivor corporation, with appropriate adjustments as to the
number and kind of shares and prices;
c.

making adjustments in the number and type of Shares (or other securities or property) subject to outstanding rights under the ESPP and/or in the terms and
conditions of outstanding rights and rights that may be granted in the future;

d. providing that participants’ accumulated payroll deductions may be used to purchase Shares prior to the next occurring Purchase Date on such date as the
Administrator determines and the Participants’ rights under the ongoing Offering Period(s) shall be terminated; and
e. providing that all outstanding rights shall terminate without being exercised.
Amendment; Termination. The administrator will have the authority to amend, suspend or terminate our ESPP. Our ESPP automatically will terminate in 2031,
unless we terminate it sooner.
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Principal and selling shareholders
The following table sets forth information with respect to the beneficial ownership of our shares as of the date of this prospectus and after this offering by:
•

each person or entity, or group of affiliated persons, known by us to beneficially own 5% or more of our outstanding shares;

•

each of our directors and executive officers, including Or Offer, our Chief Executive Officer and the selling shareholder, individually; and

•

all of our executive officers and directors as a group.

The percentage ownership information shown in the table prior to this offering is based upon 66,789,406 ordinary shares outstanding as of April 15, 2021, after
giving effect to the Preferred Shares Conversion. The percentage ownership information shown in the table after this offering is based
upon 74,289,406 ordinary shares outstanding, assuming the sale of 7,500,000 ordinary shares by us and 500,000 ordinary shares by the selling shareholder in
the offering, assuming no exercise by the underwriters of their option to purchase additional ordinary shares from us, and excluding any potential purchases in
this offering by the persons and entities named in the table below.
The beneficial ownership of ordinary shares is determined in accordance with the SEC rules and generally includes any ordinary shares over which a person
exercises sole or shared voting or investment power. For purposes of the table below, we deem shares subject to options that are currently exercisable or would
be exercisable, or are subject to RSUs that would vest, within 60 days of April 15, 2021, to be outstanding and to be beneficially owned by the person holding
the options or RSUs for the purposes of computing the percentage ownership of that person, but we do not treat them as outstanding for the purpose of
computing the percentage ownership of any other person.
All of our shareholders, including the shareholders listed below, have the same voting rights attached to their ordinary shares. See “Description of share capital
and articles of association—Voting rights.” Following the closing of this offering, neither our principal shareholders nor our directors and executive officers will
have different or special voting rights with respect to their ordinary shares. Unless otherwise noted below, each shareholder’s address is 121 Menachem Begin
Rd., Tel Aviv-Yafo 6701203, Israel.
A description of any material relationship that our principal shareholders have had with us or any of our affiliates within the past three years is included under
“Certain relationships and related party transactions.”
The following table does not reflect any ordinary shares that may be purchased pursuant to our directed share program described under “Underwriting.” If any
shares are purchased by our existing principal shareholders, directors, officers or their affiliated entities, the number and percentage of the ordinary shares
beneficially owned by them after this offering will differ from those set forth in the following table.
As of April 15, 2021, approximately 11.83% of our outstanding shares were held by 42 holders of record in the United States.
Entities affiliated with ICP S1, L.P., an entity affiliated with ION Funds and identified in the table below, have indicated an interest in purchasing an aggregate of
up to $30.0 million of of ordinary shares in this offering at the initial public offering price. The information in the table below does not reflect the anticipated
purchase of any shares in this offering by ION Funds.
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Shares Beneficially
Owned After Offering

Name of Beneficial Owner

Greater than 5% Shareholders
Anglo-Peacock Nominees
Limited(1)
Viola Group (2)
NNV Holdings B.V. (3)
ICP S1, L.P. (4)
S-WEB SPV, L.P. (5)
Yossi Vardi(6)
Directors and Executive Officers
Joshua Alliance(7)
Harel Beit-On (8)
Russell Dreisenstock (9)
Gili Iohan(10)
Or Offer(11)
Jason Schwartz(12)
Benjamin Seror
All directors and executive officers
as a group (7 persons)

Shares Beneficially Owned Prior to
Offering
Number
%

Number of
Shares being
Offered
Number

12,908,950
12,731,533
11,173,265
5,772,183
4,268,303
3,889,000

19.3 %
19.1 %
16.7 %
8.6 %
6.4 %
5.8 %

—
—
—
—
—
—

12,908,950
12,731,533
11,173,265
5,772,183
6,197,836
751,433
*

19.3 %
19.1 %
16.7 %
8.6 %
9.0 %
1.1 %
*

49,708,344

71.4 %

Assuming
Underwriters’ Option to
Purchase Additional
Ordinary Shares is Not Exercised
Number
%

Assuming
Underwriters’ Option to
Purchase Additional
Ordinary Shares is Exercised in
Full
Number
%

12,908,950
12,731,533
11,173,265
5,772,183
4,268,303
3,889,000

17.3 %
17.0 %
14.9 %
7.7 %
5.7 %
5.2 %

12,908,950
12,731,533
11,173,265
5,772,183
4,268,303
3,889,000

17.0 %
16.8 %
14.7 %
7.6 %
5.6 %
5.1 %

—
—
—
—
500,000
—
—

12,908,950
12,731,533
11,173,265
5,772,183
5,697,836
751,433
*

17.3 %
17.0 %
14.9 %
7.7 %
7.5 %
1.0 %
*

12,908,950
12,731,533
11,173,265
5,772,183
5,697,836
751,433
*

17.0 %
16.8 %
14.7 %
7.6 %
7.4 %
1.0 %
*

500,000

49,208,344

63.8 %

49,708,344

62.9 %

*
Indicates ownership of less than 1%.
(1) Consists of 5,189,074 Series A-4 preferred shares, 30,950 Series A-5 preferred shares, 3,773,848 Series A-7 preferred shares, 2,323,562 Series A-9 preferred shares, and 1,591,516 Series A-10 preferred
shares held by Anglo-Peacock Nominees Limited, as nominee for Joshua Jacob Moshe Alliance. Mr. Alliance has sole voting and dispositive power over the shares. The principal business address of
Anglo-Peacock Nominees Limited is Suite 1B Maclaren House, Lancastrian Office Centre, Talbot Road, Manchester, M32 0FP, United Kingdom, Attention Allan Pye.
(2) Consists of (a) 17,504 ordinary shares, 204,275 Series A-2 preferred shares, 93,353 Series A-3 preferred shares, and 1,901,943 Series B preferred shares held by Viola Growth II (A) L.P.,
(b) 23,146 ordinary shares, 270,125 Series A-2 preferred shares, 123,447 Series A-3 preferred shares, and 2,515,018 Series B preferred shares held by Viola Growth II (B) L.P., (c) 2,623,580 ordinary
shares and an aggregate of 4,782,464 preferred shares held by VG SW L.P., and (d) 176,678 Series B shares held by Viola Partners Fund 4 2013 L.P. The general partner of Viola Growth II (A), L.P. and
Viola Growth II (B), L.P. is Viola Growth II, L.P. and its general partner is Viola Growth II GP Ltd. The general partner of VG SW, L.P. is VG SW GP, L.P. and its general partners are Viola Growth II GP Ltd.
and Viola Growth 3 Ltd. Harel Beit-On, a member of our board of directors, is a Co- Founder and Managing Partner of Viola Group. Mr. Beit-On disclaims any beneficial ownership of the subject shares
except to the extent of any pecuniary interest therein. The address of each of these entities is 12 Abba Eban Avenue, Ackerstein Towers, Building D, Herzeliya 4672530, Israel.
(3) Consists of 1,069,191 ordinary shares, 171,438 Series A-2 preferred shares, 2,486,752 Series A-3 preferred shares, 20,694 Series A-5 preferred shares, 362,440 Series A-6 preferred
shares, 339,836 Series A-7 preferred shares, 4,105,317 Series A-8 preferred shares, 1,553,520 Series A-9 preferred shares and 1,064,077 Series A-10 preferred shares. NNV Holdings B.V., or Prosus
Ventures, is a controlled subsidiary of Prosus N.V., or Prosus, and Naspers Ltd., or Naspers. Naspers holds ordinary shares of Prosus that represent 72.5% of the voting rights in respect of Prosus’s
shares. As a result, ordinary shares of Similarweb Ltd. owned by NNV Holdings BV may be deemed to be beneficially owned by Prosus and by Naspers. Prosus is a publicly traded limited liability company
incorporated under the laws of the Netherlands. Naspers is a publicly traded limited liability company incorporated under
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the laws of the Republic of South Africa. The address of NNV Holdings B.V. is Gustav Mahlerplein 5, 1082 MS, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Consists of 715,000 ordinary shares, 186,855 Series A-5 preferred shares and 4,870,328 Series C preferred shares. Gili Iohan, Gilad Shany, Jonathan Kolber, Jonathan Kolodny, Jonathan Half and
Stephen Levy have voting and dispositive power over the shares. Each of the foregoing individuals disclaims beneficial ownership of the subject shares except to the extent of his pecuniary interest therein
(which pecuniary interest only arises, if at all, to the extent that such individuals' may have an equity interest as limited partners of ICP S1, L.P.).The address of ICP S1, L.P. is 89 Medinat Hayehudim,
Herzliya, Israel. ICP, S1, L.P is an affiliate of ION Funds, the entities that have indicated an interest in participating in this initial public offering.
(5) Consists of 2,036,800 ordinary shares, 1,324,180 Series A-2 preferred shares, 132,860 Series A-3 preferred shares and 774,463 Series A-4 preferred shares. The general partner of S-WEB SVP, L.P. is
Kerem Investments LLC and Jamie Contreras is the sole member of Kerem Investments, LLC and has sole voting and dispositive power over the shares. The address of S-WEB SPV, L.P. is 2093
Philadelphia Pike #7214, Claymont, DE 19703.
(6) Consists of 2,500,000 Series A-1 preferred shares and 1,389,000 Series A-2 preferred shares held by Mr. Vardi.
(7) Consists of shares held by Anglo-Peacock Nominees Limited. See footnote (1) above.
(8) Consists of shares held by entities affiliated with Viola Growth. See footnote (2) above.
(9) Consists of shares held by NNV Holdings B.V. Mr. Dreisenstock disclaims any beneficial ownership of the subject shares except to the extent of any pecuniary interest therein. See footnote (3) above.
(10) Consists of shares held by ICP S1, L.P. See footnote (4) above.
(11) Consists of 3,796,106 ordinary shares held by Mr. Offer and 2,401,730 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of options that vest within 60 days of April 15, 2021. Mr. Offer is offering 500,000 of such
ordinary shares for sale pursuant to the registration statement of which this prospectus forms a part.
(12) Consists of 751,433 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of options held by Mr. Schwartz that vest within 60 days of April 15, 2021.
(4)
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Certain relationships and related party transactions
The following is a description of related-party transactions we have entered into since January 1, 2018 with any of the members of the board of directors,
executive officers or holders of more than 5% of any class of our voting securities at the time of such transaction.

Rights of appointment
Our current board of directors consists of six directors. Pursuant to our amended and restated articles of association in effect prior to this offering, certain of our
shareholders had rights to appoint members of our board of directors. See “Management—Board of directors.”
All rights to appoint directors and observers will terminate upon the closing of this offering; however, currently serving directors that were appointed prior to this
offering will continue to serve pursuant to their appointment until the annual meeting of shareholders at which the term of their class of director expires.
We are not a party to, and are not aware of, any voting agreements among our shareholders.

Agreements with directors and officers
Employment Agreements. We have entered into employment agreements with each of our executive officers who works for us as an employee. These
agreements each contain provisions regarding noncompetition, confidentiality of information and assignment of inventions. The enforceability of covenants not to
compete is subject to limitations.
The provisions of certain of our executive officers’ employment agreements contain termination or change of control provisions. With respect to certain executive
officers, either we or the executive officer may terminate his or her employment by giving 90 calendar days’ advance written notice to the other party. We may
also terminate an executive officer’s employment agreement for good reason (as defined the applicable employment agreement) or in the event of a merger or
acquisition transaction.
Equity Awards. Since our inception, we have granted options to purchase our ordinary shares to our executive officers and certain of our directors. In November
2020, we began granting restricted share units, or RSUs, to our executive officers. Such equity agreements may contain acceleration provisions upon certain
merger, acquisition or change of control transactions. We describe our equity plans under “Management—Equity incentive plans.”
Exculpation, Indemnification and Insurance. Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering permit us to
exculpate, indemnify and insure our office holders to the fullest extent permitted by the Companies Law. We have entered into agreements with certain office
holders, exculpating them from a breach of their duty of care to us to the fullest extent permitted by law and undertaking to indemnify them to the fullest extent
permitted by law, subject to certain exceptions, including with respect to liabilities resulting from this offering to the extent that these liabilities are not covered by
insurance. See “Management—Exculpation, insurance and indemnification of office holders.”

Series C Preferred share financing
In November 2020, we issued in two closings an aggregate of 4,870,328 Preferred C Shares to ION Crossover Partners L.P. at a purchase price of $8.21 per
share, for an aggregate amount of $40.0 million.
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Investors’ rights agreement
We are party to an amended and restated investors’ rights agreement, dated as of October 21, 2020, or the Investors’ Rights Agreement, which provides, among
other things, that certain holders of our ordinary shares, including Anglo Peacock, Prosus Ventures, the Viola Group, S-WEB SPV, L.P., ION Crossover
Partners L.P. and Yossi Vardi, each of which holds more than 5% of our outstanding ordinary shares, have the right to demand that we file a registration
statement or request that their shares be covered by a registration statement that we are otherwise filing.

Relationship with Prosus Ventures
In February 2014, we entered into a Data Supply and License Agreement, or Data Supply Agreement, with Myriad International Holdings B.V., or Myriad, an
affiliate of Prosus Ventures, one of our shareholders.
Pursuant to the Data Supply Agreement, as amended, we granted Myriad and its affiliates a SaaS subscription to our cloud-based platform with a non-exclusive
license to access our cloud-based platform for a defined subscription term and agreed to employ certain employees as dedicated resources who provide
services to Myriad and its affiliates. All expenses related to such employees are reimbursed to us on actual cost and overhead expenses basis. The term of the
agreement continues to December 31, 2024 and may be terminated earlier by Myriad upon 30 days’ notice. In September 2019, the Data Supply Agreement
was transferred to Naspers Ventures BV, an affiliate of Prosus Ventures. During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended
March 31, 2020 and 2021, the value of the commercial transactions between us and Myriad amounted to $129 thousand, $128 thousand, $32 thousand and $33
thousand, respectively, from Myriad and $367 thousand, $592 thousand, $130 thousand and $140 thousand, respectively, as expense reimbursement for
dedicated resources employed by us. As of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021 we had an unsatisfied service obligation of $562 thousand and $421
thousand, respectively, related to the dedicated resources, included in other payables and accrued expenses and there is no material balance owed from
Myriad.

Relationship with SimilarTech
In November 2015, we entered into an agreement with SimilarTech Ltd., or SimilarTech, one of our affiliates, pursuant to which we provide SimilarTech with a
license to use certain intellectual property and infrastructure, while SimilarTech provides us with software maintenance services and data derived from our
intellectual property. In July 2019, we entered into an amended agreement with SimilarTech pursuant to which SimilarTech licensed certain additional data and
deliverables to us. During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, we recorded $200 thousand, $331
thousand, $83 thousand and $83 thousand, respectively in gross expense pursuant to these agreements, which is included in the cost of revenue. As of
December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021, there is no material balance owed from SimilarTech. In April 2021, we acquired substantially all of the assets of
SimilarTech for $500 thousand.

Directed Share Program
At our request, the DSP underwriters have reserved up to 5% of the ordinary shares offered by this prospectus for sale at the initial public offering price to
certain individuals identified by our officers and directors who express an interest in purchasing ordinary shares in this offering. See the section titled
"Underwriting" for additional information.

Participation in Offering
The ION Funds have indicated an interest in purchasing an aggregate of up to $30.0 million in ordinary shares in this offering at the initial public offering price.
Because this indication of interest
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is not a binding agreement or commitment to purchase, ION Funds or its affiliates could determine to purchase more, less or no ordinary shares in this offering,
or the underwriters could determine to sell more, less or no ordinary shares to ION Funds. The underwriters will receive the same discount on any of our
ordinary shares purchased by ION Funds as they will from any other shares sold to the public in this offering.

Related party transactions
Following the completion of this offering and pursuant to the Companies Law, the audit committee will have the primary responsibility for reviewing and
approving or disapproving related party transactions, which are transactions between us and related persons in which we or a related person has or will have a
direct or indirect material interest. Our audit committee charter will provide that the audit committee shall review and approve or disapprove any related party
transactions. See “Management—Approval of Related Party Transactions under Israeli law.”
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Description of share capital and articles of association
The following is a description of the material terms of our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering. The
following description of our share capital and the amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, or the Amended
Articles, are summaries and are qualified by reference to the copy of the Amended Articles which we will file with the SEC as an exhibit to the registration
statement of which this prospectus forms a part. The description of the ordinary shares reflects changes to our capital structure that will occur upon the closing
of this offering.

Share capital
Our authorized share capital upon the closing of this offering will consist of 500,000,000 ordinary shares par value NIS 0.01 per ordinary share, of which
74,288,156 shares will be issued and outstanding.
Our board of directors may determine the issue prices and terms for such shares or other securities and may further determine any other provision relating to
such issue of shares or securities. We may also issue and redeem redeemable securities on such terms and in such manner as our board of directors shall
determine.
As of March 31, 2021, we had 66 holders of record of our ordinary shares.
All of our outstanding ordinary shares are validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable. Our ordinary shares are not redeemable and do not have any
preemptive rights.

Registration number and purposes of the company
We are registered with the Israeli Registrar of Companies. Our registration number is 51-424471-4. Our affairs are governed by our amended and restated
articles of association, applicable Israeli law and the Companies Law. Our purpose as set forth in our amended and restated articles of association to be
effective upon the closing of this offering is to engage in any lawful act or activity.

Voting rights
All ordinary shares will have identical voting and other rights in all respects.

Transfer of shares
Our fully paid ordinary shares are issued in registered form and may be freely transferred under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective
upon the closing of this offering, unless the transfer is restricted or prohibited by another instrument, applicable law or the rules of NYSE. The ownership or
voting of our ordinary shares by non-residents of Israel is not restricted in any way by our amended and restated articles of association or the laws of the State
of Israel, except for ownership by nationals of some countries that are, or have been in a state of war with Israel.

Election of directors
Under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, our board of directors must consist of not less than three
but no more than 11 directors. Pursuant to our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, each of our
directors will be appointed by a simple majority vote of holders of our ordinary shares, participating and voting (in person or by proxy) at an annual general
meeting of our shareholders. However, in the event of a contested election: (i) the method of calculation of the votes and the manner in which the resolutions
will be presented to our shareholders at the general meeting shall be determined by our board of directors in its discretion, and (ii) in the event that our
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board of directors does not or is unable to make a determination on such matter, then the directors will be elected by a plurality of the voting power represented
at the general meeting in person or by proxy and voting on the election of directors; such that those nominees (equal in number to the number of board seats
being filled) receiving the largest number of “for” votes will be elected. In addition, our directors are divided into three classes, one class being elected each year
at the annual general meeting of our shareholders, and serve on our board of directors until the third annual general meeting following such election or
re‑election or until they are removed by a vote of 65% of the total voting power of our shareholders at a general meeting of our shareholders or upon the
occurrence of certain events in accordance with the Companies Law and our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of
this offering. In addition, our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering provide that vacancies on our board of
directors (whether such vacancy is due to a director no longer serving or due to the number of directors serving being less than the maximum number stated in
our articles of association) may be filled by a vote of a simple majority of the directors then in office. A director so appointed will hold office until the next annual
general meeting of our shareholders for the election of the class of directors in respect of which the vacancy was created, or in the case of a vacancy due to the
number of directors being less than the maximum number of directors stated in our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing
of this offering, until the next annual general meeting of our shareholders for the election of the class of directors to which such director was assigned by our
board of directors. See “Management—Board of directors.”

Dividend and liquidation rights
We may declare a dividend to be paid to the holders of our ordinary shares in proportion to their respective shareholdings. Under the Companies Law, dividend
distributions are determined by the board of directors and do not require the approval of the shareholders of a company unless the company’s articles of
association provide otherwise. Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering do not require shareholder
approval of a dividend distribution and provide that dividend distributions may be determined by our board of directors.
Pursuant to the Companies Law, the distribution amount is limited to the greater of retained earnings or earnings generated over the previous two years,
according to our then last reviewed or audited financial statements (less the amount of previously distributed dividends, if not reduced from the earnings),
provided that the end of the period to which the financial statements relate is not more than six months prior to the date of the distribution. If we do not meet
such criteria, then we may distribute dividends only with court approval. In each case, we are only permitted to distribute a dividend if our board of directors and,
if applicable, the court determines that there is no reasonable concern that payment of the dividend will prevent us from satisfying our existing and foreseeable
obligations as they become due.
In the event of our liquidation, after satisfaction of liabilities to creditors, our assets will be distributed to the holders of our ordinary shares in proportion to their
shareholdings. This right, as well as the right to receive dividends, may be affected by the grant of preferential dividend or distribution rights to the holders of a
class of shares with preferential rights that may be authorized in the future.

Exchange controls
There are currently no Israeli currency control restrictions on remittances of dividends on our ordinary shares, proceeds from the sale of the ordinary shares or
interest or other payments to non-residents of Israel, except for shareholders who are subjects of countries that are, have been, or will be, in a state of war with
Israel.
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Registration rights
Following this offering, certain of our shareholders will be entitled to registration rights under the terms of an Investors’ Rights Agreement. For a discussion of
such rights see the section titled “Certain relationships and related party transactions–Investors’ rights agreement.”

Shareholder meetings
Under Israeli law, we are required to hold an annual general meeting of our shareholders once every calendar year and no later than 15 months after the date of
the previous annual general meeting. All meetings other than the annual general meeting of shareholders are referred to in our amended and restated articles of
association to be effective upon the closing of this offering as special general meetings. Our board of directors may call special general meetings of our
shareholders whenever it sees fit, at such time and place, within or outside of Israel, as it may determine. In addition, the Companies Law provides that our
board of directors is required to convene a special general meeting of our shareholders upon the written request of (1) any two or more of our directors, (2) onequarter or more of the serving members of our board of directors or (3) one or more shareholders holding, in the aggregate, either (a) 5% or more of our
outstanding issued shares and 1% or more of our outstanding voting power or (b) 5% or more of our outstanding voting power.
Under Israeli law, one or more shareholders holding at least 1% of the voting rights at the general meeting of the shareholders may request that the board of
directors include a matter in the agenda of a general meeting of the shareholders to be convened in the future, provided that it is appropriate to discuss such a
matter at the general meeting. Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering contain procedural guidelines
and disclosure items with respect to the submission of shareholder proposals for general meetings.
Subject to the provisions of the Companies Law and the regulations promulgated thereunder, shareholders entitled to participate and vote at general meetings of
shareholders are the shareholders of record on a date to be decided by the board of directors, which, as a company listed on an exchange outside Israel, may
be between four and 40 days prior to the date of the meeting. Furthermore, the Companies Law requires that resolutions regarding the following matters must
be passed at a general meeting of shareholders:
•

amendments to our articles of association;

•

appointment, terms of service or and termination of service of our auditors;

•

appointment of directors, including external directors (if applicable);

•

approval of certain related party transactions;

•

increases or reductions of our authorized share capital;

•

a merger; and

•

the exercise of our board of directors’ powers by a general meeting, if our board of directors is unable to exercise its powers and the exercise of any of its
powers is required for our proper management.

The Companies Law requires that a notice of any annual general meeting or special general meeting be provided to shareholders at least 21 days prior to the
meeting and if the agenda of the meeting includes, among other things, the appointment or removal of directors, the approval of transactions with office holders
or interested or related parties, or an approval of a merger, notice must be provided at least 35 days prior to the meeting. Under the Companies Law and our
amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, shareholders are not permitted to take action by way of written
consent in lieu of a meeting.
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Quorum
Pursuant to our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, holders of our ordinary shares have one vote for
each ordinary share held on all matters submitted to a vote before the shareholders at a general meeting of shareholders. The quorum required for our general
meetings of shareholders consists of at least two shareholders present in person or by proxy who hold or represent at least 331¤3% of the total outstanding
voting power of our shares, except that if (i) any such general meeting was initiated by and convened pursuant to a resolution adopted by the board of directors
and (ii) at the time of such general meeting we qualify as a “foreign private issuer,” in which case the requisite quorum will consist of two or more shareholders
present in person or by proxy who hold or represent at least 25% of the total outstanding voting power of our shares. The requisite quorum shall be present
within half an hour of the time fixed for the commencement of the general meeting. A general meeting adjourned for lack of a quorum shall be adjourned either
to the same day in the next week, at the same time and place, to such day and at such time and place as indicated in the notice to such meeting, or to such day
and at such time and place as the chairperson of the meeting shall determine. At the reconvened meeting, any number of shareholders present in person or by
proxy shall constitute a quorum, unless a meeting was called pursuant to a request by our shareholders, in which case the quorum required is one or more
shareholders, present in person or by proxy and holding the number of shares required to call the meeting as described above.

Vote requirements
Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering provide that all resolutions of our shareholders require a simple
majority vote, unless otherwise required by the Companies Law or by our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this
offering. Under the Companies Law, certain actions require the approval of a special majority, including: (1) an extraordinary transaction with a controlling
shareholder or in which the controlling shareholder has a personal interest, (2) the terms of employment or other engagement of a controlling shareholder of the
company or a controlling shareholder’s relative (even if such terms are not extraordinary) and (3) certain compensation-related matters described above under
“Management—Compensation committee—Compensation policy under the Companies Law.” Under our amended and restated articles of association to be
effective upon the closing of this offering, the alteration of the rights, privileges, preferences or obligations of any class of our shares (to the extent there are
classes other than ordinary shares) requires the approval of a simple majority of the class so affected (or such other percentage of the relevant class that may
be set forth in the governing documents relevant to such class), in addition to a majority of all classes of shares voting together as a single class at a
shareholder meeting.
Under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, the approval of the holders of at least 65% of the total
voting power of our shareholders is generally required to remove any of our directors from office, to amend the provision requiring the approval of at least 65% of
the total voting power of our shareholders to remove any of our directors from office, or certain other provisions regarding our staggered board, shareholder
proposals, the size of our board and plurality voting in contested elections. Another exception to the simple majority vote requirement is a resolution for the
voluntary winding up, or an approval of a scheme of arrangement or reorganization, of the company pursuant to Section 350 of the Companies Law, which
requires the approval of holders holding at least 75% of the voting rights represented at the meeting and voting on the resolution.

Access to corporate records
Under the Companies Law, all shareholders generally have the right to review minutes of our general meetings, our shareholder register (including with respect
to material shareholders), our articles of association, our financial statements, other documents as provided in the Companies Law
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and any document we are required by law to file publicly with the Israeli Registrar of Companies or the Israel Securities Authority. Any shareholder who specifies
the purpose of its request may request to review any document in our possession that relates to any action or transaction with a related party which requires
shareholder approval under the Companies Law. We may deny a request to review a document if we determine that the request was not made in good faith,
that the document contains a trade secret or a patent or that the document’s disclosure may otherwise impair our interests.

Acquisitions under Israeli law
Full tender offer
A person wishing to acquire shares of a public Israeli company who would, as a result, hold over 90% of the target company’s voting rights or the target
company’s issued and outstanding share capital (or of a class thereof), is required by the Companies Law to make a tender offer to all of the company’s
shareholders for the purchase of all of the issued and outstanding shares of the company (or the applicable class). If (a) the shareholders who do not accept the
offer hold less than 5% of the issued and outstanding share capital of the company (or the applicable class) and the shareholders who accept the offer
constitute a majority of the offerees that do not have a personal interest in the acceptance of the tender offer or (b) the shareholders who did not accept the
tender offer hold less than 2% of the issued and outstanding share capital of the company (or of the applicable class), all of the shares that the acquirer offered
to purchase will be transferred to the acquirer by operation of law. A shareholder who had its shares so transferred may petition an Israeli court within six months
from the date of acceptance of the full tender offer, regardless of whether such shareholder agreed to the offer, to determine whether the tender offer was for
less than fair value and whether the fair value should be paid as determined by the court. However, an offeror may provide in the offer that a shareholder who
accepted the offer will not be entitled to petition the court for appraisal rights as described in the preceding sentence, as long as the offeror and the company
disclosed the information required by law in connection with the full tender offer. If the full tender offer was not accepted in accordance with any of the above
alternatives, the acquirer may not acquire shares of the company that will increase its holdings to more than 90% of the company’s voting rights or the
company’s issued and outstanding share capital (or of the applicable class) from shareholders who accepted the tender offer. Shares purchased in contradiction
to the full tender offer rules under the Companies Law will have no rights and will become dormant shares.
Special tender offer
The Companies Law provides that an acquisition of shares of an Israeli public company must be made by means of a special tender offer if, as a result of the
acquisition, the purchaser would become a holder of 25% or more of the voting rights in the company. This requirement does not apply if there is already
another holder of 25% or more of the voting rights in the company. Similarly, the Companies Law provides that an acquisition of shares of an Israeli public
company must be made by means of a special tender offer if, as a result of the acquisition, the purchaser would become a holder of more than 45% of the
voting rights in the company, if there is no other shareholder of the company who holds more than 45% of the voting rights in the company. These requirements
do not apply if (1) the acquisition occurs in the context of a private placement by the company that received shareholder approval as a private placement whose
purpose is to give the purchaser 25% or more of the voting rights in the company, if there is no person who holds 25% or more of the voting rights in the
company or as a private placement whose purpose is to give the purchaser 45% of the voting rights in the company, if there is no person who holds 45% of the
voting rights in the company, (2) the acquisition was from a shareholder holding 25% or more of the voting rights in the company and resulted in the purchaser
becoming a holder of 25% or more of the voting rights in the company, or (3) the acquisition was from a shareholder holding more than 45% of the voting rights
in the company and resulted in the purchaser becoming a holder of
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more than 45% of the voting rights in the company. A special tender offer must be extended to all shareholders of a company. A special tender offer may be
consummated only if (1) at least 5% of the voting power attached to the company’s outstanding shares will be acquired by the offeror and (2) the number of
shares tendered in the offer exceeds the number of shares whose holders objected to the offer (excluding the purchaser, its controlling shareholders, holders of
25% or more of the voting rights in the company and any person having a personal interest in the acceptance of the tender offer, or anyone on their behalf,
including any such person’s relatives and entities under their control).
In the event that a special tender offer is made, a company’s board of directors is required to express its opinion on the advisability of the offer, or may abstain
from expressing any opinion if it is unable to do so, provided that it gives the reasons for its abstention. The board of directors shall also disclose any personal
interest that any of the directors has with respect to the special tender offer or in connection therewith. An office holder in a target company who, in his or her
capacity as an office holder, performs an action the purpose of which is to cause the failure of an existing or foreseeable special tender offer or to impair the
chances of its acceptance, is liable to the potential purchaser and shareholders for damages, unless such office holder acted in good faith and had reasonable
grounds to believe he or she was acting for the benefit of the company. However, office holders of the target company may negotiate with the potential
purchaser in order to improve the terms of the special tender offer and may further negotiate with third parties in order to obtain a competing offer.
If a special tender offer is accepted, then shareholders who did not respond to or that had objected the offer may accept the offer within four days of the last day
set for the acceptance of the offer and they will be considered to have accepted the offer from the first day it was made.
In the event that a special tender offer is accepted, then the purchaser or any person or entity controlling it or under common control with the purchaser or such
controlling person or entity at the time of the offer may not make a subsequent tender offer for the purchase of shares of the target company and may not enter
into a merger with the target company for a period of one year from the date of the offer, unless the purchaser or such person or entity undertook to effect such
an offer or merger in the initial special tender offer. Shares purchased in contradiction to the special tender offer rules under the Companies Law will have no
rights and will become dormant shares.
Merger
The Companies Law permits merger transactions if approved by each party’s board of directors and, unless certain conditions described under the Companies
Law are met, a simple majority of the outstanding shares of each party to the merger that are represented and voting on the merger. The board of directors of a
merging company is required pursuant to the Companies Law to discuss and determine whether in its opinion there exists a reasonable concern that as a result
of a proposed merger, the surviving company will not be able to satisfy its obligations towards its creditors, such determination taking into account the financial
status of the merging companies. If the board of directors determines that such a concern exists, it may not approve a proposed merger. Following the approval
of the board of directors of each of the merging companies, the boards of directors must jointly prepare a merger proposal for submission to the Israeli Registrar
of Companies.
For purposes of the shareholder vote of a merging company whose shares are held by the other merging company, or by a person or entity holding 25% or
more of the voting rights at the general meeting of shareholders of the other merging company, or by a person or entity holding the right to appoint 25% or more
of the directors of the other merging company, unless a court rules otherwise, the merger will not be deemed approved if a majority of the shares voted on the
matter at the general meeting of shareholders (excluding abstentions) that are held by shareholders other than the other party to the merger, or by any person or
entity who holds 25% or more of the voting rights of the other party or the right to appoint 25% or more of the directors of the other
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party, or any one on their behalf including their relatives or corporations controlled by any of them, vote against the merger. In addition, if the non-surviving entity
of the merger has more than one class of shares, the merger must be approved by each class of shareholders. If the transaction would have been approved but
for the separate approval of each class or the exclusion of the votes of certain shareholders as provided above, a court may still approve the merger upon the
request of holders of at least 25% of the voting rights of a company, if the court holds that the merger is fair and reasonable, taking into account the valuation of
the merging companies and the consideration offered to the shareholders. If a merger is with a company’s controlling shareholder or if the controlling
shareholder has a personal interest in the merger, then the merger is instead subject to the same special majority approval that governs all extraordinary
transactions with controlling shareholders.
Under the Companies Law, each merging company must deliver to its secured creditors the merger proposal and inform its unsecured creditors of the merger
proposal and its content. Upon the request of a creditor of either party to the proposed merger, the court may delay or prevent the merger if it concludes that
there exists a reasonable concern that, as a result of the merger, the surviving company will be unable to satisfy the obligations of the merging company, and
may further give instructions to secure the rights of creditors.
In addition, a merger may not be completed unless at least 50 days have passed from the date that a proposal for approval of the merger is filed with the Israeli
Registrar of Companies and 30 days from the date that shareholder approval of both merging companies is obtained.

Anti-takeover measures
The Companies Law allows us to create and issue shares having rights different from those attached to our ordinary shares, including shares providing certain
preferred rights with respect to voting, distributions or other matters and shares having preemptive rights. As of the closing of this offering, no preferred shares
will be authorized under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering. In the future, if we do authorize, create
and issue a specific class of preferred shares, such class of shares, depending on the specific rights that may be attached to it, may have the ability to frustrate
or prevent a takeover or otherwise prevent our shareholders from realizing a potential premium over the market value of their ordinary shares. The authorization
and designation of a class of preferred shares will require an amendment to our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of
this offering, which requires the prior approval of the holders of a majority of the voting power attached to our issued and outstanding shares at a general
meeting of our shareholders. The convening of the meeting, the shareholders entitled to participate and the vote required to be obtained at such a meeting will
be subject to the requirements set forth in the Companies Law and our amended articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, as
described above in “—Shareholder meetings.” In addition, as disclosed under “—Election of directors,” we will have a classified board structure upon the closing
of this offering, which will effectively limit the ability of any investor or potential investor or group of investors or potential investors to gain control of our board of
directors.

Borrowing powers
Pursuant to the Companies Law and our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering, our board of directors may
exercise all powers and take all actions that are not required under law or under our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the
closing of this offering to be exercised or taken by our shareholders, including the power to borrow money for company purposes.
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Changes in capital
Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering enable us to increase or reduce our share capital. Any such
changes are subject to Israeli law and must be approved by a resolution duly passed by our shareholders at a general meeting of shareholders. In addition,
transactions that have the effect of reducing capital, such as the declaration and payment of dividends in the absence of sufficient retained earnings or profits,
require the approval of both our board of directors and an Israeli court.

Exclusive forum
Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering provide that unless we consent in writing to the selection of an
alternative forum, the federal district courts of the United States of America shall be the exclusive forum for the resolution of any complaint asserting a cause of
action arising under the Securities Act (for the sake of clarification, this provision does not apply to causes of action arising under the Exchange Act). Our
amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering also provide that unless we consent in writing to the selection of an
alternative forum, the competent courts in Tel Aviv, Israel shall be the exclusive forum for any derivative action or proceeding brought on behalf of the
Company, any action asserting a breach of a fiduciary duty owed by any of our directors, officers or other employees to the Company or our shareholders or any
action asserting a claim arising pursuant to any provision of the Companies Law or the Israeli Securities Law.

Transfer agent and registrar
The transfer agent and registrar for our ordinary shares is American Stock Transfer & Trust Company. Its address is 6201 15th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11219,
and its telephone number is (718)-921-8200.

Listing
We have applied to list our ordinary shares on NYSE under the symbol “SMWB”.
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Shares eligible for future sale
Prior to this offering, there has been no market for our ordinary shares. Future sales of substantial amounts of our ordinary shares in the public market could
adversely affect market prices prevailing from time to time. Furthermore, because only a limited number of ordinary shares will be available for sale shortly after
this offering due to existing contractual and legal restrictions on resale as described below, there may be sales of substantial amounts of our ordinary shares in
the public market after such restrictions lapse. This may adversely affect the prevailing market price of our ordinary shares and our ability to raise equity capital
in the future.
Following this offering, we will have an aggregate of 74,288,156 ordinary shares outstanding (or 75,413,156 ordinary shares if the underwriters exercise in full
their option to purchase additional ordinary shares). Our ordinary shares will be available for sale in the public market after the expiration or waiver of the lockup agreements described below, subject to limitations imposed by U.S. securities laws on resale by our “affiliates” as that term is defined in Rule 144 under the
Securities Act.
We expect that all of our ordinary shares will be freely tradable without restriction or further registration under the Securities Act, unless purchased by “affiliates”
as that term is defined under Rule 144 of the Securities Act described below. In addition, following this offering and the expiration or waiver of the lock-up
agreements described below, ordinary shares issuable pursuant to awards granted under certain of our equity incentive plans will eventually be freely tradable
in the public market.
The remaining ordinary shares will be “restricted securities” as that phrase is defined in Rule 144. Subject to certain contractual restrictions, including the lockup agreements described below, holders of restricted shares will be entitled to sell those shares in the public market only if the sale is registered or pursuant to
an exemption from registration, such as the safe harbor provided by Rule 144.

Eligibility of restricted shares for sale in the public market
The remaining ordinary shares that are not being sold in this offering, but which will be outstanding at the time this offering is complete, will be eligible for sale
into the public market, under the provisions of Rule 144 commencing after the expiration of the restrictions under the lock-up agreements, subject in certain
cases to volume restrictions discussed below under “—Rule 144.”

Lock up agreements
We, the selling shareholder, our executive officers and directors, and the holders of substantially all of our outstanding ordinary shares, have agreed not to offer,
sell, agree to sell, directly or indirectly, or otherwise dispose of any ordinary shares or any securities convertible into or exchangeable for ordinary shares except
for the ordinary shares offered in this offering without the prior written consent of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC for a period of 180 days after the date of this
prospectus, subject to certain exceptions; provided that:
•

for any (i) employee of the Company with a title below vice president, (ii) contractor of the Company, (iii) former employee of the Company or (iv) former
contractor of the Company, each determined by the Company as of the day of the early lock-up release described below, collectively, the Early Release
Employee Group, the lock-up period shall expire with respect to a number of shares equal to 25% of the ordinary shares and other securities (including
vested shares and vested equity awards, including such shares and equity awards that are held by any trust for the direct or indirect benefit of the holder or of
an immediate family member of the holder) owned by such employee or contractor on the date of the prospectus, on the 91st day after the date of the
prospectus, or the Early Release Date; and
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•

for any lock-up party not a member of the Early Release Employee Group, subject to compliance with applicable securities laws, including without limitation
Rule 144 as promulgated by the SEC under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the lock-up period shall expire with respect to a number of shares equal
to 25% of the ordinary shares and other securities (including vested shares and vested equity awards, including such shares and equity awards that are held
by any trust for the direct or indirect benefit of the holder or of an immediate family member of the holder) owned by such lock-up party on the date of the
prospectus; provided the last reported closing price of our ordinary shares on the NYSE is at least 25% greater than the initial public offering price of the
ordinary shares to the public as set forth on the Prospectus for at least 5 trading days out of any 10 consecutive full trading day period ending on or after 91st
day after the date of the prospectus.

Rule 144
In general, under Rule 144 under the Securities Act, a person (or persons whose shares are aggregated) who is not deemed to have been an affiliate of ours at
any time during the three months preceding a sale, and who has beneficially owned restricted securities within the meaning of Rule 144 for at least six months
(including any period of consecutive ownership of preceding non-affiliated holders) would be entitled to sell those shares, subject only to the availability of
current public information about us. A non-affiliated person who has beneficially owned restricted securities within the meaning of Rule 144 for at least one year
would be entitled to sell those shares without regard to the provisions of Rule 144.
A person (or persons whose shares are aggregated) who is deemed to be an affiliate of ours and who has beneficially owned restricted securities within the
meaning of Rule 144 for at least six months would be entitled to sell within any three-month period a number of shares that does not exceed the greater of one
percent of the then outstanding shares of our ordinary shares or the average weekly trading volume of our ordinary shares on the stock exchange during the
four calendar weeks preceding such sale. Such sales are also subject to certain manner of sale provisions, notice requirements and the availability of current
public information about us.

Equity awards
Following the closing of this offering, we intend to file a registration statement on Form S-8 under the Securities Act to register ordinary shares reserved for
issuance under our incentive plans. The registration statement on Form S-8 will become effective automatically upon filing.
Ordinary shares issued upon exercise of a share option or upon vesting of RSUs and registered under the Form S-8 registration statement will, subject to
vesting provisions, lock-up agreements with the underwriters and Rule 144 volume limitations applicable to our affiliates, be available for sale in the open market
immediately after the lock up agreements expire. See “Management—Equity incentive plans.”
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Material income tax considerations
The following summary contains a description of material Israeli and U.S. federal income tax considerations of the acquisition, ownership and disposition of our
ordinary shares. This summary should not be considered a comprehensive description of all the tax considerations that may be relevant to the decision to
acquire our ordinary shares.

Israeli tax considerations
The following description is not intended to constitute a complete analysis of all tax consequences relating to the acquisition, ownership and disposition of our
ordinary shares. You should consult your own tax adviser concerning the tax consequences of your particular situation, as well as any tax consequences that
may arise under the laws of any state, local, foreign or other taxing jurisdiction.
Israeli Tax considerations and government programs
The following is a brief summary of the material Israeli tax laws applicable to us, and certain Israeli Government programs. This section also contains a
discussion of material Israeli tax consequences concerning the ownership and disposition of our ordinary shares purchased by investors in this offering. This
summary does not discuss all the aspects of Israeli tax law that may be relevant to a particular investor in light of his or her personal investment circumstances
or to some types of investors subject to special treatment under Israeli law. Examples of such investors include residents of Israel or traders in securities who
are subject to special tax regimes not covered in this discussion. To the extent that the discussion is based on tax legislation that has not yet been subject to
judicial or administrative interpretation, we cannot assure you that the appropriate tax authorities or the courts will accept the views expressed in this
discussion. The discussion below is subject to change, including due to amendments under Israeli law or changes to the applicable judicial or administrative
interpretations of Israeli law, which change could affect the tax consequences described below.
General corporate tax structure in Israel
Israeli companies are generally subject to corporate tax. The current corporate tax rate is 23%. However, the effective tax rate payable by a company that
derives income from a Preferred Enterprise or a Technology Enterprise (as discussed below) may be considerably less. Capital gains derived by an Israeli
company are generally subject to the prevailing corporate tax rate
Law for the Encouragement of Industry (Taxes), 5729-1969
The Law for the Encouragement of Industry (Taxes), 5729-1969, generally referred to as the Industry Encouragement Law, provides several tax benefits for
“Industrial Companies.” We believe that we currently qualify as an Industrial Company within the meaning of the Industry Encouragement Law.
The Industry Encouragement Law defines an “Industrial Company” as an Israeli resident-company incorporated in Israel, of which 90% or more of its income in
any tax year, other than income from certain government loans, capital gains, interest and dividends, is derived from an “Industrial Enterprise” owned by it and
located in Israel or in the “Area”, in accordance with the definition in the section 3A of the Israeli Income Tax Ordinance (New Version) 1961, or the Ordinance.
An “Industrial Enterprise” is defined as an enterprise whose principal activity in a given tax year is industrial production.
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The following corporate tax benefits, among others, are available to Industrial Companies:
•

amortization of the cost of purchased patent, rights to use a patent, and know-how, which are used for the development or advancement of the Industrial
Enterprise, over an eight-year period, commencing on the year in which such rights were first exercised;

•

under limited conditions, an election to file consolidated tax returns with related Israeli Industrial Companies; and

•

expenses related to a public offering are deductible in equal amounts over three years commencing on the year of the offering.

Eligibility for benefits under the Industry Encouragement Law is not contingent upon approval of any governmental authority. There can be no assurance that we
will continue to qualify as an Industrial Company or that the benefits described above will be available in the future.
Tax benefits and grants for research and development
Israeli tax law allows, under certain conditions, a tax deduction for expenditures, including capital expenditures, for the year in which they are incurred.
Expenditures are deemed related to scientific research and development projects, if:
•

the expenditures are approved by the relevant Israeli government ministry, determined by the field of research;

•

the research and development must be for the promotion of the company; and

•

the research and development is carried out by or on behalf of the company seeking such tax deduction.

The amount of such deductible expenses is reduced by the sum of any funds received through government grants for the finance of such scientific research and
development projects. No deduction under these research and development deduction rules is allowed if such deduction is related to an expense invested in an
asset depreciable under the general depreciation rules of the Ordinance. Expenditures not so approved are deductible in equal amounts over three years.
From time to time we may apply to the Israel Innovation Authority for approval to allow a tax deduction for all research and development expenses during the
year incurred. There can be no assurance that such application will be accepted.
Law for the Encouragement of Capital Investments, 5719-1959
The Law for the Encouragement of Capital Investments, 5719-1959, generally referred to as the Investment Law, provides certain incentives for capital
investments in production facilities (or other eligible assets).
The Investment Law was significantly amended effective as of April 1, 2005, as of January 1, 2011 (or the 2011 Amendment), and as of January 1, 2017 (or the
2017 Amendment). The 2011 Amendment introduced new benefits to replace those granted in accordance with the provisions of the Investment Law in effect
prior to the 2011 Amendment. However, companies entitled to benefits under the Investment Law as in effect prior to January 1, 2011 were entitled to choose to
continue to enjoy such benefits, provided that certain conditions are met, or elect instead, irrevocably, to forego such benefits and have the benefits of the 2011
Amendment apply. The 2017 Amendment introduces new benefits for Technological Enterprises, alongside the existing tax benefits.
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Tax benefits under the 2011 amendment
The 2011 Amendment cancelled the availability of the benefits granted under the Investment Law prior to 2011 and, instead, introduced new benefits for income
generated by a “Preferred Company” through its “Preferred Enterprise” (as such terms are defined in the Investment Law) as of January 1, 2011. The definition
of a Preferred Company includes a company incorporated in Israel that is not fully owned by a governmental entity, and that has, among other things, Preferred
Enterprise status and is controlled and managed from Israel. Pursuant to the 2011 Amendment, a Preferred Company is entitled to a reduced corporate tax rate
of 16% with respect to its income derived by its Preferred Enterprise as of 2017, unless the Preferred Enterprise is located in a specified development zone, in
which case the rate will be 7.5%. Income derived by a Preferred Company from a “Special Preferred Enterprise” (as such term is defined in the Investment
Law) would be entitled, during a benefits period of 10 years, to further reduced tax rates of 8%, or 5% if the Special Preferred Enterprise is located in a certain
development zone. Dividends distributed from income which is attributed to a “Preferred Enterprise” will be subject to withholding tax at source at the following
rates: (1) Israeli resident corporations—0% (although, if such dividends are subsequently distributed to individuals or a non-Israeli company, withholding tax at a
rate of 20% or such lower rate as may be provided in an applicable tax treaty will apply), (2) Israeli resident individuals—20%, and (3) non-Israeli residents
(individuals and corporations)—20%, subject to a reduced tax rate under the provisions of an applicable tax treaty. Claim of tax benefits afforded by an
applicable tax treaty is subject to the receipt in advance of a valid certificate from the Israel Tax Authority allowing for a reduced tax rate.
Tax benefits under the 2017 amendment
The 2017 Amendment provides new tax benefits for two types of “Technology Enterprises”, as described below, and is in addition to the other existing tax
benefits programs under the Investment Law.
The 2017 Amendment provides that a technology company satisfying certain conditions will qualify as a “Preferred Technological Enterprise” and will thereby
enjoy a reduced corporate tax rate of 12% on income that qualifies as “Preferred Technology Income”, as defined in the Investment Law. The tax rate is further
reduced to 7.5% for a Preferred Technological Enterprise located in development zone “A.” In addition, a Preferred Technology Company will enjoy a reduced
corporate tax rate of 12% on capital gain derived from the sale of certain “Benefitted Intangible Assets” (as defined in the Investment Law) to a related foreign
company if the Benefitted Intangible Assets were acquired from a foreign company on or after January 1, 2017, for at least NIS 200.0 million, and the sale
receives prior approval from the National Authority for Technological Innovation, to which we refer as NATI.
The 2017 Amendment further provides that a technology company satisfying certain conditions will qualify as a “Special Preferred Technological Enterprise” (an
enterprise for which total consolidated revenues of its parent company and all subsidiaries exceed NIS 10 billion) and will thereby enjoy a reduced corporate tax
rate of 6% on “Preferred Technology Income” regardless of the company’s geographic location within Israel. In addition, a Special Preferred Technological
Enterprise will enjoy a reduced corporate tax rate of 6% on capital gain derived from the sale of certain “Benefitted Intangible Assets” to a related foreign
company if the Benefitted Intangible Assets were either developed by an Israeli company or acquired from a foreign company on or after January 1, 2017, and
the sale received prior approval from NATI. A Special Preferred Technological Enterprise that acquires Benefitted Intangible Assets from a foreign company for
more than NIS 500.0 million will be eligible for these benefits for at least ten years, subject to certain approvals as specified in the Investment Law.
Dividends distributed by a Preferred Technological Enterprise or a Special Preferred Technological Enterprise, paid out of Preferred Technology Income, are
generally subject to withholding tax at source at the rate of 20% or such lower rate as may be provided in an applicable tax treaty.
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However, if such dividends are paid to an Israeli company, no tax is required to be withheld. If such dividends are distributed to a foreign company (holding
directly at least 90% in the Preferred Company which owns the Preferred Technological Enterprise) and other conditions are met, the withholding tax rate will
be 4%.
We have not examined yet our qualification as a Preferred Technological Enterprise, as well as the amount of Preferred Technology Income that we may have,
and other benefits that we may receive in the future under the 2017 Amendment, due to the irrelevance of the Investment Law to us in light of our current
profitability. However, we intend to examine our eligibility for the tax benefits for a “Preferred Technological Enterprise” and our compliance with certain
conditions stipulated in the Investment Law and its regulations in the future subject to our profitability.
Taxation of our shareholders
Israeli law generally imposes a capital gain tax on the sale of capital assets by residents of Israel, as defined for Israeli tax purposes, and on the sale of assets
located in Israel, including shares of Israeli companies, by both residents and non-residents of Israel, unless a specific exemption is available or unless a tax
treaty between Israel and the seller’s country of residence provides otherwise.
Capital Gains Taxes Applicable to Non-Israeli Resident Shareholders. Capital gain tax is imposed on the disposition of capital assets by a non-Israeli resident if
those assets are either (1) located in Israel; (2) are shares or a right to a share in an Israeli resident corporation, or (3) represent, directly or indirectly, rights to
assets located in Israel, unless a tax treaty between Israel and the seller’s country of residence provides otherwise. The Israeli tax law distinguishes between
“Real Capital Gain” and the “Inflationary Surplus.” Real Gain is the excess of the total capital gain over Inflationary Surplus computed generally on the basis of
the increase in the Israeli Consumer Price Index or, in certain circumstances, a foreign currency exchange rate, between the date of purchase and the date of
disposition. Inflationary Surplus is not subject to tax in Israel. Generally, Real Capital Gain accrued by individuals on the sale of our ordinary shares will be taxed
at the rate of 25%. However, if the individual shareholder is a “substantial shareholder” at the time of sale or at any time during the preceding 12 months period,
such gain will be taxed at the rate of 30%. A “substantial shareholder” is generally a person who alone or together with such person’s relative or another person
who collaborates with such person on a permanent basis, holds, directly or indirectly, at least 10% of any of the “means of control” of the corporation. “Means of
control” generally include the right to vote, receive profits, nominate a director or an executive officer, receive assets upon liquidation, or order someone who
holds any of the aforesaid rights how to act, regardless of the source of such right. Real Capital Gain derived by corporations will be generally subject to a
corporate tax rate of 23% (in 2021).
A non-Israeli resident who derives capital gains from the sale of shares in an Israeli resident company were purchased after the company was listed for trading
on a stock exchange outside of Israel will be exempt from Israeli tax so long as the shares were not held through a permanent establishment that the nonresident maintains in Israel. However, non-Israeli corporations will not be entitled to the foregoing exemption if Israeli residents:
(i) have a controlling interest of more than 25% in any of the means of control of such non-Israeli corporation or
(ii) are the beneficiaries of, or are entitled to, 25% or more of the revenues or profits of such non-Israeli corporation, whether directly or indirectly.
Such exemption is not applicable to a person whose gains from selling or otherwise disposing of the shares are deemed to be business income.
Additionally, a sale of securities by a non-Israeli resident may be exempt from Israeli capital gains tax under the provisions of an applicable tax treaty. For
example, under Convention Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the State of Israel with respect
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to Taxes on Income, as amended, or the United States-Israel Tax Treaty, the sale, exchange or other disposition of shares by a shareholder who is a United
States resident (for purposes of the treaty) holding the shares as a capital asset and is entitled to claim the benefits afforded to such a resident by the U.S.Israel Tax Treaty, or a Treaty U.S. Resident, is generally exempt from Israeli capital gains tax unless: (1) the capital gain arising from such sale, exchange or
disposition is attributed to real estate located in Israel; (2) the capital gain arising from such sale, exchange or disposition is attributed to royalties; (3) the capital
gain arising from the such sale, exchange or disposition is attributed to a permanent establishment in Israel, under certain terms; (4) such Treaty U.S. Resident
holds, directly or indirectly, shares representing 10% or more of the voting capital during any part of the 12-month period preceding the disposition, subject to
certain conditions; or (5) such Treaty U.S. Resident is an individual and was present in Israel for 183 days or more during the relevant taxable year. In any such
case, the sale, exchange or disposition of such shares would be subject to Israeli tax, to the extent applicable; however, under the U.S.-Israel Tax Treaty, a
Treaty U.S. resident would be permitted to claim a credit for the Israeli tax against the U.S. federal income tax imposed with respect to the sale, exchange or
disposition, subject to the limitations in U.S. laws applicable to foreign tax credits. The U.S.-Israel Tax Treaty does not provide such credit against any U.S. state
or local taxes.
Regardless of whether shareholders may be liable for Israeli income tax on the sale of our ordinary shares, the payment of the consideration may be subject to
withholding of Israeli tax at the source. Accordingly, shareholders may be required to demonstrate that they are exempt from tax on their capital gains in order to
avoid withholding at source at the time of sale. Specifically, in transactions involving a sale of all of the shares of an Israeli resident company, in the form of a
merger or otherwise, the Israel Tax Authority may require from shareholders who are not liable for Israeli tax to sign declarations in forms specified by this
authority or obtain a specific exemption from the Israel Tax Authority to confirm their status as non-Israeli resident, and, in the absence of such declarations or
exemptions, may require the purchaser of the shares to withhold taxes at source.
Taxation of Non-Israeli Shareholders on Receipt of Dividends. Non-Israeli residents are generally subject to Israeli income tax on the receipt of dividends paid
on our ordinary shares at the rate of 25%, which tax will be withheld at source, unless relief is provided in a tax treaty between Israel and the shareholder’s
country of residence. With respect to a person who is a “substantial shareholder” at the time of receiving the dividend or on any time during the preceding
twelve months, the applicable tax rate is 30%. In the extent that the shares are registered with a nominee company (whether the recipient is a substantial
shareholder or not) the withholding tax at source is at rate of 25%. However, a distribution of dividends to non-Israeli residents is subject to tax and withholding
tax at source at a rate of 20% or such lower rate as may be provided in an applicable tax treaty, subject to the receipt in advance of a valid certificate from the
Israel Tax Authority allowing for a reduced tax rate, if the dividend is distributed from income attributed to a Preferred (including Preferred Technological)
Enterprise. If the dividend is attributable partly to income derived from a Preferred (including Preferred Technological) Enterprise, and partly to other sources of
income, the withholding rate will be a blended rate reflecting the relative portions of the two types of income. We cannot assure you that we will designate the
profits that we may distribute in the future in a way that will reduce shareholders’ tax liability.
However, a reduced tax rate may be provided under an applicable tax treaty (subject to the receipt in advance of a valid certificate from the Israel Tax Authority
allowing for a reduced tax rate). For example, under the United States-Israel Tax Treaty, the maximum rate of tax withheld at source in Israel on dividends paid
to a holder of our ordinary shares who is a Treaty U.S. Resident is 25%. However, generally, the maximum rate of withholding tax on dividends, not generated
by a Preferred (including Preferred Technological) Enterprise, that are paid to a United States corporation holding 10% or more of the outstanding voting capital
throughout the tax year in which the dividend is distributed as well as during the previous tax year, is 12.5%, provided that not more than 25% of the gross
income for such preceding year consists of certain types of dividends and interest. If dividends are distributed from income attributed to a Preferred (including
Preferred
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Technological) Enterprise and the foregoing conditions are met, such dividends are subject to a withholding tax rate of 15% for a shareholder that is a United
States corporation.
Surtax. Subject to the provisions of an applicable tax treaty, individuals who are subject to income tax in Israel (whether any such individual is an Israeli resident
or non-Israeli resident) are also subject to an additional tax at a rate of 3% on annual income (including, but not limited to, income derived from dividends,
interest and capital gains) exceeding NIS 647,640 for 2021, which amount is linked to the annual change in the Israeli consumer price index.
Estate and Gift Tax. Israeli law presently does not impose estate or gift taxes.

Material U.S. federal income tax considerations for U.S. holders
The following is a description of the material U.S. federal income tax considerations to the U.S. Holders defined below of owning and disposing of our ordinary
shares. It is not a comprehensive description of all tax considerations that may be relevant to a particular U.S. Holder’s decision to acquire ordinary shares. This
discussion applies only to a U.S. Holder that holds our ordinary shares as a capital asset within the meaning of Section 1221 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended, or the Code, for tax purposes (generally, property held for investment). In addition, it does not describe all of the tax considerations that may
be relevant in light of a U.S. Holder’s particular circumstances, including state and local tax considerations, any U.S. federal non-income tax considerations
(such as estate or gift tax considerations), or any tax considerations relating to the alternative minimum tax or the Medicare contribution tax on net investment
income. In addition, this discussion does not address any tax considerations applicable to U.S. Holders subject to special rules, such as:
•

banks, insurance companies, and certain other financial institutions;

•

U.S. expatriates and certain former citizens or long-term residents of the United States;

•

dealers or traders in securities who use a mark-to-market method of tax accounting;

•

persons holding ordinary shares as part of a hedging transaction, “straddle,” wash sale, conversion transaction or integrated transaction or persons entering
into a constructive sale with respect to ordinary shares;

•

persons whose “functional currency” for U.S. federal income tax purposes is not the U.S. dollar;

•

brokers, dealers or traders in securities, commodities or currencies;

•

tax-exempt entities or government organizations;

•

S corporations, partnerships, or other entities or arrangements classified as partnerships or pass-throughs for U.S. federal income tax purposes (and
investors therein);

•

regulated investment companies or real estate investment trusts;

•

persons who acquired our ordinary shares pursuant to the exercise of any employee stock option or otherwise as compensation;

•

persons that own or are deemed to own (including by attribution) ten percent or more of our shares (by vote or value); and

•

persons holding our ordinary shares in connection with a trade or business, permanent establishment, or fixed base outside the United States.

If an entity or arrangement that is classified as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes holds ordinary shares, the U.S. federal income tax treatment
of a partner will generally depend on the status of the partner and the activities of the partnership. Partnerships holding ordinary shares
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and partners in such partnerships are encouraged to consult their tax advisers as to the particular U.S. federal income tax consequences of holding and
disposing of ordinary shares.
The discussion is based on the Code, administrative pronouncements, judicial decisions, final, temporary and proposed Treasury Regulations, all as of the date
hereof, changes to any of which may affect the tax considerations described herein - possibly with retroactive effect.
A “U.S. Holder” is a holder who, for U.S. federal income tax purposes, is a beneficial owner of ordinary shares who is:
(1) an individual who is a citizen or resident of the United States;
(2) a corporation, or other entity taxable as a corporation, created or organized in or under the laws of the United States, any state therein or the District of
Columbia;
(3) an estate, the income of which is subject to U.S. federal income taxation regardless of its source; or
(4) a trust if (a) a U.S. court is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration of the trust and one or more U.S. persons have authority to control all
substantial decisions of the trust or (b) the trust has a valid election to be treated as a U.S. person under applicable U.S. Treasury Regulations.
U.S. Holders are encouraged to consult their tax advisers concerning the U.S. federal, state, local and non-U.S. tax consequences of owning and disposing of
our ordinary shares in their particular circumstances.
Passive foreign investment company rules
A non-U.S. corporation will be classified as a PFIC for any taxable year in which, after applying certain look-through rules, either:
•

at least 75% of its gross income is passive income (such as interest income); or

•

at least 50% of its gross assets (determined on the basis of a quarterly average) is attributable to assets that produce passive income or are held for the
production of passive income (including cash).

For this purpose, cash is a passive asset and passive income generally includes dividends, interest, royalties and rents (other than royalties and rents derived in
the active conduct of a trade or business and not derived from a related person). For purposes of this test, we will be treated as owning our proportionate share
of the assets and earning our proportionate share of the income of any other corporation, the equity of which we own, directly or indirectly, 25% or more (by
value).
Based on the estimated composition of our income, assets and operations, we do not believe that we were classified as a PFIC for the U.S. federal income tax
purposes for the taxable year ending December 31, 2020. No assurances can be provided that we will not be a PFIC for the current or any future taxable year
or that we have not been a PFIC in any prior taxable years. The determination of whether we are a PFIC is a fact-intensive determination made on an annual
basis and the applicable law is subject to varying interpretation. In particular, the composition of our assets may depend in part on our current and intended
future business plans, which are subject to change. In addition, for our current and future taxable years, the aggregate fair market value of our assets, including
goodwill and other unbooked intangibles for PFIC testing purposes may be determined in part by reference to the market price of our ordinary shares from time
to time, which may fluctuate considerably. Under the income test, our status as a PFIC depends on the composition of our income which will depend on a
variety of factors that are subject to uncertainty, including transactions we enter into in the future and our corporate structure. There can be no assurance that
the IRS would
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not successfully challenge our position. Accordingly, our U.S. counsel expresses no opinion with respect to our PFIC status for any prior, current or future
taxable year.
If we are classified as a PFIC in any year with respect to which a U.S. Holder owns the ordinary shares, we will continue to be treated as a PFIC with respect to
such U.S. Holder in all succeeding years during which the U.S. Holder owns the ordinary shares, regardless of whether we continue to meet the tests described
above unless (1) we cease to be a PFIC and the U.S. Holder has made a “deemed sale” election under the PFIC rules, or (2) the U.S. Holder (A) makes a “QEF
Election” (defined below) or (B) is eligible to make and makes a mark-to-market election (as described below), with respect to all taxable years during such U.S.
Holder’s holding period in which we are a PFIC. If such a deemed sale election is made, a U.S. Holder will be deemed to have sold the ordinary shares the U.S.
Holder holds at their fair market value as of the date of such deemed sale and any gain from such deemed sale would be subject to the rules described below.
After the deemed sale election, so long as we do not become a PFIC in a subsequent taxable year, the U.S. Holder’s ordinary shares with respect to which such
election was made will not be treated as shares in a PFIC and the U.S. Holder will not be subject to the rules described below with respect to any “excess
distribution” the U.S. Holder receives from us or any gain from an actual sale or other disposition of the ordinary shares. U.S. Holders should consult their tax
advisers as to the possibility and consequences of making a deemed sale election if we are (or were to become) and then cease to be a PFIC and such election
becomes available.
For each taxable year we are treated as a PFIC with respect to U.S. Holders, U.S. Holders will be subject to special tax rules with respect to any “excess
distribution” such U.S. Holder receives and any gain such U.S. Holder recognizes from a sale or other disposition (including a pledge) of ordinary shares, unless
(1) such U.S. Holder makes a “qualified electing fund” election, or QEF Election, with respect to all taxable years during such U.S. Holder’s holding period in
which we are a PFIC, or (2) our ordinary shares constitute “marketable stock” and such U.S. Holder makes a mark-to-market election (as discussed below).
Distributions a U.S. Holder receives in a taxable year that are greater than 125% of the average annual distributions a U.S. Holder received during the shorter
of the three preceding taxable years or the U.S. Holder’s holding period for the ordinary shares will be treated as an excess distribution. Under these special tax
rules:
•

the excess distribution or gain will be allocated ratably over a U.S. Holder’s holding period for the ordinary shares;

•

the amount allocated to the current taxable year, and any taxable year prior to the first taxable year in which we became a PFIC, will be treated as ordinary
income; and

•

the amount allocated to each other year will be subject to the highest tax rate in effect for that year and the interest charge generally applicable to
underpayments of tax will be imposed on the resulting tax attributable to each such year.

The tax liability for amounts allocated to years prior to the year of disposition or “excess distribution” cannot be offset by any net operating losses for such years,
and gains (but not losses) realized on the sale of the ordinary shares cannot be treated as capital gains, even if a U.S. Holder holds the ordinary shares as
capital assets.
If we are a PFIC, a U.S. Holder will generally be subject to similar rules with respect to distributions we receive from, and our dispositions of the shares of, any of
the foreign entities in which we may hold equity interests that also are PFICs, or lower-tier PFICs, as if such distributions were indirectly received by, and/or
dispositions were indirectly carried out by, such U.S. Holder. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding the application of the PFIC rules to our
subsidiaries.
If a U.S. Holder makes an effective QEF Election, the U.S. Holder will be required to include in gross income each year, whether or not we make distributions,
as capital gains, such U.S. Holder’s pro rata share of our net capital gains and, as ordinary income, such U.S. Holder’s pro rata share of our
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earnings in excess of our net capital gains. However, a U.S. Holder can only make a QEF Election with respect to ordinary shares in a PFIC if such company
agrees to furnish such U.S. Holder with certain tax information annually. We do not currently expect to provide such information in the event that we are
classified as a PFIC.
U.S. Holders can avoid the interest charge on excess distributions or gain relating to our ordinary shares by making a mark-to-market election with respect to
the ordinary shares, provided that the ordinary shares are “marketable stock.” Ordinary shares will be marketable stock if they are “regularly traded” on certain
U.S. stock exchanges (such as NYSE) or on a non-U.S. stock exchange that meets certain conditions. For these purposes, the ordinary shares will be
considered regularly traded during any calendar year during which they are traded, other than in de minimis quantities, on at least 15 days during each calendar
quarter. Any trades that have as their principal purpose meeting this requirement will be disregarded. Each U.S. Holder should consult its tax adviser as to the
whether a mark-to-market election is available or advisable with respect to the ordinary shares.
A U.S. Holder that makes a mark-to-market election must include in ordinary income for each year an amount equal to the excess, if any, of the fair market
value of our ordinary shares at the close of the taxable year over the U.S. Holder’s adjusted tax basis in the ordinary shares. An electing holder may also claim
an ordinary loss deduction for the excess, if any, of the U.S. Holder’s adjusted basis in the ordinary shares over the fair market value of the ordinary shares at
the close of the taxable year, but this deduction is allowable only to the extent of any net mark-to-market gains for prior years. Gains from an actual sale or other
disposition of the ordinary shares will be treated as ordinary income, and any losses incurred on a sale or other disposition of the shares will be treated as an
ordinary loss to the extent of any net mark-to-market gains for prior years. Once made, the election cannot be revoked without the consent of the IRS unless
the ordinary shares cease to be marketable stock.
However, a mark-to-market election generally cannot be made for equity interests in any lower-tier PFICs that we own, unless shares of such lower- tier PFIC
are themselves “marketable stock.” As a result, even if a U.S. Holder validly makes a mark-to-market election with respect to our ordinary shares, the U.S.
Holder would likely continue to be subject to the PFIC rules (described above) with respect to its indirect interest in any of our investments that are treated as an
equity interest in a PFIC for U.S. federal income tax purposes. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers as to the availability and desirability of a mark-tomarket election, as well as the impact of such election on interests in any lower-tier PFICs.
Unless otherwise provided by the U.S. Treasury, each U.S. shareholder of a PFIC is required to file an annual report containing such information as the U.S.
Treasury may require. A U.S. Holder’s failure to file the annual report will cause the statute of limitations for such U.S. Holder’s U.S. federal income tax return to
remain open with regard to the items required to be included in such report until three years after the U.S. Holder files the annual report, and, unless such
failure is due to reasonable cause and not willful neglect, the statute of limitations for the U.S. Holder’s entire U.S. federal income tax return will remain open
during such period. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding the requirements of filing such information returns under these rules.
WE STRONGLY URGE YOU TO CONSULT YOUR TAX ADVISER REGARDING THE IMPACT OF OUR PFIC STATUS ON YOUR INVESTMENT IN THE
ORDINARY SHARES AS WELL AS THE APPLICATION OF THE PFIC RULES TO YOUR INVESTMENT IN THE ORDINARY SHARES.
Taxation of distributions
Subject to the discussion above under “—Passive foreign investment company rules,” distributions paid on ordinary shares, other than certain pro rata
distributions of ordinary shares, will generally be treated as dividends to the extent paid out of our current or accumulated earnings and profits (as determined
under U.S. federal income tax principles). Because we may not calculate our earnings and profits under U.S. federal income tax principles, distributions, may be
reported to U.S. Holders
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as dividends. Non-corporate U.S. holders may qualify for the preferential rates of taxation applicable to long term capital gains (i.e., gains from the sale of
capital assets held for more than one year) with respect to dividends on ordinary shares if we are a “qualified foreign corporation,” provided that certain
conditions are met, including conditions relating to holding period and the absence of certain risk reduction transactions. A non-United States corporation (other
than a corporation that is classified as a PFIC for the taxable year in which the dividend is paid or the preceding taxable year) generally will be considered to be
a qualified foreign corporation (a) if it is eligible for the benefits of a comprehensive tax treaty with the United States which the Secretary of Treasury of the
United States determines is satisfactory for purposes of these rules and which includes an exchange of information provision, or (b) with respect to any dividend
it pays on ordinary shares which are readily tradable on an established securities market in the United States. The amount of the dividend will be treated as
foreign-source dividend income to U.S. Holders and will not be eligible for the dividends-received deduction generally available to U.S. corporations under the
Code. Dividends will generally be included in a U.S. Holder’s income on the date of the U.S. Holder’s receipt of the dividend. The amount of any distribution of
property other than cash (and other than certain pro rata distributions of ordinary shares or rights to acquire ordinary shares) will be the fair market value of
such property on the date of distribution. For foreign tax credit purposes, our dividends will generally be treated as passive category income. The rules relating to
the determination of the U.S. foreign tax credit are complex, and U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding the availability of a foreign tax credit in
their particular circumstances and the possibility of claiming a deduction (in lieu of the foreign tax credit) for any foreign taxes paid or withheld.
Sale or other taxable disposition of ordinary shares
Subject to the discussion above under “—Passive foreign investment company rules,” gain or loss realized on the sale or other taxable disposition of ordinary
shares will be capital gain or loss, and will be long-term capital gain or loss if the U.S. Holder held the ordinary shares for more than one year. The amount of
the gain or loss will equal the difference between the U.S. Holder’s tax basis in the ordinary shares disposed of and the amount realized on the disposition, in
each case as determined in U.S. dollars. This gain or loss will generally be U.S.-source gain or loss for foreign tax credit purposes. The deductibility of capital
losses is subject to limitations. Because gain for the sale or other taxable disposition of ordinary shares will generally be treated as U.S.-source income, and you
may use foreign tax credits against only the portion of United States federal income tax liability that is attributed to foreign source income in the same category,
your ability to utilize a foreign tax credit with respect to the Israeli tax imposed on any such sale or other taxable disposition, if any, may be significantly limited.
In addition, if you are eligible for the benefit of the income tax convention between the United States and the State of Israel and pay Israeli tax in excess of the
amount applicable to you under such convention or if the Israeli tax paid is refundable, you will not be able to claim any foreign tax credit or deduction with
respect to such Israeli tax. You should consult your tax adviser as to whether the Israeli tax on gains may be creditable or deductible in light of your particular
circumstances and your ability to apply the provisions of an applicable treaty.
Information reporting and backup withholding
Payments of dividends and sales proceeds that are made within the United States or through certain U.S.-related financial intermediaries generally are subject
to information reporting, and may be subject to backup withholding, unless (1) the U.S. Holder is a corporation or other exempt recipient or (2) in the case of
backup withholding, the U.S. Holder provides a correct taxpayer identification number and certifies that it is not subject to backup withholding.
Backup withholding is not an additional tax. The amount of any backup withholding from a payment to a U.S. Holder will be allowed as a credit against the
holder’s U.S. federal income tax
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liability and may entitle it to a refund, provided that the required information is timely furnished to the IRS.
Information with respect to foreign financial assets
Certain U.S. Holders who are individuals (and, under proposed regulations, certain entities) may be required to report information relating to the ordinary shares,
subject to certain exceptions (including an exception for ordinary shares held in accounts maintained by certain U.S. financial institutions). Such U.S. Holders
who fail to timely furnish the required information may be subject to a penalty. Additionally, if a U.S. Holder does not file the required information, the statute of
limitations with respect to tax returns of the U.S. Holder to which the information relates may not close until three years after such information is filed. U.S.
Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding their reporting obligations with respect to their ownership and disposition of the ordinary shares.
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Underwriting
We and the selling shareholder are offering the ordinary shares described in this prospectus through a number of underwriters. J.P. Morgan Securities LLC,
Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Barclays Capital Inc. and Jefferies LLC are acting as joint book running managers of the offering and as representatives of the
underwriters. We and the selling shareholder intend to enter into an underwriting agreement with the underwriters. Subject to the terms and conditions of the
underwriting agreement, we and the selling shareholder have agreed to sell to the underwriters, and each underwriter has severally agreed to purchase, at the
public offering price less the underwriting discounts and commissions set forth on the cover page of this prospectus, the number of ordinary shares listed next to
its name in the following table:
Name

Number of Shares

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Barclays Capital Inc.
Jefferies LLC
JMP Securities LLC
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
William Blair & Company, L.L.C.
Total

8,000,000

The underwriters are committed to purchase all the ordinary shares offered by us and the selling shareholder if they purchase any shares. The underwriting
agreement also provides that if an underwriter defaults, the purchase commitments of non-defaulting underwriters may also be increased, or the offering may be
terminated.
The underwriters propose to offer the ordinary shares directly to the public at the initial public offering price set forth on the cover page of this prospectus and to
certain dealers at that price less a concession not in excess of $
per ordinary share. After the initial offering of the ordinary shares to the public, if all of
the ordinary shares are not sold at the initial public offering price, the underwriters may change the offering price and the other selling terms. Sales of any
ordinary shares made outside of the United States may be made by affiliates of the underwriters.
The underwriters have an option to buy up to 1,125,000 additional ordinary shares from us to cover sales of shares by the underwriters which exceed the
number of shares specified in the table above. The underwriters have 30 days from the date of this prospectus to exercise this option to purchase additional
ordinary shares. If any ordinary shares are purchased with this option to purchase additional ordinary shares, the underwriters will purchase ordinary shares in
approximately the same proportion as shown in the table above. If any additional ordinary shares are purchased, the underwriters will offer the additional
ordinary shares on the same terms as those on which the shares are being offered.
At our request, the underwriters (the "DSP Underwriters") have reserved up to 5% of the ordinary shares for sale at the initial public offering price to persons
who are directors, officers, employees, or who are otherwise associated with us through a directed share program. The number of ordinary shares available for
sale to the general public will be reduced by the number of directed shares purchased by participants in the program. Any directed shares not purchased will be
offered by the underwriters to the general public on the same basis as all other ordinary shares offered. We have agreed to indemnify the DSP Underwriters and
their affiliates against certain liabilities and expenses, including liabilities under the Securities Act, in connection with the sale of the shares reserved for the
directed share program.
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The underwriting fee is equal to the public offering price per ordinary share less the amount paid by the underwriters to us and the selling shareholder per
ordinary share. The underwriting fee is $
per ordinary share. The following table shows the per ordinary share and total underwriting discounts and
commissions to be paid to the underwriters assuming both no exercise and full exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional ordinary shares.
Without option to
purchase additional
shares exercise

Per Share
Total

$
$

With full option to
purchase additional
shares exercise

$
$

We estimate that the total expenses of this offering, including registration, filing and listing fees, printing fees and legal and accounting expenses, but excluding
the underwriting discounts and commissions, will be approximately $3.9 million.
A prospectus in electronic format may be made available on the web sites maintained by one or more underwriters, or selling group members, if any,
participating in the offering. The underwriters may agree to allocate a number of ordinary shares to underwriters and selling group members for sale to their
online brokerage account holders. Internet distributions will be allocated by the representatives to underwriters and selling group members that may make
Internet distributions on the same basis as other allocations.
We have agreed that we will not (i) offer, pledge, sell, contract to sell, sell any option or contract to purchase, purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any
option, right or warrant to purchase, lend or otherwise transfer or dispose of, directly or indirectly, or submit to, or file with, the Securities and Exchange
Commission a registration statement under the Securities Act relating to, any of our ordinary shares or securities convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable
for any of our ordinary shares, or publicly disclose the intention to make any offer, sale, pledge, loan, disposition or filing, or (ii) enter into any swap or other
arrangement that transfers all or a portion of the economic consequences associated with the ownership of any of our ordinary shares or any such other
securities (regardless of whether any of these transactions are to be settled by the delivery of ordinary or such other securities, in cash or otherwise), in each
case without the prior written consent of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC for a period of 180 days after the date of this prospectus, other than the ordinary shares to
be sold in this offering.
The restrictions on our actions, as described above, do not apply to certain transactions, including (i) the issuance of ordinary shares or securities convertible
into or exercisable for our ordinary shares pursuant to the conversion or exchange of convertible or exchangeable securities or the exercise of warrants or
options (including net exercise) or the settlement of RSUs (including net settlement), in each case outstanding on the date of the underwriting agreement and
described in this prospectus; (ii) grants of stock options, stock awards, restricted stock, RSUs, or other equity awards and the issuance of shares of our ordinary
shares or securities convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for our ordinary shares (whether upon the exercise of stock options or otherwise) to our
employees, officers, directors, advisers, or consultants pursuant to the terms of an equity compensation plan in effect as of the closing of this offering and
described in this prospectus, provided that such recipients enter into a lock-up agreement with the underwriters; (iii) the issuance of up to 5.0% of our
outstanding ordinary shares, or securities convertible into, exercisable for, or which are otherwise exchangeable for, our ordinary shares, immediately following
the closing of this offering, in acquisitions or other similar strategic transactions, provided that such recipients enter into a lock-up agreement with the
underwriters; or (iv) our filing of any registration
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statement on Form S-8 relating to securities granted or to be granted pursuant to any plan in effect on the date of the underwriting agreement and described in
this prospectus or any assumed benefit plan pursuant to an acquisition or similar strategic transaction.
The selling shareholder, our Chief Executive Officer, our directors and executive officers and substantially all of our shareholders (such persons, the “lock-up
parties”) have entered into lock up agreements with the underwriters prior to the commencement of this offering pursuant to which each lock-up party, with
limited exceptions, for a period of 180 days after the date of this prospectus (such period, the “restricted period”), may not (and may not cause any of their direct
or indirect affiliates to), without the prior written consent of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, (1) offer, pledge, sell, contract to sell, sell any option or contract to
purchase, purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any option, right or warrant to purchase, lend or otherwise transfer or dispose of, directly or indirectly,
any shares of our ordinary shares or any securities convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for our ordinary shares (including, without limitation, ordinary
shares or such other securities which may be deemed to be beneficially owned by such lock-up parties in accordance with the rules and regulations of the SEC
and securities which may be issued upon exercise of a stock option or warrant (collectively with the ordinary share, the “lock-up securities”)), (2) enter into any
hedging, swap or other agreement or transaction that transfers, in whole or in part, any of the economic consequences of ownership of the lock-up securities,
whether any such transaction described in clause (1) or (2) above is to be settled by delivery of lock-up securities, in cash or otherwise, (3) make any demand
for, or exercise any right with respect to, the registration of any lock-up securities, or (4) publicly disclose the intention to do any of the foregoing. Such persons
or entities have further acknowledged that these undertakings preclude them from engaging in any hedging or other transactions or arrangements (including,
without limitation, any short sale or the purchase or sale of, or entry into, any put or call option, or combination thereof, forward, swap or any other derivative
transaction or instrument, however described or defined) designed or intended, or which could reasonably be expected to lead to or result in, a sale or
disposition or transfer (by any person or entity, whether or not a signatory to such agreement) of any economic consequences of ownership, in whole or in part,
directly or indirectly, of any lock-up securities, whether any such transaction or arrangement (or instrument provided for thereunder) would be settled by delivery
of lock-up securities, in cash or otherwise.
The restrictions described in the immediately preceding paragraph and contained in the lock-up agreements between the underwriters and the lock-up parties
do not apply, subject in certain cases to various conditions, to certain transactions, including (a) transfers of lock-up securities: (i) as bona fide gifts, or for bona
fide estate planning purposes, (ii) by will or intestacy, (iii) to any trust for the direct or indirect benefit of the lock-up party or any immediate family member, (iv) to
a partnership, limited liability company or other entity of which the lock-up party and its immediate family members are the legal and beneficial owner of all of the
outstanding equity securities or similar interests, (v) to a nominee or custodian of a person or entity to whom a disposition or transfer would be permissible under
clauses (i) through (iv), (vi) in the case of a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, trust or other business entity, (A) to another corporation,
partnership, limited liability company, trust or other business entity that is an affiliate of the lock-up party, or to any investment fund or other entity controlling,
controlled by, managing or managed by or under common control with the lock-up party or its affiliates or (B) as part of a distribution to members or stockholders
of the lock-up party; (vii) by operation of law, (viii) to us from an employee upon death, disability or termination of employment of such employee, (ix) as part of a
sale of lock-up securities acquired in open market transactions after the completion of this offering, (x) to us in connection with the vesting, settlement or
exercise of restricted share units, options, warrants or other rights to purchase shares of our ordinary shares (including “net” or “cashless” exercise), including
for the payment of exercise price and tax and remittance payments, or (xi) pursuant to a bona fide third-party tender offer, merger, consolidation or other similar
transaction approved by our board of directors and made to all shareholders involving a change in control, provided that if such transaction is not completed, all
such lock-up securities would remain subject
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to the restrictions in the immediately preceding paragraph; (b) exercise of the options, settlement of RSUs or other equity awards, or the exercise of warrants
granted pursuant to plans described in in this prospectus, provided that any lock-up securities received upon such exercise, vesting or settlement would be
subject to restrictions similar to those in the immediately preceding paragraph; (c) the conversion of outstanding preferred stock, warrants to acquire preferred
stock, or convertible securities into shares of our ordinary shares or warrants to acquire shares of our ordinary shares, provided that any ordinary shares or
warrant received upon such conversion would be subject to restrictions similar to those in the immediately preceding paragraph; and (d) the establishment by
lock-up parties of trading plans under Rule 10b5-1 under the Exchange Act, provided that such plan does not provide for the transfer of lock-up securities during
the restricted period.
However, notwithstanding the restrictions described above:
•

for any (i) employee of the Company with a title below vice president, (ii) contractor of the Company, (iii) former employee of the Company or (iv) former
contractor of the Company, each determined by the Company as of the day of the early lock-up release described below (collectively, the “Early Release
Employee Group”), the lock-up period shall expire with respect to a number of shares equal to 25% of the ordinary shares and other securities (including
vested shares and vested equity awards, including such shares and equity awards that are held by any trust for the direct or indirect benefit of the holder or of
an immediate family member of the holder) owned by the such employee or contractor on the date of this prospectus, on the 91st day after the date of this
prospectus (the “Early Release Date”);

•

for any lock-up party not a member of the Early Release Employee Group, subject to compliance with applicable securities laws, including without limitation
Rule 144 as promulgated by the SEC under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the lock-up period shall expire with respect to a number of shares equal
to 25% of the ordinary shares and other securities (including vested shares and vested equity awards, including such shares and equity awards that are held
by any trust for the direct or indirect benefit of the holder or of an immediate family member of the holder) owned by such lock-up party on the date of this
prospectus; provided the last reported closing price of the Ordinary Shares of the Company on the NYSE is at least 25% greater than the initial public offering
price of the ordinary shares to the public as set forth in this prospectus for at least 5 Trading Days out of any 10 consecutive full Trading Day period ending
on or after 91st day after the date of this prospectus; and

•

the selling shareholder is permitted to pledge up to two million ordinary shares, in the aggregate, during the lock-up period.

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC in its sole discretion, may release the securities subject to any of the lock-up agreements with the underwriters described above, in
whole or in part at any time.
We, the selling shareholder and the underwriters have agreed to indemnify each other against certain liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act of
1933.
We have applied to list our ordinary shares on the NYSE under the symbol “SMWB”.
In connection with this offering, the underwriters may engage in stabilizing transactions, which involves making bids for, purchasing and selling ordinary shares
in the open market for the purpose of preventing or retarding a decline in the market price of the ordinary shares while this offering is in progress. These
stabilizing transactions may include making short sales of ordinary shares, which involves the sale by the underwriters of a greater number of ordinary shares
than they are required to purchase in this offering, and purchasing ordinary shares on the open market to cover positions created by short sales. Short sales
may be “covered” shorts, which are short positions in an amount not greater than the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares referred to above, or
may be “naked” shorts, which are short positions in excess of that amount. The underwriters may close
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out any covered short position either by exercising their option to purchase additional shares, in whole or in part, or by purchasing shares in the open market. In
making this determination, the underwriters will consider, among other things, the price of shares available for purchase in the open market compared to the
price at which the underwriters may purchase shares through the option to purchase additional shares. A naked short position is more likely to be created if the
underwriters are concerned that there may be downward pressure on the price of the ordinary shares in the open market that could adversely affect investors
who purchase in this offering. To the extent that the underwriters create a naked short position, they will purchase shares in the open market to cover the
position.
The underwriters have advised us that, pursuant to Regulation M of the Securities Act of 1933, they may also engage in other activities that stabilize, maintain or
otherwise affect the price of the ordinary shares, including the imposition of penalty bids. This means that if the representatives of the underwriters purchase
ordinary shares in the open market in stabilizing transactions or to cover short sales, the representatives can require the underwriters that sold those shares as
part of this offering to repay the underwriting discount received by them.
These activities may have the effect of raising or maintaining the market price of the ordinary shares or preventing or retarding a decline in the market price of
the ordinary shares, and, as a result, the price of the ordinary shares may be higher than the price that otherwise might exist in the open market. If the
underwriters commence these activities, they may discontinue them at any time. The underwriters may carry out these transactions on the NYSE, in the over the
counter market or otherwise.
Prior to this offering, there has been no public market for our ordinary shares. The initial public offering price will be determined by negotiations between us, the
selling shareholder and the representatives of the underwriters. In determining the initial public offering price, we and the representatives of the underwriters
expect to consider a number of factors including:
•

the information set forth in this prospectus and otherwise available to the representatives;

•

our prospects and the history and prospects for the industry in which we compete;

•

an assessment of our management;

•

our prospects for future earnings;

•

the general condition of the securities markets at the time of this offering;

•

the recent market prices of, and demand for, publicly traded securities of generally comparable companies; and

•

other factors deemed relevant by the underwriters and us.

Neither we nor the underwriters nor the selling shareholder can assure investors that an active trading market will develop for shares of our ordinary shares, or
that the shares will trade in the public market at or above the initial public offering price.
The ION Funds have indicated an interest in purchasing an aggregate of up to $30.0 million in ordinary shares in this offering at the initial public offering price.
Because this indication of interest is not a binding agreement or commitment to purchase, ION Funds or its affiliates could determine to purchase more, less or
no ordinary shares in this offering, or the underwriters could determine to sell more, less or no ordinary shares to ION Funds. The underwriters will receive the
same discount on any of our ordinary shares purchased by ION Funds as they will from any other shares sold to the public in this offering.
Certain of the underwriters and their affiliates have provided in the past to us and our affiliates and may provide from time to time in the future certain
commercial banking, financial advisory,
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investment banking and other services for us and our affiliates in the ordinary course of their business, for which they have received and may continue to
receive customary fees and commissions. In addition, from time to time, certain of the underwriters and their affiliates may effect transactions for their own
account or the account of customers, and hold on behalf of themselves or their customers, long or short positions in our debt or equity securities or loans, and
may do so in the future.

Selling restrictions
General
Other than in the United States, no action has been taken by us or the underwriters that would permit a public offering of the securities offered by this
prospectus in any jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required. The securities offered by this prospectus may not be offered or sold, directly or
indirectly, nor may this prospectus or any other offering material or advertisements in connection with the offer and sale of any such securities be distributed or
published in any jurisdiction, except under circumstances that will result in compliance with the applicable rules and regulations of that jurisdiction. Persons into
whose possession this prospectus comes are advised to inform themselves about and to observe any restrictions relating to the offering and the distribution of
this prospectus. This prospectus does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities offered by this prospectus in any jurisdiction
in which such an offer or a solicitation is unlawful.
Notice to prospective investors in the European Economic Area
In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area (each a “Member State”), no shares have been offered or will be offered pursuant to the
offering to the public in that Member State prior to the publication of a prospectus in relation to the Shares which has been approved by the competent authority
in that Member State or, where appropriate, approved in another Member State and notified to the competent authority in that Member State, all in accordance
with the Prospectus Regulation), except that offers of shares may be made to the public in that Member State at any time under the following exemptions under
the Prospectus Regulation:
(i) to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined under the Prospectus Regulation;
(ii) to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus Regulation), subject to obtaining the prior consent of the
representatives for any such offer; or
(iii) in any other circumstances falling within Article 1(4) of the Prospectus Regulation;
provided that no such offer of shares shall require the issuer or any underwriter to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Regulation or
supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation.
For the purposes of this provision, the expression an “offer to the public” in relation to any shares in any Member State means the communication in any form
and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the offer and any shares to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe
for any shares, and the expression “Prospectus Regulation” means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129.
Notice to prospective investors in the United Kingdom
In relation to the United Kingdom, no shares have been offered or will be offered pursuant to the offering to the public in the United Kingdom prior to the
publication of a prospectus in relation to the shares which has been approved by the Financial Conduct Authority in accordance with the UK
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Prospectus Regulation, except that it may make an offer to the public in the United Kingdom of any Shares at any time under the following exemptions under
the UK Prospectus Regulation:
(i) to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined under the UK Prospectus Regulation;
(ii) to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined under the UK Prospectus Regulation), subject to obtaining the prior
consent of the representatives for any such offer; or
(iii) in any other circumstances falling within Article 1(4) of the UK Prospectus Regulation,
provided that no such offer of the Shares shall require us or any of the representatives to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the UK Prospectus
Regulation or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 23 of the UK Prospectus Regulation.
In the United Kingdom, the offering is only addressed to, and is directed only at, “qualified investors” within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the UK Prospectus
Regulation, who are also (i) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of “investment professionals”
in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”); (ii) high net worth bodies corporate,
unincorporated associations and partnerships and trustees of high value trusts as described in Article 49(2) of the Order; or (iii) persons to whom it may
otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons being referred to as “relevant persons”). This document must not be acted on or relied on by persons who
are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only
with relevant persons.
For the purposes of this provision, the expression an “offer to the public” in relation to the Shares in the United Kingdom means the communication in any form
and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the offering and any Shares to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or
subscribe for any Shares, and the expression “UK Prospectus Regulation” means the UK version of Regulation (EU) No 2017/1129 as amended by The
Prospectus (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, which is part of UK law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018.
Notice to prospective investors in Canada
The shares may be sold only to purchasers purchasing, or deemed to be purchasing, as principal that are accredited investors, as defined in National Instrument
45-106 Prospectus Exemptions or subsection 73.3(1) of the Securities Act (Ontario), and are permitted clients, as defined in National Instrument 31-103
Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations. Any resale of the shares must be made in accordance with an exemption from, or
in a transaction not subject to, the prospectus requirements of applicable securities laws.
Securities legislation in certain provinces or territories of Canada may provide a purchaser with remedies for rescission or damages if this prospectus (including
any amendment thereto) contains a misrepresentation, provided that the remedies for rescission or damages are exercised by the purchaser within the time limit
prescribed by the securities legislation of the purchaser’s province or territory. The purchaser should refer to any applicable provisions of the securities
legislation of the purchaser’s province or territory for particulars of these rights or consult with a legal adviser.
Pursuant to section 3A.3 of National Instrument 33-105 Underwriting Conflicts (NI 33-105), the underwriters are not required to comply with the disclosure
requirements of NI 33-105 regarding underwriter conflicts of interest in connection with this offering.
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Notice to prospective investors in Switzerland
The shares may not be publicly offered in Switzerland and will not be listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, or SIX, or on any other stock exchange or regulated
trading facility in Switzerland. This document does not constitute a prospectus within the meaning of, and has been prepared without regard to the disclosure
standards for issuance prospectuses under art. 652a or art. 1156 of the Swiss Code of Obligations or the disclosure standards for listing prospectuses under
art. 27 ff. of the SIX Listing Rules or the listing rules of any other stock exchange or regulated trading facility in Switzerland. Neither this document nor any other
offering or marketing material relating to the shares or the offering may be publicly distributed or otherwise made publicly available in Switzerland.
Neither this document nor any other offering or marketing material relating to the offering, the Company, the shares have been or will be filed with or approved
by any Swiss regulatory authority. In particular, this document will not be filed with, and the offer of shares will not be supervised by, the Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority, or FINMA, and the offer of shares has not been and will not be authorized under the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment
Schemes, or CISA. The investor protection afforded to acquirers of interests in collective investment schemes under the CISA does not extend to acquirers of
shares.
Notice to prospective investors in the Dubai International Financial Centre, or DIFC
This document relates to an Exempt Offer in accordance with the Markets Rules 2012 of the Dubai Financial Services Authority, or DFSA. This document is
intended for distribution only to persons of a type specified in the Markets Rules 2012 of the DFSA. It must not be delivered to, or relied on by, any other person.
The DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or verifying any documents in connection with Exempt Offers. The DFSA has not approved this prospectus
supplement nor taken steps to verify the information set forth herein and has no responsibility for this document. The securities to which this document relates
may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective purchasers of the securities offered should conduct their own due diligence on the
securities. If you do not understand the contents of this document you should consult an authorized financial adviser.
Notice to prospective investors in Israel
This document does not constitute a prospectus under the Israeli Securities Law, 5728-1968, or the Israeli Securities Law, and has not been filed with or
approved by the Israel Securities Authority. In Israel, this prospectus is being distributed only to, and is directed only at, and any offer of the securities hereunder
is directed only at, (i) a limited number of persons in accordance with the Israeli Securities Law and (ii) investors listed in the first addendum to the Israeli
Securities Law, or the Addendum, consisting primarily of joint investment in trust funds, provident funds, insurance companies, banks, portfolio managers,
investment advisors, members of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, underwriters, venture capital funds, entities with equity in excess of NIS 50 million and “qualified
individuals,” each as defined in the Addendum (as it may be amended from time to time), collectively referred to as qualified investors (in each case, purchasing
for their own account or, where permitted under the Addendum, for the accounts of their clients who are investors listed in the Addendum). Qualified investors
are required to submit written confirmation that they fall within the scope of the Addendum, are aware of the meaning of same and agree to it.
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Expenses of the offering
We estimate that our expenses in connection with this offering, other than underwriting discounts and commissions, will be as follows:
Expenses

Amount

SEC registration fee
FINRA filing fee
Stock exchange listing fee
Transfer agent’s fee
Printing and engraving expenses
Legal fees and expenses
Accounting fees and expenses
Miscellaneous costs
Total

$

$

20,907
29,244
150,000
4,800
220,000
2,100,000
750,000
625,049
3,900,000

All amounts in the table are estimates except the SEC registration fee, the stock exchange listing fee and the FINRA filing fee. We will pay all of the expenses of
this offering.
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Legal matters
The validity of our ordinary shares and certain other matters of Israeli law will be passed upon for us by Meitar | Law Offices, Ramat Gan, Israel. Certain matters
of U.S. federal law will be passed upon for us by Cooley LLP. Certain matters of Israeli law will be passed upon for the underwriters by Gornitzky & Co., Tel Aviv,
Israel. Certain matters of U.S. federal law will be passed upon for the underwriters by Latham & Watkins LLP.

Experts
The consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and for the years then ended included in this prospectus have been so included in
reliance on the reports by Kost Forer Gabbay & Kasierer, a member of Ernst & Young Global, independent registered public accounting firm, given on the
authority of said firm as experts in auditing and accounting. The current address of Kost Forer Gabbay & Kasierer is 144 Menachem Begin Road, Building A, Tel
Aviv 6492101, Israel.
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Enforceability of civil liabilities
We are incorporated under the laws of the State of Israel. Service of process upon us and upon our directors and officers and the Israeli experts named in this
prospectus, substantially all of whom reside outside the United States, may be difficult to obtain within the United States. Furthermore, because substantially all
of our assets and substantially all of our directors and officers are located outside the United States, any judgment obtained in the United States against us or
any of our directors and officers may not be collectible within the United States.
We have irrevocably appointed SimilarWeb Inc. as our agent to receive service of process in any action against us in any U.S. federal or state court arising out
of this offering or any purchase or sale of securities in connection with this offering. The address of our agent is 35 East 21st Street, New York NY 10010.
We have been informed by our legal counsel in Israel, Meitar | Law Offices, that it may be difficult to initiate an action with respect to U.S. securities law in Israel.
Israeli courts may refuse to hear a claim based on an alleged violation of U.S. securities laws reasoning that Israel is not the most appropriate forum to hear
such a claim. In addition, even if an Israeli court agrees to hear a claim, it may determine that Israeli law and not U.S. law is applicable to the claim. If U.S. law is
found to be applicable, the content of applicable U.S. law must be proved as a fact by expert witnesses which can be a time-consuming and costly process.
Certain matters of procedure may also be governed by Israeli law.
Subject to certain time limitations and legal procedures and certain exceptions, Israeli courts may enforce a U.S. judgment in a civil matter which is nonappealable, including judgments based upon the civil liability provisions of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act and including a monetary or compensatory
judgment in a non-civil matter, provided that:
•

the judgment was rendered by a court which was, according to the laws of the state of the court, competent to render the judgment;

•

the obligation imposed by the judgment is enforceable according to the rules relating to the enforceability of judgments in Israel and the substance of the
judgment is not contrary to public policy; and

•

the judgment is executory in the state in which it was given.

Even if these conditions are met, an Israeli court may not declare a foreign civil judgment enforceable if:
•

the judgment was given in a state whose laws do not provide for the enforcement of judgments of Israeli courts (subject to exceptional cases);

•

the enforcement of the judgment is likely to prejudice the sovereignty or security of the State of Israel;

•

the judgment was obtained by fraud;

•

the opportunity given to the defendant to bring its arguments and evidence before the court was not reasonable in the opinion of the Israeli court;

•

the judgment was rendered by a court not competent to render it according to the laws of private international law as they apply in Israel;

•

the judgment is contradictory to another judgment that was given in the same matter between the same parties and that is still valid; or
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•

at the time the action was brought in the foreign court, a lawsuit in the same matter and between the same parties was pending before a court or tribunal in
Israel.

If a foreign judgment is enforced by an Israeli court, it generally will be payable in Israeli currency, which can then be converted into non-Israeli currency and
transferred out of Israel. The usual practice in an action before an Israeli court to recover an amount in a non-Israeli currency is for the Israeli court to issue a
judgment for the equivalent amount in Israeli currency at the rate of exchange in force on the date of the judgment, but the judgment debtor may make payment
in foreign currency. Pending collection, the amount of the judgment of an Israeli court stated in Israeli currency ordinarily will be linked to the Israeli consumer
price index plus interest at the annual statutory rate set by Israeli regulations prevailing at the time. Judgment creditors must bear the risk of unfavorable
exchange rates.
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Where you can find additional information
We have filed with the SEC a registration statement (including amendments and exhibits to the registration statement) on Form F-1 under the Securities Act.
This prospectus, which is part of the registration statement, does not contain all of the information set forth in the registration statement. The rules and
regulations of the SEC allow us to omit certain information from this prospectus that is included in the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules to
the registration statement. For further information, we refer you to the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules filed as part of the registration
statement.
Statements made in this prospectus concerning the contents of any contract, agreement or other document are not complete descriptions of all terms of these
documents. If a document has been filed as an exhibit to the registration statement, we refer you to the copy of the document that has been filed for a complete
description of its terms. Each statement in this prospectus relating to a document filed as an exhibit is qualified in all respects by the filed exhibit. You should
read this prospectus and the documents that we have filed as exhibits to the registration statement of which this prospectus is a part completely.
Upon the closing of this offering, we will become subject to the informational requirements of the Exchange Act. Accordingly, we will be required to file reports
and other information with the SEC, including annual reports on Form 20-F and reports on Form 6-K. The SEC maintains an internet website that contains
reports and other information about issuers, like us, that file electronically with the SEC. The address of that website is www.sec.gov.
As a foreign private issuer, we are exempt under the Exchange Act from, among other things, the rules prescribing the furnishing and content of proxy
statements, and our officers, directors and principal shareholders are exempt from the reporting and short-swing profit recovery provisions contained in Section
16 of the Exchange Act. In addition, we will not be required under the Exchange Act to file periodic reports and financial statements with the SEC as frequently
or as promptly as U.S. companies whose securities are registered under the Exchange Act.
We will send our transfer agent a copy of all notices of shareholders’ meetings and other reports, communications and information that are made generally
available to shareholders. The transfer agent has agreed to mail to all shareholders a notice containing the information (or a summary of the information)
contained in any notice of a meeting of our shareholders received by the transfer agent and will make available to all shareholders such notices and all such
other reports and communications received by the transfer agent.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
To the Shareholders and the Board of Directors of
Similarweb Ltd.

Opinion on the consolidated financial statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Similarweb Ltd. and subsidiaries (the “Company“) as of December 31, 2020 and 2019 and
the related consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss), consolidated statements of changes in convertible preferred shares and shareholders’
deficit and of cash flows for each of the two years in the period ended December 31, 2020 and the related notes (collectively referred to as the “consolidated
financial statements”). In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company at
December 31, 2020 and 2019 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the two years in the period ended December 31, 2020, in
conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Basis for opinion
These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s
consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with
respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. The Company is not required to
have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. As part of our audit we are required to obtain an understanding of
internal control over financial reporting but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to error or fraud,
and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures
in the consolidated financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

/s/ KOST FORER GABBAY & KASIERER
A Member of Ernst & Young Global
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2010
Tel-Aviv, Israel
February 18, 2021
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Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries

Consolidated balance sheets
U.S. dollars in thousands (except share and per share data)

December 31,
2019
Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
$
Short-term investments
Restricted deposits
Accounts receivable, net
Deferred contract costs
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Deferred contract costs, noncurrent
Goodwill
Other non-current assets
Total assets
$
Liabilities and Shareholders' deficit
Current liabilities:
Borrowings under Credit Facility
$
Accounts payable
Payroll and benefit related liabilities
Deferred revenue
Other payables and accrued expenses
Total current liabilities
Deferred revenue, noncurrent
Deferred rent
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Commitments and contingencies (Note 14)
Convertible Preferred Shares, NIS 0.01 par value, 46,316,748, 51,877,220 and 51,877,220 shares authorized as of
December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), 45,786,714, 50,657,042 and 50,657,042 shares
issued and outstanding as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), liquidation
preference of $130,476, $202,483 and $203,677 as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021
(unaudited), respectively
Shareholders' deficit
Ordinary Shares, NIS 0.01 par value 71,310,252, 79,176,826 and 79,176,826 shares authorized as of December
31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), 13,671,455, 15,328,449 and 15,633,282 shares issued
as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), 13,669,287, 15,326,281 and 15,631,114
outstanding as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Accumulated deficit
Total shareholders' deficit
Total liabilities, convertible preferred shares and shareholders' deficit
$

7,034
447
1,382
18,637
3,267
2,233
33,000
6,919
3,047
2,868
129
45,963

$

16,851
3,054
6,323
40,785
8,476
75,489
208
3,455
19
79,171

$

$

23,943
30,000
1,454
25,257
5,495
2,096
88,245
6,090
6,030
2,868
401
103,634

$

26,853
4,349
11,022
53,145
13,741
109,110
743
3,012
19
112,884

$

$

38,310
20,025
1,942
24,332
6,000
2,283
92,892
6,021
6,643
2,868
1,688
110,112

30,000
6,338
11,565
62,474
14,373
124,750
862
2,891
13
128,516

96,025

135,810

135,810

37
18,846
149
(148,265)
(129,233)
45,963

42
25,908
76
(171,086)
(145,060)
103,634

43
29,127
(184)
(183,200)
(154,214)
110,112

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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March 31,
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

$

Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries

Consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss)
U.S. dollars in thousands (except share and per share data)

Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Revenue
Cost of revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total operating expenses
Loss from operations
Finance income (expenses), net
Loss before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net loss
Deemed dividend to ordinary and preferred shareholders
Net loss per share attributable to ordinary shareholders, basic and diluted
Weighted-average shares used in computing net loss per share attributable to
ordinary shareholders, basic and diluted
Net loss
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax
Change in unrealized gain (loss) on cashflow hedges
Total other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax
Total comprehensive loss

$

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

70,590
20,512
50,078

$

$
$
$

16,212
38,934
11,044
66,190
(16,112)
(1,137)
(17,249)
458
(17,707) $
— $
(1.32) $

$

13,427,020
(17,707) $

$

496
496
(17,211) $

93,486
21,417
72,069
22,086
53,690
15,967
91,743
(19,674)
(1,682)
(21,356)
640
(21,996)
(825)
(1.58)

$

29,413
6,273
23,140

$
$
$
$

14,442,172
(21,996) $

13,871,219
(6,210) $

15,467,710
(12,114)

(73)
(73)
(22,069) $

(137)
(137)
(6,347) $

(260)
(260)
(12,374)

$
$
$
$

4,887
12,887
3,448
21,222
(5,775)
(368)
(6,143)
67
(6,210)
—
(0.45)

$

8,984
19,600
6,107
34,691
(11,551)
(347)
(11,898)
216
(12,114)
—
(0.78)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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20,601
5,154
15,447

Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries

Statements of changes in convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ deficit
U.S. dollars in thousands (except share data)

Convertible Preferred Shares
Shares

Balance at January 1, 2019
Exercise of stock options
Share-based compensation
Other comprehensive income
Net loss
Balance at December 31, 2019
Issuance of Preferred C Shares, net of
issuance cost
Exercise of stock options
Share-based compensation
Deemed dividend to ordinary and
preferred shareholders
Other comprehensive loss
Net loss
Balance at December 31, 2020
Exercise of stock options
Share-based compensation
Other comprehensive loss
Net loss
Balance at March 31, 2021
(unaudited)
*

Amount

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Ordinary Shares
Shares

Amount

13,171,157
498,130
—
—
13,669,287

37

18,846

149

4,870,328
—
—

39,785
—
—

—
1,656,994
—

—
5
—

—
1,437
4,800

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
1,442
4,800

—
—
—
50,657,042
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
135,810
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
15,326,281
304,833
—
—
—

—
—
—
42
1
—
—
—

825
—
—
25,908
337
2,882
—
—

—
(73)
—
76
—
—
(260)
—

(825)
—
(21,996)
(171,086)
—
—
—
(12,114)

—
(73)
(21,996)
(145,060)
338
2,882
(260)
(12,114)

135,810

15,631,114

(184) $

(183,200) $

(154,214)

Less than $1

F-5

$

43

$

$

16,254
588
2,004
—

29,127

$

$

(347) $
—
—
496

(130,558) $
—
—
—
(17,707)
(148,265)

Total
Shareholders'
Deficit

$ 96,025
—
—
—
—
96,025

$

36
1
—
—

Accumulated
Deficit

45,786,714
—
—
—
—
45,786,714

50,657,042

$

Accumulated Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

(114,615)
589
2,004
496
(17,707)
(129,233)

Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries

Statements of changes in convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ deficit
U.S. dollars in thousands (except share data)

Convertible Preferred Shares
Shares

Balance as of January 1, 2020
Exercise of stock options
Share-based compensation
Other comprehensive loss
Net loss
Balance at March 31, 2020
(unaudited)

Amount

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Ordinary Shares
Shares

Amount

Accumulated Other
Comprehensive
Income

45,786,714
—
—
—
—

$

96,025
—
—
—
—

13,669,287
442,507
—
—
—

$

37
1
—
—
—

$

18,846
431
483
—
—

$

45,786,714

$

96,025

14,111,794

$

38

$

19,760

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements
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149
—
—
(137)
—
12

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Shareholders'
Deficit

$

(148,265) $
—
—
—
(6,210)

(129,233)
432
483
(137)
(6,210)

$

(154,475) $

(134,665)

Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated statements of cash flows
U.S. dollars in thousands

Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Finance income (expense)
Unrealized (gain) loss from hedging future transactions
Share-based compensation
Provision for accrued interest on Credit Facility
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable, net
Increase in deferred contract costs
Decrease (increase) in other current assets
Decrease (increase) in other non-current assets
(Decrease) increase in accounts payable
Increase in deferred revenue
Decrease in deferred rent
Increase (decrease) in other non-current liabilities
Increase (decrease) in other liabilities and accrued expenses
Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of property and equipment, net
Capitalized internal-use software costs
Decrease (increase) in restricted deposits
Decrease (increase) in short-term investments
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Proceeds from issuance of Preferred C Shares, net
Proceeds from PPP Loan
Repayment of PPP Loan
Proceeds from exercise of stock options
Payment of deferred offering costs
Repayment of Credit Facility
Borrowings under Credit Facility
Net cash provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rates on cash and cash equivalents
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period
Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Interest paid

$

2020

(17,707) $

(21,996) $

(6,210) $

1,777
(51)
(435)
2,004
51

1,964
(202)
313
4,800
2

572
118
20
483
19

520
149
(75)
2,882
(53)

(6,008)
(873)
157
186
(189)
8,950
(443)
19
2,870
(9,692)

(6,620)
(5,211)
(249)
(272)
1,295
12,895
(443)
—
9,964
(3,760)

3,804
(12)
(80)
—
489
2,326
(137)
20
(887)
525

925
(1,118)
(240)
(900)
1,989
9,448
(121)
(6)
1,043
2,329

(284)
(1,522)
706
1,579
479

(748)
(387)
(72)
(29,553)
(30,760)

(236)
—
29
371
164

(451)
—
(488)
9,975
9,036

$

—
—
—
589
—
—
9,800
10,389
51
1,227
5,807
7,034

$

$

879

$

F-7

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(Unaudited)

39,785
1,759
(1,759)
1,442
—
—
10,000
51,227
202
16,909
7,034
23,943 $
1,148

$

—
—
—
432
—
—
10,000
10,432
(118)
11,003
7,034
18,037 $
242

$

(12,114)

—
—
—
338
(387)
(26,800)
30,000
3,151
(149)
14,367
23,943
38,310
391

Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated statements of cash flows
U.S. dollars in thousands

Taxes paid
$
Supplemental disclosure of non-cash financing activities:
Deferred offering costs incurred during the period included in accounts payable and
accrued expenses
$

326

$

190

$

80

$

134

—

$

124

$

—

$

971

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements
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Similarweb Ltd. and Subsidiaries
Notes to consolidated financial statements
U.S. dollars in thousands (except share and per share data)

1.

Organization and operations

Similarweb Ltd. (together with its subsidiaries, the “Company”) was incorporated in February 2009 under the laws of the State of Israel and commenced
operations on that date. The Company provides a platform for digital intelligence, delivering a view of the digital world that empowers its customers to be
competitive in their markets. The Company’s proprietary technology analyzes billions of digital interactions and transactions every day from millions of websites
and apps, and turns these digital signal into actionable insights. With the Company’s platform, everyone from business leaders, strategy teams, analysts,
marketers, category managers, salespeople, and investors can quickly and efficiently discover the best business opportunities, identify potential competitive
threats and make critical decisions to capture market share and grow revenues.
The Company is headquartered in Tel Aviv and has various other global office locations, including the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, France,
Germany and Australia.

2.

Summary of significant accounting policies

The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States
(“US GAAP“). The significant accounting policies applied in the preparation of the consolidated financial statements, are as follows:
Principles of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries. As of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021
(unaudited), all of the Company’s subsidiaries are wholly owned. All intercompany transactions and balances have been eliminated in consolidation.
Use of estimates
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in conformity with US GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amount of assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements, as well as reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the
reporting period. The accounting estimates that require management’s subjective judgements include, but are not limited to, revenue recognition, income taxes,
uncertain tax positions, internal-use software costs, share-based compensation including the determination of the fair value of the Company’s ordinary shares
and purchase price allocation on acquisitions including the determination of useful lives. The Company evaluates its estimates and judgements on an ongoing
basis and revises them when necessary. Actual results may differ materially under different assumptions or conditions.
Equity-method investment
Investments in companies that are not controlled but over which the Company can exercise significant influence are presented using the equity method of
accounting.
Goodwill and acquired intangible assets
Goodwill represents the excess purchase consideration of an acquired business over the fair value of the net tangible and identifiable intangible assets.
Goodwill is evaluated for impairment annually and whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value of goodwill may not be
recoverable. Triggering events that may indicate impairment include, but are not limited to, a significant adverse change in customer demand or business
climate or a significant decrease in expected cash flows. In accordance with Accounting Standard Codification (“ASC”) Topic 350, Intangible—Goodwill and
other (“ASC 350”), goodwill is not amortized, but rather is subject to an impairment test. If the carrying amount of a reporting unit exceeds its fair value, an
impairment loss
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Notes to consolidated financial statements
U.S. dollars in thousands (except share and per share data)

is recognized in an amount equal to that excess, limited by the amount of goodwill in that reporting unit.
The Company did not record any impairment charges to goodwill during the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31,
2020 and 2021 (unaudited).
Property and equipment, net
Property and equipment are stated at cost, net of accumulated depreciation and amortization and accumulated impairment losses. Depreciation is calculated
using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the related assets at the following annual rates:
Computers, software, peripheral and electronic equipment
Office furniture and equipment
Leasehold improvements
(*)

33%
6-15%
(*)

Leasehold improvements are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the shorter of the lease term (including any extension option held by the Company and intended to be exercised) and their respective
expected lives.

The useful life, depreciation method and residual value of an asset are reviewed on an annual basis and any changes are accounted for prospectively as a
change in accounting estimate. Maintenance, repairs and minor replacements are expensed as incurred.
Impairment of long-lived assets
The carrying amounts of the Company’s long-lived assets, including property and equipment, capitalized internal-use software, and deferred contract costs are
reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value of these assets may not be recoverable or that the useful
lives are shorter than originally estimated. Recoverability of assets to be held and used is measured by comparing the carrying amount of an asset to future
undiscounted cash flows the asset is expected to generate over its remaining life. If this review indicates that the carrying amount of long-lived assets is not
recoverable, the carrying amount of those assets is reduced to fair value. If the useful life is shorter than originally estimated, the Company amortizes the
remaining carrying value over the shorter useful life. There were no impairments for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended
March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited).
Financial statements in U.S. dollars
The functional currency, which is the currency that best reflects the economic environment in which the Company operates and conducts most of its
transactions, is determined separately for each Company subsidiary and is used to measure its financial position and operating results. The functional currency
of the Company is U.S. Dollars.
Transactions denominated in foreign currencies are initially recorded by the Company at their respective functional currency exchange rates prevailing at the
date of the transaction. After initial recognition, monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are re-measured at the prevailing functional
currency spot rate of exchange as of the reporting date in accordance with ASC Topic 830, Foreign currency matters. All transaction gains and losses from remeasurement of monetary balance sheet items denominated in foreign currencies are recorded in financial income (loss), net.
Non-monetary items that are measured at historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions.
Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value is determined.
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Cash and cash equivalents
Cash equivalents consist of unrestricted investments in highly liquid short-term instruments with original maturities of three months or less when purchased and
are presented at cost. As of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited) cash and cash equivalents consist primarily of bank deposits and
money market funds. Interest is accrued as earned.
Short-term investments
Short-term investments consist of bank deposits with an original maturity of more than three months from the date of acquisition and have current maturities of
less than one-year from the balance sheet date. These deposits are presented at cost including accrued interest.
Restricted deposits
Restricted deposits are primarily invested in certificates of deposit, which mature within one year and is used as security for the Company’s office leases or
other financial commitments.
Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable includes billed and unbilled receivables. Trade accounts receivable are recorded at invoiced amounts and do not bear interest. The
Company generally does not require collateral and provides for expected losses. The expectation of collectability is based on a review of credit profiles of
customers, contractual terms and conditions, current economic trends, and historical payment experience. The Company regularly reviews the adequacy of the
allowance for doubtful accounts by considering the age of each outstanding invoice and the collection history of each customer to determine the appropriate
amount of allowance for doubtful accounts. Accounts receivable deemed uncollectible are charged against the allowance for doubtful accounts when identified.
Deferred contract costs
The Company accounts for costs capitalized to obtain revenue contracts in accordance with ASC topic 340-40, Other assets and deferred costs (“ASC 340”).
Sales commissions earned by the Company’s sales force are considered incremental and recoverable costs of acquiring customer contracts. These costs are
capitalized and amortized on a straight-line basis over the anticipated period of benefit, which is estimated to be three years. The Company determined the
period of benefit by taking into consideration the length of its customer contracts, its technology lifecycle, and other factors. Amounts expected to be recognized
in excess of one year of the balance sheet date are recorded as deferred contract costs, non-current, in the consolidated balance sheets. Deferred contract
costs are periodically analyzed for impairment. Amortization expense is recorded in sales and marketing expense within the accompanying consolidated
statement of operations. The Company has elected to apply the practical expedient allowed by ASC Topic 606, Revenue from contracts with customers (“ASC
606”) according to which incremental costs of obtaining a contract are recognized as an expense when incurred if the amortization period of the asset is one
year or less.
Capitalized internal-use software costs
The Company capitalizes certain development costs incurred in connection with the development of its platform and software used in operations. The Company
also capitalizes costs related to specific upgrades and enhancements when it is probable the expenditures will result in additional functionality. Costs incurred in
the preliminary stages of development are expensed as incurred. Once an application has reached the development stage, internal and external costs, if direct
and incremental, are capitalized until the software is substantially complete and ready for its intended use. Capitalization ceases upon completion of all
substantial testing. Maintenance and training costs are expensed as incurred.
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Capitalized internal-use software is amortized on a straight-line basis over its estimated useful life. The weighted-average useful life of capitalized internal-use
software is three years as of December 31, 2020. The Company evaluates the useful lives of these assets and tests for impairment whenever events or changes
in circumstances occur that could impact the recoverability of these assets.
During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), the Company capitalized software
development costs of $1,522, $387, $0 and $0 respectively. Amortization expense for the related capitalized internal-use software for the years ended
December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited) totaled $923, $1,006, $344 and $249, respectively, and is
included in cost of revenue in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss).
The Company did not recognize any impairments to internal-use software during the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended
March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited).
Convertible preferred shares
Under the Company's Articles of Association, there are certain events considered as Deemed Liquidation events, that would constitute a redemption event
outside of management’s control. In such events, any proceeds and assets available for distribution to the shareholders therefrom shall be distributed in
accordance with the liquidation rights set forth in Note 10 below. Accordingly, the convertible preferred shares have been presented outside of permanent equity
of the accompanying consolidated balance sheets.
Unaudited Interim Consolidated Financial Information
The accompanying interim consolidated balance sheet as of March 31, 2021, the interim consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss), changes in
convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ deficit and cash flows for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, and the related notes to such
interim consolidated financial statements are unaudited. These unaudited interim consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with US
GAAP and are presented in accordance with the rules and regulations of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and do not include all disclosures
normally required in annual consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with US GAAP. In management’s opinion, the unaudited interim
consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the same basis as the annual consolidated financial statements and reflect all adjustments, which
include only normal recurring adjustments necessary for the fair presentation of the Company’s consolidated financial position as of March 31, 2021 and the
Company’s consolidated results of operations and cash flows for the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021. The results for the three months ended
March 31, 2021 are not necessarily indicative of the results to be expected for the full year ending December 31, 2021 or any other future interim or annual
period.
Deferred Offering Costs
Deferred offering costs, which consist of direct incremental legal, consulting, accounting and other fees relating to the anticipated sale of the Company’s
ordinary shares in an initial public offering (“IPO”) are initially capitalized and recorded in other non-current assets in the accompanying consolidated balance
sheets. As of March 31, 2021 (unaudited), deferred offering costs capitalized amounted to $1,358. Upon the consummation of the Company’s contemplated
IPO, all deferred offering costs will be reclassified into shareholders’ (deficit) equity as a reduction of the IPO proceeds in the consolidated balance sheets.
Revenue recognition
The Company generates revenue primarily from SaaS subscriptions, which is comprised of subscription fees from customers utilizing its cloud-based digital
intelligence solutions and other
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subscription-based solutions, such as application programming interface (“API”) access, all of which include routine customer support. The Company‘s
subscriptions agreements are typically offered on an annual and multi-year basis and are renewable thereafter. For multi-year agreements, the Company
generally invoices customers at the beginning of each annual period. The Company sells its products directly to its customers utilizing its website, direct sales
force and distribution partners.
Subscription service arrangements are generally non-cancelable and do not provide for refunds to customers in the event of cancellations or any other right of
return.
The Company recognizes revenue in accordance with ASC Topic 606 and determines revenue recognition through the following steps:
1. Identification of the contract, or contracts, with a customer;
The Company determines that it has a contract with a customer when each party’s rights regarding the products or services to be transferred can be
identified, the payment terms for the services can be identified, the Company has determined the customer has the ability and intent to pay, and the contract
has commercial substance. At contract inception, the Company evaluates whether two or more contracts should be combined and accounted for as a single
contract and whether the combined or single contract includes more than one performance obligation.
2. Identification of the performance obligations in the contract;
Performance obligations promised in a contract are identified based on the products and services that will be transferred to the customer that are both
capable of being distinct (i.e., the customer can benefit from the products or services either on their own or together with other resources that are readily
available from third parties or from the Company) and are distinct in the context of the contract (i.e., the transfer of the products and services is separately
identifiable from other promises in the contract).
For SaaS subscriptions, the Company provides access to its cloud-based software, without providing the customer with the right to take possession of its
software, which the Company considers to be a single performance obligation. Other subscription-based solutions provide the customer with API access or
other recurring reports, which are generally contracted for the same service period as the SaaS subscription.
3. Determination of the transaction price;
The transaction price is determined based on the consideration to which the Company expects to be entitled in exchange for transferring products or delivery
of services to the customer. Payment terms and conditions vary by contract type, although terms generally include a requirement to pay within 60 days. In
instances where the timing of revenue recognition differs from the timing of invoicing, the Company has determined its contracts generally do not include a
significant financing component. The primary purpose of the Company’s invoicing terms is to provide customers with simplified and predictable ways of
purchasing its products and services, not to receive financing from its customers or to provide customers with financing. The Company applied the practical
expedient in ASC 606 and did not evaluate payment terms of one year or less for the existence of a significant financing component. Revenue is recognized
net of any taxes collected from customers which are subsequently remitted to governmental entities (e.g., sales tax and other indirect taxes). The Company
does not offer right of refund in its contracts.
4. Allocation of the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract;
If the contract contains a single performance obligation, the entire transaction price is allocated to the single performance obligation. For contracts that
contain multiple performance
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obligations, the Company allocates the transaction price for each contract to each performance obligation based on the relative standalone selling price
(“SSP”). When a contract includes multiple performance obligations which are concurrently delivered and have the same pattern of transfer to the customer,
the Company accounts for those performance obligations over the contract period.
5. Recognition of revenue when, or as, the performance obligations are satisfied.
Revenue is recognized at the time the related performance obligation is satisfied by transferring the promised product or delivery of service to the customer.
Revenue is recognized in an amount that reflects the consideration that the Company expects to receive in exchange for those products or services. SaaS
subscription and other subscription revenue is recognized on a ratable basis over the contractual subscription term of the arrangement beginning on the date
that our service is made available to the customer. Payments received in advance of services being rendered are recorded as deferred revenue.
Unbilled accounts receivable represents revenue recognized on contracts for which invoices have not yet been presented to customers because the amounts
were earned but not contractually billable as of the balance sheet date. As of December 31, 2019 and 2020, the unbilled accounts receivable included with
accounts receivable, net were immaterial.
Deferred revenue
Deferred revenue primarily consists of billings or payments received in advance of revenue recognition from subscription services described above and is
recognized as the revenue recognition criteria are met. The Company generally invoices customers in annual installments. Deferred revenue are influenced by
several factors, including seasonality, the compounding effects of renewals, invoice duration, invoice timing and new business linearity within the quarter.
Deferred revenue that will be recognized during the succeeding twelve-month period are recorded as short-term deferred revenue and the remaining portion is
recorded as deferred revenue, non-current.
During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), the Company recognized revenue of
$31,451,$40,942, $16,989 and $22,812, respectively, which was included in the deferred revenue balances at the beginning of each respective period. The
increase in contract liabilities during the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited) was
$79,321, $106,474, $22,927 and $51,712, respectively.
Remaining performance obligation
The Company’s remaining performance obligations are comprised of subscription revenue not yet delivered. As of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021
(unaudited), the aggregate amount of transaction price allocated to remaining performance obligations was $85,699 and $94,939, respectively, which consists
of both billed consideration of $53,888 and $63,336, respectively, and unbilled consideration in the amount of $31,811 and $31,603, respectively, that the
Company expects to recognize as revenue.
As of December 31, 2020, the Company expects to recognize 87.8% of its remaining performance obligations as revenue in the year ending December 31,
2021, and the remainder thereafter.
As of March 31, 2021 (unaudited), the Company expects to recognize 86.3% of its remaining performance obligations as revenue over the next twelve months,
and the remainder thereafter.
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Cost of revenue
Cost of revenue primarily consists of costs related to supporting the Company’s cloud-based platform and solutions and include personnel related costs for
employees principally responsible for data acquisition, production, engineering, advisory and technical customer support. In addition, cost of revenue includes
third-party service provider costs to the cloud infrastructure provider for hosting the Company’s platform, third-party data providers, amortization of internal-use
software and allocated overhead costs.
Research and development
Research and development costs include personnel-related costs associated with the Company’s engineering, data science, product and design teams as well
as consulting and professional fees, for third-party development resources, third-party licenses for software development tools and allocated overhead costs.
Research and development are generally expensed as incurred.
Advertising expenses
Advertising is expensed as incurred. Advertising expense for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and
2021 (unaudited) amounted to $888, $1,093, $45 and $1,164 , respectively.
Post-employment benefits
The Company accounts for employee related obligations in accordance with ASC Topic 715, Compensation—retirement benefits. Pursuant to Israel’s
Severance Pay Law, Company employees in Israel are entitled to severance pay equal to one month’s salary for each year of employment, or a portion thereof.
The Company has elected to include its employees in Israel under Section 14 of the Severance Pay Law, 1963. Accordingly, the Company’s is required to
contribute, on a monthly basis, an amount equal to 8.33% of each employee’s monthly salary to individual accounts held with insurance companies for the
benefit of each employee. These contributions release the Company from any future statutory severance payments. The related obligation and amounts
deposited on behalf of such obligation are not recorded on the consolidated balance sheets, as they are legally released from obligation to employees once the
deposit amounts have been paid. Severance pay expenses for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and
2021 (unaudited) amounted to approximately $2,043, $2,436, $540 and $788,respectively.
The Company’s subsidiary maintains a defined contribution plan covering all of its employees in the United States, which qualifies as a tax deferred savings
plan under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “401(k) Plan”). Employees may elect to contribute up to 50% of their pretax
salaries to the 401(k) Plan, but generally not greater than $18 per year (and an additional amount of $6 for employees aged 50 and over), through salary
deferrals, subject to statutory limits. The Company matches 100% of employee contributions to the 401(k) Plan up to a limit of 4% of the employees’ eligible
compensation. For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), the Company’s matching
contributions to the plan amounted to $212, $395, $102 and $177, respectively.
Leases
The Company leases office facilities under operating leases. For leases that contain rent escalation or rent concession provisions, the Company records the
total rent expense during the lease term on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. The Company records the difference between the rent paid and the
straight-line rent expense as a deferred rent liability within other current liabilities.
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Share-based compensation
The Company accounts for share-based compensation in accordance with ASC Topic 718, Compensation—stock compensation. Share-based compensation
expense for all share-based awards, including share options and restricted share units granted to employees, directors, and non-employees, is measured based
on the estimated fair value of the awards on the date of grant. The fair value of each share option granted is estimated using the Black Scholes option pricing
model. The determination of the grant date fair value using an option-pricing model is affected by highly subjective assumptions, including the fair value of the
underlying Ordinary Shares, the expected term of the share option, the expected volatility of the price of the Ordinary Shares, risk-free interest rates, and the
expected dividend yield of the Ordinary Shares. The assumptions used to determine the fair value of the option awards represent management’s best estimates.
Share-based compensation is recognized on a straight-line basis over the requisite service period, including awards with graded vesting and no additional
conditions for vesting other than service conditions which is generally four years. The Company recognizes forfeitures as they occur.
Income taxes
The Company accounts for income taxes in accordance with ASC Topic 740, Accounting for Income Taxes (“ASC 740”), using the liability method. Under the
liability method, deferred assets and liabilities are recognized based upon anticipated future tax consequences attributable to differences between the financial
statement carrying amounts of assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using the enacted tax rates
that will be in effect for the years in which those tax assets are expected to be realized or settled.
The Company regularly assesses the likelihood that its deferred tax assets will be realized from recoverable income taxes or recovered from future taxable
income based on the realization criteria set forth in the relevant authoritative guidance. To the extent the Company believes any amounts are more likely than
not to be unrealized, the Company records a valuation allowance to reduce its deferred tax assets. The realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon
future earnings, if any, the timing and amount of which are uncertain. Accordingly, the Company’s net deferred tax assets have been fully offset by a valuation
allowance. If the Company subsequently realizes or determines it is more likely than not that it will realize deferred tax assets that were previously determined to
be unrealizable, the respective valuation allowance would be reversed, resulting in an adjustment to earnings in the period such determination is made.
ASC 740 contains a two-step approach to recognizing and measuring a liability for uncertain tax positions. The first step is to evaluate the tax position taken or
expected to be taken in a tax return by determining if the weight of available evidence indicates that it is more likely than not that, on an evaluation of the
technical merits, the tax position will be sustained on audit, including resolution of any related appeals or litigation processes. The second step is to measure the
tax benefit as the largest amount that is more than 50% (cumulative basis) likely to be realized upon ultimate settlement. The Company classifies interest related
to unrecognized tax benefits in the provision for income taxes.
The provision for income taxes is comprised of the current tax liability and deferred taxes.
Net loss per share attributable to ordinary shareholders
The Company computes net loss per share using the two-class method required for participating securities. The two-class method requires income available to
ordinary shareholders for the period to be allocated between ordinary shares and participating securities based upon their respective rights to receive dividends
as if all income for the period had been distributed. The Company considers its convertible preferred shares to be participating securities as the holders of the
convertible preferred shares would be entitled to dividends that would be distributed to the holders of Ordinary Shares, on a pro-rata basis assuming conversion
of all convertible preferred
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shares into Ordinary Shares. These participating securities do not contractually require the holders of such shares to participate in the Company’s losses. As
such, net loss for the periods presented was not allocated to the Company’s participating securities.
The Company’s basic net loss per share is calculated by dividing net loss attributable to Ordinary Shareholders by the weighted-average number of Ordinary
Shares outstanding for the period, without consideration of potentially dilutive securities. The diluted net loss per share is calculated by giving effect to all
potentially dilutive securities outstanding for the period using the treasury share method or the if-converted method based on the nature of such securities.
Diluted net loss per share is the same as basic net loss per share in periods when the effects of potentially dilutive Ordinary Shares are anti-dilutive.
Provisions
The Company accounts for its contingent liabilities in accordance with ASC 450, Contingencies (“ASC 450“). A provision is recorded when it is both probable
that a liability has been incurred and the amount of the loss can be reasonably estimated. With respect to legal matters, provisions are reviewed and adjusted to
reflect the impact of negotiations, estimated settlements, legal rulings, advice of legal counsel and other information and events pertaining to a particular matter.
Hedge accounting
The Company enters into foreign currency forward and option contracts with financial institutions to protect against foreign exchange risks, primarily the
exposure to changes in the exchange rate of the New Israeli Shekel (“NIS”) against the U.S Dollar that are associated with forecasted future cash flows and
certain existing assets and liabilities for up to twelve months. The Company’s primary objective in entering into such contracts is to reduce the volatility of
earnings and cash flows associated with changes in foreign currency exchange rates. The Company does not use derivative instruments for trading or
speculative purposes. Derivatives are recognized at fair value as either assets or liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets in accordance with ASC
Topic 815, Derivative and Hedging (“ASC 815”). The accounting for changes in fair value of a derivative depends on the intended use of the derivative and the
resulting designation. Derivative instruments that hedge the exposure to variability in expected future cash flows that are designated as cash flow hedges, are
recorded as other current assets or other current liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets. The Company records changes in the fair value of these
derivatives in accumulated other comprehensive income in the consolidated balance sheets, until the forecasted transaction occurs. Upon occurrence, the
Company reclassifies the related gain or loss on the derivative to the same financial statement line item in the consolidated statements of comprehensive
income (loss) to which the derivative relates. Derivative instruments that hedge the exposure to variability in the fair value of assets or liabilities that are not
currently designated as hedges for financial reporting purposes, are recorded as other current assets or other current liabilities in the consolidated balance
sheets. The Company records changes in the fair value of these derivatives in finance income or expense in the consolidated statements of comprehensive
income (loss).
Hedge accounting is not applied to financial derivatives used as an economic hedge of financial assets and liabilities. The changes in the fair value of these
derivatives are recorded, as incurred, in finance expense, net in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income (loss).
Derivatives are classified within Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy as the valuation inputs are based on quoted prices and market observable data of similar
instruments.
Fair value measurement
The Company measures and discloses the fair value of financial assets and liabilities in accordance with ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurement (“ASC 820”).
Fair value is based on the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
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market participants at the measurement date. Valuation techniques used to measure fair value maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of
unobservable inputs.
ASC 820 establishes a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes observable and unobservable inputs used to measure fair value into three broad levels, which are
described below:
•

Level 1: Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets that are accessible at the measurement date for assets or liabilities. The fair value hierarchy gives the
highest priority to Level 1 inputs.

•

Level 2: Observable inputs that are based on inputs not quoted on active markets but corroborated by market data.

•

Level 3: Unobservable inputs are used when little or no market data is available.

Financial instruments consist of cash equivalents, restricted deposits, accounts receivables, derivative financial instruments, accounts payables, and accrued
liabilities. Derivative financial instruments are stated at fair value on a recurring basis. Cash equivalents, short-term investments, restricted deposits, account
receivables, account payables, and accrued liabilities are stated at their carrying value and are approximated at fair value.
Concentration of credit risk
Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of cash and cash equivalents, short-term
investments, restricted deposits, accounts receivable, and derivative instruments. For cash and cash equivalents, the Company is exposed to credit risk in the
event of default by the financial institutions to the extent of the amounts recorded on the accompanying consolidated balance sheets exceed federally insured
limits. Cash and cash equivalents are maintained, and derivative transaction are transacted, with high-credit-quality financial institutions in the United States,
Australia, England, France, Israel and Japan. Management believes that the financial institutions that hold the Company’s investments are financially sound
and, accordingly, minimal credit risk exists with respect to these investments.
The Company’s accounts receivables are principally derived from sales to a wide range of customers. The Company does not generally require collateral from
its customers and substantially all of its accounts receivables are unsecured. The Company provides an allowance for doubtful accounts receivable based upon
management’s experience and estimate of collectability of each account. To date, the Company has not experienced any material losses on its accounts
receivables. The risk of collection associated with accounts receivables is mitigated by the diversity and number of customers. The allowance of doubtful
accounts was immaterial for the years presented.
No single customer accounted for more than 10% of total revenue for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31,
2020 and 2021 (unaudited). No single customer accounted for more than 10% of accounts receivable as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021
(unaudited).
Segment reporting
In accordance with ASC Topic 280, Segment Reporting, the Company determined it operates in a single operating and reportable segment. The Company’s
chief operating decision maker is its Chief Executive Officer, who reviews financial information presented on a consolidated basis for purposes of making
operating decisions, allocating resources and evaluating financial performance.
Recently adopted accounting pronouncements
In August 2016, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued ASU 2016-15, Statement of Cash Flows (“ASU 2016-15”), which provides guidance
on how certain cash receipts and outflows should be classified on entities’ statements of cash flows. The Company adopted ASU 2016-15 on
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January 1, 2019. The adoption of ASC 2016-15 did not have an impact on the Company’s consolidated financial statements.
In November 2016, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) 2016-18, Statement of Cash Flows (“ASU 2016-18”), which requires that the
statements of cash flows explain the change during the period in the total of cash, cash equivalents, and amounts generally described as restricted cash or
restricted cash equivalents. The Company adopted ASU 2016-18 on January 1, 2019 on a retrospective basis for all periods presented. Adoption of ASU 201618 did not have an impact on the Company’s consolidated financial statements.
In June 2018, the FASB issued ASU 2018-07, Improvements to non-employee share-based payment accounting , which simplifies the accounting for sharebased payments granted to non-employees for goods and services and aligns most of the guidance on such payments to the non-employees with the
requirements for share-based payments granted to employees. The guidance is effective beginning January 1, 2020, and interim periods in fiscal years
beginning January 1, 2021, using a modified retrospective approach. Early adoption is permitted. The Company adopted the guidance as of January 1, 2019,
and the adoption did not have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial statements.
In August 2017, the FASB issued ASU 2017-12, regarding ASC Topic 815. This guidance simplifies various aspects of hedge accounting, including the
measurement and presentation of hedge ineffectiveness and certain documentation and assessment requirements. The guidance also makes more hedging
strategies eligible for hedge accounting. The amendments in this ASU are effective for private business entities for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2020, and interim periods for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2021. Early adoption is permitted. The Company adopted the guidance as of January 1,
2021, and the adoption did not have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial statements.
Recently issued accounting pronouncements not yet adopted
As an emerging growth company, the Jumpstart Our Business Startup Act (“JOBS Act”) allows the Company to delay adoption of new or revised accounting
pronouncements applicable to public companies until such pronouncements are made applicable to private companies. The Company has elected to use this
extended transition period under the JOBS Act. The adoption dates discussed below reflect this election.
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-02 regarding ASC 842. The new guidance requires lessees to recognize lease assets and lease liabilities for
those leases classified as operating leases under previous FASB guidance. The guidance will be effective for the Company beginning December 15, 2021, and
interim periods in fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2022 and requires a modified retrospective adoption, with early adoption permitted. The Company
is currently evaluating the effect that ASU 2016-02 will have on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13, Financial Instruments – Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments
(“ASU 2016-13”), which replaces the existing incurred loss impairment model with an expected credit loss model and requires a financial asset measured at
amortized cost to be presented at the net amount expected to be collected. The guidance will be effective for fiscal year beginning January 1, 2023, and interim
periods therein. Early adoption is permitted.
The Company is currently evaluating the effect that ASU 2016-13 will have on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
In August 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-15, Intangibles-Goodwill and Other-Internal-Use Software (Subtopic 350-40): Customer’s Accounting for
Implementation Costs Incurred in a Cloud Computing Arrangement That Is a Service Contract (“ASU 2018-15”), which aligns the
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requirements for capitalizing implementation costs incurred in a hosting arrangement that is a service contract with the requirements for capitalizing
implementation costs incurred to develop or obtain internal-use software. The new standard requires capitalized costs to be amortized on a straight-line basis
generally over the term of the arrangement, and the financial statement presentation for these capitalized costs would be the same as that of the fees related to
the hosting arrangements. The guidance is effective fiscal years beginning January 1, 2021, and interim periods in fiscal years beginning January 1, 2022. Early
adoption is permitted.
The Company is currently evaluating the effect that ASU 2018-15 will have on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
In December 2019, the FASB issued ASU No. 2019-12, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes (“ASU 2019-12”), which
simplifies the accounting for income taxes by removing a variety of exceptions within the framework of ASC 740. These exceptions include the exception to the
incremental approach for intra-period tax allocation in the event of a loss from continuing operations and income or a gain from other items (such as other
comprehensive income), and the exception to using general methodology for the interim period tax accounting for year-to-date losses that exceed anticipated
losses. The guidance will be effective for fiscal years beginning January 1, 2022, and interim periods in fiscal years beginning January 1, 2023. Early adoption is
permitted. The Company is currently evaluating the effect that ASU 2019-12 will have on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.

3.

Fair value measurement

The following table presents information about the Company’s financial instruments that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis:
December 31, 2019
Level 2

Level 1

Financial assets:
Short-term investments
$
Foreign currency contracts designated as hedge instruments, included in prepaid expenses
and other current assets
Foreign currency contracts not designated as hedge instruments, included in prepaid
expenses and other current assets
$
Total financial assets

—

$

447

—
—
—

Level 3

$

—

262
179
888

$

—
—
—

$

December 31, 2020
Level 1

Financial assets:
Short-term investments
$
Foreign currency contracts designated as hedge instruments, included in prepaid expenses
and other current assets
Foreign currency contracts not designated as hedge instruments, included in prepaid
expenses and other current assets
Total financial assets
$
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Level 2

—

$

Level 3

30,000

$

—

—

77

—

—

(22)

—

—

$

30,055

$

—
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March 31, 2021
(Unaudited)
Level 1

Financial assets:
Short-term investments
$
Foreign currency contracts designated as hedge instruments, included in prepaid expenses
and other current assets
Foreign currency contracts not designated as hedge instruments, included in prepaid
expenses and other current assets
Total financial assets
$

4.

Level 2

—

$

Level 3

20,025

$

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

$

20,025

$

—

Prepaid expenses or other current assets

Prepaid expenses or other current assets consist of the following:
December 31,
2019

Receivables from government authorities
Prepaid expenses
Fair value of future hedging transactions
Other

$

5.

573
860
441
359
2,233

$

Total prepaid expenses and other current assets

March 31,
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

$

488
1,156
55
397
2,096

$

$

704
1,041
—
538
2,283

$

Deferred contract costs

The following table summarizes deferred contract costs activity for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020
and 2021 (unaudited):
December 31,
2019

March 31,
2020

2020

2021
(Unaudited)

Balance at the beginning of the year
Capitalization of deferred contract costs
Amortization of deferred contract costs
Balance at the end of the year

$

5,441 $
3,751
(2,878)
6,314 $

$
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9,724
(4,513)
11,525 $

6,314 $
928
(917)
6,325 $

11,525
2,643
(1,525)
12,643
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6.

Property and equipment, net

Property and equipment consist of the following:
December 31,
2019

Computers and peripheral equipment
Office furniture and equipment
Electronic equipment
Leasehold improvements
Capitalized internal-use software costs
Total property and equipment
Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization

$

Total property and equipment, net

$

March 31,
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

2,382 $
1,178
225
4,058
4,481
12,324
(5,405)
6,919 $

3,114 $
1,192
226
4,058
4,868
13,458
(7,368)
6,090 $

3,536
1,219
228
4,058
4,868
13,909
(7,888)
6,021

Depreciation and amortization expenses amounted to $1,841,$1,982, $580 and $520 for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months
ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), respectively.

7.

Other payables and accrued expenses

Other payables and accrued expenses consist of the following:
December 31,
2019

Governmental authorities
Accrued expenses
Other

$

$

Total other payables and accrued expenses

8.

March 31,
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

5,364
2,593
519
8,476

$

$

8,356
4,694
691
13,741

$

$

8,723
4,909
741
14,373

Credit facility and loans

Leumi credit facility
The Company has a Loan and Security Agreement with Bank Leumi le-Israel B.M. (the “Leumi Credit Facility”), which, as amended, consists of a revolving credit
facility in the aggregate amount of up to $35,000. As of December 31, 2020, the borrowing base of the Leumi Credit Facility is computed based on an advance
multiplier of 400% multiplied by the Company’s aggregate monthly recurring revenues (“MRR”), as defined. Outstanding borrowings under the Leumi Credit
Facility bear interest, payable on a monthly basis, at a rate of LIBOR plus 4% per annum.
The Company is charged a fee of 0.5% per annum on amounts available for draw that are undrawn under the Leumi Credit Facility. The Leumi Credit Facility
may be repaid and terminated earlier by the Company without any premium or penalty.
The Leumi Credit Facility contains financial covenants which require the Company to (i) maintain certain minimum cash and cash equivalents balances, (ii)
achieve certain quarterly MRR growth targets, and (iii) not deviate by more than negative 20% from the actual operating profit/loss as provided to the lender. As
of December 31, 2020, the Company was in compliance with all of its financial covenants under the Leumi Credit Facility.
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Substantially all of the Company’s assets are pledged as collateral under the Credit Facility.
As of December 31, 2020, the Company had drawn $26,800 available under the Leumi Credit Facility. The term of the Leumi Credit Facility expired on
December 31, 2020, and was fully repaid in January 2021, in accordance with the Loan and Security Agreement.
SVB credit facility
In December 2020, the Company entered into a new Loan and Security Agreement with Silicon Valley Bank (the “SVB Credit Facility”), which included a
revolving credit line facility in the aggregate amount of up to $50,000 (the “Revolving Line”). The borrowing base of the SVB Credit Facility is computed based
on advance multiplier of 600% multiplied by the Company’s aggregate monthly recurring revenues less the net retention rate, as defined.
Outstanding borrowings under the SVB Credit Facility bear interest, payable on a monthly basis, at a rate equal to the greater of 3.75% per annum or 0.5% over
the prime rate reported in the Wall Street Journal.The Company is charged a fee of 0.3% per annum on amounts available for draw that are undrawn under the
SVB Credit Facility (“Availability Amount”).
The SVB Credit Facility is subject to certain financial covenants, including that the Company maintain liquidity of at least $20,000 prior to the consummation of
our initial public offering, and following the consummation of such initial public offering, that the Company maintain liquidity of at least $35,000. Liquidity for this
purpose is the sum of (i) the aggregate amount of our unrestricted and unencumbered cash and cash equivalents and (b) the Availability Amount as described
above.
The SVB Credit Facility is secured by substantially all of the Company’s assets. It also contains various affirmative and negative covenants, including financial
reporting requirements and limitations on indebtedness, liens, mergers, consolidations, liquidations and dissolutions, sales of assets, dividends and other
restricted payments, investments (including acquisitions) and transactions with affiliates.
Upon a Qualifying IPO Event, as defined, the aggregate amount of the SVB Credit Facility shall be increased to $75,000, and the interest shall be decreased to
the greater of WSJ + 0.25% or 3.5% per annum.
As of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), the Company was in compliance with all of its financial covenants under the SVB Credit Facility.
The Company did not draw any amounts under the SVB credit facility as of December 31, 2020. As of March 31, 2021 (unaudited), the Company had drawn
$30,000 under the SVB Credit Facility.
PPP loan
In May 2020, the Company entered into a loan agreement with Bank Leumi USA as part of the US government’s Paycheck Protected Program to provide
economic relief as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic (the “PPP Loan”). The PPP Loan, in the principal amount of $1,759, together with the accrued interest
thereon, was to be repaid in eighteen equal installments beginning in December 2020. The fixed interest rate on the PPP Loan was one percent per year. The
Company has fully repaid the PPP Loan including all accrued interest thereon in December 2020.

9.

Derivatives and hedging

During 2019 and 2020, the Company entered into forward and cylinder contracts to hedge certain forecasted NIS denominated payments for payroll against
exchange rate fluctuations of the U.S. dollar, for a period of up to twelve months. The fair value of future hedging transactions is included in other current assets
or other payables and accrued expenses, as appropriate. The Company recorded the cash flows associated with these derivatives under operating activities.
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The gross notional amounts of the Company’s foreign currency contracts are denominated in NIS and GBP. The notional amounts of outstanding foreign
currency contracts in U.S. dollars are as follows:
December 31,
2019

Derivatives designated as hedging instruments
Derivatives not designated as hedging instruments

$

Total

$

March 31,
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

10,104
4,894
14,998

$

82
1,978
2,060

$

$

630
10,639
11,269

$

During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), gains (losses) related to designated
hedging instruments were reclassified from accumulated other comprehensive loss when the related expenses were incurred. These gains (losses) were
recorded in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss), as follows:
December 31,
2019

March 31,
2020

2020

2021
(Unaudited)

Cost of revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

$

Total

$

36 $
143
105
49
333 $

81 $
233
182
82
578 $

1 $
2
(2)
(2)
(1) $

7
20
14
11
52

During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), the Company recorded gains
(losses) related to non-designated hedging instruments in the amount of $387, $15, $(3) and $98, respectively, which are classified as finance expenses, net in
the consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss).
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10.

Convertible preferred shares and shareholders’ deficit

The Company’s authorized, issued and outstanding capital as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited) is as follows:

Number
of Shares Authorized

Ordinary Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-1 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-2 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-3 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-4 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-5 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-6 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-7 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-8 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-9 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-10 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred B Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Total Shares

Number of Shares
Issued

December 31, 2019
Number of Shares
Issued and
Outstanding

Par
Value

13,671,455

13,669,287

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

7

94

150

5,051,000

5,051,000

5,051,000

13

364

545

3,929,000

3,929,000

3,929,000

10

422

790

6,599,000

6,599,000

6,599,000

17

1,815

2,722

1,247,000

1,247,000

1,247,000

3

150

224

465,000

465,000

465,000

1

93

140

4,672,000

4,672,000

4,672,000

12

3,387

5,081

5,267,000

5,267,000

5,267,000

14

7,990

11,985

4,601,230

4,601,230

4,601,230

12

15,000

22,472

3,151,596

3,151,596

3,151,596

8

20,000

28,652

8,833,922
117,627,000

8,303,888
59,458,169

8,303,888
59,456,001

$

37

24
158

$

Liquidation
Preference

71,310,252
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—
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Number
of Shares Authorized

Ordinary Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-1 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-2 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-3 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-4 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-5 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-6 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-7 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-8 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-9 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-10 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred B Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred C Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Total Shares

Number of Shares
Issued

December 31, 2020
Number of Shares
Issued and
Outstanding

Par
Value

15,328,449

15,326,281

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

7

94

150

5,051,000

5,051,000

5,051,000

13

364

545

3,929,000

3,929,000

3,929,000

10

422

790

6,599,000

6,599,000

6,599,000

17

1,815

2,722

1,247,000

1,247,000

1,247,000

3

150

224

465,000

465,000

465,000

1

93

140

4,672,000

4,672,000

4,672,000

12

3,387

5,081

5,267,000

5,267,000

5,267,000

14

7,990

11,985

4,601,230

4,601,230

4,601,230

12

15,000

22,500

3,151,596

3,151,596

3,151,596

8

20,000

30,000

8,303,888

8,303,888

8,303,888

24

46,710

62,346

6,090,506
131,054,046

4,870,328
65,985,491

4,870,328
65,983,323

$

42

15
178

$

Liquidation
Preference

79,176,826
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Number
of Shares Authorized

Ordinary Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-1 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-2 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-3 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-4 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-5 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-6 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-7 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-8 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-9 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred A-10 Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred B Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Preferred C Shares,
NIS 0.01 par value
Total Shares

Number of Shares
Issued

March 31, 2021 (Unaudited)
Number of Shares
Issued and
Par
Outstanding
Value

$

Carrying
Value

79,176,826

15,633,282

15,631,114

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

7

94

150

5,051,000

5,051,000

5,051,000

13

364

545

3,929,000

3,929,000

3,929,000

10

422

790

6,599,000

6,599,000

6,599,000

17

1,815

2,722

1,247,000

1,247,000

1,247,000

3

150

224

465,000

465,000

465,000

1

93

140

4,672,000

4,672,000

4,672,000

12

3,387

5,081

5,267,000

5,267,000

5,267,000

14

7,990

11,985

4,601,230

4,601,230

4,601,230

12

15,000

22,500

3,151,596

3,151,596

3,151,596

8

20,000

30,000

8,303,888

8,303,888

8,303,888

24

46,710

63,540

6,090,506
131,054,046

4,870,328
66,290,324

4,870,328
66,288,156

$

43

15
179

$

Liquidation
Preference

$

—

39,785
135,810

$

$

—

66,000
203,677

Voting rights
The Preferred Shares carry voting rights equal to one vote per share, on an as-converted basis. The Ordinary Shares carry voting rights equal to one vote per
share.
Conversion rights
Each Preferred Share is convertible, at the option of the holder, at any time after the date of issuance, into such number of Ordinary Shares as is determined by
dividing the original issue price paid for such shares by the conversion price in effect at that time for such share. The Preferred Shares are automatically
converted into Ordinary Shares upon consummation of a Qualified IPO, as defined in the Company’s Articles of Association. In addition, the Preferred B Shares
and Preferred C Shares will be automatically converted into Ordinary Shares upon the affirmative vote of holders of at least a majority of the Preferred B
Shares. The Preferred A-1 Shares, Preferred A-2 Shares, Preferred A-3 Shares, Preferred A-4 Shares, Preferred A-5, Preferred A-6 Shares, Preferred A-7
Shares, Preferred A-8 Shares, Preferred A-9 Shares and Preferred A-10 Shares (collectively, the “Junior Preferred Shares”) will be automatically converted into
Ordinary Shares upon the affirmative vote of holders of at least 70% of the Junior Preferred Shares calculated together on an as-converted basis.
Dividends
Any dividends that are declared and distributed are payable to the shareholders in proportion to the number of shares then held by them.
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Under Israeli law, a company may declare dividends only out of retained earnings or earnings over the two most recent fiscal years, whichever is higher,
provided that the company reasonably believes that the dividend will not render it unable to meet its current or foreseeable obligations when due.
Liquidation rights
In the event of a liquidation, dissolution, winding up of the Company, or an M&A Transaction (a “Liquidation Event”), the holders of the Preferred C Shares are
entitled to receive on a pari-passu and as-converted basis, prior and in preference to any distribution to other shareholders of the Company, an amount equal to
the greater of (i) 165% of the original issue price for each Preferred C Share, less the amount of distributions actually received previously, plus all declared but
unpaid dividends (the “Preferred C Preference”) or (ii) the pro rata portion of such Preferred C Share out of all distributable proceeds, assuming a pro rata paripassu distribution of all distributable proceeds to all shareholders assuming there are no preferences to any shareholders (including those of the Preferred
Shares). Thereafter, the holders of the Preferred B Shares are entitled to receive on a pari-passu and as-converted basis, prior and in preference to any
distribution to other shareholders of the Company, an amount equal to the greater of (i) 100% of the original issue price for each Preferred B Share plus
compounded interest at the annual rate of 8% of the original issue price of such Preferred B Share, as measured from the date on which such share was issued
by the Company to the date of such Deemed Liquidation Event, up to maximum aggregate accumulated interest not to exceed 50% of the original issue price for
such shares, less the amount of distributions actually received previously, plus all declared but unpaid dividends (the “Preferred B Preference”) or (ii) the pro
rata portion of such Preferred B Share out of all distributable proceeds, assuming a pro rata pari-passu distribution of all distributable proceeds to all
shareholders assuming there are no preferences to any shareholders (including those of the Preferred Shares). Thereafter, the holders of the Junior Preferred
Shares are entitled to receive on a pari-passu and as-converted basis, prior and in preference to any distribution to other shareholders of the Company, an
amount equal to the greater of (i) 100% of the original issue price for each such series of Junior Preferred Shares, plus compounded interest at the annual rate
of 8% of the original issue price of such Junior Preferred Share, as measured from the date on which such share was issued by the Company to the date of
such Deemed Liquidation Event, up to maximum aggregate accumulated interest not to exceed 50% of the original issue price for each such share, less the
amount of distributions actually received in any prior distribution event or Deemed Liquidation Event plus all declared but unpaid dividends (the “Junior Preferred
Preference”) or (ii) the pro rata portion of such Junior Preferred Share out of all distributable proceeds, assuming a pro rata pari-passu distribution of all
distributable proceeds to all shareholders assuming there are no preferences to any shareholders (including those of the Preferred Shares). Thereafter, the
remaining assets and funds of the Company legally available for distribution shall be distributed ratably to the holders of all Ordinary Shares in proportion to their
relative holdings in the Company.
Increase in authorized capital
In October 2020, the Company approved an increase in its authorized Ordinary Share capital of 7,866,574 shares.
Issuance of Preferred C Shares
In October 2020, the Company entered into a share purchase agreement pursuant to which the Company issued to the purchasers an aggregate 4,870,328
Preferred C Shares at a price of $8.213 per share for total gross consideration of $40,000, net of issuance expenses of $215 (the “Preferred C Financing”).
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Secondary transactions
During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, the Company facilitated several secondary transactions, in which certain employees and shareholders,
sold a portion of their Ordinary Shares and Preferred Shares to other shareholders. The Company recorded share-based compensation expenses for the
amount realized by the employees in excess of the estimated fair value of their respective shares. In addition, the Company recorded a deemed dividend for the
amount paid to other shareholders, in excess of the estimated fair value of their respective shares. The total amount resulted in $60 and $2,109 of incremental
share-based compensation expense for the year ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively, and $0 and $825 of deemed dividend for the years ended
December 31, 2019 and 2020, respectively.

11.

Share equity incentive plans

In 2010, the Company's Board of Directors approved a Share Option Plan (“the 2010 Plan“), pursuant to which incentive and nonqualified stock options were
able to be granted to employees, officers, directors, consultants and other service providers of the Company.
In 2012, the Company's Board of Directors approved an Equity Incentive Plan (“the 2012 Plan“), pursuant to which, as amended, incentive and nonqualified
stock options and restricted share units (“RSUs”) may be granted to employees, officers, directors, consultants and other service providers of the Company or its
subsidiaries.
The Company reserved an aggregate amount of 17,339,974 shares for issuance under the 2010 Plan and the 2012 Plan, as amended. The 2010 Plan and 2012
Plan are administered by the Company’s board of directors (the “Plan Administrator”).
The Plan Administrator determines the exercise price and vesting schedules for share options and RSUs granted under the option plans on the date of grant.
Share options and RSU grants generally vest over a four-year period and generally have contractual terms of ten years.
The following table summarizes share option activity for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2021
(unaudited):
December 31,

March 31,

2019

2020

2021
(Unaudited)

Number
of
Options

Outstanding at the
beginning of the year
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited
Outstanding at the end
of the year
Exercisable at the end
of the year

WeightedAverage
Exercise Price

9,903,255
1,279,566
(498,130)
(797,566)

$

9,887,125
6,179,659

WeightedAverage remaining
Contractual Term
(in years)

Number
of
Options

WeightedAverage
Exercise Price

1.61
3.10
1.18
2.33

7.11
—
—
—

9,887,125
2,581,893
(1,656,994)
(937,859)

$

$

1.77

6.40

9,874,165

$

1.19

4.90

5,624,558

WeightedAverage remaining
Contractual Term
(in years)

1.77
2.56
0.87
3.22

6.40
—
—
—

$

1.99

6.83

$

1.58

5.30

Number
of
Options

9,874,165
1,704,500
(304,833)
(46,563)

WeightedAverage
Exercise Price

$

WeightedAverage remaining
Contractual Term
(in years)

1.99

6.83

3.67

—

1.11

—

2.65

—

11,227,269

2.26

7.23

5,779,624

1.66

5.53

The weighted-average grant-date fair value of options granted was $1.61, $4.39, $1.74 and $10.32 per share for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020
and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), respectively.
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Management and the Company’s board of directors determined the fair value assigned to the Ordinary Shares in order to calculate compensation resulting from
the grants of employee options and RSUs. In determining fair value, management and the board of directors considered a number of factors, including
independent valuations and appraisals.
The fair value of these options was estimated on the grant date based on the following assumptions:
December 31,
2019

March 31,
2020

2020

2021
(Unaudited)

Volatility
Expected term in years
Risk-free interest rate
Estimated fair value of underlying ordinary shares
Dividend yield

50%
6.25
1.55% - 2.54%
2.71 - 3.44
0%

50%
6.25
0.12% - 1.47%
3.34 - 7.60
0%

50%
6.25
1.47%
3.57
0%

60%
6.25
0.64% - 0.69%
12.92
0%

Expected volatility – The Company performed an analysis of its peer companies with similar expected lives to develop an expected volatility assumption.
Expected term – The expected term represents the period that options are expected to be outstanding. For option grants that are considered to be “plain vanilla,”
the Company determines the expected term using the simplified method. The simplified method deems the term to be the average of the time-to-vesting and
the contractual life of the options.
Risk-free interest rate – Based upon market quoted market yields for the United States Treasury debt securities.
Expected dividend yield – Since the Company has never paid and has no intention to pay cash dividends on ordinary shares, the expected dividend yield is
zero.
Fair value of common shares – Since the Company’s Ordinary Shares are not publicly traded, the fair value was determined by the Company’s board of
directors, with input from management and valuation reports prepared by third-party valuation specialists.
The share-based compensation expenses are classified in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss) according to the activities that the
employees owning the awards perform. The Company does not recognize any expense for awards that do not ultimately vest, except for awards where vesting
is conditioned upon a market condition.
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The following table summarizes the share-based compensation, including the share-based compensation of the secondary transactions described in Note 10,
recorded in each line item in the accompanying consolidated states of comprehensive income (loss):
Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(Unaudited)

Year Ended December 31,
2019
2020

Cost of revenue
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

$

Total

$

38
452
427
1,087
2,004

$

40
1,107
821
2,832
4,800

$

$

8
103
111
261
483

$

$

30
1,365
626
861
2,882

$

The following table summarizes information about share options outstanding under the 2010 Plan and 2012 Plan as of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March
31, 2021 (unaudited):
Options Outstanding
Number Outstanding
Weighted Average
at December 31,
Remaining Contractual
2019
Life (Years)

Options Exercisable
Number Exercisable
Weighted Average
at December 31,
Remaining Contractual
2019
Life (Years)

$0.0003
$0.05
$0.40
$0.60
$0.652
$1.90
$2.17
$2.25
$2.71
$3.44

589,000
135,164
2,089,544
202,580
408,656
848,660
1,788,128
247,001
2,893,242
685,150

3.58
2.64
3.19
2.69
5.18
5.59
7.59
5.26
8.77
9.45

589,000
135,164
2,089,544
202,580
408,656
845,821
971,116
219,104
718,674
—

3.58
2.64
3.19
2.69
5.18
5.59
7.00
5.07
8.19
—

Total

9,887,125

6.40

6,179,659

4.90

Aggregate intrinsic value

$

17,820
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Options Outstanding
Number Outstanding
Weighted Average
at December 31,
Remaining Contractual
2020
Life (Years)

Options Exercisable
Number Exercisable
Weighted Average
at December 31,
Remaining Contractual
2020
Life (Years)

$0.0003
$0.01
$0.40
$0.60
$0.652
$1.43
$1.90
$2.17
$2.25
$2.388
$2.71
$3.44
$3.57
$5.97

589,000
355,700
1,264,241
69,286
229,521
401,500
738,530
1,604,121
126,224
566,900
2,761,792
302,250
775,500
89,600

2.58
9.85
3.18
4.46
0.16
9.71
4.74
7.12
5.70
9.81
7.99
8.72
9.60
9.91

589,000
—
1,264,241
69,286
229,521
—
738,530
1,134,964
126,224
—
1,353,667
92,125
27,000
—

2.58
—
3.18
4.46
0.16
—
4.74
7.01
5.70
—
7.94
8.68
9.34
—

Total

9,874,165

6.83

5,624,558

5.30

Aggregate intrinsic value

$

55,419
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Options Outstanding
Options Exercisable
Weighted Average
Weighted Average
Number Outstanding
Remaining Contractual
Number Exercisable
Remaining Contractual
at March 31, 2021
Life (Years)
at March 31, 2021
Life (Years)
(Unaudited)

$0.0003
$0.01
$0.40
$0.60
$1.43
$1.90
$2.17
$2.25
$2.388
$2.71
$3.04
$3.44
$3.57
$5.97
$7.60
Total
Aggregate intrinsic value

$

589,000
355,700
1,264,241
69,286
401,500
730,530
1,585,121
126,224
550,900
2,689,292
1,468,600
299,000
774,375
89,600
233,900

2.33
9.60
2.93
4.21
9.46
4.55
6.90
5.45
9.62
7.77
9.84
8.45
9.35
9.66
9.84

589,000
88,925
1,264,241
69,286
—
730,530
1,204,789
126,224
—
1,463,014
75,000
110,991
57,624
—
—

2.33
9.60
2.93
4.21
—
4.55
6.82
5.45
—
7.74
9.84
8.39
8.94
—
—

11,227,269

7.23

5,779,624

5.53

119,646

$

65,058

Intrinsic value represents the potential amount receivable by the option holders had all option holders exercised their options as of such date.
The intrinsic value of the exercised options was $884, $6,440, $1,147 and $3,600 for years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended
March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), respectively. The grant-date fair value of vested options was $2,090, $1,762, $373 and $2,440 for the years ended
December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), respectively.
The total unrecognized compensation cost as of December 31, 2020 was $12,447, which will be recognized over a weighted-average period of 3.27 years. The
total unrecognized compensation cost as of March 31, 2021 (unaudited) was $27,149, which will be recognized over a weighted-average period of 3.48 years.
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The following table summarizes RSU activity for the years ended December 31, 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2021:
December 31, 2020
March 31, 2021
(Number of units)
(Unaudited)

Outstanding at the beginning of the year
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited
Outstanding at the end of the year

—
132,500
—
—
132,500
132,500

Unvested RSUs

132,500
80,000
—
—
212,500
212,500

The weighted average fair value at grant date of RSUs granted during the year ended December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited) was $7.60 and
$12.92 per share, respectively. As of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), the Company had $996 and $1,916 of unrecognized compensation
expense related to non-vested RSUs, expected to be recognized over a weighted average period of 3.96 and 3.7 years, respectively.

12.

Income taxes

Basis of taxation
The Company’s provision for income taxes and deferred tax assets and liabilities are computed based on Israeli tax rates. Pursuant to the Israeli Income Tax
(Inflationary adjustments) Law, 1985, results for tax purposes are measured in real terms in accordance with the changes in the Israeli consumer price index.
The Israeli corporate tax rate was 23% for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020.
Amendment 73 to the Israeli Investment Law provides for a preferred income tax rate of either 6% or 12% on income derived from certain intangible assets,
subject to certain eligibility criteria. Amendment 73 to the Investment Law is retroactively effective from January 1, 2017.
The Company is assessing its eligibility for these tax benefits due to its net loss position.
The Company’s subsidiaries are separately taxed under the domestic tax laws of the jurisdiction of incorporation of each entity.
The Company has received final income tax assessments in Israel through the year ended December 31, 2015 that are subject to the statute of limitations.
The Company is qualified as an “industrial company” under the Israeli Law for the Encouragement of Industry (Taxation), 1969, and is eligible for certain tax
benefits including amortization of goodwill and deduction of IPO issuance costs for tax purposes over 3 years.
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The components of the net loss before the provision for income taxes for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 were as follows:
December 31,
2019

Domestic
Foreign

$
$

Total net loss

2020

(19,014) $
1,765
(17,249) $

(23,959)
2,603
(21,356)

The provision for income taxes for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 was as follows:
December 31,
2019

Current:
Domestic
Foreign
Total current income tax expense
Deferred:
Domestic
Foreign
Total deferred income tax expense

2020

$

—
272
272
—
186
186
458

$

Total provision for income taxes

$

—
375
375
—
265
265
640

$

A reconciliation of the Company’s theoretical income tax expense to actual income tax expense for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 is as follows:
December 31,
2019
Tax

Theoretical tax benefit
Increase (decrease) in effective tax rate due to:
Change in valuation allowance
Effect of entities with different tax rates
Non-deductible expenses
Change in tax reserve for uncertain tax positions
Other
Total effective income taxes

2020
Rate

Tax

Rate

$

(3,967)

23 % $

(4,912)

23 %

$

3,863
11
564
60
(73)
458

(23)%
0%
(3)%
0%
0%
(3)% $

4,283
68
1,294
60
(153)
640

(20)%
0%
(6)%
0%
0%
(3)%

The Company’s tax provision for interim periods is determined using an estimate of its annual effective tax rate, adjusted for discrete items, if any, that arise
during the period. Each quarter, the Company updates its estimate of the annual effective tax rate, and if the estimated annual effective tax rate changes, the
Company makes a cumulative adjustment in the period of change.
The Company had an effective tax rate of (3)%, (3)%, (1)% and (2)% for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31,
2020 and 2021 (unaudited), respectively.
The provision for income taxes was $272, $375, $60 and $90 for years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020, and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and
2021 (unaudited), respectively. The provision
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for income taxes consisted primarily of income taxes related to the United States, the United Kingdom and other foreign jurisdictions in which the Company
conducts business.
Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes
and the amounts used for income tax purposes.
The following table presents the significant components of the Company’s deferred tax assets and liabilities:
December 31,
2019

Deferred tax assets:
Net operating loss carryforwards
Research and development expenses and other
Accruals and reserves
Share-based compensation
Gross deferred tax assets
Valuation allowance
Total deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
Deferred contract acquisition costs
Property and equipment
Other
Gross deferred tax liabilities

$

$
$

$

Net deferred taxes

2020

25,632 $
4,348
557
119
30,656
(29,983)
673 $

29,824
4,817
1,068
265
35,974
(34,266)
1,708

(736) $
(121)
(19)
(876)
(203) $

(2,012)
(129)
(18)
(2,159)
(451)

Net operating loss carryforwards
As of December 31, 2020, the Company had generated Israeli net operating loss carryforwards of approximately $129,260, which may be carried forward and
offset against taxable income in the future for an indefinite period.
As of December 31, 2020, the Company had utilized all of its net operating loss carryforwards in the United States and in other jurisdictions in which it operates.
A valuation allowance is provided when it is more likely than not that the deferred tax assets will not be realized. The Company has established a valuation
allowance to offset certain deferred tax assets at December 31, 2019 and 2020 due to the uncertainty of realizing future tax benefits from its net operating loss
carryforwards and other deferred tax assets. The net change in the total valuation allowance for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 was an increase
of $3,863 and $4,283, respectively.
As of December 31, 2020, $5,104 of undistributed earnings held by the Company’s foreign subsidiaries are designated as indefinitely reinvested. The Company
did not recognize deferred taxes liabilities on undistributed earnings of its foreign subsidiaries as the Company intends to indefinitely reinvest those earnings.
Unrecognized tax positions
In accordance with the provisions of ASC 740, Income Taxes, the Company recognizes the effect of income tax positions only if those positions are more likely
than not of being sustained. Recognized income tax positions are measured at the largest amount that is greater than 50% likely of being
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realized. Changes in recognition or measurement are reflected in the period in which the change in judgment occurs.
The following table shows the changes in the gross amount of unrecognized tax benefits as of December 31, 2019 and 2020.
Unrecognized
Tax
positions

Balance as of January 1, 2019
Increases related to current year tax positions
Balance as of December 31, 2019
Increases related to current year tax positions

$

Balance as of December 31, 2020

$

182
60
242
60
302

The Company recognizes interest and penalties related to uncertain tax positions in income tax expense. As of December 31, 2019 and 2020, the Company has
accumulated $62 and $77, respectively in interest and penalties related to uncertain tax positions.
The Company currently does not expect uncertain tax positions to change significantly over the next 12 months, except in the case of settlements with tax
authorities, the likelihood and timing of which is difficult to estimate.

13.

Net income (loss) per share

Basic and diluted net income (loss) per ordinary share is presented in conformity with the two-class method required for participating securities.
The following table presents the calculation of basic and diluted net (loss) income per share:
Year Ended
December 31,

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2020
2021
(Unaudited)
(in thousands, except share and per share data)

2019

Numerator:
Net loss
Deemed dividend
Net loss attributable to ordinary shareholders
Denominator:
Weighted-average shares used in computing net loss per share
attributable to ordinary shareholders, basic and diluted
Net loss per share attributable to ordinary shareholders, basic and
diluted

$

(17,707) $
—
(17,707) $

$

13,427,020
$

(1.32) $
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(21,996) $
(825)
(22,821) $

14,442,172
(1.58) $

(6,210) $
—
(6,210) $

13,871,219
(0.45) $

(12,114)
—
(12,114)

15,467,710
(0.78)
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Potentially dilutive securities that were not included in the diluted per share calculations because they would be anti-dilutive were as follows:
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

Convertible preferred shares
Outstanding share options
RSU
Treasury stock
Total

14.

2020

45,786,714
9,887,125
—
2,168
55,676,007

50,657,042
9,874,165
132,500
2,168
60,665,875

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(Unaudited)

45,786,714
9,399,287
—
2,168
55,188,169

50,657,042
11,227,269
212,500
2,168
62,098,979

Commitments and contingencies

Leases
The Company has entered into various non-cancelable operating leases for its office facilities with expiration dates between March 31, 2021 through December
31, 2027. Certain operating leases contain provisions under which monthly rent escalates over time. When lease agreements contain escalating rent clauses or
free rent periods, the Company recognizes rent expense on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Lease expenses for the years ended December 31,
2019 and 2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited) amounted to $3,495, $4,220, $949 and $995, respectively.
Future minimum lease payments under non-cancelable leases as of December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited) are as follows:
Years ending December 31,
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026 and thereafter

$

$

Total minimum lease payments
Years ending December 31,
Remainder of 2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026 and thereafter

$

$

Total minimum lease payments

4,005
3,180
2,032
2,032
2,032
4,064
17,345

3,225
3,211
1,959
1,959
1,959
3,919
16,232

Non-cancelable Purchase Obligations
In the normal course of business, the Company enters into non-cancelable purchase commitments with various parties for mainly hosting services, as well as
software products and services. As of
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December 31, 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), the Company had outstanding non-cancelable purchase obligations with a term of 12 months or longer as
follows:
Years ending December 31,
2021
2022
2023

$

$

Total purchase obligations
Years ending December 31,
remainder of 2021
2022
2023
2024

$

$

Total purchase obligations

9,629
8,356
4,120
22,105

7,791
8,897
3,981
26
20,695

Legal matters
From time to time in the normal course of business, the Company may be subject to various legal matters such as threatened or pending claims or proceedings.
While it is not feasible to predict or determine the ultimate outcome of these matters, the Company believes that none of its current legal proceedings will have a
material adverse effect on its financial position or results of operations.
Indemnification
The Company enters into various indemnification agreements in the ordinary course of business. Pursuant to these agreements, the Company typically
indemnifies, holds harmless and agrees to reimburse the indemnified party for losses suffered or incurred by the indemnified party, generally its business
partners or customers, in connection with (among other things) any patent, copyright or other intellectual property infringement claim by any third party with
respect to the Company’s service offering. The term of these indemnification agreements is generally perpetual any time after execution of the agreement,
subject to applicable statutes of limitations.
The maximum potential amount of future payments the Company could be required to make under these indemnification agreements is unspecified. To date,
the Company has not incurred costs to defend lawsuits or settle claims related to these indemnification agreements.
The Company entered into indemnification agreements with certain officers and employees to indemnify them for certain events or occurrences, subject to
certain limits, while the officer or employee is or was serving at its request in such capacity. The term of the indemnification period is indefinite. The maximum
amount of potential future indemnification is unspecified.
The Company has no reason to believe that there is any material liability for actions, events or occurrences that have occurred to date.

15.

Related party transactions

In February 2014, the Company entered into an agreement with an affiliate of a shareholder, pursuant to which, as amended, the Company granted the
affiliates a SaaS subscription to the Company’s cloud-based platform with a non-exclusive license to access our cloud-based platform for a defined subscription
term and agreed to employ certain employees as dedicated resources who provide services to the shareholders. All expenses related to such employees are
reimbursed to the Company on actual cost and overhead expenses basis. The term of the agreement continues to
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December 31, 2024 and may be terminated earlier by the affiliate upon 30 days notice. During the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and the three
months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021 (unaudited), the Company recorded revenue of $129, $128, $32 and $33, respectively, from the affiliate, and $367,
$592, $130 and $140, respectively, as expense reimbursement for dedicated resources employed by the Company. As of December 31, 2020 and March 31,
2021 (unaudited), the Company has an unsatisfied service obligation of $562 and $421 related to the dedicated resources included in other payables and
accrued expenses and balances owed from the affiliate were immaterial.
The Company owns 47% of the shares of an investee. In November 2016, the Company entered into an agreement with the investee, pursuant to which the
Company provides the investee with a license to use certain intellectual property and infrastructure, while the investee provides the Company with software
maintenance services and data derived from the Company’s intellectual property. In July 2019, the Company and the investee entered into an amended
agreement pursuant to which, the investee licensed certain additional data and deliverables to the Company. During the years ended December 31, 2019 and
2020 and the three months ended March 31, 2020 and 2021, the Company recorded $200, $331, $83 and $83, respectively, in gross expense pursuant to these
agreements, which is included in cost of revenue. As of December 31, 2019 and 2020 and March 31, 2021 (unaudited), there is no material balance owed to or
from the investee (see Note 18).

16.

Segment and geographic information

Revenue attributable to the Company's domicile and other geographic areas based on the location of the buyers was as follows:
Year Ended
December 31,
2019

United States
Europe
Asia Pacific
United Kingdom
Israel
Other

$

Total

$

Three Months Ended
March 31,
2020
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

29,803
16,395
13,756
5,244
839
4,553
70,590

$

41,439
19,998
16,066
8,802
1,317
5,864
93,486

$

$

8,945
4,549
3,802
1,711
226
1,368
20,601

$

$

12,902
6,440
4,558
3,150
595
1,768
29,413

$

Property and equipment by geographical areas were as follows:
December 31,
2019

Israel
Other

$

Total

$

17.

March 31,
2021
(Unaudited)

2020

6,427
492
6,919

$
$

5,522
568
6,090

$
$

Subsequent events

The Company has evaluated subsequent events from the balance sheet date through February 18, 2021, the date at which the consolidated financial
statements were available to be issued, for
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events requiring recording or disclosure in the consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020.
In January 2021, the Company repaid all of its outstanding borrowings under the Leumi Credit Facility and drew $30,000 under the SVB Credit Facility.

18. Subsequent events (unaudited)
For its interim consolidated financial statements as of March 31, 2021 (unaudited), the Company evaluated subsequent events through April 22, 2021, the date
on which the interim consolidated financial statements were available to be issued.
The Company identified the following subsequent events:
In April 2021, the Company acquired substantially all of the assets and business of SimilarTech Ltd., its investee (see Note 15), for cash consideration of $500.
In addition, the Company agreed to pay up to $1,000, subject to attainment of certain employee retention and performance targets.
In April 2021, the Company’s Board of Directors approved the 2021 Share Incentive Plan (the “2021 Plan”) and the 2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan (the
“ESPP”) each of which will become effective, following shareholder approval, in connection with the contemplated initial public offering of the Company’s
Ordinary Shares.
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Part II
Information not required in prospectus
Item 6.

Indemnification of directors and officers.

Under the Companies Law, a company may not exculpate an office holder from liability for a breach of the duty of loyalty. An Israeli company may exculpate an
office holder in advance from liability to the company, in whole or in part, for damages caused to the company as a result of a breach of duty of care but only if a
provision authorizing such exculpation is included in its articles of association. Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing
of this offering include such a provision. An Israeli company may not exculpate a director from liability arising out of a prohibited dividend or distribution to
shareholders.
An Israeli company may indemnify an office holder in respect of the following liabilities and expenses incurred for acts performed as an office holder, either in
advance of an event or following an event, provided a provision authorizing such indemnification is contained in its articles of association:
•

a financial liability imposed on him or her in favor of another person pursuant to a judgment, including a settlement or arbitrator’s award approved by a court.
However, if an undertaking to indemnify an office holder with respect to such liability is provided in advance, then such an undertaking must be limited to
events which, in the opinion of the board of directors, can be foreseen based on the company’s activities when the undertaking to indemnify is given, and to
an amount or according to criteria determined by the board of directors as reasonable under the circumstances, and such undertaking shall detail the
aforementioned events and amount or criteria;

•

reasonable litigation expenses, including attorneys’ fees, incurred by the office holder (1) as a result of an investigation or proceeding instituted against him or
her by an authority authorized to conduct such investigation or proceeding, provided that (i) no indictment was filed against such office holder as a result of
such investigation or proceeding; and (ii) no financial liability, such as a criminal penalty, was imposed upon him or her as a substitute for the criminal
proceeding as a result of such investigation or proceeding or, if such financial liability was imposed, it was imposed with respect to an offense that does not
require proof of criminal intent; and (2) in connection with a monetary sanction;

•

reasonable litigation expenses, including attorneys’ fees, incurred by the office holder or imposed by a court in proceedings instituted against him or her by
the company, on its behalf or by a third party or in connection with criminal proceedings in which the office holder was acquitted or as a result of a conviction
for an offense that does not require proof of criminal intent; and

•

expenses, including reasonable litigation expenses and legal fees, incurred by an office holder in relation to an administrative proceeding instituted against
such office holder, or certain compensation payments made to an injured party imposed on an office holder by an administrative proceeding, pursuant to
certain provisions of the Israeli Securities Law.

An Israeli company may insure an office holder against the following liabilities incurred for acts performed as an office holder if and to the extent provided in the
company’s articles of association:
•

a breach of the duty of loyalty to the company, to the extent that the office holder acted in good faith and had a reasonable basis to believe that the act would
not prejudice the company;

•

a breach of the duty of care to the company or to a third party, including a breach arising out of the negligent conduct of the office holder;
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•

a financial liability imposed on the office holder in favor of a third party;

•

a financial liability imposed on the office holder in favor of a third party harmed by a breach in an administrative proceeding; and

•

expenses, including reasonable litigation expenses and legal fees, incurred by the office holder as a result of an administrative proceeding instituted against
him or her, pursuant to certain provisions of the Israeli Securities Law.

An Israeli company may not indemnify or insure an office holder against any of the following:
•

a breach of the duty of loyalty, except to the extent that the office holder acted in good faith and had a reasonable basis to believe that the act would not
prejudice the company;

•

a breach of the duty of care committed intentionally or recklessly, excluding a breach arising out of the negligent conduct of the office holder;

•

an act or omission committed with intent to derive illegal personal benefit; or

•

a fine, monetary sanction or forfeit levied against the office holder.

Under the Companies Law, exculpation, indemnification and insurance of office holders must be approved by the compensation committee and the board of
directors (and, with respect to directors and the Chief Executive Officer, by the shareholders or otherwise if the terms thereof are inconsistent with the
company’s compensation policy). However, under regulations promulgated under the Companies Law, the insurance of office holders shall not require
shareholder approval and may be approved by only the compensation committee, if the engagement terms are determined in accordance with the company’s
compensation policy that policy was approved by the shareholders by the same special majority required to approve a compensation policy, provided that the
insurance policy is on market terms and the insurance policy is not likely to materially impact the company’s profitability, assets or obligations.
Our amended and restated articles of association to be effective upon the closing of this offering allow us to exculpate, indemnify and insure our office holders
for any liability imposed on them as a consequence of an act (including any omission) which was performed by virtue of being an office holder. Our office
holders are currently covered by a directors and officers’ liability insurance policy.
We have entered into agreements with each of our directors and executive officers exculpating them, to the fullest extent permitted by law, from liability to us for
damages caused to us as a result of a breach of duty of care, and undertaking to indemnify them to the fullest extent permitted by law. This indemnification is
limited to events determined as foreseeable by the board of directors based on our activities, and to an amount or according to criteria determined by the board
of directors as reasonable under the circumstances.
Effective as of the date of this offering, the maximum indemnification amount set forth in such agreements is limited to an amount equal to the greater of $35
million and 25% of our total shareholder’s equity as reflected in our most recent consolidated financial statements prior to the date on which the indemnity
payment is made (other than indemnification for an offering of securities to the public, including by one or more shareholders in a secondary offering, in which
case the maximum indemnification amount is limited to the gross proceeds raised by us and/or the selling shareholders in such public offering) and 10% of our
total market capitalization calculated based on the average closing price of our ordinary shares over the 30 trading days prior to the actual payment, multiplied
by the total number of our issued and outstanding shares as of the date of the payment (other than indemnification for an offering of securities to the public,
including by one or more shareholders in a secondary offering, in which case the maximum indemnification amount is limited to the gross proceeds raised by us
and/or the selling shareholders in such public
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offering). The maximum amount set forth in such agreements is in addition to any amount paid (if paid) under insurance and/or by a third party pursuant to an
indemnification arrangement.
In the opinion of the SEC, indemnification of directors and office holders for liabilities arising under the Securities Act, however, is against public policy and
therefore unenforceable.
There is no pending litigation or proceeding against any of our office holders as to which indemnification is being sought, nor are we aware of any pending or
threatened litigation that may result in claims for indemnification by any office holder.

Item 7.

Recent sales of unregistered securities.

During the past three years, we issued securities which were not registered under the Securities Act as set forth below. We believe that each of such issuances
was exempt from registration under the Securities Act in reliance on Section 4(2) of the Securities Act, Rule 701 and/or Regulation S under the Securities Act.
No underwriter or underwriting discount or commission was involved in any of the transactions set forth in this Item 7.
Sale of preferred stock
In October and November 2020, we issued in two closings an aggregate of 4,870,328 Preferred C Shares to an accredited investor at a purchase price of $8.21
per share, for an aggregate amount of $40,000,000.
Equity Plan related issuances
From January 1, 2018 through the date of this registration statement, we granted our directors, officers, employees and consultants’ options to purchase an
aggregate 9,660,792 ordinary shares, at a weighted average exercise price of $2.82 per ordinary share, under our 2012 Plan.
From January 1, 2018 through the date of this registration statement, we issued an aggregate of 6,003,648 ordinary shares upon the exercise of options granted
under our 2012 Plan for aggregate consideration of $2,909,037.
From January 1, 2018 through through the date of this registration statement, 212,500 RSUs were granted to our directors, officers and employees under our
2012 Plan.

Item 8.

Exhibits and financial statement schedules.

(a)

The Exhibit Index is hereby incorporated herein by reference.

(b)

Financial Statement Schedules.

All schedules have been omitted because they are not required, are not applicable or the information is otherwise set forth in the Consolidated Financial
Statements and related notes thereto.

Item 9.

Undertakings.

(a) The undersigned registrant hereby undertakes to provide to the underwriters at the closing specified in the underwriting agreement certificates in such
denominations and registered in such names as required by the underwriters to permit prompt delivery to each purchaser.
(b) Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the Securities Act, may be permitted to directors, officers and
controlling persons of the registrant pursuant to the foregoing provisions, or otherwise, the registrant has been advised that in the opinion of the Securities
and Exchange Commission such indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and is, therefore, unenforceable. In the event
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that a claim for indemnification against such liabilities (other than the payment by the registrant of expenses incurred or paid by a director, officer or
controlling person of the registrant in the successful defense of any action, suit or proceeding) is asserted by such director, officer or controlling person in
connection with the securities being registered, the registrant will, unless in the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by controlling precedent,
submit to a court of appropriate jurisdiction, the question whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and will
be governed by the final adjudication of such issue.
(c) The undersigned registrant hereby further undertakes that:
(1) For purposes of determining any liability under the Securities Act, the information omitted from the form of prospectus filed as part of this registration
statement in reliance upon Rule 430A and contained in a form of prospectus filed by the registrant pursuant to Rule 424(b)(1) or (4) or 497(h) under the
Securities Act shall be deemed to be part of this registration statement as of the time it was declared effective.
(2) For the purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act, each post-effective amendment that contains a form of prospectus shall be deemed
to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial
bona fide offering thereof.
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Exhibit index
Exhibit No.

Description

1.1

Form of Underwriting Agreement

3.1*

Articles of Association of the Registrant, as currently in effect

3.2

Form of Amended and Restated Articles of Association of the Registrant to become effective upon closing of this offering

4.1

Specimen share certificate

5.1

Opinion of Meitar | Law Offices, counsel to the Registrant, as to the validity of the ordinary shares (including consent)

10.1+*

Form of Indemnification Agreement entered into by and between the Registrant and each director and executive officer

10.2+*

2012 Incentive Option Plan

10.3+

2021 Share Incentive Plan

10.4+

2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan

10.5+*

Compensation Policy for Officers and Directors

10.6*

Loan and Security Agreement, dated December 30, 2020, between Silicon Valley Bank, Similarweb Ltd., Similarweb UK Ltd. and
Similarweb, Inc.

10.7*

Summary in English of the Lease Agreement, dated as of March 26, 2017 by and between the Registrant and Azrieli Group Ltd.

10.8*

Amended and Restated Investor Rights Agreement, dated as of October 21, 2020, as amended, among the Registrant, Or Offer, Nir Cohen,
and the investors named therein

10.9*

Data Supply & License Agreement, dated as of February 14, 2014, by and between Myriad International Holdings BV and the Registrant

10.10*

Addendum No.1 to Data Supply & License Agreement, dated as of August 16, 2015, by and between Myriad International Holdings BV and
the Registrant

10.11*

Addendum No. 2 to Data Supply & License Agreement, dated as of January 10, 2017, by and between Myriad International Holdings BV
and the Registrant

10.12*

Mutual Licenses and Services Agreement, dated as of November 24, 2016, by and between SimilarTech Ltd. and the Registrant

10.13*

Addendum No. 1 to Mutual Licenses and Services Agreement, dated as of July 22, 2019, by and between SimilarTech Ltd. and the
Registrant

21.1*

List of subsidiaries of the Registrant

23.1

Consent of Kost Forer Gabbay & Kasierer, a member of Ernst & Young Global, an independent registered public accounting firm

23.2

Consent of Meitar | Law Offices (included in Exhibit 5.1)

24.1*

Power of Attorney (included in signature page to Registration Statement)

* Previously Filed
+ Indicates management contract or compensatory plan.
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Signatures
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, the registrant certifies that it has reasonable grounds to believe that it meets all of the requirements
for filing on Form F-1 and has duly caused this registration statement to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, in Tel Aviv, Israel
on this 3rd day of May, 2021.
SIMILARWEB LTD.
By:
Name:
Title:

/s/ Or Offer
Or Offer
Chief Executive Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, this registration statement has been signed by the following persons on May 3, 2021 in
the capacities indicated:
Name

Title

/s/ Or Offer
Or Offer

Co-Founder, Chief Executive Officer and Director
(Principal Executive Officer)

/s/ Jason Schwartz

Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer and Principal Accounting Officer)

Jason Schwartz
*

Director

Joshua Alliance
*

Director

Harel Beit-On
*

Director

Russell Dreisenstock
*
Gili Iohan
* By:

Director

/s/ Jason Schwartz
Attorney-in-fact
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Signature of authorized U.S. representative of registrant
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the undersigned, the duly authorized representative in the United States of Similarweb
Ltd. has signed this registration statement on May 3, 2021.
SIMILARWEB INC.
By:
/s/ Jason Schwartz
Name:
Jason Schwartz
Title:
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Chief Financial Officer

Exhibit 1.1

UNDERWRITING AGREEMENT
SIMILARWEB LTD.
[l] Ordinary Shares
[l], 2021
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Barclays Capital Inc.
Jefferies LLC
As Representatives of the
several Underwriters listed
in Schedule 1 hereto
c/o J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10179
c/o Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
388 Greenwich Street
New York, New York 10013
c/o Barclays Capital Inc.
745 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019
c/o Jefferies LLC
520 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Similarweb Ltd., a company organized under the laws of the State of Israel (the “Company”), proposes to issue and sell to the several
underwriters listed in Schedule 1 hereto (the “Underwriters”), for whom you are acting as representatives (the “Representatives”), an aggregate
of [l] ordinary shares, NIS 0.01 par value per ordinary share (“Ordinary Shares”), of the Company, and a shareholder of the Company named
in Schedule 2 hereto (the “Selling Shareholder”) proposes to sell to the several underwriters an aggregate of [l] Ordinary Shares (collectively,
the “Underwritten Shares”). In addition, the Company proposes to issue and sell, at the option of the Underwriters, up to an additional [l]
Ordinary Shares (the “Option Shares”). The Underwritten Shares and the Option Shares are herein referred to as the “Shares”. The

Ordinary Shares of the Company to be outstanding after giving effect to the sale of the Shares are referred to herein as the “Stock”.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (the “Directed Share Underwriter”) has agreed to reserve a portion of the Shares to be purchased by it
under this Agreement, up to [l] Ordinary Shares, for sale to the Company’s directors, officers, and certain employees and other parties related
to the Company (collectively, “Participants”), as set forth in the Prospectus (as hereinafter defined) under the heading “Underwriting” (the
“Directed Share Program”). The Ordinary Shares to be sold by the Directed Share Underwriter and its affiliates pursuant to the Directed Share
Program are referred to hereinafter as the “Directed Shares”. Any Directed Shares not orally confirmed for purchase by any Participant by [l]
[A/P].M., New York City time on the business day on which this Agreement is executed will be offered to the public by the Underwriters as
set forth in the Prospectus.
The Company and the Selling Shareholder hereby confirm their agreement with the several Underwriters concerning the purchase and
sale of the Shares, as follows:
1.
Registration Statement. The Company has prepared and filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
“Commission”) under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission thereunder (collectively, the
“Securities Act”), a registration statement on Form F-1 (File No. 333-255262), including a prospectus, relating to the Shares. Such registration
statement, as amended at the time it became effective, including the information, if any, deemed pursuant to Rule 430A, 430B or 430C under
the Securities Act to be part of the registration statement at the time of its effectiveness (“Rule 430 Information”), is referred to herein as the
“Registration Statement”; and as used herein, the term “Preliminary Prospectus” means each prospectus included in such registration statement
(and any amendments thereto) before effectiveness, any prospectus filed with the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(a) under the Securities Act
and the prospectus included in the Registration Statement at the time of its effectiveness that omits Rule 430 Information, and the term
“Prospectus” means the prospectus in the form first used (or made available upon request of purchasers pursuant to Rule 173 under the
Securities Act) in connection with confirmation of sales of the Shares. If the Company has filed an abbreviated registration statement pursuant
to Rule 462(b) under the Securities Act (the “Rule 462 Registration Statement”), then any reference herein to the term “Registration Statement”
shall be deemed to include such Rule 462 Registration Statement. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings given
to such terms in the Registration Statement and the Prospectus.
At or prior to the Applicable Time (as defined below), the Company had prepared the following information (collectively with the
pricing information set forth on Annex A, the “Pricing Disclosure Package”): a Preliminary Prospectus dated [l], 2021 and each “free-writing
prospectus” (as defined pursuant to Rule 405 under the Securities Act) listed on Annex A hereto.

“Applicable Time” means [l] [A/P].M., New York City time, on [l], 2021.
2.

Purchase of the Shares.

(a)
The Company agrees to issue and sell, and the Selling Shareholder agrees to sell, the Underwritten Shares to the several
Underwriters as provided in this underwriting agreement (this “Agreement”), and each Underwriter, on the basis of the representations,
warranties and agreements set forth herein and subject to the conditions set forth herein, agrees, severally and not jointly, to purchase at a price
per share of $[l] (the “Purchase Price”) from the Company the respective number of Underwritten Shares set forth opposite such
Underwriter’s name in Schedule 1 hereto and from the Selling Shareholder the number of Underwritten Shares to be sold by the Selling
Shareholder as set forth opposite his name in Schedule 2 hereto.
In addition, the Company agrees to issue and sell the Option Shares to the several Underwriters as provided in this Agreement, and the
Underwriters, on the basis of the representations, warranties and agreements set forth herein and subject to the conditions set forth herein, shall
have the option to purchase, severally and not jointly, from the Company the Option Shares at the Purchase Price less an amount per share
equal to any dividends or distributions declared by the Company and payable on the Underwritten Shares but not payable on the Option Shares.
If any Option Shares are to be purchased, the number of Option Shares to be purchased by each Underwriter shall be the number of
Option Shares which bears the same ratio to the aggregate number of Option Shares being purchased as the number of Underwritten Shares set
forth opposite the name of such Underwriter in Schedule 1 hereto (or such number increased as set forth in Section 12 hereof) bears to the
aggregate number of Underwritten Shares being purchased from the Company by the several Underwriters, subject, however, to such
adjustments to eliminate any fractional Shares as the Representatives in their sole discretion shall make.
The Underwriters may exercise the option to purchase Option Shares at any time in whole, or from time to time in part, on or before the
thirtieth day following the date of the Prospectus, by written notice from the Representatives to the Company. Such notice shall set forth the
aggregate number of Option Shares as to which the option is being exercised and the date and time when the Option Shares are to be delivered
and paid for, which may be the same date and time as the Closing Date (as hereinafter defined) but shall not be earlier than the Closing Date
nor later than the tenth full business day (as hereinafter defined) after the date of such notice (unless such time and date are postponed in
accordance with the provisions of Section 12 hereof). Any such notice shall be given at least two business days prior to the date and time of
delivery specified therein.
(b)
The Company and the Selling Shareholder understand that the Underwriters intend to make a public offering of the Shares, and
initially to offer the Shares on the terms set forth in the Pricing Disclosure Package. The Company and the Selling Shareholder acknowledge
and agree that the Underwriters may offer and sell Shares to or through any affiliate of an Underwriter.

(c)
Payment for the Shares shall be made by wire transfer in immediately available funds to (i) the account specified by the
Company (with regard to payment to the Company) and (ii) to the account specified by Israel Brokerage and Investment I.B.I. Ltd. (together
with its affiliated trust company, “I.B.I.”) to be held in trust for the Selling Shareholder (with regard to payment to the Selling Shareholder), in
each case, as specified to the Representatives in the case of the Underwritten Shares, at the offices of Latham & Watkins LLP, 1271 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, New York 10020 at 10:00 A.M. New York City time on [l], 2021, or at such other time or place on the same or such
other date, not later than the fifth business day thereafter, as the Representatives, the Company and the Selling Shareholder may agree upon in
writing or, in the case of the Option Shares, on the date and at the time and place specified by the Representatives in the written notice of the
Underwriters’ election to purchase such Option Shares. The time and date of such payment for the Underwritten Shares is referred to herein as
the “Closing Date”, and the time and date for such payment for any of the Option Shares, if other than the Closing Date, is herein referred to as
the “Additional Closing Date”.
Payment for the Shares to be purchased on the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, shall be made against
delivery to the Representatives for the respective accounts of the several Underwriters of the Shares to be purchased on such date, with any
transfer taxes payable in connection with the sale of such Shares duly paid by the Company. Delivery of the Shares shall be made through the
facilities of The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) unless the Representative shall otherwise instruct. The certificates for the Shares will be
made available for inspection and packaging by the Representatives at the office of DTC or its designated custodian not later than 1:00 P.M.,
New York City time, on the business day prior to the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be.
Payment for the Shares to be sold by the Selling Shareholder shall be made by the Underwriters solely to I.B.I., which shall act as the
paying agent in connection with such payment. Such payment by the Underwriters to I.B.I. shall be made without any deduction or withholding
of any Israeli taxes pursuant to the ruling issued by the Israel Tax Authority provided by the Selling Shareholder to the Representatives, a copy
of which is attached hereto as Annex D, which states that any such payments shall be exempt from withholding and that I.B.I. shall be solely
responsible to withhold any Israeli tax with respect to any payment to the Selling Shareholder, as required by applicable law. Any and all
amounts withheld or deducted by I.B.I. from the proceeds payable by the Underwriters to the Selling Shareholder in respect of the Shares to be
sold by the Selling Shareholder shall be treated for all purposes of this Agreement as having been paid to the Selling Shareholder in all
respects.
(d)
Each of the Company and the Selling Shareholder acknowledges and agrees that the Representatives and the other Underwriters
are acting solely in the capacity of an arm’s length contractual counterparty to the Company and the Selling Shareholder with respect to the
offering of Shares contemplated hereby (including in connection with determining the terms of the offering) and not as a financial advisor or a
fiduciary to, or an agent of, the Company, the Selling Shareholder or any other person. Additionally, neither the Representatives nor any other
Underwriter is advising the Company or any other person as to any legal, tax, investment, accounting or regulatory matters in any jurisdiction.
The Company and the Selling Shareholder

shall consult with their own advisors concerning such matters and each shall be responsible for making its own independent investigation and
appraisal of the transactions contemplated hereby, and neither the Representatives nor the other Underwriters shall have any responsibility or
liability to the Company or the Selling Shareholder with respect thereto. Any review by the Representatives and the other Underwriters of the
Company, the transactions contemplated hereby or other matters relating to such transactions will be performed solely for the benefit of the
Underwriters and shall not be on behalf of the Company or the Selling Shareholder. Moreover, the Selling Shareholder acknowledges and
agrees that, although the Representatives may be required or choose to provide the Selling Shareholder with certain Regulation Best Interest
and Form CRS disclosures in connection with the offering, the Representatives and the other Underwriters are not making a recommendation
to the Selling Shareholder to participate in the offering, enter into a “lock-up” agreement, or sell any Shares at the price determined in the
offering, and nothing set forth in such disclosures is intended to suggest that the Representative or any Underwriter is making such a
recommendation
3.
Representations and Warranties of the Company. The Company represents and warrants to each Underwriter and the Selling
Shareholder that:
(a)
Preliminary Prospectus. No order preventing or suspending the use of any Preliminary Prospectus has been issued by the
Commission, and each Preliminary Prospectus included in the Pricing Disclosure Package, at the time of filing thereof, complied in all
material respects with the Securities Act, and no Preliminary Prospectus, at the time of filing thereof, contained any untrue statement of a
material fact or omitted to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under
which they were made, not misleading; provided that the Company makes no representation or warranty with respect to any statements or
omissions made in reliance upon and in conformity with information relating to any Underwriter furnished to the Company in writing by
such Underwriter through the Representatives expressly for use in any Preliminary Prospectus, it being understood and agreed that the
only such information furnished by any Underwriter consists of the information described as such in Section 9(c) hereof.
(b)
Pricing Disclosure Package. The Pricing Disclosure Package as of the Applicable Time did not, and as of the Closing
Date and as of the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, will not, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a
material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading; provided that the Company makes no representation or warranty with respect to any statements or omissions made in
reliance upon and in conformity with information relating to any Underwriter furnished to the Company in writing by such Underwriter
through the Representatives expressly for use in such Pricing Disclosure Package, it being understood and agreed that the only such
information furnished by any Underwriter consists of the information described as such in Section 9(c) hereof. No statement of material
fact included in the Prospectus has been omitted from the Pricing Disclosure Package and no

statement of material fact included in the Pricing Disclosure Package that is required to be included in the Prospectus has been omitted
therefrom.
(c)
Issuer Free Writing Prospectus. Other than the Registration Statement, the Preliminary Prospectus and the Prospectus, the
Company (including its agents and representatives, other than the Underwriters in their capacity as such) has not prepared, made, used,
authorized, approved or referred to and will not prepare, make, use, authorize, approve or refer to any “written communication” (as
defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act) that constitutes an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy the Shares (each such
communication by the Company or its agents and representatives (other than a communication referred to in clause (i) below) an “Issuer
Free Writing Prospectus”) other than (i) any document not constituting a prospectus pursuant to Section 2(a)(10)(a) of the Securities Act
or Rule 134 under the Securities Act or (ii) the documents listed on Annex A hereto, each electronic road show and any other written
communications approved in writing in advance by the Representative. Each such Issuer Free Writing Prospectus complies in all material
respects with the Securities Act, has been or will be (within the time period specified in Rule 433) filed in accordance with the Securities
Act (to the extent required thereby) and does not conflict with the information contained in the Registration Statement or the Pricing
Disclosure Package, and, when taken together with the Preliminary Prospectus accompanying, or delivered prior to delivery of, such
Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, did not, and as of the Closing Date and as of the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, will not,
contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the
light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; provided that the Company makes no representation or warranty
with respect to any statements or omissions made in each such Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or Preliminary Prospectus in reliance upon
and in conformity with information relating to any Underwriter furnished to the Company in writing by such Underwriter through the
Representatives expressly for use in such Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or Preliminary Prospectus, it being understood and agreed that
the only such information furnished by any Underwriter consists of the information described as such in Section 9(c) hereof.
(d)
Emerging Growth Company. From the time of initial confidential submission of the Registration Statement to the
Commission (or, if earlier, the first date on which the Company engaged directly or through any person authorized to act on its behalf in
any Testing-the-Waters Communication undertaken in reliance on Section 5(d) of the Securities Act) through the date hereof, the
Company has been and is an “emerging growth company,” as defined in Section 2(a) of the Securities Act (an “Emerging Growth
Company”). “Testing-the-Waters Communication” means any oral or written communication with potential investors undertaken in
reliance on either Section 5(d) of, or Rule 163B under, the Securities Act.
(e)
Testing-the-Waters Materials. The Company (i) has not alone engaged in any Testing-the-Waters Communications other
than Testing-the-Waters Communications with the consent of the Representatives (x) with entities that are qualified institutional

buyers (“QIBs”) within the meaning of Rule 144A under the Securities Act or institutions that are accredited investors within the
meaning of Rule 501(a)(1), (a)(2), (a)(3), (a)(7) or (a)(8) under the Securities Act (“IAIs”) and otherwise in compliance with the
requirements of Section 5(d) of the Securities Act or (y) with entities that the Company reasonably believed to be QIBs or IAIs and
otherwise in compliance with Section 5(d) under the Securities Act and (ii) has not authorized anyone other than the Representatives to
engage in Testing-the-Waters Communications. The Company reconfirms that the Representatives have been authorized to act on its
behalf in undertaking Testing-the-Waters Communications by virtue of a writing substantially in the form of Exhibit A hereto. The
Company has not distributed or approved for distribution any Written Testing-the-Waters Communications other than those listed on
Annex B hereto. “Written Testing-the-Waters Communication” means any Testing-the-Waters Communication that is a written
communication within the meaning of Rule 405 under the Securities Act. Any individual Written Testing-the-Waters Communication
does not conflict with the information contained in the Registration Statement or the Pricing Disclosure Package, complied in all material
respects with the Securities Act, and when taken together with the Pricing Disclosure Package as of the Applicable Time, did not, and as
of the Closing Date and as of the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, will not, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or
omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were
made, not misleading.
(f)
Registration Statement and Prospectus. The Registration Statement has been declared effective by the Commission. No
order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement has been issued by the Commission, and no proceeding for that purpose
or pursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act against the Company or related to the offering of the Shares has been initiated or
threatened by the Commission; as of the applicable effective date of the Registration Statement and any post-effective amendment
thereto, the Registration Statement and any such post-effective amendment complied and will comply in all material respects with the
Securities Act, and did not and will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated
therein or necessary in order to make the statements therein not misleading; and as of the date of the Prospectus and any amendment or
supplement thereto and as of the Closing Date and as of the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, the Prospectus will comply in
all material respects with the Securities Act and will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;
provided that the Company makes no representation or warranty with respect to any statements or omissions made in reliance upon and
in conformity with information relating to any Underwriter furnished to the Company in writing by such Underwriter through the
Representatives expressly for use in the Registration Statement and the Prospectus and any amendment or supplement thereto, it being
understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by any Underwriter consists of the information described as such in
Section 9(c) hereof.

(g)
Financial Statements. The financial statements (including the related notes thereto) of the Company and its consolidated
subsidiaries included in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus comply in all material respects
with the applicable requirements of the Securities Act and present fairly the financial position of the Company and its consolidated
subsidiaries as of the dates indicated and the results of their operations and the changes in their cash flows for the periods specified; such
financial statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”)
applied on a consistent basis throughout the periods covered thereby, and any supporting schedules included in the Registration
Statement present fairly the information required to be stated therein; and the other financial information included in the Registration
Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus has been derived from the accounting records of the Company and its
consolidated subsidiaries and presents fairly the information shown thereby; and all disclosures included in the Registration Statement,
the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus regarding “non-GAAP financial measures” (as such term is defined by the rules and
regulations of Commission) comply with Regulation G of the Exchange Act and Item 10 of Regulation S-K of the Securities Act, to the
extent applicable.
(h)
No Material Adverse Change. Since the date of the most recent financial statements of the Company including the notes
thereto included in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, (i) there has not been any change in
the share capital (other than the issuance of Ordinary Shares upon exercise of options and warrants described as outstanding in, and the
grant of options and awards under existing equity incentive plans described in, the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure
Package and the Prospectus, short-term debt or long-term debt of the Company or any of its subsidiaries, or any dividend or distribution
of any kind declared, set aside for payment, paid or made by the Company on any class of share capital, or any material adverse change,
or any development involving a prospective material adverse change, in or affecting the business, properties, management, financial
position, shareholders’ equity, results of operations or prospects of the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole; (ii) neither the
Company nor any of its subsidiaries has entered into any transaction or agreement (whether or not in the ordinary course of business) that
is material to the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole or incurred any liability or obligation, direct or contingent, that is
material to the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole; and (iii) neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has sustained any
loss or interference with its business that is material to the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole and that is either from fire,
explosion, flood or other calamity, whether or not covered by insurance, or from any labor disturbance or dispute or any action, order or
decree of any court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority, except in each case as otherwise disclosed in the Registration
Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus.
(i)
Organization and Good Standing. The Company and each of its subsidiaries have been duly organized and are validly
existing and in good standing under

the laws of their respective jurisdictions of organization (to the extent the concept of good standing or an equivalent concept is applicable
in such jurisdiction), are duly qualified to do business and are in good standing (to the extent the concept of good standing or an
equivalent concept is applicable in such jurisdiction) in each jurisdiction in which their respective ownership or lease of property or the
conduct of their respective businesses requires such qualification, and have all power and authority necessary to own or hold their
respective properties and to conduct the businesses in which they are engaged, except where the failure to be so qualified or in good
standing or have such power or authority would not, individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the business,
properties, management, financial position, shareholders’ equity, results of operations or prospects of the Company and its subsidiaries
taken as a whole or on the performance by the Company of its obligations under this Agreement (a “Material Adverse Effect”). The
Company is not designated as a “breaching company” (within the meaning of the Israeli Companies Law, 5759-1999 (the “Israeli
Companies Law”)) by the Registrar of Companies of the State of Israel, nor has a proceeding been instituted in Israel by the Registrar of
Companies of the State of Israel for the dissolution of the Company. The subsidiaries listed in Schedule 3 to this Agreement are the only
significant subsidiaries of the Company. The certificate of incorporation and articles of association of the Company and other constitutive
or organizational documents of the Company comply with the requirements of applicable Israeli law and are in full force and effect.
(j)
Capitalization. The Company has an authorized capitalization as set forth in the Registration Statement, the Pricing
Disclosure Package and the Prospectus under the heading “Capitalization”; all the outstanding shares of the Company (including the
Shares to be sold by the Selling Shareholder) have been duly and validly authorized and issued and are fully paid and non-assessable,
were issued in compliance with applicable securities laws and are not subject to any pre-emptive or similar rights; except as described in
or expressly contemplated by the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, there are no outstanding
rights (including, without limitation, pre-emptive rights), warrants or options to acquire, or instruments convertible into or exchangeable
for, any shares or other equity interest in the Company or any of its subsidiaries, or any contract, commitment, agreement, understanding
or arrangement of any kind relating to the issuance of any share capital of the Company or any such subsidiary, any such convertible or
exchangeable securities or any such rights, warrants or options; the share capital of the Company conforms in all material respects to the
description thereof contained in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus; and all the outstanding
shares of or other equity interests of each subsidiary are owned, directly or indirectly, by the Company, have been duly and validly
authorized and issued, and are fully paid and non-assessable (except, in the case of any foreign subsidiary, for directors’ qualifying
shares and except as otherwise described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus), are owned
directly or indirectly by the Company, free and clear of any lien, charge, encumbrance, security interest, restriction on voting or transfer
or any other claim of any third party.

(k)
Share Options. With respect to the options or other equity awards or rights to acquire Ordinary Shares (together, the
“Share Options”) granted pursuant to the share-based compensation plans of the Company and its subsidiaries (each, a “Company Plan”
and, together, the “Company Plans”), (i) each Share Option purported to be issued under Section 102 of the Israel Income Tax Ordinance
(New Version), 5721-1961 qualifies for treatment under that section and for treatment under either the capital gains track or the
employment income track, as was indicated with respect to each such Share Option at the date that such share Option was granted, (ii)
each Share Option intended to qualify as an “incentive stock option” under Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (the “Code”) so qualifies, (iii) each grant of a Share Option was duly authorized no later than the date on which the grant of
such Share Option was by its terms to be effective (the “Grant Date”) by all necessary corporate action, including, as applicable, approval
by the board of directors of the Company (or a duly constituted and authorized committee thereof) and any required shareholder approval
by the necessary number of votes or written consents, and the award agreement governing such grant (if any) was duly executed and
delivered by each party thereto, (iv) each such grant was made in accordance with the terms of the Company Plans and all other
applicable laws and regulatory rules or requirements, and (v) each such grant was properly accounted for in accordance with GAAP in
the financial statements (including the related notes) of the Company. The Company has not knowingly granted, and there is no and has
been no policy or practice of the Company of granting, Share Options prior to, or otherwise coordinating the grant of Share Options with,
the release or other public announcement of material information regarding the Company or its subsidiaries or their results of operations
or prospects.
(l)
Due Authorization. The Company has full right, power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform
its obligations hereunder; and all action required to be taken, including, to the extent applicable, under Chapter 5 of Part VI of the Israeli
Companies Law, for the due and proper authorization, execution and delivery by it of this Agreement and the consummation by it of the
transactions contemplated hereby has been duly and validly taken.
(m)

Underwriting Agreement. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Company.

(n)
The Shares. The Shares to be issued and sold by the Company hereunder have been duly authorized by the Company and,
when issued and delivered and paid for as provided herein, will be duly and validly issued, will be fully paid and nonassessable and will
conform to the descriptions thereof in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus; and the issuance of
the Shares is not subject to any preemptive or similar rights.
(o)
Descriptions of the Underwriting Agreement. This Agreement conforms in all material respects to the description thereof
contained in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus.

(p)
No Violation or Default. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries is (i) in violation of its articles of association,
charter or by-laws or similar organizational documents; (ii) in default, and no event has occurred that, with notice or lapse of time or both,
would constitute such a default, in the due performance or observance of any term, covenant or condition contained in any indenture,
mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement, or other agreement or instrument to which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is a party or by
which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is bound or to which any property or asset of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is
subject; or (iii) in violation of any law or statute or any judgment, order, rule or regulation of any court or arbitrator or governmental or
regulatory authority, except, in the case of clauses (ii) and (iii) above, for any such default or violation that would not, individually or in
the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect.
(q)
No Conflicts. The execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this Agreement, the issuance and sale of the
Shares and the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, the Pricing Disclosure Package or the Prospectus will
not (i) conflict with or result in a breach or violation of any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under, result in the
termination, modification or acceleration of, or result in the creation or imposition of any lien, charge or encumbrance upon any property,
right or asset of the Company or any of its subsidiaries pursuant to, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other
agreement or instrument to which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is a party or by which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is
bound or to which any property, right or asset of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is subject, (ii) result in any violation of the
provisions of the articles of association, charter or by-laws or similar organizational documents of the Company or any of its subsidiaries
or (iii) result in the violation of any law or statute or any judgment, order, rule or regulation of any court or arbitrator or governmental or
regulatory authority, except, in the case of clauses (i) and (iii) above, for any such conflict, breach, violation, default, lien, charge or
encumbrance that would not, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect. The Company has not engaged in any form
of solicitation, advertising or other action constituting an offer or a sale under the Israeli Securities Law, 5728-1968 (the “Israeli
Securities Law”) and the regulations promulgated thereunder in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby which would
require the Company to publish a prospectus in the State of Israel under the laws of the State of Israel. The Company did not during the
12-month period preceding (i) the date on which Amendment No. 2 to the Registration Statement was filed with the Commission and (ii)
the Closing Date and any Additional Closing Date, offer or sell securities of the Company to any offerees that would be counted towards
the number of offerees to whom offers or sales of securities of the Company may have been made pursuant to the provisions of Section
15A(a)(1) of the Israeli Securities Law (“Non-Accredited Israeli Investors”) and, therefore Shares and Directed Shares may be offered or
sold to (x) up to 35 Israeli investors that are not investors listed in the First Addendum (the “Addendum”) to the Israeli Securities Law
and (y) an unlimited number of Israeli investors, each of whom submits written confirmation to the Underwriters and the Company that
such investor (A) falls within the scope of the Addendum, is aware of the

meaning of same and agrees to it and (B) is acquiring the Shares for investment for its own account or, if applicable, for investment for
clients who are investors under Section 15A(b) of the Israeli Securities Law and in any event not as a nominee, market maker or agent
and not with a view to, or for the resale in connection with, any distribution thereof (“Israeli Accredited Investors”). It is hereby
acknowledged and agreed by the Company that any offer or sale of Shares or Directed Shares to Non-Accredited Israeli Investors will be
made in reliance on the foregoing representation and warranty of the Company .
(r)
No Consents Required. No consent, approval, authorization, order, registration or qualification of or with any court or
arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority is required for the execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this
Agreement, the issuance and sale of the Shares and the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, except for (i)
the registration of the Shares under the Securities Act, (ii) such consents, approvals, authorizations, orders and registrations or
qualifications as may be required by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”) and under applicable state securities
laws in connection with the purchase and distribution of the Shares by the Underwriters and (iii) the obligation to file following the
Closing Date and the Additional Closing Date certain notices with the Registrar of Companies in the State of Israel.
(s)
Legal Proceedings. Except as described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus,
there are no legal, governmental or regulatory investigations, actions, demands, claims, suits, arbitrations, inquiries or proceedings
(“Actions”) pending to which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is or may be a party or to which any property of the Company or
any of its subsidiaries is or may be the subject that, individually or in the aggregate, if determined adversely to the Company or any of its
subsidiaries, could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; no such Actions are threatened in writing or, to the
knowledge of the Company, contemplated by any governmental or regulatory authority or threatened by others; and (i) there are no
current or pending Actions that are required under the Securities Act to be described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure
Package or the Prospectus that are not so described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus and
(ii) there are no statutes, regulations or contracts or other documents that are required under the Securities Act to be filed as exhibits to
the Registration Statement or described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package or the Prospectus that are not so
filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement or described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the
Prospectus.
(t)
Independent Accountants. Kost Forer Gabbay & Kasierer, a member of Ernst & Young Global, who has certified certain
financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries, is an independent registered public accounting firm with respect to the
Company and its subsidiaries within the applicable rules and regulations adopted by the Commission and the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (United States) and as required by the Securities Act.

(u)
Title to Real and Personal Property. The Company and its subsidiaries have good and marketable title in fee simple to, or
have valid rights to lease or otherwise use, all items of real and personal property that are material to the respective businesses of the
Company and its subsidiaries, in each case free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, claims and defects and imperfections of title except
those that (i) do not materially interfere with the use made and proposed to be made of such property by the Company and its subsidiaries
or (ii) could not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect.
(v)
Intellectual Property. The Company and its subsidiaries, taken as a whole (i) the Company and its subsidiaries own or
have the right to use all patents, patent applications, trademarks, service marks, trade names, trademark registrations, service mark
registrations, domain names and other source indicators, copyrights and copyrightable works, know-how, trade secrets, systems,
procedures, proprietary or confidential information and all other worldwide intellectual property, industrial property and proprietary
rights (collectively, “Intellectual Property”) used in the conduct of their respective businesses; (ii) to the knowledge of the Company, the
Company’s and its subsidiaries’ conduct of their respective businesses does not infringe, misappropriate, dilute or otherwise violate any
Intellectual Property of any person or entity; (iii) the Company and its subsidiaries have not received any written notice of any claim
relating to Intellectual Property; and (iv) to the knowledge of the Company, the Intellectual Property of the Company or any of its
subsidiaries is not being infringed, misappropriated, diluted or otherwise violated by any person or entity. There are no claims pending
or, to the knowledge of the Company, threatened in writing challenging the validity, enforceability, registration, ownership, scope or use
of any Intellectual Property owned by the Company or any of its subsidiaries. The Company and its subsidiaries have taken commercially
reasonable measures to maintain and protect their rights in their Intellectual Property, including by maintaining the confidentiality of the
trade secrets and material confidential information owned or used by them and making commercially reasonable efforts to enter into
nondisclosure, confidentiality and invention assignment agreements with each of their employees and contractors that assign to the
Company ownership of all Intellectual Property in works created by such employee or contractor, as applicable, for the Company or any
of its subsidiaries and require such employee or contractor to maintain in confidence the Company and its subsidiaries’ confidential
information. No funding, facilities, or personnel of any governmental authority or university were used to develop or create, in whole or
in part, any products or Intellectual Property of the Company or any of its subsidiaries. The Company and its subsidiaries do not distribute
open-source software with any of their proprietary software applications, or otherwise use or incorporate open-source software in any of
their proprietary software applications, in a manner that requires the Company or any of its subsidiaries to disclose or distribute any of
their material proprietary software in source code form, license any of their material proprietary software for the purpose of making
derivative works, or license or otherwise make available any of their material proprietary software on a royalty-free basis. The Company
and its subsidiaries are in material

compliance with the terms of each agreement pursuant to which they receive a license to Intellectual Property of any third party.
(w)
No Undisclosed Relationships. No relationship, direct or indirect, exists between or among the Company or any of its
subsidiaries, on the one hand, and the directors, officers, shareholders, customers, suppliers or other affiliates of the Company or any of
its subsidiaries, on the other, that is required by the Securities Act to be described in each of the Registration Statement and the
Prospectus and that is not so described in such documents and in the Pricing Disclosure Package.
(x)
Investment Company Act. The Company is not and, after giving effect to the offering and sale of the Shares and the
application of the proceeds thereof as described in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, will
not be required to register as an “investment company” or an entity “controlled” by an “investment company” within the meaning of the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission thereunder (collectively, the
“Investment Company Act”).
(y)
Taxes. Except as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect,
the Company and its subsidiaries have paid all income and other United States federal, state and local and non-United States taxes and
filed all income and other tax returns required to be paid or filed through the date hereof; and except as otherwise disclosed in each of the
Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, there is no tax deficiency that has been, or would reasonably
be expected to be, asserted against the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any of their respective properties or assets.
(z)
Licenses and Permits. The Company and its subsidiaries possess all licenses, sub-licenses, certificates, permits and other
authorizations issued by, and have made all declarations and filings with, the appropriate United States federal, state or local or nonUnited States governmental or regulatory authorities that are necessary for the ownership or lease of their respective properties or the
conduct of their respective businesses as described in each of the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the
Prospectus, except where the failure to possess or make the same would not, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse
Effect; and except as described in each of the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, neither the
Company nor any of its subsidiaries has received notice of any revocation or modification of any such license, sub-license, certificate,
permit or authorization or has any reason to believe that any such license, sub-license, certificate, permit or authorization will not be
renewed in the ordinary course.
(aa) No Labor Disputes. No labor disturbance by or dispute with employees of the Company or any of its subsidiaries exists or,
to the knowledge of the Company, is contemplated or threatened, and the Company is not aware of any existing or imminent labor
disturbance by, or dispute with, the employees of any of its or its subsidiaries’ principal suppliers, contractors or customers, except as
would not have a Material

Adverse Effect. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has received any notice of cancellation or termination with respect to any
collective bargaining agreement to which it is a party.
(bb) Certain Environmental Matters. (i) The Company and its subsidiaries (x) are in compliance with all, and have not violated
any, applicable United States federal, state or local or non-United States laws (including common law), rules, regulations, requirements,
decisions, judgments, decrees, orders and other legally enforceable requirements relating to pollution or the protection of human health
or safety, the environment, natural resources, hazardous or toxic substances or wastes, pollutants or contaminants (collectively,
“Environmental Laws”); (y) have received and are in compliance with all, and have not violated any, permits, licenses, certificates or
other authorizations or approvals required of them under any Environmental Laws to conduct their respective businesses; and (z) have
not received notice of any actual or potential liability or obligation under or relating to, or any actual or potential violation of, any
Environmental Laws, including for the investigation or remediation of any disposal or release of hazardous or toxic substances or wastes,
pollutants or contaminants, and have no knowledge of any event or condition that would reasonably be expected to result in any such
notice; (ii) there are no costs or liabilities associated with Environmental Laws of or relating to the Company or its subsidiaries, except in
the case of each of (i) and (ii) above, for any such matter as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect; and (iii) except as described in each of the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, (x) there is no
proceeding that is pending, or that is known to be contemplated, against the Company or any of its subsidiaries under any Environmental
Laws in which a governmental entity is also a party, other than such proceeding regarding which it is reasonably believed no monetary
sanctions of $100,000 or more will be imposed, (y) the Company and its subsidiaries are not aware of any facts or issues regarding
compliance with Environmental Laws, or liabilities or other obligations under Environmental Laws or concerning hazardous or toxic
substances or wastes, pollutants or contaminants, that could reasonably be expected to have a material effect on the capital expenditures,
earnings or competitive position of the Company and its subsidiaries, and (z) none of the Company or its subsidiaries anticipates material
capital expenditures relating to any Environmental Laws.
(cc) Compliance with ERISA. (i) Each employee benefit plan, within the meaning of Section 3(3) of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”), for which the Company or any member of its “Controlled Group” (defined as any
entity, whether or not incorporated, that is under common control with the Company within the meaning of Section 4001(a)(14) of
ERISA or any entity that would be regarded as a single employer with the Company under Section 414(b),(c),(m) or (o) of the Code)
would have any liability (each, a “Plan”) has been maintained in compliance with its terms and the requirements of any applicable
statutes, orders, rules and regulations, including but not limited to ERISA and the Code; (ii) no prohibited transaction, within the meaning
of Section 406 of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code, has occurred with respect to any Plan, excluding transactions effected pursuant to a

statutory or administrative exemption; (iii) for each Plan that is subject to the funding rules of Section 412 of the Code or Section 302 of
ERISA, no Plan has failed (whether or not waived), or is reasonably expected to fail, to satisfy the minimum funding standards (within
the meaning of Section 302 of ERISA or Section 412 of the Code) applicable to such Plan; (iv) no Plan is, or is reasonably expected to
be, in “at risk status” (within the meaning of Section 303(i) of ERISA) and no Plan that is a “multiemployer plan” within the meaning of
Section 4001(a)(3) of ERISA is in “endangered status” or “critical status” (within the meaning of Sections 304 and 305 of ERISA); (v)
the fair market value of the assets of each Plan exceeds the present value of all benefits accrued under such Plan (determined based on
those assumptions used to fund such Plan); (vi) no “reportable event” (within the meaning of Section 4043(c) of ERISA and the
regulations promulgated thereunder) has occurred or is reasonably expected to occur; (vii) each Plan that is intended to be qualified under
Section 401(a) of the Code is so qualified, and nothing has occurred, whether by action or by failure to act, which would cause the loss
of such qualification; (viii) neither the Company nor any member of the Controlled Group has incurred, nor reasonably expects to incur,
any liability under Title IV of ERISA (other than contributions to the Plan or premiums to the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation, in
the ordinary course and without default) in respect of a Plan (including a “multiemployer plan” within the meaning of Section 4001(a)(3)
of ERISA); and (ix) none of the following events has occurred or is reasonably likely to occur: (A) a material increase in the aggregate
amount of contributions required to be made to all Plans by the Company or its Controlled Group affiliates in the current fiscal year of
the Company and its Controlled Group affiliates compared to the amount of such contributions made in the Company’s and its Controlled
Group affiliates’ most recently completed fiscal year; or (B) a material increase in the Company and its subsidiaries’ “accumulated postretirement benefit obligations” (within the meaning of Accounting Standards Codification Topic 715-60) compared to the amount of such
obligations in the Company and its subsidiaries’ most recently completed fiscal year, except in each case with respect to the events or
conditions set forth in (i) through (ix) hereof, as would not, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect.
(dd) Employee Obligations. The obligations of the Company to provide statutory severance pay to all its currently engaged
employees in Israel (“Israeli Employees”) are, with such exceptions as are not material, in accordance with Section 14 of the Israeli
Severance Pay Law, 5723-1963 (the “Severance Pay Law”) and are fully funded, or, if not required to be so funded are accrued on the
financial statements of the Company, and all such employees have been subject to the provisions of Section 14 of the Severance Pay Law
with respect to their entire salary, as defined under the Severance Pay Law from the date of commencement of their employment with the
Company, and the Company has been, with such exceptions as are not material, in full compliance with the technical and substantive
requirements for a Section 14 Arrangement with respect to severance pay with respect to 100% of such salary for which severance pay is
due under the Severance Pay Law; and all amounts that the Company is required by contract or applicable law either (A) to deduct from
Israeli Employees’ salaries or to transfer to such Israeli Employees’ pension or provident, life insurance, incapacity insurance, advance

study fund or other similar funds or (B) to withhold from their Israeli Employees’ salaries and benefits and to pay to any Israeli
governmental authority as required by applicable Israeli tax law, have, in each case, been duly deducted, transferred, withheld and paid,
and the Company has no outstanding obligation to make any such deduction, transfer, withholding or payment.
(ee) Disclosure Controls. The Company and its subsidiaries maintain an effective system of “disclosure controls and
procedures” (as defined in Rule 13a-15(e) of the Exchange Act) that complies with the requirements of the Exchange Act and that has
been designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by the Company in reports that it files or submits under the Exchange
Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the Commission’s rules and forms, including
controls and procedures designed to ensure that such information is accumulated and communicated to the Company’s management as
appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.
(ff)
Accounting Controls. The Company and its subsidiaries maintain systems of “internal control over financial reporting” (as
defined in Rule 13a-15(f) of the Exchange Act) that comply with the requirements of the Exchange Act and have been designed by, or
under the supervision of, their respective principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, to
provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with GAAP. The Company and its subsidiaries maintain internal accounting controls sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that (i) transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general or specific authorizations; (ii)
transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP and to maintain asset
accountability; (iii) access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or specific authorization; and(iv) the
recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect
to any differences. Except as disclosed in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, there are no
material weaknesses in the Company’s internal controls. The Company’s auditors and the Board of Directors of the Company have been
advised of: (i) all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal controls over financial reporting
which have adversely affected or are reasonably likely to adversely affect the Company’s ability to record, process, summarize and report
financial information; and (ii) any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant
role in the Company’s internal controls over financial reporting.
(gg) Insurance. The Company and its subsidiaries have insurance covering their respective properties, operations, personnel
and businesses, including business interruption insurance, which insurance is in amounts and insures against such losses and risks, that
the Company reasonably believes are adequate to protect the Company and its subsidiaries and their respective businesses; and neither
the Company nor any of its

subsidiaries has (i) received notice from any insurer or agent of such insurer that capital improvements or other expenditures are required
or necessary to be made in order to continue such insurance or (ii) any reason to believe that it will not be able to renew its existing
insurance coverage as and when such coverage expires or to obtain similar coverage at reasonable cost from similar insurers as may be
necessary to continue its business.
(hh) Cybersecurity. The Company and its subsidiaries’ information technology assets and equipment, computers, systems,
networks, hardware, software, websites, applications, and databases (collectively, “IT Systems”) operate and perform in all material
respects as required in connection with the operation of the business of the Company and its subsidiaries as currently conducted, to
Company’s knowledge, free and clear of all material bugs, errors, defects, Trojan horses, time bombs, malware and other corruptants.
The Company and its subsidiaries have implemented and maintain commercially reasonable controls, policies, procedures, and
safeguards designed to maintain and protect the confidentiality of their material confidential information and the integrity, continuous
operation, redundancy and security of all IT Systems and data (including all personal, personally identifiable, sensitive, confidential or
regulated data (“Personal Data”)) used in connection with their businesses, and, to Company’s knowledge, there have been no breaches,
violations, outages or unauthorized uses of or accesses to same, except for those that have been remedied without material cost or liability
and the duty to notify any other person, nor any incidents under internal review or investigations relating to the same.
(ii)
Data Protection Requirements. Each of the Company and its subsidiaries is, and for the past three (3) years has been, to
the Company’s knowledge, in material compliance with all applicable laws or statutes and all judgments, orders, binding guidelines,
rules and regulations of any court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority, internal policies and procedures that have been
officially released (the “Internal Policies”) and contractual obligations relating to the privacy and security of IT Systems and Personal
Data, including the collection, storage, transfer (including, without limitation, any transfer across national borders), processing and/or use
of Personal Data and securing a valid legal basis for the foregoing, and to the protection of such IT Systems and Personal Data from
unauthorized use, access, misappropriation or modification collectively, the “Data Protection Requirements”). To ensure compliance
with the Data Protection Requirements, each of the Company and its subsidiaries has in place, materially complies with, and takes
appropriate steps reasonably designed to ensure compliance in all material respects with its Internal Policies relating to data privacy and
security and the collection, storage, use, disclosure, handling, and analysis of Personal Data, including, without limitation, external facing
privacy policies (such external privacy policies, the “Policies”). Each of the Company and its subsidiaries has, during the past three (3)
years, at all times made all disclosures required by applicable Data Protection Requirements, except as would not reasonably be
expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect, and none of such disclosures made or contained in any
Policy have, to the knowledge of the Company, been inaccurate or in

violation of any applicable Data Protection Requirements in any material respect. The Company further certifies that neither it nor any of
its subsidiaries: (i) has received notice from any data privacy authority of any actual or potential liability under or relating to, or actual or
potential violation of, any of the Data Protection Requirements, and has no knowledge of any event or condition that would reasonably be
expected to result in any such notice; (ii) is currently conducting or paying for, in whole or in part, any investigation, audit, remediation,
or other corrective action pursuant to any Data Protection Requirement, other than periodic or ongoing reviews and consultation in the
ordinary course of business; or (iii) is a party to any order, decree, or agreement that imposes any obligation or liability by any
governmental or regulatory authority under any Data Protection Requirement.
(jj)
No Unlawful Payments. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries nor any director, officer or employee of the
Company or any of its subsidiaries nor, to the knowledge of the Company, any agent, affiliate or other person associated with or acting
on behalf of the Company or any of its subsidiaries has (i) used any corporate funds for any unlawful contribution, gift, entertainment or
other unlawful expense relating to political activity; (ii) made or taken an act in furtherance of an offer, promise or authorization of any
direct or indirect unlawful payment or benefit to any foreign or domestic government official or employee, including of any governmentowned or controlled entity or of a public international organization, or any person acting in an official capacity for or on behalf of any of
the foregoing, or any political party or party official or candidate for political office; (iii) violated or is in violation of any provision of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or any applicable law or regulation implementing the OECD Convention on
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, or committed an offence under the Bribery Act
2010 of the United Kingdom or Chapter 9 (sub-Chapter 5) of the Israeli Penal Law, 5737-1977 and the rules and regulations thereunder
or any other applicable anti-bribery or anti-corruption law; or (iv) made, offered, agreed, requested or taken an act in furtherance of any
unlawful bribe or other unlawful benefit, including, without limitation, any rebate, payoff, influence payment, kickback or other unlawful
or improper payment or benefit. The Company and its subsidiaries have instituted, maintain and enforce, and will continue to maintain
and enforce policies and procedures designed to promote and ensure compliance with all applicable anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws.
(kk) Compliance with Anti-Money Laundering Laws. The operations of the Company and its subsidiaries are and have been
conducted at all times in compliance with applicable financial recordkeeping and reporting requirements, including, without limitation,
those of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act of 1970, as amended, the Israeli Prohibition on Money Laundering Law,
5760-2000, Israel Prohibition on Money Laundering Order, 5761-2001 and the Israel Prohibition on Terrorist Financing Law, 57652005, and the applicable money laundering statutes of all jurisdictions where the Company or any of its subsidiaries conducts business,
the rules, orders and regulations thereunder and any related or similar rules, orders, regulations or guidelines issued, administered or
enforced by any governmental agency (collectively,

the “Anti-Money Laundering Laws”) and no action, suit or proceeding by or before any court or governmental agency, authority or body
or any arbitrator involving the Company or any of its subsidiaries with respect to the Anti-Money Laundering Laws is pending or, to the
knowledge of the Company, threatened.
(ll)
No Conflicts with Sanctions Laws. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries, directors, officers, or employees, nor,
to the knowledge of the Company, any agent, affiliate or other person associated with or acting on behalf of the Company or any of its
subsidiaries is currently the subject or the target of any sanctions administered or enforced by the U.S. government, (including, without
limitation, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury (“OFAC”) or the U.S. Department of State and
including, without limitation, the designation as a “specially designated national” or “blocked person”), the United Nations Security
Council, the European Union, Her Majesty’s Treasury or other relevant sanctions authority or a resident or incorporated or engaged in a
business in an “Enemy State” pursuant to the Israeli Trade with the Enemy Ordinance, 1939 (collectively, “Sanctions”), nor is the
Company or any of its subsidiaries located, organized or resident in a country or territory that is the subject or target of comprehensive
Sanctions, including, without limitation, Crimea, Cuba, Iran, North Korea and Syria (each, a “Sanctioned Country”); and the Company
will not directly or indirectly use the proceeds of the sale of the Shares hereunder, or lend, contribute or otherwise make available such
proceeds to any subsidiary, joint venture partner or other person or entity (i) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business with any
person that, at the time of such funding or facilitation, is the subject or target of Sanctions, (ii) to fund or facilitate any activities of or
business in any Sanctioned Country or (iii) in any other manner that will result in a violation by any person (including any person
participating in the transaction, whether as underwriter, advisor, investor or otherwise) of Sanctions. For the past five years, the
Company and its subsidiaries have not knowingly engaged in and are not now knowingly engaged in any dealings or transactions with
any person that at the time of the dealing or transaction is or was the subject or the target of Sanctions or with any Sanctioned Country.
(mm) No Restrictions on Subsidiaries. No subsidiary of the Company is currently prohibited, directly or indirectly, under any
agreement or other instrument to which it is a party or is subject, from paying any dividends to the Company, from making any other
distribution on such subsidiary’s share capital or similar ownership interest, from repaying to the Company any loans or advances to such
subsidiary from the Company or from transferring any of such subsidiary’s properties or assets to the Company or any other subsidiary of
the Company.
(nn) No Broker’s Fees. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries is a party to any contract, agreement or understanding
with any person (other than this Agreement) that would give rise to a valid claim against any of them or any Underwriter for a brokerage
commission, finder’s fee or like payment in connection with the offering and sale of the Shares.

(oo) No Registration Rights. No person has the right to require the Company or any of its subsidiaries to register any securities
for sale under the Securities Act by reason of the filing of the Registration Statement with the Commission or the issuance and sale of the
Shares by the Company or, to the knowledge of the Company, the sale of the Shares to be sold by the Selling Shareholder hereunder.
(pp) No Stabilization. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries or affiliates has taken, directly or indirectly, any action
designed to or that could reasonably be expected to cause or result in any stabilization or manipulation of the price of the Shares.
(qq) Margin Rules. Neither the issuance, sale and delivery of the Shares nor the application of the proceeds thereof by the
Company as described in each of the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus will violate Regulation
T, U or X of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or any other regulation of such Board of Governors.
(rr)
Forward-Looking Statements. No forward-looking statement (within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and
Section 21E of the Exchange Act) included in any of the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package or the Prospectus has
been made or reaffirmed without a reasonable basis or has been disclosed other than in good faith.
(ss) Statistical and Market Data. Nothing has come to the attention of the Company that has caused the Company to believe
that the statistical and market-related data included in each of the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the
Prospectus is not based on or derived from sources that are reliable and accurate in all material respects.
(tt)
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. There is and has been no failure on the part of the Company or any of the Company’s directors or
officers, in their capacities as such, to comply with any provision of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended and the rules and
regulations promulgated in connection therewith (the “Sarbanes-Oxley Act”), including Section 402 related to loans.
(uu) Status under the Securities Act. At the time of filing the Registration Statement and any post-effective amendment thereto,
at the earliest time thereafter that the Company or any offering participant made a bona fide offer (within the meaning of Rule 164(h)(2)
under the Securities Act) of the Shares and at the date hereof, the Company was not and is not an “ineligible issuer,” as defined in Rule
405 under the Securities Act. The Company has paid the registration fee for this offering pursuant to Rule 456(b)(1) under the Securities
Act or will pay such fee within the time period required by such rule (without giving effect to the proviso therein) and in any event prior
to the Closing Date.

(vv) No Ratings. There are (and prior to the Closing Date, will be) no debt securities, convertible securities or preferred stock
issued or guaranteed by the Company or any of its subsidiaries that are rated by a “nationally recognized statistical rating organization”,
as such term is defined in Section 3(a)(62) under the Exchange Act.
(ww) Directed Share Program. The Company represents and warrants that (i) the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure
Package and the Prospectus, any Preliminary Prospectus and any Issuer Free Writing Prospectuses comply in all material respects, and
any further amendments or supplements thereto will comply in all material respects, with any applicable laws or regulations of nonUnited States jurisdictions in which the Pricing Disclosure Package, the Prospectus, any Preliminary Prospectus and any Issuer Free
Writing Prospectus, as amended or supplemented, if applicable, are distributed in connection with the Directed Share Program, and that
(ii) no authorization, approval, consent, license, order, registration or qualification of or with any government, governmental
instrumentality or court, other than such as have been obtained, is necessary under the securities laws and regulations of non-United
States jurisdictions in which the Directed Shares are offered. The Company has not offered, or caused the underwriters to offer, Shares to
any person pursuant to the Directed Share Program with the specific intent to unlawfully influence (i) a customer or supplier of the
Company to alter the customer or supplier’s level or type of business with the Company, or (ii) a trade journalist or publication to write or
publish favorable information about the Company or its products.
(xx) Stamp Taxes. No transaction, documentary, registration, stamp, issuance or transfer taxes or similar taxes or duties are
payable by or on behalf of the Underwriters in the State of Israel, the United States or any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof
solely in connection with (A) the execution, delivery and performance of, and the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement or any other document to be furnished hereunder, (B) the creation, issuance, sale and delivery of the Shares in the manner
contemplated by this Agreement and the Prospectus or (C) the sale and delivery by the Underwriters of the Shares as contemplated herein
and in the Prospectus.
(yy)

[Reserved.]

(zz) No Immunity. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries or their properties or assets has immunity under the laws of
the State of Israel, U.S. federal or New York state law from any legal action, suit or proceeding, from the giving of any relief in any such
legal action, suit or proceeding, from set-off or counterclaim, from the jurisdiction of any Israeli, U.S. federal or New York state court,
from service of process, attachment upon or prior to judgment, or attachment in aid of execution of judgment, or from execution of a
judgment, or other legal process or proceeding for the giving of any relief or for the enforcement of a judgment, in any such court with
respect to their respective obligations, liabilities or any other matter under or arising out of or in connection herewith; and, to the extent
that the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any of its properties, assets or revenues may have or may hereafter become entitled to any

such right of immunity in any such court in which proceedings arising out of, or relating to the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement, may at any time be commenced, the Company has, pursuant to Section 18(f) of this Agreement, waived, and it will waive, or
will cause its subsidiaries to waive, such right to the extent permitted by law.
(aaa)

[Reserved.]

(bbb) Enforcement of Foreign Judgments. Subject to the conditions, qualifications and restrictions described under the caption
“Enforceability of Civil Liabilities” in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, any final judgment
for a fixed or determined sum of money rendered by any U.S. federal or New York state court located in the State of New York having
jurisdiction under its own laws in respect of any suit, action or proceeding against the Company based upon this Agreement would be
declared enforceable against the Company by the courts of the State of Israel, without reconsideration or reexamination of the merits.
(ccc) Valid Choice of Law; Submission to Jurisdiction. The choice of laws of the State of New York as the governing law of this
Agreement is a valid choice of law under the laws of the State of Israel and, subject to public policy considerations, will be honored by
the courts of the State of Israel. The Company has the power to submit, and pursuant to Section 18(c) of this Agreement, has legally,
validly, effectively and irrevocably submitted, to the personal jurisdiction of each New York state and United States federal court sitting
in the City of New York and has validly and irrevocably waived any objection to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding
brought in such court.
(ddd) Indemnification and Contribution. The indemnification and contribution provisions set forth in Section 9 hereof do not
contravene the law or public policy of the State of Israel.
(eee) Passive Foreign Investment Company. Based on the estimated composition of its income, assets and operations for 2020,
the Company believes that it was not a “passive foreign investment company” (“PFIC”) as defined in Section 1297 of the Code for the
taxable year ending December 31, 2020.
(fff) Dividends. Except as disclosed in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, no
approvals are currently required in the State of Israel in order for the Company to pay dividends or other distributions declared by the
Company to the holders of Shares. Under current laws and regulations of the State of Israel and any political subdivision thereof, any
amount payable with respect to the sale of Shares and dividends or other distributions payable on the Shares may be paid by the
Company in United States dollars or euros and freely transferred out of the State of Israel, and except as disclosed in the Registration
Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, no such payments made to the holders thereof or therein who are nonresidents of the State of Israel will be subject to income, withholding or other taxes under

laws and regulations of the State of Israel and such payments may be made without the necessity of obtaining any governmental
authorization in the State of Israel.
(ggg) Legality. The legality, validity, enforceability or admissibility into evidence of any of the Registration Statement, the
Pricing Disclosure Package, the Prospectus, this Agreement or the Shares in any jurisdiction in which the Company is organized or does
business is not dependent upon such document being submitted into, filed or recorded with any court or other authority in any such
jurisdiction on or before the date hereof or that any tax, imposition or charge be paid in any such jurisdiction on or in respect of any such
document.
(hhh) [Reserved.]
(iii)

Foreign Issuer. The Company is a “foreign private issuer” as defined in Rule 405 under the Securities

(jjj)
Grants and Programs. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has received any funding, grants or subsidies from
or on behalf of or under the authority of the Israel Innovation Authority of the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry, the Authority
for Investment and Development of Industry and the Economy of the State of Israel. The Company has not applied for, claimed or
received any tax exemptions or tax holidays pursuant to Israeli law.
(kkk) The Share Options. The unissued Shares issuable upon the exercise of Share Options to be exercised by the Selling
Shareholder (the “Optionholder”) have been duly authorized by the Company and validly reserved for issuance, and at the time of
delivery to the Underwriters with respect to such Shares, such Shares will be issued and delivered in accordance with the provisions of
the Company Plans between the Company and the Selling Shareholder pursuant to which such Share Options were granted and will be
validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable and will conform to the description thereof in the Registration Statement, the Pricing
Disclosure Package and the Prospectus.
(lll)
The Company Plans. The Options were duly authorized and issued pursuant to the Company Plans and constitute valid
and binding obligations of the Company and the Optionholder is entitled to the benefits provided by the Company Plans; the Company
Plans were duly authorized, executed and delivered and constitute valid and legally binding agreements enforceable against the Company
in accordance with their terms except as enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency or similar laws affecting
creditors’ rights generally or by equitable principles relating to enforceability; and the Share Options and the Company Plans conform to
the descriptions thereof in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus.

4.
Representations and Warranties of the Selling Shareholder. The Selling Shareholder represents and warrants to each Underwriter
and the Company that:
(a)
Required Consents; Authority. The Selling Shareholder has full right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to
sell, assign, transfer and deliver the Shares to be sold by the Selling Shareholder hereunder; this Agreement has been duly executed and
delivered by the Selling Shareholder. No consent, approval, authorization or order of, or filing or registration with, any court or governmental
agency or body having jurisdiction over the Selling Shareholder or the property or assets of the Selling Shareholder is required for the sale of
the Shares by the Selling Shareholder, the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement by the Selling Shareholder and the
consummation by the Selling Shareholder of the transactions contemplated hereby, except for (i) the registration of the Shares under the
Securities Act and (ii) such consents, approvals, authorizations, orders, filings, registrations or qualifications as may be required under
applicable state securities laws in connection with the purchase and distribution of the Shares by the Underwriters.
(b)
No Conflicts. The execution, delivery and performance by the Selling Shareholder of this Agreement, the sale of the Shares to
be sold by the Selling Shareholder and the consummation by the Selling Shareholder of the transactions contemplated herein or therein will not
(i) conflict with or result in a breach or violation of any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under, result in the termination,
modification or acceleration of, or result in the creation or imposition of any lien, charge or encumbrance upon any property, right or asset of
the Selling Shareholder pursuant to, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other agreement or instrument to which such
Selling Shareholder is a party or by which the Selling Shareholder is bound or to which any of the property, right or asset of such Selling
Shareholder is subject or (ii) result in the violation of any law or statute or any judgment, order, rule or regulation of any court or arbitrator or
governmental or regulatory agency.
(c)
Title to Shares. The Selling Shareholder has good and valid title to the Shares to be sold at the Closing Date by the Selling
Shareholder hereunder, free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, equities or adverse claims; the Selling Shareholder will have, immediately
prior to the Closing Date, good and valid title to the Shares to be sold at the Closing Date by the Selling Shareholder, free and clear of all liens,
encumbrances, equities or adverse claims; and, upon delivery of the certificates representing such Shares and payment therefor pursuant hereto,
good and valid title to such Shares, free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, equities or adverse claims, will pass to the several Underwriters.
(d)
No Stabilization. The Selling Shareholder has not taken and will not take, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that
could reasonably be expected to cause or result in any stabilization or manipulation of the price of the Shares. In addition, the Selling
Shareholder has not engaged in any form of solicitation, advertising or other action constituting an offer or a sale under the Israeli Securities
Law in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby which would require the publication of a prospectus in the State of Israel under
the laws of the State of Israel.

(e)
Pricing Disclosure Package. The Pricing Disclosure Package, at the Applicable Time did not, and as of the Closing Date will
not, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light
of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; provided that the representations and warranties set forth in this Section
4(e) are limited in all respects to statements or omissions made upon and in conformity with information relating to the Selling Shareholder
expressly for use in the Pricing Disclosure Package; it being understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by the Selling
Shareholder consists of (A) the legal name, address and the number and type of shares of capital stock owned by the Selling Shareholder
(including any information about beneficial ownership, voting power and investment control of such shares) before and after the offering and
(B) the other information (excluding percentages) with respect to the Selling Shareholder which appears in the table (and corresponding
footnotes) under the caption “Principal and Selling Stockholders” in the Registration Statement, any Preliminary Prospectus, the Prospectus or
any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus (the “Selling Shareholder Information”).
(f)
Issuer Free Writing Prospectus and Written Testing-the-Waters Communication. Other than the Registration Statement, the
Preliminary Prospectus and the Prospectus, the Selling Shareholder (including his agents and representatives, other than the Underwriters in their
capacity as such) has not prepared, made, used, authorized, approved or referred to and will not prepare, make, use, authorize, approve or refer to any
Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or Written Testing-the-Waters Communication, other than (i) any document not constituting a prospectus pursuant to
Section 2(a)(10)(a) of the Securities Act or Rule 134 under the Securities Act or (ii) the documents listed on Annex A or Annex B hereto, each electronic
road show and any other written communications approved in writing in advance by the Company and the Representative.

(g)
Material Information. As of the date hereof and as of the Closing Date that the sale of the Shares by the Selling Shareholder is
not and will not be prompted by any material information concerning the Company which is not set forth in the Registration Statement, the
Pricing Disclosure Package or the Prospectus.
(h)
No Conflicts with Sanctions Laws. Neither the Selling Shareholder nor, to the knowledge of such Selling Shareholder, any
agent, affiliate or other person associated with or acting on behalf of the Selling Shareholder is currently the subject or the target of any
Sanctions, nor is such Selling Shareholder located or resident in a Sanctioned Country; and the Selling Shareholder will not directly or
indirectly use the proceeds of the offering of the Shares hereunder, or lend, contribute or otherwise make available such proceeds to any
partner or other person or entity (i) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business with any person that, at the time of such funding or
facilitation, is the subject or target of Sanctions, (ii) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business in any Sanctioned Country or (iii) in any
other manner that will result in a violation by any person (including any person participating in the transaction, whether as underwriter,
advisor, investor or otherwise) of Sanctions. For the past five years, the Selling Shareholder has not knowingly engaged in, are not now
knowingly engaged in any dealings or transactions with any person that at the time of the dealing or transaction is or was the subject or the
target of Sanctions or with any Sanctioned Country.

(i)
Private and Commercial Acts. The Selling Shareholder is subject to civil and commercial law with respect to his obligations
under this Agreement and the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement by him constitutes private and commercial acts rather
than public or governmental acts. He does not have immunity (sovereign or otherwise) from set-off, the jurisdiction of any court or any legal
process in any court (whether through service of notice, attachment prior to judgment, attachment in aid of execution, execution or otherwise).
(j)
Enforcement of Foreign Judgments. Subject to the conditions, qualifications and restrictions described under the caption
“Enforceability of Civil Liabilities” in the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus, any final judgment for a
fixed or determined sum of money rendered by any U.S. federal or New York state court located in the State of New York having jurisdiction
under its own laws in respect of any suit, action or proceeding against the Selling Shareholder based upon this Agreement would be declared
enforceable against the Selling Shareholder by the courts of the State of Israel, without reconsideration or reexamination of the merits.
(k)
Valid Choice of Law; Submission to Jurisdiction. The choice of laws of the State of New York as the governing law of this
Agreement is a valid choice of law under the laws of the State of Israel and, subject to public policy considerations, will be honored by the
courts of the State of Israel. The Selling Shareholder has the power to submit, and pursuant to Section 18(c) of this Agreement, has legally,
validly, effectively and irrevocably submitted, to the personal jurisdiction of each New York state and United States federal court sitting in the
City of New York and has validly and irrevocably waived any objection to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding brought in such
court.
(l)
Indemnification and Contribution. The indemnification and contribution provisions set forth in Section 9 hereof do not
contravene the law of the State of Israel or public policy.
5.

Further Agreements of the Company. The Company covenants and agrees with each Underwriter that:

(a)
Required Filings. The Company will file the final Prospectus with the Commission within the time periods specified by
Rule 424(b) and Rule 430A, 430B or 430C under the Securities Act, will file any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus to the extent required by
Rule 433 under the Securities Act; and the Company will furnish copies of the Prospectus and each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus (to
the extent not previously delivered) to the Underwriters in New York City prior to 10:00 A.M., New York City time, on the business day
next succeeding the date of this Agreement in such quantities as the Representatives may reasonably request.
(b)
Delivery of Copies. The Company will deliver, without charge to each Underwriter (A) a conformed copy of the
Registration Statement as originally filed and each amendment thereto (without exhibits) and (B) during the Prospectus Delivery Period
(as defined below), as many copies of the Prospectus (including all amendments and supplements thereto and each Issuer Free Writing
Prospectus) as the Representatives may

reasonably request. As used herein, the term “Prospectus Delivery Period” means such period of time after the first date of the public
offering of the Shares as in the opinion of counsel for the Underwriters a prospectus relating to the Shares is required by law to be
delivered (or required to be delivered but for Rule 172 under the Securities Act) in connection with sales of the Shares by any
Underwriter or dealer.
(c)
Amendments or Supplements, Issuer Free Writing Prospectuses. Before making, preparing, using, authorizing, approving,
referring to or filing any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, and before filing any amendment or supplement to the Registration Statement,
the Pricing Disclosure Package or the Prospectus, the Company will furnish to the Representatives and counsel for the Underwriters a
copy of the proposed Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, amendment or supplement for review and will not make, prepare, use, authorize,
approve, refer to or file any such Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or file any such proposed amendment or supplement to which the
Representative reasonably objects.
(d)
Notice to the Representatives. The Company will advise the Representative promptly, and confirm such advice in writing,
(i) when the Registration Statement has become effective; (ii) when any amendment to the Registration Statement has been filed or
becomes effective; (iii) when any supplement to the Pricing Disclosure Package, the Prospectus, any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or
any Written Testing-the-Waters Communication or any amendment to the Prospectus has been filed or distributed; (iv) of any request by
the Commission for any amendment to the Registration Statement or any amendment or supplement to the Prospectus or the receipt of
any comments from the Commission relating to the Registration Statement or any other request by the Commission for any additional
information including, but not limited to, any request for information concerning any Testing-the-Waters Communication; (v) of the
issuance by the Commission or any other governmental or regulatory authority of any order suspending the effectiveness of the
Registration Statement or preventing or suspending the use of any Preliminary Prospectus, any of the Pricing Disclosure Package, the
Prospectus or any Written Testing-the-Waters Communication or the initiation or threatening of any proceeding for that purpose or
pursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act; (vi) of the occurrence of any event or development within the Prospectus Delivery Period as
a result of which the Prospectus, any of the Pricing Disclosure Package, any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or any Written Testing-theWaters Communication as then amended or supplemented would include any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a
material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances existing when the Prospectus, the Pricing
Disclosure Package, any such Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or any Written Testing-the-Waters Communication is delivered to a
purchaser, not misleading; and(vii) of the receipt by the Company of any notice with respect to any suspension of the qualification of the
Shares for offer and sale in any jurisdiction or the initiation or threatening of any proceeding for such purpose; and the Company will use
its reasonable best efforts to prevent the issuance of any such order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement,
preventing or suspending the use of any Preliminary Prospectus, any of the Pricing Disclosure Package or the

Prospectus or any Written Testing-the-Waters Communication or suspending any such qualification of the Shares and, if any such order
is issued, will obtain as soon as possible the withdrawal thereof.
(e)
Ongoing Compliance. (1) If during the Prospectus Delivery Period (i) any event or development shall occur or condition
shall exist as a result of which the Prospectus as then amended or supplemented would include any untrue statement of a material fact or
omit to state any material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances existing when the
Prospectus is delivered to a purchaser, not misleading or (ii) it is necessary to amend or supplement the Prospectus to comply with law,
the Company will immediately notify the Underwriters thereof and forthwith prepare and, subject to paragraph (c) above, file with the
Commission and furnish to the Underwriters and to such dealers as the Representatives may designate such amendments or supplements
to the Prospectus as may be necessary so that the statements in the Prospectus as so amended or supplemented will not, in the light of the
circumstances existing when the Prospectus is delivered to a purchaser, be misleading or so that the Prospectus will comply with law and
(2) if at any time prior to the Closing Date (i) any event or development shall occur or condition shall exist as a result of which the
Pricing Disclosure Package as then amended or supplemented would include any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any
material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances existing when the Pricing Disclosure
Package is delivered to a purchaser, not misleading or (ii) it is necessary to amend or supplement the Pricing Disclosure Package to
comply with law, the Company will promptly notify the Underwriters thereof and forthwith prepare and, subject to paragraph (c) above,
file with the Commission (to the extent required) and furnish to the Underwriters and to such dealers as the Representatives may
designate such amendments or supplements to the Pricing Disclosure Package as may be necessary so that the statements in the Pricing
Disclosure Package as so amended or supplemented will not, in the light of the circumstances existing when the Pricing Disclosure
Package is delivered to a purchaser, be misleading or so that the Pricing Disclosure Package will comply with law.
(f)
Blue Sky Compliance. The Company will qualify the Shares for offer and sale under the securities or Blue Sky laws of
such jurisdictions as the Representatives shall reasonably request and will continue such qualifications in effect so long as required for
distribution of the Shares; provided that the Company shall not be required to (i) qualify as a foreign corporation or other entity or as a
dealer in securities in any such jurisdiction where it would not otherwise be required to so qualify, (ii) file any general consent to service
of process in any such jurisdiction or (iii) subject itself to taxation in any such jurisdiction if it is not otherwise so subject.
(g)
Earning Statement. The Company will make generally available to its security holders and the Representatives as soon as
practicable an earning statement that satisfies the provisions of Section 11(a) of the Securities Act and Rule 158 of the Commission
promulgated thereunder covering a period of at least twelve months

beginning with the first fiscal quarter of the Company occurring after the “effective date” (as defined in Rule 158) of the Registration
Statement.
(h)
Clear Market. For a period of 180 days after the date of the Prospectus, the Company will not (i) offer, pledge, sell,
contract to sell, sell any option or contract to purchase, purchase any option or contract to sell, grant any option, right or warrant to
purchase, lend, or otherwise transfer or dispose of, directly or indirectly, or submit to, or file with, the Commission a registration
statement under the Securities Act relating to, any shares of Stock or any securities convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for
Stock, or publicly disclose the intention to undertake any of the foregoing, or (ii) enter into any swap or other agreement that transfers, in
whole or in part, any of the economic consequences of ownership of the Stock or any such other securities, whether any such transaction
described in clause (i) or (ii) above is to be settled by delivery of Stock or such other securities, in cash or otherwise, without the prior
written consent of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, other than the Shares to be sold hereunder.
The restrictions described above do not apply to (i) the offer, issuance, sale and disposition of the Shares hereunder, (ii)
the issuance of shares of Stock or securities convertible into or exercisable for shares of Stock pursuant to the conversion or exchange of
convertible or exchangeable securities or the exercise of warrants or options (including net exercise) or the settlement of RSUs (including
net settlement), in each case outstanding on the date of this Agreement and described in the Prospectus; (iii) grants of share options,
stock awards, restricted stock, RSUs, or other equity awards and the issuance of shares of Stock or securities convertible into or
exercisable or exchangeable for shares of Stock (whether upon the exercise of share options or otherwise) to the Company’s employees,
officers, directors, advisors, or consultants pursuant to the terms of an equity compensation plan in effect as of the Closing Date and
described in the Prospectus, provided that any such recipient that following the grant will own on a fully diluted basis 1% or more of the
outstanding shares of the Company, will enter into a lock-up agreement with the Underwriters; (iv) the issuance of up to 5 % of the
outstanding shares of Stock, or securities convertible into, exercisable for, or which are otherwise exchangeable for, Stock, immediately
following the Closing Date, in acquisitions or other similar strategic transactions, provided that such recipients enter into a lock-up
agreement with the Underwriters; or (v) the filing of any registration statement on Form S-8 relating to securities granted or to be granted
pursuant to any plan in effect on the date of this Agreement and described in the Prospectus or any assumed benefit plan pursuant to an
acquisition or similar strategic transaction.
If J.P. Morgan, in its sole discretion, agrees to release or waive the restrictions set forth in a lock-up letter described in
Section 8(n) hereof for an officer or director of the Company and provides the Company with notice of the impending release or waiver
substantially in the form of Exhibit B hereto at least three business days before the effective date of the release or waiver, the Company
agrees to announce the impending release or waiver by a press release substantially in the form of Exhibit C

hereto through a major news service at least two business days before the effective date of the release or waiver.
(i)
Use of Proceeds. The Company will apply the net proceeds from the sale of the Shares as described in each of the
Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus under the heading “Use of proceeds”.
(j)
No Stabilization. Neither the Company nor its subsidiaries or affiliates will take, directly or indirectly, any action designed
to or that could reasonably be expected to cause or result in any stabilization or manipulation of the price of the Stock.
(k)
Exchange Listing. The Company will use its reasonable best efforts to list, subject to notice of issuance, the Shares on the
New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”).
(l)
Reports. For a period of three years following the date of this Agreement, the Company will furnish to the
Representatives, as soon as they are available, copies of all reports or other communications (financial or other) furnished to holders of
the Shares, and copies of any reports and financial statements furnished to or filed with the Commission or any national securities
exchange or automatic quotation system; provided the Company will be deemed to have furnished such reports and financial statements
to the Representatives to the extent they are filed on the Commission’s Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval system.
(m) Record Retention. The Company will, pursuant to reasonable procedures developed in good faith, retain copies of each
Issuer Free Writing Prospectus that is not filed with the Commission in accordance with Rule 433 under the Securities Act.
(n)

Filings. The Company will file with the Commission such reports as may be required by Rule 463 under the Securities

Act.
(o)
Directed Share Program. The Company will comply with all applicable securities and other laws, rules and regulations in
each jurisdiction in which the Directed Shares are offered in connection with the Directed Share Program. Any offer or sale of Shares or
Directed Shares to Non-Accredited Israeli Investors will be made in reliance on the representation and warranty of the Company in
Section 3(q) above.
(p)
Emerging Growth Company; Foreign Private Issuer. The Company will promptly notify the Representative if the
Company ceases to be an Emerging Growth Company or a Foreign Private Issuer at any time prior to the later of (i) completion of the
distribution of Shares within the meaning of the Securities Act and (ii) completion of the 180-day restricted period referred to in Section
4(h) hereof.
(q)
Tax Indemnity. The Company will indemnify and hold harmless the Underwriters against any transaction, documentary,
stamp, registration, issuance or transfer taxes or similar taxes or duties, including any interest and penalties thereon on (A) the execution,
delivery and performance of, and the consummation of the transactions

contemplated by this Agreement or any other document to be furnished hereunder, (B) the creation, issuance, sale and delivery of the
Shares in the manner contemplated by this Agreement and the Prospectus or (C) the sale and delivery by the Underwriters of the Shares
as contemplated herein and in the Prospectus.
6.

Further Agreements of the Selling Shareholder. The Selling Shareholder covenants and agrees with each Underwriter that:

(a)
No Stabilization. The Selling Shareholder will not take, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that could
reasonably be expected to cause or result in any stabilization or manipulation of the price of the Stock.
(b)
Tax Form. It will deliver to the Representative prior to or at the Closing Date a properly completed and executed United
States Treasury Department Form W-9 (or other applicable form or statement specified by the Treasury Department regulations in lieu
thereof) in order to facilitate the Underwriters’ documentation of their compliance with the reporting and withholding provisions of the
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 with respect to the transactions herein contemplated.
(c)
Use of Proceeds. It will not directly or indirectly use the proceeds of the offering of the Shares hereunder, or lend,
contribute or otherwise make available such proceeds to a subsidiary, joint venture partner or other person or entity (i) to fund or facilitate
any activities of or business with any person that, at the time of such funding or facilitation, is the subject of target of Sanctions, (ii) to
fund or facilitate any activities of or business in any Sanctioned Country or (iii) in any other manner that will result in a violation by any
person (including any person participating in the transaction, whether as underwriter, advisor, investor or otherwise) of Sanctions.
7.

Certain Agreements of the Underwriters. Each Underwriter hereby represents and agrees that:

(a)
It has not and will not use, authorize use of, refer to or participate in the planning for use of, any “free writing prospectus”,
as defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act (which term includes use of any written information furnished to the Commission by the
Company and any press release issued by the Company) other than (i) a free writing prospectus that contains no “issuer information” (as
defined in Rule 433(h)(2) under the Securities Act) that was not included in the Preliminary Prospectus or a previously filed Issuer Free
Writing Prospectus, (ii) any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus listed on Annex A or prepared pursuant to Section 3(c) or Section 4(c) above
(including any electronic road show), or (iii) any free writing prospectus prepared by such underwriter and approved by the Company in
advance in writing (each such free writing prospectus referred to in clauses (i) or (iii), an “Underwriter Free Writing Prospectus”).
(b)
It has not and will not, without the prior written consent of the Company, use any free writing prospectus that contains the
final terms of the Shares unless such terms have previously been included in a free writing prospectus filed with the

Commission; provided that Underwriters may use a term sheet substantially in the form of Annex C hereto without the consent of the
Company; provided further that any Underwriter using such term sheet shall notify the Company, and provide a copy of such term sheet
to the Company, prior to, or substantially concurrently with, the first use of such term sheet.
(c)
It is not subject to any pending proceeding under Section 8A of the Securities Act with respect to the offering of the
Shares contemplated by this Agreement (and will promptly notify the Company and the Selling Shareholder) if any such proceeding
against it is initiated during the Prospectus Delivery Period).
(d)
(i) The Shares may be sold in Israel by the Underwriters only to Israeli Accredited Investors and (ii) Shares and Directed
Shares may be sold in Israel up to the number of Non-Accredited Israeli Investors referenced in Section 3(q) above.
8.
Conditions of Underwriters’ Obligations. The obligation of each Underwriter to purchase the Underwritten Shares on the
Closing Date or the Option Shares on the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, as provided herein is subject to the performance by the
Company and the Selling Shareholder of their respective covenants and other obligations hereunder and to the following additional conditions:
(a)
Registration Compliance; No Stop Order. No order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement shall be in
effect, and no proceeding for such purpose or pursuant to Section 8A under the Securities Act shall be pending before or threatened by
the Commission; the Prospectus and each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus shall have been timely filed with the Commission under the
Securities Act (in the case of an Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, to the extent required by Rule 433 under the Securities Act) and in
accordance with Section 4(a) hereof; and all requests by the Commission for additional information shall have been complied with to the
reasonable satisfaction of the Representatives.
(b)
Representations and Warranties. The respective representations and warranties of the Company and the Selling
Shareholder contained herein shall be true and correct on the date hereof and on and as of the Closing Date or the Additional Closing
Date, as the case may be; and the statements of the Company and its officers and of the Selling Shareholder made in any certificates
delivered pursuant to this Agreement shall be true and correct on and as of the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case
may be.
(c)
No Material Adverse Change. No event or condition of a type described in Section 3(h) hereof shall have occurred or shall
exist, which event or condition is not described in the Pricing Disclosure Package (excluding any amendment or supplement thereto) and
the Prospectus (excluding any amendment or supplement thereto) and the effect of which in the judgment of the Representatives makes it
impracticable or inadvisable to proceed with the offering, sale or delivery of the Shares on the Closing

Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, on the terms and in the manner contemplated by this Agreement, the Pricing
Disclosure Package and the Prospectus.
(d)
Officer’s Certificate. The Representatives shall have received on and as of the Closing Date or the Additional Closing
Date, as the case may be, (x) a certificate of the chief financial officer or chief accounting officer of the Company and one additional
senior executive officer of the Company who is satisfactory to the Representatives (i) confirming that such officers have carefully
reviewed the Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus and, to the knowledge of such officers, the
representations set forth in Sections 3(b) and 3(d) hereof are true and correct, (ii) confirming that the other representations and warranties
of the Company in this Agreement are true and correct and that the Company has complied with all agreements and satisfied all
conditions on its part to be performed or satisfied hereunder at or prior to the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case
may be, and (iii) to the effect set forth in paragraphs (a) and (c) above and (y) a certificate of the Selling Shareholder, in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives, (A) confirming that the representations and warranties of the Selling
Shareholder in this Agreement are true and correct and that the Selling Shareholder has complied with all agreements and satisfied all
conditions on his part to be performed or satisfied hereunder at or prior to such Closing Date.
(e)
Comfort Letters. (i) On the date of this Agreement and on the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case
may be, Kost Forer Gabbay & Kasierer, a member of Ernst & Young Global, shall have furnished to the Representatives, at the request
of the Company, letters, dated the respective dates of delivery thereof and addressed to the Underwriters, in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives, containing statements and information of the type customarily included in accountants’
“comfort letters” to underwriters with respect to the financial statements and certain financial information contained in each of the
Registration Statement, the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus; provided, that the letter delivered on the Closing Date or the
Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, shall use a “cut-off” date no more than two business days prior to such Closing Date or such
Additional Closing Date, as the case may be.
(ii) On the date of this Agreement and on the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, the Company
shall have furnished to the Representatives a certificate, dated the respective dates of delivery thereof and addressed to the Underwriters,
of its chief financial officer with respect to certain financial data contained in the Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus,
providing “management comfort” with respect to such information, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives.
(f)
Opinion and 10b-5 Statement of U.S. Counsel for the Company. Cooley LLP, counsel for the Company, shall have
furnished to the Representatives, at the request of the Company, its written opinion and 10b-5 statement, dated the Closing Date or the

Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, and addressed to the Underwriters, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the
Representatives.
(g)
Opinion and 10b-5 Statement of Israeli Counsel for the Company. Meitar | Law Offices, Israeli counsel for the Company,
shall have furnished to the Representatives, at the request of the Company, its written opinion and 10b-5 statement, dated the Closing
Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, and addressed to the Underwriters, in form and substance reasonably
satisfactory to the Representatives.
(h)
Opinion of Counsel for the Selling Shareholder. Meitar | Law Offices, counsel for the Selling Shareholder, shall have
furnished to the Representatives, at the request of the Selling Shareholder, its written opinion, dated the Closing Date and addressed to
the Underwriters, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives.
(i)
Opinion and 10b-5 Statement of U.S. Counsel for the Underwriters. The Representatives shall have received on and as of
the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, an opinion and 10b-5 statement, addressed to the Underwriters, of
Latham & Watkins LLP, counsel for the Underwriters, with respect to such matters as the Representatives may reasonably request, and
such counsel shall have received such documents and information as they may reasonably request to enable them to pass upon such
matters.
(j)
Opinion of Israeli Counsel for the Underwriters. The Representatives shall have received on and as of the Closing Date or
the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, an opinion of Gornitzky & Co., Israeli counsel for the Underwriters, with respect to
such matters as the Representatives may reasonably request, and such counsel shall have received such documents and information as
they may reasonably request to enable them to pass upon such matters.
(k)
No Legal Impediment to Issuance and Sale. No action shall have been taken and no statute, rule, regulation or order shall
have been enacted, adopted or issued by any United States federal or state or non-United States governmental or regulatory authority that
would, as of the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, prevent the issuance or sale of the Shares by the
Company or the sale of the Shares by the Selling Shareholder; and no injunction or order of any United States federal or state or nonUnited States court shall have been issued that would, as of the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, prevent
the issuance or sale of the Shares by the Company or the sale of the Shares by the Selling Shareholder.
(l)
Good Standing. The Representatives shall have received on and as of the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as
the case may be, satisfactory evidence of the good standing of the Company and its subsidiaries in their respective jurisdictions of
organization and their good standing in such other jurisdictions as the Representatives may reasonably request, in each case in writing or
any standard form of telecommunication from the appropriate governmental authorities of such jurisdictions

and to the extent the concept of good standing or an equivalent concept is applicable in such jurisdiction.
(m) Exchange Listing. The Shares to be delivered on the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be,
shall have been approved for listing on the NYSE, subject to official notice of issuance.
(n)
Lock-up Agreements. The “lock-up” agreements, each substantially in the form of Exhibit D hereto, between you and
certain shareholders, officers and directors of the Company relating to sales and certain other dispositions of Ordinary Shares or certain
other securities, delivered to you on or before the date hereof, shall be in full force and effect on the Closing Date or the Additional
Closing Date, as the case may be.
(o)
Additional Documents. On or prior to the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, the Company
shall have furnished to the Representatives such further certificates and documents as the Representatives may reasonably request.
All opinions, letters, certificates and evidence mentioned above or elsewhere in this Agreement shall be deemed to be in compliance
with the provisions hereof only if they are in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to counsel for the Underwriters.
9.

Indemnification and Contribution.

(a)
Indemnification of the Underwriters by the Company. The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Underwriter,
its affiliates, directors and officers and each person, if any, who controls such Underwriter within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities
Act or Section 20 of the Exchange Act, from and against any and all losses, claims, damages and liabilities (including, without limitation, legal
fees and other expenses incurred in connection with any suit, action or proceeding or any claim asserted, as such fees and expenses are
incurred), joint or several, that arise out of, or are based upon, (i) any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained
in the Registration Statement or caused by any omission or alleged omission to state therein a material fact required to be stated therein or
necessary in order to make the statements therein, not misleading, or (ii) any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact
contained in the Prospectus (or any amendment or supplement thereto), any Preliminary Prospectus, any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, any
“issuer information” filed or required to be filed pursuant to Rule 433(d) under the Securities Act, any Written Testing-the-Waters
Communication, any road show as defined in Rule 433(h) under the Securities Act (a “road show”) or any Pricing Disclosure Package
(including any Pricing Disclosure Package that has subsequently been amended), or caused by any omission or alleged omission to state therein
a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, in
each case except insofar as such losses, claims, damages or liabilities arise out of, or are based upon, any untrue statement or omission or
alleged untrue statement or omission made in reliance upon and in conformity with any information relating to any Underwriter furnished to
the Company in writing by such Underwriter through the Representatives expressly for use therein, it being understood and

agreed that the only such information furnished by any Underwriter consists of the information described as such in paragraph (b) below.
(b)
Indemnification of the Underwriters by the Selling Shareholder. The Selling Shareholder agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
each Underwriter, its affiliates, directors and officers and each person, if any, who controls such Underwriter within the meaning of Section 15
of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the Exchange Act to the same extent as the indemnity set forth in paragraph (a) above, in each case only
insofar as such losses, claims, damages or liabilities arise out of, or are based upon, any untrue statement or omission or alleged untrue
statement or omission made in reliance upon and in conformity with the Selling Shareholder Information; provided that the aggregate amount
of the Selling Shareholder’s liability pursuant to this Section 9(b) and 9(e) shall be limited to an amount equal to the aggregate net proceeds
(after deducting commissions and discounts but before expenses) to the Selling Shareholder from the sale of Shares sold by the Selling
Shareholder hereunder.
(c)
Indemnification of the Company. Each Underwriter agrees, severally and not jointly, to indemnify and hold harmless the
Company, its directors, its officers who signed the Registration Statement and each person, if any, who controls the Company within the
meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the Exchange Act to the same extent as the indemnity set forth in paragraph (a)
above, but only with respect to any losses, claims, damages or liabilities that arise out of, or are based upon, any untrue statement or omission or
alleged untrue statement or omission made in reliance upon and in conformity with any information relating to such Underwriter furnished to
the Company in writing by such Underwriter through the Representatives expressly for use in the Registration Statement, the Prospectus (or
any amendment or supplement thereto), any Preliminary Prospectus, any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, any Written Testing-the-Waters
Communication, any road show or any Pricing Disclosure Package (including any Pricing Disclosure Package that has subsequently been
amended), it being understood and agreed upon that the only such information furnished by any Underwriter consists of the following
information in the Prospectus furnished on behalf of each Underwriter: the concession and reallowance figures under appearing in the third
paragraph under the caption “Underwriting” and the information contained in the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and twenty-second
paragraphs under the caption “Underwriting”.
(d)
Notice and Procedures. If any suit, action, proceeding (including any governmental or regulatory investigation), claim or
demand shall be brought or asserted against any person in respect of which indemnification may be sought pursuant to the preceding
paragraphs of this Section 9, such person (the “Indemnified Person”) shall promptly notify the person against whom such indemnification may
be sought (the “Indemnifying Person”) in writing; provided that the failure to notify the Indemnifying Person shall not relieve it from any
liability that it may have under the preceding paragraphs of this Section 9 except to the extent that it has been materially prejudiced (through
the forfeiture of substantive rights or defenses) by such failure; and provided, further, that the failure to notify the Indemnifying Person shall
not relieve it from any liability that it may have to an Indemnified Person otherwise than under the preceding paragraphs of this Section 7. If
any such proceeding shall be brought or asserted against an Indemnified Person and it shall have notified the Indemnifying Person thereof, the

Indemnifying Person shall retain counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Indemnified Person (who shall not, without the consent of the
Indemnified Person, be counsel to the Indemnifying Person) to represent the Indemnified Person and any others entitled to indemnification
pursuant to this Section that the Indemnifying Person may designate in such proceeding and shall pay the fees and expenses in such proceeding
and shall pay the fees and expenses of such counsel related to such proceeding, as incurred. In any such proceeding, any Indemnified Person
shall have the right to retain its own counsel, but the fees and expenses of such counsel shall be at the expense of such Indemnified Person
unless (i) the Indemnifying Person and the Indemnified Person shall have mutually agreed to the contrary; (ii) the Indemnifying Person has
failed within a reasonable time to retain counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Indemnified Person; (iii) the Indemnified Person shall have
reasonably concluded that there may be legal defenses available to it that are different from or in addition to those available to the
Indemnifying Person; or (iv) the named parties in any such proceeding (including any impleaded parties) include both the Indemnifying Person
and the Indemnified Person and representation of both parties by the same counsel would be inappropriate due to actual or potential differing
interests between them. It is understood and agreed that the Indemnifying Person shall not, in connection with any proceeding or related
proceeding in the same jurisdiction, be liable for the fees and expenses of more than one separate firm (in addition to any local counsel) for all
Indemnified Persons, and that all such fees and expenses shall be paid or reimbursed as they are incurred. Any such separate firm for any
Underwriter, its affiliates, directors and officers and any control persons of such Underwriter shall be designated in writing by J.P. Morgan
Securities LLC and any such separate firm for the Company, its directors, its officers who signed the Registration Statement and any control
persons of the Company shall be designated in writing by the Company. The Indemnifying Person shall not be liable for any settlement of any
proceeding effected without its written consent, but if settled with such consent, the Indemnifying Person agrees to indemnify each Indemnified
Person from and against any loss or liability by reason of such settlement. Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, if at any time an
Indemnified Person shall have requested that an Indemnifying Person reimburse the Indemnified Person for fees and expenses of counsel as
contemplated by this paragraph, the Indemnifying Person shall be liable for any settlement of any proceeding effected without its written
consent if (i) such settlement is entered into more than 30 days after receipt by the Indemnifying Person of such request and (ii) the
Indemnifying Person shall not have reimbursed the Indemnified Person in accordance with such request prior to the date of such settlement. No
Indemnifying Person shall, without the written consent of the Indemnified Person, effect any settlement of any pending or threatened
proceeding in respect of which any Indemnified Person is or could have been a party and indemnification could have been sought hereunder by
such Indemnified Person, unless such settlement (x) includes an unconditional release of such Indemnified Person, in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to such Indemnified Person, from all liability on claims that are the subject matter of such proceeding and (y) does not
include any statement as to or any admission of fault, culpability or a failure to act by or on behalf of any Indemnified Person.
(e)
Contribution. If the indemnification provided for in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) above is unavailable to an Indemnified Person or
insufficient in respect of any losses, claims, damages or liabilities referred to therein, then each Indemnifying Person under such paragraph, in
lieu of indemnifying such Indemnified Person thereunder, shall contribute to the amount paid

or payable by such Indemnified Person as a result of such losses, claims, damages or liabilities (i) in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect
the relative benefits received by the Company and the Selling Shareholder, on the one hand, and the Underwriters on the other, from the
offering of the Shares or (ii) if the allocation provided by clause (i) is not permitted by applicable law, in such proportion as is appropriate to
reflect not only the relative benefits referred to in clause (i) but also the relative fault of the Company and the Selling Shareholder, on the one
hand, and the Underwriters on the other, in connection with the statements or omissions that resulted in such losses, claims, damages or
liabilities, as well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The relative benefits received by the Company and the Selling Shareholder,
on the one hand, and the Underwriters on the other, shall be deemed to be in the same respective proportions as the net proceeds (before
deducting expenses) received by the Company and the Selling Shareholder from the sale of the Shares and the total underwriting discounts and
commissions received by the Underwriters in connection therewith, in each case as set forth in the table on the cover of the Prospectus, bear to
the aggregate offering price of the Shares. The relative fault of the Company and the Selling Shareholder, on the one hand, and the
Underwriters on the other, shall be determined by reference to, among other things, whether the untrue or alleged untrue statement of a material
fact or the omission or alleged omission to state a material fact relates to information supplied by the Company and the Selling Shareholder or
by the Underwriters and the parties’ relative intent, knowledge, access to information and opportunity to correct or prevent such statement or
omission.
(f)
Limitation on Liability. The Company, the Selling Shareholder and the Underwriters agree that it would not be just and
equitable if contribution pursuant to paragraph (e) above were determined by pro rata allocation (even if the Selling Shareholder or the
Underwriters were treated as one entity for such purpose) or by any other method of allocation that does not take account of the equitable
considerations referred to in paragraph (e) above. The amount paid or payable by an Indemnified Person as a result of the losses, claims,
damages and liabilities referred to in paragraph (e) above shall be deemed to include, subject to the limitations set forth above, any legal or
other expenses incurred by such Indemnified Person in connection with any such action or claim. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs
(e) and (f), in no event shall an Underwriter be required to contribute any amount in excess of the amount by which the total underwriting
discounts and commissions received by such Underwriter with respect to the offering of the Shares exceeds the amount of any damages that
such Underwriter has otherwise been required to pay by reason of such untrue or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission. No
person guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section 11(f) of the Securities Act) shall be entitled to contribution from
any person who was not guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation. The Underwriters’ obligations to contribute pursuant to paragraphs (e) and
(f) are several in proportion to their respective purchase obligations hereunder and not joint.
(g)
Non-Exclusive Remedies. The remedies provided for in this Section 9 paragraphs (a) through (f) are not exclusive and shall not
limit any rights or remedies which may otherwise be available to any Indemnified Person at law or in equity.

(h)
Directed Share Program Indemnification. The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Directed Share Underwriter,
its affiliates, directors and officers and each person, if any, who controls the Directed Share Underwriter within the meaning of either Section
15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the Exchange Act (each a “Directed Share Underwriter Entity”) from and against any and all losses,
claims, damages and liabilities (including, without limitation, any legal fees and other expenses incurred in connection with defending or
investigating any suit, action or proceeding or any claim asserted, as such fees and expenses are incurred) (i) caused by any untrue statement or
alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in any material prepared by or with the consent of the Company for distribution to
Participants in connection with the Directed Share Program or caused by any omission or alleged omission to state therein a material fact
necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; (ii) caused by the failure
of any Participant to pay for and accept delivery of Directed Shares that the Participant agreed to purchase; or (iii) related to, arising out of, or
in connection with the Directed Share Program, other than losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or expenses relating thereto) that are finally
judicially determined to have resulted from the bad faith or gross negligence of the Directed Share Underwriter Entities.
(i)
In case any proceeding (including any governmental investigation) shall be instituted involving any Directed Share Underwriter
Entity in respect of which indemnity may be sought pursuant to paragraph (g) above, the Directed Share Underwriter Entity seeking indemnity
shall promptly notify the Company in writing and the Company, upon request of the Directed Share Underwriter Entity, shall retain counsel
reasonably satisfactory to the Directed Share Underwriter Entity to represent the Directed Share Underwriter Entity and any others the
Company may designate in such proceeding and shall pay the reasonable fees and disbursements of such counsel related to such proceeding. In
any such proceeding, any Directed Share Underwriter Entity shall have the right to retain its own counsel, but the fees and expenses of such
counsel shall be at the expense of such Directed Share Underwriter Entity unless (i) the Company and such Directed Share Underwriter Entity
shall have mutually agreed to the retention of such counsel, (ii) the Company has failed within a reasonable time to retain counsel reasonably
satisfactory to such Directed Share Underwriter Entity, (iii) the Directed Share Underwriter Entity shall have reasonably concluded that there
may be legal defenses available to it that are different from or in addition to those available to the Company or (iv) the named parties to any
such proceeding (including any impleaded parties) include both the Company and the Directed Share Underwriter Entity and representation of
both parties by the same counsel would be inappropriate due to actual or potential differing interests between them. The Company shall not, in
respect of the legal expenses of the Directed Share Underwriter Entities in connection with any proceeding or related proceedings in the same
jurisdiction, be liable for the fees and expenses of more than one separate firm (in addition to any local counsel) for all Directed Share
Underwriter Entities. The Company shall not be liable for any settlement of any proceeding effected without its written consent, but if settled
with such consent, the Company agrees to indemnify the Directed Share Underwriter Entities from and against any loss or liability by reason of
such settlement. Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, if at any time any Directed Share Underwriter Entity shall have requested the
Company to reimburse such Directed Share Underwriter Entity for fees and expenses of counsel as contemplated by the second and

third sentences of this paragraph, the Company agrees that it shall be liable for any settlement of any proceeding effected without its written
consent if (i) such settlement is entered into more than 30 days after receipt by the Company of the aforesaid request and (ii) the Company
shall not have reimbursed such Directed Share Underwriter Entity in accordance with such request prior to the date of such settlement. The
Company shall not, without the prior written consent of the Directed Share Underwriter, effect any settlement of any pending or threatened
proceeding in respect of which any Directed Share Underwriter Entity is or could have been a party and indemnity could have been sought
hereunder by such Directed Share Underwriter Entity, unless (x) such settlement includes an unconditional release of the Directed Share
Underwriter Entities from all liability on claims that are the subject matter of such proceeding and (y) does not include any statement as to or
any admission of fault, culpability or a failure to act by or on behalf of the Directed Share Underwriter Entity.
(j)
To the extent the indemnification provided for in paragraph (g) above is unavailable to a Directed Share Underwriter Entity or
insufficient in respect of any losses, claims, damages or liabilities referred to therein, then the Company in lieu of indemnifying the Directed
Share Underwriter Entity thereunder, shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by the Directed Share Underwriter Entity as a result of
such losses, claims, damages or liabilities (1) in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect the relative benefits received by the Company on
the one hand and the Directed Share Underwriter Entities on the other hand from the offering of the Directed Shares or (2) if the allocation
provided by clause 7(i)(1) above is not permitted by applicable law, in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not only the relative benefits
referred to in clause 7(i)(1) above but also the relative fault of the Company on the one hand and of the Directed Share Underwriter Entities on
the other hand in connection with any statements or omissions that resulted in such losses, claims, damages or liabilities, as well as any other
relevant equitable considerations. The relative benefits received by the Company on the one hand and the Directed Share Underwriter Entities
on the other hand in connection with the offering of the Directed Shares shall be deemed to be in the same respective proportions as the net
proceeds from the offering of the Directed Shares (before deducting expenses) and the total underwriting discounts and commissions received
by the Directed Share Underwriter Entities for the Directed Shares, bear to the aggregate public offering price of the Directed Shares. If the
loss, claim, damage or liability is caused by an untrue or alleged untrue statement of material fact or the omission or alleged omission to state a
material fact, the relative fault of the Company on the one hand and the Directed Share Underwriter Entities on the other hand shall be
determined by reference to, among other things, whether the untrue or alleged untrue statement or the omission or alleged omission relates to
information supplied by the Company or by the Directed Share Underwriter Entities and the parties’ relative intent, knowledge, access to
information and opportunity to correct or prevent such statement or omission.
(k)
The Company and the Directed Share Underwriter Entities agree that it would be not just or equitable if contribution pursuant to
paragraph (i) above were determined by pro rata allocation (even if the Directed Share Underwriter Entities were treated as one entity for such
purpose) or by any other method of allocation that does not take account of the equitable considerations referred to in paragraph (i) above. The
amount paid or payable by the Directed Share Underwriter Entities as a result of the losses, claims, damages and liabilities referred to in

the immediately preceding paragraph shall be deemed to include, subject to the limitations set forth above, any legal or other expenses
reasonably incurred by the Directed Share Underwriter Entities in connection with investigating or defending such any action or claim.
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (i) above, no Directed Share Underwriter Entity shall be required to contribute any amount in
excess of the amount by which the total price at which the Directed Shares distributed to the public were offered to the public exceeds the
amount of any damages that such Directed Share Underwriter Entity has otherwise been required to pay. No person guilty of fraudulent
misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section 11(f) of the Securities Act) shall be entitled to contribution from any person who was not
guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation. The remedies provided for in paragraphs (g) through (j) are not exclusive and shall not limit any
rights or remedies which may otherwise be available to any indemnified party at law or in equity.
(l)
The indemnity and contribution provisions contained in paragraphs (g) through (j) shall remain operative and in full force and
effect regardless of (i) any termination of this Agreement, (ii) any investigation made by or on behalf of any Directed Share Underwriter Entity
or the Company, its officers or directors or any person controlling the Company and (iii) acceptance of and payment for any of the Directed
Shares.
10.

Effectiveness of Agreement. This Agreement shall become effective as of the date first written above.

11.
Termination. This Agreement may be terminated in the absolute discretion of the Representatives, by notice to the Company and
the Selling Shareholder, if after the execution and delivery of this Agreement and on or prior to the Closing Date or, in the case of the Option
Shares, prior to the Additional Closing Date (i) trading generally shall have been suspended or materially limited on or by any of the New York
Stock Exchange or the Nasdaq Stock Market; (ii) trading of any securities issued or guaranteed by the Company shall have been suspended on
any exchange or in any over-the-counter market; (iii) a general moratorium on commercial banking activities shall have been declared by
Israeli, U.S. federal or New York State authorities; or (iv) there shall have occurred any outbreak or escalation of hostilities or any change in
financial markets or any calamity or crisis, either within or outside the United States, that, in the judgment of the Representatives, is material
and adverse and makes it impracticable or inadvisable to proceed with the offering, sale or delivery of the Shares on the Closing Date or the
Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, on the terms and in the manner contemplated by this Agreement, the Pricing Disclosure Package
and the Prospectus.
12.

Defaulting Underwriter.

(a)
If, on the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, any Underwriter defaults on its obligation to
purchase the Shares that it has agreed to purchase hereunder on such date, the non-defaulting Underwriters may in their discretion arrange for
the purchase of such Shares by other persons satisfactory to the Company and the Selling Shareholder on the terms contained in this
Agreement. If, within 36 hours after any such default by any Underwriter, the non-defaulting Underwriters do not arrange for the purchase of
such Shares, then the Company and the Selling Shareholder shall be entitled to a further period of 36

hours within which to procure other persons satisfactory to the non-defaulting Underwriters to purchase such Shares on such terms. If other
persons become obligated or agree to purchase the Shares of a defaulting Underwriter, either the non-defaulting Underwriters or the Company
and the Selling Shareholder may postpone the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date (solely in the case of the non-defaulting
Underwriters and the Company), as the case may be, for up to five full business days in order to effect any changes that in the opinion of
counsel for the Company, counsel for the Selling Shareholder or counsel for the Underwriters may be necessary in the Registration Statement
and the Prospectus or in any other document or arrangement, and the Company agrees to promptly prepare any amendment or supplement to
the Registration Statement and the Prospectus that effects any such changes. As used in this Agreement, the term “Underwriter” includes, for
all purposes of this Agreement unless the context otherwise requires, any person not listed in Schedule 1 hereto that, pursuant to this Section
12, purchases Shares that a defaulting Underwriter agreed but failed to purchase.
(b)
If, after giving effect to any arrangements for the purchase of the Shares of a defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters by the nondefaulting Underwriters, the Company and the Selling Shareholder as provided in paragraph (a) above, the aggregate number of Shares that
remain unpurchased on the Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, does not exceed one-eleventh of the aggregate
number of Shares to be purchased on such date, then the Company shall have the right to require each non-defaulting Underwriter to purchase
the number of Shares that such Underwriter agreed to purchase hereunder on such date plus such Underwriter’s pro rata share (based on the
number of Shares that such Underwriter agreed to purchase on such date) of the Shares of such defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters for
which such arrangements have not been made.
(c)
If, after giving effect to any arrangements for the purchase of the Shares of a defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters by the nondefaulting Underwriters and the Company as provided in paragraph (a) above, the aggregate number of Shares that remain unpurchased on the
Closing Date or the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, exceeds one-eleventh of the aggregate amount of Shares to be purchased on
such date, or if the Company shall not exercise the right described in paragraph (b) above, then this Agreement or, with respect to any
Additional Closing Date, the obligation of the Underwriters to purchase Shares on the Additional Closing Date, as the case may be, shall
terminate without liability on the part of the non-defaulting Underwriters. Any termination of this Agreement pursuant to this Section 12 shall
be without liability on the part of the Company, except that the Company will continue to be liable for the payment of expenses as set forth in
Section 11 hereof and except that the provisions of Section 7 hereof shall not terminate and shall remain in effect.
(d)
Nothing contained herein shall relieve a defaulting Underwriter of any liability it may have to the Company, the Selling
Shareholder or any non-defaulting Underwriter for damages caused by its default.
13.

Payment of Expenses.

(a)
Whether or not the transactions contemplated by this Agreement are consummated or this Agreement is terminated, the
Company and the Selling Shareholder will

pay or cause to be paid all costs and expenses incident to the performance of its obligations hereunder, including without limitation, (i) the
costs incident to the authorization, issuance, sale, preparation and delivery of the Shares and any related taxes imposed by the State of Israel or
the United States; (ii) the costs incident to the preparation, printing and filing under the Securities Act of the Registration Statement, the
Preliminary Prospectus, any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, any Pricing Disclosure Package and the Prospectus (including all exhibits,
amendments and supplements thereto) and the distribution thereof; (iii) the fees and expenses of the Company’s counsel and independent
accountants; (iv) the fees and expenses incurred in connection with the registration or qualification and determination of eligibility for
investment of the Shares under the laws of such jurisdictions as the Representatives may designate and the preparation, printing and
distribution of a Blue Sky Memorandum (including the related fees and expenses of counsel for the Underwriters); (v) the cost of preparing
share certificates; (vi) the costs and charges of any transfer agent and any registrar and of I.B.I.; (vii) all expenses and application fees incurred
in connection with any filing with, and clearance of the offering by, FINRA in an amount not to exceed $40,000; (viii) all expenses incurred by
the Company in connection with any “road show” presentation to potential investors ; and (ix) all expenses and application fees related to the
listing of the Shares on the NYSE and (x) all of the fees and disbursements of counsel incurred by the Underwriters in connection with the
Directed Share Program and stamp duties, similar taxes or duties or other taxes, if any, incurred by the Underwriters in connection with the
Directed Share Program.
(b)
If (i) this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 11(ii) hereof, (ii) the Company or the Selling Shareholder for any reason
fail to tender the Shares for delivery to the Underwriters (other than by reason of a default by any Underwriter) or (iii) the Underwriters decline
to purchase the Shares for any reason permitted under this Agreement, the Company and the Selling Shareholder agree to reimburse the
Underwriters for all reasonable and documented out-of-pocket costs and expenses (including the reasonable and documented fees and expenses
of their counsel) reasonably incurred by the Underwriters in connection with this Agreement and the offering contemplated hereby. For the
avoidance of doubt, the Company will not pay or reimburse any costs, fees or expenses incurred by any underwriter that defaults on its
obligation to purchase the Shares as provided hereby.
14.
Persons Entitled to Benefit of Agreement. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto
and their respective successors and the officers and directors and any controlling persons referred to herein, and the affiliates of each
Underwriter referred to in Section 9 hereof. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to give any other person any legal or
equitable right, remedy or claim under or in respect of this Agreement or any provision contained herein. No purchaser of Shares from any
Underwriter shall be deemed to be a successor merely by reason of such purchase.
15.
Survival. The respective indemnities, rights of contribution, representations, warranties and agreements of the Company, the
Selling Shareholder and the Underwriters contained in this Agreement or made by or on behalf of the Company, the Selling Shareholder or the
Underwriters pursuant to this Agreement or any certificate delivered pursuant hereto shall survive the delivery of and payment for the Shares
and shall remain in full force and effect,

regardless of any termination of this Agreement or any investigation made by or on behalf of the Company, the Selling Shareholder or the
Underwriters or the directors, officers, controlling persons or affiliates referred to in Section 9 hereof.
16.
Certain Defined Terms. For purposes of this Agreement, (a) except where otherwise expressly provided, the term “affiliate” has
the meaning set forth in Rule 405 under the Securities Act; (b) the term “business day” means any day other than a day on which banks are
permitted or required to be closed in New York City; and(c) the term “subsidiary” has the meaning set forth in Rule 405 under the Securities
Act; and (d) the term “significant subsidiary” has the meaning set forth in Rule 1-02 of Regulation S-X under the Exchange Act.
17.
Compliance with USA Patriot Act. In accordance with the requirements of the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56
(signed into law October 26, 2001)), the Underwriters are required to obtain, verify and record information that identifies their respective
clients, including the Company and the Selling Shareholder, which information may include the name and address of their respective clients, as
well as other information that will allow the Underwriters to properly identify their respective clients and the Company shall provide to the
Underwriters such information with respect to the Company as may be reasonably requested by the Underwriters from time to time.
18.

Miscellaneous.

(a)
Notices. All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given if
mailed or transmitted and confirmed by any standard form of telecommunication. Notices to the Underwriters shall be given to the
Representatives c/o J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, 383 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10179 (fax: (212) 622-8358); Attention: Equity
Syndicate Desk and Citigroup Global Markets Inc., 388 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 10013 (fax: (646) 2911469); Attention: General Counsel, with copies to Latham & Watkins LLP, 885 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022; Attention: Nathan
Ajiashvili. Notices to the Company and the Selling Shareholder shall be given to them at Similarweb Ltd., 121 Menachem Begin Rd., Tel
Aviv-Yafo 6701203, Israel; Attention: David Kaplansky and Jason Schwartz, and to Cooley LLP, 55 Hudson Yards, New York, New York
10001; Attention: Nicole Brookshire.
(b)
Governing Law. This Agreement and any claim, controversy or dispute arising under or related to this Agreement shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.
(c)
Submission to Jurisdiction. Each of the Company and the Selling Shareholder hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
U.S. federal and New York state courts in the Borough of Manhattan in The City of New York in any suit or proceeding arising out of or
relating to this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby. The Company and the Selling Shareholder waive any objection which it
may now or hereafter have to the laying of venue of any such suit or proceeding in such courts. The Company and the Selling Shareholder
agree that final judgment in any such suit, action or proceeding brought in such court shall be conclusive and binding upon the Company and
each Selling Shareholder, as applicable, and may

be enforced in any court to the jurisdiction of which Company and the Selling Shareholder, as applicable, is subject by a suit upon such
judgment. The Company and the Selling Shareholder irrevocably appoint Similarweb Inc., located 35 East 21st Street, New York, New York
10010, as its authorized agent in the Borough of Manhattan in The City of New York upon which process may be served in any such suit or
proceeding, and agrees that service of process upon such authorized agent, and written notice of such service to the Company or the Selling
Shareholder, as the case may be, by the person serving the same to the address provided in this Section 18(c) shall be deemed in every respect
effective service of process upon the Company and such Selling Shareholder in any such suit or proceeding. Each of the Company and the
Selling Shareholder hereby represents and warrants that such authorized agent has accepted such appointment and has agreed to act as such
authorized agent for service of process. Each of the Company and the Selling Shareholder further agree to take any and all action as may be
necessary to maintain such designation and appointment of such authorized agent in full force and effect for a period of seven years from the
date of this Agreement.
(d)
Judgment Currency. The Company and the Selling Shareholder agree to indemnify each Underwriter, its directors, officers,
affiliates and each person, if any, who controls such Underwriter within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the
Exchange Act, against any loss incurred by such Underwriter as a result of any judgment or order being given or made for any amount due
hereunder and such judgment or order being expressed and paid in a currency (the “judgment currency”) other than U.S. dollars and as a result
of any variation as between (i) the rate of exchange at which the U.S. dollar amount is converted into the judgment currency for the purpose of
such judgment or order, and (ii) the rate of exchange at which such indemnified person is able to purchase U.S. dollars with the amount of the
judgment currency actually received by the indemnified person. The foregoing indemnity shall constitute a separate and independent obligation
of the Company and the Selling Shareholder and shall continue in full force and effect notwithstanding any such judgment or order as
aforesaid. The term “rate of exchange” shall include any premiums and costs of exchange payable in connection with the purchase of, or
conversion into, the relevant currency.
(e)
Payments. All payments made or deemed to be made by the Company to the Underwriters, if any, under this Agreement shall be
made exclusive of and without withholding or deduction for or on account of any present or future taxes, duties, assessments or governmental
charges of whatever nature (other than taxes on net income or similar taxes) imposed or levied by or on behalf of the State of Israel or any
political subdivision or any taxing authority thereof or therein or of any other jurisdiction in which the Company is organized or incorporated,
engaged in business for tax purposes or is otherwise resident for tax purposes or has a permanent establishment, any jurisdiction from or
through which a payment is made by or on behalf of the Company, or any political subdivision, authority or agency in or of any of the
foregoing having power to tax, unless the Company is or becomes required by law to withhold or deduct such taxes, duties, assessments or
governmental charges. In such event, the Company will pay such additional amounts which will result, after such withholding or deduction, in
the receipt by each Underwriter, of the amounts that would otherwise have been received had such deduction or withholding not been required.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, in no event shall the Company be liable to pay (or pay additional amounts with respect to) any

taxes, duties, assessments governmental charges, withholding or deduction imposed on an Underwriter by the State of Israel or any other
relevant jurisdiction or any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof or therein as set forth above as a result of the Underwriter being
(currently or in the past) a tax resident of, or having a permanent establishment in, the jurisdiction imposing the tax or as a result of any present
or former connection (other than the entering into this Agreement and any connection resulting from the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement) between the Underwriter and the jurisdiction imposing such tax, withholding or deductions or, to the extent resulting from the
Underwriter’s services under this Agreement having been performed by the Underwriter inside the State of Israel. The Underwriters shall
reasonably cooperate with the Company, by providing reasonably required information for the Company to obtain an exemption certificate
from withholding or deduction in connection with the payments under this Agreement, if any.
(f)
Waiver of Immunity. To the extent that the Company or the Selling Shareholder has or hereafter may acquire any immunity
(sovereign or otherwise) from jurisdiction of any court of (i) the State of Israel, or any political subdivision thereof, (ii) the United States or the
State of New York, (iii) any jurisdiction in which it owns or leases property or assets or from any legal process (whether through service of
notice, attachment prior to judgment, attachment in aid of execution, execution, set-off or otherwise) with respect to themselves or their
respective property and assets or this Agreement, the Company and the Selling Shareholder hereby irrevocably waive such immunity in respect
of its obligations under this Agreement to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.
(g)
Waiver of Jury Trial. Each of the parties hereto hereby waives any right to trial by jury in any suit or proceeding arising out of or
relating to this Agreement.

(h)

Recognition of the U.S. Special Resolution Regimes.

(i)
In the event that any Underwriter that is a Covered Entity becomes subject to a proceeding under a U.S. Special Resolution
Regime, the transfer from such Underwriter of this Agreement, and any interest and obligation in or under this Agreement, will be
effective to the same extent as the transfer would be effective under the U.S. Special Resolution Regime if this Agreement, and any such
interest and obligation, were governed by the laws of the United States or a state of the United States.
(ii)
In the event that any Underwriter that is a Covered Entity or a BHC Act Affiliate of such Underwriter becomes subject to
a proceeding under a U.S. Special Resolution Regime, Default Rights under this Agreement that may be exercised against such
Underwriter are permitted to be exercised to no greater extent than such Default Rights could be exercised under the U.S. Special
Resolution Regime if this Agreement were governed by the laws of the United States or a state of the United States.
As used in this Section 18(h):
“BHC Act Affiliate” has the meaning assigned to the term “affiliate” in, and shall be interpreted in accordance with, 12 U.S.C. §
1841(k).

“Covered Entity” means any of the following:
(i) a “covered entity” as that term is defined in, and interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. § 252.82(b);

(ii) a “covered bank” as that term is defined in, and interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. § 47.3(b); or
(iii) a “covered FSI” as that term is defined in, and interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. § 382.2(b).
“Default Right” has the meaning assigned to that term in, and shall be interpreted in accordance with, 12 C.F.R. §§ 252.81, 47.2
or 382.1, as applicable.
“U.S. Special Resolution Regime” means each of (i) the Federal Deposit Insurance Act and the regulations promulgated
thereunder and (ii) Title II of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and the regulations promulgated
thereunder.
(i)
Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in counterparts (which may include counterparts delivered by any standard form
of telecommunication), each of which shall be an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. This
Agreement may be delivered via facsimile, electronic mail (including pdf or any electronic signature complying with the U.S. federal ESIGN
Act of 2000, e.g., www.docusign.com or www.echosign.com) or other transmission method of any counterpart so delivered shall be deemed to
have been duly and validly delivered and be valid and effective for all purposes.

(j)
Amendments or Waivers. No amendment or waiver of any provision of this Agreement, nor any consent or approval to any
departure therefrom, shall in any event be effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the parties hereto.
(k)
Headings. The headings herein are included for convenience of reference only and are not intended to be part of, or to affect the
meaning or interpretation of, this Agreement.

[Signature page follows. Remainder of the page left blank.]

If the foregoing is in accordance with your understanding, please indicate your acceptance of this Agreement by signing in the space
provided below.
Very truly yours,
SIMILARWEB LTD.
By:
Name:
Title:
Or Offer
By:
Accepted: As of the date first written above
J.P. MORGAN SECURITIES LLC
CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC.
BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC.
JEFFERIES LLC
For itself and on behalf of the
several Underwriters listed
in Schedule 1 hereto.

J.P. MORGAN SECURITIES LLC

By:
Name:
Title:

CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC.

By:
Name:
Title:
BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC.

By:
Name:
Title:
JEFFERIES LLC

By:
Name:
Title:

Schedule 1

Underwriter
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Barclays Capital Inc.
Jefferies LLC
JMP Securities LLC
Oppenheimer
William Blair & Company, L.L.C.

Number of Underwritten Shares

Total

[l]
[l]
[l]
[l]
[l]
[l]
[l]
[l]

Schedule 2

Selling Shareholder:
Or Offer

Number of
Underwritten Shares:
[l]

Schedule 3
Significant Subsidiaries
Company Name

Jurisdiction of Incorporation

Similarweb Inc.

Delaware

Similarweb UK Ltd.

United Kingdom

Similarweb Japan K.K.

Japan

Similarweb Australia Pty Ltd.

Australia

Similarweb Germany Gmbh

Germany

Similarweb France SAS

France

Annex A
a. Issuer Free Writing Prospectus(es)
[To list each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus to be included in the Pricing Disclosure Package]
b. Pricing Information Provided by Underwriters
Initial Public Offering Price Per Share: $ [l]
Number of Shares: [l] Underwritten Shares
plus
[l] Option Shares

Annex B
Written Testing-the-Waters Communications
Investor Presentation, dated March, 2021.

Annex C
SIMILARWEB LTD.
Pricing Term Sheet
[None.]

Exhibit 3.2

THE COMPANIES LAW, 1999
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
---------------ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
OF
SIMILARWEB LTD.
As Adopted on _____, 2021
PRELIMINARY
1. DEFINITIONS; INTERPRETATION.
(a) In these Articles, the following terms (whether or not capitalized) shall bear the meanings set forth opposite them, respectively,
unless the subject or context requires otherwise.
"Articles"

shall mean these Articles of Association, as amended from time to time.

“Board of Directors”

shall mean the Board of Directors of the Company.

“Chairperson”

shall mean the Chairperson of the Board of Directors, or the Chairperson of the
General Meeting, as the context implies;

“Company”

shall mean Similarweb Ltd.

“Companies Law”

shall mean the Israeli Companies Law, 5759-1999 and the regulations promulgated
thereunder. The Companies Law shall include reference to the Companies
Ordinance (New Version), 5743-1983, of the State of Israel, to the extent in effect
according to the provisions thereof.

“Director(s)”

shall mean the member(s) of the Board of Directors holding office at a given time.

“External Director(s)”

shall have the meaning provided for such term in the Companies Law.

“General Meeting”

shall mean an Annual General Meeting or Special General Meeting of the
Shareholders (each as defined in Article 23 of these Articles), as the case may be.

“NIS”

shall mean New Israeli Shekels.

“Office”

shall mean the registered office of the Company at a given time.

“Office Holder” or “Officer”

shall have the meaning provided for such term in the Companies Law.

“Economic Competition Law”

shall mean the Israeli Economic Competition Law, 5758-1988 and the regulations
promulgated thereunder.

“Securities Law”

shall mean the Israeli Securities Law 5728-1968 and the regulations promulgated
thereunder.

“Shareholder(s)”

shall mean the shareholder(s) of the Company, at any given time.
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(b) Unless the context shall otherwise require: words in the singular shall also include the plural, and vice versa; any pronoun shall
include the corresponding masculine, feminine and neuter forms; the words “include”, “includes” and “including” shall be deemed to be
followed by the phrase “without limitation”; the words “herein”, “hereof” and “hereunder” and words of similar import refer to these
Articles in their entirety and not to any part hereof; all references herein to Articles or clauses shall be deemed references to Articles or
clauses of these Articles; any references to any agreement or other instrument or law, statute or regulation are to it as amended,
supplemented or restated, from time to time (and, in the case of any law, to any successor provisions or re-enactment or modification
thereof being in force at the time); any reference to “law” shall include any law (‘din’) as defined in the Interpretation Law, 5741-1981 and
any applicable supranational, national, federal, state, local, or foreign statute or law and shall be deemed also to refer to all rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder; any reference to a “day” or a number of “days” (without any explicit reference otherwise, such as to
business days) shall be interpreted as a reference to a calendar day or number of calendar days; any reference to a business day or business
days shall mean each calendar day other than any calendar day on which commercial banks in New York, New York or Tel-Aviv, Israel
are authorized or required by applicable law to close; reference to a month or year means according to the Gregorian calendar; any
reference to a “Person” shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, association, estate, any political,
governmental, regulatory or similar agency or body or other legal entity; and reference to “written” or “in writing” shall include written,
printed, photocopied, typed, any electronic communication (including email, facsimile, signed electronically (in Adobe PDF, DocuSign or
any other format)) or produced by any visible substitute for writing, or partly one and partly another, and signed shall be construed
accordingly.
(c)
The captions in these Articles are for convenience only and shall not be deemed a part hereof or affect the construction or
interpretation of any provision hereof.
(d)

The specific provisions of these Articles shall supersede the provisions of the Companies Law to the extent permitted thereunder.
LIMITED LIABILITY

2.

The Company is a limited liability company and each Shareholder’s liability for the Company’s debts is therefore limited (in addition to any
liabilities under any contract) to the payment of the full amount (par value (if any) and premium) such Shareholder was required to pay the
Company for such Shareholder’s Shares (as defined below) and which amount has not yet been paid by such Shareholder.
COMPANY'S OBJECTIVES

3. OBJECTIVES.
The Company’s objectives are to carry on any business, and do any act, which is not prohibited by law.
4. DONATIONS.
The Company may donate a reasonable amount of money (in cash or in kind, including the Company’s securities) to worthy purposes such as the
Board of Directors may determine in its
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discretion, even if such donations are not made on the basis or within the scope of business considerations of the Company.
SHARE CAPITAL
5. AUTHORIZED SHARE CAPITAL.
(a) The authorized share capital of the Company shall consist of is NIS 5,000,000, divided into 500,000,000 Ordinary Shares, par value
NIS 0.01 per share (the “Shares”).
(b)

The Shares shall rank pari passu in all respects. The Shares may be redeemable to the extent set forth in Article 18.

6. INCREASE OF AUTHORIZED SHARE CAPITAL.
(a) The Company may, from time to time, by a Shareholders’ resolution, whether or not all of the shares then authorized have been
issued, and whether or not all of the shares theretofore issued have been called up for payment, increase its authorized share capital by
increasing the number of shares it is authorized to issue. Any such increase shall be in such amount and shall be divided into shares of such
nominal amounts, and such shares shall confer such rights and preferences, and shall be subject to such restrictions, as such resolution shall
provide.
(b)
Except to the extent otherwise provided in such resolution, any new shares included in the authorized share capital increase as
aforesaid shall be subject to all of the provisions of these Articles that are applicable to shares that are included in the existing share capital.
7. SPECIAL OR CLASS RIGHTS; MODIFICATION OF RIGHTS.
(a) The Company may, from time to time, by a Shareholders’ resolution, provide for shares with such preferred or deferred rights or
other special rights and/or such restrictions, whether in regard to dividends, voting, repayment of share capital or otherwise, as may be
stipulated in such resolution.
(b) If at any time the share capital of the Company is divided into different classes of shares, the rights attached to any class, unless
otherwise provided by these Articles, may be modified or cancelled by the Company by a resolution of the General Meeting of the holders
of all shares as one class, without any required separate resolution of any class of shares.
(c) The provisions of these Articles relating to General Meetings shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to any separate General Meeting of the
holders of the shares of a particular class, it being clarified that the requisite quorum at any such separate General Meeting shall be two or
more Shareholders present in person or by proxy and holding not less than thirty-three and one-third percent (33⅓%) of the issued shares
of such class, provided, however, that if such separate General Meeting of the holders of the particular class was initiated and convened
pursuant to a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors and at the time of such meeting the Company is a “foreign private issuer” under
the US securities laws, the requisite quorum at any such separate General Meeting shall be two or more Shareholders present in person or
by proxy and holding not less than twenty five percent (25%) of the issued shares of such class.
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(d) Unless otherwise provided by these Articles, an increase in the authorized share capital, the creation of a new class of shares, an
increase in the authorized share capital of a class of shares, or the issuance of additional shares thereof out of the authorized and unissued
share capital, shall not be deemed, for purposes of this Article 7, to modify or derogate or cancel the rights attached to previously issued
shares of such class or of any other class.
8. CONSOLIDATION, DIVISION, CANCELLATION AND REDUCTION OF SHARE CAPITAL .
(a)

The Company may, from time to time, by or pursuant to an authorization of a Shareholders’ resolution, and subject to applicable law:
(i) consolidate all or any part of its issued or unissued authorized share capital into shares of a per share par value which is larger,
equal to or smaller than the per share par value of its existing shares;
(ii) divide or sub-divide its shares (issued or unissued) or any of them, into shares of smaller or the same par value (subject,
however, to the provisions of the Companies Law), and the resolution whereby any share is divided may determine that, as among
the holders of the shares resulting from such subdivision, one or more of the shares may, in contrast to others, have any such
preferred or deferred rights or rights of redemption or other special rights, or be subject to any such restrictions, as the Company
may attach to unissued or new shares;
(iii) cancel any authorized shares which, at the date of the adoption of such resolution, have not been issued to any person nor
has the Company made any commitment, including a conditional commitment, to issue such shares, and reduce the amount of its
share capital by the amount of the shares so canceled; or
(iv)

reduce its share capital in any manner.

(b) With respect to any consolidation of issued shares and with respect to any other action which may result in fractional shares, the
Board of Directors may settle any difficulty which may arise with regard thereto, as it deems fit, and, in connection with any such
consolidation or other action which could result in fractional shares, may, without limiting its aforesaid power:
(i) determine, as to the holder of shares so consolidated, which issued shares shall be consolidated (and the par value of any such
consolidated shares);
(ii)
issue, in contemplation of or subsequent to such consolidation or other action, shares sufficient to preclude or remove
fractional share holdings;
(iii)

redeem such shares or fractional shares sufficient to preclude or remove fractional share holdings;

(iv) round up, round down or round to the nearest whole number, any fractional shares resulting from the consolidation or from
any other action which may result in fractional shares; or
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(v) cause the transfer of fractional shares by certain Shareholders of the Company to other Shareholders thereof so as to most
expediently preclude or remove any fractional shareholdings, and cause the transferees of such fractional shares to pay the
transferors thereof the fair value thereof, and the Board of Directors is hereby authorized to act in connection with such transfer, as
agent for the transferors and transferees of any such fractional shares, with full power of substitution, for the purposes of
implementing the provisions of this sub-Article 8(b)(v).
9. ISSUANCE OF SHARE CERTIFICATES, REPLACEMENT OF LOST CERTIFICATES. .
(a) To the extent that the Board of Directors determines that all shares shall be certificated or, if the Board of Directors does not so
determine, to the extent that any Shareholder requests a share certificate or the Company’s transfer agent so requires, share certificates
shall be issued under the corporate seal of the Company or its written, typed or stamped name and shall bear the signature of one Director,
the Company’s Chief Executive Officer, or any person or persons authorized therefor by the Board of Directors. Signatures may be affixed
in any mechanical or electronic form, as the Board of Directors may prescribe.
(b) Subject to the provisions of Article 9(a), each Shareholder shall be entitled to one numbered certificate for all of the shares of any
class registered in his or her name. Each certificate shall specify the serial numbers of the shares represented thereby and may also specify
the amount paid up thereon. The Company (as determined by an officer of the Company to be designated by the Chief Executive Officer)
shall not refuse a request by a Shareholder to obtain several certificates in place of one certificate, unless such request is, in the opinion of
such officer, unreasonable. Where a Shareholder has sold or transferred a portion of such Shareholder’s shares, such Shareholder shall be
entitled to receive a certificate in respect of such Shareholder’s remaining shares, provided that the previous certificate is delivered to the
Company before the issuance of a new certificate.
(c) A share certificate registered in the names of two or more persons shall be delivered to the person first named in the Register of
Shareholders in respect of such co-ownership.
(d) A share certificate which has been defaced, lost or destroyed, may be replaced, and the Company shall issue a new certificate to
replace such defaced, lost or destroyed certificate upon payment of such fee, and upon the furnishing of such evidence of ownership and
such indemnity, as the Board of Directors in its discretion deems fit.
10.

REGISTERED HOLDER.
Except as otherwise provided in these Articles or the Companies Law, the Company shall be entitled to treat the registered holder of each share as
the absolute owner thereof, and accordingly, shall not, except as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction, or as required by the Companies
Law, be obligated to recognize any equitable or other claim to, or interest in, such share on the part of any other person.
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11.

ISSUANCE AND REPURCHASE OF SHARES.
(a) The unissued shares from time to time shall be under the control of the Board of Directors (and, to the extent permitted by law, any
Committee thereof), which shall have the power to issue or otherwise dispose of shares and of securities convertible or exercisable into or
other rights to acquire from the Company to such persons, on such terms and conditions (including, inter alia, price, with or without
premium, discount or commission, and terms relating to calls set forth in Article 13 hereof), and at such times, as the Board of Directors
(or the Committee, as the case may be) deems fit, and the power to give to any person the option to acquire from the Company any shares
or securities convertible or exercisable into or other rights to acquire from the Company on such terms and conditions (including, inter alia,
price, with or without premium, discount or commission), during such time as the Board of Directors (or the Committee, as the case may
be) deems fit.
(b) The Company may at any time and from time to time, subject to the Companies Law, repurchase or finance the purchase of any
shares or other securities issued by the Company, in such manner and under such terms as the Board of Directors shall determine, whether
from any one or more Shareholders. Such purchase shall not be deemed as payment of dividends and as such, no Shareholder will have the
right to require the Company to purchase his or her shares or offer to purchase shares from any other Shareholders.

12.

PAYMENT IN INSTALLMENT.
If pursuant to the terms of issuance of any share, all or any portion of the price thereof shall be payable in installments, every such installment shall
be paid to the Company on the due date thereof by the then registered holder(s) of the share or the person(s) then entitled thereto.

13.

CALLS ON SHARES.
(a) The Board of Directors may, from time to time, as it, in its discretion, deems fit, make calls for payment upon Shareholders in respect
of any sum (including premium) which has not been paid up in respect of shares held by such Shareholders and which is not, pursuant to
the terms of issuance of such shares or otherwise, payable at a fixed time, and each Shareholder shall pay the amount of every call so made
upon him or her (and of each installment thereof if the same is payable in installments), to the person(s) and at the time(s) and place(s)
designated by the Board of Directors, as any such times may be thereafter extended and/or such person(s) or place(s) changed. Unless
otherwise stipulated in the resolution of the Board of Directors (and in the notice hereafter referred to), each payment in response to a call
shall be deemed to constitute a pro rata payment on account of all the shares in respect of which such call was made.
(b) Notice of any call for payment by a shareholder shall be given in writing to such shareholder not less than fourteen (14) days prior to
the time of payment fixed in such notice, and shall specify the time and place of payment, and the person to whom such payment is to be
made. Prior to the time for any such payment fixed in a notice of a call given to a shareholder, the Board of Directors may in its absolute
discretion, by notice in writing to such shareholder, revoke such call in whole or in part, extend the time fixed for payment thereof, or
designate a different place of payment or person to whom payment is to be made. In the event of a call payable in installments, only one
notice thereof need be given.
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(c) If pursuant to the terms of issuance of a share or otherwise, an amount is made payable at a fixed time (whether on account of the par
value of such share or by way of premium), such amount shall be payable at such time as if it were payable by virtue of a call made by the
Board of Directors and for which notice was given in accordance with paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article 13, and the provision of these
Articles with regard to calls (and the non-payment thereof) shall be applicable to such amount or such installment (and the non-payment
thereof).
(d) Joint holders of a share shall be jointly and severally liable to pay all calls for payment in respect of such share and all interest
payable thereon.
(e) Any amount called for payment which is not paid when due shall bear interest from the date fixed for payment until actual payment
thereof, at such rate (not exceeding the then prevailing debitory rate charged by leading commercial banks in Israel), and payable at such
time(s) as the Board of Directors may prescribe.
(f) Upon the issuance of shares, the Board of Directors may provide for differences among the holders of such shares as to the amounts
and times for payment of calls for payment in respect of such shares.
14.

PREPAYMENT.
With the approval of the Board of Directors, any Shareholder may pay to the Company any amount not yet payable in respect of his or her shares,
and the Board of Directors may approve the payment by the Company of interest on any such amount until the same would be payable if it had not
been paid in advance, at such rate and time(s) as may be approved by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may at any time cause the
Company to repay all or any part of the money so advanced, without premium or penalty. Nothing in this Article 14 shall derogate from the right
of the Board of Directors to make any call for payment before or after receipt by the Company of any such advance.

15.

FORFEITURE AND SURRENDER.
(a) If any Shareholder fails to pay an amount payable by virtue of a call, installment or interest thereon as provided for in accordance
herewith, on or before the day fixed for payment of the same, the Board of Directors may at any time after the day fixed for such payment,
so long as such amount (or any portion thereof) or interest thereon (or any portion thereof) remains unpaid, forfeit all or any of the shares in
respect of which such payment was called for. All expenses incurred by the Company in attempting to collect any such amount or interest
thereon, including, without limitation, attorneys’ fees and costs of legal proceedings, shall be added to, and shall, for all purposes
(including the accrual of interest thereon) constitute a part of, the amount payable to the Company in respect of such call.
(b) Upon the adoption of a resolution as to the forfeiture of a Shareholder’s share, the Board of Directors shall cause notice thereof to be
given to such Shareholder, which notice shall state that, in the event of the failure to pay the entire amount so payable by a date specified in
the notice (which date shall be not less than fourteen (14) days after the date such notice is given and which may be extended by the Board
of Directors), such shares shall be ipso facto forfeited, provided, however, that, prior to such date, the Board of Directors may cancel such
resolution of forfeiture, but no such cancellation shall stop the Board of Directors from adopting a further resolution of forfeiture in respect
of the non-payment of the same amount.
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(c)
Without derogating from Articles 51 and 55 hereof, whenever shares are forfeited as herein provided, all dividends, if any,
theretofore declared in respect thereof and not actually paid shall be deemed to have been forfeited at the same time.
(d)

The Company, by resolution of the Board of Directors, may accept the voluntary surrender of any share.

(e) Any share forfeited or surrendered as provided herein, shall become the property of the Company as a dormant share, and the same,
subject to the provisions of these Articles, may be sold, re-issued or otherwise disposed of as the Board of Directors deems fit.
(f) Any person whose shares have been forfeited or surrendered shall cease to be a shareholder in respect of the forfeited or surrendered
shares, but shall, notwithstanding, be liable to pay, and shall forthwith pay, to the Company, all calls, interest and expenses owing upon or
in respect of such shares at the time of forfeiture or surrender, together with interest thereon from the time of forfeiture or surrender until
actual payment, at the rate prescribed in Article 13(e) above, and the Board of Directors, in its discretion, may, but shall not be obligated
to, enforce or collect the payment of such amounts, or any part thereof, as it shall deem fit. In the event of such forfeiture or surrender, the
Company, by resolution of the Board of Directors, may accelerate the date(s) of payment of any or all amounts then owing to the
Company by the person in question (but not yet due) in respect of all shares owned by such Shareholder, solely or jointly with another.
(g) The Board of Directors may at any time, before any share so forfeited or surrendered shall have been sold, re-issued or otherwise
disposed of, nullify the forfeiture or surrender on such conditions as it deems fit, but no such nullification shall stop the Board of Directors
from re-exercising its powers of forfeiture pursuant to this Article 15.
16.

LIEN.
(a) Except to the extent the same may be waived or subordinated in writing, the Company shall have a first and paramount lien upon all
the shares registered in the name of each Shareholder (without regard to any equitable or other claim or interest in such shares on the part
of any other person), and upon the proceeds of the sale thereof, for his or her debts, liabilities and engagements to the Company arising
from any amount payable by such Shareholder in respect of any unpaid or partly paid share, whether or not such debt, liability or
engagement has matured. Such lien shall extend to all dividends from time to time declared or paid in respect of such share. Unless
otherwise provided, the registration by the Company of a transfer of shares shall be deemed to be a waiver on the part of the Company of
the lien (if any) existing on such shares immediately prior to such transfer.
(b) The Board of Directors may cause the Company to sell a share subject to such a lien when the debt, liability or engagement giving
rise to such lien has matured, in such manner as the Board of Directors deems fit, but no such sale shall be made unless such debt, liability
or engagement has not been satisfied within fourteen (14) days after written notice of the intention to sell shall have been served on such
Shareholder, his or her executors or administrators.
(c) The net proceeds of any such sale, after payment of the costs and expenses thereof or ancillary thereto, shall be applied in or toward
satisfaction of the debts,
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liabilities or engagements of such shareholder in respect of such share (whether or not the same have matured), and the remaining proceeds
(if any) shall be paid to the Shareholder, his or her executors, administrators or assigns.
17.

SALE AFTER FORFEITURE OR SURRENDER OR FOR ENFORCEMENT OF LIEN.
Upon any sale of a share after forfeiture or surrender or for enforcing a lien, the Board of Directors may appoint any person to execute an
instrument of transfer of the share so sold and cause the purchaser’s name to be entered in the Register of Shareholders in respect of such share.
The purchaser shall be registered as the shareholder and shall not be bound to see to the regularity of the sale proceedings, or to the application of
the proceeds of such sale, and after his or her name has been entered in the Register of Shareholders in respect of such share, the validity of the sale
shall not be impeached by any person, and the remedy of any person aggrieved by the sale shall be in damages only and against the Company
exclusively.

18.

REDEEMABLE SHARES.
The Company may, subject to applicable law, issue redeemable shares or other securities and redeem the same upon terms and conditions to be set
forth in a written agreement between the Company and the holder of such shares or in their terms of issuance.
TRANSFER OF SHARES

19.

REGISTRATION OF TRANSFER.
No transfer of shares shall be registered unless a proper writing or instrument of transfer (in any customary form or any other form satisfactory to
the Board of Directors or an officer of the Company to be designated by the Chief Executive Officer) has been submitted to the Company (or its
transfer agent), together with any share certificate(s) and such other evidence of title as the Board of Directors or an officer of the Company to be
designated by the Chief Executive Officer may require. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, shares registered in the name of The
Depository Trust Company or its nominee shall be transferrable in accordance with the policies and procedures of The Depository Trust Company.
Until the transferee has been registered in the Register of Shareholders in respect of the shares so transferred, the Company may continue to regard
the transferor as the owner thereof. The Board of Directors, may, from time to time, prescribe a fee for the registration of a transfer, and may
approve other methods of recognizing the transfer of shares in order to facilitate the trading of the Company’s shares on the New York Stock
Exchange or on any other stock exchange on which the Company’s shares are then listed for trading.

20.

SUSPENSION OF REGISTRATION.
The Board of Directors may, in its discretion to the extent it deems necessary, close the Register of Shareholders of registration of transfers of
shares for a period determined by the Board of Directors, and no registrations of transfers of shares shall be made by the Company during any such
period during which the Register of Shareholders is so closed.
TRANSMISSION OF SHARES

21.

DECEDENTS' SHARES.
Upon the death of a Shareholder, the Company shall recognize the custodian or administrator of the estate or executor of the will, and in the
absence of such, the lawful heirs of the
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Shareholder, as the only holders of the right for the shares of the deceased Shareholder, after receipt of evidence to the entitlement thereto, as
determined by the Board of Directors or an officer of the Company to be designated by the Chief Executive Officer.
22.

RECEIVERS AND LIQUIDATORS .
(a)
The Company may recognize any receiver, liquidator or similar official appointed to wind-up, dissolve or otherwise liquidate a
corporate Shareholder, and a trustee, manager, receiver, liquidator or similar official appointed in bankruptcy or in connection with the
reorganization of, or similar proceeding with respect to a Shareholder or its properties, as being entitled to the shares registered in the name
of such Shareholder.
(b) Such receiver, liquidator or similar official appointed to wind-up, dissolve or otherwise liquidate a corporate Shareholder and such
trustee, manager, receiver, liquidator or similar official appointed in bankruptcy or in connection with the reorganization of, or similar
proceedings with respect to a Shareholder or its properties, upon producing such evidence as the Board of Directors (or an officer of the
Company to be designated by the Chief Executive Officer) may deem sufficient as to his or her authority to act in such capacity or under
this Article, shall with the consent of the Board of Directors or an officer of the Company to be designated by the Chief Executive Officer
(which the Board of Directors or such officer may grant or refuse in its absolute discretion), be registered as a Shareholder in respect of
such shares, or may, subject to the regulations as to transfer herein contained, transfer such shares.
GENERAL MEETINGS

23.

GENERAL MEETINGS.
(a) An annual General Meeting (“Annual General Meeting”) shall be held at such time and at such place, either within or outside of the
State of Israel, as may be determined by the Board of Directors.
(b) All General Meetings other than Annual General Meetings shall be called “ Special General Meetings”. The Board of Directors
may, at its discretion, convene a Special General Meeting at such time and place, within or outside of the State of Israel, as may be
determined by the Board of Directors.
(c) If so determined by the Board of Directors, an Annual General Meeting or a Special General Meeting may be held through the use of
any means of communication approved by the Board of Directors, provided all of the participating Shareholders can hear each other
simultaneously. A resolution approved by use of means of communications as aforesaid, shall be deemed to be a resolution lawfully
adopted at such general meeting and a Shareholder shall be deemed present in person at such general meeting if attending such meeting
through the means of communication used at such meeting.

24.

RECORD DATE FOR GENERAL MEETING.
Notwithstanding any provision of these Articles to the contrary, and to allow the Company to determine the Shareholders entitled to notice of or to
vote at any General Meeting or any adjournment thereof, or entitled to receive payment of any dividend or other distribution or grant of any rights,
or entitled to exercise any rights in respect of or to take or be the subject of
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any other action, the Board of Directors may fix a record date for the General Meeting, which shall not be more than the maximum period and not
less than the minimum period permitted by law. A determination of Shareholders of record entitled to notice of or to vote at a General Meeting
shall apply to any adjournment of the meeting; provided, however, that the Board of Directors may fix a new record date for the adjourned
meeting.
25.

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL REQUEST .
(a) Any Shareholder or Shareholders of the Company holding at least the required percentage under the Companies Law of the voting
rights of the Company which entitles such Shareholder(s) to require the Company to include a matter on the agenda of a General Meeting
(the “Proposing Shareholder(s)”) may request, subject to the Companies Law, that the Board of Directors include a matter on the agenda
of a General Meeting to be held in the future, provided that the Board of Directors determines that the matter is appropriate to be
considered at a General Meeting (a “Proposal Request”). In order for the Board of Directors to consider a Proposal Request and whether
to include the matter stated therein in the agenda of a General Meeting, notice of the Proposal Request must be timely delivered in
accordance with applicable law, and the Proposal Request must comply with the requirements of these Articles (including this Article 25)
and any applicable law and stock exchange rules and regulations. The Proposal Request must be in writing, signed by all of the Proposing
Shareholder(s) making such request, delivered, either in person or by registered mail, postage prepaid, and received by the Secretary (or, in
the absence thereof, by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company). To be considered timely, a Proposal Request must be received
within the time periods prescribed by applicable law. The announcement of an adjournment or postponement of a General Meeting shall
not commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the delivery of a Proposal Request as described above. In addition to any
information required to be included in accordance with applicable law, a Proposal Request must include the following: (i) the name,
address, telephone number, fax number and email address of the Proposing Shareholder (or each Proposing Shareholder, as the case may
be) and, if an entity, the name(s) of the person(s) that controls or manages such entity; (ii) the number of Shares held by the Proposing
Shareholder(s), directly or indirectly (and, if any of such Shares are held indirectly, an explanation of how they are held and by whom),
which shall be in such number no less than as is required to qualify as a Proposing Shareholder, accompanied by evidence satisfactory to
the Company of the record holding of such Shares by the Proposing Shareholder(s) as of the date of the Proposal Request; (iii) the matter
requested to be included on the agenda of a General Meeting, all information related to such matter, the reason that such matter is proposed
to be brought before the General Meeting, the complete text of the resolution that the Proposing Shareholder proposes to be voted upon at
the General Meeting, and a representation that the Proposing Shareholder(s) intend to appear in person or by proxy at the meeting; (iv) a
description of all arrangements or understandings between the Proposing Shareholders and any other Person(s) (naming such Person or
Persons) in connection with the matter that is requested to be included on the agenda and a declaration signed by all Proposing
Shareholder(s) of whether any of them has a personal interest in the matter and, if so, a description in reasonable detail of such personal
interest; (v) a description of all Derivative Transactions (as defined below) by each Proposing Shareholder(s) during the previous twelve
(12) month period, including the date of the transactions and the class, series and number of securities involved in, and the material
economic terms of, such Derivative Transactions; and (vi) a declaration that all of the information that is required under the Companies
Law and any other applicable law and stock exchange rules and regulations to be provided
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to the Company in connection with such matter, if any, has been provided to the Company. The Board of Directors, may, in its discretion,
to the extent it deems necessary, request that the Proposing Shareholder(s) provide additional information necessary so as to include a
matter in the agenda of a General Meeting, as the Board of Directors may reasonably require.
A “Derivative Transaction” means any agreement, arrangement, interest or understanding entered into by, or on behalf or for the benefit of, any
Proposing Shareholder or any of its affiliates or associates, whether of record or beneficial: (1) the value of which is derived in whole or in part
from the value of any class or series of shares or other securities of the Company, (2) which otherwise provides any direct or indirect opportunity
to gain or share in any gain derived from a change in the value of securities of the Company, (3) the effect or intent of which is to mitigate loss,
manage risk or benefit of security value or price changes, or (4) which provides the right to vote or increase or decrease the voting power of, such
Proposing Shareholder, or any of its affiliates or associates, with respect to any shares or other securities of the Company, which agreement,
arrangement, interest or understanding may include, without limitation, any option, warrant, debt position, note, bond, convertible security, swap,
stock appreciation right, short position, profit interest, hedge, right to dividends, voting agreement, performance-related fee or arrangement to
borrow or lend shares (whether or not subject to payment, settlement, exercise or conversion in any such class or series), and any proportionate
interest of such Proposing Shareholder in the securities of the Company held by any general or limited partnership, or any limited liability
company, of which such Proposing Shareholder is, directly or indirectly, a general partner or managing member.
(b) The information required pursuant to this Article shall be updated as of (i) the record date of the General Meeting, (ii) five business
days before the General Meeting, and (iii) as of the General Meeting, and any adjournment or postponement thereof.
(c) The provisions of Articles 25(a) and 25(b) shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to any matter to be included on the agenda of a Special
General Meeting which is convened pursuant to a request of a Shareholder duly delivered to the Company in accordance with the
Companies Law.
(d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, this Article 25 may only be amended, replaced or suspended by a resolution adopted
at a General Meeting by a supermajority of at least 65% of the total voting power of the Shareholders.
26.

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETINGS; OMISSION TO GIVE NOTICE .
(a)

The Company is not required to give notice of a General Meeting, subject to any mandatory provision of the Companies Law.

(b)
The accidental omission to give notice of a General Meeting to any Shareholder, or the non-receipt of notice sent to such
Shareholder, shall not invalidate the proceedings at such meeting or any resolution adopted thereat.
(c) No Shareholder present, in person or by proxy, at any time during a General Meeting shall be entitled to seek the cancellation or
invalidation of any proceedings or resolutions adopted at such General Meeting on account of any defect in the notice of such meeting
relating to the time or the place thereof, or any item acted upon at such meeting.
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(d)
In addition to any places at which the Company may make available for review by Shareholders the full text of the proposed
resolutions to be adopted at a General Meeting, as required by the Companies Law, the Company may add additional places for
Shareholders to review such proposed resolutions, including an internet site.
PROCEEDINGS AT GENERAL MEETINGS
27.

QUORUM.
(a) No business shall be transacted at a General Meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, unless the quorum required under these Articles
for such General Meeting or such adjourned meeting, as the case may be, is present when the meeting proceeds to business.
(b)
In the absence of contrary provisions in these Articles, the requisite quorum for any General Meeting shall be two or more
Shareholders (not in default in payment of any sum referred to in Article 13 hereof) present in person or by proxy and holding shares
conferring in the aggregate at least thirty-three and one-third percent (33⅓%) of the voting power of the Company, provided, however, that
with respect to any General Meeting that was initiated by and convened pursuant to a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors and at
the time of such General Meeting the Company is a “foreign private issuer” under the US securities laws, the requisite quorum shall be two
or more Shareholders (not in default in payment of any sum referred to in Article 13 hereof) present in person or by proxy and holding
shares conferring in the aggregate at least twenty five percent (25%) of the voting power of the Company. A proxy may be deemed to be
two (2) or more Shareholders pursuant to the number of Shareholders represented by the proxy holder.
(c) If within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting a quorum is not present, then without any further notice the meeting
shall be adjourned either (i) to the same day in the next week, at the same time and place, (ii) to such day and at such time and place as
indicated in the notice of such meeting, or (iii) to such day and at such time and place as the Chairperson of the General Meeting shall
determine (which may be earlier or later than the date pursuant to clause (i) above). No business shall be transacted at any adjourned
meeting except business which might lawfully have been transacted at the meeting as originally called. At such adjourned meeting, if the
original meeting was convened pursuant to a request under Section 63 of the Companies Law, one or more shareholders, present in person
or by proxy, and holding the number of shares required for making such request, shall constitute a quorum, but in any other case any
shareholder (not in default as aforesaid) present in person or by proxy, shall constitute a quorum.

28.

CHAIRPERSON OF GENERAL MEETING.
The Chairperson of the Board of Directors shall preside as Chairperson of every General Meeting of the Company. If at any meeting the
Chairperson is not present within fifteen (15) minutes after the time fixed for holding the meeting or is unwilling or unable to act as Chairperson,
any of the following may preside as Chairperson of the meeting (and in the following order): a Director designated by the Board of Directors, the
Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Financial Officer, the General Counsel, the Secretary or any person designated by any of the foregoing. If at
any such meeting none of the foregoing persons is present or all are unwilling or unable to act as Chairperson, the Shareholders present (in person
or by proxy) shall choose a Shareholder or its proxy present at the meeting to be Chairperson. The office of
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Chairperson shall not, by itself, entitle the holder thereof to vote at any General Meeting nor shall it entitle such holder to a second or casting vote
(without derogating, however, from the rights of such Chairperson to vote as a Shareholder or proxy of a Shareholder if, in fact, the Chairperson is
also a Shareholder or such proxy).
29.

ADOPTION OF RESOLUTIONS AT GENERAL MEETINGS .
(a) Except as required by the Companies Law or these Articles, including, without limitation, Article 39 below, a resolution of the
Shareholders shall be adopted if approved by the holders of a simple majority of the voting power represented at the General Meeting in
person or by proxy and voting thereon, as one class, and disregarding abstentions from the count of the voting power present and voting.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, a resolution with respect to a matter or action for which the Companies Law prescribes a
higher majority or pursuant to which a provision requiring a higher majority would have been deemed to have been incorporated into these
Articles, but for which the Companies Law allows these Articles to provide otherwise (including, Sections 327 and 24 of the Companies
Law), shall be adopted by a simple majority of the voting power represented at the General Meeting in person or by proxy and voting
thereon, as one class, and disregarding abstentions from the count of the voting power present and voting.
(b) Every question submitted to a General Meeting shall be decided by a show of hands, but the Chairperson of the General Meeting may
determine that a resolution shall be decided by a written ballot. A written ballot may be implemented before the proposed resolution is
voted upon or immediately after the declaration by the Chairperson of the results of the vote by a show of hands. If a vote by written ballot
is taken after such declaration, the results of the vote by a show of hands shall be of no effect, and the proposed resolution shall be decided
by such written ballot.
(c) A defect in convening or conducting a General Meeting, including a defect resulting from the non-fulfillment of any provision or
condition set forth in the Companies Law or these Articles, including with regard to the manner of convening or conducting the General
Meeting, shall not disqualify any resolution passed at the General Meeting and shall not affect the discussions or decisions which took
place thereat.
(d) A declaration by the Chairperson of the General Meeting that a resolution has been carried unanimously, or carried by a particular
majority, or rejected, and an entry to that effect in the minute book of the Company, shall be prima facie evidence of the fact without proof
of the number or proportion of the votes recorded in favor of or against such resolution.

30.

POWER TO ADJOURN.
A General Meeting, the consideration of any matter on its agenda, or the resolution on any matter on its agenda, may be postponed or adjourned,
from time to time and from place to place: (i) by the Chairperson of a General Meeting at which a quorum is present (and he shall do so if directed
by the General Meeting, with the consent of the holders of a majority of the voting power represented in person or by proxy and voting on the
question of adjournment), but no business shall be transacted at any such adjourned meeting except business which might lawfully have been
transacted at the meeting as originally called, or a matter on its agenda with respect to which no resolution was adopted at the meeting originally
called; or (ii) by the Board of Directors (whether prior to or at a General Meeting).
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31.

VOTING POWER.
Subject to the provisions of Article 32(a) and to any provision hereof conferring special rights as to voting, or restricting the right to vote, every
Shareholder shall have one vote for each share held by the Shareholder of record, on every resolution, without regard to whether the vote thereon
is conducted by a show of hands, by written ballot, or by any other means.

32.

VOTING RIGHTS.
(a) No Shareholder shall be entitled to vote at any General Meeting (or be counted as a part of the quorum thereat), unless all calls then
payable by him or her in respect of his or her shares in the Company have been paid.
(b) A company or other corporate body being a Shareholder of the Company may duly authorize any person to be its representative at
any meeting of the Company or to execute or deliver a proxy on its behalf. Any person so authorized shall be entitled to exercise on behalf
of such Shareholder all the power, which the Shareholder could have exercised if it were an individual. Upon the request of the
Chairperson of the General Meeting, written evidence of such authorization (in form acceptable to the Chairperson) shall be delivered to
him or her.
(c) Any Shareholder entitled to vote may vote either in person or by proxy (who need not be a Shareholder of the Company), or, if the
Shareholder is a company or other corporate body, by representative authorized pursuant to Article (b) above.
(d) If two or more persons are registered as joint holders of any share, the vote of the senior who tenders a vote, in person or by proxy,
shall be accepted to the exclusion of the vote(s) of the other joint holder(s). For the purpose of this Article 32(d), seniority shall be
determined by the order of registration of the joint holders in the Register of Shareholders.
(e) If a Shareholder is a minor, under protection, bankrupt or legally incompetent, or in the case of a corporation, is in receivership or
liquidation, it may, subject to all other provisions of these Articles and any documents or records required to be provided under these
Articles, vote through his, her or its trustees, receiver, liquidator, natural guardian or another legal guardian, as the case may be, and the
persons listed above may vote in person or by proxy.
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PROXIES
33.

INSTRUMENT OF APPOINTMENT.
(a)

An instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing and shall be substantially in the following form:

“I

of

(Name of Shareholder)
Being a shareholder of Similarweb Ltd. hereby appoints

(Address of Shareholder)
of

(Name of Proxy)
(Address of Proxy)
as my proxy to vote for me and on my behalf at the General Meeting of the Company to be held on the ___ day of _______, _______ and at
any adjournment(s) thereof.
Signed this ____ day of ___________, ______.
(Signature of Appointor)”
or in any usual or common form or in such other form as may be approved by the Board of Directors. Such proxy shall be duly signed by the
appointor of such person's duly authorized attorney, or, if such appointor is company or other corporate body, in the manner in which it signs
documents which binds it together with a certificate of an attorney with regard to the authority of the signatories.
(b) Subject to the Companies Law, the original instrument appointing a proxy or a copy thereof certified by an attorney (and the power of
attorney or other authority, if any, under which such instrument has been signed) shall be delivered to the Company (at its Office, at its
principal place of business, or at the offices of its registrar or transfer agent, or at such place as notice of the meeting may specify) not less
than forty eight (48) hours (or such shorter period as the notice shall specify) before the time fixed for such meeting. Notwithstanding the
above, the Chairperson shall have the right to waive the time requirement provided above with respect to all instruments of proxies and to
accept instruments of proxy until the beginning of a General Meeting. A document appointing a proxy shall be valid for every adjourned
meeting of the General Meeting to which the document relates.
34.

EFFECT OF DEATH OF APPOINTER OF TRANSFER OR SHARE AND OR REVOCATION OF APPOINTMENT .
(a) A vote cast in accordance with an instrument appointing a proxy shall be valid notwithstanding the prior death or bankruptcy of the
appointing Shareholder (or of his or her attorney-in-fact, if any, who signed such instrument), or the transfer of the share in respect of
which the vote is cast, unless written notice of such matters shall have been received by the Company or by the Chairperson of such
meeting prior to such vote being cast.
(b) Subject to the Companies Law, an instrument appointing a proxy shall be deemed revoked (i) upon receipt by the Company or the
Chairperson, subsequent to receipt by the Company of such instrument, of written notice signed by the person signing such instrument or
by the Shareholder appointing such proxy canceling the appointment thereunder (or the authority pursuant to which such instrument was
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signed) or of an instrument appointing a different proxy (and such other documents, if any, required under Article 33(b) for such new
appointment), provided such notice of cancellation or instrument appointing a different proxy were so received at the place and within the
time for delivery of the instrument revoked thereby as referred to in Article 33(b) hereof, or (ii) if the appointing Shareholder is present in
person at the meeting for which such instrument of proxy was delivered, upon receipt by the Chairperson of such meeting of written notice
from such Shareholder of the revocation of such appointment, or if and when such Shareholder votes at such meeting. A vote cast in
accordance with an instrument appointing a proxy shall be valid notwithstanding the revocation or purported cancellation of the
appointment, or the presence in person or vote of the appointing Shareholder at a meeting for which it was rendered, unless such
instrument of appointment was deemed revoked in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Article 34(b) at or prior to the time
such vote was cast.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
35.

POWERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS .
(a) The Board of Directors may exercise all such powers and do all such acts and things as the Board of Directors is authorized by law or
as the Company is authorized to exercise and do and are not hereby or by law required to be exercised or done by the General Meeting.
The authority conferred on the Board of Directors by this Article 35 shall be subject to the provisions of the Companies Law, these
Articles and any regulation or resolution consistent with these Articles adopted from time to time at a General Meeting, provided, however,
that no such regulation or resolution shall invalidate any prior act done by or pursuant to a decision of the Board of Directors which would
have been valid if such regulation or resolution had not been adopted.
(b) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Board of Directors may, from time to time, set aside any amount(s) out of the
profits of the Company as a reserve or reserves for any purpose(s) which the Board of Directors, in its absolute discretion, shall deem fit,
including without limitation, capitalization and distribution of bonus shares, and may invest any sum so set aside in any manner and from
time to time deal with and vary such investments and dispose of all or any part thereof, and employ any such reserve or any part thereof in
the business of the Company without being bound to keep the same separate from other assets of the Company, and may subdivide or redesignate any reserve or cancel the same or apply the funds therein for another purpose, all as the Board of Directors may from time to
time think fit.

36.

EXERCISE OF POWERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS .
(a) A meeting of the Board of Directors at which a quorum is present in accordance with Article 45 shall be competent to exercise all the
authorities, powers and discretion vested in or exercisable by the Board of Directors.
(b) A resolution proposed at any meeting of the Board of Directors shall be deemed adopted if approved by a majority of the Directors
present, entitled to vote and voting thereon when such resolution is put to a vote.
(c) The Board of Directors may adopt resolutions, without convening a meeting of the Board of Directors, in writing or in any other
manner permitted by the Companies Law.
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37.

DELEGATION OF POWERS.
(a) The Board of Directors may, subject to the provisions of the Companies Law, delegate any or all of its powers to committees (in these
Articles referred to as a “Committee of the Board of Directors”, or “Committee”), each consisting of one or more persons (who may or
may not be Directors), and it may from time to time revoke such delegation or alter the composition of any such Committee. Any
Committee so formed shall, in the exercise of the powers so delegated, conform to any regulations imposed on it by the Board of
Directors, subject to applicable law. No regulation imposed by the Board of Directors on any Committee and no resolution of the Board of
Directors shall invalidate any prior act done or pursuant to a resolution by the Committee which would have been valid if such regulation
or resolution of the Board of Directors had not been adopted. The meetings and proceedings of any such Committee of the Board of
Directors shall, mutatis mutandis, be governed by the provisions herein contained for regulating the meetings of the Board of Directors, to
the extent not superseded by any regulations adopted by the Board of Directors. Unless otherwise expressly prohibited by the Board of
Directors, in delegating powers to a Committee of the Board of Directors, such Committee shall be empowered to further delegate such
powers.
(b) The Board of Directors may from time to time appoint a Secretary to the Company, as well as Officers, agents, employees and
independent contractors, as the Board of Directors deems fit, and may terminate the service of any such person. The Board of Directors
may, subject to the provisions of the Companies Law, determine the powers and duties, as well as the salaries and compensation, of all
such persons.
(c) The Board of Directors may from time to time, by power of attorney or otherwise, appoint any person, company, firm or body of
persons to be the attorney or attorneys of the Company at law or in fact for such purposes(s) and with such powers, authorities and
discretions, and for such period and subject to such conditions, as it deems fit, and any such power of attorney or other appointment may
contain such provisions for the protection and convenience of persons dealing with any such attorney as the Board of Directors deems fit,
and may also authorize any such attorney to delegate all or any of the powers, authorities and discretions vested in him or her.

38.

NUMBER OF DIRECTORS.
(a) The Board of Directors shall consist of such number of Directors (not less than three (3) nor more than eleven (11), including the
External Directors, if any were elected) as may be fixed from time to time by resolution of the Board of Directors.
(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, this Article 38 may only be amended or replaced by a resolution adopted at a
General Meeting by a majority of at least 65% of the total voting power of the Company’s shareholders.

39.

ELECTION AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS.
(a) The Directors, excluding the External Directors, if any were elected, shall be classified, with respect to the term for which they each
severally hold office, into three classes, as nearly equal in number as practicable, hereby designated as Class I, Class II and Class III. The
Board of Directors may assign members of the Board of Directors already in office to such classes at the time such classification becomes
effective.
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(i) The term of office of the initial Class I directors shall expire at the Annual General Meeting to be held in 2022 and when their
successors are elected and qualified,
(ii) The term of office of the initial Class II directors shall expire at the first Annual General Meeting following the Annual
General Meeting referred to in clause (i) above and when their successors are elected and qualified, and
(iii) The term of office of the initial Class III directors shall expire at the first Annual General Meeting following the Annual
General Meeting referred to in clause (ii) above and when their successors are elected and qualified,
(b)
At each Annual General Meeting, commencing with the Annual General Meeting to be held in 2022, a Nominee or Alternate
Nominee (each as defined below) elected at such Annual General Meeting to serve as a Director in a Class whose term shall have expired
at such Annual General Meeting shall be elected to hold office until the third Annual General Meeting next succeeding his or her election
and until his or her respective successor shall have been elected and qualified. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, each Director
shall serve until his or her successor is elected and qualified or until such earlier time as such Director’s office is vacated.
(c) If the number of Directors (excluding External Directors, if any were elected) that comprises the Board of Directors is hereafter
changed by the Board of Directors, any newly created directorships or decrease in directorships shall be so apportioned by the Board of
Directors among the classes as to make all classes as nearly equal in number as is practicable, provided that no decrease in the number of
Directors constituting the Board of Directors shall shorten the term of any incumbent Director.
(d) Prior to every General Meeting of the Company at which Directors are to be elected, and subject to clauses (a) and (h) of this Article,
the Board of Directors (or a Committee thereof) shall select, by a resolution adopted by a majority of the Board of Directors (or such
Committee), a number of Persons to be proposed to the Shareholders for election as Directors at such General Meeting (the “Nominees”).
(e) Any Proposing Shareholder requesting to include on the agenda of a General Meeting a nomination of a Person to be proposed to the
Shareholders for election as Director (such person, an “Alternate Nominee”), may make such request provided that it complies with this
Article 39(e), Article 25 and applicable law. Unless otherwise determined by the Board of Directors, a Proposal Request relating to an
Alternate Nominee is deemed to be a matter that is appropriate to be considered only at an Annual General Meeting. In addition to any
information required to be included in accordance with applicable law, such a Proposal Request shall include information required
pursuant to Article 25, and shall also set forth: (i) the name, address, telephone number, fax number and email address of the Alternate
Nominee and all citizenships and residencies of the Alternate Nominee; (ii) a description of all arrangements, relations or understandings
during the past three (3) years, and any other material relationships, between the Proposing Shareholder(s) or any of its affiliates and each
Alternate Nominee; (iii) a declaration signed by the Alternate Nominee that he or she consents to be named in the Company’s notices and
proxy materials and on the Company’s proxy card relating to the General Meeting, if provided or published, and that he or she, if elected,
consents to serve on the Board of Directors and to be named in the Company’s disclosures and filings; (iv) a declaration signed by each
Alternate Nominee as required under the Companies Law and any
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other applicable law and stock exchange rules and regulations for the appointment of such an Alternate Nominee and an undertaking that
all of the information that is required under law and stock exchange rules and regulations to be provided to the Company in connection
with such an appointment has been provided (including, information in respect of the Alternate Nominee as would be provided in response
to the applicable disclosure requirements under Form 20-F (or Form 10-K, if applicable) or any other applicable form prescribed by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”)); (v) a declaration made by the Alternate Nominee of whether he or she meets the
criteria for an independent director and, if applicable, External Director of the Company under the Companies Law and/or under any
applicable law, regulation or stock exchange rules, and if not, then an explanation of why not; and (vi) any other information required at
the time of submission of the Proposal Request by applicable law, regulations or stock exchange rules. In addition, the Proposing
Shareholder(s) and each Alternate Nominee shall promptly provide any other information reasonably requested by the Company,
including a duly completed director and officer questionnaire, in such form as may be provided by the Company, with respect to each
Alternate Nominee. The Board of Directors may refuse to acknowledge the nomination of any person not made in compliance with the
foregoing. The Company shall be entitled to publish any information provided by a Proposing Shareholder or Alternate Nominee pursuant
to this Article 39(e) and Article 25, and the Proposing Shareholder and Alternate Nominee shall be responsible for the accuracy and
completeness thereof.
(f) The Nominees or Alternate Nominees shall be elected by a resolution adopted at the General Meeting at which they are subject to
election. Notwithstanding Articles 25(a) and 25(c), in the event of a Contested Election, the method of calculation of the votes and the
manner in which the resolutions will be presented to the General Meeting shall be determined by the Board of Directors in its discretion. In
the event that the Board of Directors does not or is unable to make a determination on such matter, then the method described in clause (ii)
below shall apply. The Board of Directors may consider, among other things, the following methods: (i) election of competing slates of
Director nominees (determined in a manner approved by the Board of Directors) by a majority of the voting power represented at the
General Meeting in person or by proxy and voting on such competing slates, (ii) election of individual Directors by a plurality of the
voting power represented at the General Meeting in person or by proxy and voting on the election of Directors (which shall mean that the
nominees receiving the largest number of “for” votes will be elected in such Contested Election), (iii) election of each nominee by a
majority of the voting power represented at the General Meeting in person or by proxy and voting on the election of Directors, provided
that if the number of such nominees exceeds the number of Directors to be elected, then as among such elected nominees the election shall
be by plurality of the voting power as described above, and (iv) such other method of voting as the Board of Directors deems appropriate,
including use of a “universal proxy card” listing all Nominees and Alternate Nominees by the Company. For the purposes of these
Articles, election of Directors at a General Meeting shall be considered a “Contested Election” if the aggregate number of Nominees and
Alternate Nominees at such meeting exceeds the total number of Directors to be elected at such meeting, with the determination thereof
being made by the Secretary (or, in the absence thereof, by the Chief Executive Officer of the Company) as of the close of the applicable
notice of nomination period under Article 25 or under applicable law, based on whether one or more notice(s) of nomination were timely
filed in accordance with Article 25, this Article 39 and applicable law; provided, however, that the determination that an election is a
Contested Election shall not be determinative as to
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the validity of any such notice of nomination; and provided, further, that, if, prior to the time the Company mails its initial proxy statement
in connection with such election of Directors, one or more notices of nomination of an Alternate Nominee are withdrawn such that the
number of candidates for election as Director no longer exceeds the number of Directors to be elected, the election shall not be considered
a Contested Election. At any General Meeting at which Directors are to be elected, each Shareholder shall be entitled to cast a number of
votes with respect to nominees for election to the Board of Directors up to the total number of Directors to be elected at such meeting.
Shareholders shall not be entitled to cumulative voting in the election of Directors.
(g) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, this Article 39 and Article 42(e) may only be amended, replaced or suspended by a
resolution adopted at a General Meeting by a majority of at least 65% of the total voting power of the Company’s shareholders.
(h) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Articles, the election, qualification, removal or dismissal of External Directors, if
so elected, shall be only in accordance with the applicable provisions set forth in the Companies Law.
40.

COMMENCEMENT OF DIRECTORSHIP.
Without derogating from Article 39, the term of office of a Director shall commence as of the date of his or her appointment or election, or on a
later date if so specified in his or her appointment or election.

41.

CONTINUING DIRECTORS IN THE EVENT OF VACANCIES .
The Board of Directors (and, if so determined by the Board of Directors, the General Meeting) may at any time and from time to time appoint any
person as a Director to fill a vacancy (whether such vacancy is due to a Director no longer serving or due to the number of Directors serving being
less than the maximum number stated in Article 38 hereof). In the event of one or more such vacancies in the Board of Directors, the continuing
Directors may continue to act in every matter, provided, however, that if the number of Directors serving is less than the minimum number
provided for pursuant to Article 38 hereof, they may only act in an emergency or to fill the office of a Director which has become vacant up to a
number equal to the minimum number provided for pursuant to Article 38 hereof, or in order to call a General Meeting of the Company for the
purpose of electing Directors to fill any or all vacancies. The office of a Director that was appointed by the Board of Directors to fill any vacancy
shall only be for the remaining period of time during which the Director whose service has ended was filled would have held office, or in case of a
vacancy due to the number of Directors serving being less than the maximum number stated in Article 38 hereof the Board of Directors shall
determine at the time of appointment the class pursuant to Article 39 to which the additional Director shall be assigned. Notwithstanding anything
to the contrary herein, this Article 41 may only be amended, replaced or suspended by a resolution adopted at a General Meeting by a majority of
at least 65% of the total voting power of the Company’s shareholders.

42.

VACATION OF OFFICE .
The office of a Director shall be vacated and he shall be dismissed or removed:
(a)

ipso facto, upon his or her death;

(b)

if he or she is prevented by applicable law from serving as a Director;
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(c)

if the Board of Directors determines that due to his or her mental or physical state he or she is unable to serve as a director;

(d)

if his or her directorship expires pursuant to these Articles and/or applicable law;

(e) by a resolution adopted at a General Meeting by a majority of at least 65% of the total voting power of the Company’s Shareholders
(with such removal becoming effective on the date fixed in such resolution);
(f) by his or her written resignation, such resignation becoming effective on the date fixed therein, or upon the delivery thereof to the
Company, whichever is later; or
(g) with respect to an External Director, if so elected, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, only pursuant to applicable
law.
43.

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS; APPROVAL OF RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS .
(a)
Subject to the provisions of applicable law and these Articles, no Director shall be disqualified by virtue of his or her office from
holding any office or place of profit in the Company or in any company in which the Company shall be a shareholder or otherwise
interested, or from contracting with the Company as vendor, purchaser or otherwise, nor shall any such contract, or any contract or
arrangement entered into by or on behalf of the Company in which any Director shall be in any way interested, be avoided, nor, other than
as required under the Companies Law, shall any Director be liable to account to the Company for any profit arising from any such office or
place of profit or realized by any such contract or arrangement by reason only of such Director’s holding that office or of the fiduciary
relations thereby established, but the nature of his or her interest, as well as any material fact or document, must be disclosed by him or her
at the meeting of the Board of Directors at which the contract or arrangement is first considered, if his or her interest then exists, or, in any
other case, at no later than the first meeting of the Board of Directors after the acquisition of his or her interest.
(b)
Subject to the Companies Law and these Articles, a transaction between the Company and an Office Holder, and a transaction
between the Company and another entity in which an Office Holder of the Company has a personal interest, in each case, which is not an
Extraordinary Transaction (as defined by the Companies Law), shall require only approval by the Board of Directors or a Committee of the
Board of Directors. Such authorization, as well as the actual approval, may be for a particular transaction or more generally for specific
type of transactions.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

44.

MEETINGS.
(a) The Board of Directors may meet and adjourn its meetings and otherwise regulate such meetings and proceedings as the Board of
Directors thinks fit.
(b) A meeting of the Board of Directors shall be convened by the Secretary upon instruction of the Chairperson or upon a request of at
least two Directors which is submitted to the Chairperson or in any event that such meeting is required by the provisions of the Companies
Law. In the event that the Chairperson does not instruct
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the Secretary to convene a meeting upon a request of at least two Directors within seven (7) days of such request, then such two Directors
may convene a meeting of the Board of Directors. Any meeting of the Board of Directors shall be convened upon not less than two (2)
days' notice, unless such notice is waived in writing by all of the Directors as to a particular meeting or by their attendance at such meeting
or unless the matters to be discussed at such meeting are of such urgency and importance that notice is reasonably determined by the
Chairperson as ought to be waived or shortened under the circumstances.
(c) Notice of any such meeting shall be given orally, by telephone, in writing or by mail, facsimile, email or such other means of delivery
of notices as the Company may apply, from time to time.
(d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, failure to deliver notice to a Director of any such meeting in the manner required
hereby may be waived by such Director, and a meeting shall be deemed to have been duly convened notwithstanding such defective notice
if such failure or defect is waived prior to action being taken at such meeting, by all Directors entitled to participate at such meeting to
whom notice was not duly given as aforesaid. Without derogating from the foregoing, no Director present at any time during a meeting of
the Board of Directors shall be entitled to seek the cancellation or invalidation of any proceedings or resolutions adopted at such meeting
on account of any defect in the notice of such meeting relating to the date, time or the place thereof or the convening of the meeting.
45.

QUORUM.
Until otherwise unanimously decided by the Board of Directors, a quorum at a meeting of the Board of Directors shall be constituted by the
presence in person or by any means of communication of a majority of the Directors then in office who are lawfully entitled to participate and vote
in the meeting. No business shall be transacted at a meeting of the Board of Directors unless the requisite quorum is present (in person or by any
means of communication on the condition that all participating Directors can hear each other simultaneously) when the meeting proceeds to
business. If within 30 minutes from the time appointed for a meeting of the Board of Directors a quorum is not present, the meeting shall stand
adjourned at the same place and time 48 hours thereafter unless the Chairperson has determined that there is such urgency and importance that a
shorter period is required under the circumstances. If an adjourned meeting is convened in accordance with the foregoing and a quorum is not
present within 30 minutes of the announced time, the requisite quorum at such adjourned meeting shall be any two (2) Directors, if the number of
Directors then serving is up to five (5), and any three (3) Directors, if the number of Directors then serving is more than five (5), in each case who
are lawfully entitled to participate in the meeting and who are present at such adjourned meeting. At an adjourned meeting of the Board of
Directors the only matters to be considered shall be those matters which might have been lawfully considered at the meeting of the Board of
Directors originally called if a requisite quorum had been present, and the only resolutions to be adopted are such types of resolutions which could
have been adopted at the meeting of the Board of Directors originally called.

46.

CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS .
The Board of Directors shall, from time to time, elect one of its members to be the Chairperson of the Board of Directors, remove such
Chairperson from office and appoint in his or her place. The Chairperson of the Board of Directors shall preside at every meeting of the Board of
Directors, but if there is no such Chairperson, or if at any meeting he is not present within fifteen (15) minutes of the time fixed for the meeting or
if he is unwilling to
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take the chair, the Directors present shall choose one of the Directors present at the meeting to be the Chairperson of such meeting. The office of
Chairperson of the Board of Directors shall not, by itself, entitle the holder to a second or casting vote.
47.

VALIDITY OF ACTS DESPITE DEFECTS.
All acts done or transacted at any meeting of the Board of Directors, or of a Committee of the Board of Directors, or by any person(s) acting as
Director(s), shall, notwithstanding that it may afterwards be discovered that there was some defect in the appointment of the participants in such
meeting or any of them or any person(s) acting as aforesaid, or that they or any of them were disqualified, be as valid as if there were no such
defect or disqualification.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

48.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER.
The Board of Directors shall from time to time appoint one or more persons, whether or not Directors, as Chief Executive Officer of the Company
who shall have the powers and authorities set forth in the Companies Law, and may confer upon such person(s), and from time to time modify or
revoke, such titles and such duties and authorities of the Board of Directors as the Board of Directors may deem fit, subject to such limitations and
restrictions as the Board of Directors may from time to time prescribe. Such appointment(s) may be either for a fixed term or without any
limitation of time, and the Board of Directors may from time to time (subject to any additional approvals required under, and the provisions of, the
Companies Law and of any contract between any such person and the Company) fix their salaries and compensation, remove or dismiss them from
office and appoint another or others in his, her or their place or places.
MINUTES

49.

MINUTES.
Any minutes of the General Meeting or the Board of Directors or any Committee thereof, if purporting to be signed by the Chairperson of the
General Meeting, the Board of Directors or a Committee thereof, as the case may be, or by the Chairperson of the next succeeding General
Meeting, meeting of the Board of Directors or meeting of a Committee, as the case may be, shall constitute prima facie evidence of the matters
recorded therein.
DIVIDENDS

50.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDS.
The Board of Directors may from time to time declare, and cause the Company to pay dividends as permitted by the Companies Law. The Board of
Directors shall determine the time for payment of such dividends and the record date for determining the shareholders entitled thereto.

51.

AMOUNT PAYABLE BY WAY OF DIVIDENDS .
Subject to the provisions of these Articles and subject to the rights or conditions attached at that time to any share in the capital of the Company
granting preferential, special or deferred rights or not granting any rights with respect to dividends, any dividend paid by the Company shall be
allocated among the Shareholders (not in default in payment of any sum referred to in Article 13 hereof) entitled thereto on a pari passu basis in
proportion to their respective
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holdings of the issued and outstanding Shares in respect of which such dividends are being paid.
52.

INTEREST.
No dividend shall carry interest as against the Company.

53.

PAYMENT IN SPECIE.
If so declared by the Board of Directors, a dividend declared in accordance with Article 50 may be paid, in whole or in part, by the distribution of
specific assets of the Company or by distribution of paid up shares, debentures or other securities of the Company or of any other companies, or in
any combination thereof, in each case, the fair value of which shall be determined by the Board of Directors in good faith.

54.

IMPLEMENTATION OF POWERS.
The Board of Directors may settle, as it deems fit, any difficulty arising with regard to the distribution of dividends, bonus shares or otherwise, and
in particular, to issue certificates for fractions of shares and sell such fractions of shares in order to pay their consideration to those entitled thereto,
or to set the value for the distribution of certain assets and to determine that cash payments shall be paid to the Shareholders on the basis of such
value, or that fractions whose value is less than NIS 0.01 shall not be taken into account. The Board of Directors may instruct to pay cash or
convey these certain assets to a trustee in favor of those people who are entitled to a dividend, as the Board of Directors shall deem appropriate.

55.

DEDUCTIONS FROM DIVIDENDS.
The Board of Directors may deduct from any dividend or other moneys payable to any Shareholder in respect of a share any and all sums of money
then payable by him or her to the Company on account of calls or otherwise in respect of shares of the Company and/or on account of any other
matter of transaction whatsoever.

56.

RETENTION OF DIVIDENDS.
(a) The Board of Directors may retain any dividend or other moneys payable or property distributable in respect of a share on which the
Company has a lien, and may apply the same in or toward satisfaction of the debts, liabilities, or engagements in respect of which the lien
exists.
(b) The Board of Directors may retain any dividend or other moneys payable or property distributable in respect of a share in respect of
which any person is, under Articles 21 or 22, entitled to become a Shareholder, or which any person is, under said Articles, entitled to
transfer, until such person shall become a Shareholder in respect of such share or shall transfer the same.

57.

UNCLAIMED DIVIDENDS.
All unclaimed dividends or other moneys payable in respect of a share may be invested or otherwise made use of by the Board of Directors for the
benefit of the Company until claimed. The payment of any unclaimed dividend or such other moneys into a separate account shall not constitute
the Company a trustee in respect thereof, and any dividend unclaimed after a period of one (1) year (or such other period determined by the Board
of Directors) from the date of declaration of such dividend, and any such other moneys unclaimed after a like period
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from the date the same were payable, shall be forfeited and shall revert to the Company, provided, however, that the Board of Directors may, at its
discretion, cause the Company to pay any such dividend or such other moneys, or any part thereof, to a person who would have been entitled
thereto had the same not reverted to the Company. The principal (and only the principal) of any unclaimed dividend of such other moneys shall be
if claimed, paid to a person entitled thereto.
58.

MECHANICS OF PAYMENT.
Any dividend or other moneys payable in cash in respect of a share, less the tax required to be withheld pursuant to applicable law, may, as
determined by the Board of Directors in its sole discretion, be paid by check or warrant sent through the post to, or left at, the registered address of
the person entitled thereto or by transfer to a bank account specified by such person (or, if two or more persons are registered as joint holders of
such share or are entitled jointly thereto in consequence of the death or bankruptcy of the holder or otherwise, to any one of such Persons or his or
her bank account or the person who the Company may then recognize as the owner thereof or entitled thereto under Article 21 or 22 hereof, as
applicable, or such person’s bank account), or to such person and at such other address as the person entitled thereto may by writing direct, or in
any other manner the Board of Directors deems appropriate. Every such check or warrant or other method of payment shall be made payable to the
order of the person to whom it is sent, or to such person as the person entitled thereto as aforesaid may direct, and payment of the check or warrant
by the banker upon whom it is drawn shall be a good discharge to the Company. Every such check shall be sent at the risk of the Person entitled to
the money represented thereby.
ACCOUNTS

59.

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT.
The Company's books of account shall be kept at the Office of the Company, or at such other place or places as the Board of Directors may think
fit, and they shall always be open to inspection by all Directors. No Shareholder, not being a Director, shall have any right to inspect any account
or book or other similar document of the Company, except as explicitly conferred by law or authorized by the Board of Directors. The Company
shall make copies of its annual financial statements available for inspection by the shareholders at the principal offices of the Company. The
Company shall not be required to send copies of its annual financial statements to the Shareholders.

60.

AUDITORS.
The appointment, authorities, rights and duties of the auditor(s) of the Company, shall be regulated by applicable law, provided, however, that in
exercising its authority to fix the remuneration of the auditor(s), the Shareholders in General Meeting may act (and in the absence of any action in
connection therewith shall be deemed to have so acted) to authorize the Board of Directors (with right of delegation to a Committee thereof or to
management) to fix such remuneration subject to such criteria or standards, and if no such criteria or standards are so provided, such remuneration
shall be fixed in an amount commensurate with the volume and nature of the services rendered by such auditor(s). The General Meeting may, if so
recommended by the Board of Directors, appoint the auditors for a period that may extend until the third Annual General Meeting after the Annual
General Meeting in which the auditors were appointed.
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61.

FISCAL YEAR.
The fiscal year of the Company shall be the 12 months period ending on December 31 of each calendar year.
SUPPLEMENTARY REGISTERS

62.

SUPPLEMENTARY REGISTERS.
Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of Sections 138 and 139 of the Companies Law, the Company may cause supplementary registers
to be kept in any place outside Israel as the Board of Directors may think fit, and, subject to all applicable requirements of law, the Board of
Directors may from time to time adopt such rules and procedures as it may think fit in connection with the keeping of such branch registers.
EXEMPTION, INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE

63.

INSURANCE.
Subject to the provisions of the Companies Law with regard to such matters, the Company may enter into a contract for the insurance of the
liability, in whole or in part, of any of its Office Holders imposed on such Office Holder due to an act performed by or an omission of the Office
Holder in the Office Holder’s capacity as an Office Holder of the Company arising from any matter permitted by law, including the following:
(a)

a breach of duty of care to the Company or to any other person;

(b) a breach of his or her duty of loyalty to the Company, provided that the Office Holder acted in good faith and had reasonable grounds
to assume that act that resulted in such breach would not prejudice the interests of the Company;
(c)

a financial liability imposed on such Office Holder in favor of any other person; and

(d) any other event, occurrence, matters or circumstances under any law with respect to which the Company may, or will be able to,
insure an Office Holder, and to the extent such law requires the inclusion of a provision permitting such insurance in these Articles, then
such provision is deemed to be included and incorporated herein by reference (including, without limitation, in accordance with Section
56h(b)(1) of the Securities Law, if and to the extent applicable, and Section 50P of the Economic Competition Law).
64.

INDEMNITY.
(a) Subject to the provisions of the Companies Law, the Company may retroactively indemnify an Office Holder of the Company to the
maximum extent permitted under applicable law, including with respect to the following liabilities and expenses, provided that such
liabilities or expenses were imposed on such Office Holder or incurred by such Office Holder due to an act performed by or an omission of
the Office Holder in such Office Holder’s capacity as an Office Holder of the Company:
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(i) a financial liability imposed on an Office Holder in favor of another person by any court judgment, including a judgment
given as a result of a settlement or an arbitrator’s award which has been confirmed by a court;
(ii)
reasonable litigation expenses, including legal fees, expended by the Office Holder as a result of an investigation or
proceeding instituted against him or her by an authority authorized to conduct such investigation or proceeding, or in connection
with a financial sanction, provided that (1) no indictment (as defined in the Companies Law) was filed against such Office Holder
as a result of such investigation or proceeding; and (2) no financial liability in lieu of a criminal proceeding (as defined in the
Companies Law) was imposed upon him or her as a result of such investigation or proceeding or if such financial liability was
imposed, it was imposed with respect to an offense that does not require proof of criminal intent;
(iii) reasonable litigation costs, including legal fees, expended by an Office Holder or which were imposed on an Office Holder
by a court in proceedings filed against the Office Holder by the Company or in its name or by any other person or in a criminal
charge in respect of which the Office Holder was acquitted or in a criminal charge in respect of which the Office Holder was
convicted for an offence which did not require proof of criminal intent; and
(iv) any other event, occurrence, matter or circumstance under any law with respect to which the Company may, or will be able
to, indemnify an Office Holder, and to the extent such law requires the inclusion of a provision permitting such indemnity in these
Articles, then such provision is deemed to be included and incorporated herein by reference (including, without limitation, in
accordance with Section 56h(b)(1) of the Israeli Securities Law, if and to the extent applicable, and Section 50P(b)(2) of the RTP
Law).
(b) Subject to the provisions of the Companies Law, the Company may undertake to indemnify an Office Holder, in advance, with
respect to those liabilities and expenses described in the following Articles:
(i)

Sub-Article 64(a)(ii) to 64(a)(iv); and

(ii)

Sub-Article 64(a)(i), provided that:
(1) the undertaking to indemnify is limited to such events which the Directors shall deem
to be foreseeable in light of the operations of the Company at the time that the undertaking
to indemnify is made and for such amounts or criterion which the Directors may, at the time
of the giving of such undertaking to indemnify, deem to be reasonable under the
circumstances; and
(2)
the undertaking to indemnify shall set forth such events which the Directors shall
deem to be foreseeable
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in light of the operations of the Company at the time that the undertaking to indemnify is
made, and the amounts and/or criterion which the Directors may, at the time of the giving
of such undertaking to indemnify, deem to be reasonable under the circumstances.
65.

EXEMPTION.
Subject to the provisions of the Companies Law, the Company may, to the maximum extent permitted by law, exempt and release, in advance, any
Office Holder from any liability for damages arising out of a breach of a duty of care.

66.

GENERAL.
(a)
Any amendment to the Companies Law or any other applicable law adversely affecting the right of any Office Holder to be
indemnified, insured or exempt pursuant to Articles 63 to 65 and any amendments to Articles 63 to 65 shall be prospective in effect, and
shall not affect the Company’s obligation or ability to indemnify, insure or exempt an Office Holder for any act or omission occurring
prior to such amendment, unless otherwise provided by applicable law.
(b) The provisions of Articles 63 to 65 (i) shall apply to the maximum extent permitted by law (including, the Companies Law, the
Securities Law and the Economic Competition Law); and (ii) are not intended, and shall not be interpreted so as to restrict the Company, in
any manner, in respect of the procurement of insurance and/or in respect of indemnification (whether in advance or retroactively) and/or
exemption, in favor of any person who is not an Office Holder, including, without limitation, any employee, agent, consultant or
contractor of the Company who is not an Office Holder; and/or any Office Holder to the extent that such insurance and/or indemnification
is not specifically prohibited under law.
WINDING UP

67.

WINDING UP.
If the Company is wound up, then, subject to applicable law and to the rights of the holders of shares with special rights upon winding up, the
assets of the Company available for distribution among the Shareholders shall be distributed to them in proportion to the number of issued and
outstanding shares held by each Shareholder.
NOTICES

68.

NOTICES.
(a) Any written notice or other document may be served by the Company upon any Shareholder either personally, by facsimile, email or
other electronic transmission, or by sending it by prepaid mail (airmail if sent internationally) addressed to such Shareholder at his or her
address as described in the Register of Shareholders or such other address as the Shareholder may have designated in writing for the
receipt of notices and other documents.
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(b) Any written notice or other document may be served by any Shareholder upon the Company by tendering the same in person to the
Secretary or the Chief Executive Officer of the Company at the principal office of the Company, by facsimile transmission, or by sending
it by prepaid registered mail (airmail if posted outside Israel) to the Company at its Office.
(c)

Any such notice or other document shall be deemed to have been served:
(i) in the case of mailing, forty-eight (48) hours after it has been posted, or when actually received by the addressee if sooner
than forty-eight hours after it has been posted, or
(ii) in the case of overnight air courier, on the next business day following the day sent, with receipt confirmed by the courier, or
when actually received by the addressee if sooner than three business days after it has been sent;
(iii)

in the case of personal delivery, when actually tendered in person, to such addressee;

(iv) in the case of facsimile, email or other electronic transmission, on the first business day (during normal business hours in
place of addressee) on which the sender receives automatic electronic confirmation by the addressee’s facsimile machine that such
notice was received by the addressee or delivery confirmation from the addressee’s email or other communication server.
(d) If a notice is, in fact, received by the addressee, it shall be deemed to have been duly served, when received, notwithstanding that it
was defectively addressed or failed, in some other respect, to comply with the provisions of this Article 68.
(e) All notices to be given to the Shareholders shall, with respect to any share to which persons are jointly entitled, be given to whichever
of such persons is named first in the Register of Shareholders, and any notice so given shall be sufficient notice to the holders of such
share.
(f) Any Shareholder whose address is not described in the Register of Shareholders, and who shall not have designated in writing an
address for the receipt of notices, shall not be entitled to receive any notice from the Company.
(g) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, notice by the Company of a General Meeting, containing the information
required by applicable law and these Articles to be set forth therein, which is published within the time otherwise required for giving notice
of such meeting, in either or several of the following manners (as applicable) shall be deemed to be notice of such meeting duly given, for
the purposes of these Articles, to any Shareholder whose address as registered in the Register of Shareholders (or as designated in writing
for the receipt of notices and other documents) is located either inside or outside the State of Israel:
(i) if the Company’s shares are then listed for trading on a national securities exchange in the United States or quoted in an overthe-counter market in the United States, publication of notice of a General Meeting pursuant to a report or schedule filed with, or
furnished to, the SEC pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; and/or
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(ii)

on the Company’s internet site.

(h) The mailing or publication date and the record date and/or date of the meeting (as applicable) shall be counted among the days
comprising any notice period under the Companies Law and the regulations thereunder.
AMENDMENT
69.

AMENDMENT.
Any amendment of these Articles shall require, in addition to the approval of the General Meeting of shareholders in accordance with these
Articles, also the approval of the Board of Directors with the affirmative vote of a majority of the then serving Directors.

FORUM OF ADJUDICATION OF DISPUTES
70.

FORUM OF ADJUDICATION OF DISPUTES .
(a) Unless the Company consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, with respect to any causes of action arising under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the federal district courts of the United States of America shall be the exclusive forum for the resolution of any
complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (for the sake of clarification, this provision does
not apply to causes of action arising under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended); and (b) unless the Company consents in writing
to the selection of an alternative forum, the competent courts in Tel Aviv, Israel shall be the exclusive forum for (i) any derivative action or
proceeding brought on behalf of the Company, (ii) any action asserting a claim of breach of a fiduciary duty owed by any director, officer or other
employee of the Company to the Company or the Company’s shareholders, or (iii) any action asserting a claim arising pursuant to any provision of
the Companies Law or the Securities Law. Any person or entity purchasing or otherwise acquiring or holding any interest in shares of the
Company shall be deemed to have notice of and consented to these provisions.
*

*
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Exhibit 4.1

SIMILARWEB LTD. INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL CUSIP ORDINARY SHARES THIS CERTIFIES THAT *SPECIMEN* Is The Owner of ***SPECIMEN*** FULLY PAID AND NON-ASSESSABLE ORDINARY SHARES OF SIMILARWEB LTD. Transferable on the books of the Corporation in person or by duly authorized attorney upon surrender of this Certificate properly endorsed. This Certificate is not valid until countersigned by the Transfer Agent and registered by the Registrar. «Dated» ***** COUNTERSIGNED AND REGISTERED: AMERICAN STOCK TRANSFER & TRUST COMPANY, LLC Transfer Agent and Registrar By:_________________________ By: _________________________ AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE NUMBER «Number» SHARES «Number»

The following abbreviations, when used in the inscription on the face of this certificate, shall be construed as though they were written out in full according to applicable laws or regulations. TEN COM - as tenants in common UNIF GIFT MIN ACT ...................... Custodian ....................... TEN ENT - as tenants by the entireties (Cust) (Minor) JT TEN ־as joint tenants with the right of Act ...................................................... survivorship and not as tenants (State) in common Additional abbreviations may also be used though not in the above list. For value received, ______________________________ hereby sell, assign and transfer unto PI-EASE INSERT SOCIAL SECURITY OR OTHER IDENTIFYING NUMBER OF ASSIGNEE: (PLEASE PRINT OR TYPEWRITE NAME AND ADDRESS, INCLUDING ZIP CODE, OF ASSIGNEE) _________________________________________________________ shares of the capital stock represented by the within Certificate, and do hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint ________________________________________________________ , Attorney to transfer the said stock on the books of the within named Corporation with full power of substitution in the premises. Dated ____________________ X _________________________________________________________________________________ THE SIGNATURE TO THIS ASSIGNMENT MUST CORRESPOND WITH THE NAME AS WRITTEN UPON THE FACE OF THIS CERTIFICATE. THE SIGNATIJRE(S) MUST BE GUARANTEED BY AN ELIGIBLE GUARANTOR INSTITUTION (Banks. Stockbrokers, Savings and Loan Associations and Credit Unions). SIGNATURE GUARANTEED: TRANSFER FEE WILL APPLY
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May 3, 2021
Similarweb Ltd.
121 Menachem Begin Rd.
Tel Aviv-Yafo 6701203
Israel
Re: Similarweb Ltd.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have acted as Israeli counsel for Similarweb Ltd., an Israeli company (the “ Company”), in connection with the underwritten initial public
offering by the Company (the “Offering”), contemplating (i) the issuance and sale by the Company of an aggregate of 7,500,000 ordinary shares, par
value NIS 0.01 per share (“Ordinary Shares”) of the Company (the “Offered Shares”), (ii) the sale by the selling shareholder of 500,000 Ordinary
Shares (the “Selling Shareholder Shares”) and (iii) the potential issuance and sale by the Company of up to an additional 1,125,000 Ordinary Shares
(the “Additional Shares” and, collectively with the Offered Shares and the Selling Shareholder Shares, the “ Shares”), that are subject to an option to
purchase additional shares proposed to be granted by the Company to the underwriters of the Offering. This opinion letter is rendered pursuant to Item
8(a) of Form F-1 promulgated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and Items 601(b)(5) and (b)(23) of the SEC’s
Regulation S-K promulgated under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”).
In connection herewith, we have examined the originals, or photocopies or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of: (i) the
form of the registration statement on Form F-1 (File No. 333-255262) filed by the Company with the SEC under the Securities Act (as amended through
the date hereof, the “Registration Statement”) and to which this opinion is attached as an exhibit; (ii) a copy of the articles of association of the
Company, as currently in effect; (iii) a draft of the amended articles of association of the Company, to be in effect immediately prior to the closing of the
Offering (the “Amended Articles”); (iv) resolutions of the board of directors (the “Board”) of the Company and its shareholders which have heretofore
been approved and, in each case, which relate to the Registration Statement and other actions to be taken in connection with the Offering (the
“Resolutions”); and (v) such other corporate records, agreements, documents and other instruments, and such certificates or comparable documents of
public officials and of officers of the Company as we have deemed relevant and necessary as a basis for the opinions hereafter set forth. We have also
made inquiries of such officers as we have deemed relevant and necessary as a basis for the opinions hereafter set forth.
In such examination, we have assumed the genuineness of all signatures, the legal capacity of all natural persons, the authenticity of all
documents submitted to us as originals, the conformity to original documents of all documents submitted to us as certified, confirmed as photostatic
copies and the authenticity of the originals of such latter documents. As to all questions of fact material to these opinions that have not been
independently established, we have relied upon certificates or comparable documents of officers and representatives of the Company.
Based upon and subject to the foregoing, we are of the opinion that following effectiveness of the Amended Articles and upon payment to the
Company of the consideration per Share in such
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amount and form as shall be determined by the Board or an authorized committee thereof, the Shares, when issued and sold in the Offering as described
in the Registration Statement, will be duly authorized, validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable.
Members of our firm are admitted to the Bar in the State of Israel, and we do not express any opinion as to the laws of any other jurisdiction.
This opinion is limited to the matters stated herein and no opinion is implied or may be inferred beyond the matters expressly stated.
We consent to the filing of this opinion as an exhibit to the Registration Statement and to the reference to our firm appearing under the caption
“Legal Matters” and “Enforceability of Civil Liabilities” in the prospectus forming part of the Registration Statement. In giving this consent, we do not
thereby admit that we are within the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act, the rules and regulations of the
SEC promulgated thereunder or Item 509 of the SEC’s Regulation S-K promulgated under the Securities Act.
This opinion letter is rendered as of the date hereof and we disclaim any obligation to advise you of facts, circumstances, events or developments
that may be brought to our attention after the effective date of the Registration Statement that may alter, affect or modify the opinions expressed herein.
Very truly yours,
/s/ Meitar | Law Offices
Meitar | Law Offices
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SIMILARWEB LTD.
2021 Share Incentive Plan

Unless otherwise defined, terms used herein shall have the meaning ascribed to them in Section 2 hereof.
PURPOSE; TYPES OF AWARDS; CONSTRUCTION
1.1. Purpose. The purpose of this 2021 Share Incentive Plan (as amended, this “Plan”) is to afford an incentive to Service Providers of
Similarweb Ltd., an Israeli company (together with any successor corporation thereto, the “Company”), or any Affiliate of the Company, which now
exists or hereafter is organized or acquired by the Company or its Affiliates, to continue as Service Providers, to increase their efforts on behalf of the
Company or its Affiliates and to promote the success of the Company’s business, by providing such Service Providers with opportunities to acquire a
proprietary interest in the Company by the issuance of Shares or restricted Shares (“Restricted Shares”) of the Company, Options, Restricted Share Units
(“RSUs”), share appreciation rights and other Share-based Awards pursuant to Sections 11 through 13 of this Plan.
1.2. Types of Awards. This Plan is intended to enable the Company to issue Awards under various tax regimes, including:

(i) pursuant and subject to the provisions of Section 102 of the Ordinance (or the corresponding provision of any subsequently enacted
statute, as amended from time to time), and all regulations and interpretations adopted by any competent authority, including the Israel Tax
Authority (the “ITA”), including the Income Tax Rules (Tax Benefits in Stock Issuance to Employees) 5763-2003 or such other rules so adopted
from time to time (the “Rules”) (such Awards that are intended to be (as set forth in the Award Agreement) and which qualify as such under
Section 102 of the Ordinance and the Rules, “102 Awards”);
(ii) pursuant to Section 3(i) of the Ordinance or the corresponding provision of any subsequently enacted statute, as amended from time to
time (such Awards, “3(i) Awards”);
(iii) Incentive Stock Options within the meaning of Section 422 of the Code, or the corresponding provision of any subsequently enacted
United States federal tax statute, as amended from time to time, to be granted to Employees who are deemed to be residents of the United States,
for purposes of taxation, or are otherwise subject to U.S. Federal income tax (such Awards that are intended to be (as set forth in the Award
Agreement) and which qualify as an incentive stock option within the meaning of Section 422(b) of the Code, “Incentive Stock Options”);

(iv)
Options not intended to be (as set forth in the Award Agreement) or which do not qualify as an Incentive Stock Option
(“Nonqualified Stock Options”)
(v) Share appreciation rights; and
(vi) Restricted Shares, RSUs and other forms of Share-based Awards.
In addition to the issuance of Awards under the relevant tax regimes in the United States of America and the State of Israel, and without derogating from
the generality of Section 25, this Plan contemplates issuances to Grantees in other jurisdictions or under other tax regimes with respect to which the
Committee is empowered, but is not required, to make the requisite adjustments in this Plan and set forth the relevant conditions in an appendix to this
Plan or in the Company’s agreement with the Grantee in order to comply with the requirements of such other tax regimes.
1.3. Construction. To the extent any provision herein conflicts with the conditions of any relevant tax law, rule or regulation which are relied
upon for tax relief in respect of a particular Award to a Grantee, the Committee is empowered, but is not required, hereunder to determine that the
provisions of such law, rule or regulation shall prevail over those of this Plan and to interpret and enforce such prevailing provisions. With respect to 102
Awards, if and to the extent any action or the exercise or application of any provision hereof or authority granted hereby is conditioned or subject to
obtaining a ruling or tax determination from the ITA, to the extent required by Applicable Law, then the taking of any such action or the exercise or
application of such section or authority with respect to 102 Awards shall be conditioned upon obtaining such ruling or tax determination, and, if
obtained, shall be subject to any condition set forth therein; it being clarified that there is no obligation to apply for any such ruling or tax determination
(which shall be in the sole discretion of the Committee) and no assurance is made that if applied any such ruling or tax determination will be obtained (or
the conditions thereof).
2. DEFINITIONS.
2.1. Terms Generally. Except when otherwise indicated by the context, (i) the singular shall include the plural and the plural shall include the
singular; (ii) any pronoun shall include the corresponding masculine, feminine and neuter forms; (iii) any definition of or reference to any agreement,
instrument or other document herein shall be construed as referring to such agreement, instrument or other document as from time to time amended,
restated, supplemented or otherwise modified (subject to any restrictions on such amendments, restatements, supplements or modifications set forth
therein or herein), (iv) references to any law, constitution, statute, treaty, regulation, rule or ordinance, including any section or other part thereof shall
refer to it as amended from time to time and shall include any successor thereof, (v) reference to a “company” or “entity” shall include a, partnership,
corporation, limited liability company, association, trust, unincorporated organization, or a government or agency or political subdivision thereof, and
reference to a “person” shall mean any of the foregoing or an individual, (vi) the words “herein”, “hereof” and “hereunder”, and words of similar import,
shall be construed to refer to this Plan in its entirety, and not to any particular provision hereof, (vii) all references herein to Sections shall be construed to
refer to Sections to this Plan; (viii) the words “include”, “includes” and “including” shall

be deemed to be followed by the phrase “without limitation”; and (ix) use of the term “or” is not intended to be exclusive.
2.2. Defined Terms. The following terms shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this Section 2:
2.3. “Affiliate” shall mean, (i) with respect to any person, any other person that, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries,
controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, such person (with the term “control” or “controlled by” within the meaning of Rule 405 of
Regulation C under the Securities Act), including, without limitation, any Parent or Subsidiary, or (ii) Employer.
2.4. “Applicable Law” shall mean any applicable law, rule, regulation, statute, pronouncement, policy, interpretation, judgment, order or decree
of any federal, provincial, state or local governmental, regulatory or adjudicative authority or agency, of any jurisdiction, and the rules and regulations of
any stock exchange, over-the-counter market or trading system on which the Company’s shares are then traded or listed.
2.5. “Award” shall mean any issuance of Shares or Restricted Shares, Options, RSUs, share appreciation rights and other Share-based Awards
granted under this Plan.
2.6. “Board” shall mean the Board of Directors of the Company.
2.7. “Change in Board Event ” shall mean any time at which individuals who, as of the Effective Date, constitute the Board (the “ Incumbent
Board”) cease for any reason to constitute at least a majority of the Board; provided, however, that any individual becoming a director subsequent to the
Effective Date whose election, or nomination for election by the Company’s shareholders, was approved by a vote of at least a majority of the directors
then comprising the Incumbent Board shall be considered as though such individual were a member of the Incumbent Board, but excluding, for this
purpose, any such individual whose initial assumption of office occurs as a result of an actual or threatened election contest with respect to the election or
removal of directors or other actual or threatened solicitation of proxies or consents by or on behalf of a Person other than the Board.
2.8. “Code” shall mean the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and any applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, all as
amended.
2.9. “Committee” shall mean a committee established or appointed by the Board to administer this Plan, subject to Section 3.1.
2.10. “Companies Law” shall mean the Israel Companies Law, 5759-1999, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, all as amended from
time to time.
2.11. “Controlling Shareholder” shall have the meaning set forth in Section 32(9) of the Ordinance.
2.12. “Disability” shall mean (i) the inability of a Grantee to engage in any substantial gainful activity or to perform the major duties of the
Grantee’s position with the Company or its Affiliates by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment which has lasted or can be
expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 months (or such other period as determined by the Committee), as determined by a qualified
doctor acceptable to the Company, (ii) if applicable, a “permanent and total disability” as defined in Section 22(e)(3) of the Code or Section 409A(a)(2)
(c)(i) of

the Code, as amended from time to time, or (iii) as defined in a policy of the Company that the Committee deems applicable to this Plan, or that makes
reference to this Plan, for purposes of this definition.
2.13. “Employee” shall mean any person treated as an employee (including an officer or a director who is also treated as an employee) in the
records of the Company or any of its Affiliates (and in the case of 102 Awards, subject to Section 9.3 or in the case of Incentive Stock Options, who is an
employee for purposes of Section 422 of the Code); provided, however, that neither service as a director nor payment of a director’s fee shall be
sufficient to constitute employment for purposes of this Plan. The Company shall determine in good faith and in the exercise of its discretion whether an
individual has become or has ceased to be an Employee and the effective date of such individual’s employment or termination of employment, as the
case may be. For purposes of a person’s rights, if any, under this Plan as of the time of the Company’s determination, all such determinations by the
Company shall be final, binding and conclusive, notwithstanding that the Company or any court of law or governmental agency subsequently makes a
contrary determination.
2.14. “Employer” means, for purpose of a 102 Trustee Award, the Company or an Affiliate, Subsidiary or Parent thereof, which is an “employing
company” within the meaning and subject to the conditions of Section 102(a) of the Ordinance.
2.15.“employment”, “employed” and words of similar import shall be deemed to refer to the employment of Employees or to the services of any
other Service Provider, as the case may be.
2.16. “Exchange Act” shall mean the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and all regulations, guidance and other interpretative
authority issued thereunder.
2.17. “exercise,” “exercised” and words of similar import, when referring to an Award that does not require exercise or that is settled upon
vesting (such as may be the case with RSUs or Restricted Shares, if so determined in their terms), shall be deemed to refer to the vesting of such an
Award (regardless of whether or not the wording included reference to vesting of such an Awards explicitly).
2.18. “Exercise Period” shall mean the period, commencing on the date of grant of an Award, during which an Award shall be exercisable,
subject to any vesting provisions thereof (including any acceleration thereof, if any) and subject to the termination provisions hereof.
2.19. “Exercise Price” shall mean the exercise price for each Share covered by an Option or the purchase price for each Share covered by any
other Award.
2.20. “Fair Market Value” shall mean, as of any date, unless otherwise determined by the Board, the value of a Share or other securities, property
or rights as determined by the Board, in its discretion, subject to the following: (i) if, on such date, the Shares are listed on any securities exchange, the
closing sales price per Share at which the Shares are principally traded on such date, or if no sale occurred on such date, the last day preceding such date
on which a sale occurred, as reported in The Wall Street Journal or such other source as the Company deems reliable; (ii) if, on such date, the Shares are
then quoted in an over-the-counter market, the average of the closing bid and asked prices for the Shares in that market on such date, or if there are no
bid and asked prices on such date, on the last day preceding such date on which there are bid and asked prices, as reported in The Wall Street Journal or
such other source as the Company deems reliable; or (iii) if, on such date, the Shares are not then listed on a securities exchange or quoted in an over-thecounter market, or in case of any other securities, property or rights, such value as the Committee, in its sole discretion, shall determine, with full
authority to determine

the method for making such determination and which determination shall be conclusive and binding on all parties, and shall be made after such
consultations with outside legal, accounting and other experts as the Committee may deem advisable; provided, however, that, if applicable, the Fair
Market Value of the Shares shall be determined in a manner that is intended to satisfy the applicable requirements of and subject to Section 409A of the
Code, and with respect to Incentive Stock Options, in a manner that is intended to satisfy the applicable requirements of and subject to Section 422 of the
Code, subject to Section 422(c)(7) of the Code. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for purposes of Section 6.4.3 below the Fair Market Value shall be
determined in accordance with any applicable ITA ruling. The Committee shall maintain a written record of its method of determining such value. If the
Shares are listed or quoted on more than one established stock exchange or over-the-counter market, the Committee shall determine which is the
principal exchange or market and utilize the price of the Shares on that exchange or market (determined as per the method described in clauses (i) or (ii)
above, as applicable) for the purpose of determining Fair Market Value.
2.21. “Grantee” shall mean a person who has been granted an Award(s) under this Plan.
2.22. “Option” shall mean a grant of options to purchase Shares, including, for the avoidance of doubt, Incentive Stock Options and Nonqualified
Stock Options.
2.23. “Ordinance” shall mean the Israeli Income Tax Ordinance (New Version) 5271-1961, and the regulations and rules (including the Rules)
promulgated thereunder, all as amended from time to time.
2.24. “Parent” shall mean any company (other than the Company), which now exists or is hereafter organized, (i) in an unbroken chain of
companies ending with the Company if, at the time of granting an Award, each of the companies (other than the Company) owns stock possessing fifty
percent (50%) or more of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock in one of the other companies in such chain, or (ii) if applicable and for
purposes of Incentive Stock Options, that is a “parent corporation” of the Company, as defined in Section 424(e) of the Code.
2.25.“Retirement” shall mean a Grantee’s retirement pursuant to Applicable Law or in accordance with the terms of any tax-qualified retirement
plan maintained by the Company or any of its Affiliates in which the Grantee participates or is subject to.
2.26. “Securities Act ” shall mean the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, all as amended from
time to time.
2.27.“Service Provider” shall mean an Employee, director, officer, consultant, advisor and any other person or entity who provides services to
the Company or any Parent, Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof. Service Providers shall include prospective Service Providers to whom Awards are
granted in connection with written offers of an employment or other service relationship with the Company or any Parent, Subsidiary or any other
Affiliates thereof, provided, however, that such employment or service shall have actually commenced. Notwithstanding the foregoing, unless otherwise
determined by the Committee, each Service Provider shall be an “employee” as defined in the General Instructions to Form S‑8 Registration Statement
under the Securities Act (or any successor form thereto) at the time the Award is granted to the Service Provider.
2.28. “Share(s)” shall mean Ordinary Share(s), of NIS 0.01 par value per share, of the Company (including Ordinary Shares resulting or issued as
a result of share split, reverse share split, bonus shares, combination or other recapitalization events), or shares of such other class of shares of the
Company as

shall be designated by the Board in respect of the relevant Award(s). “ Shares” include any securities or property issued or distributed with respect
thereto.
2.29. “Subsidiary” shall mean any company (other than the Company), which now exists or is hereafter organized or acquired by the Company,
(i) in an unbroken chain of companies beginning with the Company if, at the time of granting an Award, each of the companies other than the last
company in the unbroken chain owns stock possessing fifty percent (50%) or more of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock in one of the
other companies in such chain, or (ii) if applicable and for purposes of Incentive Stock Options, that is a “subsidiary corporation” of the Company, as
defined in Section 424(f) of the Code.
2.30. “tax(es)” shall mean (a) all federal, state, local or foreign taxes, charges, fees, imposts, levies or other assessments, including all income,
capital gains, alternative or add-on minimum, transfer, value added tax, real and personal property, withholding, payroll, employment, escheat, social
security, disability, national security, health tax, wealth surtax, stamp, registration and estimated taxes, customs duties, fees, assessments and charges of
any similar kind whatsoever (including under Section 280G of the Code) or other tax of any kind whatsoever, (b) all interest, indexation differentials,
penalties, fines, additions to tax or additional amounts imposed by any taxing authority in connection with any item described in clause (a), (c) any
transferee or successor liability in respect of any items described in clauses (a) or (b) payable by reason of contract, assumption, transferee liability,
successor liability, operation of Applicable Law, or as a result of any express or implied obligation to assume Taxes or to indemnify any other person,
and (d) any liability for the payment of any amounts of the type described in clause (a) or (b) payable as a result of being a member of an affiliated,
consolidated, combined, unitary or aggregate or other group for any taxable period, including under U.S. Treasury Regulations Section 1.1502-6(a) (or
any predecessor or successor thereof of any analogous or similar provision under Applicable Law) or otherwise.
2.31. “Ten Percent Shareholder” shall mean a Grantee who, at the time an Award is granted to the Grantee, owns shares possessing more than
ten percent (10%) of the total combined voting power of all classes of shares of the Company or any Parent or Subsidiary, within the meaning of Section
422(b)(6) of the Code.
2.32. “Trustee” shall mean the trustee appointed by the Committee to hold the Awards (and, in relation with 102 Trustee Awards, approved by
the ITA), if so appointed.

2.33. Other Defined Terms. The following terms shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Sections set forth below:
Term

Section

102 Awards

1.2(i)

102 Capital Gains Track Awards

9.1

102 Non-Trustee Awards

9.2

102 Ordinary Income Track Awards

9.1

102 Trustee Awards

9.1

3(i) Awards

1.2(ii)

Award Agreement

6

Cause

6.6.4.4

Company

1.1

Effective Date

24.1

Election

9.2

Eligible 102 Grantees

9.3.1

Incentive Stock Options

1.2(iii)

Information

16.4

ITA

1.1(i)

Merger/Sale

14.2

Nonqualified Stock Options

1.2(iv)

Plan

1.1

Prior Plan(s)

5.2

Pool

5.1

Recapitalization

14.1

Required Holding Period

9.5

Restricted Period

11.2

Restricted Share Agreement

11

Restricted Share Unit Agreement

12

Restricted Share

1.1

RSUs

1.1

Rules

1.1(i)

Securities

17.1

Successor Corporation

14.2.1

Withholding Obligations

18.5

3. ADMINISTRATION.
3.1 To the extent permitted under Applicable Law, the Company’s Amended and Restated Articles of Association (as may be amended and
supplemented from time to time, the “Articles of Association”) and any other governing document of the Company, this Plan shall be administered by
the Committee. In the event that the Board does not appoint or establish a committee to administer this Plan, this Plan shall be administered by the Board
and, accordingly, any and all references herein to the Committee shall be construed as references to the Board. In the event that an action necessary for
the

administration of this Plan is required under Applicable Law to be taken by the Board without the right of delegation, or if such action or power was
explicitly reserved by the Board in appointing, establishing and empowering the Committee, then such action shall be so taken by the Board. In any such
event, all references herein to the Committee shall be construed as references to the Board. Even if such a Committee was appointed or established, the
Board may take any actions that are stated to be vested in the Committee, and shall not be restricted or limited from exercising all rights, powers and
authorities under this Plan or Applicable Law.
3.2. The Board shall appoint the members of the Committee, may from time to time remove members from, or add members to, the Committee,
and shall fill vacancies in the Committee, however caused, provided that the composition of the Committee shall at all times be in compliance with any
mandatory requirements of Applicable Law, the Articles of Association and any other governing document of the Company. The Committee may select
one of its members as its Chairman and shall hold its meetings at such times and places as it shall determine. The Committee may appoint a Secretary,
who shall keep records of its meetings, and shall make such rules and regulations for the conduct of its business as it shall deem advisable and subject to
mandatory requirements of Applicable Law.
3.3. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Plan, any mandatory provisions of Applicable Law and any provisions of any Company policy
required under mandatory provisions of Applicable Law, and in addition to the Committee’s powers contained elsewhere in this Plan, the Committee
shall have full authority, in its discretion, from time to time and at any time, to determine any of the following, or to recommend to the Board any of the
following if it is not authorized to take such action according to Applicable Law:

(i) eligible Grantees,
(ii) grants of Awards and setting the terms and provisions of Award Agreements (which need not be identical) and any other agreements
or instruments under which Awards are made, including, the number of Shares underlying each Award and the class of Shares underlying each
Award (if more than one class was designated by the Board),
(iii) the time or times at which Awards shall be granted,
(iv) the terms, conditions and restrictions applicable to each Award (which need not be identical) and any Shares acquired upon the
exercise or (if applicable) vesting thereof, including, (1) designating Awards under Section 1.2; (2) the vesting schedule, the acceleration thereof
and terms and conditions upon which Awards may be exercised or become vested, (3) the Exercise Price, (4) the method of payment for Shares
purchased upon the exercise or (if applicable) vesting of the Awards, (5) the method for satisfaction of any tax withholding obligation arising in
connection with the Awards or such Shares, including by the withholding or delivery of Shares, (6) the time of the expiration of the Awards, (7)
the effect of the Grantee’s termination of employment with the Company or any of its Affiliates, and (8) all other terms, conditions and restrictions
applicable to the Award or the Shares not inconsistent with the terms of this Plan,

(v) to accelerate, continue, extend or defer the exercisability of any Award or the vesting thereof, including with respect to the period
following a Grantee’s termination of employment or other service,
(vi) the interpretation of this Plan and any Award Agreement and the meaning, interpretation and applicability of terms referred to in
Applicable Law,
(vii) policies, guidelines, rules and regulations relating to and for carrying out this Plan, and any amendment, supplement or rescission
thereof, as it may deem appropriate,
(viii) to adopt supplements to, or alternative versions of, this Plan, including, without limitation, as it deems necessary or desirable to
comply with the laws of, or to accommodate the tax regime or custom of, foreign jurisdictions whose citizens or residents may be granted Awards,
(ix) the Fair Market Value of the Shares or other securities, property or rights,
(x) the tax track (capital gains, ordinary income track or any other track available under the Section 102 of the Ordinance) for the
purpose of 102 Awards,
(xi) the authorization and approval of conversion, substitution, cancellation or suspension under and in accordance with this Plan of any
or all Awards or Shares,
(xii) unless otherwise provided under the terms of this Plan, the amendment, modification, waiver or supplement of the terms of any
outstanding Award (including reducing the Exercise Price of an Award), provided, however, that if such amendments increase the Exercise Price
of an Award or reduce the number of Shares underlying an Award, then such amendments shall require the consent of the applicable Grantee,
unless such amendment is made pursuant to the exercise of rights or authorities in accordance with Sections 14 or 25,
(xiii) without limiting the generality of the foregoing, and subject to the provisions of Applicable Law, to grant to a Grantee, who is the
holder of an outstanding Award, in exchange for the cancellation of such Award, a new Award having an Exercise Price lower than that provided
in the Award so canceled and containing such other terms and conditions as the Committee may prescribe in accordance with the provisions of this
Plan or to set a new Exercise Price for the same Award lower than that previously provided in the Award,
(xiv) to correct any defect, supply any omission or reconcile any inconsistency in this Plan or any Award Agreement and all other
determinations and take such other actions with respect to this Plan or any Award as it may deem advisable to the extent not inconsistent with the
provisions of this Plan or Applicable Law, and
(xv) any other matter which is necessary or desirable for, or incidental to, the administration of this Plan and any Award thereunder.

3.4. The authority granted hereunder includes the authority to modify Awards to eligible individuals who are foreign nationals or are individuals
who are employed outside the State of Israel or the United States of America, and to recognize differences in local law, tax policy or custom, in order to
effectuate the purposes of this Plan but without amending this Plan.
3.5. The Board and the Committee shall be free at all times to make such determinations and take such actions as they deem fit. The Board and
the Committee need not take the same action or determination with respect to all Awards, with respect to certain types of Awards, with respect to all
Service Providers or any certain type of Service Providers and actions and determinations may differ as among the Grantees, and as between the
Grantees and any other holders of securities of the Company.
3.6. All decisions, determinations, and interpretations of the Committee, the Board and the Company under this Plan shall be final and binding on
all Grantees (whether before or after the issuance of Shares pursuant to Awards), unless otherwise determined by the Committee, the Board or the
Company, respectively. The Committee shall have the authority (but not the obligation) to determine the interpretation and applicability of Applicable
Law to any Grantee or any Awards. No member of the Committee or the Board shall be liable to any Grantee for any action taken or determination made
in good faith with respect to this Plan or any Award granted hereunder.
3.7. Any officer or authorized signatory of the Company shall have the authority to act on behalf of the Company with respect to any matter,
right, obligation, determination or election which is the responsibility of or which is allocated to the Company herein, provided such person has apparent
authority with respect to such matter, right, obligation, determination or election. Such person or authorized signatory shall not be liable to any Grantee
for any action taken or determination made in good faith with respect to this Plan or any Award granted hereunder.
4. ELIGIBILITY.
Awards may be granted to Service Providers of the Company or any Affiliate thereof, taking into account, at the Committee’s discretion and without an
obligation to do so, the qualification under each tax regime pursuant to which such Awards are granted, subject to the limitation on the granting of
Incentive Stock Options set forth in Section 8.1. A person who has been granted an Award hereunder may be granted additional Awards, if the
Committee shall so determine, subject to the limitations herein. However, eligibility in accordance with this Section 4 shall not entitle any person to be
granted an Award, or, having been granted an Award, to be granted an additional Award.
Awards may differ in number of Shares covered thereby, the terms and conditions applying to them or on the Grantees or in any other respect (including,
that there should not be any expectation (and it is hereby disclaimed) that a certain treatment, interpretation or position granted to one shall be applied to
the other, regardless of whether or not the facts or circumstances are the same or similar).
5. SHARES.
5.1. The maximum aggregate number of Shares that may be issued pursuant to Awards under this Plan (the “ Pool”) shall be the sum of (a)
1,300,000 Shares plus (and without the need to further amend the

Plan) (b) on January 1 st, 2022 and on January 1 st of each calendar year thereafter during the term of the Plan, a number of Shares equal to the lesser of:
(i) 5% of the total number of Shares outstanding as of the end of the last day of the immediately preceding calendar year, and (ii) such smaller amount of
Shares as is determined by the Board, if so determined prior to the January 1st of the calendar year in which the increase will occur (in each case, without
the need to amend the Plan in case of such determination); in all events subject to adjustment as provided in Section 14.1. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the total number of Shares that may be issued pursuant to Incentive Stock Options granted under this Plan shall be 7,000,000, subject to adjustment as
provided in Section 14.1. The Board may, at its discretion, reduce the number of Shares that may be issued pursuant to Awards under this Plan, at any
time (provided that such reduction does not derogate from any issuance of Shares in respect of Awards then outstanding).
5.2. Any Shares (a) underlying an Award granted hereunder or an award granted under the Company’s 2012 Incentive Option Plan, as amended
(the “Prior Plan”) that has expired, or was cancelled, terminated, forfeited, or settled in cash in lieu of issuance of Shares, for any reason, without having
been exercised; (b) which were part of the pool reserved for awards under the Prior Plan but ungranted as of the effective date of this Plan; (c) if
permitted by the Company, tendered to pay the Exercise Price of an Award (or the exercise price or other purchase price of any option or other award
under the Prior Plan), or withholding tax obligations with respect to an Award (or any awards under the Prior Plan); or (d) if permitted by the Company,
subject to an Award (or any award under the Prior Plan) that are not delivered to a Grantee because such Shares are withheld to pay the Exercise Price of
such Award (or any award under the Prior Plan), or withholding tax obligations with respect to such Award (or such award); shall automatically, and
without any further action on the part of the Company or any Grantee, again be available for grant of Awards and for issuance upon exercise or (if
applicable) vesting thereof for the purposes of this Plan (unless this Plan shall have been terminated), unless the Board determines otherwise. Such
Shares may be, in whole or in part, authorized but unissued Shares, (and, subject to obtaining a ruling as it applies to 102 Awards) treasury shares
(dormant shares) or otherwise Shares that shall have been or may be repurchased by the Company (to the extent permitted pursuant to the Companies
Law).
5.3. Any Shares under the Pool that are not subject to outstanding or exercised Awards at the termination of this Plan shall cease to be reserved
for the purpose of this Plan.
5.4. From and after the Effective Date, no further grants or awards shall be made under the Prior Plan(s); however, Awards made under the Prior
Plan(s) before the Effective Date shall continue in effect in accordance with their terms.
6. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AWARDS.
Each Award granted pursuant to this Plan shall be evidenced by a written or electronic agreement between the Company and the Grantee or a written or
electronic notice delivered by the Company (the “Award Agreement”), in substantially such form or forms and containing such terms and conditions, as
the Committee shall from time to time approve. The Award Agreement shall comply with and be subject to the following general terms and conditions
and the provisions of this Plan (except for any provisions applying to Awards under different tax regimes), unless otherwise specifically provided in such
Award Agreement, or the terms referred to in other Sections of this Plan applying to Awards under such

applicable tax regimes, or terms prescribed by Applicable Law. Award Agreements need not be in the same form and may differ in the terms and
conditions included therein.
6.1. Number of Shares. Each Award Agreement shall state the number of Shares covered by the Award.
6.2. Type of Award . Each Award Agreement may state the type of Award granted thereunder, provided that the tax treatment of any Award,
whether or not stated in the Award Agreement, shall be as determined in accordance with Applicable Law.
6.3. Exercise Price. Each Award Agreement shall state the Exercise Price, if applicable. Unless otherwise set forth in this Plan, an Exercise Price
of an Award of less than the par value of the Shares (if shares bear a par value) shall comply with Section 304 of the Companies Law. Subject to
Sections 3, 7.2 and 8.2 and to the foregoing, the Committee may reduce the Exercise Price of any outstanding Award, on terms and subject to such
conditions as it deems advisable. The Exercise Price shall also be subject to adjustment as provided in Section 14 hereof. The Exercise Price of any
Award granted to a Grantee who is subject to U.S. federal income tax shall be determined in accordance with Section 409A of the Code.
6.4. Manner of Exercise.
6.4.1 An Award may be exercised, as to any or all Shares as to which the Award has become exercisable, (a) by written notice delivered
in person or by mail (or such other methods of delivery prescribed by the Company) to the General Counsel of the Company or, if no such officer
is then incumbent, to the Chief Financial Officer of the Company or to such other person as determined by the Committee, (b) by way of an
exercise order submitted via the online service operated and maintained by the Company or any of its service providers, or (c) or in any other
manner as the Committee shall prescribe from time to time, specifying the number of Shares with respect to which the Award is being exercised
(which may be equal to or lower than the aggregate number of Shares that have become exercisable at such time, subject to the last sentence of
this Section), accompanied by payment of the aggregate Exercise Price for such Shares in the manner specified in the following sentence. The
Exercise Price shall be paid in full with respect to each Share, at the time of exercise and as a condition therefor, either (i) in cash, (ii) if the
Company’s shares are listed for trading on any securities exchange or over-the-counter market, and if the Committee so determines, all or part of
the Exercise Price and any withholding taxes may be paid by the delivery (on a form prescribed by the Company) of an irrevocable direction to a
securities broker approved by the Company to sell Shares and to deliver all or part of the sales proceeds to the Company or the Trustee, (iii) if the
Company’s shares are listed for trading on any securities exchange or over-the-counter market, and if the Committee so determines, all or part of
the Exercise Price and any withholding taxes may be paid by the delivery (on a form prescribed by the Company) of an irrevocable direction to
pledge Shares to a securities broker or lender approved by the Company, as security for a loan, and to deliver all or part of the loan proceeds to the
Company or the Trustee, (iv) by applying the Cashless Exercise Mechanism set forth in Section 6.4.3 below, or (v) in such other manner as the
Committee shall determine, which may include procedures for cashless exercise.

6.4.2 The application of Cashless Exercise Mechanism with respect to any 102 Awards shall be subject to obtaining a ruling from the
ITA, to the extent required by Applicable Law.
6.4.3 Unless otherwise determined by the Committee, any and all Options (other than Incentive Stock Options) may be exercised using a
cashless exercise mechanism, in which case the number of the Shares to be issued by the Company upon such exercise shall be calculated
pursuant to the following formula (the “Cashless Exercise Mechanism”):
X = Y * (A – B)
A
Where: X = the number of Shares to be issued to the Grantee.
Y=

the number of Shares, as adjusted to the date of such calculation, underlying the number of Options being
exercised.

A=

the Fair Market Value of one Share at the exercise date.

B = the Exercise Price of the Options being exercised.
Upon the completion of the calculation, if X is a negative number, then X shall be deemed to equal 0 (zero).
6.5. Term and Vesting of Awards.
6.5.1 Each Award Agreement shall provide the vesting schedule for the Award as determined by the Committee. The Committee shall
have the authority to determine the vesting schedule and accelerate the vesting of any outstanding Award at such time and under such
circumstances as it, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate. Unless otherwise resolved by the Committee and stated in the Award Agreement, and
subject to Sections 6.6 and 6.7 hereof, Awards shall vest and become exercisable under the following schedule: twenty-five percent (25%) of the
Shares covered by the Award, on the first anniversary of the vesting commencement date determined by the Committee (and in the absence of
such determination, of date on which such Award was granted), and six and one-quarter percent (6.25%) of the Shares covered by the Award at the
end of each subsequent three-month period thereafter over the course of the following three (3) years; provided that the Grantee remains
continuously as a Service Provider of the Company or its Affiliates throughout such vesting dates.
6.5.2 The Award Agreement may contain performance goals and measurements (which, in case of 102 Trustee Awards, may, if then
required, be subject to obtaining a specific tax ruling or determination from the ITA), and the provisions with respect to any Award need not be the
same as the provisions with respect to any other Award. Such performance goals may include, but are not limited to, revenues, sales, operating
income, earnings before interest and

taxes, return on investment, earnings per share, any combination of the foregoing or rate of growth of any of the foregoing, as determined by the
Committee. The Committee may adjust performance goals pursuant to Awards previously granted to take into account changes in law and
accounting and tax rules and to make such adjustments as the Committee deems necessary or appropriate to reflect the inclusion or the exclusion of
the impact of extraordinary or unusual items, events or circumstances.
6.5.3 The Exercise Period of an Award will be ten (10) years from the date of grant of the Award, unless otherwise determined by the
Committee and stated in the Award Agreement, but subject to the vesting provisions described above and the early termination provisions set forth
in Sections 6.6 and 6.7 hereof. At the expiration of the Exercise Period, any Award, or any part thereof, that has not been exercised within the term
of the Award and the Shares covered thereby not paid for in accordance with this Plan and the Award Agreement shall terminate and become null
and void, and all interests and rights of the Grantee in and to the same shall expire.
6.6. Termination.
6.6.1 Unless otherwise determined by the Committee, and subject to this Section 6.6 and Section 6.7 hereof, an Award may not be
exercised unless the Grantee was, since the date of grant of the Award throughout the vesting dates, and is then (at the time of exercise), a Service
Provider.
6.6.2 In the event that the employment or service of a Grantee shall terminate (other than by reason of death, Disability or Retirement),
such that Grantee is no longer a Service Provider, all Awards of such Grantee that are unvested at the time of such termination shall terminate on
the date of such termination, and all Awards of such Grantee that are vested and exercisable at the time of such termination may be exercised
within up to three (3) months after the date of such termination (or such different period as the Committee shall prescribe, in general or on a caseby-case basis), but in any event no later than the date of expiration of the Award’s term as set forth in the Award Agreement or pursuant to this
Plan; provided, however, that if the Company (or its Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof, as applicable) shall have terminated the Grantee’s
employment or service for Cause (as defined below) (whether the facts or circumstances that constitute such Cause occur prior to or after
termination of employment or service), or if facts or circumstances arise or are discovered with respect to the Grantee that would have constituted
Cause, then all Awards theretofore granted to such Grantee (whether vested or not) shall terminate and be subject to recoupment by the Company
on the date of such termination (or on such subsequent date on which such facts or circumstances arise or are discovered, as the case may be)
unless otherwise determined by the Committee, and any Shares issued upon exercise or (if applicable) vesting of Awards (including other Shares
or securities issued or distributed with respect thereto, and including the gross amount of any proceeds, gains or other economic benefit the Grantee
actually or constructively receives upon receipt or exercise of any Award or the receipt or resale of any Shares underlying the Award), whether
held by the Grantee or by the Trustee for the Grantee’s benefit, shall be deemed to be irrevocably offered for sale to the Company, any of its
Affiliates or any person designated by the Company to purchase, at the

Company’s election and subject to Applicable Law, either for no consideration, for the par value of such Shares (if such Shares bear a par value)
or against payment of the Exercise Price previously received by the Company for such Shares upon their issuance, as the Committee deems fit,
upon written notice to the Grantee at any time prior to, at or after the Grantee’s termination of employment or service. Such Shares or other
securities shall be sold and transferred within 30 days from the date of the Company’s notice of its election to exercise its right. If the Grantee fails
to transfer such Shares or other securities to the Company, the Company, at the decision of the Committee, shall be entitled to forfeit or
repurchase such Shares and to authorize any person to execute on behalf of the Grantee any document necessary to effect such transfer, whether or
not the share certificates are surrendered. The Company shall have the right and authority to effect the above either by: (i) repurchasing all of such
Shares or other securities held by the Grantee or by the Trustee for the benefit of the Grantee, or designate the purchaser of all or any part of such
Shares or other securities, for the Exercise Price paid for such Shares, the par value of such Shares (if such Shares bear a par value) or for no
payment or consideration whatsoever, as the Committee deems fit; (ii) forfeiting all or any part of such Shares or other securities; (iii) redeeming
all or any part of such Shares or other securities, for the Exercise Price paid for such Shares, the par value of such Shares (if such Shares bear a par
value) or for no payment or consideration whatsoever, as the Committee deems fit; (iv) taking action in order to have all or any part of such Shares
or other securities converted into deferred shares entitling their holder only to their par value (if such Shares bear a par value) upon liquidation of
the Company; or (v) taking any other action which may be required in order to achieve similar results; all as shall be determined by the
Committee, at its sole and absolute discretion, and the Grantee is deemed to irrevocably empower the Company or any person which may be
designated by it to take any action by, in the name of or on behalf of the Grantee to comply with and give effect to such actions (including, voting
such shares, filling in, signing and delivering share transfer deeds, etc.).
6.6.3 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the Committee, in its absolute discretion, may, on such terms and conditions as it may
determine appropriate, extend the periods for which Awards held by any Grantee may continue to vest and be exercisable; it being clarified that
such Awards may lose their entitlement to certain tax benefits under Applicable Law (including, without limitation, qualification of an Award as
an Incentive Stock Option) as a result of the modification of such Awards and/or in the event that the Award is exercised beyond the later of: (i)
three (3) months after the date of termination of the employment or service relationship; or (ii) the applicable period under Section 6.7 below with
respect to a termination of the employment or service relationship because of the death, Disability or Retirement of Grantee.
6.6.4 For purposes of this Plan:
6.6.4.1. A termination of employment or service relationship of a Grantee shall not be deemed to occur (except to the extent
required by the Code with respect to the Incentive Stock Option status of an Option) in case of (i) a transition or transfer of a Grantee among the
Company and its Affiliates, (ii) a change in the capacity in which the Grantee is employed or renders service to the Company or any of its
Affiliates or a change in the identity of the

employing or engagement entity among the Company and its Affiliates, provided, in case of the foregoing clauses (i) and (ii) above, that the
Grantee has remained continuously employed by and/or in the service of the Company and its Affiliates since the date of grant of the Award and
throughout the vesting period; or (iii) if the Grantee takes any unpaid leave as set forth in Section 6.8 below.
6.6.4.2. An entity or an Affiliate thereof assuming an Award or issuing in substitution thereof in a transaction to which Section
424(a) of the Code applies or in a Merger/Sale in accordance with Section 14 shall be deemed as an Affiliate of the Company for purposes of this
Section 6.6, unless the Committee determines otherwise.
6.6.4.3.In the case of a Grantee whose principal employer or service recipient is a Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof, the
Grantee’s employment or service relationship shall also be deemed terminated for purposes of this Section 6.6 as of the date on which such
principal employer or service recipient ceases to be a Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof.
6.6.4.4. The term “Cause” shall mean (irrespective of, and in addition to, any definition included in any other agreement or
instrument applicable to the Grantee, and unless otherwise determined by the Committee) any of the following: (i) any theft, fraud, embezzlement,
dishonesty, willful misconduct, breach of fiduciary duty for personal profit, falsification of any documents or records of the Company or any of its
Affiliates, felony or similar act by the Grantee (whether or not related to the Grantee’s relationship with the Company); (ii) an act of moral
turpitude by the Grantee, or any act that causes significant injury to, or is otherwise adversely affecting, the reputation, business, assets, operations
or business relationship of the Company (or a Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof, when applicable); (iii) any breach by the Grantee of any
material agreement with or of any material duty of the Grantee to the Company or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof (including breach of
confidentiality, non-disclosure, non-use non-competition or non-solicitation covenants towards the Company or any of its Affiliates) or failure to
abide by code of conduct or other policies (including, without limitation, policies relating to confidentiality and reasonable workplace conduct);
(iv) any act which constitutes a breach of a Grantee’s fiduciary duty towards the Company or a Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof, including
disclosure of confidential or proprietary information thereof or acceptance or solicitation to receive unauthorized or undisclosed benefits,
irrespective of their nature, or funds, or promises to receive either, from individuals, consultants or corporate entities with whom the Company or a
Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof conducts business; (v) the Grantee’s unauthorized use, misappropriation, destruction, or diversion of any
tangible or intangible asset or corporate opportunity of the Company or any of its Affiliates (including, without limitation, the improper use or
disclosure of confidential or proprietary information); or (vi) any circumstances that constitute grounds for termination for cause under the
Grantee’s employment or service agreement with the Company or Affiliate, to the extent applicable. For the avoidance of doubt, the determination
as to whether a termination is for Cause for purposes of this Plan, shall be made in good faith by the Committee and shall be final and binding on
the Grantee.
6.7. Death, Disability or Retirement of Grantee.

6.7.1 If a Grantee shall die while employed by, or performing service for, the Company or any of its Affiliates, or within the three (3)
month period (or such longer period of time as determined by the Board, in its discretion) after the date of termination of such Grantee’s
employment or service (or within such different period as the Committee may have provided pursuant to Section 6.6 hereof), or if the Grantee’s
employment or service with the Company or any of its Affiliates shall terminate by reason of Disability, all Awards theretofore granted to such
Grantee may (to the extent otherwise vested and exercisable and unless earlier terminated in accordance with their terms) be exercised by the
Grantee or by the Grantee’s estate or by a person who acquired the legal right to exercise such Awards by bequest or inheritance, or by a person
who acquired the legal right to exercise such Awards in accordance with applicable law in the case of Disability of the Grantee, as the case may
be, at any time within one (1) year (or such longer period of time as determined by the Committee, in its discretion) after the death or Disability of
the Grantee (or such different period as the Committee shall prescribe), but in any event no later than the date of expiration of the Award’s term as
set forth in the Award Agreement or pursuant to this Plan. In the event that an Award granted hereunder shall be exercised as set forth above by
any person other than the Grantee, written notice of such exercise shall be accompanied by a certified copy of letters testamentary or proof
satisfactory to the Committee of the right of such person to exercise such Award.
6.7.2 In the event that the employment or service of a Grantee shall terminate on account of such Grantee’s Retirement, all Awards of
such Grantee that are exercisable at the time of such Retirement may, unless earlier terminated in accordance with their terms, be exercised at any
time within the three (3) month period after the date of such Retirement (or such different period as the Committee shall prescribe).
6.8. Suspension of Vesting . Unless the Committee provides otherwise, vesting of Awards granted hereunder shall be suspended during any
unpaid leave of absence, other than in the case of any (i) leave of absence which was pre-approved by the Company explicitly for purposes of continuing
the vesting of Awards, or (ii) transfers between locations of the Company or any of its Affiliates, or between the Company and any of its Affiliates, or
any respective successor thereof. For clarity, for purposes of this Plan, military leave, statutory maternity or paternity leave or sick leave are not deemed
unpaid leave of absence, unless otherwise determined by the Committee.
6.9. Securities Law Restrictions. Except as otherwise provided in the applicable Award Agreement or other agreement between the Service
Provider and the Company, if the exercise of an Award following the termination of the Service Provider’s employment or service (other than for Cause)
would be prohibited at any time solely because the issuance of Shares would violate the registration requirements under the Securities Act or equivalent
requirements under equivalent laws of other applicable jurisdictions, then the Award shall remain exercisable and terminate on the earlier of (i) the
expiration of a period of three (3) months (or such longer period of time as determined by the Committee, in its discretion) after the termination of the
Service Provider’s employment or service during which the exercise of the Award would not be in such violation, or (ii) the expiration of the term of the
Award as set forth in the Award Agreement or pursuant to this Plan. In addition, unless otherwise provided in a Grantee’s Award Agreement, if the sale
of any Shares received upon exercise or (if applicable) vesting of an Award following the termination of the Grantee’s employment or service (other
than for Cause) would

violate the Company’s insider trading policy, then the Award shall terminate on the earlier of (i) the expiration of a period equal to the applicable posttermination exercise period after the termination of the Grantee’s employment or service during which the exercise of the Award would not be in
violation of the Company’s insider trading policy, or (ii) the expiration of the term of the Award as set forth in the applicable Award Agreement or
pursuant to this Plan.
6.10. Other Provisions. The Award Agreement evidencing Awards under this Plan shall contain such other terms and conditions not inconsistent
with this Plan as the Committee may determine, at or after the date of grant, including provisions in connection with the restrictions on transferring the
Awards or Shares covered by such Awards, which shall be binding upon the Grantees and any purchaser, assignee or transferee of any Awards, and
other terms and conditions as the Committee shall deem appropriate.
7. NONQUALIFIED STOCK OPTIONS.
Awards granted pursuant to this Section 7 are intended to constitute Nonqualified Stock Options and shall be subject to the general terms and conditions
specified in Section 6 hereof and other provisions of this Plan, except for any provisions of this Plan applying to Awards under different tax laws or
regulations. In the event of any inconsistency or contradictions between the provisions of this Section 7 and the other terms of this Plan, this Section 7
shall prevail. IIf for any reason anAward granted pursuant to Section 8 (or any portion thereof) does not qualify as an Incentive Stock Option, then, to the
extent of such non-qualification, such Option (or portion thereof) shall be regarded as a Nonqualified Stock Option granted under this Plan. In no event
will the Board, the Company or any Parent or Subsidiary or any of their respective employees or directors have any liability to Grantee (or any other
person) due to the failure of the Option to qualify for any reason as an Incentive Stock Option.
7.1. Certain Limitations on Eligibility for Nonqualified Stock Options. Nonqualified Stock Options may not be granted to a Service Provider
who is deemed to be a resident of the United States for purposes of taxation or who is otherwise subject to United States federal income tax unless the
Shares underlying such Options constitute “service recipient stock” under Section 409A of the Code or unless such Options comply with the payment
requirements of Section 409A of the Code.
7.2. Exercise Price. The Exercise Price of a Nonqualified Stock Option shall not be less than 100% of the Fair Market Value of a Share on the
date of grant of such Option unless the Committee specifically indicates that the Awards will have a lower Exercise Price and the Award complies with
Section 409A of the Code. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Nonqualified Stock Option may be granted with an exercise price lower than the minimum
exercise price set forth above if such Award is granted pursuant to an assumption or substitution for another option in a manner qualifying under the
provisions of that complies with Section 424(a) of the Code 1.409A‑1(b)(5)(v)(D) of the U.S. Treasury Regulations or any successor guidance.
8. INCENTIVE STOCK OPTIONS.
Awards granted pursuant to this Section 8 are intended to constitute Incentive Stock Options and shall be granted subject to the following special terms
and conditions, the general terms and conditions specified in Section 6 hereof and other provisions of this Plan, except for any provisions of this Plan
applying to

Awards under different tax laws or regulations. In the event of any inconsistency or contradictions between the provisions of this Section 8 and the other
terms of this Plan, this Section 8 shall prevail.
8.1. Eligibility for Incentive Stock Options. Incentive Stock Options may be granted only to Employees of the Company, or to Employees of a
Parent or Subsidiary, determined as of the date of grant of such Options. An Incentive Stock Option granted to a prospective Employee upon the
condition that such person become an Employee shall be deemed granted effective on the date such person commences employment, with an exercise
price determined as of such date in accordance with Section 8.2.
8.2. Exercise Price. The Exercise Price of an Incentive Stock Option shall not be less than one hundred percent (100%) of the Fair Market Value
of the Shares covered by the Awards on the date of grant of such Option or such other price as may be determined pursuant to the Code. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, an Incentive Stock Option may be granted with an exercise price lower than the minimum exercise price set forth above if such Award is
granted pursuant to an assumption or substitution for another option in a manner that complies with the provisions of Section 424(a) of the Code.
8.3. Date of Grant. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Plan to the contrary, no Incentive Stock Option may be granted under this Plan
after 10 years from the date this Plan is adopted, or the date this Plan is approved by the shareholders, whichever is earlier.
8.4. Exercise Period. No Incentive Stock Option shall be exercisable after the expiration of ten (10) years after the effective date of grant of such
Award, subject to Section 8.6. No Incentive Stock Option granted to a prospective Employee may become exercisable prior to the date on which such
person commences employment.
8.5. $100,000 Per Year Limitation . The aggregate Fair Market Value (determined as of the date the Incentive Stock Option is granted) of the
Shares with respect to which all Incentive Stock Options granted under this Plan and all other “incentive stock option” plans of the Company, or of any
Parent or Subsidiary, become exercisable for the first time by each Grantee during any calendar year shall not exceed one hundred thousand United
States dollars ($100,000) with respect to such Grantee. To the extent that the aggregate Fair Market Value of Shares with respect to which such Incentive
Stock Options and any other such incentive stock options are exercisable for the first time by any Grantee during any calendar year exceeds one hundred
thousand United States dollars ($100,000), such options shall be treated as Nonqualified Stock Options. The foregoing shall be applied by taking options
into account in the order in which they were granted. If the Code is amended to provide for a different limitation from that set forth in this Section 8.5,
such different limitation shall be deemed incorporated herein effective as of the date and with respect to such Awards as required or permitted by such
amendment to the Code. If an Option is treated as an Incentive Stock Option in part and as a Nonqualified Stock Option in part by reason of the
limitation set forth in this Section 8.5, the Grantee may designate which portion of such Option the Grantee is exercising. In the absence of such
designation, the Grantee shall be deemed to have exercised the Incentive Stock Option portion of the Option first. Separate certificates representing each
such portion may be issued upon the exercise of the Option.
8.6. Ten Percent Shareholder. In the case of an Incentive Stock Option granted to a Ten Percent Shareholder, notwithstanding the foregoing
provisions of this Section 8, (i) the Exercise Price shall not be less than one hundred and ten percent (110%) of the Fair Market Value of a Share on the
date of grant of such Incentive Stock Option, and (ii) the Exercise Period shall not exceed five (5) years from the effective date of grant of such Incentive
Stock Option.

8.7. Payment of Exercise Price. Each Award Agreement evidencing an Incentive Stock Option shall state each alternative method by which the
Exercise Price thereof may be paid.
8.8. Leave of Absence . Notwithstanding Section 6.8, a Grantee’s employment shall not be deemed to have terminated if the Grantee takes any
leave as set forth in Section 6.8(i); provided, however, that if any such leave exceeds three (3) months, on the day that is three (3) months following the
commencement of such leave any Incentive Stock Option held by the Grantee shall cease to be treated as an Incentive Stock Option and instead shall be
treated thereafter as a Nonqualified Stock Option, unless the Grantee’s right to return to employment is guaranteed by statute or contract.
8.9. Exercise Following Termination . Notwithstanding anything else in this Plan to the contrary, Incentive Stock Options that are not exercised
within three (3) months following termination of the Grantee’s employment with the Company or its Parent or Subsidiary or with a corporation (or a
parent or subsidiary of such corporation) issuing or assuming an Option of such Grantee in a transaction to which Section 424(a) of the Code applies, or
within one year in case of termination of the Grantee’s employment with the Company or its Parent or Subsidiary due to a Disability (within the meaning
of Section 22(e)(3) of the Code), shall be deemed to be Nonqualified Stock Options.
8.10. Notice to Company of Disqualifying Disposition. Each Grantee who receives an Incentive Stock Option must agree to notify the Company
in writing immediately after the Grantee makes a Disqualifying Disposition of any Shares received pursuant to the exercise of Incentive Stock Options.
A “Disqualifying Disposition” is any disposition (including any sale) of such Shares before the later of (i) two years after the date the Grantee was
granted the Incentive Stock Option, or (ii) one year after the date the Grantee acquired Shares by exercising the Incentive Stock Option. If the Grantee
dies before such Shares are sold, these holding period requirements do not apply and no disposition of the Shares will be deemed a Disqualifying
Disposition.
9. 102 AWARDS.
Awards granted pursuant to this Section 9 are intended to constitute 102 Awards and shall be granted subject to the following special terms and
conditions, the general terms and conditions specified in Section 6 hereof and other provisions of this Plan, except for any provisions of this Plan
applying to Awards under different tax laws or regulations. In the event of any inconsistency or contradictions between the provisions of this Section 9
and the other terms of this Plan, this Section 9 shall prevail.
9.1. Tracks. Awards granted pursuant to this Section 9 are intended to be granted pursuant to Section 102 of the Ordinance pursuant to either (i)
Section 102(b)(2) or (3) thereof (as applicable), under the capital gain track (“102 Capital Gain Track Awards ”), or (ii) Section 102(b)(1) thereof under
the ordinary income track (“102 Ordinary Income Track Awards ”, and together with 102 Capital Gain Track Awards, “ 102 Trustee Awards ”). 102
Trustee Awards shall be granted subject to the special terms and conditions contained in this Section 9, the general terms and conditions specified in
Section 6 hereof and other provisions of this Plan, except for any provisions of this Plan applying to Options under different tax laws or regulations.
9.2. Election of Track. Subject to Applicable Law, the Company may grant only one type of 102 Trustee Awards at any given time to all
Grantees who are to be granted 102 Trustee Awards pursuant to

this Plan, and shall file an election with the ITA regarding the type of 102 Trustee Awards it elects to grant before the date of grant of any 102 Trustee
Awards (the “Election”). Such Election shall also apply to any other securities, including bonus shares, received by any Grantee as a result of holding the
102 Trustee Awards. The Company may change the type of 102 Trustee Awards that it elects to grant only after the expiration of at least 12 months
from the end of the year in which the first grant was made in accordance with the previous Election, or as otherwise provided by Applicable Law. Any
Election shall not prevent the Company from granting Awards, pursuant to Section 102(c) of the Ordinance without a Trustee (“ 102 Non-Trustee
Awards”).
9.3. Eligibility for Awards.
9.3.1 Subject to Applicable Law, 102 Awards may only be granted to an “employee” within the meaning of Section 102(a) of the
Ordinance (which as of the date of the adoption of this Plan means (i) individuals employed by an Israeli company being the Company or any of its
Affiliates, and (ii) individuals who are serving and are engaged personally (and not through an entity) as “office holders” by such an Israeli
company), but may not be granted to a Controlling Shareholder (“Eligible 102 Grantees”). Eligible 102 Grantees may receive only 102 Awards,
which may either be granted to a Trustee or granted under Section 102 of the Ordinance without a Trustee.
9.4. 102 Award Grant Date.
9.4.1 Each 102 Award will be deemed granted on the date determined by the Committee, subject to Section 9.4.2, provided that (i) the
Grantee has signed all documents required by the Company or pursuant to Applicable Law, and (ii) with respect to 102 Trustee Award, the
Company has provided all applicable documents to the Trustee in accordance with the guidelines published by the ITA, and if an agreement is not
signed and delivered by the Grantee within 90 days from the date determined by the Committee (subject to Section 9.4.2), then such 102 Trustee
Award shall be deemed granted on such later date as such agreement is signed and delivered and on which the Company has provided all
applicable documents to the Trustee in accordance with the guidelines published by the ITA. In the case of any contradiction, this provision and
the date of grant determined pursuant hereto shall supersede and be deemed to amend any date of grant indicated in any corporate resolution or
Award Agreement.
9.4.2 Unless otherwise permitted by the Ordinance, any grants of 102 Trustee Awards that are made on or after the date of the adoption of
this Plan or an amendment to this Plan, as the case may be, that may become effective only at the expiration of thirty (30) days after the filing of
this Plan or any amendment thereof (as the case may be) with the ITA in accordance with the Ordinance shall be conditional upon the expiration
of such 30-day period, such condition shall be read and is incorporated by reference into any corporate resolutions approving such grants and into
any Award Agreement evidencing such grants (whether or not explicitly referring to such condition), and the date of grant shall be at the
expiration of such 30-day period, whether or not the date of grant indicated therein corresponds with this Section. In the case of any contradiction,
this provision and the date of grant determined pursuant hereto shall supersede and be deemed to amend any date of grant indicated in any
corporate resolution or Award Agreement.

9.5. 102 Trustee Awards.
9.5.1 Each 102 Trustee Award, each Share issued pursuant to the exercise of any 102 Trustee Award, and any rights granted thereunder,
including bonus shares, shall be issued to and registered in the name of the Trustee and shall be held in trust for the benefit of the Grantee for the
requisite period prescribed by the Ordinance (the “Required Holding Period”). In the event that the requirements under Section 102 of the
Ordinance to qualify an Award as a 102 Trustee Award are not met, then the Award may be treated as a 102 Non-Trustee Award or 3(9) Award,
all in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance. After expiration of the Required Holding Period, the Trustee may release such 102 Trustee
Awards and any such Shares, provided that (i) the Trustee has received an acknowledgment from the ITA that the Grantee has paid any applicable
taxes due pursuant to the Ordinance, or (ii) the Trustee and/or the Company and/or the Employer withholds all applicable taxes and compulsory
payments due pursuant to the Ordinance arising from the 102 Trustee Awards and/or any Shares issued upon exercise or (if applicable) vesting of
such 102 Trustee Awards. The Trustee shall not release any 102 Trustee Awards or Shares issued upon exercise or (if applicable) vesting thereof
prior to the payment in full of the Grantee’s tax and compulsory payments arising from such 102 Trustee Awards and/or Shares or the withholding
referred to in (ii) above.
9.5.2 Each 102 Trustee Award shall be subject to the relevant terms of the Ordinance, the Rules and any determinations, rulings or
approvals issued by the ITA, which shall be deemed an integral part of the 102 Trustee Awards and shall prevail over any term contained in this
Plan or Award Agreement that is not consistent therewith. Any provision of the Ordinance, the Rules and any determinations, rulings or approvals
by the ITA not expressly specified in this Plan or Award Agreement that are necessary to receive or maintain any tax benefit pursuant to Section
102 of the Ordinance shall be binding on the Grantee. Any Grantee granted a 102 Trustee Awards shall comply with the Ordinance and the terms
and conditions of the trust agreement entered into between the Company and the Trustee. The Grantee shall execute any and all documents that the
Company and/or its Affiliates and/or the Trustee determine from time to time to be necessary in order to comply with the Ordinance and the Rules.
9.5.3 During the Required Holding Period, the Grantee shall not release from trust or sell, assign, transfer or give as collateral, the Shares
issuable upon the exercise or (if applicable) vesting of a 102 Trustee Awards and/or any securities issued or distributed with respect thereto, until
the expiration of the Required Holding Period. Notwithstanding the above, if any such sale, release or other action occurs during the Required
Holding Period it may result in adverse tax consequences to the Grantee under Section 102 of the Ordinance and the Rules, which shall apply to
and shall be borne solely by such Grantee. Subject to the foregoing, the Trustee may, pursuant to a written request from the Grantee, but subject to
the terms of this Plan, release and transfer such Shares to a designated third party, provided that both of the following conditions have been
fulfilled prior to such release or transfer: (i) payment has been made to the ITA of all taxes and compulsory payments required to be paid upon the
release and transfer of the Shares, and confirmation of such payment has been received by the Trustee and the Company, and (ii) the Trustee has
received written confirmation from the Company that all requirements for such

release and transfer have been fulfilled according to the terms of the Company’s corporate documents, any agreement governing the Shares, this
Plan, the Award Agreement and any Applicable Law.
9.5.4 If a 102 Trustee Award is exercised or (if applicable) vested, the Shares issued upon such exercise or (if applicable) vesting shall be
issued in the name of the Trustee for the benefit of the Grantee.
9.5.5 Upon or after receipt of a 102 Trustee Award, if required, the Grantee may be required to sign an undertaking to release the Trustee
from any liability with respect to any action or decision duly taken and executed in good faith by the Trustee in relation to this Plan, or any 102
Trustee Awards or Share granted to such Grantee thereunder.
9.6. 102 Non-Trustee Awards . The foregoing provisions of this Section 9 relating to 102 Trustee Awards shall not apply with respect to 102
Non-Trustee Awards, which shall, however, be subject to the relevant provisions of Section 102 of the Ordinance and the applicable Rules. The
Committee may determine that 102 Non-Trustee Awards, the Shares issuable upon the exercise or (if applicable) vesting of a 102 Non-Trustee Awards
and/or any securities issued or distributed with respect thereto, shall be allocated or issued to the Trustee, who shall hold such 102 Non-Trustee Awards
and all accrued rights thereon (if any), in trust for the benefit of the Grantee and/or the Company, as the case may be, until the full payment of tax arising
from the 102 Non-Trustee Awards, the Shares issuable upon the exercise or (if applicable) vesting of a 102 Non-Trustee Awards and/or any securities
issued or distributed with respect thereto. The Company may choose, alternatively, to force the Grantee to provide it with a guarantee or other security, to
the satisfaction of each of the Trustee and the Company, until the full payment of the applicable taxes.
9.7. Written Grantee Undertaking. To the extent and with respect to any 102 Trustee Award, and as required by Section 102 of the Ordinance and
the Rules, by virtue of the receipt of such Award, the Grantee is deemed to have provided, undertaken and confirmed the following written undertaking
(and such undertaking is deemed incorporated into any documents signed by the Grantee in connection with the employment or service of the Grantee
and/or the grant of such Award), which undertaking shall be deemed to apply and relate to all 102 Trustee Awards granted to the Grantee, whether under
this Plan or other plans maintained by the Company, and whether prior to or after the date hereof.
9.7.1 The Grantee shall comply with all terms and conditions set forth in Section 102 of the Ordinance with regard to the “Capital Gain
Track” or the “Ordinary Income Track”, as applicable, and the applicable rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, as amended from time to
time;
9.7.2 The Grantee is familiar with, and understands the provisions of, Section 102 of the Ordinance in general, and the tax arrangement
under the “Capital Gain Track” or the “Ordinary Income Track” in particular, and its tax consequences; the Grantee agrees that the 102 Trustee
Awards and Shares that may be issued upon exercise or (if applicable) vesting of the 102 Trustee Awards (or otherwise in relation to the 102
Trustee Awards), will be held by the Trustee appointed pursuant to Section 102 of the Ordinance for at least the duration of the “Holding

Period” (as such term is defined in Section 102) under the “Capital Gain Track” or the “Ordinary Income Track”, as applicable. The Grantee
understands that any release of such 102 Trustee Awards or Shares from trust, or any sale of the Share prior to the termination of the Holding
Period, as defined above, will result in taxation at marginal tax rate, in addition to deductions of appropriate social security, health tax
contributions or other compulsory payments; and
9.7.3 The Grantee agrees to the trust agreement signed between the Company, the Employer and the Trustee appointed pursuant to
Section 102 of the Ordinance.
10. 3(I) AWARDS.
Awards granted pursuant to this Section 10 are intended to constitute 3(i) Awards and shall be granted subject to the general terms and conditions
specified in Section 6 hereof and other provisions of this Plan, except for any provisions of this Plan applying to Awards under different tax laws or
regulations. In the event of any inconsistency or contradictions between the provisions of this Section 10 and the other terms of this Plan, this Section 10
shall prevail.
10.1. To the extent required by the Ordinance or the ITA or otherwise deemed by the Committee to be advisable, the 3(i) Awards and/or any
shares or other securities issued or distributed with respect thereto granted pursuant to this Plan shall be issued to a Trustee nominated by the Committee
in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance or the terms of a trust agreement, as applicable. In such event, the Trustee shall hold such Awards and
or other securities issued or distributed with respect thereto in trust, until exercised or (if applicable) vested by the Grantee and the full payment of tax
arising therefrom, pursuant to the Company’s instructions from time to time as set forth in a trust agreement, which will have been entered into between
the Company and the Trustee. If determined by the Board or the Committee, and subject to such trust agreement, the Trustee shall be responsible for
withholding any taxes to which a Grantee may become liable upon issuance of Shares, whether due to the exercise or (if applicable) vesting of Awards.
10.2. Shares pursuant to a 3(i) Award shall not be issued, unless the Grantee delivers to the Company payment in cash or by bank check or such
other form acceptable to the Committee of all withholding taxes due, if any, on account of the Grantee acquired Shares under the Award or gives other
assurance satisfactory to the Committee of the payment of those withholding taxes.
11. RESTRICTED SHARES.
The Committee may award Restricted Shares to any eligible Grantee, including under Section 102 of the Ordinance. Each Award of Restricted Shares
under this Plan shall be evidenced by a written agreement between the Company and the Grantee (the “Restricted Share Agreement”), in such form as the
Committee shall from time to time approve. The Restricted Shares shall be subject to all applicable terms of this Plan, which in the case of Restricted
Shares granted under Section 102 of the Ordinance shall include Section 9 hereof, and may be subject to any other terms that are not inconsistent with
this Plan. The provisions of the various Restricted Shares Agreements entered into under this Plan need not be identical with respect to any two Awards
or Guarantees. The Restricted Share Agreement shall comply

with and be subject to Section 6 and the following terms and conditions, unless otherwise specifically provided in such Agreement and not inconsistent
with this Plan or Applicable Law:
11.1. Purchase Price. Section 6.4 shall not apply. Each Restricted Share Agreement shall state an amount of Exercise Price to be paid by the
Grantee, if any, in consideration for the issuance of the Restricted Shares and the terms of payment thereof, which may include payment in cash or,
subject to the Committee’s approval, by issuance of promissory notes or other evidence of indebtedness on such terms and conditions as determined by
the Committee.
11.2. Restrictions. Restricted Shares may not be sold, assigned, transferred, pledged, hypothecated or otherwise disposed of, except by will or the
laws of descent and distribution (in which case they shall be transferred subject to all restrictions then or thereafter applicable thereto), until such
Restricted Shares shall have vested (the period from the date on which the Award is granted until the date of vesting of the Restricted Shares thereunder
being referred to herein as the “Restricted Period”). The Committee may also impose such additional or alternative restrictions and conditions on the
Restricted Shares, as it deems appropriate, including the satisfaction of performance criteria (which, in case of 102 Trustee Awards, may be subject to
obtaining a specific tax ruling or determination from the ITA). Such performance criteria may include, but are not limited to, sales, earnings before
interest and taxes, return on investment, earnings per share, any combination of the foregoing or rate of growth of any of the foregoing, as determined by
the Committee or pursuant to the provisions of any Company policy required under mandatory provisions of Applicable Law. Certificates for shares
issued pursuant to Restricted Share Awards, if issued, shall bear an appropriate legend referring to such restrictions, and any attempt to dispose of any
such shares in contravention of such restrictions shall be null and void and without effect. Such certificates may, if so determined by the Committee, be
held in escrow by an escrow agent appointed by the Committee, or, if a Restricted Share Award is made pursuant to Section 102 of the Ordinance, by the
Trustee. In determining the Restricted Period of an Award the Committee may provide that the foregoing restrictions shall lapse with respect to specified
percentages of the awarded Restricted Shares on successive anniversaries of the date of such Award. To the extent required by the Ordinance or the ITA,
the Restricted Shares issued pursuant to Section 102 of the Ordinance shall be issued to the Trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance
and the Restricted Shares shall be held for the benefit of the Grantee for at least the Required Holding Period.
11.3 Forfeiture; Repurchase. Subject to such exceptions as may be determined by the Committee, if the Grantee’s continuous employment with
or service to the Company or any Affiliate thereof shall terminate (such that Grantee is no longer a Service Provider of either the Company or any
Affiliate thereof) for any reason prior to the expiration of the Restricted Period of an Award or prior to the timely payment in full of the Exercise Price of
any Restricted Shares, any Restricted Shares remaining subject to vesting or with respect to which the purchase price has not been paid in full, shall
thereupon be forfeited, transferred to, and redeemed, repurchased or cancelled by, as the case may be, in any manner as set forth in Section 6.6.2(i)
through (v), subject to Applicable Law and the Grantee shall have no further rights with respect to such Restricted Shares.
11.4. Ownership. During the Restricted Period the Grantee shall possess all incidents of ownership of such Restricted Shares, subject to Section
6.10 and Section 11.2, including the right to vote and receive dividends with respect to such Shares. All securities, if any, received by a Grantee with

respect to Restricted Shares as a result of any stock split, stock dividend, combination of shares, or other similar transaction shall be subject to the
restrictions applicable to the original Award.
12. RESTRICTED SHARE UNITS.
An RSU is an Award covering a number of Shares that is settled, if vested and (if applicable) exercised, by issuance of those Shares. An RSU may be
awarded to any eligible Grantee, including under Section 102 of the Ordinance. The Award Agreement relating to the grant of RSUs under this Plan (the
“Restricted Share Unit Agreement ”), shall be in such form as the Committee shall from time to time approve. The RSUs shall be subject to all applicable
terms of this Plan, which in the case of RSUs granted under Section 102 of the Ordinance shall include Section 9 hereof, and may be subject to any other
terms that are not inconsistent with this Plan. The provisions of the various Restricted Share Unit Agreements entered into under this Plan need not be
identical. RSUs may be granted in consideration of a reduction in the recipient’s other compensation.
12.1. Exercise Price. No payment of Exercise Price shall be required as consideration for RSUs, unless included in the Award Agreement or as
required by Applicable Law (including, Section 304 of the Companies Law), and Section 6.4 shall apply, if applicable.
12.2. Shareholders’ Rights. The Grantee shall not possess or own any ownership rights in the Shares underlying the RSUs and no rights as a
shareholder shall exist prior to the actual issuance of Shares in the name of the Grantee.
12.3. Settlements of Awards . Settlement of vested RSUs shall be made in the form of Shares. Distribution to a Grantee of an amount (or
amounts) from settlement of vested RSUs can be deferred to a date after vesting as determined by the Committee. The amount of a deferred distribution
may be increased by an interest factor or by dividend equivalents. Until the grant of RSUs is settled, the number of Shares underlying such RSUs shall
be subject to adjustment pursuant hereto.
12.4. Section 409A Restrictions. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, any RSUs granted under this Plan that are not exempt
from the requirements of Section 409A of the Code shall contain such restrictions or other provisions so that such RSUs will comply with the
requirements of Section 409A of the Code, if applicable to the Company. Such restrictions, if any, shall be determined by the Committee and contained
in the Restricted Share Unit Agreement evidencing such RSU. For example, such restrictions may include a requirement that any Shares that are to be
issued in a year following the year in which the RSU vests must be issued in accordance with a fixed, pre‑determined schedule.
13. OTHER SHARE OR SHARE-BASED AWARDS.
13.1. The Committee may grant other Awards under this Plan pursuant to which Shares (which may, but need not, be Restricted Shares pursuant
to Section 11 hereof), cash (in settlement of Share-based Awards) or a combination thereof, are or may in the future be acquired or received, or Awards
denominated in stock units, including units valued on the basis of measures other than market value.

13.2. The Committee may also grant stock appreciation rights without the grant of an accompanying option, which rights shall permit the
Grantees to receive, at the time of any exercise of such rights, cash equal to the amount by which the Fair Market Value of the Shares in respect to which
the right was granted is so exercised exceeds the exercise price thereof. The exercise price of any such stock appreciation right granted to a Grantee who
is subject to U.S. federal income tax shall be determined in compliance with Section 7.2.
13.3. Such other Share-based Awards as set forth above may be granted alone, in addition to, or in tandem with any Award of any type granted
under this Plan (without any obligation or assurance that that such Share-based Awards will be entitled to tax benefits under Applicable Law or to the
same tax treatment as other Awards under this Plan).
14. EFFECT OF CERTAIN CHANGES.
14.1. General. In the event of a division or subdivision of the outstanding share capital of the Company, any distribution of bonus shares (stock
split), consolidation or combination of share capital of the Company (reverse stock split), reclassification with respect to the Shares or any similar
recapitalization events (each, a “Recapitalization”), a merger (including, a reverse merger and a reverse triangular merger), consolidation, amalgamation
or like transaction of the Company with or into another corporation, a reorganization (which may include a combination or exchange of shares, spin-off
or other corporate divestiture or division, or other similar occurrences, the Committee shall make, without the need for a consent of any holder of an
Award, such adjustments as determined by the Committee to be appropriate, in its discretion, in order to adjust (i) the number and class of shares
reserved and available for grants of Awards, (ii) the number and class of shares covered by outstanding Awards, (iii) the Exercise Price per share covered
by any Award, (iv) the terms and conditions concerning vesting and exercisability and the term and duration of the outstanding Awards, (v) the type or
class of security, asset or right underlying the Award (which need not be only that of the Company, and may be that of the surviving corporation or any
affiliate thereof or such other entity party to any of the above transactions), and (vi) any other terms of the Award that in the opinion of the Committee
should be adjusted. Any fractional shares resulting from such adjustment shall be treated as determined by the Committee, and in the absence of such
determination shall be rounded to the nearest whole share, and the Company shall have no obligation to make any cash or other payment with respect to
such fractional shares. No adjustment shall be made by reason of the distribution of subscription rights or rights offering to outstanding shares or other
issuance of shares by the Company, unless the Committee determines otherwise. The adjustments determined pursuant to this Section 14.1 (including a
determination that no adjustment is to be made) shall be final, binding and conclusive.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary included herein, and subject to Applicable Law and the applicable accounting standards, in the event of a
distribution of cash dividend by the Company to all holders of Shares, the Committee shall have the authority to determine, without the need for a
consent of any holder of an Award, that the Exercise Price of any Award, which is outstanding and unexercised on the record date of such distribution,
shall be reduced by an amount equal to the per Share gross dividend amount distributed by the Company, and the Committee may determine that the
Exercise Price following such reduction shall be not less than the par value of a Share (if such Shares bear a par value). The

application of this Section with respect to any 102 Awards shall be subject to obtaining a ruling from the ITA, to the extent required by applicable law
and subject to the terms and conditions of any such ruling.
14.2. Merger/Sale of Company. In the event of (i) a sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company, or a sale (including an
exchange) of all or substantially all of the shares of the Company, to any person, or a purchase by a shareholder of the Company or by an Affiliate of
such shareholder, of all the shares of the Company held by all or substantially all other shareholders or by other shareholders who are not Affiliated with
such acquiring party; (ii) a merger (including, a reverse merger and a reverse triangular merger), consolidation, amalgamation or like transaction of the
Company with or into another corporation; (iii) a scheme of arrangement for the purpose of effecting such sale, merger, consolidation, amalgamation or
other transaction; (iv) approval by the shareholders of the Company of a complete liquidation or dissolution of the Company, (v) Change in Board Event,
or (vi) such other transaction or set of circumstances that is determined by the Board, in its discretion, to be a transaction subject to the provisions of this
Section 14.2 excluding any of the foregoing transactions in clauses (i) through (iv) if the Board determines that such transaction should be excluded from
the definition hereof and the applicability of this Section 14.2 (each of the foregoing transactions, a “Merger/Sale”), then, without derogating from the
general authority and power of the Board or the Committee under this Plan, without the Grantee’s consent and action and without any prior notice
requirement, the Committee may make, in its sole and absolute discretion, any determination as to the treatment of Awards, as provided herein:
14.2.1 Unless otherwise determined by the Committee, any Award then outstanding shall be assumed or be substituted by the Company,
or by the successor corporation in such Merger/Sale or by any parent or Affiliate thereof, as determined by the Committee in its discretion (the
“Successor Corporation”), under terms as determined by the Committee or the terms of this Plan applied by the Successor Corporation to such
assumed or substituted Awards.
For the purposes of this Section 14.2.1, the Award shall be considered assumed or substituted if, following a Merger/Sale, the Award confers on
the holder thereof the right to purchase or receive, for each Share underlying an Award immediately prior to the Merger/Sale, either (i) the
consideration (whether shares or other securities, cash or other property, or rights, or any combination thereof) distributed to or received by
holders of Shares in the Merger/Sale for each Share held on the effective date of the Merger/Sale (and if holders were offered a choice or several
types of consideration, the type of consideration as determined by the Committee, which need not be the same type for all Grantees), or (ii)
regardless of the consideration received by the holders of Shares in the Merger/Sale, solely shares or any type of Awards (or their equivalent) of
the Successor Corporation at a value to be determined by the Committee in its discretion, or a certain type of consideration (whether shares or
other securities, cash or other property, or rights, or any combination thereof) as determined by the Committee. Any of the consideration referred
to in the foregoing clauses (i) and (ii) shall be subject to the same vesting and expiration terms of the Awards applying immediately prior to the
Merger/Sale, unless determined by the Committee in its discretion that the consideration shall be subject to different vesting and expiration terms,
or other terms, and the Committee may determine that it be subject to other or additional terms. The foregoing shall not limit the Committee’s
authority to determine, that in lieu of such assumption or substitution of Awards for Awards of the Successor Corporation, such Award will be

substituted for shares or other securities, cash or other property, or rights, or any combination thereof, including as set forth in Section 14.2.2
hereof.
14.2.2 Regardless of whether or not Awards are assumed or substituted, the Committee may (but shall not be obligated to):
14.2.2.1. provide for the Grantee to have the right to exercise the Award in respect of Shares covered by the Award which would
otherwise be exercisable or vested, under such terms and conditions as the Committee shall determine, and the cancellation of all unexercised
Awards (whether vested or unvested) upon or immediately prior to the closing of the Merger/Sale, unless the Committee provides for the Grantee
to have the right to exercise the Award, or otherwise for the acceleration of vesting of such Award, as to all or part of the Shares covered by the
Award which would not otherwise be exercisable or vested, under such terms and conditions as the Committee shall determine;
14.2.2.2. provide for the cancellation of each outstanding Award at or immediately prior to the closing of such Merger/Sale, and if
and to what extent payment shall be made to the Grantee of an amount in, shares or other securities of the Company, the acquirer or of a
corporation or other business entity which is a party to the Merger/Sale, in cash or other property, in rights, or in any combination thereof, as
determined by the Committee to be fair in the circumstances, and subject to such terms and conditions as determined by the Committee. The
Committee shall have full authority to select the method for determining the payment (being the intrinsic (“spread”) value of the option, BlackScholes model or any other method). Inter alia, and without limitation of the following determination being made in other circumstances, the
Committee’s determination may provide that payment shall be set to zero if the value of the Shares is determined to be less than the Exercise
Price, or in respect of Shares covered by the Award which would not otherwise be exercisable or vested, or that payment may be made only in
excess of the Exercise Price; and/or
14.2.2.3. provide that the terms of any Award shall be otherwise amended, modified or terminated, as determined by the
Committee to be fair in the circumstances.
14.2.3 The Committee may, determine: (i) that any payments made in respect of Awards shall be made or delayed to the same extent that
payment of consideration to the holders of the Shares in connection with the Merger/Sale is made or delayed as a result of escrows,
indemnification, earn outs, holdbacks or any other contingencies or conditions; (ii) the terms and conditions applying to the payment made or
payable to the Grantees, including participation in escrow, indemnification, releases, earn-outs, holdbacks or any other contingencies; and (iii) that
any terms and conditions applying under the applicable definitive transaction agreements shall apply to the Grantees (including, appointment and
engagement of a shareholders or sellers representative, payment of fees or other costs and expenses associated with such services, indemnifying
such representative, and authorization to such representative within the scope of such representative’s authority in the applicable definitive
transaction agreements).

14.2.4 The Committee may, determine to suspend the Grantee’s rights to exercise any vested portion of an Award for a period of time
prior to the signing or consummation of a Merger/Sale transaction.
14.2.5 Without limiting the generality of this Section 14, if the consideration in exchange for Awards in a Merger/Sale includes any
securities and due receipt thereof by any Grantee (or by the Trustee for the benefit of such Grantee) may require under applicable law (i) the
registration or qualification of such securities or of any person as a broker or dealer or agent with respect to such securities; or (ii) the provision to
any Grantee of any information under the Securities Act or any other securities laws, then the Committee may determine that the Grantee shall be
paid in lieu thereof, against surrender of the Shares or cancellation of any other Awards, an amount in cash or other property, or rights, or any
combination thereof, as determined by the Committee to be fair in the circumstances, and subject to such terms and conditions as determined by
the Committee. Nothing herein shall entitle any Grantee to receive any form of consideration that such Grantee would be ineligible to receive as a
result of such Grantee’s failure to satisfy (in the Committee’s sole determination) any condition, requirement or limitation that is generally
applicable to the Company’s shareholders, or that is otherwise applicable under the terms of the Merger/Sale, and in such case, the Committee
shall determine the type of consideration and the terms applying to such Grantees.
14.2.6 Neither the authorities and powers of the Committee under this Section 14.2, nor the exercise or implementation thereof, shall (i)
be restricted or limited in any way by any adverse consequences (tax or otherwise) that may result to any holder of an Award, and (ii) as, inter alia,
being a feature of the Award upon its grant, be deemed to constitute a change or an amendment of the rights of such holder under this Plan, nor
shall any such adverse consequences (as well as any adverse tax consequences that may result from any tax ruling or other approval or
determination of any relevant tax authority) be deemed to constitute a change or an amendment of the rights of such holder under this Plan, and
may be effected without consent of any Grantee and without any liability to the Company or its Affiliates or to its or their respective officers,
directors, employees and representatives and the respective successors and assigns of any of the foregoing. The Committee need not take the same
action with respect to all Awards or with respect to all Service Providers. The Committee may take different actions with respect to the vested and
unvested portions of an Award. The Committee may determine an amount or type of consideration to be received or distributed in a Merger/Sale
which may differ as among the Grantees, and as between the Grantees and any other holders of shares of the Company.
14.2.7 The Committee may determine that upon a Merger/Sale any Shares held by Grantees (or for Grantee’s benefit) are sold in
accordance with instructions issued by the Committee in connection with such Merger/Sale, which shall be final, conclusive and binding on all
Grantees.
14.2.8 All of the Committee’s determinations pursuant to this Section 14 shall be at its sole and absolute discretion, and shall be final,
conclusive and binding on all Grantees (including, for clarity, as it relates to Shares issued upon exercise or vesting of any Awards or that are

Awards, unless otherwise determined by the Committee) and without any liability to the Company or its Affiliates, or to their respective officers,
directors, employees, shareholders and representatives, and the respective successors and assigns of any of the foregoing, in connection with the
method of treatment, chosen course of action or determinations made hereunder.
14.2.9 If determined by the Committee, the Grantees shall be subject to the definitive agreement(s) in connection with the Merger/Sale as
applying to holders of Shares including, such terms, conditions, representations, undertakings, liabilities, limitations, releases, indemnities,
appointing and indemnifying shareholders/sellers representative, participating in transaction expenses, shareholders/sellers representative expense
fund and escrow arrangement, in each case as determined by the Committee. Each Grantee shall execute (and authorizes any person designated by
the Company to so execute, as well as (if applicable) the Trustee holding any Shares for the Grantee’s behalf) such separate agreement(s) or
instruments as may be requested by the Company, the Successor Corporation or the acquirer in connection with such in such Merger/Sale or
otherwise under or for the purpose of implementing this Section 14.2, and in the form required by them. The execution of such separate
agreement(s) may be a condition to the receipt of assumed or substituted Awards, payment in lieu of the Award, the exercise of any Award or
otherwise to be entitled to benefit from shares or other securities, cash or other property, or rights, or any combination thereof, pursuant to this
Section 14.2 (and the Company (and, if applicable, the Trustee) may exercise its authorization above and sign such agreement on behalf of the
Grantee or subject the Grantee to the provisions of such agreements).
14.3. Reservation of Rights. Except as expressly provided in this Section 14 (if any), the Grantee of an Award hereunder shall have no rights by
reason of any transaction or event referred to in this Section 14 (including, Recapitalization of shares of any class, any increase or decrease in the number
of shares of any class, or any dissolution, liquidation, reorganization, business combination, exchange of shares, spin-off or other corporate divestiture or
division, or other similar occurrences, or Merger/Sale). Any issue by the Company of shares of any class, or securities convertible into shares of stock of
any class, shall not affect, and no adjustment by reason thereof shall be made with respect to, the number, type or price of shares subject to an Award.
The grant of an Award pursuant to this Plan shall not affect in any way the right or power of the Company to make adjustments, reclassifications,
reorganizations or changes of its capital or business structures or to merge or to consolidate or to dissolve, liquidate or sell, or transfer all or part of its
business or assets or engage in any similar transactions.
15. NON-TRANSFERABILITY OF AWARDS; SURVIVING BENEFICIARY.
15.1. All Awards granted under this Plan by their terms shall not be transferable other than by will or by the laws of descent and distribution,
unless otherwise determined by the Committee or under this Plan, provided that with respect to Shares issued upon exercise of Awards, Shares issued
upon the vesting of Awards or Awards that are Shares, the restrictions on transfer shall be the restrictions referred to in Section 16 (Conditions upon
Issuance of Shares) hereof. Subject to the above provisions, the terms of such Award, this Plan and any applicable Award Agreement shall be binding
upon the beneficiaries, executors, administrators, heirs and successors of such Grantee. Awards may be exercised or otherwise realized, during the
lifetime of the Grantee, only by the Grantee or by his guardian or legal representative,

to the extent provided for herein. Any transfer of an Award not permitted hereunder (including transfers pursuant to any decree of divorce, dissolution or
separate maintenance, any property settlement, any separation agreement or any other agreement with a spouse) and any grant of any interest in any
Award to, or creation in any way of any direct or indirect interest in any Award by, any party other than the Grantee shall be null and void and shall not
confer upon any party or person, other than the Grantee, any rights. A Grantee may file with the Committee a written designation of a beneficiary, who
shall be permitted to exercise such Grantee’s Award or to whom any benefit under this Plan is to be paid, in each case, in the event of the Grantee’s death
before he or she fully exercises his or her Award or receives any or all of such benefit, on such form as may be prescribed by the Committee and may,
from time to time, amend or revoke such designation. If no designated beneficiary survives the Grantee, the executor or administrator of the Grantee’s
estate shall be deemed to be the Grantee’s beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the request of the Grantee and subject to Applicable Law,
the Committee, at its sole discretion, may permit the Grantee to transfer the Award to a trust whose beneficiaries are the Grantee and/or the Grantee’s
immediate family members (all or several of them).
15.2. Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Plan to the contrary, no Incentive Stock Option may be sold, transferred, pledged, assigned or
otherwise alienated or hypothecated, other than by will or by the laws of descent and distribution or in accordance with a beneficiary designation
pursuant to Section 15.1. Further, all Incentive Stock Options granted to a Grantee shall be exercisable during his or her lifetime only by such Grantee.
15.3. As long as the Shares are held by the Trustee in favor of the Grantee, all rights possessed by the Grantee over the Shares are personal, and
may not be transferred, assigned, pledged or mortgaged, other than by will or laws of descent and distribution.
15.4. If and to the extent a Grantee is entitled to transfer an Award and/or Shares underlying an Award in accordance with the terms of the Plan
and any other applicable agreements, such transfer shall be subject (in addition, to any other conditions or terms applying thereto) to receipt by the
Company from such proposed transferee of a written instrument, on a form reasonably acceptable to the Company, pursuant to which such proposed
transferee agrees to be bound by all provisions of the Plan and any other applicable agreements, including without limitation, any restrictions on transfer
of the Award and/or Shares set forth herein (however, failure to so deliver such instrument to the Company as set forth above shall not derogate from all
such provisions applying on any transferee).
15.5. The provisions of this Section 15 shall apply to the Grantee and to any purchaser, assignee or transferee of any Shares.
16. CONDITIONS UPON ISSUANCE OF SHARES; GOVERNING PROVISIONS.
16.1 Legal Compliance. The grant of Awards and the issuance of Shares upon exercise or settlement of Awards shall be subject to compliance
with all Applicable Law as determined by the Company, including, applicable requirements of federal, state and foreign law with respect to such
securities. The Company shall have no obligations to issue Shares pursuant to the exercise or settlement of an Award and Awards may not be exercised
or settled, if the issuance of Shares upon exercise or settlement would constitute a violation of any Applicable Law as determined by the Company,
including, applicable federal, state or foreign securities laws or other law or regulations or the requirements of any

stock exchange or market system upon which the Shares may then be listed. In addition, no Award may be exercised unless (i) a registration statement
under the Securities Act or equivalent law in another jurisdiction shall at the time of exercise or settlement of the Award be in effect with respect to the
shares issuable upon exercise of the Award, or (ii) in the opinion of legal counsel to the Company, the shares issuable upon exercise of the Award may
be issued in accordance with the terms of an applicable exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act or equivalent law in another
jurisdiction. The inability of the Company to obtain authority from any regulatory body having jurisdiction, if any, deemed by the Company to be
necessary to the lawful issuance and sale of any Shares hereunder, and the inability to issue Shares hereunder due to non‑compliance with any Company
policies with respect to the sale of Shares, shall relieve the Company of any liability in respect of the failure to issue or sell such Shares as to which such
requisite authority or compliance shall not have been obtained or achieved. As a condition to the exercise of an Award, the Company may require the
person exercising such Award to satisfy any qualifications that may be necessary or appropriate, to evidence compliance with any Applicable Law or
regulation and to make any representation or warranty with respect thereto as may be requested by the Company, including to represent and warrant at
the time of any such exercise that the Shares are being purchased only for investment and without any present intention to sell or distribute such Shares,
all in form and content specified by the Company.
16.2. Provisions Governing Shares. Shares issued pursuant to an Award shall be subject to this Plan and shall be subject to the Articles of
Association of the Company, and any other governing documents of the Company and all policies, manuals and internal regulations of the Company, as
in effect from time to time.
16.3. Share Purchase Transactions; Forced Sale . In the event that the Board approves a Merger/Sale effected by way of a forced or compulsory
sale (whether pursuant to the Company’s Articles of Association or pursuant to Section 341 of the Companies Law or any Shareholders Agreement or
otherwise) or in the event of a transaction for the sale of all shares of the Company, then, without derogating from such provisions and in addition
thereto, the Grantee shall be obligated, and shall be deemed to have agreed to the offer to effect the Merger/Sale (and the Shares held by or for the benefit
of the Grantee shall be included in the shares of the Company approving the terms of such Merger/Sale for the purpose of satisfying the required
majority), and shall sell all of the Shares held by or for the benefit of the Grantee on the terms and conditions applying to the holders of Shares, in
accordance with the instructions then issued by the Board, whose determination shall be final. No Grantee shall contest, bring any claims or demands, or
exercise any appraisal or dissenters’ rights related to any of the foregoing. Each Grantee shall execute (and authorizes any person designated by the
Company to so execute, as well as (if applicable) the Trustee holding any Shares for the Grantee’s behalf) such documents and agreements, as may be
requested by the Company relating to matters set forth in or otherwise for the purpose of implementing this Section16.3. The execution of such separate
agreement(s) may be a condition by the Company to the exercise of any Award and the Company (and, if applicable, the Trustee) may exercise its
authorization above and sign such agreement on behalf of the Grantee or subject the Grantee to the provisions of such agreements.
16.4. Data Privacy; Data Transfer . Information related to Grantees and Awards hereunder, as shall be received from Grantee or others, and/or
held by, the Company or its Affiliates from time to time, and which information may include sensitive and personal information related to Grantees
(“Information”), will be used by the Company or its Affiliates (or third parties appointed by any of them,

including the Trustee) to comply with any applicable legal requirement, or for administration of the Plan as they deems necessary or advisable, or for the
respective business purposes of the Company or its Affiliates (including in connection with transactions related to any of them). The Company and its
Affiliates shall be entitled to transfer the Information among the Company or its Affiliates, and to third parties for the purposes set forth above, which
may include persons located abroad (including, any person administering the Plan or providing services in respect of the Plan or in order to comply with
legal requirements, or the Trustee, their respective officers, directors, employees and representatives, and the respective successors and assigns of any of
the foregoing), and any person so receiving Information shall be entitled to transfer it for the purposes set forth above. The Company shall use
commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that the transfer of such Information shall be limited to the reasonable and necessary scope. By receiving an
Award hereunder, Grantee acknowledges and agrees that the Information is provided at Grantee’s free will and Grantee consents to the storage and
transfer of the Information as set forth above.
17. [RESERVED].
18. AGREEMENT REGARDING TAXES; DISCLAIMER.
18.1. If the Company shall so require, as a condition of exercise or (if applicable) vesting of an Award, the release of Shares by the Trustee or the
vesting or settlement of an Award, a Grantee shall agree that, no later than the date of such occurrence, the Grantee will pay to the Company (or the
Trustee, as applicable) or make arrangements satisfactory to the Company and the Trustee (if applicable) regarding payment of any applicable taxes and
compulsory payments of any kind required by Applicable Law to be withheld or paid.
18.2. TAX LIABILITY. ALL TAX CONSEQUENCES UNDER ANY APPLICABLE LAW WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE GRANT OF
ANY AWARDS OR THE EXERCISE OR (IF APPLICABLE) VESTING THEREOF, THE SALE OR DISPOSITION OF ANY SHARES GRANTED
HEREUNDER OR ISSUED UPON EXERCISE OR (IF APPLICABLE) THE VESTING OF ANY AWARD, THE ASSUMPTION, SUBSTITUTION,
CANCELLATION OR PAYMENT IN LIEU OF AWARDS OR FROM ANY OTHER ACTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING
(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY TAXES AND COMPULSORY PAYMENTS, SUCH AS SOCIAL SECURITY OR HEALTH TAX
PAYABLE BY THE GRANTEE OR THE COMPANY IN CONNECTION THEREWITH) SHALL BE BORNE AND PAID SOLELY BY THE
GRANTEE, AND THE GRANTEE SHALL INDEMNIFY THE COMPANY, ITS SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES AND THE TRUSTEE, AND
SHALL HOLD THEM HARMLESS AGAINST AND FROM ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY SUCH TAX OR PAYMENT OR ANY PENALTY,
INTEREST OR INDEXATION THEREON. EACH GRANTEE AGREES TO, AND UNDERTAKES TO COMPLY WITH, ANY RULING,
SETTLEMENT, CLOSING AGREEMENT OR OTHER SIMILAR AGREEMENT OR ARRANGEMENT WITH ANY TAX AUTHORITY IN
CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING WHICH IS APPROVED BY THE COMPANY.
18.3. NO TAX ADVICE . THE GRANTEE IS ADVISED TO CONSULT WITH A TAX ADVISOR WITH RESPECT TO THE TAX
CONSEQUENCES OF RECEIVING, EXERCISING OR

DISPOSING OF AWARDS HEREUNDER. THE COMPANY DOES NOT ASSUME ANY RESPONSIBILITY TO ADVISE THE GRANTEE ON
SUCH MATTERS, WHICH SHALL REMAIN SOLELY THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE GRANTEE.
18.4. TAX TREATMENT . THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) DO NOT UNDERTAKE OR
ASSUME ANY LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY TO THE EFFECT THAT ANY AWARD SHALL QUALIFY WITH ANY PARTICULAR TAX
REGIME OR RULES APPLYING TO PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT, OR BENEFIT FROM ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT OR
TAX ADVANTAGE OF ANY TYPE AND THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) SHALL BEAR NO
LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANNER IN WHICH ANY AWARD IS TREATED FOR TAX PURPOSES, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER THE AWARD WAS GRANTED OR WAS INTENDED TO QUALIFY UNDER ANY PARTICULAR TAX REGIME OR
TREATMENT. THIS PROVISION SHALL SUPERSEDE ANY TYPE OF AWARDS OR TAX QUALIFICATION INDICATED IN ANY
CORPORATE RESOLUTION OR AWARD AGREEMENT, WHICH SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
APPLICABLE LAW. THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) DO NOT UNDERTAKE AND SHALL NOT BE
REQUIRED TO TAKE ANY ACTION IN ORDER TO QUALIFY ANY AWARD WITH THE REQUIREMENT OF ANY PARTICULAR TAX
TREATMENT AND NO INDICATION IN ANY DOCUMENT TO THE EFFECT THAT ANY AWARD IS INTENDED TO QUALIFY FOR ANY
TAX TREATMENT SHALL IMPLY SUCH AN UNDERTAKING. THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) DO
NOT UNDERTAKE TO REPORT FOR TAX PURPOSES ANY AWARD IN ANY PARTICULAR MANNER, INCLUDING IN ANY MANNER
CONSISTENT WITH ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT. NO ASSURANCE IS MADE BY THE COMPANY OR ANY OF ITS
AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) THAT ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT ON THE DATE OF GRANT WILL CONTINUE
TO EXIST OR THAT THE AWARD WOULD QUALIFY AT THE TIME OF EXERCISE, VESTING OR DISPOSITION THEREOF WITH ANY
PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT. THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) SHALL NOT HAVE ANY
LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION OF ANY NATURE IN THE EVENT THAT AN AWARD DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR ANY PARTICULAR TAX
TREATMENT, REGARDLESS WHETHER THE COMPANY COULD HAVE OR SHOULD HAVE TAKEN ANY ACTION TO CAUSE SUCH
QUALIFICATION TO BE MET AND SUCH QUALIFICATION REMAINS AT ALL TIMES AND UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES AT THE
RISK OF THE GRANTEE. THE COMPANY DOES NOT UNDERTAKE OR ASSUME ANY LIABILITY TO CONTEST A DETERMINATION OR
INTERPRETATION (WHETHER WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN) OF ANY TAX AUTHORITIES, INCLUDING IN RESPECT OF THE
QUALIFICATION UNDER ANY PARTICULAR TAX REGIME OR RULES APPLYING TO PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT. IF THE
AWARDS DO NOT QUALIFY UNDER ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT IT COULD RESULT IN ADVERSE TAX CONSEQUENCES
TO THE GRANTEE.
18.5. The Company or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof (including the Employer) may take such action as it may deem necessary or
appropriate, in its discretion, for the purpose of or in connection with withholding of any taxes and compulsory payments which the Trustee, the
Company or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof (including the Employer) (or any applicable agent thereof) is

required by any Applicable Law to withhold in connection with any Awards, including, without limitations, any income tax, social benefits, social
insurance, health tax, pension, payroll tax, fringe benefits, excise tax, payment on account or other tax-related items related to the Grantee’s participation
in the Plan and applicable by law to the Grantee (collectively, “Withholding Obligations”). Such actions may include (i) requiring a Grantees to remit to
the Company or the Employer in cash an amount sufficient to satisfy such Withholding Obligations and any other taxes and compulsory payments,
payable by the Company or the Employer in connection with the Award or the exercise or (if applicable) the vesting thereof; (ii) subject to Applicable
Law, allowing the Grantees to surrender Shares to the Company, in an amount that at such time, reflects a value that the Committee determines to be
sufficient to satisfy such Withholding Obligations; (iii) withholding Shares otherwise issuable upon the exercise of an Award at a value which is
determined by the Company to be sufficient to satisfy such Withholding Obligations; (iv) allowing Grantees to satisfy all or part of the Withholding
Obligations by the delivery (on a form prescribed by the Company) of an irrevocable direction to a securities broker approved by the Company to sell
Shares and to deliver all or part of the sales proceeds to the Company or the Trustee; or (iv) any combination of the foregoing. The Company shall not be
obligated to allow the exercise or vesting of any Award by or on behalf of a Grantee until all tax consequences arising therefrom are resolved in a
manner acceptable to the Company.
18.6. Each Grantee shall notify the Company in writing promptly and in any event within ten (10) days after the date on which such Grantee first
obtains knowledge of any tax authority inquiry, audit, assertion, determination, investigation, or question relating in any manner to the Awards granted
or received hereunder or Shares issued thereunder and shall continuously inform the Company of any developments, proceedings, discussions and
negotiations relating to such matter, and shall allow the Company and its representatives to participate in any proceedings and discussions concerning
such matters. Upon request, a Grantee shall provide to the Company any information or document relating to any matter described in the preceding
sentence, which the Company, in its discretion, requires.
18.7. With respect to 102 Non-Trustee Options, if the Grantee ceases to be employed by the Company, Parent, Subsidiary or any Affiliate
(including the Employer), the Grantee shall extend to the Company and/or the Employer a security or guarantee for the payment of taxes due at the time
of sale of Shares, all in accordance with the provisions of Section 102 of the Ordinance and the Rules.
18.8. If a Grantee makes an election under Section 83(b) of the Code to be taxed with respect to an Award as of the date of transfer of Shares
rather than as of the date or dates upon which the Grantee would otherwise be taxable under Section 83(a) of the Code, such Grantee shall deliver a copy
of such election to the Company upon or prior to the filing such election with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Neither the Company nor any Affiliate
(including the Employer) shall have any liability or responsibility relating to or arising out of the filing or not filing of any such election or any defects in
its construction.
19. RIGHTS AS A SHAREHOLDER; VOTING AND DIVIDENDS.
19.1. Subject to Section 11.4, a Grantee shall have no rights as a shareholder of the Company with respect to any Shares covered by an Award
until the Grantee shall have exercised or (as applicable) vests in the Award, paid any Exercise Price therefor and becomes the record holder of the subject
Shares. In the case of 102 Awards, the Trustee shall have no rights as a shareholder of the Company with respect to the Shares covered by such Award
until the Trustee becomes the record holder for such Shares for the

Grantee’s benefit, and the Grantee shall not be deemed to be a shareholder and shall have no rights as a shareholder of the Company with respect to the
Shares covered by the Award until the date of the release of such Shares from the Trustee to the Grantee and the transfer of record ownership of such
Shares to the Grantee (provided, however, that the Grantee shall be entitled to receive from the Trustee any cash dividend or distribution made on
account of the Shares held by the Trustee for such Grantee’s benefit, subject to any tax withholding and compulsory payment). No adjustment shall be
made for dividends (ordinary or extraordinary, whether in shares or other securities, cash or other property, or rights, or any combination thereof) or
distribution of other rights for which the record date is prior to the date on which the Grantee or Trustee (as applicable) becomes the record holder of the
Shares covered by an Award, except as provided in Section 14 hereof.
19.2. With respect to all Awards issued in the form of Shares hereunder or upon the exercise or (if applicable) the vesting of Awards hereunder,
any and all voting rights attached to such Shares shall be subject to Section Error! Reference source not found., and the Grantee shall be entitled to
receive dividends distributed with respect to such Shares, subject to the provisions of the Company’s Articles of Association, as amended from time to
time, and subject to any Applicable Law.
19.3. The Company may, but shall not be obligated to, register or qualify the sale of Shares under any applicable securities law or any other
Applicable Law.
20. NO REPRESENTATION BY COMPANY.
By granting the Awards, the Company is not, and shall not be deemed as, making any representation or warranties to the Grantee regarding the
Company, its business affairs, its prospects or the future value of its Shares and such representations and warranties are hereby disclaimed. The
Company shall not be required to provide to any Grantee any information, documents or material in connection with the Grantee’s considering an
exercise of an Award. To the extent that any information, documents or materials are provided, the Company shall have no liability with respect thereto.
Any decision by a Grantee to exercise an Award shall solely be at the risk of the Grantee.
21. NO RETENTION RIGHTS.
Nothing in this Plan, any Award Agreement or in any Award granted or agreement entered into pursuant hereto shall confer upon any Grantee the right to
continue in the employ of, or be in the service of the Company or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof as a Service Provider or to be entitled to any
remuneration or benefits not set forth in this Plan or such agreement, or to interfere with or limit in any way the right of the Company or any such
Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof to terminate such Grantee’s employment or service (including, any right of the Company or any of its Affiliates to
immediately cease the Grantee’s employment or service or to shorten all or part of the notice period, regardless of whether notice of termination was
given by the Company or its Affiliates or by the Grantee). Awards granted under this Plan shall not be affected by any change in duties or position of a
Grantee, subject to Sections 6.6 through 6.8. No Grantee shall be entitled to claim and the Grantee hereby waives any claim against the Company or any
Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof that he or she was prevented from continuing to vest Awards as of the date of termination of his or her employment
with, or services to, the Company or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof. No Grantee shall be entitled to any

compensation in respect of the Awards which would have vested had such Grantee’s employment or engagement with the Company (or any Subsidiary
or other Affiliate thereof) not been terminated.
22. PERIOD DURING WHICH AWARDS MAY BE GRANTED.
Awards may be granted pursuant to this Plan from time to time within a period of ten (10) years from the Effective Date. From and after such date no
grants of Awards may be made and this Plan shall continue to be in full force and effect with respect to Awards or Shares issued thereunder that remain
outstanding.
23. AMENDMENT OF THIS PLAN AND AWARDS.
23.1. The Board at any time and from time to time may suspend, terminate, modify or amend this Plan, whether retroactively or prospectively.
Any amendment effected in accordance with this Section shall be binding upon all Grantees and all Awards, whether granted prior to or after the date of
such amendment, and without the need to obtain the consent of any Grantee. No termination or amendment of this Plan shall affect any then outstanding
Award unless expressly provided by the Board.
23.2. Subject to changes in Applicable Law that would permit otherwise, without the approval of the Company’s shareholders, there shall be (i)
no increase in the maximum aggregate number of Shares that may be issued under this Plan as Incentive Stock Options (except by operation of the
provisions of Section 14.1), (ii) no change in the class of persons eligible to receive Incentive Stock Options, and (iii) no other amendment of this Plan
that would require approval of the Company’s shareholders under any Applicable Law or the rules of the applicable stock market or exchange, if any, on
which the Shares are principally quoted or traded. Unless not permitted by Applicable Law, if the grant of an Award is subject to approval by
shareholders, the date of grant of the Award shall be determined as if the Award had not been subject to such approval. Failure to obtain approval by the
shareholders shall not in any way derogate from the valid and binding effect of any grant of an Award that is not an Incentive Stock Option.
23.3. The Board or the Committee at any time and from time to time may modify or amend any Award theretofore granted, including any Award
Agreement, whether retroactively or prospectively.
24. APPROVAL.
24.1. This Plan shall take effect upon its adoption by the Board and approval by the shareholders (the “ Effective Date”).
24.2. 102 Awards are conditional upon the filing with or approval by the ITA, if required, as set forth in Section 9.4. Failure to so file or obtain
such approval shall not in any way derogate from the valid and binding effect of any grant of an Award, which is not a 102 Award.
25. RULES PARTICULAR TO SPECIFIC COUNTRIES; SECTION 409A.
25.1. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the terms and conditions of this Plan may be supplemented or amended with respect to a
particular country or tax regime by means of an appendix

to this Plan, and to the extent that the terms and conditions set forth in any appendix conflict with any provisions of this Plan, the provisions of such
appendix shall govern. Terms and conditions set forth in such appendix shall apply only to Awards granted to Grantees under the jurisdiction of the
specific country or such other tax regime that is the subject of such appendix and shall not apply to Awards issued to a Grantee not under the jurisdiction
of such country or such other tax regime. The adoption of any such appendix shall be subject to the approval of the Board or the Committee, and if
determined by the Committee to be required in connection with the application of certain tax treatment, pursuant to applicable stock exchange rules or
regulations or otherwise, then also the approval of the shareholders of the Company at the required majority.
25.2. This Section 25.2 shall only apply to Awards granted to Grantees who are subject to United States Federal income tax.
25.2.1 It is the intention of the Company that no Award shall be deferred compensation subject to Section 409A of the Code unless and to
the extent that the Committee specifically determines otherwise as provided in Section 25.2.2, and the Plan and the terms and conditions of all
Awards shall be interpreted and administered accordingly.
25.2.2 The terms and conditions governing any Awards that the Committee determines will be subject to Section 409A of the Code,
including any rules for payment or elective or mandatory deferral of the payment or delivery of Shares or cash pursuant thereto, and any rules
regarding treatment of such Awards in the event of a Merger/Sale, shall be set forth in the applicable Award Agreement and shall be intended to
comply in all respects with Section 409A of the Code, and the Plan and the terms and conditions of such Awards shall be interpreted and
administered accordingly.
25.2.3 The Company shall have complete discretion to interpret and construe the Plan and any Award Agreement in any manner that
establishes an exemption from (or compliance with) the requirements of Section 409A of the Code. If for any reason, such as imprecision in
drafting, any provision of the Plan and/or any Award Agreement does not accurately reflect its intended establishment of an exemption from (or
compliance with) Section 409A of the Code, as demonstrated by consistent interpretations or other evidence of intent, such provision shall be
considered ambiguous as to its exemption from (or compliance with) Section 409A of the Code and shall be interpreted by the Company in a
manner consistent with such intent, as determined in the discretion of the Company. If, notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section
25.2.3, any provision of the Plan or any such agreement would cause a Grantee to incur any additional tax or interest under Section 409A of the
Code, the Company may reform such provision in a manner intended to avoid the incurrence by such Grantee of any such additional tax or
interest; provided that the Company shall maintain, to the extent reasonably practicable, the original intent and economic benefit to the Grantee of
the applicable provision without violating the provisions of Section 409A of the Code. For the avoidance of doubt, no provision of this Plan shall
be interpreted or construed to transfer any liability for failure to comply with the requirements of Section 409A from any Grantee or any other
individual to the Company or any of its affiliates, employees or agents.

25.2.4 Notwithstanding any other provision in the Plan, any Award Agreement, or any other written document establishing the terms and
conditions of an Award, if any Grantee is a “specified employee,” within the meaning of Section 409A of the Code, as of the date of his or her
“separation from service” (as defined under Section 409A of the Code), then, to the extent required by Treasury Regulation Section 1.409A-3(i)(2)
(or any successor provision), any payment made to such Grantee on account of his or her separation from service shall not be made before a date
that is six months after the date of his or her separation from service. The Committee may elect any of the methods of applying this rule that are
permitted under Treasury Regulation Section 1.409A-3(i)(2)(ii) (or any successor provision).
25.2.5 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Section 25.2 to the contrary, although the Company intends to administer the Plan so
that Awards will be exempt from, or will comply with, the requirements of Section 409A of the Code, the Company does not warrant that any
Award under the Plan will qualify for favorable tax treatment under Section 409A of the Code or any other provision of federal, state, local, or
non-United States law. The Company shall not be liable to any Grantee for any tax, interest, or penalties the Grantee might owe as a result of the
grant, holding, vesting, exercise, or payment of any Award under the Plan.
26. GOVERNING LAW; JURISDICTION.
This Plan and all determinations made and actions taken pursuant hereto shall be governed by the laws of the State of Israel, except with respect to
matters that are subject to tax laws, regulations and rules of any specific jurisdiction, which shall be governed by the respective laws, regulations and
rules of such jurisdiction. Certain definitions, which refer to laws other than the laws of such jurisdiction, shall be construed in accordance with such
other laws. The competent courts located in Tel-Aviv-Jaffa, Israel shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any dispute arising out of or in connection with
this Plan and any Award granted hereunder. By signing any Award Agreement or any other agreement relating to an Award, each Grantee irrevocably
submits to such exclusive jurisdiction.
27. NON-EXCLUSIVITY OF THIS PLAN.
The adoption of this Plan shall not be construed as creating any limitations on the power or authority of the Company to adopt such other or additional
incentive or other compensation arrangements of whatever nature as the Company may deem necessary or desirable or preclude or limit the continuation
of any other plan, practice or arrangement for the payment of compensation or fringe benefits to employees generally, or to any class or group of
employees, which the Company or any Affiliate now has or will lawfully put into effect, including any retirement, pension, savings and stock purchase
plan, insurance, death and disability benefits and executive short-term or long-term incentive plans.
28. MISCELLANEOUS.
28.1. Survival. The Grantee shall be bound by and the Shares issued upon exercise or (if applicable) the vesting of any Awards granted hereunder
shall remain subject to this Plan after the

exercise or (if applicable) the vesting of Awards, in accordance with the terms of this Plan, whether or not the Grantee is then or at any time thereafter
employed or engaged by the Company or any of its Affiliates.
28.2. Additional Terms. Each Award awarded under this Plan may contain such other terms and conditions not inconsistent with this Plan as may
be determined by the Committee, in its sole discretion.
28.3. Fractional Shares. No fractional Share shall be issuable upon exercise or vesting of any Award and the number of Shares to be issued shall
be rounded down to the nearest whole Share (and the Company shall have liability to compensate for such fractional shares at any time), with in any
Share remaining at the last vesting date due to such rounding to be issued upon exercise at such last vesting date.
28.4. Severability. If any provision of this Plan, any Award Agreement or any other agreement entered into in connection with an Award shall be
determined to be illegal or unenforceable by any court of law in any jurisdiction, the remaining provisions hereof and thereof shall be severable and
enforceable in accordance with their terms, and all provisions shall remain enforceable in any other jurisdiction. In addition, if any particular provision
contained in this Plan, any Award Agreement or any other agreement entered into in connection with an Award shall for any reason be held to be
excessively broad as to duration, geographic scope, activity or subject, it shall be construed by limiting and reducing such provision as to such
characteristic so that the provision is enforceable to fullest extent compatible with Applicable Law as it shall then appear.
28.5. Captions and Titles. The use of captions and titles in this Plan or any Award Agreement or any other agreement entered into in connection
with an Award is for the convenience of reference only and shall not affect the meaning or interpretation of any provision of this Plan or such agreement.
28.6. Prohibition on Executive Officer Loans. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan to the contrary, no Grantee who is a member of
the Board or an “executive officer” of the Company within the meaning of Section 13(k) of the Exchange Act shall be permitted to make payment with
respect to any Awards granted under the Plan, or continue any extension of credit with respect to such payment, with a loan from the Company or a loan
arranged by the Company in violation of Section 13(k) of the Exchange Act.
28.7. Clawback Provisions. All Awards (including the gross amount of any proceeds, gains or other economic benefit the Grantee actually or
constructively receives upon receipt or exercise of any Award or the receipt or resale of any Shares underlying the Award) will be subject to recoupment
by the Company to the extent required to comply with Applicable Law or any policy of the Company (subject to Applicable Law) providing for the
reimbursement of incentive compensation, whether or not such policy was in place at the time of grant of an Award.
*

*

*

Exhibit 10.4

SIMILARWEB LTD.
2021 EMPLOYEE SHARE PURCHASE PLAN
ARTICLE I.
PURPOSE
1.1 The purpose of this Plan is to assist Eligible Employees of the Company and its Designated Subsidiaries in acquiring a share ownership
interest in the Company.
1.2
The Plan consists of two components: (i) the Section 423 Component and (ii) the Non-Section 423 Component. The Section 423
Component is intended to qualify as an “employee stock purchase plan” under Section 423 of the Code and shall be administered, interpreted and
construed in a manner consistent with the requirements of Section 423 of the Code. The Non-Section 423 Component authorizes the grant of rights
which need not qualify as rights granted pursuant to an “employee stock purchase plan” under Section 423 of the Code. Rights granted under the NonSection 423 Component shall be granted pursuant to separate Offerings containing such sub-plans, appendices, rules or procedures as may be adopted by
the Administrator and designed to achieve tax, securities laws or other objectives for Eligible Employees and Designated Subsidiaries but shall not be
intended to qualify as an “employee stock purchase plan” under Section 423 of the Code. Except as otherwise determined by the Administrator or
provided herein, the Non-Section 423 Component will operate and be administered in the same manner as the Section 423 Component. Offerings
intended to be made under the Non-Section 423 Component will be designated as such by the Administrator at or prior to the time of such Offering.
1.3 For purposes of this Plan, the Administrator may designate separate Offerings under the Plan in which Eligible Employees will participate.
The terms of these Offerings need not be identical, even if the dates of the applicable Offering Period(s) in each such Offering are identical, provided that
the terms of participation are the same within each separate Offering under the Section 423 Component (as determined under Section 423 of the Code).
Solely by way of example and without limiting the foregoing, the Company could, but shall not be required to, provide for simultaneous Offerings under
the Section 423 Component and the Non-Section 423 Component of the Plan.
ARTICLE II.
DEFINITIONS AND CONSTRUCTION
Wherever the following terms are used in the Plan they shall have the meanings specified below, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
2.1 “Administrator” means the entity, including any committee specifically designated by the Board, that conducts the general administration
of the Plan as provided in Article XI.

2.2 “Affiliate” means any entity in which the Company has an equity or other ownership interests.
2.3 “Agent” means the brokerage firm, bank or other financial institution, entity or person(s), if any, engaged, retained, appointed or authorized
to act as the agent of the Company or an Employee with regard to the Plan.
2.4 “Applicable Law” means the requirements relating to the administration of equity incentive plans under U.S. federal and state securities, tax
and other applicable laws, rules and regulations, the applicable rules of any stock exchange or quotation system on which Shares are listed or quoted and
the applicable laws and rules of any non-U.S. country or other jurisdiction where rights under this Plan are granted.
2.5 “Board” means the Board of Directors of the Company.
2.6 “Code” means the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the regulations issued thereunder.
2.7 “Company” means Similarweb Ltd., an Israeli company, or any successor.
2.8 “Compensation” of an Eligible Employee means, unless otherwise determined by the Administrator, the gross base compensation received
by such Eligible Employee as compensation for services to the Company or any Designated Subsidiary, including overtime payments and excluding
sales commissions, incentive compensation, bonuses, expense reimbursements, fringe benefits and other special payments.
2.9 “Designated Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary designated by the Administrator in accordance with Section 11.2(b), such designation to
specify whether such participation is in the Section 423 Component or Non-Section 423 Component. A Designated Subsidiary may participate in either
the Section 423 Component or Non-Section 423 Component, but not both; provided that a Subsidiary that, for U.S. tax purposes, is disregarded from the
Company or any Subsidiary that participates in the Section 423 Component shall automatically constitute a Designated Subsidiary that participates in the
Section 423 Component. The designation by the Administrator of Designated Subsidiaries and changes in such designations by the Administrator shall
not require shareholder approval. Only entities that are subsidiary corporations of the Company within the meaning of Section 424 of the Code may be
designated as Designated Subsidiaries for purposes of the Section 423 Component, and if an entity does not so qualify, it shall automatically be deemed
to be a Designated Subsidiary in the Non-Section 423 Component.
2.10 “Effective Date” means the date upon which the Plan is approved by the shareholders of the Company, provided that the Board has
adopted the Plan on, or within 12 months prior to, such date.

2.11 “Eligible Employee” means:
(a) With respect to the Section 423 Component of the Plan, an Employee who does not, immediately after any rights under this Plan are
granted, own (directly or through attribution) share possessing 5% or more of the total combined voting power or value of all classes of Shares and other
securities of the Company, a Parent or a Subsidiary (as determined under Section 423(b)(3) of the Code). For purposes of the foregoing, the rules of
Section 424(d) of the Code with regard to the attribution of share ownership shall apply in determining the share ownership of an individual, and a share
that an Employee may purchase under outstanding options shall be treated as a share owned by the Employee. With respect to an Employee participating
in the Non-Section 423 Component, such qualification shall not apply, unless otherwise required by Applicable Law.
(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Administrator may provide in an Offering Document that an Employee shall not be eligible to
participate in an Offering Period under the Section 423 Component if: (i) such Employee is a highly compensated employee within the meaning of
Section 423(b)(4)(D) of the Code; (ii) such Employee has not met a service requirement designated by the Administrator pursuant to Section 423(b)(4)
(A) of the Code (which service requirement may not exceed two years); (iii) such Employee’s customary employment is for twenty hours per week or
less; (iv) such Employee’s customary employment is for less than five months in any calendar year; and/or (v) such Employee is a citizen or resident of a
non-U.S. jurisdiction and the grant of a right to purchase Shares under the Plan to such Employee would be prohibited under the laws of such non-U.S.
jurisdiction or the grant of a right to purchase Shares under the Plan to such Employee in compliance with the laws of such non-U.S. jurisdiction would
cause the Plan to violate the requirements of Section 423 of the Code, as determined by the Administrator in its sole discretion; provided, further, that
any exclusion in clauses (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) shall be applied in an identical manner under each Offering Period to all Employees, in accordance with
Treasury Regulation Section 1.423-2(e).
(c) With respect to the Non-Section 423 Component, the foregoing rules shall apply in determining who is an “Eligible Employee,”
except (i) the Administrator may limit eligibility further within the Company or a Designated Subsidiary so as to only designate some Employees of the
Company or a Designated Subsidiary as Eligible Employees, and (ii) to the extent the foregoing eligibility rules are not consistent with applicable local
laws, the applicable local laws shall control.
2.12 “Employee” means any individual who renders services to the Company or any Designated Subsidiary in the status of an employee, and,
with respect to the Section 423 Component, a person who is an employee within the meaning of Section 3401(c) of the Code. For purposes of an
individual’s participation in, or other rights under the Plan, all determinations by the Company shall be final, binding and conclusive, notwithstanding
that any court of law or governmental agency subsequently makes a contrary determination. For purposes of the Plan, the employment relationship shall
be treated as continuing intact while the individual is on sick leave or other leave of absence approved by the Company or Designated Subsidiary and
meeting the requirements of Treasury Regulation Section 1.421-1(h)(2). Where the period of leave exceeds three (3) months and the individual’s right to
reemployment is not guaranteed either by statute or by contract, the employment relationship shall be deemed to have terminated on the first day
immediately following such three (3)-month period.

2.13 “Enrollment Date” means the first Trading Day of each Offering Period.
2.14 “Fair Market Value” means, as of any date, the value of Shares determined as follows: (i) if the Shares are listed on any established stock
exchange, its Fair Market Value will be the closing sales price for such Shares as quoted on such exchange for such date, or if no sale occurred on such
date, the last day preceding such date during which a sale occurred, as reported in The Wall Street Journal or another source the Administrator deems
reliable; (ii) if the Shares are not traded on a stock exchange but are quoted on a national market or other quotation system, the closing sales price on
such date, or if no sales occurred on such date, then on the last date preceding such date during which a sale occurred, as reported in The Wall Street
Journal or another source the Administrator deems reliable; or (iii) without an established market for the Shares, the Administrator will determine the
Fair Market Value in its discretion.
2.15 “Non-Section 423 Component ” means those Offerings under the Plan, together with the sub-plans, appendices, rules or procedures, if any,
adopted by the Administrator as a part of this Plan, in each case, pursuant to which rights to purchase Shares during an Offering Period may be granted to
Eligible Employees that need not satisfy the requirements for rights to purchase Shares granted pursuant to an “employee stock purchase plan” that are
set forth under Section 423 of the Code.
2.16 “Offering” means an offer under the Plan of a right to purchase Shares that may be exercised during an Offering Period as further
described in Article IV hereof. Unless otherwise specified by the Administrator, each Offering to the Eligible Employees of the Company or a
Designated Subsidiary shall be deemed a separate Offering, even if the dates and other terms of the applicable Offering Periods of each such Offering are
identical, and the provisions of the Plan will separately apply to each Offering. To the extent permitted by Treas. Reg. § 1.423-2(a)(1), the terms of each
separate Offering under the Section 423 Component need not be identical, provided that the terms of the Section 423 Component and an Offering
thereunder together satisfy Treas. Reg. § 1.423-2(a)(2) and (a)(3).
2.17 “Offering Document” has the meaning given to such term in Section 4.1.
2.18 “Offering Period” has the meaning given to such term in Section 4.1.
2.19 “Ordinary Shares” means Ordinary Shares, par value NIS 0.01 per share, of the Company and such other securities of the Company that
may be substituted therefore.
2.20 “Parent” means any corporation, other than the Company, in an unbroken chain of corporations ending with the Company if, at the time of
the determination, each of the corporations other than the Company owns shares possessing 50% or more of the total combined voting power of all
classes of shares in one of the other corporations in such chain.
2.21 “Participant” means any Eligible Employee who has executed a subscription agreement and been granted rights to purchase Shares
pursuant to this Plan.

2.22 “Payday” means the regular and recurring established day for payment of Compensation to an Employee of the Company or any
Designated Subsidiary.
2.23 “Plan” means this 2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan, including both the Section 423 Component and Non-Section 423 Component and
any other sub-plans or appendices hereto, as amended from time to time.
2.24 “Purchase Date” means the last Trading Day of each Offering Period or such other date as determined by the Administrator and set forth
in the Offering Document.
2.25 “Purchase Price” means the purchase price designated by the Administrator in the applicable Offering Document (which purchase price,
for purposes of the Section 423 Component, shall not be less than 85% of the Fair Market Value of a Share on the Enrollment Date or on the Purchase
Date, whichever is lower); provided, however, that, in the event no purchase price is designated by the Administrator in the applicable Offering
Document, the purchase price for the Offering Periods covered by such Offering Document shall be 85% of the Fair Market Value of a Share on the
Enrollment Date or on the Purchase Date, whichever is lower; provided, further, that the Purchase Price may be adjusted by the Administrator pursuant
to Article VIII and shall not be less than the par value of a Share.
2.26 “Section 423 Component ” means those Offerings under the Plan, together with the sub-plans, appendices, rules or procedures, if any,
adopted by the Administrator as a part of this Plan, in each case, pursuant to which rights to purchase Shares during an Offering Period may be granted to
Eligible Employees that are intended to satisfy the requirements for rights to purchase Shares granted pursuant to an “employee stock purchase plan” that
are set forth under Section 423 of the Code.
2.27 “Securities Act” means the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
2.28 “Share” means an Ordinary Share.
2.29 “Subsidiary” means any corporation, other than the Company, in an unbroken chain of corporations beginning with the Company if, at the
time of the determination, each of the corporations other than the last corporation in an unbroken chain owns shares possessing 50% or more of the total
combined voting power of all classes of shares in one of the other corporations in such chain; provided, however, that a limited liability company or
partnership may be treated as a Subsidiary to the extent either (a) such entity is treated as a disregarded entity under Treasury Regulation Section
301.7701-3(a) by reason of the Company or any other Subsidiary that is a corporation being the sole owner of such entity, or (b) such entity elects to be
classified as a corporation under Treasury Regulation Section 301.7701-3(a) and such entity would otherwise qualify as a Subsidiary. In addition, with
respect to the Non-Section 423 Component, Subsidiary shall include any corporate or non-corporate entity in which the Company has a direct or indirect
equity interest or significant business relationship.

2.30 “Trading Day” means a day on which national stock exchanges in the United States are open for trading.
2.31 “Treas. Reg.” means U.S. Department of the Treasury regulations.
ARTICLE III.
SHARES SUBJECT TO THE PLAN
3.1 Number of Shares
Subject to Article VIII, the aggregate number of Shares that may be issued pursuant to rights granted under the Plan shall be 2,000,000 Shares. In
addition to the foregoing, subject to Article VIII, on the first day of each calendar year beginning on January 1, 2022 and ending on and including
January 1, 2030, the number of Shares available for issuance under the Plan shall be increased by that number of Shares equal to the lesser of (a)
1% of the Shares outstanding on the last day of the immediately preceding calendar year, as determined on a fully diluted basis, (b) such smaller
number of Shares as may be determined by the Board and (c) 3,000,000 Shares. If any right granted under the Plan shall for any reason terminate
without having been exercised, the Shares not purchased under such right shall again become available for issuance under the Plan.
3.2 Shares Distributed
Any Shares distributed pursuant to the Plan may consist, in whole or in part, of authorized and unissued Shares, treasury shares or Shares
purchased on the open market.
ARTICLE IV.
OFFERING PERIODS; OFFERING DOCUMENTS; PURCHASE DATES
4.1

Offering Periods

The Administrator may from time to time grant or provide for the grant of rights to purchase Shares under the Plan to Eligible Employees during
one or more periods (each, an “Offering Period”) selected by the Administrator. The terms and conditions applicable to each Offering Period shall
be set forth in an “Offering Document” adopted by the Administrator, which Offering Document shall be in such form and shall contain such terms
and conditions as the Administrator shall deem appropriate and shall be incorporated by reference into and made part of the Plan and shall be
attached hereto as part of the Plan. The provisions of separate Offerings or Offering Periods under the Plan need not be identical.

4.2

Offering Documents

Each Offering Document with respect to an Offering Period shall specify (through incorporation of the provisions of this Plan by reference or
otherwise):
(a)

the length of the Offering Period, which period shall not exceed twenty-seven months;

(b) the maximum number of Shares that may be purchased by any Eligible Employee during such Offering Period, which, in the
absence of a contrary designation by the Administrator, shall be 700 Shares; and
(c)

such other provisions as the Administrator determines are appropriate, subject to the Plan.
ARTICLE V.
ELIGIBILITY AND PARTICIPATION

5.1 Eligibility
Any Eligible Employee who shall be employed by the Company or a Designated Subsidiary on a given Enrollment Date for an Offering Period
shall be eligible to participate in the Plan during such Offering Period, subject to the requirements of this Article V and, for the Section 423
Component, the limitations imposed by Section 423(b) of the Code.
5.2 Enrollment in Plan
(a) Except as otherwise set forth in an Offering Document or determined by the Administrator, an Eligible Employee may become a
Participant in the Plan for an Offering Period by delivering a subscription agreement to the Company by such time prior to the Enrollment Date for
such Offering Period (or such other date specified in the Offering Document) designated by the Administrator and in such form as the Company
provides.
(b) Each subscription agreement shall designate a whole percentage of such Eligible Employee’s Compensation to be withheld by the
Company or the Designated Subsidiary employing such Eligible Employee on each Payday during the Offering Period as payroll deductions
under the Plan. The percentage of Compensation designated by an Eligible Employee may not be less than 1% and may not be more than the
maximum percentage specified by the Administrator in the applicable Offering Document (which percentage shall be 20% in the absence of any
such designation) as payroll deductions. The payroll deductions made for each Participant shall be credited to an account for such Participant
under the Plan and shall be deposited with the general funds of the Company.

(c) A Participant may increase or decrease the percentage of Compensation designated in his or her subscription agreement, subject to
the limits of this Section 5.2, or may suspend his or her payroll deductions, at any time during an Offering Period; provided, however, that the
Administrator may limit the number of changes a Participant may make to his or her payroll deduction elections during each Offering Period in
the applicable Offering Document (and in the absence of any specific designation by the Administrator, a Participant shall be allowed to decrease
(but not increase) his or her payroll deduction elections one time during each Offering Period). Any such change or suspension of payroll
deductions shall be effective with the first full payroll period following five business days after the Company’s receipt of the new subscription
agreement (or such shorter or longer period as may be specified by the Administrator in the applicable Offering Document). In the event a
Participant suspends his or her payroll deductions, such Participant’s cumulative payroll deductions prior to the suspension shall remain in his or
her account and shall be applied to the purchase of Shares on the next occurring Purchase Date and shall not be paid to such Participant unless he
or she withdraws from participation in the Plan pursuant to Article VII.
(d) Except as otherwise set forth in an Offering Document or determined by the Administrator, a Participant may participate in the Plan
only by means of payroll deduction and may not make contributions by lump sum payment for any Offering Period.
5.3 Payroll Deductions
Except as otherwise provided in the applicable Offering Document, payroll deductions for a Participant shall commence on the first Payday
following the Enrollment Date and shall end on the last Payday in the Offering Period to which the Participant’s authorization is applicable, unless
sooner terminated by the Participant as provided in Article VII or suspended by the Participant or the Administrator as provided in Section 5.2 and
Section 5.6, respectively. Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Plan to the contrary, in non-U.S. jurisdictions where participation in the Plan
through payroll deductions is prohibited, the Administrator may provide that an Eligible Employee may elect to participate through contributions
to the Participant’s account under the Plan in a form acceptable to the Administrator in lieu of or in addition to payroll deductions; provided,
however, that, for any Offering under the Section 423 Component, the Administrator shall take into consideration any limitations under Section
423 of the Code when applying an alternative method of contribution.
5.4 Effect of Enrollment
A Participant’s completion of a subscription agreement will enroll such Participant in the Plan for each subsequent Offering Period on the terms
contained therein until the Participant either submits a new subscription agreement, withdraws from participation under the Plan as provided in
Article VII or otherwise becomes ineligible to participate in the Plan.

5.5 Limitation on Purchase of Shares
An Eligible Employee may be granted rights under the Section 423 Component only if such rights, together with any other rights granted to such
Eligible Employee under “employee stock purchase plans” of the Company, any Parent or any Subsidiary, as specified by Section 423(b)(8) of the
Code, do not permit such employee’s rights to purchase shares of the Company or any Parent or Subsidiary to accrue at a rate that exceeds $25,000
of the fair market value of such shares (determined as of the first day of the Offering Period during which such rights are granted) for each
calendar year in which such rights are outstanding at any time. This limitation shall be applied in accordance with Section 423(b)(8) of the Code.
5.6 Suspension of Payroll Deductions
Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent necessary to comply with Section 423(b)(8) of the Code and Section 5.5 (with respect to the Section
423 Component) or the other limitations set forth in this Plan, a Participant’s payroll deductions may be suspended by the Administrator at any
time during an Offering Period. The balance of the amount credited to the account of each Participant that has not been applied to the purchase of
Shares by reason of Section 423(b)(8) of the Code, Section 5.5 or the other limitations set forth in this Plan shall be paid to such Participant in one
lump sum in cash as soon as reasonably practicable after the Purchase Date.
5.7 Non-U.S. Employees
In order to facilitate participation in the Plan, the Administrator may provide for such special terms applicable to Participants who are citizens or
residents of a non-U.S. jurisdiction, or who are employed by a Designated Subsidiary outside of the United States, as the Administrator may
consider necessary or appropriate to accommodate differences in local law, tax policy or custom. Except as permitted by Section 423 of the Code,
with respect to the Section 423 Component, such special terms may not be more favorable than the terms of rights granted under the Section 423
Component to Eligible Employees who are residents of the United States. Such special terms may be set forth in an addendum to the Plan in the
form of an appendix or sub-plan (which appendix or sub-plan may be designed to govern Offerings under the Section 423 Component or the NonSection 423 Component, as determined by the Administrator). To the extent that the terms and conditions set forth in an appendix or sub-plan
conflict with any provisions of the Plan, the provisions of the appendix or sub-plan shall govern. The adoption of any such appendix or sub-plan
shall be pursuant to Section 11.2(f). Without limiting the foregoing, the Administrator is specifically authorized to adopt rules and procedures,
with respect to Participants who are non-U.S. nationals or employed in non-U.S. jurisdictions, regarding the exclusion of particular Subsidiaries
from participation in the Plan, eligibility to participate, the definition of Compensation, handling of payroll deductions or other contributions by
Participants, payment of interest, conversion of local currency, data privacy security, payroll tax, withholding procedures, establishment of bank or
trust accounts to hold payroll deductions or contributions.

5.8 Leave of Absence
During leaves of absence approved by the Company meeting the requirements of Treasury Regulation Section 1.421-1(h)(2) under the Code, a
Participant may continue participation in the Plan by making cash payments to the Company on his or her normal Payday equal to the Participant’s
authorized payroll deduction.
ARTICLE VI.
GRANT AND EXERCISE OF RIGHTS
6.1 Grant of Rights
On the Enrollment Date of each Offering Period, each Eligible Employee participating in such Offering Period shall be granted a right to purchase
the maximum number of Shares specified under Section 4.2, subject to the limits in Section 5.5, and shall have the right to buy, on each Purchase
Date during such Offering Period (at the applicable Purchase Price), such number of whole Shares as is determined by dividing (a) such
Participant’s payroll deductions accumulated prior to such Purchase Date and retained in the Participant’s account as of the Purchase Date, by (b)
the applicable Purchase Price (rounded down to the nearest Share). The right shall expire on the last day of the Offering Period.
6.2 Exercise of Rights
On each Purchase Date, each Participant’s accumulated payroll deductions and any other additional payments specifically provided for in the
applicable Offering Document will be applied to the purchase of whole Shares, up to the maximum number of Shares permitted pursuant to the
terms of the Plan and the applicable Offering Document, at the Purchase Price. No fractional Shares shall be issued upon the exercise of rights
granted under the Plan, unless the Offering Document specifically provides otherwise. Any cash in lieu of fractional Shares remaining after the
purchase of whole Shares upon exercise of a purchase right will be credited to a Participant’s account and carried forward and applied toward the
purchase of whole Shares for the next following Offering Period. Shares issued pursuant to the Plan may be evidenced in such manner as the
Administrator may determine and may be issued in certificated form or issued pursuant to book-entry procedures.
6.3 Pro Rata Allocation of Shares
If the Administrator determines that, on a given Purchase Date, the number of Shares with respect to which rights are to be exercised may exceed
(a) the number of Shares that were available for issuance under the Plan on the Enrollment Date of the applicable Offering Period, or (b) the
number of Shares available for issuance under the Plan on such Purchase Date, the Administrator may in its sole discretion provide that the
Company shall make a pro rata allocation of the Shares

available for purchase on such Enrollment Date or Purchase Date, as applicable, in as uniform a manner as shall be practicable and as it shall
determine in its sole discretion to be equitable among all Participants for whom rights to purchase Shares are to be exercised pursuant to this
Article VI on such Purchase Date, and shall either (i) continue all Offering Periods then in effect, or (ii) terminate any or all Offering Periods then
in effect pursuant to Article IX. The Company may make pro rata allocation of the Shares available on the Enrollment Date of any applicable
Offering Period pursuant to the preceding sentence, notwithstanding any authorization of additional Shares for issuance under the Plan by the
Company’s shareholders subsequent to such Enrollment Date. The balance of the amount credited to the account of each Participant that has not
been applied to the purchase of Shares shall be paid to such Participant in one lump sum in cash as soon as reasonably practicable after the
Purchase Date or such earlier date as determined by the Administrator.
6.4 Withholding
At the time a Participant’s rights under the Plan are exercised, in whole or in part, or at the time some or all of the Shares issued under the Plan is
disposed of, the Participant must make adequate provision for the Company’s federal, state, or other tax withholding obligations, if any, that arise
upon the exercise of the right or the disposition of the Shares. At any time, the Company may, but shall not be obligated to, withhold from the
Participant’s compensation or Shares received pursuant to the Plan the amount necessary for the Company to meet applicable withholding
obligations, including any withholding required to make available to the Company any tax deductions or benefits attributable to sale or early
disposition of Shares by the Participant.
6.5 Conditions to Issuance of Shares
The Company shall not be required to issue or deliver any certificate or certificates for, or make any book entries evidencing, Shares purchased
upon the exercise of rights under the Plan prior to fulfillment of all of the following conditions: (a) the admission of such Shares to listing on all
stock exchanges, if any, on which the Shares are then listed; (b) the completion of any registration or other qualification of such Shares under any
state or federal law or under the rulings or regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission or any other governmental regulatory body, that
the Administrator shall, in its absolute discretion, deem necessary or advisable; (c) the obtaining of any approval or other clearance from any state
or federal governmental agency that the Administrator shall, in its absolute discretion, determine to be necessary or advisable; (d) the payment to
the Company of all amounts that it is required to withhold under federal, state or local law upon exercise of the rights, if any; and (e) the lapse of
such reasonable period of time following the exercise of the rights as the Administrator may from time to time establish for reasons of
administrative convenience.

ARTICLE VII.
WITHDRAWAL; CESSATION OF ELIGIBILITY
7.1 Withdrawal
A Participant may withdraw all but not less than all of the payroll deductions credited to his or her account and not yet used to exercise his or her
rights under the Plan at any time by giving written notice to the Company in a form acceptable to the Company no later than one week prior to the
end of the Offering Period. All of the Participant’s payroll deductions credited to his or her account during an Offering Period shall be paid to such
Participant as soon as reasonably practicable after receipt of notice of withdrawal and such Participant’s rights for the Offering Period shall be
automatically terminated, and no further payroll deductions for the purchase of Shares shall be made for such Offering Period. If a Participant
withdraws from an Offering Period, payroll deductions shall not resume at the beginning of the next Offering Period unless the Participant timely
delivers to the Company a new subscription agreement.
7.2

Future Participation

A Participant’s withdrawal from an Offering Period shall not have any effect upon his or her eligibility to participate in any similar plan that may
hereafter be adopted by the Company or a Designated Subsidiary or in subsequent Offering Periods that commence after the termination of the
Offering Period from which the Participant withdraws.
7.3 Cessation of Eligibility
Upon a Participant’s ceasing to be an Eligible Employee for any reason, he or she shall be deemed to have elected to withdraw from the Plan
pursuant to this Article VII and the payroll deductions credited to such Participant’s account during the Offering Period shall be paid to such
Participant or, in the case of his or her death, to the person or persons entitled thereto under Section 12.4, as soon as reasonably practicable, and
such Participant’s rights for the Offering Period shall be automatically terminated. If a Participant transfers employment from the Company or any
Designated Subsidiary participating in the Section 423 Component to any Designated Subsidiary participating in the Non-Section 423 Component,
such transfer shall not be treated as a termination of employment, but the Participant shall immediately cease to participate in the Section 423
Component; however, any contributions made for the Offering Period in which such transfer occurs shall be transferred to the Non-Section 423
Component, and such Participant shall immediately join the then-current Offering under the Non-Section 423 Component upon the same terms
and conditions in effect for the Participant’s participation in the Section 423 Component, except for such modifications otherwise applicable for
Participants in such Offering. A Participant who transfers employment from any Designated Subsidiary participating in the Non-Section 423
Component to the Company or any Designated Subsidiary participating in the Section 423 Component shall not be treated as terminating the
Participant’s

employment and shall remain a Participant in the Non-Section 423 Component until the earlier of (i) the end of the current Offering Period under
the Non-Section 423 Component or (ii) the Enrollment Date of the first Offering Period in which the Participant is eligible to participate following
such transfer. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Administrator may establish different rules to govern transfers of employment between entities
participating in the Section 423 Component and the Non-Section 423 Component, consistent with Applicable Law, including, but not limited to,
the applicable requirements of Section 423 of the Code.
ARTICLE VIII.
ADJUSTMENTS UPON CHANGES IN SHARES
8.1 Changes in Capitalization
Subject to Section 8.3, in the event that the Administrator determines that any dividend or other distribution (whether in the form of cash, Shares,
other securities, or other property), change in control, reorganization, merger, amalgamation, consolidation, combination, repurchase, redemption,
recapitalization, liquidation, dissolution, or sale, transfer, exchange or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company, or
sale or exchange of Shares or other securities of the Company, issuance of warrants or other rights to purchase Shares or other securities of the
Company, or other similar corporate transaction or event, as determined by the Administrator, affects the Shares such that an adjustment is
determined by the Administrator to be appropriate in order to prevent dilution or enlargement of the benefits or potential benefits intended by the
Company to be made available under the Plan or with respect to any outstanding purchase rights under the Plan, the Administrator shall make
equitable adjustments, if any, to reflect such change with respect to (a) the aggregate number and type of Shares (or other securities or property)
that may be issued under the Plan (including, but not limited to, adjustments of the limitations in Section 3.1 and the limitations established in each
Offering Document pursuant to Section 4.2 on the maximum number of Shares that may be purchased); (b) the class(es) and number of Shares
and price per Share subject to outstanding rights; and (c) the Purchase Price with respect to any outstanding rights.
8.2 Other Adjustments
Subject to Section 8.3, in the event of any transaction or event described in Section 8.1 or any unusual or nonrecurring transactions or events
affecting the Company, any Affiliate of the Company, or the financial statements of the Company or any Affiliate, or of changes in Applicable
Law or accounting principles, the Administrator, in its discretion, and on such terms and conditions as it deems appropriate, is hereby authorized
to take any one or more of the following actions whenever the Administrator determines that such action is appropriate in order to prevent the
dilution or enlargement of the benefits or potential benefits intended to be made

available under the Plan or with respect to any right under the Plan, to facilitate such transactions or events or to give effect to such changes in
laws, regulations or principles:
(a) To provide for either (i) termination of any outstanding right in exchange for an amount of cash, if any, equal to the amount that
would have been obtained upon the exercise of such right had such right been currently exercisable or (ii) the replacement of such outstanding
right with other rights or property selected by the Administrator in its sole discretion;
(b) To provide that the outstanding rights under the Plan shall be assumed by the successor or survivor corporation, or a parent or
subsidiary thereof, or shall be substituted for by similar rights covering the shares of the successor or survivor corporation, or a parent or
subsidiary thereof, with appropriate adjustments as to the number and kind of shares and prices;
(c) To make adjustments in the number and type of Shares (or other securities or property) subject to outstanding rights under the Plan
and/or in the terms and conditions of outstanding rights and rights that may be granted in the future;
(d) To provide that Participants’ accumulated payroll deductions may be used to purchase Shares prior to the next occurring Purchase
Date on such date as the Administrator determines in its sole discretion and the Participants’ rights under the ongoing Offering Period(s) shall be
terminated; and
(e)

To provide that all outstanding rights shall terminate without being exercised.

8.3 No Adjustment Under Certain Circumstances
Unless determined otherwise by the Administrator, no adjustment or action described in this Article VIII or in any other provision of the Plan shall
be authorized to the extent that such adjustment or action would cause the Section 423 Component of the Plan to fail to satisfy the requirements of
Section 423 of the Code.
8.4

No Other Rights

Except as expressly provided in the Plan, no Participant shall have any rights by reason of any subdivision or consolidation of shares of any class,
the payment of any dividend, any increase or decrease in the number of shares of any class or any dissolution, liquidation, merger, or consolidation
of the Company or any other corporation. Except as expressly provided in the Plan or pursuant to action of the Administrator under the Plan, no
issuance by the Company of shares of any class, or securities convertible into shares of any class, shall affect, and no adjustment by reason thereof
shall be made with respect to, the number of Shares subject to outstanding rights under the Plan or the Purchase Price with respect to any
outstanding rights.

ARTICLE IX.
AMENDMENT, MODIFICATION AND TERMINATION
9.1 Amendment, Modification and Termination
The Administrator may amend, suspend or terminate the Plan at any time and from time to time; provided, however, that approval of the
Company’s shareholders shall be required to amend the Plan to: (a) increase the aggregate number, or change the type, of shares that may be sold
pursuant to rights under the Plan under Section 3.1 (other than an adjustment as provided by Article VIII) or (b) change the corporations or classes
of corporations whose employees may be granted rights under the Plan.
9.2 Certain Changes to Plan
Without shareholder consent and without regard to whether any Participant rights may be considered to have been adversely affected (and, with
respect to the Section 423 Component of the Plan, after taking into account Section 423 of the Code), the Administrator shall be entitled to change
the Offering Periods, limit the frequency and/or number of changes in the amount withheld from Compensation during an Offering Period,
establish the exchange ratio applicable to amounts withheld in a currency other than U.S. dollars, permit payroll withholding in excess of the
amount designated by a Participant in order to adjust for delays or mistakes in the Company’s processing of withholding elections, establish
reasonable waiting and adjustment periods and/or accounting and crediting procedures to ensure that amounts applied toward the purchase of
Shares for each Participant properly correspond with amounts withheld from the Participant’s Compensation, and establish such other limitations
or procedures as the Administrator determines in its sole discretion to be advisable that are consistent with the Plan.
9.3 Actions In the Event of Unfavorable Financial Accounting Consequences
In the event the Administrator determines that the ongoing operation of the Plan may result in unfavorable financial accounting consequences, the
Administrator may, in its discretion and, to the extent necessary or desirable, modify or amend the Plan to reduce or eliminate such accounting
consequence including, but not limited to:
(a)

altering the Purchase Price for any Offering Period including an Offering Period underway at the time of the change in Purchase

Price;
(b) shortening any Offering Period so that the Offering Period ends on a new Purchase Date, including an Offering Period underway at
the time of the Administrator action; and
(c)

allocating Shares.

Such modifications or amendments shall not require shareholder approval or the consent of any Participant.
9.4

Payments Upon Termination of Plan

Upon termination of the Plan, the balance in each Participant’s Plan account shall be refunded as soon as practicable after such termination, without any
interest thereon, or the Offering Period may be shortened so that the purchase of Shares occurs prior to the termination of the Plan.
ARTICLE X.
TERM OF PLAN
10. The Plan shall become effective on the Effective Date. The effectiveness of the Plan shall be subject to approval of the Plan by the Company’s
shareholders within twelve months before or after the date the Plan is first approved by the Board. No right may be granted under the Plan prior to such
shareholder approval. No rights may be granted under the Plan during any period of suspension of the Plan or after termination of the Plan.
ARTICLE XI.
ADMINISTRATION
11.1 Administrator
Unless otherwise determined by the Board, the Administrator of the Plan shall be the Compensation Committee of the Board (or another
committee or a subcommittee of the Board to which the Board delegates administration of the Plan). The Board may at any time vest in the
Administrator any authority or duties for administration of the Plan. The Administrator may delegate administrative tasks under the Plan to the
services of an Agent or Employees to assist in the administration of the Plan, including establishing and maintaining an individual securities
account under the Plan for each Participant.
11.2 Authority of Administrator
The Administrator shall have the power, subject to, and within the limitations of, the express provisions of the Plan:
(a) To determine when and how rights to purchase Shares shall be granted and the provisions of each offering of such rights (which
need not be identical).

(b) To designate from time to time which Subsidiaries of the Company shall be Designated Subsidiaries, which designation may be
made without the approval of the shareholders of the Company.
(c) To impose a mandatory holding period pursuant to which Employees may not dispose of or transfer Shares purchased under the
Plan for a period of time determined by the Administrator in its discretion.
(d) To construe and interpret the Plan and rights granted under it, and to establish, amend and revoke rules and regulations for its
administration. The Administrator, in the exercise of this power, may correct any defect, omission or inconsistency in the Plan, in a manner and to the
extent it shall deem necessary or expedient to make the Plan fully effective.
(e)

To amend, suspend or terminate the Plan as provided in Article IX.

(f) Generally, to exercise such powers and to perform such acts as the Administrator deems necessary or expedient to promote the best
interests of the Company and its Subsidiaries and to carry out the intent that the Plan be treated as an “employee stock purchase plan” within the meaning
of Section 423 of the Code for the Section 423 Component.
(g) The Administrator may adopt sub-plans applicable to particular Designated Subsidiaries or locations, which sub-plans may be
designed to be outside the scope of Section 423 of the Code. The rules of such sub-plans may take precedence over other provisions of this Plan, with the
exception of Section 3.1 hereof, but unless otherwise superseded by the terms of such sub-plan, the provisions of this Plan shall govern the operation of
such sub-plan.
11.3 Decisions Binding
The Administrator’s interpretation of the Plan, any rights granted pursuant to the Plan, any subscription agreement and all decisions and
determinations by the Administrator with respect to the Plan are final, binding, and conclusive on all parties.
ARTICLE XII.
MISCELLANEOUS
12.1 Restriction upon Assignment
A right granted under the Plan shall not be transferable other than by will or the applicable laws of descent and distribution, and is exercisable
during the Participant’s lifetime only by the Participant. Except as provided in Section 12.4 hereof, a right under the Plan may not be exercised to
any extent except by the Participant. The Company shall not recognize and shall be

under no duty to recognize any assignment or alienation of the Participant’s interest in the Plan, the Participant’s rights under the Plan or any
rights thereunder.
12.2 Rights as a Shareholder
With respect to Shares subject to a right granted under the Plan, a Participant shall not be deemed to be a shareholder of the Company, and the
Participant shall not have any of the rights or privileges of a shareholder, until such Shares have been issued to the Participant or his or her
nominee following exercise of the Participant’s rights under the Plan. No adjustments shall be made for dividends (ordinary or extraordinary,
whether in cash securities, or other property) or distribution or other rights for which the record date occurs prior to the date of such issuance,
except as otherwise expressly provided herein or as determined by the Administrator.
12.3 Interest
No interest shall accrue on the payroll deductions or contributions of a Participant under the Plan.
12.4 Designation of Beneficiary
(a) A Participant may, in the manner determined by the Administrator, file a written designation of a beneficiary who is to receive any
Shares and/or cash, if any, from the Participant’s account under the Plan in the event of such Participant’s death subsequent to a Purchase Date on which
the Participant’s rights are exercised but prior to delivery to such Participant of such Shares and cash. In addition, a Participant may file a written
designation of a beneficiary who is to receive any cash from the Participant’s account under the Plan in the event of such Participant’s death prior to
exercise of the Participant’s rights under the Plan. If the Participant is married and resides in a community property state, a designation of a person other
than the Participant’s spouse as his or her beneficiary shall not be effective without the prior written consent of the Participant’s spouse.
(b) Such designation of beneficiary may be changed by the Participant at any time by written notice to the Company. In the event of
the death of a Participant and in the absence of a beneficiary validly designated under the Plan who is living at the time of such Participant’s death, the
Company shall deliver such Shares and/or cash to the executor or administrator of the estate of the Participant, or if no such executor or administrator has
been appointed (to the knowledge of the Company), the Company, in its discretion, may deliver such Shares and/or cash to the spouse or to any one or
more dependents or relatives of the Participant, or if no spouse, dependent or relative is known to the Company, then to such other person as the
Company may designate.
12.5 Notices
All notices or other communications by a Participant to the Company under or in connection with the Plan shall be deemed to have been duly
given when received in the form specified by the Company at the location, or by the person, designated by the Company for the receipt thereof.

12.6 Equal Rights and Privileges
Subject to Section 5.7, all Eligible Employees will have equal rights and privileges under the Section 423 Component so that the Section 423
Component of this Plan qualifies as an “employee stock purchase plan” within the meaning of Section 423 of the Code. Subject to Section 5.7, any
provision of the Section 423 Component that is inconsistent with Section 423 of the Code will, without further act or amendment by the Company,
the Board or the Administrator, be reformed to comply with the equal rights and privileges requirement of Section 423 of the Code. Eligible
Employees participating in the Non-Section 423 Component need not have the same rights and privileges as other Eligible Employees
participating in the Non-Section 423 Component or as Eligible Employees participating in the Section 423 Component.
12.7 Use of Funds
All payroll deductions received or held by the Company under the Plan may be used by the Company for any corporate purpose, and the Company
shall not be obligated to segregate such payroll deductions.
12.8 Reports
Statements of account shall be given to Participants at least annually, which statements shall set forth the amounts of payroll deductions, the
Purchase Price, the number of Shares purchased and the remaining cash balance, if any.
12.9 No Employment Rights
Nothing in the Plan shall be construed to give any person (including any Eligible Employee or Participant) the right to remain in the employ of the
Company or any Parent or Subsidiary or affect the right of the Company or any Parent or Subsidiary to terminate the employment of any person
(including any Eligible Employee or Participant) at any time, with or without cause.
12.10 Notice of Disposition of Shares
Each Participant shall give prompt notice to the Company of any disposition or other transfer of any Shares purchased upon exercise of a right
under the Section 423 Component of the Plan if such disposition or transfer is made: (a) within two years from the Enrollment Date of the Offering
Period in which the Shares were purchased or (b) within one year after the Purchase Date on which such Shares were purchased. Such notice shall
specify the date of such disposition or other transfer and the amount realized, in cash, other property, assumption of indebtedness or other
consideration, by the Participant in such disposition or other transfer.

12.11 Governing Law
The Plan and any agreements hereunder shall be administered, interpreted and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Israel,
disregarding any state’s choice of law principles requiring the application of a jurisdiction’s laws other than the State of Israel. Certain definitions,
which refer to the laws of such jurisdiction, shall be construed in accordance with other such laws. The competent courts located in Tel-Aviv-Jaffa,
Israel shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Plan and any award granted hereunder.
12.12 Electronic Forms
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law and in the discretion of the Administrator, an Eligible Employee may submit any form or notice as set
forth herein by means of an electronic form approved by the Administrator. Before the commencement of an Offering Period, the Administrator
shall prescribe the time limits within which any such electronic form shall be submitted to the Administrator with respect to such Offering Period
in order to be a valid election.
12.13 Data Privacy; Data Transfer
Information related to Participants hereunder, as shall be received from Participants or others, and/or held by, the Company or its Affiliates from
time to time, and which information may include sensitive and personal information related to Participants (“Information”), will be used by the
Company or its Affiliates (or third parties appointed by any of them) to comply with any applicable legal requirement, or for administration of the
Plan as they deems necessary or advisable, or for the respective business purposes of the Company or its Affiliates (including in connection with
transactions related to any of them). The Company and its Affiliates shall be entitled to transfer the Information among the Company or its
Affiliates, and to third parties for the purposes set forth above, which may include persons located abroad (including, any person administering the
Plan or providing services in respect of the Plan or in order to comply with legal requirements, or their respective officers, directors, employees
and representatives, and the respective successors and assigns of any of the foregoing), and any person so receiving Information shall be entitled to
transfer it for the purposes set forth above. The Company shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that the transfer of such Information
shall be limited to the reasonable and necessary scope. By participating, Participants acknowledge and agree that the Information is provided at
Participant’s free will and Participant consents to the storage and transfer of the Information as set forth above.
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SIMILARWEB LTD.
2021 EMPLOYEE SHARE PURCHASE PLAN - ISRAEI APPENDIX
This Israeli Appendix (the “ Appendix”) to the 2021 Employee Share Purchase Plan (as amended from time to time, the “ Plan”) of Similarweb
Ltd. (the “Company”) shall apply only to persons who are, or are deemed to be, residents of the State of Israel for Israeli tax purposes.

1.

GENERAL

1.1. The Administrator, in its discretion, may grant a right to purchase Awards to Eligible Employees and shall determine whether any Award is
intended to be a 102 Award. Each exercise of a right to purchase an Award shall be evidenced by a Subscription Agreement, which shall expressly
identify the Award type, and be in such form and contain such provisions, as the Administrator shall from time to time deem appropriate.
1.2.
The Plan shall apply to any Awards and rights to purchase Awards, in each case granted pursuant to this Appendix, provided, that the
provisions of this Appendix shall supersede and govern in the case of any inconsistency or conflict, either explicit or implied, arising between the
provisions of this Appendix and the Plan.
1.3.

2.

Unless otherwise defined in this Appendix, capitalized terms contained herein shall have the same meanings given to them in the Plan.

DEFINITIONS.

2.1. “102 Award ” means any Award intended to qualify (as set forth in the Subscription Agreement) and which qualifies under Section 102,
provided it is settled only in Shares.
2.2. “102 Capital Gain Track Award ” means any Award granted by the Company to an Employee pursuant to Section 102(b)(2) or (3) (as
applicable) of the Ordinance under the capital gain track.
2.3. “102 Non-Trustee Award” means any Award granted by the Company to an Employee pursuant to Section 102(c) of the Ordinance without a
Trustee.
2.4. “102 Ordinary Income Track Award ” means any Award granted by the Company to an Employee pursuant to Section 102(b)(1) of the
Ordinance under the ordinary income track.
2.5.

“102 Trustee Awards” means, collectively, 102 Capital Gain Track Awards and 102 Ordinary Income Track Awards.

2.6. “Affiliate” means, with respect to any person, any other person that, directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, controls, is
controlled by, or is under common control with, such person (with the term “control” or “controlled by” within the meaning of Rule 405 of Regulation C
under the Securities Act), including, without limitation, any Parent or Subsidiary.
2.7.

“Award” shall mean any Share purchased according to the Plan.

2.8.

“Election” as defined in Section 3.2 below.
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2.9. “Employee” means an “employee” within the meaning of Section 102(a) of the Ordinance (which as of the date of the adoption of this
Appendix means (i) an individual employed by an Employer, and (ii) an individual who is serving and is engaged personally (and not through an entity)
as an “office holder” by an Employer, excluding any controlling shareholder as to such term is defined in Section 32(9) of the Ordinance.), provided
such Employee also satisfies the eligibility requirements under the Plan.
2.10. “Employer” means, for purpose of a 102 Trustee Award, an Affiliate, Subsidiary or Parent which is an “employing company” within the
meaning and subject to the conditions of Section 102(a) of the Ordinance.
2.11.

“ITA” means the Israel Tax Authority.

2.12. “Ordinance” means the Israeli Income Tax Ordinance (New Version), 1961, including the Rules and any other regulations, rules, orders or
procedures promulgated thereunder, as may be amended or replaced from time to time.
2.13.

“Required Holding Period” as defined in Section 3.5.1 below.

2.14.

“Rules” means the Income Tax Rules (Tax Benefits in Share Issuance to Employees) 5763-2003.

2.15.

“Section 102” means Section 102 of the Ordinance.

2.16.

“Trust Agreement” means the agreement to be signed between the Company, an Employer and the Trustee for the purposes of Section 102.

2.17.

“Trustee” means the trustee appointed by the Company’s Administrator to hold the Awards and approved by the ITA.

2.18. “Subscription Agreement ” means a written or electronic agreement between the Company and the Participant or a written or electronic
notice delivered by the Company evidencing the exercise of an Award granted pursuant to the Plan, in substantially such form or forms and containing
such terms and conditions, as the Administrator shall from time to time approve.
2.19.

3.

“Withholding Obligations” as defined in Section 4.5 below.

102 AWARDS

3 . 1 . Tracks. Awards granted pursuant to this Section 3 are intended to be granted as either 102 Capital Gain Track Awards or 102 Ordinary
Income Track Awards. 102 Trustee Awards shall be granted subject to the special terms and conditions contained in this Section 3 and the general terms
and conditions of the Plan, except for any provisions of the Plan applying to Awards under different tax laws or regulations.
3 . 2 . Election of Track. Subject to Applicable Law, the Company may grant only one type of 102 Trustee Award at any given time to all
Employees who are to be granted 102 Trustee Awards pursuant to this Appendix, and shall file an election with the ITA regarding the type of 102
Trustee Award it elects to grant before the date of grant of any 102 Trustee Award (the “Election”). Such Election shall also apply to any other securities
received by any Employee as a result of holding the 102 Trustee

Awards. The Company may change the type of 102 Trustee Award that it elects to grant only after the expiration of at least 12 months from the end of
the year in which the first grant was made in accordance with the previous Election, or as otherwise provided by Applicable Law. Any Election shall not
prevent the Company from granting 102 Non-Trustee Awards.
3.3. Eligibility for Awards. Subject to Applicable Law, 102 Awards may only be granted to Employees. Such 102 Awards may either be granted to
a Trustee or granted under Section 102 without a Trustee.
3.4.

102 Award Grant Date.

3.4.1. Each 102 Award will be deemed granted on the date determined by the Administrator, subject to the provisions of the Plan, provided
that (i) the Employee has signed all documents required by the Company or pursuant to Applicable Law, and (ii) with respect to any 102 Trustee Award,
the Company has provided all applicable documents to the Trustee in accordance with the guidelines published by the ITA.
3.4.2. Unless otherwise permitted by the Ordinance, any grants of 102 Trustee Awards that are made on or after the date of the adoption of
the Plan and this Appendix or an amendment to the Plan or this Appendix, as the case may be, that may become effective only at the expiration of thirty
(30) days after the filing of the Plan and this Appendix or any amendment thereof (as the case may be) with the ITA in accordance with the Ordinance
shall be conditional upon the expiration of such 30-day period, and such condition shall be read and is incorporated by reference into any corporate
resolutions approving such grants and into any Subscription Agreement evidencing such grants (whether or not explicitly referring to such condition),
and the date of grant shall be at the expiration of such 30-day period, whether or not the date of grant indicated therein corresponds with this Section. In
the case of any contradiction, this provision and the date of grant determined pursuant hereto shall supersede and be deemed to amend any date of grant
indicated in any corporate resolution or Subscription Agreement.
3.5.

102 Trustee Awards.

3.5.1. Each Share issued pursuant to the 102 Trustee Award shall be allocated or issued to and registered in the name of the Trustee and
shall be held in trust or controlled by the Trustee for the benefit of the Participant for the requisite period prescribed by the Ordinance (the “Required
Holding Period”). In the event that the requirements under Section 102 to qualify an Award as a 102 Trustee Award are not met, then the Award may
be treated as a 102 Non-Trustee Award (as determined by the Company), all in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance. After the expiration of
the Required Holding Period, the Trustee may release such 102 Trustee Awards and any such Shares, provided that (i) the Trustee has received an
acknowledgment from the ITA that the Participant has paid any applicable taxes due pursuant to the Ordinance, or (ii) the Trustee and/or the Company
and/or the Employer withhold(s) all applicable taxes and compulsory payments due pursuant to the Ordinance arising from the 102 Trustee Awards. The
Trustee shall not release any 102 Trustee Awards prior to the payment in full of the Participant’s tax and compulsory payments arising from such 102
Trustee Awards or the withholding referred to in (ii) above.
3.5.2.
Each 102 Trustee Award shall be subject to the relevant terms of the Ordinance, the Rules and any determinations, rulings or
approvals issued by the ITA, which shall be deemed an integral part of the 102 Trustee Awards and shall prevail over any term contained in the Plan, this
Appendix or the Subscription Agreement that is not consistent therewith. Any provision of the Ordinance, the Rules and

any determinations, rulings or approvals by the ITA not expressly specified in the Plan, this Appendix or Subscription Agreement that are necessary to
receive or maintain any tax benefit pursuant to Section 102 shall be binding on the Participant. Any Participant granted a 102 Trustee Award shall
comply with the Ordinance and the terms and conditions of the Trust Agreement entered into between the Company and the Trustee. The Participant
shall execute any and all documents that the Company and/or the Affiliate and/or the Trustee determine from time to time to be necessary in order to
comply with the Ordinance and the Rules.
3.5.3. During the Required Holding Period, the Participant shall not release from trust or sell, assign, transfer or give as collateral, the
Shares issuable in connection with a 102 Trustee Award and/or any securities issued or distributed with respect thereto, until the expiration of the
Required Holding Period. Notwithstanding the above, if any such sale, release or other action occurs during the Required Holding Period it may result in
adverse tax consequences to the Participant under Section 102 and the Rules, which shall apply to and shall be borne solely by such Participant. Subject
to the foregoing, the Trustee may, pursuant to a written request from the Participant, but subject to the terms of the Plan and this Appendix, release and
transfer such Shares to a designated third party, provided that both of the following conditions have been fulfilled prior to such release or transfer: (i)
payment has been made to the ITA of all taxes and compulsory payments required to be paid upon the release and transfer of the Shares, and
confirmation of such payment has been received by the Trustee and the Company, and (ii) the Trustee has received written confirmation from the
Company that all requirements for such release and transfer have been fulfilled according to the terms of the Company’s corporate documents, any
agreement governing the Shares, the Plan, this Appendix, the Subscription Agreement and any Applicable Law.
3.5.4. Upon or after receipt of a 102 Trustee Award, if required, the Participant may be required to sign an undertaking to release the
Trustee from any liability with respect to any action or decision duly taken and executed in good faith by the Trustee in relation to the Plan, this
Appendix, or any 102 Trustee Awards granted to such Participant hereunder.
3.6. 102 Non-Trustee Awards . The foregoing provisions of this Section 3 relating to 102 Trustee Awards shall not apply with respect to 102 NonTrustee Awards, which shall, however, be subject to the relevant provisions of Section 102 and the applicable Rules. The Administrator may determine
that 102 Non-Trustee Awards and/or any securities issued or distributed with respect thereto, shall be allocated or issued to the Trustee, who shall hold
such 102 Non-Trustee Award and all accrued rights thereon (if any) in trust for the benefit of the Participant and/or the Company, as the case may be,
until the full payment of tax arising from the 102 Non-Trustee Awards and/or any securities issued or distributed with respect thereto. The Company may
choose, alternatively, to require the Participant to provide the Company with a guarantee or other security, to the satisfaction of each of the Trustee and
the Company, until the full payment of the applicable taxes.
3.7. Written Participant Undertaking. With respect to any 102 Trustee Award, as required by Section 102 and the Rules, by virtue of the receipt of
such Award, the Participant is deemed to have provided, undertaken and confirmed the following written undertaking (and such undertaking is deemed
incorporated into any documents signed by the Participant in connection with the grant of such Award), and which undertaking shall be deemed to apply
and relate to all 102 Trustee Awards granted to the

Participant, whether under the Plan and this Appendix or other plans maintained by the Company, and whether prior to or after the date hereof:
3.7.1. The Participant shall comply with all terms and conditions set forth in Section 102 with regard to the “Capital Gain Track” or the
“Ordinary Income Track”, as applicable, and the applicable rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, as amended from time to time;
3.7.2. The Participant is familiar with, and understands the provisions of, Section 102 in general, and the tax arrangement under the “Capital
Gain Track” or the “Ordinary Income Track” in particular, and its tax consequences; the Participant agrees that the 102 Trustee Awards will be held by a
Trustee appointed pursuant to Section 102 for at least the duration of the “Holding Period” (as such term is defined in Section 102) under the “Capital
Gain Track” or the “Ordinary Income Track”, as applicable. The Participant understands that any release of such 102 Trustee Awards or Shares from
trust, or any sale of the Shares prior to the termination of the Holding Period, as defined above, will result in taxation at the marginal tax rate, in addition
to deductions of appropriate social security, health tax contributions or other compulsory payments; and
3.7.3.
Section 102.

4.

The Participant agrees to the Trust Agreement signed between the Company, the Employer and the Trustee appointed pursuant to

AGREEMENT REGARDING TAXES; DISCLAIMER

4.1. If the Company shall so require, as a condition of the release of Shares by the Trustee, a Participant shall agree that, no later than the date of
such occurrence, the Participant will pay to the Company (or the Trustee, as applicable) or make arrangements satisfactory to the Company and the
Trustee (if applicable) regarding payment of any applicable taxes and compulsory payments of any kind required by Applicable Law to be withheld or
paid.
4 . 2 . TAX LIABILITY. ALL TAX CONSEQUENCES UNDER ANY APPLICABLE LAW WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE GRANT OF
ANY AWARDS, THE SALE OR DISPOSITION OF ANY SHARES GRANTED HEREUNDER, THE ASSUMPTION, SUBSTITUTION,
CANCELLATION OR PAYMENT IN LIEU OF AWARDS OR FROM ANY OTHER ACTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING
(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY TAXES AND COMPULSORY PAYMENTS, SUCH AS SOCIAL SECURITY OR HEALTH TAX
PAYABLE BY THE PARTICIPANT OR THE COMPANY IN CONNECTION THEREWITH) SHALL BE BORNE AND PAID SOLELY BY THE
PARTICIPANT, AND THE PARTICIPANT SHALL INDEMNIFY THE COMPANY, THE AFFILIATE AND THE TRUSTEE, AND SHALL HOLD
THEM HARMLESS AGAINST AND FROM ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY SUCH TAX OR PAYMENT OR ANY PENALTY, INTEREST OR
INDEXATION THEREON. EACH PARTICIPANT AGREES TO, AND UNDERTAKES TO COMPLY WITH, ANY RULING, SETTLEMENT,
CLOSING AGREEMENT OR OTHER SIMILAR AGREEMENT OR ARRANGEMENT WITH ANY TAX AUTHORITY IN CONNECTION WITH
THE FOREGOING WHICH IS APPROVED BY THE COMPANY.
4 . 3 . NO TAX ADVICE . THE PARTICIPANT IS ADVISED TO CONSULT WITH A TAX ADVISOR WITH RESPECT TO THE TAX
CONSEQUENCES OF RECEIVING, EXERCISING OR DISPOSING OF AWARDS HEREUNDER. THE COMPANY DOES NOT ASSUME ANY
RESPONSIBILITY TO ADVISE THE PARTICIPANT ON SUCH MATTERS, WHICH SHALL REMAIN SOLELY THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE PARTICIPANT.

4 . 4 . TAX TREATMENT . THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) DOES NOT UNDERTAKE OR
ASSUME ANY LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY TO THE EFFECT THAT ANY AWARD SHALL QUALIFY WITH ANY PARTICULAR TAX
REGIME OR RULES APPLYING TO PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT, OR BENEFIT FROM ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT OR
TAX ADVANTAGE OF ANY TYPE AND THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) SHALL BEAR NO
LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANNER IN WHICH ANY AWARD IS EVENTUALLY TREATED FOR TAX PURPOSES,
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE AWARD WAS GRANTED OR WAS INTENDED TO QUALIFY UNDER ANY PARTICULAR TAX
REGIME OR TREATMENT. THIS PROVISION SHALL SUPERSEDE ANY DESIGNATION OF AWARDS OR TAX QUALIFICATION
INDICATED IN ANY CORPORATE RESOLUTION OR SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT, WHICH SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE SUBJECT TO
THE REQUIREMENTS OF APPLICABLE LAW. THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) DO NOT
UNDERTAKE AND SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO TAKE ANY ACTION IN ORDER TO QUALIFY ANY AWARD WITH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT AND NO INDICATION IN ANY DOCUMENT TO THE EFFECT THAT ANY
AWARD IS INTENDED TO QUALIFY FOR ANY TAX TREATMENT SHALL IMPLY SUCH AN UNDERTAKING. NO ASSURANCE IS MADE
BY THE COMPANY, ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) THAT ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT ON THE
DATE OF GRANT WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST OR THAT THE AWARD WILL QUALIFY AT THE TIME OF DISPOSITION THEREOF WITH
ANY PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT. THE COMPANY AND THE AFFILIATE (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) SHALL NOT HAVE ANY
LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION OF ANY NATURE IN THE EVENT THAT AN AWARD DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR ANY PARTICULAR TAX
TREATMENT, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE COMPANY OR ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) COULD HAVE TAKEN
ANY ACTION TO CAUSE SUCH QUALIFICATION TO BE MET AND SUCH QUALIFICATION REMAINS AT ALL TIMES AND UNDER ALL
CIRCUMSTANCES AT THE RISK OF THE PARTICIPANT. THE COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATES (INCLUDING THE EMPLOYER) DO NOT
UNDERTAKE OR ASSUME ANY LIABILITY TO CONTEST A DETERMINATION OR INTERPRETATION (WHETHER WRITTEN OR
UNWRITTEN) OF ANY TAX AUTHORITY, INCLUDING IN RESPECT OF THE QUALIFICATION UNDER ANY PARTICULAR TAX REGIME
OR RULES APPLYING TO PARTICULAR TAX TREATMENT. IF THE AWARDS DO NOT QUALIFY UNDER ANY PARTICULAR TAX
TREATMENT IT COULD RESULT IN ADVERSE TAX CONSEQUENCES TO THE PARTICIPANT.
4.5. The Company or the Affiliate (including the Employer) may take such action as it may deem necessary or appropriate, in its discretion, for the
purpose of or in connection with withholding of any taxes and compulsory payments which the Trustee, the Company or the Affiliate (including the
Employer) is required by any Applicable Law to withhold in connection with any Awards, including, without limitations, any income tax, social
benefits, social insurance, health tax, pension, payroll tax, fringe benefits, excise tax, payment on account or other tax-related items related to the
Participant’s participation in the Plan and applicable by law to the Participant (collectively, “ Withholding Obligations”). Such actions may include (i)
requiring Participants to remit to the Company or the Employer in cash an amount sufficient to satisfy such Withholding Obligations and any other taxes
and compulsory payments, payable by the Company or the Employer in connection with the Award; (ii) subject to Applicable Law, allowing the
Participants to surrender Shares, in an amount that at such time, reflects a value that the Administrator determines to be sufficient to satisfy such
Withholding Obligations; or (iii) any combination of the foregoing.

4.6. Each Participant shall notify the Company in writing promptly and in any event within ten (10) days after the date on which such Participant
first obtains knowledge of any tax bureau inquiry, audit, assertion, determination, investigation, or question relating in any manner to the Awards
granted or received hereunder or Shares issued thereunder and shall continuously inform the Company of any developments, proceedings, discussions
and negotiations relating to such matter, and shall allow the Company and its representatives to participate in any proceedings and discussions
concerning such matters. Upon request, a Participant shall provide to the Company any information or document relating to any matter described in the
preceding sentence, which the Company, in its discretion, requires.
4.7. With respect to 102 Non-Trustee Awards, if the Participant ceases to be employed by the Company or any Parent, Subsidiary or Affiliate
(including the Employer), the Participant shall extend to the Company and/or the Employer a security or guarantee for the payment of taxes due at the
time of sale of Shares, all in accordance with the provisions of Section 102 and the Rules.

5.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS AS A SHAREHOLDER

5.1. A Participant shall have no rights as a shareholder of the Company with respect to any Shares covered by an Award until the Participant
becomes the record holder of the subject Shares. In the case of 102 Awards (if such Awards are being held by a Trustee), the Trustee shall have no rights
as a shareholder of the Company with respect to the Shares covered by such Award until the Trustee becomes the record holder for such Shares for the
Participant’s benefit, and the Participant shall not be deemed to be a shareholder and shall have no rights as a shareholder of the Company with respect to
the Shares covered by the Award until the date of the release of such Shares from the Trustee to the Participant and the transfer of record ownership of
such Shares to the Participant (provided however that the Participant shall be entitled to receive from the Trustee any cash dividend or distribution made
on account of the Shares held by the Trustee for such Participant’s benefit, subject to any tax withholding and compulsory payment). No adjustment shall
be made for dividends (ordinary or extraordinary, whether in cash, securities or other property) or distribution of other rights for which the record date is
prior to the date on which the Participant or Trustee (as applicable) becomes the record holder of the Shares covered by an Award, except as provided in
the Plan.
5.2. With respect to Shares issued in connection with Awards hereunder, any and all voting rights attached to such Shares shall be subject to the
provisions of the Plan, and the Participant shall be entitled to receive dividends distributed with respect to such Shares, subject to the provisions of the
Company’s Articles of Association, as amended from time to time, and subject to any Applicable Law.
5.3.
The Company may, but shall not be obligated to, register or qualify the sale of Shares under any applicable securities law or any other
Applicable Law.
5.4. Shares issued pursuant to an Award shall be subject to the Company’s Articles of Association (as amended from time to time), any limitation,
restriction or obligation applicable to shareholders included in any shareholders agreement applicable to all or substantially all of the holders of Shares
(regardless of whether or not the Participant is a formal party to such shareholders agreement), any other governing documents of the Company, and all
policies, manuals and internal regulations adopted by the Company from time to time, in each case, as may be amended from time to time, including any
provisions included therein concerning restrictions or limitations on disposition of Shares (such as, but not limited to, right of first refusal and lock
up/market stand-off) or grant of any rights with respect thereto, forced sale and bring along provisions, any provisions concerning restrictions on the use
of inside information and other provisions deemed by the Company to be appropriate in order to ensure compliance

with Applicable Laws. Each Participant shall execute such separate agreement(s) as may be requested by the Company relating to matters set forth in
this Section 5.4.

6.

GOVERNING LAW. This Appendix shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Israel (excluding its choice-oflaw provisions) except that applicable Israeli laws, rules and regulations (as amended) shall apply to any mandatory tax matters arising hereunder.
****

Exhibit 23.1

CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We consent to the reference to our firm under the caption “Experts” and to the use of our report dated February 18, 2021, in amendment No. 2 to the
Registration Statement on Form F-1 (No. 333-255262) and the related Prospectus of Similarweb Ltd. dated May 3, 2021.

May 3, 2021
Tel-Aviv, Israel

/s/ Kost Forer Gabbay and Kasierer
Kost Forer Gabbay & Kasierer
A member of Ernst & Young Global

